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1. 15 Price escalation to 010 extent of 22 per cent was perhaps the most painful manifestation of (he
strains and stresses borne by the economy during 1974-75. Inflationary tendencies which developed in the
early 1.970'3 reached th~ p~ak in 1973-74when :cheprice increase was of the, order of30 p,c:rcent. Price es.ca
lation III 1974-75was slightly less and showed SIgnS of slowing down towards the end. of (he year under review.

Balance of Paymemrts
1.14 Extremely low growth in the national output and the world recession referred to in the earlier para

graphs had direct impact as in the ~asc of most of the non-oil ,exporting. countries in tei"J!1sof widening
balance of payments gap LO a much larger extent than WHS projected at the time of formulating the Annual
Plan. RCCC3~iGn in the major industrial nations affected not 011ly the prices but also the level of demand for
Pakistan's exports. Shortage in domestic production of such essentials as wheat and cotton seed necessi
tated impcrtc of thecc commodities. Quantum exports of yarn and cloth declined substantially. In the case
of rice price remained high, though quantity exported was less. Diversification ii-I tlle country's export
however, hac helped mincellanecus catcgones of exports (excluding cotton and cotton-based experts, rice, fish
and leather) to increase ,at the rate of 10 per. cel;.t during the year, A more detailed account of the
performance of country s balance cf payment 13 given III Chapter-9 Balance of Payments.

1.13 The per capita availability of all seven essential items covered in the Annual Plan which together
constitute about 36 per cent of the consumption expenditure of the income groups ranging between
Rs. 250-300 ncr month, indicated virtually no change in 1974-75. A deb led discussion of per capita avail
abilities different items is given in the Chapter 10 Consumption and Nutrition Planning.

1.11 As a result of tho G.D.P. growth of 2.6 per cent and the population increase of around J per
cent, per capita income in real terms declined in ithe year under review as against the target of about 4 per
cent increase. I

I
Consamptlon . .. I. , . .

1.12 Reduced agricultural and industrial production bad tho effect on reducing per capita availability of
essential goods of mass consumption much below the targets. Imports helped in maintaining availability of
essentials as wheat and wheat flour, vegetable ghee and cloth, while availability of some of the commc
dities like rice and sugar declined. In fact, there would have been significant declines in practically all import
ant items of mass consumption, had there been I no imports of wheat, edible oil and other essentials in
sizea ble quantities.

4. Trade and Transport

5. Others

3; Construction

B. ServicesSectors

(a) Large Scale

(b) Small Scale

2. Manufacturing ..

Targets Achievements

6.7 (-)0.4

6.0 (-)2.0

(8.2) (-) (5.1)

(2.8) (2.4)

8.5 3.0

(W.O} (3.0)

(2.9) (3.0)

7.7 5.8

.._g.:.£_ 15.0

10.0 1.8
5.1 6.5

Total G.D.P. (A+B) 7.2 2.6

A. Cl!immodity Sectors ..

I. Agriculture

(a) Major Crops

(b) Others

G.D.P. By Maior Economic Sectors
Sectoral growth rates : (%)

1974-75

TABLE III
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1.18 To sum up, in spite of the difficult economic situation, development momentum during 1974-75 has
been preserved. Total investment in current prices is estimated to be about 22 per cent higher than the plan
target and 56 per cent higher than the achieved investment in 1973-74. In constant prices, fixed. investment
is approximately 10 per cent higher than in the preceding year. Savings did not however, increase in line
with investment. A higher proportion of domestic investment was therefore, financed by foreign aid inflow
and loans. Policies were adjusted during the year to intensify saving efforts both in public and private
sectors. As production recovers from the abnormal set back of 1974-75 and increased investment undertaken
during 1973-74 and 1974-75 adds to the overall production capacity, it would be possible to increase domestic
savings with the help of higher growth rates which are in sights.

(Million Rupees)

1973-74 1974-75

Actual Targets (Bstimate)

Private Investment 4577 6450 5800

Public/Semi Public Investment 6900 8930 11650

Total Fixed Investment 11477 15380 17450

Change inStocks 1000 500 2000

Total Investment 12477 15880 19450

Net Foreign Resources Inflow .. 5465 7000 12200

Domestic Savings 7012 8880 7250

Savings and Investment
1.16 Despite the various pressures listed above, one major positive achievement of the economy dining

the year under review was an increase ill the level of investment. Total fixed investment as a proportion of
G.D.P. is estimated to be about 17.4 per cent as against the Annual Plan target of 16.9 per cent for 1974-75.
In other words, overall investment which had declined sharply during the last few years and was as low as
13per cent ofG.D.P. in 1972-73 has regained the 1969-70 level which is considered as a year of normal invest
ment activity. Major factors influencing investment recently have been the following :-

(a) Despite the resource constraints in view of the poor performance of the economy in terms of c,gi'i
cultural and industrial production, substantial increases in the public sector development expeudi
tures were achieved during 1973-74 and 1974-75. In monetary terms, the size of ADP imple
mented in 1973-74was about 42% higher than in 1972-73 and implementation of 1974-75AD? was
about 77 per cent higher than the preceding year.

(b) Private investment ill all major sectors of the economy with the exception of large-scale manufac
turing has been increasing repidly in recent years. Increases in these sectors are in money terms
but these are large enough to absorb the price effect and still leave significant growth in real LiVest
ment. This is particularly true of sectors like agriculture, road transport, housing and small indus
tries. Investment in these sectors was facilitated by appropriate government policies and incentives
especially by way of augmenting credit availability, providing foreign exchange for the specific pur
pose of import of investment goods like tractors and trucks for these sectors. Gradual recoverv even
in industrial investment as a consequence of the measures taken by the government lhrou~,;11. its
1974-75 budget is indicated by the latest estimates of investment. In fact, a more gcncuine and
sound basis for regulating private investment in all major sectors is developing and the present ~JLate
of revival in total private investment is expected to be further strengthened after the world recession
has passed.

1.17 It would, however, be observed that despite the efforts of the government at mobilizing resources for
investment particularly in the non-industrial private sectors through policies referred to in the preceding para
graph, extraordinary events of the year under review, necessitated a substantial proportion of total iG.l33t
ment to be financed through foreign aid/loans as under:
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INDUSTRIAL PRODUCrIONI SELECTED PRODUCTS 1973.74 & 1974-75

1973-74 1974-75 Percentage
Item Unit (estimated) Changes

1. Cotton yarn Million lbs, 836 800 -4.3

2. Cotton cloth Million yds. 708 680 -4.0
(Mill sector only)

3. Vegetableghee e 000' tons 221 275 24.4

4. Cigarettes • 000 'million •. 27 27
s, Sugar G 000' tons 585 490 ~16.4

6. <Cem~nt • 000' tons 2,732 3,310 21.2

7. M.S. Products '000' tons 214 202 -5.6

8. Fertilizers • 000 • nutrient tons 283 310 9.5

9 Cotton ginning and pressing • 000' bales 3.704 3,567 -3.7

10. Art silk '000' yds. 9,499 8,403 -11.5

.-

ANNEXURE I
~
J
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*Later figure indicate a smaller short fall.

2.9. Other facilities have been provided to increase the availability of inputs to agriculture. Provision has
been made for the import of 15,000 tractors. The pesticides distribution programme envisages an increase of
spraying from 7.5 million spray acres in 1974-75 to 9.5 million acres in 1975-76. The Credit. Plan for 1975-76
has earmarked Rs. 1700million compared with credit extension of Rs. 1000million in 1974-75.

2.10. The crop production targets for 1975-76 based upon the programme and assumptions outlined
above, are shown in Table I.

2.8. The agricultural targets are being backed up by the supply of inputs. Sufficient stocks of fertilizer
are available in the country to enable an increase inusage from 425,000 nutrient tons in 1974-75 to 550,000
nutrient tons in 1975-76. Fertilizer demand will critically depend upon the availability of adequate irrigation
water including water stored at Tarbela. There is evidence already that river flows during the early Kharif
season have been at mean levels. Indeed, some rivers have been in flood which has caused losses in certain
areas but the losses are not expected to be extensive.

...

Agricultural Production

2.4. The Annual Plan for 1974-75 was based upon the assumption that wat~r stored at Tarbela would
supplement normal irrigation flows leading to a sharp increase 111 wheat production, A .general increase in
agricultural output was also forecast in response to the more attractive procurement prices announced for
1974-75. To enable higher production, larger imports of fertilizer and supply of credit were arranged.

2.5. But things went wrong, first with the weather and then with Tarbela. Instead of a large increment
in irrigation water, the flows were subnormal to an extreme. Projected to Increase by 6 percent, agricultural
output declined by 2 percent.

. 2.6 .. The growth being forecast for 1975-7~ is based upon crop production ~argets similar to those pro
jected ID the Annual Plan last year. Once again, the attainment of the targets will depend mostly on normal
canal water flows supplemented by supplies from Tarbela. Restoration of normal nver flows should provide
a real increase of 3 per cent in total agricultural incomes, the impact of Tarbela water should be in the range of
1.5 to 2 percent during 1975-76.

2.7. These two factors will account for roughly half the growth in agricultural value added projected for
1975-76. Other factors, including recent and forthcoming investment and long-term trends in better farming
practices, are expected to contribute another 5 to 5.5 percent to agricultural growth. This ccutribution re
presents an increase over a two year period because it encompasses the improvements anticipated in 1974-75
which were frustrated by sub-normal water flows.

2.3. Although a resurgence of economic activity is being forcast and the terms of trade projected to improve
economic management will not be easy. In particular, the balance of payments will continue under sever~
-pressure and domestic resources for development will remain relatively poor. The. continued pressure on
the balance of payments and budgetary resources conceals the basIc Improvement during 1975-76 to the extent
that a significant part of the problem arises from the repayment of short-term wheat credit contracted during
the preceding year. . 0

Economic performance during 1974-75 displayed abnormal characteristics which have important
bearing on the projections for 1975-76. Two features of the econonuc review of ~h\':previous chapter will
serve as useful points of departure. As narrated there, bad weather and world recession depressed production
and exports; second, investment levels continued to climb as the project portfolio put together in the last three
years matured into the implementation stage.

2.2. The salient features of the AIIDualPlan for 1975-76 are related to these aspec~s. First, as the world
recovers from recession and availability of irrigation water assumes normalcy, producnon and exports should
surge and household consumption register significant gains. Second, investment WIll rise appreciably with
implementation of major ongoing projects accelerating to ~ possible plateau m 1976-7~. .Another favourable
development is that the drop in import prices, together wIth.large stocks of a few major Imports, will enable
Pakistan to accommodate large imports of capital goods within a total Import bill which is projected to be only
slightly more than last year's.

CHAPTER 2

MACRO-ECONOMIC FRAMEWORK

·_) .
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GDP
2. 15. The projected increases in agricultural and industrial production will contribute to a growth of 9.4

percent in GDP. Trade and transport margins, which are related to marketable surplus in agriculture, in
dustrial production and imports, are forecast to increase by 12 percent. Income in the construction sector
is expected to register a growth of 10 percent in response to investment trends. Incomes in other service
sectors is projected to grow by nearly 5 percent.

Output in Taxgetsfor •Item Unit 1974-75 1975-76 %Change

Cotton Yam :MIn.lbs. 800 930 16.3

CottonOoth MIn.yds. 680 750 10.3

Sugar 000 tons 490 625 27.6 ;..

VegetableGhee 000 tons 275 290 5.5

Cement 000 tons 3310 3310

.~

Large-Scale Manufacturing Production Targets for 1975-76

lIndusli:d:ml Prodoctimn
2 .11. Value-added in large scale manufacturing is projected to increase by 13.6 percent Substantial

increases are being forecast in production of cotton textiles and sugar representing, to a significant extent, re
covery from low levels of output in 1974-75. World recession in the demand for cotton yarn, and to a smaller
extent cotton cloth, had caused a decline in output of these items in 1974-75. Although complete recovery
in the industrialised market economics is not expected for another six months to a year, the demand fer yarn
and cloth has started rising. Export commitments for cotton yarn increased from 97 million pounds in the
first half of 1974-75 to 144 million pounds ill the second half 1974·-75. Export commitments of cotter, doth
increased from 314 million yds to 412 million yds over the corresponding periods.

2.12. Sugar production in 1974-75declined by 16percent over the previous year because of low availability
of sugrcance, Normal irrigation water supplies in 1975-76 will enable an increase in sugarcane production
and the recovery of sugar output to that attained in 1973-74. In addition, two new sugar factories will come
into production during 1975-76. The output of sugar, is, therefore, projected to increase by 28 perc ..-;"t,

2.13. In many ether major industries, output is not expected to increase significantly because capacity
being set up will not come into operation during 1975-76. However, investment have been taking place in
many industries which will bear fruit in 1975-76. Also those industries which were operating below capacity
will show significant growth.

2.14. The production targets for major items in the large-scale manufacturing sector are shown in Table II.

TABLE II

8.40

2.70

25.00

4.00

7.46

2.28

22.00

3.57

12.6

21.0

13.6

12.0

MIn. tons
MI. tons

:MIn.tons

MIn. bales

Wheat

Rice
Sugarcane

Cotton

1975-761974-75
% Change

Output in TargetsforUnit

Agriculture Production Targets for 1975-76

TABLE I
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(1) Agricultural and industrial value added in 1974-75have been compiled on production figuresreported earlier. Revised pro
duction figures indicate that value added in agdculture will be higher in 1974-75than estimated above and. consequently
the projected growth will be lower; the reverseis indicated for large scale manufacturing. Overall GDP willnot b~
affected substantially.

Macro-economic Framework
2.17. The constituents of various macro-economic aggregates presented in Table IV are elaborated in sub

sequent chapters, except fo~ GDP which has been covered in previous paragraphs. The main characteris
tics of each component are briefly summanzed below.

2.18. Merchandize and non-factor service importa during 1975-76 are projected to increase by 3.6 percent
in current prices. The mcrease lU constant pnces will.be somewhat larger. Apart from the lower prices
imports will be contained within the projected increase owing to a decline in import ~volumes of wheat'
fertilizer and steel products as a result of large carry-over. of stocks from ~974-75. .The increased import
bill is dominated by capital goods In hne with stepped up investment activity, especially as the Investment
programme is very import intensive,
2.19. Exports of goods and services are projected to increase by 18.2 percent in current prices and by

about 20 percent in real terms. Between 1970-71 and 1973-74, exports were increasing at a rapid rate but
in 1974-75 there was very little growth. The projections for 1975-76 antciipate recovery in the industrialized
countries from the recession they have experienced since the end of 1973. This is expected to raise exports
of yam and cloth substantially,

2.20. The forecasts of GDP and the balance of payments provide for an increase of about 15percent in. the
expenditure on investment and consumption. Roughly half of this increa~e pertains to higher prices since
the projections for 1975-76 are based upon the pnces during June .1975while the yalues for 1974-75 are in
average prices during the year. On the other hand, there was an estimated stock build-up of Rs. 2,000 million
in 1974-75compared with which there is estimated to be no increase in stocks during 1975-76. The expenditure
in current prices on fixed investment and consumption is, therefore, projected to increase by 17.3 percent
which corresponds to a real increase of about 10 percent. .

2.21. The largest increase is projected for fixed investment which is planned to be 25 percent higher in
1975-76 in current prices. The increase in real terms would be around 18 percent. Although, the investment
projection incorp?rates. an improvement in private investment ~cti~ty. the major increase will take place
in public and semi-public sectors. The accent lU.these secto~sWIll shift towards lUdu~try and ~el and power
owing to the c~ncurrent implementation.of ~ertrun large projects such ~s the SteelM~. Fertilizer Factories,
Power Gener~t10!l at Tarbela a~d G8;sPipelines, Although, these proJects are l~pOrt intensive and there is
a corresponding mcrease.m project aid disbursement, the implementation of the Investment programme will
require a marginal rate of saving of 17, per cent ~ompared ~th realisation of about 6 perce~t ill 1974-75.
Most of the savings will have to emanate in or flow Into the public and semi-public sectors for which budgetary
and credit allocations have been provided,

"( 1974-75 1975-76 % Change
. I LA·

Agriculture .. 32734 35980 9.91• (a) Major Corps (17623) (20265) (15.Ill)
(b) Others .. (15111) (15715) (4.0)

Manufacturing 16760 ll8650 u.s
(a) Large Scale .. (13088) (14870) (13.6,)
(b) Small Scale .. (3672) (3780) (2.9)

Trade and Transport 22171 24830 12.0l
Construction .. 4750 5225 10.1[1
Others 23743 24875 4.8

Total (GDp) 100158 109560 9.4

Sectoral Gross Domestic Product
(Rs.Million. at 1974-75 Factor Cost)

2.16. The sectoral break-up of GDP is presented in Table III.

TABLE III
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Rs. Million, Current Prices·

1973·74 1974-7$ 1975·76

GDP at factor cost 79090 100158 116000

Indirect taxes 7115 10900 13600

Subsidies(-) 2169 3800 2500

GlDPat market prices 84036 107258 127100

Imports of goods and services 16524 256201 26550

Total Resources •• 100560 132878 153650

Private consumption •• 67628 88888 103030

Government consumption 8555 12000 14000

IF'moo investment .. 11477 17450 21800

Cl:imges in stocks 1000 2000 Od

Expcrts of goods and services 119001 12540 ]4820

Total Uses 100560 132878 153650

• ~975·76prices are assumed to stay at June, 19751eve]s.

Macro-economic Framework

TABLE IV

2.22. Consumption expenditures are projected to increase by 16 percent in current prices and by about 7
percent in real terms. In current prices, the increase is of similar proportion in private and government con
sumption. However, Government consumption projections are considerably affected by the increase in salaries
awarded in April 1975, In constant prices, the increase in Government consumption will be less than 7 percent
and in private consumption more than 7 percent. The increase in private consumption will provide for an
improvement in per capita terms of about 4-5 per cent which is not very substantial especially in view of the
nominal increase during 1974-75. However, Pakistan is still subject to an adverse international situation
which does not permit for simultaneous and sharp increases in consumption as well as investment. The
choice during 1975-76 is to increase savings and investment in order to provide for larger consumption
subsequently.



Financing during 1975-76
3.6. The net external resources inflow during 1975-76is likely to be slightly lower than in 1974-75. Thus •

the increase in investment is being met from increased domestic savings which are likely to finance almost 49
per cent of the total investment as against 37 per cent during 1974-75. Domestic savings, on the whole, are
likely to increase by Rs, 3,500 million of which roughly two-third is likely to accrue in the public sector.
Efforts of the public sector would mainly stem from the fiscal measures taken during 1974-75 which alone
are estimated to contribute about Rs. 1,500million during 1975-76. Government's determination to further
increase public sector savings is visible in the budget for 1975-76which has moved strongly in this direction by
providing various incentives for private savings and investment. .. ..

11

•

Programme for 1975-76
3.5. A sharp increase in investment activity is beng planned during 1975-76 also. Fixed investment

is projected at Rs. 21,800 million as against Rs. 17,450 million during 1974-75, implying an increase of about
25 per cent. .Public sect?r development. expenditure has been ~u~geted at Rs: p,700 million. The inv~t
ment outlays 111 the public sector are estimated at Rs. 12,700 million. In addition, the Board of Industrial
Management is expected to make an investment of about Rs. 927 million which has not been reflected in the
budget. Investment to the extent of Rs. 200 million is also envisaged by the Provincial Boards of Industrial
Management which too does not appear in the ADPs. Investment in the semi-public sector organizations
like KPT, KESC, PIA, gas companies, Road Transport Boards etc., is projected at Rs. 1573 million as against
Rs. 1,138 million during 1974-75. Private investment is projected to Increase by about 10 per cent to a level
of Rs. 6,400 million. The details of these investment outlays are spelled out in Chapters 4, 6 and 7.

3.4. Domestic savings, on the other hand, increased at a slower rate. A significant development was
a decline in public savings over the level achieved during 1973-74. As a matter of fact, public savings during
the year were negative to the extent of Rs. 740 million. This was primarily due to increased expenditures
on subsidies and other unavoidable non-developmental items. Gross investment, as a whole, is being
financed to the extent ofRs. 7,250 million by domestic savings-37 per cent of the total gross investment as against
S6 per cent during 1973-74.

3.3. The increase in investment has been achieved despite serious strains in the economy. The decline
in terms of trade adversely affected the availability of domestic savings. Investment was, therefore, financed
mainly with the help of extensive external borrowings especially from oil producing countries. Net external
resources are estimated at Rs. 12,200 million as against around Rs. 5,465 million during 1973-74. The increase
in foreign resources in money terms needs to be adjusted for world-wide inflation and steep rise in the prices
of goods and services obtained under assistance arrangements. The impact of the terms of trade on Pakistan's
economy is estimated at $ 800-900 million which is more than the increase in foreign assistance.

3.2. Total :fixedinvestment during 1974-75 is, thus, estimated at Rs. 17,450million as against an invest
ment ofRs. 11,477million during 1973-74-an increase of about 52 per cent in money terms. The gross invest
ment including changes in stocks of roughly Rs. 2,000 million amounts-to Rs. 19,450 million as against
Rs. 12,477million during 1973-74. In real terms, on comparable prices, gross investment during 1974-75 has
been around Rs. 16,000million. Thus, the increase in gross investment has been significant both in monetary
and real terms. As a ratio ofGDP, gross investment is likely to be more than 18 per cent in 1974-75against
16 per cent in 1973-74. The investment ratio is thus regaining a level required to achieve a reasonable
sustained growth and a steady improvement in the standard of living of the people.

Review of 1974-75
3.1. The major positive achievement of the eccncmy during 1974-75was an increase in the level of in..

vestment. It was possible to implement a larger public sector development programme of about Rs, 10,767
million as against the planned eutlay ofRs. 8,500million. The investment part of the public sector expenditure
is around Rs, 10,430 million. Private investment is estimated at Rs. 5,800 million. In addition, an invests
ment of Rs. 1,220 million is also estimated by the semi-public sector including projects of BIM and
Provincial Industrial Development Beards not covered by the Annual Development Programme.

OVERALL INVESTMENT PROGRAMME AND ITS FINANCING

CHAPTER 3
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3.13. The household swings represent the savings likely to be U3~j for investment channelled either
through the financial institutions or households themselves. These also include the transfer of the private
savings to the public sector through .small savings schemes. .

3.14. Tile savings likely to be channalled through financial institutions are likely to increase from
Rs. 1~O:>million.in 1974·75to Rs, 2575million in 1975-76. Amajor portion of this increase is likely to bethrough
credlts which are now increasingly b~il1g used for investment purposes. The contribution of non-baaking
flnanclal: institutions relates to tbe Investment by N'DFC a td other agsncies out of their own resources.
The credit( '.

3.12. Corporate savings of the p.ul?lican~ semi-public sectors are likely ~o show an improvement of
2S per cen~ over the level of Rs. ~20 million achl.ovedduring 1914-75. I~ the private sector, these savings re
present ml.mly the ploughing back of profits for Investment. In the semi-public sector, the savings represent
the self-flnanclng efforts of organizations like KlPT, :&lESO,BIM etc. which generate their own funds for
investment. .

3.1 L Overall private savings are likely to increase from Rs, 7990 million in 1974·75 to RC).8900 million
during 1975·76. Most of this increase will accrue in household savings which are estimated to increase by
about 11 per cent during 1975·76,

3.8. The gross inflow of foreign resources during 1975·76 is estimated at Rs. 13550million. The net
external resources, however. are likely to l?e around Rs, 11.050 million as against Rs, 1?,200 million during
1974-75. The net external resources are hkely to finance around 51 per cent of gross Investment as against
63 per cent in 197~·75. As a per~entage of GDP, these. are.likely to be 9.~ per cent du~ing 1975:76 .as against
12.1 per cant during 19?4~75. Thus, though th~ cont~Ibut!on of p.et foreign resour?es m financing Investment
is still v~ry substantial, it is coasiderably lower than what It was In 1974·75. Details of foreign resources are
given in. tlD Chapter on Balance of Payments.

3.9. The contribution of domestic savings in financing investment has been projected at Rs. 10,750
million as against Rs. 7,250 million during 1974·75 showing an increase of Rs. 3,500 million in one year.
About 60 per cent of this increase is likely to accrue in the public savings which are estimated to increase
by Rs. 2590 million. Broad details of domestic savings are shown in Annexure 1 and explained in the sub
sequent paragraphs.

3.10. The budgetary surplus including contribution of autonomous bodies which was negative to the
extent of Rs. 1,200 million in 1974·75 is likely to be positive to the extent of Rs. 1,350 million in 1975·76.
This improvement has occurred largely as a result of. the m?asures taken by the ~overnm.ent in April, 1975
and in the budget for 197~·76. The mea~ures taken ~nAprll, 1975 have substantially reduced the quantum
of subsidles. F.n::i subsidies have been virtually eliminated through the increase IIIthe price of wheat, sugar
ani vezetable ghee, The import duties levied in April, 1975 are likely to increase the import duties by around
Rs, 250 million ?~ring 19.75.76. The fiscal measures taken. in the bud~et for 1975:76 are likely to yield
around R~. 310 million during the course of the year. Details of' financing of public sector development
outlays are given in Chapter 50

(MillionRs.)

1974-75 ],9'75·76

19,450 21,800

12,200 11,050

7,250 10750
(-)740 1850

1990 3900

Total Inve&1.1nent
FW-..!lc:edby :

(0)Net External Resouroes
(b) Domestic Savingll

(I) Public Savinp
(Ii) Private Savhlp "

Flnaneing of Investment 1974-75 and 1975·76

3.7, Table Iindicates the overa position of fi.uncing of investmsnt during 1974·75 and 1975·76.

TABU! I
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from. ~Ml>ankingsystemprojected to be utilized for investmentpurposes is being earmarked to the extent
of Rs. 1420 million for the private sector mainly in the field of agriculture, industry and housing and
Rs. 840 million for Government controUfi:<1jtldustri,es,road transport corporations and gas companies.
The rationale of these projections have been spelled out in detail in the Chapter on Monetary Policy and
Credit' Plan.

.' .? .15. The ,self-financingInvestment of the householdwouldbe in the private sector. Theseare likelyto .
~!ll 'Q~~4 m~t~~yj~ tl!~p.~!49f ~srt9ylH!!'~!~~~~m.g.~r~l!sportand communicationsand smallscaleindustries.
The householdsaving efforts in the private sector are noflikely -topose ani problem as the major progrttn:un.8·
being proposed in these sectors are expected to be financed from the additional income genertl~e;dJ~ tllf:l~~
sectors by the households themselves. .

,1 ' .c
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$Revenue surplus + contribution of autonomous bodies •

•• Adjusted for transfers to private and semi-public sectors.

*1I"~Grossof repayment of Rs. 1.150million of food credit.
-This type of table has been prepared for the fll'St time.

Refinements inconcepts and measurement may lead to some alterations.

(a) Banking institutions o.

(b) Non-Banking financial institutions]
(c) Transfers to Public sector (deficit financing and net capital receipts)

. (d) Self Investment and others

(a) Private
(b) Semi-Public •.

Household Savings of which through

Corporate Savings

Budgetary surplus"

Repayment of debt (Principal) ..

Investment in current budget

Non-investment development outlay (-)"'.

InveStment of local bodies and autonomous bodies (Non-ADP)

Bemi-Public/Private Savings

'il'otal Savings. "

Public Savings

, .. AftDexu'J"e

(Million Rs:)
1974-75 :1975-16

....~.
7,250 10.750

.,
-140 1850

-1,200 1,350

650 7~

680 SOO
-1270 -1460

400 400

7990 8900

420 525

180 200
240 325

7,570 8375

p,700 2260

200 ~15
2,380J 2.000·· •
3,290 3,700

DOMESTIC SAVINGS

. '.,,'
,.~ .,., ..'



4.4. Briefly, the increase in the size of public sector development programme can be attributed to following
factors :-

(a) the growing requirements for completing the on-going projects commenced during the last two years:

~b) extension of basic i~astructure such as transport and power development;

(c) exploitation and exploration of indigenous source of energy ;

15

..
(0 to achieve a big push in agricultural production for which both technology and inputs are available •

. (ii) to :take full advantage <?f world economic recovery to .regain growth in industrial production; par
ticularly in textiles, which has been hit by the world recession.

(iii) to move towards removal of power and transportation shortages, emphasising the essential require
ments of industry and agriculture.

(iv) to earmark more funds for major ongoing long gestation projects such as fertilizer factories and the
steel mill.

(v) to protect the requirements of agriculture inputs which yield quick return.

(vi) to accelerate the implementation of the programme for Anti water-logging and salinity in view of
its importanee for agncultural development.

4.2. The National Economic Council app!~ved ADP; ~ll~cati.o!l. .of Rs. 13700 million (Rs. 10350
million for Federal Programmes and Rs, 3350 million for Provincial Programmes). The Provincial Govern
m..~DJS-were allowed, h?~~ver, to increase their devel~p~ent spending by economizing non-development
-expeaditure and bymobilizing ,la.rgerresources. T~e ProvlDcIfUGovernments have .formulated gross progtam- '.-
mes aggregating Rs, 3769 million and are planning to attain a net implementation somewhat higher than
Rs, 3350 million. The Programmes are analysed III the. Plan 0!l tbe basts of gross allocatioIlS• while for rela
ting the magnitude 'of public investment WIth other variables, It IS assumed that the implementation would
be roughly Rs. 13700 million. The gross size of the progra~e however,. w<?rksout to Rs. 14116 million
'"(Rs; '10347 million for Federal Programme, and Rs. 3769-million for Provincial programme). Agency-Wise'
breakup of these allocations is indicated in Annexure-I, (l.,:~r,"

)4.3, The Annual Development Prog~a!IDUefor Rs. 13700million repre~ents an increase of about 61 p~i!;
cent over the original ADP of Rs. 8500million for 1974-75. The main objectives of the development program
nie for 1975-76 are :-

Review of ADP 1974-75

The Annu~ I?evelopment Programmefor 1974-75 envisaged auallocatio,n of Rs. 9470 million (Gl'0~8)
and Rs, 8500 million (Net). Dunng the course of the year, additional allocations of Rs. 1067 million were
made for certain important projects. These additional. allocations were rendered necessary for a variety 6f
reasons, Firstly, co~t over rU!1s,resulting from inflationary ~pr~ssuresat home and ~broad could not be fully
anticipated at the time of original plan formulation, While III some cases, the difference was absorbed by
anticipated shortfalls in physical progress, in cases where it wasessential to protect physical targets, financial
allocations had to be increased. Secondly, as a result of periodical review of the programme, it Wasdecided
to intensify the development effort in certain key s~ctors as also i? less develop'e~ regions. Fresh allocations
were also made, therefore, for starting a few new projects. Thus not only the anticipated shortfall did noftake
place but the overall development expenditure exceeded the original gross allocation. There was a minor
shortfall of Rs. 230 million compared to revised gross allocation of Rs. 10537million. As a result of unfore
seen demands such as Tarbela repairs, more rapid jrnplementation of schemes in Tribal Areas, urgent need
to take upcertain ney.' projects on an emergency ?a.sIsviz. power projects, and i~9rease in prices, the exp-epted_
development expenditure ISabout Rs. 10767 million. As agamst the Federal and Provlllcial allocations of
Rs~ 6240 million and Rs. 226~ ,million, respective!y~the revised estnnates of Federal and Provincial ADP's"
are now placed at Rs. 7956 million and Rs 2811 million.' , , _"

ADP 1975-76

CHAPTER.4·

PUBLIC SECTOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME



4.9. The largest single allocation has been made for industrial programme for which Rs, 2492 million
have been earmarked. The emphasis in industrial sector, apart from steel mill which is regarded essential
for providing basic support to Hl~entire range of capital goods industry, is being placed on agriculture-related
industrialization. The industrial programme aims at making the country self-sufficient in fertilizer by 1978
as also expanding rapidly the agro-based industries viz sugar and textiles. Substantial investments. in steel
and capital goods industry are being financed to provide a sound basis for self-reliant industrial development.
The second priority has been given to transport and communications projects which claim an allocation of
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SECTORAL PROGRAMMES

",

4.8. As envisageu in the Development Perspective (1975-80), the investment ill industry has risen sharply
from 16% of the total to 22%. This increasehas inevitably been at the. e?,pense of other sectors except Fuel
and Power. The Increase of Rs. 4,110 million between ADP 1974-75 (Original) and 1975-76,Rs. J ,210million
or roughly 30% is accounted for by the expansion in the Industrial Programme mainly the Steel Mill and
Fertilizer Factories for which allocations of Rs. 780 million, and Rs. 910 million have been made respectively.
By keeping aside the allocations in respect of Steel Mill and Fertilizer projects from the total programme of
Indu.stry Sector, the balan~e comes to the tune ~f .Rs. 80~mi.!liollwhich is about 1~~~of total. allocation.
The Important reasons fer increase for allocations In 'industries arc lumpiness of expenditure on major projects,
nationalisation of certain industries and tll!! estupIisl:rmell! of industries in backward areas of Baluchistan,
Tribal Areas and Azad Kashmir.' .

Punjab 1807.S [807.5

Sinq 675.0 ~S.O

N.W.F.P. 401.7 175.0 S~7.7

Bal~~tan .. " 11S.8 17S.~ 290.8

Total .. 3000.0 350.0 3350.0

P-rovinces

TABLB I

4.1. Of the feder~l ~p;t~c~ngof J}s. 3350 millioP! an amount of Rs, 3000 million has been allpc~ted to
the :rro$~s on the ba,SI~of pop"\lla.t!pQ.and !In additional a1ll0~tlt of .Rs~ 175million has been provided ~Q
qt.~~ 9.~tb~ tWQ proviD,:ces&WfP .and.Ba,lusb!stan) for a~celenl.ttng their developm.~nt ~ffqrt. . Th~provincial
allocations on the basis of population and with the edge grven to NWFP and Baluchistan are grven In table I.

i'.I

(Million Rup~)

4.6. The size of the Provincial programmes has increased from Rs. 2260 million in 1974-75 to Rs. 3350
million in i975-76.an acceleration of about 50% which comprises Rs. 1807.500 million for Punjab, Rs. 675.000
n¥.lliODfor Si~d. Rs. 576.700 million for NWFP and Rs. 290.800 million for Baluchistan which
wo'~l~be pro'l(id~d by the Federal Government.

4",5" The Feaeral Government would 1,lnqert~ke a. net programme of Rs, 1()346.707 million. including
~s~ 5,30.sss million for Indus llasin/,i'arqela, Rs. 12Q million for Earthquake ReFer an4 Reconstruction
Programme, Rs. tOO million ·for Sports, complex to Q~ Constructed at Islamabad with Chinese Assistance,
Rs, 220 million for Tribal Areas, Rs, 7Qtmllio,l\ for Northern Areas and Rs. 12.0million for Azad Ktlsp,mir.

(d) a major effort to remove dependence 011imports; in critical areas like fertilizer and steel which requ
ires substantial bumpy investment ; and

(e) the impact oi rising prices' on c~~t'Ofprojects,



Sector
A.D.P. ?erce~ta~
1975-76 mcrease 1D

. 1975-76
over

1914-75

Original
AD.P.
1974--75

si
No.

(Million Rupees)

Sectorwise Distribution ofADPs 1974-75and ]975-76

TABLE II

4. 11. Sector-wisedistribution of the developmentprogramme for 1975-76is presented in Table II, while
.detailed breakdown by executingagenciesis in Annexure II. . ,

4.10. Due emphasis has been laid on agricultural development,which is evident from the fact that
agricultureand water programmes(includingSCARPprojects; tubewellconnections,Tarbela) have altogether
been allocated Rs. 3091million. To meet the growing need of fertilizer, three fertilizer factories are being
set up in the public sector ; the Pak-Arab Factory at Multan, the National Fertilizer Corporation Factory at
at Mirpur Mathelo and the Urea Plant at Hazara, for whichan allocation of Rs. 910 millionhas beenmade
during 1975-76. The total allocation in respectof agriculture,water, fertilizerprojectsand power programme
which benefit the agricultural production comes to the tune of about Rs. 5000million which is abouf36 %
of gross allocations,whichwould help to achievea break-through in agricultural production by taking advan
·tageof the increasesin irrigationwater made availableby Tarbela Dam;

Rs. 2413million. The programmewould ensure that transport and communicationsbottlenecksdo not deve
lop and retard economicprogress. Powerdevelopmenthas claimeda share of Rs. 2072million. In addition,
a provisionof Rs. 824 millionhas beenmade for the fuel programme. Physicalplanning and housingsector
has been allocatedRs. 1124million. A provision of Rs. 1350million has been made for Education, Health,
and other social sector activities. Specialemphasishas been laid on programmesof Malaria Eradication and
Population Planning. .

I '

A. Sectoral Programme

.1. Agriculture 997.914 1225.244 ~.78
2. Water .. .. 792.606 1335.956 49.67
3. Power .. 1302.373 2072.214 59.10
4. Industry 1276.071 2492.214 95.30
S. Fuels 382.791 824.127 llS.3O
6. Minerals 27.420 73.536 168.20
i. Transport and Communications 2088.787 2413.337 {S.50
8. Physical Planning and Housing 728.330 1092.322 49.98
9. Mass Media .. - 88.600• 10. Education and Training 485.667 636.63Cl 31.08
U. Health .. ... 309.001 648.569 109.98
12. Population Planning 145.000 189.490 30.70
13. SocialWelfare 14.657 18.226 24.40
14. Manpower and Employment 27.949 31.563 12.93
15. People's Works Programme 109.821 211.44Cl 92.53
16. Lump-sum Provision for essential schemes .. " 12.000

Total (Sectoral Programme) 8788.387 13365.468 52.10

B. Indus BasinJTarbela 682.093 530.569
,C. Earthquake Relief and Reconstruction Programme 120.000
D. Sports Complex 100.000

Total (Gross) 9470.480 14116.033 49.00
Less Operational Shortfall ,. 970.580 1!;::;3~--'-_.,

Total (Net) 00 i 8500.000 I 13696.707 61.11
'....~ ~.-.~--

17
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Transport and Communications
4 -:18. Greater emphasis has been. given on improvement of communication to provide' better. access to,

relatively less developed areas including Northern Areas, tnbal areas. Azad Kashmir and Baluchistan. The
ADP provi~e~ alI.ocation of Rs. 2413.337 million for Transport and Communica!i~ns Sector, .as against Rs.
2088.787 mIllIon In 1974-75. The transport sector Includes allocation of Rs, 620 million for Pakistan RailWays
The railway programme envisages expansion of line capacity works, removal of operation bottlenecks rail'
and sleeper renewals, quadrupling of lines on Karachi-Pipri-Section, purchase of locomotives and subst~ntia1
Dddition of rolling stocks,

Power
4.17. The allocation for Power Development by WAPDA during 1975-76 has been put at Rs. 2072.214

million as against Rs. 1204.973 million in 1974-75. This represents an increase of about 62% over the ADP
1974-75. Major components of this allocation are Rs, 516 million for generation, Rs, 737 million for trans
m!ssion, Rs. 350 million for distribution and village electrification and Rs, 300 million for secondary trans
mission.

Water
4.16. Au amount of Rs. 1335.956 million has been earmarked for the Water Sector Programme during

1975-76, in addition to Rs, 530.569 million earmarked for Tarbela/Indus Basin Works. More than 50%
of the Water sector allocation viz Rs, 682.090 million is reserved for WAPDA for the accelerated programm:
to control salinity and Waterlogging in the country. In addition to these Rs. 15 million have been set aside
for Meteorological Services and Rs. 6.850 million for Irrigation, Drainage and Flood Control Research
.Sufficient Funds have also been set aside for investigation schemes in all the four Provinces. .0

Fuels
4.15. In the Fuels Sector, a provision of about Rs. 824.127 million has been made in Federal ADP

for .1975·76, as against Rs, 382.791 million in 1974-75. Allocation for development of Oil and Gas Re
sources is Rs. 278.130 million, and allocation for Gas Operations is fixed at Rs, 240.000 million. Petroleum
Refining and oil Operations have 'been provided Rs. 128 million and Rs. 144.943 million, respectively.

Minerals
4.14. In the Minerals Sector a provision of Rs. 73.536 million has been made for exploration and develop•

. ment work including Rs. 24.560 million for Geological Survey of Pakistan schemes. Another amount or
Rs, 4.000 million has been allocated for PIDC Mineral Development Programme. Total provision
for Mineral Sector in 1975·76 Federal ADP is Rs, 52.198 million as against Rs. 26.054 million in 1974-75.

Industry
4.13. Allocation for the Industry Sector in 1973-74was Rs. 382 million. It was raised to Rs. 1276 mil

lion in 1974-75, against which a provision of Rs. 2492 million has been made for 1975-76. About 40% of the
allocation in this sector is meant to provide essential commodities to the masses and to produce capital goods
industries. In order to strengthen the base of the economy by developing basic industries in the public sector
and to move towards self-reliance an allocation of Rs. 1030 million has been earmarked for iron and steel
and Heavy engineering industries. Provision for Karachi Steel Mill in the Federal ADP has been increased
fromRs.410 million in 197+75 toRs. 780 million in 1975-76, and the provision for National Fertilizer
Corporation has been increased from Rs, 393 million in 1974-75 to Rs. 909.600 million in 1975-76. An
allocation of Rs. 230 million has been made for agrcbased industries while allocations for other Industrial
Development Corporations have also been increased from Rs. 51 million to Rs, 277 million in 1975-76.

Agriculture

. 4.12. Agriculture has been assigned it prominent place in tbe Annual Development Programme. Allo
cation for this sector has been increased from Rs. 997.914 million in 197+75 to Rs. 1225.244 million in 1975~76;
This includes Rs. 431.300 million on account of subsidy on fertilizer in 1975-76 against Rs. 324.934 million
in 1974-75. Provision for plant protection coverage in the Federal ADP has been increased from Rs. 129.375
million in 1974-75 to Rs. 140.150 million in 1975-76. In order to promote basic research in the field
of agriculture which inter alia envisa~es launching of research programmes for rice, maize, sorghum and
fodder, Agricultural Research Council bas been allocated Rs. 46.200 million as against Rs. 30.400 millionin 1974-75. A provision of Rs. 7.500 million for Rice storage has also peen made in the Federal ADP
1975-76.
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Health
4 22. As against a total allocation of Rs, 454.091 million in 1914-75 for health sector and population

pla~ing the total allocation for these programmes for 1975-76 is of the order of Rs. 838.059 million which
works O\~tto an increase of'Rs. 85%. About two/third of this allocation viz. Rs. 545.466. million is for
implementation of Federal Programme and the balance for provincial programmes. Major components
of the federal programme are Rs. 239.100 million for Malaria Eradication, Rs. 80.038 million for health services
and Rs. 189.490 million for Population Planning etc.

ManpOWeraod Employment
4.23. An allocation of Rs. 31. 563 million has been p~.ovidedJor M;an,poweran~ employment sector which

includes Rs. 15 ~illion for NDVP .. Allocations for SOCIalsector d~g 1975-76 ISRs . .18.226 million. The
major emphasis WIllbe o~ the ongoing p~oJects with attempt to strengthen and standardise them to offset the
complex social repercus.Sl(;lUSof !'C0nonnc devel~pm~t., The I"ederal Go~erpment Will undertake a prp.
gramme of as. 6.20~ mt~n during 1975-76,which includes Rs. 2.400 million as grant-in-aid to Social
welfare agencies,' u~lversI~les and colleg~s.~or development. of volunteer SOCIalwork and encouragement of
private investments rn SOCialwelf~re activities.

People's works Programme
4 24. Allocation for People's Works Programme in ADP 1975-76 is Rs. 211.440 million as against

Rs. '109.821 million in 1974-75.

4.. 25. The Sectoral priorites for ADP 1974-75 and 1975-76 are presented in Annexure III,

•

4.19 .. "An allocation of Rs. 128 million has been made for Port Qasim project for construction of marginal
wharf with four berths of 1.2. tOA capacity which would be relieving congestion at.Karachi Port. It is
proposed to install 25,000 telephones and to riuike substantial progress' in trunk system of coaxial cable
microwave system between Rawalpindi and Peshawar. With an allocation of Rs. 250 million for the
development of telecommunications. An allocation of Rs. 40 million' has been made for civil aviation mainly
for ongoing projects, and new projects which include establishment of civil aviation Institute at Hyderabad,
Basic·:Aerodrcime facilities at Saidu Sharif. Rs. 10 million have been 'allocated for the Post Offices for
progressing work on different ongoing and new schemes including residential staff quarters and other postal
buildings, Rs, 88.600 million have been provided for Mass Media Sector, including Radio and Television
during 1975-76.

Education rutd Training
4.20. In the education and training sector, total allocation for 1975-76 stands at Rs. 636.630 million, as.

compared to Rs, 485.657 milli~~for 1974-75. Fede~al p~ogramme a~01!nts to Rs. 252.631 million comp
rising, inter alia, Rs .. l~.400 million for b?oks a~d Libraries, Rs: 22.million for archaeolo&y,.museums and
archives, Rs. SOmillion for re-constructton of flood damaged Institutions, and Rs. 30 million for Federal
hostels, etc. Some other educational programmes, which are common undertakings of Federal as well as
provincial governments, will consume Rs. 366.300 million (i.e.primacy education Rs, 61.096 million secondary
education Rs. 86.900 million, college education Rs. 65.434 million, university education Rs. 83.848 million, '
teachers education Rs. 17.879 million and loans and scholarships.Rs. 51.143 million).

Physical Planning and Housing
4.21. An allocation of Rs.,1092.322 million has peen made for physical planning and housing sector

which includes Rs. 100 million for House Building Finance Corporation to enable them to increase their
loaning activity and Rs, 30 mi.lli.onfor hous~ building a~van~e to Governmen~. servants. Other .major
allocations are Rs. 267.451 million for public health engmeenng, Rs .. 8S. 799 million for Construction of
residential accommodation for Government servants, Rs. 91.400 million for construction of government
Offices acconunodation and Rs. 86.100 million for the CDA for essential programmes including the
construction of Presidential Estate and Simly Dam Project. Rs. 30.170 million have been provided for
development of Tourism"

I .~II
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1200.000 1807.500 50.62
450.000 675.00() 50.00

400.000 576.700 44.18
210.000 290.800 38.48

2260.000 3350.000 48.23
8500.000 13696.707 61.11

•

123.3
90.3 ,>"

I

146.8 I
131.4

I

if
254.5

306.3 I
/.

)-
~
'~

50.3

65.8

70.5

43.9

Total Provincial Programmes (Net)
Total A.D)'. (Net)

(i) Punjab

(h) Sind

(m) N.W.F.P.

(iv) Baluchistan ,.

2. Provincial Governments:

Total Federal Programme (Gross)

Less Shortfall
Total (Net)

(i) Karachi SteelMillsCorporation.
(ii) P.I.D.C. ..
(iii) National Fertilizer Corporation
..(IV) Federal Chemical and Ceramics Corporation ...
. (v) State Heavy Engineering Corporation . ..
(vi) State Petroleum Refinery and Petrochemical Corporation
(vii) State Cement Corporation •• ••
(viii) Other Industrial and Mineral Development Corporations

(e) Indus BasinJTarbeJa 0 •

(f) Earthquake Relief and Reconstruction Programme

(g) Sports Complex

••

1. lFooml Programme :-

(a) Federal Government

(1)) WAPDA:
(I) Water
(Ii) Powell'

(c) Pakistan Railways

(d) Industrial and Mineral Development Corporations :-

_pi I

400,000
1935.446

770.000

li072.56O
410.000'
78.500
393.000
. 43.300

o. 105.760
31.500

10.500

682.090

·1974-75 Allocation Percentage
(Budget) for 1975-76 increase

Sector

6240.000 10346.707

6883.080 10346.707

643.080

682.090
1204.970

620.000

2394.990
780.000
193.780
909.600
153.520
83.300
128.000
US.9oo
7.690

530.569

120.000

100.000

2753.480 3963.612

(Million Rupees.)

Annexure I

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES FOR 1974-75AND 1975-76BY EXECUTING AGENCIES
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Annexare n
L

~

ANNUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 1975-76BY PROVINCES AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

(Million Rupees.),
S1.No. Sector Federal ; Punjab: Sind N.W.F.P. Baluchistan Total.(

i
A. Sectoral Programme :.. '4-
1. Agriculture j 682.974 349.342 65.300 85.982 41.646 1225.244.,
2. Water 747.331 329.844 112.100 77.589 69.092 1335.956

3. Power 2072.214 2072.214

4. Industry .. 2347.560 37.000 23.000 67.531 17.123 2492.214

5. Fuels 824.127 824.127

6. Minerals 52.198 1.000 20.338 73.536

7. Transport and Communications .. 1562.500 415.000 242.900 108.160 84.777 2413.337

8. Physical Planning and Housing 378.443 398.644 154.200 128.155 32.880 1092.322

9. Mass Media .. 85.600 2.000 1.000 88.600

10. Education and Training ., 252.631 232.000 61.000 70.700 20.299 636.630

U. Health 355.976 150.000 ' 67.S00 62.910 12.183 648.569

12. Population Planning 189.490 189.490

r B. SocialWelfare 6.200 10.000 1.500 0.526 18.226

ll4. Manpower and Employment .. 18.454 10.000 0.500 0.609 2.000 31.563

15. People's Works Programme 20.440 130.000 32.000 9.000 20.000 211.440

rs, Lumpsum'Provision for essential new sche-
12.000mes 12.000

Total (Sectoral Programme) 9596.138 2076.830 760.000 632.500 300.000 13365.468

4 B. Indus BasinjTarbela 530.569 530.569

C. Earthquake Relief and Reconstruction Pro-
120.000gramme 120.000

I

t
D. Sports Complex j 100.000 100.000

Total (Gross) .. 10346.707 2076.830 760.000 632.500 300.000 14116.037

• Less Operational Shortfall 269.330 85.000 55.800 9.200 419.330
1 Total (Net) .. 10346.707 1807.500 675.000 576.700 290.800 13696.707I
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3.8

0.9

0.6

100.0 •

•

1.4

0.2

0.3

1.5

0.1

4.6

8.7

9.5

14.6

17.6

5.8

0.6

17.0

7.7

0.6

4.5

A. Sectoral Programme :

1. Agriculture .. 997.914 10.5 1225.244

2. Water 892.606 9.5 1335.956

3. Power 1302.273 13.7 2072.214

4. Industry 1276.071 13.4 2492.214

S. Fuels 382.791 A.O 824.127

6. Minerals 27.420 0.3 73.536

7. Transport and Communications 2088.787 22.0 2413.337

8. Physical Planning and Housing 728.330 7.6 1092.322

9. Mass Media .. 88.600

10. Education and Training 485.667 5.2 636.630

U. Health 309.001 3.3 648.569

12. Population Planning .. 145.000 1.6 189.490

13. Social Welfare 14.657 0.2 18.226

14. Manpower and Employment .. 27.949 0,3 31.563

15; People's Works Programme .. 109.821 1.2 211,440

16. Lumpsum Provision for essential new schemes 12.000

Total (Sectoral Programme) 8788.387 13365.468

lB.Indus BasinJTarbelas 682.093 7.2 530.569

C. Earthquake relief and Reconstruction Programme 120.000

D. Sports Complex .. 100.000

Total (Gross) 9470.480 100.0 14116.037

Less Operational Shortfall 970.580 419.330

Total (Net) 8500.000 13696.707

% %AllocationsAllocations

ADP 1975-76
Sectors

(Million Rupees)

ADP 1974-75

AnnexlU'e ill

PRIORITIES FOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME FOR 1974-75 AND 1975·76
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(Million Rs.)

(-) 782

(-) 1,118

( ) 66

(+) 30

(+) 111
(+) 27

(+) 102

A. Revenues .,
1. Reduction in export duties and exciseduty on yarn ••

2. Increase in import duties

3. Increase in exciseduty as a resultof price adjustment of sugar .••

4. Increase inprices of motor gasoline, high octane and kerosene oil

S. Revision of power rates ..
6. Increase in the price of gas

5.4. The financial resources for 'development during 1974-75 are estimated to have been affected as follows
as a result of the developments mentioned, above :-

(b)

(a) Export duties on cotton yarn and certain other items were abolished while these were reduced in
some other cases in order to help boost exports. Simultaneously, import duty of Rs. 2.75 per
lb. was imposed on cupprammonium rayon, viscose rayon and acetate rayon while other yarns
of man-made fibre were subjected to a regulatory duty of Rs, 3.50 per lb. In a major move to meet
the challenge of international slump in cotton industry, the excise duty on cotton yarn was also
reduced to provide relief to the industry.

Import duties on 22 hems were increased by 25 per cent ad valorem in February, 1975. Simulta
neously, the prices of petrol, regular and high octane and kerosene were raised by rupee one
per gallon. The price of gas was increased b.Y50 per cent of lhe pre-budget price prevalent
in June, 1974 for all consumers excluding domestic users. WAPDA power rates were raised by
15 per cent for consumers other than domestic. For domestic consumers, the tariff was revised
to be 25 paisa per unit for first ~O units and 20 paisa per unit for units exceeding twenty.

(c) Awagejpdce package was announced by the Government on the 7th April, 1975 under which the
prices of wheat, vegetabl(:l ghee, and sugar were raised from Rs. 21.50 per maund, Rs, 7.50 per
seer and Rs, 3.50 per seer to Rs. 32.00 per maund, Rs. 9.00 per seer and Rs. 4.00 per seer res
pectively. In a simultaneous move to ease the burden of higher prices, an additional tax free
dearness allowance of Rs. 25.00 per month was sanctioned for all government employees, workers
in the organised industrial and commercial sectors and pensiopers.

Review 01 1974-75

5.2. The mobilization of financial resources for meeting the requirements of public sector development
programme was adversely affected by several factors. Basic among these was an adjustment to the rapidly
changing world economic situation. The budgetary receipts of the Federal Government have been, over
a long period, critically dependent upon import and export taxes. Even other direct and indirect taxes are
considerably influenced by trends in international trade pattern. The world recession forced a reduction
in export duties on a large number of items. It had to be abolished altogether on certain important exports.
On the other hand, subsidy bill was mounting as a result of rising world prices of imports. Attempt was made
to make up revenue losses by a series of measures which became necessary as a result of continuous review
of the situation. Despite these efforts, the year closed with negative public savings. The impact of the
measures was mainly defensive during the year. These saved the situation from becoming unmanageable.
However, for the year 1975-76, the measures adopted during 1974-75 prepared the ground for considerable
improvement in domestic resource mobilization,

5. 3. The specific fiscal measures taken during the course of the year are as follows ;-

The level of public sector development expenditure for 1974-75was fixed at Rs. 8,500 million. The budget
had envisaged that at this level, the development outlay would be financed by Rs, 2,.926 million of domestic
resources and Rs, 5,574 million of foreign assistance. The projections of domestic resources assumed a sub
stantial increase over the previous year's level despite the tax reliefs and wage increase allowed in the budget.
The estimates of foreign assistance were also based on increased availability of project assistance as well as
rupee generating aid.

CHAPTER 5

FINANCING OF PUBLIC SECTOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
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5.7. Broad details of the estimates of resources for financingthe ADP are shown in Annexure I and are
discussedin the subsequent'paragraphs.

...C. Net effect on resources

(-) 13

(-) 2,382

D, Autonomous BOOies
Reduction inseIf-financing,effort

(+) 1,030

(-) 3,503

(-)341
(-)484

(-)2,295

(-)383

(-) 275

(+) 379

A. Fooeral Government
(a) Improvement in net revenue receipts

(b) Increase innon-development expenditure
(Defence)
(Debt Services)
(Subsidies)
(Others)

(c) Repayment of short-term food credits charged to capital account

(d) Improvement in net capital receipts

(Million Rs.)

5.6. The decline of Rs. 2,382million in the non-inflationaryresourcesduring 1974-75is made up of the
following items :-

A. Domestic Resources

(a) Non-inflationary resources
(b) Gap between development expenditure an d resources ..

B. Foreign Resources

C. Total Financing

D. Proportiolll of foreign resources to total financing

(Million Rs.)

1974-75 1974-75
Budget Revised

2,926 1,175

2,607 225

319 950

5,57J1J 9,592

3,500 10,767

65.6% 39.0%

Financing of ADP during 1974-75

TABLE I

5.5. The total non-inflationary resources are now placed at Rs. 225 million in the revised estimates for
1974-75as against the original budget provision of Rs. 2,607million. Table-I indicates the overall position
of financingof the ADP for 1974-75both original and revised:-

(+) 2,064

<+) 2,200

(-) 230

(+) 94

(-) 2,846

B. Nen-Development Expenditure

1. Increase in food subsidy as a result of shortfall indomestic supply

2. Saving in food subsidies as a result of price adjustment

3. Expenditure on special dearness allowance of Rs. 25.00 P.M.

C. Net Etfect •.



Non-Development Revenue Expenditure
5.12. The comparative position of major components of the non-development expenditure of the

Federal Government for 1973-:74and 1974-75 is shown in Table III. ., .

5.11. The gross revenue receipts of the Federal Government are placed at.Rs. 14,526 million in the revised
estimates for 1974-75 as compared to the original budget provision of Rs. 13,242 million. With the improve
ment in tax revenues, the revenue assignments to the Provinces have also increased by Rs. 254· million.
After deducting the provincial share in divisible pool and a sum of Rs. 25 million payable to the A. K._Go
vernment, the net revenue receipts in the revised estimates are placed at Rs. 13,122million as against the-original
budget of Rs. 12,092 million. .

25:

NOill-T~xReceipts
5.10. Non-Tax Receipts of the Federal Government are estimated to increase from Rs. 3,163 million in

the original budget for 1974-75 to Rs. 3,375 million in the revised estimates for that year. -The improvement
of Rs. 212 million is due mainly to an increase of Rs. 139 million in Defence receipts, additional profits
of Rs, 59 million surrendered by the State Bank of Pakistan and an incresse of Rs. 102million in miscellaneous
receipts, partly counterbalanced by a decline of Rs. 44 million in the net receipts of Post Officeand T&T
Departments and lower profit of Rs, 39 million from the sale of rice. . - .

5.9. The revised estimates of tax receipts show an improvement of Rs, 1,072 million despite a reduction
of Rs. 1,268 million in export duties. The largest increase in tax receipts is from import duties due to higher
value of imports as well as the imposition of regulatory duties on various items during the course of the year.
Collections of excise duties are higher by Rs. 450 million due mainly to an improvement of about Rs. 420
million in the duties on tobacco on account of increases in the retail prices of cigarettes. Taxes on income
improved by Rs, 205 million as a result of increased money incomes and largert ax payments by nationalised
undertakings. Sales tax receipts increased by Rs. 353 million following the increase ill customs revenue and
federal excise duties. Receipts from other taxes and surcharges have almost doubled due mainly to the up
ward revision of prices of certain POL products and gas supply.

Sales Tax

Taxes on Income

"Federal Excise

Export Duties ••

2,427 2,565 3,565

1,742 2,428 1,160

2,742 3,000 3,450

,~. 1,188 1,045 1,250

692 697 1,050

653 344 676

Total .• 9,444 10,079 11,151

Other Taxes and Surcharges

Import Duties

1974-75
-Revised

1913-74 • 1974-75
Provisional Budget
Accounts <

"\

(Million R5.)

Tax Receipts of the Federal Government

TABU II

Revenue Receipts
5.8. The revised. estimates of gross tax receipts of the federal government for 1974-75 are placed at

Rs, 11,151million, as compared to the original budget provision of Rs. 10,079 million. Details of the
estimates as compared to the accounts for 1973-74 are given in Table II :-



5.16. With the increase in revenue assignments and payment of special grants by the Federal Government.
the Provincial Governments were expected to balance their non-development budgets. No contribution
by the Provinces to the financing of the revised AI?P for 1974-75 w~s .as such, assumed by the Federal
Government. However, according to the revised estimates of the Provincial Governments, the Provinces of
N.W.F.P. and Baluchistan have ended the year with deficits of Rs, 18 million and Rs, 13million respectively.
There is no resource gap in the non-development account of the Punjab in the revised estimates for 1974-75.
In the case of Sind. there is a net surplus of Rs. 68 million which has been utilized for financing development
expenditure over and above the development assistance granted by the Federal Government.' "
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Net Capital Receipts

5.14. Details of the estimates are given in Annexure I. The net capital receipts of the Federal Govern
ment which were estimated at Rs. 1,320 million in the original budget are placed at Rs. 1,424 million in the
revised estimates for 1974-75. The increase of Rs. 104million has occurred mainly from higher contributions
to reserve funds and improvement in miscellaneous receipts. partly offset by a decline in the proceeds of small
saving schemes and an increase in the non-developmental capital liabilities.

ProYineial Contribution

5.1S. The Provincial Governments were not expected to make any contribution to the financing of the
A.D.P. for 1974-75. The provinces of the Punjab, Sind and Baluchistan were in fact, not in a position even
to balance their non-development budgets. The grant of special dearness allowance and increase in pensions
created additional financial liabilities for all Provinces. The requirements of local bodies for this unbudgeted
expenditure had also to be met by the Provinces through payment of grants-in-aid. Apart from this major
change. the non-development expenditures witnessed further increases as a result of enhancement of the rates
of ration subsidy to the Police, more payments of interest on federal loans and increased requirements of some
departments for miscellaneous purposes. Along with the increases in non-development expenditure, the
general revenue receipts of the Provinces improved as a result of an increase in shared taxes, special grants
from the Federal Government, mobilisation of additional resources by the Provinces themselves through
higher tax and non-tax receipts and improvement in trading profits.

I
)
r+ ~

5.13. The revised estimates of non-development revenue expenditure for 1974-75are higher by Rs, 3,503
million mainly on account of increased requirements for subsidies on wheat. edible oil and POL products,
larger expenditure on debt servicing and the impact of wage increase and general price rise. The original
provision for 1974-75 has increased by 31:9 per cent of which an increase of28".2 per cent is attributable to
subsidies, 2. 1 per cent to debt servicing, 0.5 per cent to Defence and 1.1 per cent to other expenditures.
The original budget for 1974-75 had envisaged that after the price' adjustment made in the case of vegetableghee as a part of the new fiscal measures, the subsidy on edible oil would be eliminated completely. The sale
of vegetable gheehad however, to be subsidized during the year as a result of further increase in thejntema
tional price of edible oil. Grants-in-aid to the Provincial Governments were increased from Rs. 390 million
provided in the original budget to Rs. 496 million in the revised estimates for 1974-75in order to help them
to meet their revenue deficit arising as a result of the wage increase.

(Million Rs.)

1913-74
Provisional 1974-7' 1974-15
ACcounts Budget Revised

1. Defence 4,949 5.953 6.294

2. Debt Services 2.094 2,061 2,S4S

(Intornal) (134) (866) (8tH)
(External) (1,340) (1,19,> (l,684)

3. Subsidies 2,243 723 3,018

4. Administrative and Development Departments 1,27() 1,532 1,7Z5

5. Grants to Provinces 253 390 496

6. Other Expenditure 244 315 399
. Total 11'.053 10,974 14,477t

Non- Development Revenue Expenditure of the Federal Government
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(c) Mobllisation of additional non-infIatloll8fYresources

.. ....(I) Tax Measures
(Ii) Pricing of Services
(iii) Relief to GovefIllllent Servants
(iv) Expansion of Utility Stores F~illty

00 359

311
l26
475

(-)269
(-) 20

746

.. ~.
•• •• ..
" ., ..... 010.. .... •• e e

•• •• •• 00

••..
A. Domestic Resources .•

(a) Without newMeasures
(i) Fedtnl Government
(Ii) Provine"
(iii) Autonomous Bodies

(b) New Fiscal Measures ••

(Million RI.)
2,200

1~141
783

..

5.18 Railway's earnings have improved all a result of the favourable trends in traffic operations both
passenger and goods. In the case of WAPDA, tbe additional revenue yield through revision of power rates
was partly offset by lower hydel-power generation due to shortage of water in the rivers. .

External Resources
5.19 The actual inflow of foreign assistance during 1974-75 is estimated at Rs, 9,592 million as against

the original budget provision of Rs, 5,574 million. The increase is attributable to higher availability of non-
project assistance and food aid. .

Overall Position
5.20 The revised estimates of resource availability for financing the public sector development expenditure

in 1974-75 are placed at Rs. 9,817 million. The size of the development programme had to be increased
during the course of the year as explained in the chapter on public sector development programme. This
necessitated a recourse to deficit financing to support a part of the increase in ADP. The position regarding
deficit financing is discussed in the chapter on monetary and credit policy.

Financing of ADP, 1975·76
5.21 To implement the Annual PIa!}for 1975-76 as approved by the National Economic Council, the size

of the public sector development programme for 1975-76 has been :fixedat Rs, 13,700 million. At this level,
the A.D.P. is strictly in line with the Government's policy of non-inflationary mobilization of resources. The
annual development programme will be financed from Rs, 2,200 million of domestic resources and Rs, 11,500
million of foreign assistance. Broad details of the financing are shown in Table V :

TABLE V
Financing of ADP 1975-76

c-) 11 U.. ,..~. •• .. 30 47

• I ,. •• 20 ~
Total " 169 156

..WAPDA •.

Railways ..

C.D.A. ••

A.K. Government

1974-75
Jt~vise4

1974-75
Jl1Jdsct

(MUUOD~.)

TABLB zy,
SeIfiFi"an~ing by AJlt(Jl1,omousBOI!f~s

. Autonomous Bodies

5.17 Taking into account the effect of new measures introduced in the budget for 1974-7$, the autono
mo, '.' us bodies were expected. to generate resources of Rs. ·.169million towards the' financing of ~heir deyelop
ment programmes. The revised estimates of self-financing by these bodies are' placed' at Rs. 156 Jnillion.
Details are shown in. Table JY :



5.28. The revenue receipts of the Provincial Governments have improved as a result of an increase both
in the tax assignments by the Federal Government and the collections of Provincial taxes. The resource
position of the Provinces also improved after the write off of their debts by the Federal Government. On the

~ • ~ & , •

Conmbllltio,i of PrOVinces "
• ~ 0 • ".

Net Capital Receipts
5.27 The total-foreign 'debt repayment'Iiability arisingduring. each finaacial year was previously met in the

capital account thr9:ugh transfers (roomthe .current.revenues, This transfer will now be confined to debt re
payment of'Iong-term foreign loans only. ,:The repayment.of short term food credits amounting to Rs. 1,384
niillion has 'accordingly, been charged in full diree; to the.capital.account, This factor mainly accounts for
the' decline hi the net capital receipts of the' Federal Government which are estimated at Rs, 104 million for
1975-76 as against Rs, 1320.million. provided in the original budget for 1974-75.. ,
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NOl1l-Deve!opmentRevenue Expenditure
5.26 Excluding the effect of relief to government servants and expansion of utility stores facilities, the

non-development revenue expenditure of the Federal Government for 1975-76is estimated at Rs, 14,247 million
as against Rs. 14,477 million provided in the revised estimates for 1974-75. Defence, debt servicing and sub
sidies account for 82.2 per cent of the total expenditure in 1975-76. Expenditure on subsidies is estimated
to come down from Rs. 3,018 million in 1974-75 to Rs. 1,597 million during 1975-76 as a result of the adjust
ments in the prices of wheat and vegetable ghee made during 1974-75 as well as a fall in the price of wheat
in the international market. The requirements for Defence are estimated to be higher by Rs. 733 million
than the revised estimates for 1974-75. Debt Servicing would claim Rs. 3,087 million as against Rs. 2,545 million,
in the revised estimates for 1974-75. This does not take into account the repayment of short term food credits
which is being charged direct to the capital account. The expenditure of administrative and development
departments and other miscellaneous expenses will increase by 9.6 per cent over the revised estimates for 1974-
75 on account of normal pay increases and miscellaneous requirements of various departments. Grants-in
aid to the Provincial Governments amounting to Rs. 208 million reflect the special annual subventions of
Rs, 100 million and Rs, 50 million allowed to the Provinces of N.W.F.P. and Baluchistan respectively on
the recommendations of the National Finance Commission and othe r non-development grants made to the
Provinces to meet specific expenditure.

, 5.25 In accordance with the recommendations of the National Finance Commission, the Provincial share
in federal taxes during 1975-76will be about Rs, 1000million more than the amount payable under the previous
arrangements. Exclusive of the revenue assignments to the Provinces, the net revenue receipts of the Federal
Government during 1975-76 are estimated at Rs, 14,926'million without the effect of new tax measures.

5.24 The non-tax receipts for 1975-76 indicate an improvement of Rs. 185million over the revised estimates
for 1974-75. This is based on increased recoveries of interest and return on investments from various agencies
and larger surplus profits of the State Bank of Pakistan, partly counterbalanced by a decrease in trading profits
on export of rice due to the general recession in international market.

5.22 Annexure I indicates broad details of the estimates for 1975-76 as compared to the estimates for the
previous year. These estimates are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Revenue Receipts of the Federel Government
, 5..23 At Rs. '13,688 million, the gross tax receipts of the Federal Government for 1975-76 at 1974-75 rates
would be higher by Rs, 2,537 million as compared to the revised estimates for, 1974-75... Collections offederal
excise duties alone are estimated to improve by Rs. 1,030 million due mainly to the full year's impact of price
increases of sugar and vegetable products, which have been 'absorbed into excise duty. The revenue yield
from surcharges which are also of the nature of minor taxes is expected to. improve by Rs. 199million due
mainly to the increase in prices of gas supply' and certain ror,products. Other increases in tax receipts are
, based on the continuance of a liberal import policy, better export.prospects and normal growth in the economy.

B. External Resources .. 11,500

(0) Project Aid •. .. ,. 3,546
(b) Commodity Aid II 2,370
(c) Cash Loans •• 4,442
(d) Food Aid .. .. .. '" 1.142

C. Total Financing 13,700
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. 5.31. The return on .investments made in the projects o_fWAPDA and Railways has not been adequate
111 the past. The financial operations of both agencies during the past few years show a greater increase in
their operational expenditures than in receipts. The operational expenses have been rising due to several
factors including the impact of devaluation, increase in the cost of fuel and raw materials, higher depreciation
charges and periodic wage increases. However, keeping in view the necessity of an adjustment to the new
situafi.on b¥ these bodies, cor~ective action has been. initiated by increases in their tariff. Increased
attention IS also being paid to provide for balancing Investments. As a result of these remedial
measures, the existing returns on investment are reflecting considerable improvement. It is however, desirable
that these enterprises should make larger contributions to the national exchequer in return for the capital
resources provided to them by the Government.

5.32. The public sector in the industrial field now encompasses all basic industries, old as well as new
such as chemicals, engineering, automobile, cement, fertilizer and oil refining. The nationalised industries'
together with the units under PIDC have been grouped under eight holding corporations for better coordina
tion and smooth functioning. Technical advisory services to the State Enterprises are being provided by the
National Design and Industrial Services Corporation. The performance of the various corporations displays
a marked diversity but, on the aggregate, their reserves and surpluses are showing an upward trend. Net
profits before tax of all State Enterprises during 1974-75 are estimated at Rs. 254 million showing an increase
of about Rs. 80 million over the profits in 1973-74. Nevertheless. it is necessary to further improve the produc
tion efficiency and plant utilisation in order to put these corporations, particularly the less efficient ones on a
sound footing. Moreover larger self-generation by these corporations is essential for implementation of their
heavy investment plans.
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TABLEVI

Self-Financing by Autonomous Bodies

(Million Rs.)

1975-76 1975-76
1974-75 1974-75 Budget Budget
Budget Revised (Without (Including

newmeas- newmeas-

~
ures) ures)

WAPDA .. 136 74 50 240
Railways.. (-) 17 15 177 307

BIM Corporations 77 77

C.D.A. .. 30 47 40 40
A.K. Government .. 20 20 15 H
P.T.C. 10

Total 169 156 359 689

Autonomous Bodies
:; .30. Excluding the effect of revision of pricing of services, the self-financing effort of the autonomous

bodies for their development programmes for 1975-76 is Rs, 359 million as compared to Rs, 156 million in
the revised estimates for 1974-75. The increase in rates is estimated to provide an additional revenue of
Rs. 330 million as a result of which the self-financing by these bodies is likely to increase to Rs. 689
million. Details are shown in Table VI.

other hand, there has been a substantial increase in the non-development expenditure of the Provincial Govern
ments. The main factors responsible for the increase in expenditure are the rising liability of social service
particularly education and health, and increased expenditures on administrative departments necessitated
to strengthen the civil administration and to maintain the law and order situation in the Provinces. .

5.29. Despite the constraints mentioned above, all Provincial Governments have made gross provisions
for their A.D.Ps which are larger than the federal financing. All Provinces have announced new fiscal measures
which have been explained subsequently in this chapter. As a result, every Province except N.W.F.P., woutd
be able to finance additional amounts for its A.D.P. over and above the programme to be financed from the
Federal Government.
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(k) The precondition of the payment of 50 per cent of tax before the filing of an appeal before the Income
Tax Appellate Tribunal would be removed.

(j) Co-operative societies (not paying tax at the rates applicable to companies) have been allowed the
benefit of Personal Allowance, Investment Allowance and Earned Income Relief.

(i) Surcharge on income of jewellers at the rate of 6 per cent will not be levied on those persons whose
income is below the taxable limit of Rs. 12,000.

Income Tax
(a) Family Allowance at the rate of Rs. 750 per dependent child, subject to a maximum of Rs. 1,500

has been provided in the case of all tax-payers with incomes not exceeding Rs. 50,000. This will be in ad
dition to the Personal Allowance and will be allowed with effect from the assessment year 1975-76.

(b) Exemption has been allowed to income derived by any tax-payer between Ist July, 1975 and 30th
June, 1980 from poultry farming, dairy farming, fish catching, cattle and sheep breeding.

(c) Profits earned by companies between Ist July, 1975 and 30th June, 1981 from industrial undertaking
commencing commercial production during the above period have been exempted to the extent of (a) 10 per
cent of capital, if the undertaking is located in Baluchistan, Tribal Areas, Northern Areas and Azad Kashmir
and (b) 5 per cent of capital, if it is located in other areas (excluding the talukas of Karachi and Hyderabad
and the Tehsils of Lyallpur and Lahore and such adjoining areas as may be notified by the Federal Govern
ment).

(d) A special Investment Allowance up to Rs. 10,000within the overall limit of 30 per cent oftotaI income
has been provided for investments made after 1st July, 1975 in approved industrial investment and holding
companies in the public sector or for life insurance.

(e) The existing Special Depreciation Allowance at the rate of 15 per cent has been continued and will
be admissible in respect of new machinery installed in industrial undertakings upto 30th June, 1980.

. (f) Companies setting up industrial undertakings between Ist July, 1975 and 30th June, 1980 with fixed
assests costing not more than Rs. 30 lakhs (excluding the cost of land) have been allowed super tax rebate
of 5 per cent.

(g) It has been provided that the Tax credit allowed to companies on investments in equities of new in
dustrial undertakings will also be admissible in respect of identifiable expansions carried out after Ist July, 1975.

(h) An export rebate at the rate of25 per cent of the tax attributable to income from the export of approved
items made after Ist July, 1975 has been allowed to the manufacturers exporting such goods.

Federal Government
5.34. The new fiscal measures for 1975-76 are aimed at :

(a) Stepping up the rate of capital formation and investment in order to accelerate the economic
growth of the country ;

(b) Mobilising savings both in the public and private sector;
(c) Covering the increased cost of various services: and
(d) Providing relief to government servants.

5.35. The specific measures are explained below :-

TAX MEASURES

NEW FISCAL MEASURES

External Resources
S.33. The inflow offoreign assistance during 1975-76 is estimated at Rs, 11,500million including Rs. 3,546

million of project assistance, Rs. 6,812 million of non-project aid including cash loans and Rs, 1,142million
of food aid. Detailed projections and assumptions for adopting these estimates are shown in the chapter
on balance of payments.



(c) Postal rates have been increased in certain cases except for inland letters and post cards, book packets
and registered newspapers.

(d) The licence fees for radios have been increased from Rs. 15 to Rs. 20 per annum and Rs. 30 per
annum for persons having more than one radio set. The licence fee for T.V. has been increased from Rs. 50
to Rs. 75 per annum.

(e) Railway freight rates have been increased by about·15%.

:3i

Sales Tax
(a) Sales tax on locally produced wood-free writing paper of 55-60 gram per sq. meter has been removed.

(b) Fresh fruit and plywood imported from abroad has been made liable to the normal rate of tax i.e. 20
per cent.

Customs
(a) Regulatory duties levied during 1974-75 have been merged with normal import duties.

(b) Import duty has been raised by 20% on pig iron, cast iron, ferro alloys, iron or steel scrap and ships
for breaking and by 12-1/2% on shot, angular grit, wire pellets, powders, bars, pillings, ingots, blooms,
billets, slabs, sheet bars and coils of iron or steel and of alloy and high carbon steel.

(c) Import duty has been raised by 20% on copper and copper bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections wires,
plates, sheets, strips, foils, flakes, tubes, pipes, fittings, rough forgings, castings, master alloys of copper and
enamelled copper wire.

(d) Exemption available to imported writing paper has been defined on the same lines as the exemption
from excise duty available to indigenous paper.

(e) Imported components of agricultural sprayers used in the local manufacture of sprayers have been
exempted from import duty.

(f) Export duty on raw wool has been abolished.

Federal Excise
(a) Regulatory duty on caustic soda has been converted into normal excise duty.

(b) Regulatory duties on natural gas and soda ash have been merged with the basic rates of duty.

(c) Regulatory duty and the increase in price of sugar have been merged into the basic rate of excise duty.

(d) Increase in the price of vegetable product has been absorbed into excise duty.

(e) Excise duty rates and Surcharge on cigarettes have been substituted by composite rates of excise duty.

Cf) Duty on hotels and restaurants has been raised from 10 per cent to 15 per cent of the charges.

Revi§iolm of Interest Rates
The interest rate structure of the small saving schemes has been reviewed and the rates of interest suitably

increased. The maximum compound rate of return now stands increased to 13.5 per cent.

Pricing of Services
(a) WAPDA power tariff has been increased by 15 per cent except for domestic consumers .

(b) Telegraph and Telephone charges have been increased by about 20 per cent. Installation charges for
telephones have been doubled. No change has however, been made for inland press telegrams and telex ser
vices.

Wea!thTax
Exemption from wealth tax admissible in the case of one self-occupied house has been extended to cover

cases where a tax-payer owns only one house which may not be occupied by him for purposes of his own
residence.
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III. N.W.F.P.
(a) Levy of a collection fee at the rate of Rs. 200 a seer of raw opium and Rs, 10 a maund of poppy

heads.
(b) Imposition of a development cess of 10 per cent on first class hotels and 5 per cent on second class

hotels.
(c) Increase in entertainment tax from 50 per cent and 75 per cent of the value of ticket in the case of

lower and upper class cinema tickets to 75 per cent and 100per cent respectively.
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II. Sind
(a) Enhancement of Cotton fee from Re. 1.00 to Rs. 1.50 per maund.
(b) Levy of a fee on paddy at the rate of 25 paisa per maund,
(c) Rationalisation of entertainment duty and abolition of welfare cess.
(d) Revision of the rates of stamp duty of some items by about 25 per cent.
(e) Rationalisation of the basis for the levy of betterment tax from covered area to annual gross rental

value of commercial and industrial properties. .
(f) Rationalistion of the tax on trades, professions, callings and employment.
(g) Extension of the Entertainment Duty Act to night clubs, hotels and clubs providing cabaret or drinks

as a precondition to entry to such places.
(h) Increase in the rates of the renewal fee for' off' alcohol liquor shops from Rs. 3,000 per annum to

Rs. 10,000 per annum.
(i) Levy of a tax of 25 paisa per square yard on vacant residential plots and of 50 paisa per square yard

on vacant commercial and industrial plots. Residential plots of 599 square yards are exempted
from the levy.

(j) Enhancement of betting tax from 12.5% to 20%.
(k) Reduction in the rates of court fee on certain items.
(1) Extension of the tax holiday for new construction of residential buildings for three years from the 1st

July, 1975.
(m) Reduction in the licence fee of cinemas specially for low income cinemas.

1. Punjab
(a) Introduction of flat rates for abiana with concessional rates for subsistance land owners and half

rates for cooperative farms ..
(b) Extension of Urban Immovable Property Tax to cantonment areas.
(c) Reduction in stamp duty on sale of agricultural land in rural areas from 5 to 3 per cent and on trans

actions in the nature of" Tamleek ", partition or exchange from 5 to one per cent.

Relief to Government Servaats

(a) Engineers and incumbents recruited to posts for which the basic minimum qualification is a Master's
degree in science have been treated at par with doctors and have been allowed five advance increments on re
cruitment. The same concession will be allowed to all lecturers in grade 17.

(b) The rates of conveyance allowance, house rent allowance, and washing allowance have been enhanced.

(c) The rates of kit allowance and disturbance allowance to defence personnel have been enhanced.

(d) The rates of flying pay for officers of the Pakistan Air Force have been revised. Ithas also bee:"!pro
vided that compensation of Rs. 100 thousand and Rs. 50 thousand will be payable to the families of comm s
sioned officers and lower rank officers respectively required to fly or sail in submarines in the case of fata 1ac
cident in peace time.

(e) A special allocation of Rs. 20 million has been provided for expansion of the Utility Stores facilities.

Provincial Governments
5.36. The new fiscal measures announced by the Provincial Governments are as follows :-
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OTerall Position
. 5.38. The tax. measures and pricing of services will improve the resources of the federal government and
autonomous bodies by Rs, 601 million. Taking into account the concessions allowed to government servants
and the allocation for utility stores facilities, the net eHectwill be an improvement of Rs. 312 million. This
would sti11leave a gap-of Rs. 746 million for financing the development programme of Rs. 13,700 million.
The gap would be met by mobilisation of non-inflationary resources. Improved collections of tax revenue by
taking measures to cheek evasion, increased profits of the public enterprises and higher yield from the proceeds
of small saving schemes form the major elements of policy for bridging the resource gap. The entire ADP for
1975-76 is thus expected to be financed from non-inflationary resources.

(d) Increase in li~ence fe~ for auth~rised foodgrain dehlt::J.'s'at' th~ rate or'lls. '1,000 in the case of flour
, , mills and Rs. 25 in other cases.

<e) Withdrawal of powers to the Excise and Taxation staHfor grant of exemptions from road tax.

IV. Baluchistan
(a) Increase of 15% on the development cess on all assessed lands in the Province.
(b) Enhancement of tax under Motor Vehicles Act for vehicles with a maximum laden capacity of '-4;480

lbs. to a laden capacity of 17,920 lbs.
(c) Levy of a nominal cess for fruits taken out of Baluchistan.
(d) Increase in th~rates of royalty for coal from Rs, 3.50 per ton to Rs. 7.00 per ton 'and for oynex

marble from Rs, 20 per ton to Rs. 50 per ton.

Share of Tax Revenue iD 'GNP
, 5.37. The new taxation measures described above have been taken in harmony with the long-term strategy
of-raising Government's share of tax revenue in GNP to finance an increasingly larger part of public sector
development expenditure from domestic resources. Inclusive of the yield from new taxes during 1975-76,
the. overall tax receipts will be capturing more than 14 per cent of GNP during 1975-76 as against about 12.6
per cent during 1974-75. Itmay be pointed out in this connection that in spite of heavy dozes of additional
taxation in the past, the tax receipts have remained a little over 12 per cent of the GNP during the years 1968-
69 to 1973-74.

f



(Million Rupees.)

1974-75 1974-75 ' 1975-76
Budget Revised Budget

A. DOMESTIC RESOURCES

(a) 'Federal Go,ermneat :
-~

1. benne Receipts (Gress) 13,~~ 14,526 17,241 ~
(i) Tu Receipts , .. 10,079 11,151 lli.tiB8

lImport Duties .. 2.565 3.565 4,565

lExport Duties .. 2,428 1.160 1,215
lFederal Excise .. 3,000 3.450 4,480 \

M4S
'I")

'l'llXeI on Income 1,250 1,301}

Sates Tax 691 1,050 1.%50
Qthertaxes 61 69 72.
Surcharges 283 607 806

(H) NOR-Tax Receipts - 3,163 3,31~ 3,.
Interest R~iptli 1,064 1,059 1,423
Post Qfflce and 1" it 'l' .. Hit 94 Ibi )
Cunency and Mfut lSI 240 36~
:OefCl'lceServi~ .l 200 339 346
Trading Profits •. 1.211 1,232 922
Others 309 411 403

Less-Pro1'iDclal Share ... Payment toA.K.Go'eJ'DDleIlt " 1,150 1,404 z"U
Net Revellu Receipts 12,092 13;122 14~926

2. Non-DevelopmeDt ReVEll. Espeaditure 10,974 14.477 14,241
Defence 5,953 6,294 7.021
Debt Services " 2,061 2,545 3,087

(Internal) (866) (861) (922) ..Ii.

(External) (1,195) (1,684) (2,165)

Subsidies 723 3,018 1,597

Administrative Departments 1,128 1,348 1.534 ,
Development Departments 404 377 462

Grants to Provinces 390 496 208

Others 31S 399 33Z

3. ReveJWe Surplus 1,118 (-)1,355 679
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1974-75 1974-75 1975-7~
Budget Revised Budget

4. Net capital Receip1S i,32tJJ 1,424 1M

J, (i) Capital Recefpu .. 2,38S 2,603 1,901t

Small Sa"rings .. 942 796 894..
Recoveries of Loans 495 5S0 512
Reserve Funds' (Net) 119 419 72

Compensation Bonds 828 001 134

Others 1 231 288

(ll) Capital Paymeats 1,065 1,179 1,796

Non-Development Loans 45 64 36

Investment in taken over industries 830 608 134

Repayment of Food Credits 275 1,383

Partition Debt .. 70 70

Miscellaneous Investments 95 204 120

Other Expenditure 2S 28 53
--t Tota1-Federal GOvernmllDt (3+4) 2,438 159 783

(b) Self-FlDanc:ingby Aatoaomous BodIes .. 169 156 359

WAPDA .. 136 74 SI)

Railways (-)17 IS 177

BIM Corporations 77

C.D.A. .. 30 47 40

A. K.Government and others 20 20 IS

Total Federal Government and Autonomous Bodies 2.601 225 1,142-

(c) Effect ofNe", Fiscal Measures ~U

(d) MobillsatioD of additional DOIl-imlatfcmaryresources 746

(e) Gap betweeo Developmeat ExpendJtIIre and Resources 319 950

Total Domestic Resources 2,916 1,175 2,197

B. EXTERNAL RESOURCES 5,574 ',592 11,500

(a) Project Assistance .. 1,737 1,722 3,546

(i) Indus Basin 90 90 30..,
(n) Others 1,647 1,632 3,516

(I) NOll-Project Assistance incllldfDg cash 1$8DS 3,578 5,561 6,812, (c) Food Aid! .. 259 2,309 1,142..
I Total FfmUlciDg 8,500 10,767 13,700
I

I
{.

'J .. -4"
I 3S\
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6.S. PIA, K.E~C and the Gas Companies had indicated substantially larger investm~nt programmes
for 1975-76. But in vie'!' of the present status of their respectrve projects and the B;mount of lIkely availability
foreign exchange provided for them In the budget for 1975-76, appropriate adjustments .had to be made.

(Million RI.)

1974-75 1975-76Estimated Pr08l'lllDnte
investment

1. Karachi Port Trust (KPT) 42 182

~
2. National Shipping Corporation (NSC) ~ ,
3. Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (pJAC) 341 !ID
4. Karachi Electric Supply Corporation (KBSC) 225 210
5. Sui Northern Gas PipelinesLtd. (SNGPL) 7. 360
6. Sui Gas Transmission Company Ltd. (8G1'a..) .. 191 360
7. Indus Gas Company 21 29
3. Karachi Gas CompanY 27 34-
9. Road Transport Corporations (RTC) .. 183 313-

Sub-Total 1,138 1643

10. PJ. Boards 200
11. BlM Invcstment ~ 927

GUND TOTAL •• 1.220 2,700

6.4. A programme of Rs, 1573 million is proposed for this sector in 1975-76with break-down as given in
Tab~e I. If part~of the BIM and Provincial Industrial .B?ards pr?gramme~, w~ich are t? be financed from
outside ADP sources to the extent of about Rs. 1127million, are Included In this sector, Its total investment
would amount to Rs. 2,700 million during 1975-76.

TABLE-!

Semi-Public Sector Investment

6.2. The semi-Public Sector investment covered in this chapter is that part of the total investment
by the agencies concerned which is proposed to be financed from funds outside the A.D.P.

6.3. According to preliminary estimates, out of the total estimated investment of Rs, 17,450million ht
1974-75, the s~are of semi-public se~tor is estimated at Rs. 1.,138million as against t~e respective projection of
Rs. 1,500.million for 1974·-75. Major shortfalls were experienced In ~uch org~zations as ~ationaI Shipping
Corporations, and the Road Transport Corporations In the Punjab and SInd, Karachi Electric Supply
Corporation and PIAC.

. . The scope of Public sector activity in the ~onol?Y has expanded in recent re~rs. The expansion is largely
In areas where management on commercial lines IS required, There IS a distinct trend towards entrusting
these functions to specially constituted autonomous bodies and public sector corporations. The finanCing
pattern of these corporations is mixed. A part of their investment programmes is financed from loans from
~ederal Government budget resources ~nd is reflected in th~ Annual Development Progran:une. The corpora
tions do also provide a part of financing from their retained earnmgs and supplement It by equity capita
an~ debentures or. direct borro:mn~ from the capital andL mon,ey markets. There are ~onie corporations
which do not obtain any financing rrom A.D.P. and meet total investment requirements from their own re
sources and borrowing from national and international institutions.

If

CHAPTER 6

SEMI-PUBUC SECTOR INVESTMENT
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1ExcludesADP aUocationfor SNGPL-Rs. 110million and fOt' SGTC-.-Ra. 130million as Govel'llIQentequity.
e Includes R.s.16.2 million for PATADe and Its. 62.3 million for AKMIDC.
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RTCs
6.10. The RTCs are expected to invest Rs, 313 million during 1975·76 against an estimated expenditure

of Rs, 183 million in the preceding year' These corporations are expected to add a total of 2,920 new buses
during 1975-76.

)lIM,Investment
6.11. The BIM has envisaged an investment of Rs, 1,0422 million outside the ADP. Some of the

important industries whose investment is likely to be financed from non-ADP sources shall be executed by
corporations like Steel Mills Corporation, National Fertilizer Corporation. Federal Light-Engineering Cor
poration, Federal Chemical and Ceramics Corporation, Automobile Corporation of Pakistan, State Cement
Corporation, Pakistan Industrial Development Corporation, etc. In addition, the Provincial Industrial!
Management Boards/Development Authorities also envisage an investment of Rs. 304million outside the ADP.

6. 12. In view of the possible shortfall in the execution of these projects, actual investment outside the
ADP has been assumed at Rs. 1,127 million Rs. 927 million for the BIM industries and Rs, 200 million
for the Provincial Industrial/Management Boards/Development Authorities. The foreign aid likely to be
available for financing these investments has been placed at Rs. 526 million. Of the balance, Rs, 61 million
is likely to be made available by these corporations from their own resources, Rs, 150million by NDFe and
the balance of Rs. 390 tnillion-by commercial banks. ...

PIAC
6.8. PIA Corporation had prepared a programme of about Rs. 513 million with a foreign exchange com

ponent of Rs. 241 million for 1975-76. During 1974-75, the P.I.A.C. incurred an expenditure of Rs. 341.0
million, including part payment for the purchase of one wide-bodied aircraft. Substantial work on con
struction of hanger for wide-bodied aircraft will be completed at Karachi. Another scheme for purchase
of 3 wide-bodied aircrafts is still under preparation. In view of the phasing of buying new aircraft, an ex
penditure of Rs, 80 million has been provided for PIAC's total programme for 1975-76.

KESC and Gas Companies
6.9. KESC had prepared a programme of Rs. 619 million with a foreign exchange component of Rs.

413 million for 1975-76compared to an estimated investment of Rs. 341 million during 1974-75. The foreign
exchange component will be arranged through loans from IBRD, ADB and US-AID. An investment pro
gramme.of Rs. 1,198 million (foreign exc~an~e component Rs: 653 million).w~s prepared by the four gas
companies, namely SUI Northern Gas Pipeline Company, SUI Gas Transmission Company, the Indus Gas
company and Karachi Gas Company for 1975-76 compared to an investment of Rs, 313 million in 1974-75.
In the budget estimates of foreign assistance in 1974-75. the likely disbursement shown against these four
companies adds up to ~. 413 million. On this basis, the likely Imt;lementati0!l of their respective .1'.ro
grammeshave been adjusted. The total Investment during 1975-76 IS thus projected at Rs. 7841 million
by these four gas companies.

N.S.C.
6.7. An investment of Rs. 5 million in foreign exchange is proposed for the National Shipping Corporation

during 1975-76against an expenditure of'Rs, 34 million during 1974-75. The foreign exchange will be financed
from suppliers' credit. Provision made for 1975-76 is much smaller than proposed by the Corporation.
This is in accordance with the past experience and also in the light of prospects of purchase of tankers during
1975-76 at substantially low prices.

KPT
6.6. The Karachi Port Trust finances its entire investment from funds outside the A.D.P. Ithas envisaged

an investment of Rs. 182million during 1975-76as against an estimated expenditure of Rs. 42 million in 1974-75.
During 1975-76,work on the I{PT's second, third, fourth and fifth projects pertaining to the construction
of additional berths and of oil terminals will be continued. The entire amount of foreign exchange of
Rs.loo million has been committed by the IDA. Local currency requirements of Rs. 82 million will be
financed from KPT's own resources.

(Details of the likely disbursements of foreign aid and the implied implementation of each project in 1975-76
are given in Annexure I). A summary description of the major projects under each agency is given in the
subsequent paragraphs while a coordinated view of the programme is available in each sectoral chapter.
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Aaaexare I

BROAD DETARS OF AGENCY·WlSE FINANCING OF SEMI·PUBUC SECfOR DURJNG 1975-76

(Million Rs.) .

1975-76

Likely Local
S.No. Agency/Corporation foreign F'mancing Total (3+4)Exchange.- Disburse-

ment

1. Karachi Port Trust (KPT) 100.00 82.0 182.0
(a) Third Project of Karachi Port .. (30.0)
(h) Fourth Project of Karachi Port (70.0)

2. National Shipping Corporation (NSC) S.O S.f!i
3. Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (p1AC) .. 30.(J) SO.O 80.0
4. Road Transport Corporations 313.0 313.0
5. Karachi Electric Supply Corporation (KESC) 1"2.0 68.0 l10.0

(a) Fourth Unit Korangi Power Station (S3.0)

(h) Expansion of Transmission and Distribution System (79.0)
(c) 100MW Oas Pipeline Ltd. (10.0)

15. Sui Northern Gas Pipeline Ltd. 230.8 130.6 360.'
i'

7. Sui Gas Transmission Company Ltd. 171.1li 112.0 HO.C

8. lrndusGas Company 29.0 29.Cil
9. Karachi Gaa Compaay S.O 29.0 34,0

10. National Refinery Ltd, Karacbi~) .. 70.0 70.0
1'otaI ., 760.0 908.0 1,643.0
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7.7. Planning. Commission had constituted an Inter ¥inisterial Experts' Group under the Chairmanship
of the Managing DIrector, Investment C<!rpora~10nof Paki~tanf t~ provide, among other th1l1gs,a review of
private investment in the past. Sector-WIseestimates of pnvate investment for the penod 1969/70 to 1974/75
prepared by the Group are reproduced in Table I.
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7.2. Economic reforms introduced by the present Government sought to change this pattern by :
(a) Nationalization of basic industries;
(b) Promotion and development of new projects in basic industries in the public sector;
(c) Abolition of the Managing Agency System, thus democratizing the company management and making

it more directly responsible to the share-holders, and
(d) Exchange rate adjustment along with the changes in fiscal incentives to ensure that future indus

trialization would be in response to economic needs of the country.

7.3. The private sector has been adjusting to the changed environment in which it has to operate. This
involves a new socio-political environment as well as altered economic framework. There were certain obvious
questions in the minds of large-sized private investors regarding their future role and acceptability. Policy
statements from the Government have clarified the position and a framework of mixed economy has started
taking shape. Further clarification of various points would emerge with experience and in dealing with specific
measures. For the present, it appears that a basis is now available on which private sector has started partici
pating actively in investment activity in large scale industry.

7.4. Private investment has, however, been slow to revive in the large-scale industrial sector for a number
of reasons : "

(i) The present Government has established a social framework in which it is not willing to go back to
the policies of earlier period which provided disproportionate gains to investors and thus create an
artificial investment demand. A revival of private sector investment boom on such an artificial
support is not desirable.

(ii) Industrial investment has to proceed on a much greater degree of competition in the home and export
markets at the new exchange rate and liberal import policy. This favours export industries in pre
ference to industries based on sheltered home market.

(iii) The cost of new industrial projects has increased as a result of devaluation and world-wide inflation
affecting the foreign exchange cost of imported machinery.

(M The saving potential of industry presently under private ownership is less than in the period when
industrial assets located in East Pakistan as well as industries now nationalized were under private
control,

(v) The new investment is finding outlet more in small and medium-sized industries both because of
limitation imposed by cost as also because of relative profitability.

(vi) World recession in cotton textile temporarily subdued investment demand.

7.5. The significant development is that a more genuine and soundly-based investment demand from the
private sector is now reflected in the slow and gradual recovery in investment figures. The revival is likely to
gain momentum afte(the world recovery from recession registers Its full Impact.

7.6. In the meantime, private investment in all sectors other than large-scale industry has been increasing
quite rapidly. The increases are .substantial. enough: in m~:>neyterms to indicate a significant growth in real
mvestment. The Increase ISparticularly noticeable In agnculture, road transport and hOUSIng.

Private investment had been the primary instrument for implementation of investment policy in Pakistan
during the fifties and sixties. Specially in the industrial sector powerful incentive measures were adopted to
encourage private investment. Public investment in industry in West Pakistan was mainly of a pioneering and
promotional nature and, in some cases, industrial projects developed in the public sector were later transferred to
the private sector. The rapid growth of private sector industrial investment in the sixties was based largely
on subsidy implicit in the over-valued exchange rate and was 110t related to the long-term profitability of the
ventures. The society had to bear a high cost for such industrialization in terms of distortions in the economy,
emergence of high cost industries, under utilization of capacity and above all a high degree of concentration of
economic power.

CHAPTER 7

PRIVATE INVESTMENT"
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'The element ofBIM investment is included inRe. 5244million before nationalization.
IL Constant Price Estimates (at 1959-60 prices)

(Million Rupees)
Third Plan mo.-7S
1965-70

1798 3698
5244 4425
... 241
838 1402

2198 4915.. 2722 3358
1698 2260
1231 1056

Totai(l-8) 15729 21355

12103 10898

I.Current Price Estimates I
'I. Agriculture ••
2. Large..scaleManufacturing
3. DIM Industries
4. Small-scaleManufacturing
5. Transport and Communications
6. Ownership of Dwellings
7. Services
8. Others

Private Investment by Major Economic Sectors

7.8. Industrial investment declined continuously from 1969/70 to 1973/74. As may be seen in Annexure
I, the industrial investment at Rs. 576 million in 1973/74was less than half the level in 1969/70 even in money
terms. The Annexure I translates these figures in a constant price series and shows that real investment in
1973/74was almost 20 per cent of the level in 1969/70. In 1974/75, however, recovery started as indicated by
the significant increase in industrial investment in that year. Industrial investment in any particular year is
the result of investment decisions made in the preceding years. Investment level had been declining until
1973/74, while investment decisions reflected in applications for new projects and loans from financing institut
ions had indicated a new positive interest. The figures for 1974/75 only partly show the result of this change.
Larger increase can be expected in 1975/76 based on an assessment of commitments already made. The in
vestment climate has been further strengthened by measures for encouraging private investment announced
w_iththe budgets for 1974/75 and 1975/76.

.:~~9. Notable increases were experienced by sectors like transport, agriculture, housing and others result
Ing from deliberate policies of the Government regarding those sectors of the economy which absorb large
proportions of the labour force. Total private investment in 1974/75, is thus, estimated to be about the
same level as in 1969/70 in real terms.

7. 10. According to the Report of the Working Group on Private Investment referred to in earlier para
graphs, total private investment including that part of investment in BIM industries which had been financed
from the sources outside the ADP, during the period 1970-75 (in terms of current prices) is tentatively
estimated at Rs. 21,355 million. This compared with Rs. 15,729 million actually realized during the period
1965-70. Since there has been an escalation in investment cost to the extent of nearly 80 per cent during
1970-75 compared with about 37 per cent in the entire Third Plan period, in real terms, private investment
was actually lower than during the Third Plan. A comparison of the likely achievement of the private
investment sector during the period 1965-70 and 1970-75 is presented in Table IL

TABLE II

TABLE I

Private Investment by Sectors (at 1969/70 prices)
(Million Rupees)

1969j70 1970/71 1971/72 1972/73 1973/14 1974/75

I. Agriculture .• 476 407 466 336 454 511
2. Manufacturing f 1396 1360 1053 596 399 523

lLargeScale (1208) (1167) (864) (429) (250) (349)
SmaUScaIe .. (188) (193) (189) (167) (149) (174)

3. Transport SIS 515 588 569 735 S8!JJ
4. Ownership of dwellings 502 537 566 472 417 556
5. Others 604 576 561 1110 926 854J.

Total 3493 3395 3234 3083 2931 3333
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Agriculture
7.15. Capital formation in the Agricultural Sector mainly takes the form of increased use of tractors and

tubeweUs. The Annual Plan for 1974/75 envisaged a target of 10,000 new tractors and a similar number of
rubewells. The target of tractors was fully met while that of tubewells exceeded including replacements.
Tentative estimates of the new ones and those replaced during 1974/75 and the targets for 1975/76 are given
below:

7. 14. Brief description of physical targets and proposed investment during 1975-76 in the two major
sectors is given below :

*ExcludesBIM Industries.

7.13. The private investment target for 1975-76 is based on the potential of demand as currently shown
by the major economic sectors. For instance, taking into account the number of applications for the purpose
of tractors pending with the Agricultural Development Bank, the need for replacement of old tractors and the
purchase of new ones are treated as the main factor determining capital formation in the Agricultural sector.
Import policy provides for import of 15,000 tractors required to achieve this target. Similarly, in the field
of Manufacturing sector the major indicators are :

(a) Outstanding letters of credit with IDBP and PICIC which are broadly used as the basis for likely
disbursements in the following year leading to a certain level of investment in that year ; and

(b) Sanctions for new units or for expansion of existing ones through the Department of Investment
Promotion and Supplies. .

+10.3

+ 26.1

+22.2

+25.0

- 6.7

+10.0

1150 1450

900 1100

400 500

1500 1400

1000 1100

850 850

T<"tal 5800 6400':'

Agriculture ..

Large Scale Industry ..

Small Scale Industry

Transport and Communications

Housing

Others

1975/76
Percentage
increaser
decrease

1974//5Sector

(Million Rupees)

Sector-wise Distribution of Private Investment during 1974/75 and 1975/76

TABLE III

Private Investment during 1975-76

7.12. A target of Rs. 6,400 million is proposed for private investment during 1975-76. This would
~ean an increase of over 10per cent in investment over the preceding year 1974/75. The target for private
mvestment is ill the nature of an estimate of likely out come of policies being followed. It is not setting a limit.
Larger investment in certain sectors may be possible. The sector-wise distribution of private investment during
1974/75 and 1975/76 is given in Table III.

7.11. As is shown in Table II private investment in real terms declined by about W per cent during the
period 1970-75 compared to the Third Plan period. Private investment attained its peak level in 1964/65
in real terms. Despite some recovery in 1974/75 private sector investment in the year 1974/75would be about
24 per cent less than in 1964/65. The decline partly reflects the enlarged role of public sector which has en
tered into some areas where investment was previously entirely be private sector. . Public sector investment
has successfully increased. Private sector investment in 1974/75 was 29.8 per cent of gross domestic invest
ment in the country; compared to 53.7 per cent in 1964-65.
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7. 18. The utilization of existing sanctions under R.I., NRI, foreign private loans and PAYE Scheme add.
upto Rs. 160 million. The foreign aid utilization for Fauji Fertilizer Project during 1975-76 is currently'
estimated at Rs, 113 million. The rupee requirements for this project would be around Rs. 77 million. Thus,
on the basis of above analysis, private investment in the large-scale manufacturing sector during 1975-76
would be around Rs. 1,300million. However, in view of the possibility of shortfall in the foreign loan dis
bursements by PICIC and IDBP with consequential decrease in rupee requirements, private investment in large
scale manufacturing sector has been placed at Rs. 1,100 million-i-Rs, 600 million as foreign loans and Rs, 500
million as local currency.

Large-Scale Manufacturing

7.17. The target for investment in the large-scale manufacturing sector is based on the performance of
foreign loan disbursements through PICIC and IDBP and other investments which are expected to take place
through sanctions made by the Department of Investment Promotion and Supplies. On the basis of the latest
information, the letters of credit outstanding regarding foreign loans through PICIC and IDBP, foreign
loan utilization in the private sector through' these two institutions during 1975/76 adds upto Rs. 500
million-Rs.320 million by PICIC and Rs. 180 million by IDBP. The rupee requirements for utilization
of these loans are estimated at Rs. 450 million.

.Average tractor price was Rs. 52,000 in 1974/75 and has been assumed to be the same in 1975/76.
estimated to cost Rs. 18,000.

Total

(i) Tractors

(ii) Tubewells
(iii) other

(a) Monetized

(b) Non-monetized

(Million Rupees)

1974/75 1975/76
\ _-

(Estimated (Target)
Actual)

520 780·

216 270·

214 150

200 250

1150 1450

A private tubewells is "

Item

Private Investment in Agricultural Sector during 1974-75and Targetfor 1975-76.

TABLE V

7.] 6. The main components of investment in the Agricultural Sector during 1975(76 compared to the
estimated investment realized during 1974/75 are as follows:

10,000.. 8,000

5,000

7,000

,. 7,000

4,000

6,00010,000"

15,000No.(a) New

(b) Replacement

Tubewells :

(a) New

(b) Replacement

Tractors :

Target Achievement Target

1974/75 1975/76
UnitItem

TABLE IV

Targets and Achievements of Tractors and Tubewells during 1974/75 and Targets for 1975/76.
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7.23. Efforts are beingmade to strengthen the earlier incentivesand credit facilitiesfurther ill respect
of house building. Specialattention is paid to schemesfor construction of small houses to meet the needs
of the commonman by maintainingreasonablelevelof suppliesof constructionmaterials and credit facilities.
The ADP for 1975/76provides Rs. 100million as loan for the House Building Finance Corporation. An
amount of Rs. 40million is also provided in the non-development budgets of the Central and Provincial

Housing
7.22. Accordingto a surveyof housing carried out recently there is an addition of some 62,396houses

during the two years, 1972/73and 1973/74in Pakistan. The number of houses constructed during 1973/74
is givenas 39,648 as against 22,748 in !972/73.. Thissteeply rising !rel}~_inhouse construction reflectsthe
potential of demand for hOUSIngand the Impactof incentives and credit facilitiesprovided for housingconstruc
tion. In fact, the requirementof housing is many times higher than the present level of construction. But
the supply of building materials has been the main constraint on construction of housing. The pressure
of demand on constructionmaterialisreflectedinhigherprices. Accordingto the surveyaveragecost of con
structing a housing unit is estimatedat Rs. 34,700includingRs. 7,000as the price of the plot on which the
house is constructed. Evaluated at this price, investment in housing amounted to Rs. 1,376million in
1973-74as against Rs.. 636 millionreported by the StatisticalDivision. .~ppar~ntlythe Statistical Division
figuresare an under-estimate. But Witha view to matntatmng comparability Withthe past time-series of
investment, we have adopted the StatisticalDivision estimatesfor 1973/74and projections are made on that
basis. In view of the steep rise in prices of construction material to the tune of about 35 to 40 per cent
during 1974/75over the preceding year, the number of houses constructed in 1974/75 is assumed to be
around 40,000and total investment in housingis taken as Rs. 1,000 million, so that large part of the
increaseis due to price escalation.

Since there is sufficientcapacity in the country to meet a part of the requirements of these vehiclesnecessary
foreign exchangehas beenprovided in the foreignexchangebudget for 1975/76.

National Motors Ltd. .. 0" ~ ... CUI ._. •• 500

Republic Motors o' 00 "'" O. e. 0.8 u e." 0.0 "-" 2400

Mack Trucks 00 00 o. o.c 0.. 0.• o. 00 00 00 2000
Tot~ .. 4900

7.21. Total requirementsof trucks and buses during 1975/76is estimated at 7,000 and 2,000 respec
tively. Existingcapacity for the manufacture of these vehiclesis as follows:

Road Transport
7.20. According to available information, the targets of capital expenditures on road transport

vehicleslike buses and trucks during 1974/75will not be met in full. There has been substantial shortfall in
the utilizationof foreignexchangeprovided in the Foreign Exchangebudget of 1974/75. for the import of
10,000trucks and 1,500busesfor the private sector. .

Small Scale Mamd'tetU:riDg
7.19. The Group noted that the small industry sector was highly disorganized, lacked coordination in

'matters of definition of .. small" industry and thus remained outside the scope of appropriate Government
policy. Itwas reported that no uniform ceilingof the capital cost of a small establishment existed. There
are, however,broad indicationsof increasedinvestmentin smallindustries. Thereis,for instance,a substantial
rise in the flowof funds into this sector through such institutions as the People's Finance Corporation, IDBP
small industriesloans, Department of Investment Promotion and Supplies (repatriable and non-repatriable
investment). Although no exact information is presently available on the number of looms operating in the
non-mill sector of the textileindustries,therewouldhavebeena sizeablegrowth in the number ofpowerlooms
as indicated by over 13% increasein the cloth production of this sector during 1974/75over·1973/74.. Simi
larly, sizeablegrowth in the export of products of the small industry sector like carpets, rugs etc. during the
last couple of years is pointingtoward increasedinvestmentin this sector. Largepart of the buildingmaterials
like bricks. cement/sandblocks, electricaland other fittings used in construction is supplied by the small
industrial units. In viewof the large increase in construction activity (see section on Housing), a similar in
crease is obviously taking place in investmentof the small units supplying the above-mentionedmaterials.
A surveyof industrial investmentbased particularly on the locally fabricated machinerycurrently under way
is expected to provide more accurate information on the investment activity of this sector. An investment
of Rs. 500millionis proposed during 1975/76.

\
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Governments for purposes of house building advances to government" employees for construction of private
houses. Since it would take time before supply constraint of building materials is totally removed, and the
prices of itsmajor inputs stabilize, we propose target of Rs. 1,100 million for investment in housing during
1975/76 compared with Rs, 1,000million actually realized in 1974{75. This would mean the construction of
about the same number of housing units in 1975/76 as in 1974/75 with a normal increase in average cost of
construction ".

Prospects for Expansion of Investment. Activity
. 7.24. Recently the Government has announced a number of economic measures in its Annual Budget

to stimulate private investment. The terms of the" Compensation formulae ", the taxation and certain credit
concessions contained in the budget are expected to lend further support to the process of recovery initiated in
1974/75.

"~-- ""-""-"~--~-



8.5. An analysis of causative factors affecting the monetary assets shows that the private sector contribu
ted Rs. 3,896 million to the total monetary expansion during the year as compared to Rs, 2,534 million during
1973-74. Quarterly data indicate that during the first quarter (July-September) credit expansion in the private
sector amounted to Rs. 730 million. The expansion in the private sector picked up subsequently from October
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Total

+ 672

+2430

+2757

+ 102

+5951

+1722

.. + 1316

+ 200

+ 35

+3273

Expansion (+)
Contraction (-)

1. Currency incirculation

2. Demand liabilities

3. Time Liabilities

4. Others

1973-74 1974-75
(7th JulY. (6thJuly,
1973-28th 1974-27th
June, 1974) June, 1975)

(Million Rs.)

Increase in Monetary Assets by Component

8.4. Component-wise break down of monetary assets revealed that these have undergone a noticeable
change during the course of the year. Unlike the previous year, the bulk of increase in monetary assets oc
curred in deposit money which is indicative of the positive response of the public to the measures taken to
promote savings. By 27th June, 1975 deposit money went up by Rs. 5,289 million, representing 89 per cent
of the total increase in the monetary assets. Currency in circulation also went up by Rs. 672 million and con
stituted 11 per cent of the total increase in monetary assets. Demand and time deposits of scheduled banks
went up sharply by Rs. 2,430 million and Rs, 2,757 million Component-wise break up of the increase in
monetary assets during 1973-74 and 1974-75 is given in table I.

TABLE I

Monetary Assets
8.3. The year witnessed a high rate of monetary and credit expansion. Total monetary assets regis

tered an increase of Rs. 5,961 million or 18.7 per cent during the period 6th July, 1974-27th June, 1975 as
against a rise of Rs. 3,273 million or 12.1 per cent in the corresponding period last year.

The Annual Plan for 1974-75prepared in the background of abnormal monetary expansion in the preced
ing years recommended a cautious monetary approach with a view to absorbing the preceding year's increases
in monetary assets and to contain inflationary pressure. However. to cushion the impact of sizeable price
increase that had already taken place as well as the prospects of-further increase in prices in the international
markets particularly those of manufactured goods, it became inevitably necessary to provide for a larger rise
in credit. The National Credit Consultative Council accordingly approved a monetary expansion of Rs. 4,500
million on the basis of the domestic credit expansion of Rs. 6,500 million both in the private as well as public
sectors and the estimated drawdown in foreign exchange reserves of Rs. 2,000 million.

8.2. The planned rate of monetary expansion of around 14 per cent was considerably higher than the
projected growth in availability of goods and services. However, all necessary measures were taken to ensure
that monetary expansion does not exceed this limit. Bank rate was raised from 8 to 9 per cent in September.
1974 and all concessional rates of interests linked with it were revised upward by 1 per cent point. Further.
sectional credit ceilings were imposed on banks by the National Credit Consultative Council to regulate the
flow of credit to the desired areas.

CHAPTER 8

MONETARY AND CREDIT POLlCY

A. REVIEW OF 1974-75
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8.10. The anti-inflationary policy of the Goverrment initiated during the preceding year was further
strengthened outing 1974·75 as pnce pressures continued unabated. The State Bark intrct'rccd a p;chre of
quantitative and qualitative credit C:pntr.o.Jsin ~eP.tn~lll..eI,,1.974With ~ ~k.w tocontaining credit exj ansicn within
reasonable limits, ensuring use of credit for prcductive purposes and discouraging bearding 8J:d speculetlon,
Effective from 3rd September, 1974, the Bank Rate was raised further frem 8 per cent to 9 Fer cent and an
concessional rates of interest linked to the Bank R,a.tewere revised upward 'by ere percentage point, The
ceiling on interest rate onadvances which was 11 per cent in the case oflarger bsnks and ]2 per cent in that
of small banks, was f'xed at a uniform rate of 13 per cent ard for the first time mjni~xm rates of interest
were prescribed at ]2 per cent and 10 per cent respectively for advances against finished gccds (excluding
capital goods) and other advances.

1. private Sector + 3.896· + 2.S34·
2. Government Sector + 2.805· + i,OlS·

(a) BudgetaryDeficit (i: 1,~7Q) (1- U~) A.

(b) Commodity operation (+ 1,535) (+ 886)
3. Foreign Sector 754 ZS2
4. MiscellaneousFactors .. + 14 24

Total + 5,9.61 + 3.~73
.As per IMF definition of Credit Ceilings. .~

Expansion (+)
Contraction (-)

1973·741974-75

(Million Rs.}

.:ractors affecting chOJ!grs tn Monetary Asset«

8.8. The expansionary influences of the private and Government sectors were offset by the contract
ronary impact of foreign sector and miscellaneous factors to the extent of Rs. 754 million during the period
under review. However, the contraction has been significantly lower than planned at the time of the formulat-
ion of the cr~ditbudget.' '. ,

8.9. The following table shows changes in monetary assets and the causative factors during the period'
6th July 1974-27th June, 1975 and the corresponding period of last year.

TAaLB n

8.7. The borrowing of the Federal and four provincial G(,)vernmen,ts amounted to Rs, 1,269 million
dunug this period. The enlarged recourse to deficit financing was necessitated by heavier subsidies on imported
foodgrains and fertilizer at higher world prices: The Government sought to offset the losses of revenue on
export duties arising from world recession by raising import duties by 25% on 23 items with effect from Februa
ry, 1975 and an increase in duty on artificial yarn. The price of kerosene oil and gas charges. were raised to
correct the price distortions, To check this mounting expenditure on subsidy which was creating a huge re
source gap, the issue prices of sugar, vegetable ghee and wheat were increased with effect from 7th April, 1975.
These measures were, to a considerable extent, successful in restrainingthe Government deficit from rising much
above the ceiling. - '

, 8.6. Government borrowing for commodity operations increased by Rs. 1,535 million as against a
ceiling of Rs. 850 million for the year as a whole. Thi_swas mainly on account of larger stocks of wheat, rice
and fertilizer built by the government and also reflects the higher issue prices of wheat announced by the
Government in April, 1975; . .' , -

onward mainly on account of busy season influences, rise in the prices of imports and slow movement of exports
on account of slump in the world market. Credit expansion in the private sector during the year increased by
more than 40 per cent over the expansion experienced in 1973-74.
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.This limit wu subsequentlyrailed to lU; 4~6S0iriillio~ ..,....
Total

~J .;

."
91
1~
275

1.050

30Il
80

670

A. SmallLoanI ••

(I) Agriculture
(ii) Housing
(Iii) Busiqessand industry

B. Loans for Tt:actors. TobelJeU, etc.

Act\1al
Tfl,tset. ' .. ,

. (July-Marcil)

C¥ ;illiOD Rs'
Credit Utili~~tion in Preferred Sectors d,:,ring 1974-75 '

8.13. Out of the credit ceiling of Rs, 3.585 million set for the commercial banks, Rs, 1,230 million
were earmarked for financing requirem~ts. of the.public sector enterprises which at',e.t,reated ~t par with the
private sector in credit policy. The pri~ate sector pIOper ha4;1a cr~t qeiling of Rs.· 2,355 million whiQh·w~
spbsequently raised to ~. 2,377 ritillioli.- TIie CounCil alSO' settarg~tfor 'collUtle~cialbaJlt$ for ,sDiilllo;aft!i
in respect of tho preferred sector, - '. , . , .

..8.14. The information thusfarllva,ilable indicates that credit expansion in the P?Vfl.te sector is UkeJy
to be lower than the limit set by the Council, The Cciinnierciallending upto end-April, 1975 amounted to
Rs. ~,140million only.. T~e l~cal.currency loans to ~DBP ~d IpBP aJ-d ~tate Bank'lIloa~ to C()o~erativc
and non-banking financial institutions upto F~bruary,1,975were of the order of Rs, 1~9million agaInst the
planned target of Rs. 815 million." .. ,

8.15. Credit targets set for preferred sectors and small-loans are not likely to be.realized e,xceptin tb~
case of housing . The details of tho target and ac~~ di,&blitsement upto March, 19751Sgivenin thetabJe ~V:~

TABLE IV

ToW ~7U

.. 2,322 '. 3~~1. Credit by CoJIimerciiUb~ ..

2. lLtJW currency loans by ADBP " lDBP

3. Sta,teBank loam

Sources
t(MiJJion Rs.)

Credft Allocations, 1974-75

8.11. In the field of selective credit controls, a new set of measures was announced simultaneously with
the rise in Bank Rate and upward movement of overall interest rate pattern. The distinctive feature of theso..
measures is to accord differential treatment accorded to manufacturing units and traders as also to differentiate
betweenfinished goods and raw materials. Higher margin requirements were prescribed Q~ advances to tr,aders
for both raw materials and finished goods as compared to those to manufacturing units. In the case of manu
facturing units, advances against finished goods were generally subjected to higher margin requirements tha~
those against raw materials. Advances against raw cotton to ginners and textilemills and agains; cottonyatn
to textile mills were exempted from minimum margin requirements,

Credit Budget
8.12. A system of annual credit budgeting was introduced by the Government in 1972. The National

Credit Consultative Council is charged with the responsibility of credit budget each year in the light of 'tho
priorities and targets of the Annual Plan keeping in view the objective of containing undue expansion of bank
credit to the private sector while at the same time. ensuring adequate flow of credit to the preferred sectors.
The Credit Plan for 1974-75envisaged Rs. 4.400 million of bank credit to the private sector which represented
an increase of about 62 per cent over the actual credit made available during 1973-74. Table m shows the
break up of credit expansion in the private sector envisaged in the Credit Plan. 1974-75 and the actual durip.
1973-74. ' .

TABI,.B m.:~

../

.;

..



(c) Housing
8.22. The Annual Plan target for private investment in housing sector is Rs. 1,100 million. It is as

sumed that the actual investment in housing would be about three times the amount loaned by the financial
institutions. On this basis, the need for institutional credit for house construction work out to Rs. 370
million. In the ADP, a provision for a loan of Rs. 100 million to House Building Finance Corpora
tion has been made, the budgets of Central and Provincial Governments also contain a provision of

-This estimate isbased on the assumption that a sum ofRs.137 millionwould be availablefrom theproposed Fourth IDA Credit,
_·This would entirely bemet out of the State Bank Credit tor localI)'manufactured machinery.
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8.21. The working capital requirements of industries computed on the basis of increase in value added
of 13.6 per cent in the case oflarge scale industries and 10 per cent in the case of small scale industries conver
ted at current factor cost after making an allowance of 8 per cent increase in prices of manufactures work out
·to Rs.. 940 million and Rs, 330 million respectively. In computing these estimates, it has been assumed
that increase in the needs for working capital is equivalent to roughly 1/3 and 1/2 of the increase in value add
"ed in large scale industries and small industries respectively.

(a) Agriculture
·8.17. The Annual Plan envisages total fixed investment at Rs, 1,450million in agriculture of which the

monetized investment is likely to be around Rs. 1,200 million. In view of the substantial increase in fixed
investment in agriculture, it is, being assumed that more than 60 per cent of the investment would be financed
through credit against 50 per cent in the past. On this basis, long and medium term credit requirements work
out to Rs. 760million. Excluding the foreign loans to be disbursed by ADBP (Rs. 177million)" and taccavi
loans provided for in the Provincial budgets (Rs. 15million) the local currency credit requirements are estimated
at Rs. 568 million. ADBP's long and medium term lending programme for 1975-76stands at Rs. 650million
of which local currency programme adds up to Rs. 473 million. The need for commercial bank loans thus
workout to Rs. 95 million only.

8. Ht For seasonal finance, total requirements of funds for financing fertilizers, seeds and pesticides are
estimated at Rs. 3,000 million. Using the methodology evolved by the Sub-Committee of Experts appointed
by the Agricultural Credit Advisory Committee, the ratio of credit requirements to own savings has been as
sumed at 60 : 40 and on this basis, the credit requirements for seasonal purposes are estimated at Rs. 1,800
million. Proceeding on the basis of assumption that the ratio of institutional credit to total credit would
gradually rise from SO per cent in 1974-75to 52 per cent in 1975~76, gross loan disbursements from institutional
sources for seasonal purposes are estimated at Rs. 940 million. These are expected to be met to the extent of
Rs. 140 million by ADBP and Rs, 200 million by cooperatives; The balance of Rs. 600 million would need
1((> be provided by commercial banks.

(b). Manufacturing
. 8.19. The target for private :fixedinvestment in the manufacturing sector has been set at Rs. 1,600

million-s-Rs, 1,100 million for large scale manufacturing and Rs. 500 million for small scale manufacturing.
For large scale industries excluding foreign currency loans ofIDBP and PICIC and financing through PAYE
and repatriable and non-repatriable foreign investment, the need for local finance works out to Rs. 500million.
This is expected to be met to the extent of Rs. 200 million through sponsors' equity and public subscription
and local currency loans of IDBP and PICIC amounting to Rs. SO million and Rs. 30 million" respectively.

8.20. In the case of small scale industries, Rs. 60 million are expected to be available from repatriable
and non-repatriable foreign Investment, Rs. 30million from IDBP by way of foreign currency and local currency
loans and Rs. 50 million from Equity Participation Fund and People's Finance Corporation. Investor's own
savings are projected at Rs. 180million. The balance ofRs. 180million is expected to be met by commercial
banks. The credit requirements of BIM including Karachi Steel Mill and Provincial Industrial Development!
Management Boards to be met by commercial banks are projected at Rs. 390 million.

Credit Requirements
8.16. The credit expansion during 1975-76is to be allowed mainly for the private sector and commodity

operations of the Government. The detailed credit budget will be prepared by the National Credit Consulta
tive Council in due course. However, the issue has, in the meantime, been considered by a Working Group
consisting of the representatives of the agencies concerned. The analysis given in the subsequent paragraphs is
primarily based on the findings of this Working Group.

I. CREDIT REQIDREM:E;NTSOF PRIVATE SECTOR

B. PROJECTIONS OF MONETARY AND CREDIT EXPANSION DURING 1975-76



{f) Other Sectors
8.25. A provision of Rs, 435 million has been made for mining and quarrying, electricity, gas, water

and sanitary services and others. A substantial portion of this amount e.g, Rs. 200 million is being earmarked
for miscellaneou~ sectors.

Overall Credit Expansion
8.26. On the basis of the above analysis of the credit requirements, loan disbursements by commercial

banks in the private sector including public sector enterprises are projected at Rs, 4,070 million during 1975-76.
In these estimates, working capital requirements of industries and commerce are computed on a net basis.
Adjusting the balance of the loans which are projected on gross .basis for expect~ recoveries of outsta!l4ing
loans during the year, the net expansion by commercial banks dunng 1975-76 IS estimated at Rs. 3,470 million,
Local currency loans by ADBP and IDBP are estimated at Rs. 612 million and Rs. 70 million respectively.
Excluding the recoveries during the year amounting to Rs. 303million in the case of ADBP and Rs. 20 million
for IDBP, the net credit expansion would be Rs. 360 million. State Bank loans to PICIC, HBFC and eo
operatives are projected to rise by Rs. 900 million, Rs. 130 million and Rs. 200 million respectively. Thus,
on an overall basis, net credit expansion in the private sector is estimated at Rs. 4,250 million.

II. CREDIT RllQUIREMllNTS FOR COMMODITY OPERATIONS

8.27. Cash credit accommodation provided by banks to Government is used to finance the procurements
and distribution of wheat, rice, fertilizer, seeds, vegetable ghee and edible oil. During 1974-75, cash credit
accommodation far exceeded the estimated figure due mainly to increased stocks of rice and fertilizer and higher
issue price of wheat and sugar announced 1ll April, 1975.

8.28. A detailed commodity-by-commodity analysis indicates that the additional cash credit accom
modation during 1975-76would be required to the extent of Rs. 1,000 million. The rationale of projections
in respect of major items is explained below :

(a) Wheat.-In vie;v ~f the proposed wheat tar~et of 841~kh tons, the procurement of domestic wheat
during 1975-761Slikely to be substantially higher than In 1974-75. ItOOS been assumed that by 30th
June, 1976, wheat stocks would increase by 7 lakh tons requiring additional credit amounting to
about Rs. 607 million.

(b) Sugar.~Sugar production is expected to go up by more than Ilakh tons during 1975-76. A major
portion of this increase is likely to go in the stocks for distribution during the off-season after June,
1976. Additional cash credit accommodation to the extent of Rs. 403 million would be required
for sugar.

(c) Fertilizer.-Fertilizer stocks during the current ¥ea~ have substantially increased and much .lower
imports are planned for the next year. If the distribution target of 5.50 lakh Njtons IS achieved,
these stocks may go down substantially. The retirement of credit to the extent of Rs. 128 million
is anticipated on this account.

(d) Rice.-Rice stocks by June, 1975are estimated at about 6lakh tons. It is expected that rice exports
would keep pace with increase in rice production. Thus, rice stocks at the end of June, 1976, would
be more or less at the same level as at the end of June, 1975. No additional credit would, therefore,
be required for this purpose.

'(e) Commeree
$.24. The net increase in bank credit in 1975·76 for commerce is estimated at Rs, 450 million. This

estimate is based on the estimated outstanding amount at the end of 1974·75and the projected growth of 13.5
per cent in trade during the year.

Rs 40 million for house building loans to Government servants. Thus, the balance of credit requirements to
be"'"coveredby credit budget is Rs. 230 million only. In view of the fact that HBFC does not grant loans 1»
yond a specified maximum, a provision of Rs. 100million is being made for commercial bank's loans for hous
ing. The balance of Rs. 130million would be covered by the State Bank loan to HBFC.

_.,
{d) Transport and Communications

8.23. The available data for previous years indicate that in financing fixed investment in the transport
and communications, the private sector has not had to take substantial recourse to bank finance. A nominal
provision of R;s: 50million has, therefore, beeI}-1?rojectedfor small loans to finance private investment in trans
port. In addition, a provision of Rs. 280 million has been made to finance the Investment programmes of
Provincial Transport Boards dunng 1975-76.

fJ-
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(f) Vegetable Ghee.-There were no stocks.of vegetable ghee with the Government at the end of June,
1975. The estimates of procurement and sale during the year indicate that stocks of vegetable ghee
with the Government at the end of June, 1976would be of the order of 3,000 tons valued at Rs. 35
million. Bank credit to Government against vegetable ghee would thus rise by Rs, 35 million over
the yeat." ,

(g) Se~.":",,Stocks of seeds with the Government are estimated to rise from 11,000 tons-at the end of
June, 1975 to 12,000 tons at the end of-June, 1976. The increase in value of stocks for which ad
ditional financing would be required is estimated at Rs, 5 lakh ..

Estimates of Monetary Expansion
,8.29. On the basis of projections and assumptions given in the preceding paragraphs, the net.credit

expansion in the private sector, public sector enterprises and for Government commodity operations adds upto
Rs. 5,250 million. Assuming that there would be no recourse to deficit financing and allowing for contrac
tionary impact of Rs. 1,500 million on account of drawing under IMF oil facility and some drawdown of
foreign exchange reserves, it is estimated that monetary expansion during 1975~76would be roughly Rs, 3,75(}.
million. This would mean a 9,,9 per cent monetary expansion whereas the economy is expected to regfster
a growth rate of 9 per cent during the year. '_. ", . . .

(e) Edible ,Oil.-Stol.,;ks of edible oil are likely to increase by 11 thousand tons during 1975~76. This is
, ' estimated to require additional credit of about Rs. 83 million., '



9.8 Prices of food items stayed high until the 9videnc:_~.of good US ~rop prospects came in during the
year. While the high prices lasted, Pakistan benefited on Its nee exports but had to incur a much larger
Burden on imports of wheat and edible oils.

9.9 The traded items affected earliest by the recession were among Pakistan's principal exports;
for example, cotton textiles, especially yarn, leather and fish. Prices and demand for these items had fallen
before the year commenced beeause the industrialized countries of Western Europe, Japan and the USA"
which had piuiige<i into a recession, were the main importers of these items.
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CHAPTER 9
BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
I. REVIEW OF 1974-75

9.1 Pakistan faced a serious deterioration in its balance of payments during ]974-75. The trade gap increased
from S473 million in 1973-74to S 1,100million in 1974-75while the overall deficit on the current account rose
from S 552million to S 1,241million. Adding payments on capital account, the total requirement for foreign
borrowing, if the country's foreign exchange reserves were to be kept intact, amounted to S 1,388million.
9.2· Although the main factor in the sudden and sharp worsening of external transactions accounts was the

decline in Pakistan' terms of tra?e, certain domestic elements were also significant, two of whic.hare especially
noteworthy. FIrst, the wheat situation took a turn for the worse. The crop of 1973-74, which had looked
very promising throughout its growth, failed to ripen into the expected bumper harvest. The following year,
1974..75, was more adverse. A precipitc us drop In nver flows affected YIelds of summer crops and acreage
sown to wheat. Indeed, before good rains salvaged some of the loss, the protects for wheat output wore
perilous. In this context, the international scarcity during the first half of the fiscal year provided no comfort
and itwas considered prudent to arrange fer imports not only to meet requirements during 1974-75but to carry
over stocks into 1975-76when the position was projected to be exceedingly difficult.

·9.! WLilo the threat to the wheat crop dominates the impact of low river flows 011 the balance of payments
during 1974-75, other aspects of this phenomenon were also important. The decline in the output of summer
crops (mainly cotton) contributed to poor export performance and a large import bill for edible oil. Moreover
fertilizer off-take declined owing, in large-measure, to inadequate- water availability. This was particult,rIY
unfortunate because, meanwhile, substantial imports of fertilizer had been contracted at the reigning high
prices in anticipation of additional water from Tarbela. ' . .., , , -

9 ~~_The seco?d.domestic factor responsible for an increase in imports. was higher development .spending ..
The resurgence m tnvestment acnvity, especially In the public sector, continued to gather momentum iii 1974-75
Although much of the foreign exchange outlays on the development programme were project aid financed;
a substantial part of development outlay was financed frcm our own foreign exchange despite the difficult
balance of payments position, Such a course of action was taken deliberately because the Immediate
gains of reducing foreign exchange expenditure on investment was more than outweighed by loss of output
and infrastructure services in subsequent years. Even though both foreign and rupee resources were stra
ined, development programmes were protected; in fact, investment spending considerably exceeded budget
provisions due to cost over-runs.

9.5 By themselves the domestic factors would not have resulted in the extent of the balance of payments
deficit experienced during 1974-75. Compared with the domestic elements, external factors were much more
severe. Pakistan's terms of-trade are estimated to have worsened by 20 per cent since 1970-71 (see Annexure).
According to one estimate the balance of trade gap in 1974-75 would have been lower by $ 700 to 800
million had transactions taken place in 1970-71 prices. In other words, the trade deficit would have been in
the range of $ 300 to 400 million rather than $ 1,100 million. Thus without the worsening of terms of trade,
Pakistan's dependence 011net aid inflow would have declined.

9.6 Price instability in the world markets continued during 1974-75. During the first half of the fiscal year,
world inflationary trends continued and. since most of the imports arriving into Pakistan were contracted ill
this period, Pakistan paid dearly for its imports during 1974-75. At the same time a dimension of selective
recession was introduced in international trade. The recession was felt in 1974-75 although its origins were
earlier, the duration between contracts aM deliveries accoUfitifig for the lag.

,5).7 Prices of Pakistan's other key imports either continued to stay high or tapered off only after bulk
of the prurchases had been made for 1974-75; pebpriees remained unchanged. Fertilizer and metal prices
fell after contracts has been made. And, although prices of some items of machinery and equipment have
recently come down, there have been sharp increases in other cases so that a firm and general tendency to
declining prices is not apparent as yet; this may partly be because the structure of demand from oil producing
countries is concentrated on this sector.

.,



TABLIi 2

Value of Merchandize Exports

($ million)

1973-74 1974-75 1974-75
Actual Annual

Plan Target

Raw Cotton •• 38.0 15S.8 220.0
,.

CottonYam •. 182.4 86.0 300.0

CottonCoth 142.5 126.3 170.0

Rice 207.5 232.6 300.0

Leather 42.2 37.~ 45.0

Fish .~ 27.•5 15.8 30.0

'Others 378.8 385.3 385.0

Total 1,018.9 1.039.0 1,450.0 »
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9.12 The Annual Plan for 1974-75has set a target for export earnings of S 1,450million representing an in
crease of 41 per cent over earnings in 1973-74. The performance during the year was considerably short of the
target, actual export earnings amounting to • 1,039million depicting a nominal increase over the previous
year. The short-fall in exports was shared by a wide range of commodities, including all major items of
exports from Pakistan. The most significant shortfall occurred in the cotton and cotton product group where
earnings were "$ 322million below the target. Export of cotton yarn alone showed a shortfall ofS 214 million.

9.13 Export earnings for 1973-74and 1974-75alongwith projections made in the Annual Plan fo(1974-75
are shown in table 2. ... ,> ••

($ million)

Receipts PaymeBts Balance

Merchandise Trade •• 1,039 2,139 -1.100

Factor ServiceB ... .. .. 235 156 +79

Non..factor Services .. 229 449 -220

'Total Current Account ,. 1,503 2.7404 -1,241

Capital Account 1,388 1047 +10241 \,
/

Merchandme Exports

Balance of Payments, 19704-75

Balance of Payments
9. 11 The combinedeffect of poor agricultural performance ill Pakistan and the peculiar inflation-recession

constellation in the world economy had a most unfavourable impact on Pakistan's balance of payments. As
stated earlier the overall deficit on the balance ofpayrnents was $ 1388million. The components of the deficit
are given in table 1. .

TABLJl I

9.10 Recent price trends mentioned above may be broadly compartmentalized into three phases. General
inflation prior to and immediately after the increase in oil prices in late 1973 ; over the next year, selective price
declines combined with more frequent escalations; and, a generalized fall in prices thereafter as a result of
prolonged recession and good crops. Pakistan may expect to benefit from the last phase during 1975-76.



" ."'One tal1l-7-3751bs.
UCents per lb.

.~:Note.-Prieo' has been calculated as ~ilue divided,by'quantity. '..
. .. . 57

1974-75 % Change
QUatltfty Price Quantity Price(5) •
1.178 35.26- +445.4 -24.9
470.1 494.8 -20.0 +40.0
267.0 59.2 -20 -28.3
167.2 0.51 -22.5 -40.0
467.3 0.27 +12.5 '';'';'2{LO

221.6 .167.9 -!4.0 +10.3
516.8 47.79 -35.0 .. +125-.4

..

..'--;~., . ~', ....
-, '~~ -

... ._. _ .

1973·74
Quantity Price

($)

Cotton (bale)* 0.216 46.9611<·
• Rice (ton) 587.8 353.00

Fish and Fish Prep (ewt) •. 332.9 82.6

iCottonYarn (lb) •• ' 215.'1 0.85

Cotton Fabrics (yd) '4is.3 0.34

Leather (cwt) 257.7 163.57

Cement (ton) .. 795.5 21.2

9.18. The recessionalso affectedexportsof wool, leather, fishand someother itemsof export from Pakistan.

9.19. The quantitiesand pricesfrommajor export during 1973-74,and 1974-75are presentedin Table3.

TABLE 3

Merchandize Exports during 1974·75con-pared with 1973·74
(Quantity in thousands; Cotton, Yarn and Fabrics inmillion)

9.16. Export earnings from rice werealso substantiallylarger than earningsin 1973·74. This was mainlydue
to better pricesfor basmati and other varietiesbecausein physicalterms the exports of rice were somewhat
below that in 1973-74.Towardsthe latter part offisca Jyear1974-75.the demand for rice started slackening
and prices showeda decliningtendency. In a weaker rice market, the quality disadvantage of Pakistan's
coarse rice had a large impact (In volume of exports,. This factor is likelyto have a bearing on the rice
export situation in 1975-76particularlywith the growingcompetitionfrom the U.S.A.

9.17. Export earningsfrom cottonyarn declinedfrom over$ 182million.in1973-74to S86millionin 1974-75.
The declinewas due both to lower quantum of exports and depressedpnces as a result of much lowerexport
demand. The quantum of cotton yarn export declinedfrom 216 million lbs in 1973-74 to 168 million lbs in
1974-75and itsaveragepricefellfrom 85centper lb to 51centsper lb. Exportearningsfromcotton cloth also
declined inspite of an inscreasein the quantity exported from 415 million yards in 1973-74 to 467 million
yards in 1974-75. The decline in earningswas wholly due to a sharp fall in the prices of cotton cloth:

9.14. Although the poor export performancewas partially causedby declinesin agriculturaloutput leading
to smallexport surpluses,the recessionin the demand for Pakistan's exports had a much more important
bearing. The recessionin the demand for cotton textileshad already set in before the Annual Plan was
prepared but the degreeof the recessionwasunder estimated. It was felt that Pakistan would be able to
maintain or increasethe quantum of its principalexports after the loweringof the export duties on cotton,
cotton yarn, cotton cloth and leatherannouncedin theBudgetfor 1974-75. However, the reductionin duties
wereinsufficientto counter the effectof recessionin the industrializedcountries. Indeed, a further lowering
of export duties was undertaken in September,1974, when the export duties on a number of commodities
includingyarn and cloth were abolished and those for other commodities reduced. Inspite of the two
rounds of reduced export duties, it wasnot possibleto increasethe exportsof yarn becauseof the lowvolume
of demand. In particular, Japan which was our main importer had built up large stocks earlier which
magnifiedthe effectof abrupt fall in textiles output on demand for yam.

9. IS The levelof export earnings in 1974-75was nearly the sameas in 1973-74 but the compositionwas sub
stantially different. In 1973-74 negligibleexports of raw cotton were permitted reflectingfears over the
damage to the cotton crop during the floods. Besides,yam pricesand exports werebuoyant whichmade it
profitable to convert cotton into yarn. Finally a Cotton Export Corporation had been set up and the
movementof exports had to await the developmentof its operations. In 1974-75, roughly one millionbales
of raw cotton were exported including some stocks carried over from the previous year's crop compared
with 0.2 million bales exportedin 1973-74.
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Quantity (000 tons) Price S % ChaDgo
1973·74 1974-7S 1973·74 1974-75 Quantity Price·

Wheat, ,. 1.182 1,566 132 204 +32 +~S
Tea 83 112 42 60 +35 +43
Edib~On 122 ISO 521 738 +48 +40
F~ SOJ 360 !42- 283 -28 +99
Petroleuni (Crudo) 2,8,.. 2.720 37 85 _; j

+130
teltolcam (preductl) 786 1.191 ,58 ." .., +S2 +1.
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Prices and Quantities: Selected Imports

Quantity ill tons except tea in million lbs ; price in S/ton except tea in cents/lb.

TABLE 5

9.22 The major difference between Annual Plan projections for 1974-75and the actual imports pertains to wheat
The Annual Plan was based upon an estimated wheat crop of8.5 million tons in 1973-74. The .crop turned
out to be one million tons less due to an unforeseen setback atthe maturing stage. As a result wheat import
requirements went up considerably. At the same time, as mentioned earlier, there were serious forebedings
that the wheat crop for 1974-75 would show a substantial reduction, some estimates projecting it at no more
than 6 million tons. Consequently, large quantities of wheat were imported, first against the country's own
foreign exchange resources and subsequently, when the aid availabilities increased, under PL 480 and under
foreign assistance programmes.

9-.~3..T]1eprices and quantum ofmajor items of imports during 1973-74and 1974-75are given in table 5.

rs Million)

1974-75
1973-74 1974-75 ~ual_ . .,., (Actual) P nTarget)

wheat .. 156.2 320.0 60.0

Tea •. 34.4 65.0 4O.0l

Edible Oil 63.6 131.0 100.0 -.
Fertilize!: 71.4 [02.0 130.0

Crude Oil and POL 152.2 349.0 385.0

Others 1,169.0 1,365.0 1,485.0

Total 1,647.0 2,332.0 2,200.0

TABLE 4

Value of Merchandize Imports (C&F)..

.. .
9.21 Imports during 1971·74, Annual Plan Projections for 1974-75 and actual imports during 1974-75 are

given in table 4~ .

M~rchandize. ImPorts
9:20 Merchandise imports increased steeply from S 1,647million (c & f) in 1973-74to $2,332 million in.1974.75.

The Annual Plan had projected merchandise imports at $ 2,200 million on a commitment basis, with actual
arrivals, expected to be lower by about $ 200 million. There were three main reasons accounting for the big
increase in imports during the' year. First, as result of low water supplies in 1974-75and imperfect maturing
ofthe 1973;'74wheat crop, Pakistan had to import large amounts of wheat and edible oil. Some of the wheat
imports were undertaken for 1975-76 in view of the threatof massive deficit resulting from the forecast of a
sharp decline in wheat output due-to the drought in 1974-75. Second, there was a large increase in investment
expenditure with the consequential demand for capital goods imports. Third, was the. increase in prices of
various items, some of which had taken place in the previous years but the full impact of which was felt in
]974-75.



External Borrowing
9.28 The abrupt worsening in Pakistan balance of pa~ents had. to be financed from foreign borrowing because
Pakistan's own reserves w~re inadequate t<;>meet the Increase 111.the. balance of payments ga;tP: ~part from
traditional sources of foreign asststance, disbursements from which increased from $ 468 million 1U 1973-74
to t 573 million in 1974-75, Pakistan had to tap new aven';les of assistance. Inparticular foreign assistance
in he form of balance of payments support rather than project or commodity aid had to be arranged because
of the immediate disbursements needs.

9.29 The major portion of additional aid requirements were met~y.loans f!omIran, Saudi Arabia, Abu Dhabi,
Libya and Qatar. Together, these countries disbursed 1410 nullion dunng 1974-75 for balance of payments
support. In addition Pakistan received, mainly from the same group of countries, over $40 million as grant
for earthquake relief.

9~30 the second source tap~d.fo~ bai~.ceorpaym~n~support was the IMF against the newly instituted oil
facility. Pakistan drew about. 200 million trom this source.

S9

TABLE 6

Current Invisible Payments and ReceijJis

rs Million)

Receipts Payments % Change
1973-74 1974-75 1973-74 1974-75 Rec. Pay

187 135 110 156 26 42
151 204- 1 K 35

36 31 109 US -15 42
181 229 333 44' 27 35
2 2 154 204 32
98 110 66 70 12 6
20 26 36 4S 30 25
61 91 77 130 49 69

368 464 443 60S 26 37

Factor Senices

Private transfers

Investment income

Non-facto!' Senices

Freight and msurance .•
Other transportation ..

Travel

Other services

Total Current Intlsible

9~27 Transactions on the invisibles accounts are shown in table 6.

9.24 Itwill be seen that although import volumes increased in 1974-75, the main reason for the much higher
import bill was the increase in prices. It is estimated that the payments at average prices during 1970·71would
have been only $ 824 million for 1974-75 basket of imports. Pakistan, therefore, lost $ 1508 millionon
account of recent Increases in importprices, .

Invisible T.ransactions
9.25 The deficit on Pakistan's current account invisibles balance increased from $ 75 million in 1973-74 to all
estimated S 141million in 1974-75. The widening of the deficit occurred inspite of an increase of 26 per cent
in. invisible earnings. A part of the increase was due to the increase in oil prices which resulted
ill larger realizations from bunker fuels supplied to ships berthing at KaraGID port. However, the largest
increase occurred in horne remittances, of Pakistan is Jiving abroad, which went up by 35 per cent, from
-$·l$l-million in 1973-74 to an.estimated.. $240 million in ..1974-15. The increase in home remittances was
probably due to the emigration of'Pakistanis to the Middle East.

9.26 On the payments side there are two major causes for the $ 162million increase in invisible transactions.
The first was the freight and insurance on the larger value of imports and the second an increase in debt.scrvic-
ing liabilities.' .' .- : '.:
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H. PROJECTIONS FOR 1975-76
9.33 Some of the factors which caused the large balance of payments deficit in 1974-75will persist into 1975-76.
First, investment outlays will continue to rise by a substantial margin for another two to three years as a
result of which there will be a large need for imports of capital goods. Second, substantial imports of wheat
will be required in 1975-76 owing to the poor crop of 1974-75. Third, the recession in the demand for cotton
textiles is expected to diminish but revival will not carry to the point of normal levels of demand in 1975-76.

9.34 On the other hand, there should be an improvement in Pakistan's terms of trade. During 1974-75
_world prices have come down considerably and even though Pakistan will receive a lower price for rice export,
it should be more than made good by a fall in prices of a wide range of imports. Another factor which will
reduce the quantities imported is the better stock position of wheat, fertilizer and steel at the beginning of
1975-76 than available in early 1974-75.

9.35 The aggregate effect of the factors outlined. above will be a reduction in the trade deficit by
$ 180million. Although the deficit on the invisible account will increase in 1975-76, the total current account
deficit is projected to decline by $ 125 million. While these improvements are significant, they will
clearly not reverse the effect of unfavourable developments of the last year and a half. The levels of both the
trade and the current account deficits in 1975-76 will be roughly double those pertaining in 1973-74.Pakistan
will, therefore, have continuing need for large foreign assistance, including borrowing for balance of payments
support.

Merchandize Exports -

9.36. From 1969-70 to 1973-74, exports in dollar terms increased at an annual compound rate of
32 percent. In the initial period the export boom represented a diversion of exports from the East Pakistan
market, world inflationary tendencies and the devaluation of the dollar against other currencies, but there
also was a significant increase in .export volume iJ?-addition to the diversion of int~r-wi~g exports. By
1973-74 the boom was being sustained by higher pnces alone. WIth the collapse of inflationary trends in
1974-75, exports also stagnated. Projections for future years can assume as typical neither the trend bet
ween 1969-70 and 1973-74 nor its near reversal in 1974-75. Although price movements cannot be fore
cast with certainty it is unlikely that the erratic movement of'the recent past will be repeated. Expansion in
export earnings will tend to parallel increases in output and export surpluses; increases in export earnings
are unlikely to be sustained above a rate which is 4 to 5 percent in excess of GNP growth. Another factor
of considerable importance will be the ability to dispose of export surpluses at reasonable prices. This
will be particularly true ~f rice in which case an improvement in q1!aIityand marketing standards is necessary
to 'enable export of the large surpluses that are hkely to be available In the future years.

~; - 9.37. In a~~itiol1 to the longer term out look, export projections for 1975-76 assun~e revival from the
lean 1974-75 conditions. ~ increase in output and running down o! stocks of export items is anticipated
to enable a sharp. increase In exports. Merchandize exports are projected to grow from $ 1039 million in
197~75 to 1,250 million in 1975-76, i.e., by almost 20 percent, -In real terms the growth will be' more

. .(J • • . .

<. Million)

1973·74 1974-75 % Change

170 2SS SO
328 768 134

(117) (117)
(211) (651) 208

S3 198 273
116

Projeetaid
Non-project aid

<a) food ••
(b) non·food

IMP accounts
Short-term borrowins •.

TABLE 7

Aid. Disbursements and Borrowing

9.31. Third, Pakistan negotiated short term credit for the import of wheat from Australia and certain commercial
banks amounting to $ 115 million.

9.32 Thus total aid disbursement and forei~ borrowing during 1974-75amounted to. 1,337million compared
with. 551 million in 1973-74. Details of aid disbursements during the two years are shown in table 7.



9.41 Exnorts of rice are projected to increase [rom about 500,000 tons in 1974-75to 700,000 tons in 1975-76.
However, forecast of earnings from rice exports show only marginal increase over 1974-75. First, the com
posiuon of exports wi11shift .towCl;rdscoarse varieties of rice: .Export of basmati is e:~'pccted~o stay. around
the level of 200,000 tons attained In 1974-75 because of the limited market and constraints on mcrcasing out
put. The entire increase is planned to occur in other varieties of rice, which are not subject to such inelastic
-dcmand and supply. Indeed, large stocks of rice are available WIth the government for exports In 1975-76
which will be further augmented by the expected increase in rice production during the year. Second, rice
prices will be muchlower in .1975-76. The average _prices fcr. rice, s 625 p~r ton for basmati ~nd.$ 250 per
ton for other varieties, are higher than the latest pnce quotations, The pnce used III the projections takes
into account exports expected to materialize in 1975-76 out of the commitments made during 1974-75 when
the prices were more favourable.

9.42 Exports o~ other items are. projected to renew their.past buoyancy and increase by 21.6 per cent.
These items for which exports declined In 1974-75 as a result of recession should respond to the anticipated
revival in world demand. Leather, leather products and fish would be the major items of this type.
Exports of other items are expected to maintain high growth rates attained in recent years.
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9.39 Exports of cotton yarn are projected to rise 80% in terms of volume although the price is expected
to stay constant owing to incomplete recovery in export demand. Export commitments in the last quark I'
of 1974-75, which will largely spill over into actual exports of 1975-76, depict this trend. The commitments
during the months of April-June have totalled 96 million lbs. which translates into an annual figure of 384
million lbs. The price [or these commitments have averaged 53 cents per lb.

9.40 The prospects regarding cotton cloth are similar to that of yarn. Export commitments have picked up
substantially iu volume terms although the average prices continue to be 'very low. Exports are expected
to increase from 467 million yards in 1974-75 to 700 million yards in 1975-76 but the average price is likely
to decline from 27 cents per yard to 24 cents per yard. During 1974-75export commitments for cotton cloth
were well in excess of 700 million yards of which only 467 million yards were physically exported during
the vcar. The rate of commitments unproved towards the end of the year. These are expected to materialize
in physical exports in 1975-76. Average prices received during the last few months have, however, been as
low as 22 cents per yard. The projected price of 24 cents per yard, therefore, anticipates all increase in prices
in the coming months,

9.38 Export earnings from raw cotton are expected to decline slightly in 1975-76 inspite of 7.7 per cent in
crease in prices. The quantity exported will decline because of two factors. First, the volume of exports in
1974-75 was quite large as a result of carry-over stocks' from 1973-74, a year in which the exports of raw
cotton were suspended. Second, the recovery in the cotton textile sector will lead to larger absorption of cotto 11
in domestic manufacturing.

TABLE 8

Value oj"Men:hav.4[zeExports

(. million)

~974-1S 1975-76

155.8 l"~.Q
.l~?~~ ~'~.O
IS.S 20.0
86.0 1$5.0

"_

12t1.3 ~~~Q
37.2 ~.O
24.7 ft2.0

360.6 461.0

Total 1039.9 1,250.0

Raw cotton
~~.

Fish
CottonYam ..
a,t!()!l Cloth .
Leather
Cement
Other

-about 28 per cent-as the average unit value for exports is likely to decline during 1975-76. Rice prrccs
will be down considerably and will not be fully offset by increases in the prices of some other commodities.
Expc.t earnings of major items are given in Table ~.

...

,
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Fertilizers

Pesticides
POL (Crude) ..

Others

Raw Material for Capital Goodll

Capital Goods

COJL9llD1er Goods ..
Wheat

Tea
POL (Products)

Others
Raw Mnterial for ConsmnerGoolfj;

Edible on

TABLE 10

Merchandize Imports
,9.44 Merchandize imports will not increase significantly during 1975-76. While the general reduction in

prices will provide relief in import payments, the quantities of some major imports will also be restrained
due to the more comfortable stock position. In the standard four category classification, the only aggregate
that will increase is that of capital goods which is related to the growth in investment outlays. Consumer
goods, raw material for consumer goods and raw material for capital goods will decline. Projections or
merchandize imports in value terms are shown in table 10.

*Cents per lb.
**The break up intoBasmati and other rice for 1975·76is as below:

Quantity Price
lBasmati Rice 200 625
Other Rice 500 250
Total 700 357

1974-15 1975-76 Percent Change
Itc:&m Unit

Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price
(.perunit) ('per unit)

i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Ra.eottOD. .. Bale 1.178 35.26* 1.00 38.00~' -15.0 +7.7
Rice .. Ton 470.1 494.8 100')':' 357.14 +50.0 -27.S
PiIb & Fish Prep .. .. ewt 267.0 59.2 320.0 62.50 +20 +5.S
Cotton Yarn .. Lb 167.2 0.51 300.0 0.52 +79.4 +2.0
Cotton Cloth .. Yd 467.3 0.27 700.0 0.24 +50.0 -11.1
Leather .. .. Cwt 221.6 167.9 241.5 168.00 +9
Cemellt .. Ton 516.8 47.79 300.0 40.00 -42 -t8.e

TABLE 9

Merchandize Exports 1974-75, 1975-76
(Quantity in thousands; Cotton, Yarn, Fabrics in million)

9.43 Quantities and prices of selected exports are presented in Table 9.

($ million)

1974-75 1975-76
(Estimates) (Projections)

610 460

320 144

65 70

118 126

10'1 12(}

900 :331
131 70

102 40

24 26

231 254
412 441

254 222

568 850

Total 2,332 2,363

Projections of Merchandize Imports for 1975-76



Quantity Price

1974-75 1975-76 1974-75 1975-76

Wheat .. 1,566 1,000 204 144-
Tea 112 120 60 60
Edible Oil 180 185 728 380

Fertilizer 360 1601 282 250
Petroleum (Crude) 2,720 3,050 85 83
Petroleum (products) 1,192 1,150 99 108
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Prices and Quantities of Selected Imports

(Quantities in 000 tons except tea in million lbs. Prices in $ per ten except tea in centsflbs).•

9.45 Apart from' arrivals of wheat against contracts signed before the beginning of 1975-76, a~proximately
one million tons of wheat will be needed to meet the requirements of domestic consumption. This low figure
of imports is made possible by carry-over of stocks amounting to 600,000 tons (including deliveries ~obe made
against all signed contracts in 1974-75). Not only will the volume of wheat imports be lowe! than In1974-75..
but the prices have come down Sharply from about $ 200 per ton In1974-75to $ 130 per ton In recent months.

9.46 The other major consumer goods are tea and petroleum products which will show normal increases.

9~47 Edible oil imports will be roughly the same as in 1974-75, the increase in demand being covered by
larger domestic availability of cotton-seed oil. The prices of edible oils have dropped sharply from the peak
reached in 1974-75which will allow considerable savings in payments for edible oil imports.

9.48 Value of fertilizer imports will fall sharply in 1975-76, the decline being shared by a substantial reduc
tion in quantities as well as prices. Large fertilizer imports had been made in 1974-75 but the demand
turned out to be very sluggish owing to low water supplies and the non-availability of water stored at Tarbela.
Consequently, large stocks of fertilizer imported during 1974-75are available for use in 1975-76. Even though,
consumption of fertilizer is projected to increase from 425,000 nutrient tons to 550,000 nutrient tons, import
requirements will be very low, In fact, there is no need to import nitrogenous fertilizer. Fertilizer prices
had also peaked in 1974-75 and have dropped sharply since then enabling further savings in the import bill.

9.49 .Imports of crude oil have been projected somewhat above last year's level in view of the raw
material requirements of the expansion of the National Refinery which is scheduled to be completed towards
the end of 1975-76.

9.50. Imports of steel items display common characteristics to that of fertilizer, both prices and volumes.
being much lower in 1975-76. Prices of steel and other metals were exceedingly high and rising in the first,
half of 1974-75 giving rise to fears of continued scarcities in subsequent months. Large imports were made in
order to prevent shortages in the country, but the demand at that price was not sufficient to absorb supplies,
especially after world prices of steel rolled back. The mills using steel found it advantageous to use domestic
and imported scrap, Reduced volume of imports of iron and steel and of other metals during 1975-76combined
with lower prices will mean a substantial decline in the value of " raw material for capital goods" imports.

9.51. Imports of capital goods are projected to increase almost by 50 percent during 1975-76. Certain
capital and import intensive projects are entering the phase of substantive implementation during 1975-76
although expenditures on them are not expected to peak until 1976-77. The steel mills, and two fertilizer
plants ar~ the major .projec!S of this kind. Simultaneously, investment in the .r~lel and. power sector will
increase 10 1975-76; higher disbursements from PICIC and IDBP, a larger provision for Imports of tractors
and other foreign exchange facilities are linked with substantial increase in the demand for and supply of
machinery and equipment imports in the private sector.

9.52. Imports of capital goods, are, consequently, projected to increase by $ 282 million, from a level of,
5568 million in1974-75 to $850 million in 1975-76. Most of these imports will be financed from larger project
aid disbursements which are'expected to increase by .238 million during this period (project aid disbursements
including technical assistance will increase from $ 255 million to S 533 million, but about 14 percent of
project aid disbursements typically take the form of technical assistance and are not reflected in imports
of capital goods).

9.53 The quantities and prices of selected imports are shown in table 11.

TABLE 11

-/
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9.59. Disbursements of non-project assistance from the oil producing countries may not be as hich in
1975-76. The only assured disbursement is out of the three year loan negotiated with Iran last year ;hicli
provides for disbursements of s 180 million in 1975-76 compared with. 250 million last year. Pakistan will
endeavour to negotiate non-project assistance with other oil producing countries in order to meet the
non-financed deficit in its proje~~~~~al~~£~~f p.!!ym~~1li. .,

lForeign Aid and Capital Accounts
9.55. Pakistan will continue to need substantial foreign assistance in 1975-76. Although the current

account deficit will decline in 1975-76, Pakistan has to repay I 115 million of short term food credits
contracted in 1974-75. The total requirements for gross foreign borrowing will, therefore, stay at roughly
the same level as in 1974-75. Net borrowing will, however, decline.

9. 56. Project aid disbursements are expected to finance a much larger proportion of the foreign
borrowing during 1975-76 in view of the larger share of capital goods imports in total payments. Projects aid
disbursements are expected to increase from. 255 million in 1974-75 to $ 533 million in 1975-76. In addition
foreign equity participation of $ 40 million is projected to be disbursed. The major projects illt~
which foreign equity will flow is the Pak-Arab Fertilizer Factory and the Pak-Arab Refinery in Multan and
some cement and textile projects. Roughly half of foreign equity will come from Abu Dhabi and shall go
into the first two projects mentioned above. The remaining half expected from Iran and will go into the other
projects. I? addition to project aid .and equity as provided by foreign gove~ents, private foreign
investment IS anticipated to increase significantly because of a much larger 011 exploration programme.

9.57. Food aid disburseme~ts from the USA- ~nQ. other ~Qm!prthmm 99l-mrries are pn)ject~d to
decrease nominally from $ 117 million In 1974-75 to !Ii 115 million in 1974-750 ...

9.58. Non-food, non-project assistance from traditional donors (i.e., excluding the oil producing
countries) is expected to be roughly the same as in 1974-75.

'~~~fS,el11~
Private Transfer

Kny~stment Incprne

~OIi-factor Services
)Freight and Insurance •.

Other Transportation

Travel

OUler Services

Total Current Invisibles

('~i!li~n) .e.
Per~qta8e Cl!an~
Receipt Payments

S U
5

3 12

Ii J4
1

8 P
15 IS

5 31

6 H

Iteceip~ Paymentli

1974-75 1975-76 1974-75 1975-16

235 246 ~S6 17~

204 214 1 1

31 32 ISS 174

219 247 449 512

2 2 ~04 207

110 119 70 82

26 30 45 53

91 96 130 no
464- 493 605 687

Current Im'isfPle Payments and Receipts 1914-75 and 1975~i6

TABLE 12

. InTisible Trapsactions
9.54. The deficit on current invisible account is projected to increase from $ 141 million in i974--,?S to

$ 194 million in 1!:)7~-76. 'Invisible earnings arf expected to increase by only 6 per. cent-in 1975-.76 r~flecting a
slowdown in the sharp increase III home remittances last ye~r following the stabilization of migration to the
Middle East during 1975-76.' Invisible payments are projected to increases by 13.5 per cent. Although
freight payments will show only a. marginal increase in 1975-76, the substantial expansion ill project aid
disbursements will add roughly. 40 'iniUion to technical assistance payments (technical assistance is assumed
to be 14 per cent of project aid disbursements based OIl historical ratios). The breakdown of invISlbles
transactions are provided in table 12.
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•

($ million)

1974-75 1975·76

Receipts Payments Net Receipts Payments Net

A. M0fCibJOlrngjlis(ll ],039 2,139 -HilI) Jl,250 2,170 -92®

lEl. llillvisibles 464 605 -Jl41 ~93 637 -1194

I. Factor Services 235 156 +79 246 175 +71

n. Non-factor Services 229 449 -220 247 512 -265

Total Current Account Jl503 2,744 -1l,241 Jl,743 Z,85'7 -1,1ll<3

C. CapimnAC<l:owt 1,398 Jl47 +11,241 1l.36a ~ . +1,114

I. Foreign Aid/Credit 1,139* 147 +992 1,058 254 804

n. Account with IMP 198 +198 150 +150

ill. Changes ia Reserve or overall Balance. 51 +51 160 +160

¢IncIudingshort-term food credit of $ 11Smillion•

Requirements and Disbursements of Foreign Borrowing 1974-75 and 1975-76.

TABLE 13

9. {iO. Disbursements from the IMF oil facility will.be less than that in 1974-75. Although a firm figure
is not yet known, disbursements are expected to be' of the order of 8 150 million compared with $ 200
million last year.

9.6l. Total aid disbursements visualized at this stage, therefore, amount to s 1208 million against
requirements of $ 1368 million. The unbridged gap of $ 160 million will have to be filled in through
recourse to various alternatives that are being pursued. Amongst these are international assistance in the
form of balance of payments support from oil producing countries, a programme loan .from the mRD
and. 1;1, possible rolling over to 1976-77 of the short term food credit contracted in 1974-75.

Requirements and disbursements of foreign borrowing are shown in table 13.
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Annexure

PRICE AND VOLUl'VIE INDEX

I. IMPORTS

Value of Imports at Price Index Volume Tnde
Current Prices (1970-71_ (1970-71- x
($ million) 100) 100)

1974-75 1974-75 r
1970-71 1974-75

.<1:

1 2 - I
3 4 S J

••.....p••

•Consumer lGomls .. 30.9 610.0 ~16 239

Wbeat 13.2 320.0 418 580 >
Tea 2.4 65.0 147 1842 IPOL Products 20.2 118.0 412 142 (

Worn Clothings 2.9 12.0 162 255
I
I

Others" 42.2 95.0 261 86 i,

Raw Material for Consumer Goods, .. 199.6 900.1ll 325 l!3!}) J
Edible Oil 27.6

\
131.() 482 99 \, -. ,Animal Tallow

-.
9.2 15.0 203 80

Fertilizers (Nitrogenous) 22.1 80.0 207 175 x.,

Fertilizers (phosphatic); 2.5 22.0 349 252
!Pesticides 0.1 2L!·.0 376
POL Crude ' .. 34.6 231.0 703 95 \-
Synthetic Fibres ; .. 0.5 12.0 204 1180
Raw Jute 16.0 208
Natural Rubber 3.1 8.0 161 161
Rubber Synthetic' 2.1 2.0 163 57
Printing paper uncoated 0.1 4.0 154 2600
Printing and writing paper; 1.4 7.5 165 321
Kraft paper " 1.4 3.5 206 121
Nylon Yam' 2.1 14.5 321 214
Artificial silk yam 1.2 17.0 410 342
Yam of synthetic fibres" OA- 5.0 366 350
Jute goods 1.9 8.0 208 200
Dyes coal tar 7.9 15.0 208 91
Others':' 81.4- 284.5 261 133

Raw Material for Capital Goo&! 30.2 254.0 2091 139
3.6 28.0

,
Pig Iron 201 386
Iron and Steel and Ship Scrap .. 1.8 34.0 190 994
M. S. Billets .. 19.5 41.0 221 95
Copper Ingots 0.1 3.0 147 2000
Aluminium Ingots 2.6 12.0 149 312
Lead Ingots 0.9 2.0 146 U6
Zinc Ingots 0.7 7.0 325 314 ._.
Coal] 0.8 1.5 3L!·8 50
Coker,1 1.5 6.0 463 87 \
Others" 48.7 119.5 261 94

Capital G«lods : 396.0 568.0 235 61

Wire Rods of Iron and Steel 0.6 3.0 190 267 J
Bars of Iron and Steel .. 2.8 4.5 263 61 \;

Plates heavy of Steel 7.1 6.0 228 37 #I
Sheets heavy of Steel .. 10.2 40.0 182 216 l
Sheets Stainless Steel 0.9 4.0 136 333

.,'i.. -:

Tinned Plates (Electrolytic) 6.3 25.0
j-, I'189 210 ~
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=Index of other items of import is the average index of all items except POL (Products and Crude).

I ~ '''"''<
1 2 3 4 5

Iron Tubes and Pipes Seamless .. 1.1 3.5 269 118- Iron Tubes and Pipes Welded 4.4 6.0 351 39r \

( Tubes of Pipes fitting .. 2.8 5.0 325 5;
Copper Rods 3.5 13.0 187 200
Structure of Iron Steel 16.2 7.0 361 12I' Diesel Engines 0.4 4.0 367 275

! Ji Food Processing Machine 0.9 5.0 282 200
Road Rollers Mechanical 1.3 4.0 163 192
Trucks 2.2 5.0 229 100I_I, Buses 1.3 3.0 193 123
Tractors 9.3 25.0 160 168

i !Enginesfor Trucks and Buses .. 7.4 15.0 191 107) Car .. 12.9 22.0 212 811 \
Light Commercial Vehicles 0.5 2.0 173 240
Others" 303.9 366.0 261 46

Total 756.7 2332.0 283 109
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"";'1'heprice index for" Others" has been computed to equal the weighted average of the indentified items.

Note.-It is necessary to put in a word of caution about the price and volume indices for imports and exports. The price index
is based upon unit values of non-homogenous commodities. For instance, there are various varieties of raw cotton,
rice, cotton yarn and cotton cloth but a single unit value has been used for each category. If there was a shift in the
composition of ex~orts within each category, from one variety to another, the index would to that extent be in error.
Also the "Others 'category in both the import and export indices has been related to the overall index which can
intr6duce errors. The indices should therefore be taken to represent a rough order of magnitude rather than a :firm
estimate.

".~-.,., -
i;./ \_.r "'-1

n. EXPORTS

Value of Exports at Price Index Volume Index ..
rCurrent Prices (1970-71= (1970-71= !($ million) 100) 100)

1~70-71 197".-75 1974-75 1974-75

Raw Cotton 56.6 155.8 251.3 109.5 -!-~
Rice Basmati 34.3 139.3 357.6 113.6 "

(
't
'I

Other Rice 2.1 93.3 313A 1388.8 -"l
Fish 12.9 15.8 96.3 127.2 "

Cotton Yarn 71.3 86.0 159.3 74.0 i
Cotton Cloth 64.7 126.0 192.9 100.0 I I

Leather 22.5 37.2 234.1 69.9 ICement 3.5 +4.7 357.8 197.2

Others=' 151.9 360.9 240.0 100.5

Total Exports 419.8 1039.0 236.5 Hl..:!·.6



(c) The price spiral which reached its climax during 1973-74 (30%) also continued during 1974-75,
though the rat~ of hike pnce was sOD?ewh~tlower. From the pnce tre?ds observed during the
year, it may be l.nfe!-"I'e~that the rate of inflation was a?9ut 21 percent ~unng 1974-75 based upon
the sensitive price indicator for 18 essential commodities. The combined consumer price index
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lOne year lag is assumed between production and availability for consumption.

TABLE 1

Production Targets and Achievements

(' 000' Tons)

1974·75 Extent of
1973-74 Original Estimates

Shortfall
Item %Actual Target

Wheat! 7325 8500 7508 11.7

Rice 2416 2800 2277 18.7

Sugarcane 23533 23500 22000 6.4

Sugar 598 640 490 23.4

Cotton Seed 1296 1575 1248 20.8

Cotton Yam (Min. lbs) 836 950 800 15.8

Cotton Cloth (MIn. Yds.) 708 750 680 9.3

Review 1!1>:I!' 1974-75
10.2. The improvements in per capita consumption are necessarily small from year to year. Only

over a medium period of five years or more can meaningful trends be discerned. The policies to increase
pel' capita availability of essential goods of mass consumption suffered a set back in 1974-75. Substantial
reduction in the supply of a number of commodities due to lower agricultural and industrial production did
not permit consumption levels to show significant improvement over the preceding year. In fact, availability
of some of the commodities declined, the fall being pronounced particularly in case of rice and sugar. This
phenomenon was also reflected in the increase in the price level. The combined pel' capita availability of seven
items covered in the Plan, which constitute about 36% of the consumption expenditure of the income group
ranging between Rs. 250-300 per month, showed almost no growth In 1974-75as compared to 1973-74 (details
in Table IV). A sharper fall in consumption was avoided with the help of sizeable imports of wheat, edible oil
and other essential items. This attempt to protect the consumption from falling significantly caused a huge
balance of payment deficit.

10.3. The following three factors are largely responsible for the reduction in the pel' capita domestic
availabilities :-

(a) There was a 2.6% growth in GNP while population increased at the rate of 2.9% resulting in a
. net decline of 0.3 % in the per capita income thereby adversely affecting the purchasing power

of the masses.
(b) Production targets for 1974-75 did not materialize for most of the items included in the Consump
, tion Plan, and as such, the envisaged availabilities could not be achieved. Table 1 indicates the

extent of shortfall in major .agricultural and industrial production against the projections. A
comparison with the production level of 1973-74 shows that all items, except wheat, showed a subs
tantial decline which resulted in tightening the supply position.

A. Consumption Plan
The Annual Plan aims at providing a framework that will ensure supplies of essential wage goods

and items of mass consumption at reasonable prices in the overall context of agricultural and industrial deve
lopment. The emphasis would be on improving nutrition and distributional arrangements so that inadequa
cies and disparities are reduced in order to meet the Development Perspective targets of ensuring increased per
capita availability, increasing calorie intakes and removing vitamin deficiency.

CHAPTER 10

CONSUMPTION AND NUTR.iTION PLANNING
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10.7. Research will also be initiated during the year to enable the inclusionof other important items of
consumption for nutritional sufficiencyand removalof vitamin deficiency.

Coasnmption PHlAJm1975-76
10.6. The Annual Plan for 1975-76 aims at providing reasonable increasesin availability of basic

food and other essential items of consumption. The supplies of these commoditieswill be regulated in a
manner that they reach the commonman. Rationing will continue for items in short supply like wheat and
sugar. In caseof other commoditiessupplieswillbe ensuredthrough the openmarket system. For the staple
food item, namely wheat, the domestic supplieswill be supplementedby imports to maintain a reasonable
and adequatep?r capita wheat flour intake. This will be further augmentedby increased domestic avail
ability of rice. Suppliesof sugar, vegetablegheeand cotton cloth are planned to be increasedto enablehigher
p"1' capita consumption than in 1974-75.

10.5. These measuresenabledthe Governmentto maintain somebalancebetweenthe supply of and de
mand for essentialcommoditiesinspite of reducedper capita availabilities. A consequenceof these develop
mentswas that total private consumption expenditurecame down from Rs. 66 billion in 1973-74 to Rs. 63
billion in 1974-75 indicating a declineof 4.4 % (in constant prices of 1973-74). In 1972-73, however,private
consumption expenditurewas Rs. 49 billion only (in 1972-73 prices).

TABLE III

Average Retail Prices of Important Commodities at 12 (important) cities of Pakistan
\-

Percent
Change

Commodities Unit June December March June in June
1974 1974 1975 1975 1975 over

June 1974

1. Wheat Flour Seer 0.89 1.29 1.36 1.22 +37.1
2. Rice Basmati (Broken) 1.64 1.69 1.77 1.77 + 7.9
3. Pulse gram .. 1.41 1.65 2.23 2.03 +44.0
4. Sugar 3.50 3.50 3.50 4.00 +14.3
5. Our " 1.92 2.24 2.25 2.49 +29.7
6. Veg. Ghee .. " 7.50 7.50 7.50 9.00 +20.0
7. Cotton Cloth (Long 15000) Yds. 4.83 4.92 4.55 4.68 -3.1

L0.4. Retail prices of vegetablegheeand sugar wereraised twicethrough the price-wagepoliciesand in
case of some other consumer goods a prices-freezepolicywas resorted to by the government.

174.94
181.29
192.04
158.91
162.67

General ..
Food, Beveragesand Tobacco
Apparel, Textiles and Footwear
Housing and Household operations ..
Miscellaneous

June 1974
- r

June 1975 increase %

214.39 22.55
225.66 24.47
228.52 19.00
192.69 20.32
196.17 20.59

Group

Combined Consumer Price Indices

during the year, however, witnessed an increase of 22.6 %. The price-wagepackagesanna un
ced first in June 1974 and subsequentlyin April 1975 smoothed out the impact of price increases
and allowed the impact on low-incomegroups to be absorbed.

TABLE II
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Wbeat
1O.~: The p~r capita availab!li~ ofw~eat.ip. 1974-75 declined by 1.2 % ?ver 1973-74 although the Plan

had projected an Increase of 1.8 % In as availability. The baSISfor such an Increase was the belief that the
wheat crop of 1973-74 (available for consumption i~ !974-75) would amount to 8.5 million tons. Production
of wheat crop was, however, estimated at 7.5 million tons, which created pressure for substantial imports
from abroad to make up the deficiency. Against the expected imports of 3.5 lakh tons during 1974-75 the
Government had to import 16.3 .lakh ton~. This. not only claimed a big chunk of the foreign exchange
earnings, but .Government was obliged to false the. Issue pnce of wheat at r~tlo~l.shops to Rs. 35 per
maund 1:11 Apnl1975. However, due to Government s concerted efforts the availability or wheat remained at
almost the previous year's level.

10.10. As may be seen from Annexure I, the Government operations regarding the purchase and off
take of wheat have been growing since 1973. Because of the lower crop production the Government bad to
ensure adequate availability of wheat particularly in the u~ba~.areas. Although the whe~t consumption in
urban areas is only 26% of total requirements but Its distribution through ration depots involves consider
able problems. The Government off-take during 1974-75has increased by 4% and is expected to increase by
about 7% in the next year. ,

10.11. The projected availability position of wheat during 1975-76 is expected to improve to some
extent. Local produ~tion of 7 .4 million tons combined with the i!Dport target of 1.0 million .tons yvill provide
11.06 ozs. pel' capita. Added to It the abundant supply of nee for domestic consumption Will undoub
tedly ease the food situation in the economy .

10.12. Since the international prices of wheat are showing a downward trend, there should be no diffi
culty in achieving the import target. Accordingly, the possibility of further increase in the domestic price of
wheat is unlikely. Since the price on the international market has been volatile and subject to increment in
production, care regarding timing of agreements for wneat purchase needs to be exercised.

Rice
10.13. The 1974-75 Annual Plan had fixed a target of 2.76 ozs per capita availability based on the

production target of 2.8 million tons and a proc~e~ent plan for e,:port of 0.7 million tons.. Present
estimates, however, have placed the crop at 2.28 million tons-the main cause for lower production being
drought situation in Sind. Accordingly, the procurement target was reduced from 0.1 to 0.6 million tons.
With these adjustments the Per capita availability was 2. 18 ozs per day in 1974-75which was about 11% less
than 1973-74 level.

•

Iff carry over of 21akh tons from 1972-73 into 1973-74 in private sector is taken into account.

Sugar (Raw)
Sugar (Refined)
Veg. Ghee
Cotton Cloth

Rice
Pulses

Wheat ..

TABLE IV

P..!r Capita Availability

% Growth
Unit 73-74 74-75 75-76 74-75 75-76Actual iBstimated Target

73-74 74-75

., Ozs per day 10.88 11.04 11.06 (-)1.2 0.2(11.17)1
2.45 2.18 2.53 (-)11.0 16.0

Lbs. per
annum 18.90 19.74, 19.74 4.4.. 39.80 38.58 40.22 (-)3.3 4.2

18.67 18.12 18.85 (-)2.9 4.0.. 7.67 8.90 9.12 16.0 2.5
Yds. per
annum 16.8 17.0 17.9 1.2 5.3

Total Nil 3.1

Commodities

10.8. Commodity wise details of the Plans for 1975-76are given in the following paragraphs. The per
capita availability of the commodities covered in the Consumption Plan during 1974-75 alongwith the projec
tions for 1975-76 are presented in Table IV.
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10.17. For 1975-76 the availability of pulses may not show an improvement, as gram crop for 1974-75
(available for consumption in 1975-76) will remain at the level of the previous year. This situation accompa
nied with some increases in the production of other pulses being expected because of the availability of
improved seed for some pulses will allow per capita availability to be maintained at the 1974-75 level.

10.18. Since information regarding the production, distribution and prices of pulses is not adequate,
the Planning Commission is undertaking a research study on the production and prices of pulses including soya
bean to have a firm basis for formulating policies to augment supplies and increase the availability of a rich
protein dietary item. There is need both for improving varieties as well as yields, and research in this regard
should be accelerated.

Sugar

10.19. The Working Group on Consumption Plan for 1974-75had recommended a target of6.40 lakh
tons of sugar production based upon the sugarcane production of 23 .5 million tons. The latest information
available indicates that the cane crop was 22 million tons which caused a decline both in the raw sugar and
sugar production. Keeping in view the limited supply position, the Punjab Government had to scale down
the rationing quota of sugar for domestic consumption. This resulted in an average per capita availability of
sugar in 1974-75 at 18.12 lbs. which was 3% below the 1973-74 level. Similarly. the availability ofraw
sugar came down from 39.81bs. in 1973-74 to 38.61bs. p.a. in 1974-75.

10.20. Consumption requirements for 1975-76 have been calculated at 6lakh tons allowing for the fol
lowing three provisions :-

1. Restoration of rationing quota for domestic uses in Punjab at pre-April 1975 level immediately
after the crushing season commences.

2. 10% increase in commercial quota.
3. Maintaining closing stocks at 41,000 tons for carry over to 1976-77.

As the production is expected to be 6. 251akh tons, there will be no constraint in meeting the requirements
fully. As for raw sugar, if the cane crop target of 25 million tons materializes, there will be an appreciabJe
increase in its production thereby ensuring larger per capita availability at stable and reasonable prices.

~egetable (;hee

10.21. The availability of vanaspati is estimated to have increased from 7.67 lbs. per capita per annum
in 1973-74 to 8.90 lbs. in 1974-75. Since cotton production in 1974-75 was much lower than the target,
Government had to resort to larger imports of edible oil from abroad to maintain sufficient supplies to manu
facturers. The prices of vanaspati ghee were also raised twice, partly to compensate for a portion of import
subsidy and partly to remove past distortions.

10.22. A target of2.9 lakh tons has been projected for the production of vegetable ghee next year which
will raise the per capita availability from 8.90 lbs. to 9.12 lbs. per annum. Import requirements of edi
ble oil have been kept at almost the same level as in the previous year. These imports will exert a severe pres
sure on balance of payments and a concerted drive to raise oilseeds production has to be launched. The
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10.15. Pulses, rich in proteins as well as calories, occupy an important position in the food composition
of the people. Pulses provide a cheap source of nutrition amidst an other-wise expensive cost of living.

10.16. Being a non-traded commodity in terms of international trade, its availability depends exclusi
vely on domestic production. A substantial increase was recorded in the production of gram in 1973-74
(available for consumption in 1974-75). Secondly, it has been observed that the deduction rate for feed (25~~
of the total by way of direct use and animal feed) appears to be on the high side in the present situation of
higher foodgrains prices. As a consequence the rate has been scaled down from 25% to 20%. This has
resulted in overall lowering of the total deduction rate for seed, feed and wastage from 36% to 31%. Adjusted
for these factors, the availability of pulses in 1974-75 at 19.7 lbs. p.a. has exceeded its projected availability of
18.3 Ibs. p.a. ., .

10.14. Availability for 1975-76 has been computed on the basis of a production target of 2.7 million
tons. This will provide 2.53 ozs per day per capita which means an increase of 16% over 1974-75. This
per capita quantity is higher than that computed on elasticity basis (2.36 ozs). This margin is necessary to
make up for the consumption deficiency created by the lower per capita availability during 1974-75.

Pulses
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Planning Commission has already initiated a study for development of groundnut cultivation and extraction
of groundnut oil. It is expected that its results will enable the formulation of policies to encourage an increase
in its area and cultivation thereby making larger quantities of edible oil available for consumption .

Cotton Cloth
10.23. Continuous depression in the export market of cotton yarn and cloth for the last two years sig

nificantly increased the availability of cloth for domestic consumption. Although yarn and cloth production
in 1974~75 is estimated to be somewhat lower than the previous year but because, of lower exports,
particularly of yarn, the cloth availability showed a slight improvement over the last year's level.

10.24. A tangible increase in the availability of cotton cloth has been provided for 1975-76, based on
the cotton crop target of 4.0 million bales and the mill-sector cloth production at 750 mln. yds. Sufficient ex
portable surplus is being envisaged in respect of cloth as well as yam.

10.25. The availabilities envisaged for 1975-76 suggest 3.1% increase in the consumption level of the
items covered in the Plan. The Development Perspective 1975-80, however, had projected 3.9 % annual
compound growth rate for these items. This incompatibility may be attributed first, to the fact that growth
rate in the Development Perspective does not relate to a particular year but is an annual compound for five
years. Second, the availability figures used as bench mark for 1974~75 in the document have undergone
change while preparing the Annual Plan 1975~76 which has caused deviations in the projected growth rates for
individual items from the rates envisaged in the Development Perspective.

10.26. The Annual Plan does not cover items like meat, milk and vegetables which are important items
of diet. It has been earlier recommended that these items should receive due coverage but it has not been
possible to do so for lack of adequate information. Research studies in this regard will be initiated which
are likely to provide requisite information for planning purposes enabling the inclusion of these items in this
exercise.
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lOne year lag is assumed between Production and Consumption.
2Adjustedfor crop year.
3Adjustedfor 1.75 lakh tons wasted in floods.
4If carry over of 21akh tons from 1972-73 to 1973-74 inPrivate sector is taken into account.

Annexure I

('000' Tons)

1974-75 1975-76
Estimated Target

7508 7460

751 746

6757 6714

96 237

1233 1100

1168 1432

2260 2415

237 354

5524 5614

7784 8029

69.21 71.29

11.04 11.06

Off-take

Closing Stocks

Open Market Operations

Total Availability

Population (MIn.)

Pel'Capita Availability (078. p.d.)

Govt. Operations

Opening Stocks

Procurement from domestic Production

Importss

••Local Productlon!

Less Seed and Wastage

1973-74
Actual

•• .. .. 7325

732

6593

86

1320

1040

2175

963

5273

7448

67.20

10.88
(11.17)4

Item

AVAILABILITY OF WHEAT (MAY-APRIL)
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Annexure :n
--===

('000' Tons)

1973-74 1974-75 1975-76
Actual Estimated Target

2416 2277 701)1

145 137 162

596 600 700

1675 1540 1833

2.45 2.18 2.531

Deduction for Seed and Wastage at the rate 6%

Procurement by the Government for Exports

Net Availability

Per capita availability (ozs, p.d.)

Production

AVAlLABn.JTY OF RICE (JULY-JUNE)

<

-;
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,
186

24

610

19.74

76

lOne year time lag is assumed between Production and Consumption.
Ii<Last Year's fbure repeated.

186

26

628

19.74

600'"

240

600

220

544

216

169

24

567

18.90

!Prodlllctiolill
Gram!

Other Pulses

Dedaetlon for Seed, Feed and Wastage

Gram at the rate 31%
Other Pulses at the rate 11%
Net Availability ..

Per capita Availability (lbs. p.a.)

~1974-75 1975-76
Estimated Target

1973-74
Actual

('000' Tons)

Annexure III

AVAlLABILITY OF PULSES (JULY-JUNE)
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1. Sugar Cane

Production 23533 22000 25000

Deduction for Seed, Feed and Wastage 2353 2200 2500

Crushed by MillSector 6754 5412 7045

Available for Raw Sugar Production 14426 14388 15455

n. SugaIi'
Opening Stocks 48 86 16

Production 598 ~90 625

(From Cane) (578) (468) (603)

(From Beet) (20) (22) (22)

Total Availability 646 576 641

Consumption 560 560 600

Closing Stocks ., 86 16 41

Average Per Capita (Lbs. p.a.), 18.67 18.12 18.85

m. Raw Sugar

Production 1327 1324 :1422

Deduction for animal feeding 133 132 142

Net Availability .. U94 1192 .1.280

Per Capita Availability (Lbs. p.a.) 39.80 38.58 ·40.22

1974-75 1975-76
Estimated Target

1973-74
Actual

(' 000' Tons)

AVAILABILITY OF SUGAR (NOV.-OCT)

Annexure V
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•

1Based on the view that only 80% of the crop was ginned and assuming 13% oil recovery rate due to flood damage.
.2 .Including 15.000 tons of imported butter oU.

9.12

3.01

8.90

2.82

7.67

3.27

C. Per Capita Availability

Veg. Ghee (lbs. p.a.)

Direct Consumption

Annexure V

EDIBLE OIL/VEGETABLE GHEE (JULY-JUNE)

( 'OOG' Tons)

1973-74 1974-75 1975-76
Actual Estimated Target

A. Edible on Availability
- }-

Opening Stocks .. 24 40 42

Local Production 216 249 275

L From Cotton Seed 1151 148 167

2. From other Seed 101 101 108

Imports 167 179 185

Total Availability 407 468 502

B. Woos

Industrial use 38 45 50

Direct-Consumption 83 87 95

Required for Vanaspati 246 294 310
(230) (275) (290)

Closing Stocks .. 40 42 46 .~

Total Uses 407 468 502
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...;'

-~-
1. Cotton Seed,

(Cotton 000 Bales)

2. Rape and Mustard!

3. Sesamum

4; Groundnut

Annexure V-A

PRODUCTION DATA FOR EDmLE On.
('000' Tons)

1973-74 1974-75 1975-76
Actual Estimated Target

1296 1248 1400

(3704) (3567) (4000)

288 288 315

12 12 12

53 56 63
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Annexure VI -I,~ ,
AVAILABILITY OF COTTON ctorn t~

I

1973-74 1974-75 1975-76
I~
~Item Unit . Actual Estimated Target ;~
I-, .

IYam
Opening Stocks .. .. (MIn lbs) 25 78 110

Production " 836 800 93{)

Required for Hosiery " 90 100 110

11Exports of Yarn and Thread " 225 174 307

Consumed by Mill Sector 212 204- 225
I

" - 1Closing Stocks " 78 110 68 (.....I
Available for Non-Mill cloth Producing Sector " 256 290 330 i:.._,

·Cloth (Min yds) [...1
Opening Stocks

"

68 106 145 I••
Total Production .. 1694 1797 2020

(a) Mill Sector= " (708) (680) (750)

(b) Non-Mill Sector'"* .. (986) (1117) (1270) \-

Exports of Cloth .. 416 474 700

Required for cotton bags .. " 110 UO 110

Closing Stocks .. " 106 145 75

Available for Domestic Consumption " 1130 1174 1275

Per Capita Availability .. " (Yds. p.a.) 16.8 17.0 17.9

·One Ib of Yarn - 3.34 yds of Cloth,
··One lb of Yarn 3.85 yds of Cloth.
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Itwould be noticed that firstly the problem of malnutrition is worse in urban areas than in the rural areas
Secondly, consumption has increased considerably bet,:een 1~6? and .1971-72. Thirdly, the lowest level~
recorded in the surveys of 1965 and 1971 fall far short 01 the mmimum Intake recommended by FAO/WHO
Thus, despite some improyement recently, for a sizeable section of the population, the food intake is insufficient
for maintenance of physical fitness.

6. Protein.-So. for as proteins are con.cerl?-~d,FAO's ~ecomme~datio~s of minimum protein intake
are 42 grams per capita on average. The availability of protem per capitaon {he oaSISof food balance sheet
appears to be 58.77 grams, of which ?4. ~~% is from animal sources and 75.84 % from other sources. As
in the case of calories, the average availability does not fully reveal the extent of protein malnurtition arising
out of maldistribution of supplies.

Calories -
Jl.965 1971-72

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum,3
Rural 1451 3956 1164 4218
Urban 1532 2773 1605 2447

4. Availabilityof Calories.- The availability offood (the total supply of calories) can be measured either
through nutrition or household consumption s~rveys or on the basis of the fOOd balance sheet. Nutrition
surveys provide more detailed information particularly on distribution, but these surveys are expensive and
can be undertaken infrequently. The food balance sheet can be prepared each year but it provides data on
per capita availability only.

5. The food balance sheet for 1974-75 indicates a per capita availability of 2247 calories which would
appear to be in excess of the minimum requirements of209:4 calories. However, this tends to give a misleading
picture of the problem of malnutrition SInce the supplies are n~t evenly distributed. The results of the
Nutrition Survey of 1965 and the Household income and expenditure Survey of 1971-72, are more infor
mative and meaningful. The data on minimum and maximu.m consumption levels is summarised below :_

!:t Nutrition Plan
1. Introduction.-Nutritional planning is an essential supplement to consumption planning. Recent

evidence indicates that nutritional deficiencies, which may not take highly visible form, can have serious ad
verse impact on labour output, learning abilities of children etc. The nutritional plan, attempts to focus
attention on aspects of food supply which are crucial to maintenance of physical and mental health. The
stress is on meeting scientifically determined requirements for a minimum diet rather .tha~ on satisfying the
c(:msume~demand for food. ~n ~utntlOnal.pl~nnmg, special att~ntlOn I~&IVento distribution of food among
.different Income groups and within the family Itself, and appropriate policies are designed to reach vulnerable
groups. An essential part of a nutrition policy is educating people on the subject of nutrition, and thus
influencing food habits, child rearing practices etc. Lastly, nutritional policy seeks to provide cheap but vital
supplements to diet through fortification of food and other methods.

2. The nutritional problems in Pakistan can bedivided into two categories. Firstly, there is the zeneral
problem of calorie-protein malnutrition which affects a sizeable proportion of the population. Se"'condlY
there are specific problems of a critical nature such as deficiency of Vitamin A and iron, and the prevalence
of goitre in the Northern areas. •. 0< e '"

3. CalorieRequirements-e-X review of the problem of calorie-protein malnutriiion in Pakistan involves
a determination of the minimum requirements of calories and protein alongwith an estimate of total availa
bility of food and the pattern of distribution, among different income groups and within the family. In the
absence of up-to-date information, only a broad assessmel?-t.of the overall position can be attempted. Accord
mg to the estimates made by FAO/WHO In 1973, the mmnnum calorie intake recommended for conditions
prevailing in Pakistan is 2438 calories for male adults and an average of 1990 calories per capita for entire
population. These estimates need to be further elaborated and tested. For example WHO's estimates
modified by up-to-date data 0!1 height and weight derived from 1965 nutrition survery, would
indicate that requirements for Pakistan are 2668 calories for a male adult, and an average of 2094 calories
for th~ entire population. These estimates need to be further modified in the light of data on activit)' levels
and diseases which tend to affect the ~D:lmum calorie requirement. Howev~~ for the. purpose of a rough
assessment of the l?robleni of malnutrition, the FAOjWH9 table as modified by height and weight data,
can be used conveniently until replaced by more refined estimates,
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14. The programm~ for control of goit~e consists of three sub projects (9 reactivati<?n <?fmachinery for
iodization of salt already Installed In Skardu (~1)installation of small ~calemachines for salt IOdlZa!IOnat village
Ievel in Azad Kashmir (a part ~f the population of Muzaffarabad Will~e covered at a very nominal cost) and
(iii) installation of large machine IIIN.W.F.P. for supply of salt to Chitral and Swat areas.
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13.. Iodinedeficiency.-There is widespread prevalence of goitre in the mountaneous areas of the northern
and north western part of the country, due to iodine deficincy.

12. The fortification of atta with iron and ~ome other nutrients. is being considered. An experiment
is being designed to teste the taste, col~~r and cooking quality of the fortified atta as we~ as the storage qualities
of fortificants in atta. The fortification cost has been estimated at Rs. 5.98 per capita per annum. Another
programme to be tested is supply of iron pills through MCH Centres.

..11. Iron Deficiency--«There is co;nsi~erable evidence to suggest that a larg~ proportion of women ha-;~~
iron deficiency. According to one estimate, 65% of pregnant women have deficient levels of plasma haemo-

- globin (less than 12gm per 100ml). In case of_adultmales, iron deficiency occurs because of worm infestations,
poor absorption and Iow supplies. Iron de;ficlencyinducesfatigue, and reduces working efficiency. Children
having inadequate Intake of iron have low siterest in-learning.

10. Dry Ration.-Another pilot project which is being undertaken is for supply of dry ration of butter
dried skim milk and wheat to pregnant women and children through MeH Centres and voJuntary
organizations. The project is based on a donation of41727 MT of wheat, 7321 MT of dried skim milk and
2336 MT of butter oil. The programme is expected to cover 439,680 pre school children and 217,840 mothers •

9. Weai!iY/gfoods.-A specific problem which it is .propos~d to tackle on a pri<?ritybasis is improvement
in infant feeding aimed at !educ1ng ~nf~t mortality and improving the health of the infants, A pilot project
for supply of cheap weaning food IS being undertaken. PCSIR have developed a number of cheap supple-
mental foods. It is proposed to make use of 6,000 MT of World Food Supplies to produce a limited quantity
of weaning food. A ration of 100 grams per day would be given to 75,000 infants only which will add 360
calories and 20 grams of protein per child to existing supplies. The programme is specifically aimed
at low income groups. Further expansion of the programme would depend upon the results achieved in the
pilot project.

8. New Survey.-A fresh !1utritional survey has been undertaken by Government with a view to getting
up-to-date data. The survey Willcover 40,000 persons and WIlltake 2 years to complete. The survey would
enable the Government to initiate, modify or strengthen policies relating to food supply and food distribution.
In the meantime, efforts to increase food supplies and ensure equitable distribution would continue on the
basis of the information already available.

Rural Urban

Calorie Calorie Total Calorie Calorie Total
Deficient Adequate Deficient Adequate

Protein Deficient •• 9 2 11 15 2 17

Protein Adequate 24 65 89 31 52 83

Total .. 33 67 100 46 54 100

INCIDENCE QF CALORIE AND PROTEIN DEFICIENCY
(pER CENT OF POPULATION)

7. Extent of malnutrition.-Based on the sample surveys, an attempt has been made to estimate the per
centage of population which suffers from protein-calorie inadequacy in the urban and rural areas of Pakistan.
This estimate is given in the table below:-



19. Efforts would be-made to consolidate the work already done and to avoid duplication. A news
tetter will be published to keep research workers informed of ongoing research. and. of current nutritionat
progrannne.1 .
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18. ResearchStudies.-Research studies which are integrated with pilotprojecthave already been men
tioned. For a systematic analysis of various systems concerned with D...1.!trition!the following additional studies
are contemplated:

(i) The nutrition survey will provide _infofI!lationabout the ex~eritof nutritional 'de~cienCies,the pattern
of consumption and the economic environment. ThISWill facilitate the working out of causative
relationship, and the linkages between food habits and belief patterns, nutrient consumption and
income and impact of water supply on nutrient absorption. .

(ii) Separate studies will be made of problems of vulnerable groups ... , '

(iii) A detailed study will he made of problems of iron absorption in Pakistani, conditions.

(iv) The extent of energy loss in typical cases of tuberculosis, malaria- and other major uisease will be
studied.

(v) A study on nutrient value of various cooked foods will be started. The work done by various or
ganisations and individuals will be consolidated and reviewed and additional studies made, where
necessary. A comperison will be made with results abroad. The work will enable planners to
assess {he nutrient values of foods, as cooked in Pakistan;- and to suggest whether changes in
cooking habits are required to reduce nutrient losse~:

(vi) The planning of food production, food processing and marketing has an obvious bearing on nutri
tional policies. In this field, studies would be undertaken where gaps exist in the work bein g done
for general agricultural developmental purposes.

(vii) A nutrition programme will consist of supply o,fgoods and educational services to people. For this
purpose, at present, a number of outlets are available e.g, the MCR Centres, Family Planning Clinics
IRDP Centres, Schools, Voluntary Agencies, Ration .Shops etc. Some of the existing outlets hav~
already been in use for some time but their performance and their capability have to be evaluated so
that their c~mpetence and capacity for the supply of'specific goods and services can b~ clearly establi
shed. ItWill also be necessary to work out administrative arrangements for coordinanon of work
in a large number of agencies and outlets.

17. The second programme is concerned with fortification of tea with vitamin" A". A study was made
IOfsupplying such tea to an area in Azad Kashmir. On the basis of this experiment which is being evaluated.
an extension of the programme to other areas will be made. The level of fortification will be such that about
750 international units of vitamin" A " are supplied per cup of tea. The additional cost of fortification will
come to paisa 10 per pound of tea which in terms of proportion of cost of tea is nominal. The total cost of
the project is expected to be Rs. 09, 5 lakhs. While carrying out this programme it will be ensured that the.
fortification does not result in undue increase in the consumption of tea.' An evaluation of the tea fortification
programme in the first phase will be done before the programme is extended to a national level.

16. Vitamin"A "deficiency.-The previous nutrition survey revealed that there is a considerable
deficiency in the vitamin "A "intake. In view of the effects of vitamin" A" deficiency in terms of eye
diseases and lowered resistance to infections, it is necessary to undertake a programme for improving the
situation. Two programmes will be implemented-one relating to increasing the level of vitamin " A " forti
fication in vegetable ghee and second relating to fortification of tea. At present vitamin" A "is added, to veget
able ghee at the rate of 15,000 international unit per pound. On the basis of average intake of ghee, it is found.
that this supply is quite insufficient and increased level of fortification would help in the situation. The cost of
fortification of ghee is quite low and quardruplicating the fortification level would involve an extra cost of a
few paisas per pound. This cost can be absorbed in the existing pricing system and will not pose much of a
problem.

,

15. The problems encountered during implementation are inducing of change in consumer habits from
rock salt to crushed salt, since iodization is only possible in crushed salt. Regular supplies of salt have to be
ensured in areas difficult of access. The difficulties are mainly administrative and logistical. The cost of
nodization alone is not high being less than Rs. 1 per maund. An evaluation of the programme will be
earried out after a suitable interval.
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3. Population sex-wiseage distribution based on Planning Division estimates for 1974-75.

4. InlillJdllBallowance for pregnancy and lactation.

:2. Base body weights for age groups 1through 10-12 are those of FAOjWHO reference Children; those for other age
groups are calculated from weights reported in Nutrition Survey of West Pakistan (February 1965November 1966), a Repor
Issued by the Directorate of Nutrition Survey and Research, Ministry of Health, Labour and Family Planning (Health Divi
.mon); Government of Pakistan,June, 1970.

1. Based on approach recommended in : EnergyandProtein Requirements. Report of a Joint FAOjWHO adhoc expert com-
mittee; World Health Organization, Geneva, 1973. ...

Ii,.

Aoneure 1
~PAKISTAN NATIONAL PER CAPUT ENERGY REQUIREMENT FOR 19751
(.

BASED ON "NUTRITIONALLY IMPROVED" RATIOS OF WEIGHT TO CURRENT HEIGHT I!:J
Base Body 2 Individual Population 3 Total Energy

Age Groups (years) Weight (kg) Requirements Distribution Requirements -f(Local) (%) (Local)
.8

ll-4~ 1090 2.2 2398

1.-3 1360 10.8 R4,688

4-6 1830 10.5 19,215

7-9 2190 10.5 22,995

Male

1()"12 2600 3.5 9100

13-15 49.6 2213 3.4 7524

16-19 57.3 2688 3.4 9139

20-39 58.0 2668 13.1 34,951

40-49 2535 4.7 U,915 ,-
SO-59 2401 3.1 7443

60-69 2134 2.1 448li

70+ 1867 1.4 2614

Female

10-12 2350 3.0 7050

13·15 45.6 2061 2.9 5977

16-19 51.0 2142 3.1 6640

20-39 51.0 2040 13.2 26,928

40-49 1938 3.9 7558

SO-59 1836 2.6 4774

-60-69 1632 1.5 2448

70+ .. 1428 1.1 1571\

Total 209,409 ..
Per caput .. 2090\)
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217.19

254.22

1.42

330.57

2.33

203.21

~O.69

1.95

312.41

1.92

June, 1973 ••

June, 1974 ••

Average monthly percentago increase 1973.74

:Juneo 1975 ••

Average Monthly percentage increase 1974-"

Raw Fuel, light- Manufac;..
Material ing and ·twell

lubricants

186030 198.13 179071

220.94 290.94 2S7.77

1.5S 3050 3.60-242.93 353.15 307.8S

0.78 2.104 L5:l

General Food

Wholesale Price Index

TAl3LE II

'Who]esmiePrice Index
11.5. Table II shows the group-wise increase of the wholesale price indices for the year 197~-74and 1974-

7S :-

11.4.' It'would be seen that the rate of inflation during 1974-75was in the range of 21-23 per cent. The
wholesale price index increased by 23.0 per cent between June, 1974and June, 1975-an increase of around
1.92 per cent per month. The consumer price index also showed almost the same increase during the year. The
sensitive price indicator for 18 essential commodities increased by 1.78 per cent per month. Rise in sensitive
price indicator was moderated by availability of wheat flour, sugar and vegetable ghee at controlled prices.

~Provisiona1.

Wholesale Consumer Sensitive
Price Price Price

Index Index Indicator

0.- 250.69 174.94 178.09".
". 308.46011 '"' 214.39 216.201.. ..

.. 23.00 22.55 2bW

.. .. 0'1.92 1.88 L7B

June. 1974

June, 1975

Percentage change June, 1975 over June, 1974

Average Monthly percentage change

Price Increases during 1974-75

TABLE I

11.3. Table 1 summarises the rate of increases during the year 1974-75 in the wholesale price' index,
combined consumer price index and the sensitive index of 18 essential commodities. The month-wise increase
in respect of these three indices are given in the annexures I to HI.

11.2. Pakistan experienced an inflationary rise in prices of an unprecedented magnitude during the period
from 1972-75. The inflation commencing from 1971 in the wake of political and military developments of
that period reached its peak in 1973-74 when prices rose by around 30 per cent. During 1974-75, the price
level again remained under considerable pressure though at a somewhat reduced rate. .

,

Price Trends during 1974-75
Price situation in the country has been a cause of concern both to the consumers and the govern

ment. In the past numerous measures have been taken by the Government to ensure that prices of essential
commodities remain within reasonable limits. These efforts have, however, been met with a partial success.
During 1975-76Government is fully resolved to make all out efforts to bring inflation under control. The
fiscal, monetary and trade policies for the year have thus been framed with this objective inview.

CHAPTER 1~

PRICE SITUATION

i



11. 11. Itwould be seen from this table that the prices of all the commodities except potato and long cloth
covered by this indicator have increased during the year. However, the increases have been more pronounced
in the case of wheat, wheat flour, pulse gram, onion, kerosene oil, beef and mutton, Among these, wheat
and wheat product prices were to a great extent influenced by increased procurement and issue price of wheat.
The increase in the price of kerosene oil has also been the result of new price announced by government.

11.12. The wheat prices went up after the announcement of the procurement price of Rs, 37 per maund
in September 1974 for 1975wheat crop. The open market prices went up by more than 50 per cent and have
recently fallen considerably due to the arrival of fresh crop. The price of controlled wheat flour increased by
52 per cent after the announcement of the new issue price in April, 1975; The increase in the prices of mutton
and beef can be attributed to an imbalance between supply and demand at current prices. The price of kero
sene oil also showed some increase under the impact of Government's decision announced in April, 1975,
increasing the prices of kerosene oil by Rs. 1 per gallon. The price of sugar also went up as a result of the
mewprice announced inApril, 1975 and this also influenced the price of gur.
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11.10. The sensitive price indicator for 18 essential commodities during the year 1974-75
showed an increase of around 1.78 per cent per month as against an increase of slightly less than 3 per
cent per month in 1973-74.. A table showing the average month-wise increases for all the 18 commodities
during 1974·75 is given as Annexure VI.

11.9. The combined consumer price index shows an increase of 1.88 per cent per month during 1974-75
as against 2.78 per cent during 1974-75. The increase has been more pronounced in the food. beverage and
tobacco group as against other groups such as apparel, textile and footwear, housing and household and miscel
laneous where the increase ranged between 1.7-1.8 per cent per month.

lFoodBever- ~~~l Housing and Miscella·oenerat age 'ana 11 e Rouseliold IleotiS
Tobacco Footwear

June, 1973 J31.12 J34.06 i38.43 118.77 ii9.23
June, 1974 174.94 181.29 192.04 ll58.91 162.67

AverageMonthly Percentage increase during 1973·74 2.78 2.93 3.23. 2.82 2.16

;!'lme. 1975 00 214.39 225.66 228.52 192.64 196.17

AverageMonthly Percentage increase during 1974-15 1088 2.04 1.58 n.77 1.72

ConsumerPrice Index

Consumer Price Index
lil.S. The table below shows group-wise increase in the consumer price index during 1973-74and 1974-75.

TABLE In

i
i

11.7. Food items showed an increase of about 2.33 per cent per month as against an increase of less
than 1.42 per cent per month last year. The main reason for this increase in food prices was the announcement
of new procurement price of wheat in September, 1974 which raised the wholesale price of wheat significantly.
The index number of wholesale prices of wheat increased by 50.1 per cent by June, 1975over June, 1974. The
price of rice and gram also increased by 22. 1 per cent and 48.8 per cent respectively during the same period.

11.6. The wholesale price index showed an increase of23.00 per cent during 1974-75 or 1.92 pel."cent per
month. A significant feature of the price behaviour during this period was that the prices of manufactured
items and raw material increased at a markedly slower rate than the food terns. The prices of the manufac
tured items increased by 18.3 per cent only-about 1.52 per cent per month-as against an increase of 3 .60
per cent per month during 1973-74. Similarly the prices of raw material increased by 0.78 per cent per month
as against 1 .55 per cent per month during 1973-74. The slower upward movement in the price of raw ma
terial is attributable to world-wide recession as well as the reduced demand of raw materials.



11.21. Trade policy has also been used to augment the anti-inflationary measures in the fiscal and mone
tary realm. Ban on the export of food items viz. vegetables poultry, meat etc. was strictly observed to avoid
the transmission of the full impact of high international prices. Export duties were used in other cases to
moderate the impact consistent with the need to encourage increased production. Imports of essential items
like wheat and edible oil were arranged at a high cost in foreign exchange to avoid scarcity, though this implied
subsidy and a gradual upward adjustment of prices.
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11.13. The interesting behaviour of the prices covered by this indicator is that the prices in the first three
quarters increased by less than 1.5 per cent per month. However, in April, the prices jumped up as a result
of the new issue prices of the wheat, vegetable ghee and sugar announced on 7th April, 1975. Since then, the
prices h~ve again started falling and by end-June, 1975 have fallen by about 3 per cent of the peak level re
gistered on 12th April, 1975.

Causes of Inflation
11.14. Inflation in Pakistan has been partly the inevitable result of international economic situation and

partly the consequence of domestic factors. Most of the market economy industrial nations of the world have
been experiencing double digit inflation. Developing countries exposed to international forces have consequ
ently been hit by a high rate of imported inflation. Pakistan's economy since the delinking of East Pakistan
has been oriented towards international trade to a much greater extent. Foreign trade (exports and imports
combined) constitutes almost 40 per cent of GNP. A very large part of the price situation is, therefore, affected
by the world price level. According to certain studies. the import price index for Pakistan has gone up to 203
in 1974-75 compared to 100 in 1971-72. The consumers ultimately had to pay for this increase.

11.15. The major domestic factors in the rise of price level were the Long over due devaluation of the
rupee in May, 1972, correction of distortion of the prices of agricultural commodities with consequent
upward adjustment in the issue prices and wage settlements during the course of 1972and 1975. Some
inflationary pressures were bound to arise immediately after 1971war and separation of East Pakistan. The
country had to carry the burden of defence expenditure alone and had to increase defence outlays. The
pressing need for increased outlays on reconstruction and revival of economy particularly with the objective
of improving employment situation gave nse to substantial deficit financing during 1971-72 and 1972-73.
Even during 1973-74 and 1974-75, when the deficit financing was considerably reduced, the total monetary
expansion far exceeded the real growth in GNP.

11.16. Pakistan was carrying a good deal of latent and suppressed inflation full impact of which was
hidden under the export bonus scheme. The unification of exchange rates at a realistic level brought the latent
inflation into open in the process of correcting distortions. The new exchange rate affected the prices of
wheat, cotton, edible oil etc. for which differentially favourable exchange rate was used under the
export bonus scheme.

11.17. The price rises in the last four years have been around 100 per cent. It is difficult to quantify in
exact terms the contribution offactors enumerated above. However, a preliminary study indicates that roughly
50 per cent of the rise in prices was due to the impact of international inflation and the balance due to devalua
tion and deficit financing.

Steps taken to regulate prices
11. IS. The Government has taken a variety of measures to control the prices of essential commodities.

It has resorted to both large imports and huge subsidies to maintain the price of wheat at ration depots. The
wheat import bill during 1974-75 adds upto Rs, 3,000 million and subsidy met through budget Rs, 2,425
million. The supply of other essential commodities such as vegetable ghee, sugar, coarse cloth was also as
sured on controlled prices.

11.19. Fiscal measures have also been inroduced in the last two years to reduce the budgetary deficit.
During 1974-75, a number of measures were taken, including the imposition of regulatory import duties,
increase in the power and gas charges and reduction of subsidies. Deficit financing during the year is being
kept at the planned level and would be around 3per cent of the total monetary assets. During 1975-76,Govern
ment has decided not to resort to deficit financing.

11.20. In the overall adjustment, the monetary policy has been used equally forcefully to curb inflation.
The bank rate was raised from 5 per cent to 6 per cent in May, 1972. It was raised again to 8 per cent in
August, 1973 and finally to 9 per cent in September, 1974. Simultaneously, the minimum rates of interest on
various categories of saving and fixed deposits were revised upward to increase savings and discourage con
sumption. Lending rates from banks were raised to a range of 10 to 13 per cent to discourage undue use of
bank credit. These measures were combined with direct measures for ensuring utilization of bank credit for
productive purposes through selective credit controls and changes inmargin requirements.

,
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Future Prospects
11.24. The price situation showed signs of stabilization towards the end of fiscal year 1974-75. The open

market price of wheat came down from the peak levels recorded during the year. Vegetable and poultry prices
recorded sharp decline. Combined consumer price index recorded a decline of about 1.5 per cent during May,
1975. The index of 18 essential commodities recorded a decline of about 3 per cent during the period 12th
April, to 31st May, 1975. It appears that rate of increase in prices is likely to slow down considerably during
1975-76. The main reasons for this optimism are :-

(a) The impact of world prices and devaluation has been absorbed in price changes during the last 3
years. In major commodities, the prices in Pakistan are in line with the international price levels
at the current exchange rates.

(b) The international prices are tending to decline and. therefore, the effects of imported inflation are
likely to be considerably lower than in the past.

(c) The Government budgetary deficit during 1971-72was very pronounced and affected the prices during
the subsequent two years. Deficit financing in the subsequent years has been brought down con
siderably, inspite of the fact that the level of development outlays has been increased three fold
during the current year. The impact of deficit financing during 1974-75is likely to be less than 3 per
cent of the volume of monetary assets at the beginning of the fiscal year and is expected to be more
than offset by the use of oil facilities from IMF.

(d) Government is fully resolved to make an all-out effort to bring inflation under control. As a matter
of policy, it has been decided not to resort to deficit financing during 1975-76. The production of
both agricultural and industrial products is planned to increase considerably. Adequate stocks and
supplies of essential commodities are being assured. Details of the measures being taken in this
regard are spelled out in the chapter on Consumption Planning.

] 1. 22. With a view to streamlining the distribution of essential commodities and doing away with artificial
shortage in the open market, a number of fair price shops and utility stores were opened which made available
essential items to the people at the fixed price. A provision of Rs, 20 million has been made in the ADP for
1975-76 for utility store organization.

11.23. The pressure on price situation has been rather acute in the last few years as has been explained
in the preceding paragraphs. In order to protect the wage group, a total increase of Rs. 110 per month has,
thus far, been granted as a short term relief against inflation. This increase is roughly 100 per cent in the
case of low-paid employees though much less as the proportion of tot a! income in the case of employees getting
higher pay.
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Annexur~ I

INDEX NUMBERS OF WHOLESALE PRICES BY GROUPS

(1959-60-100)

Raw Fuel, light- Manufac-.
Month General Food Materials ing and turing

lubricants

1974 June 250.7 254.X 220.9 280.9 2Si.S

197<1·July 257.4 258.2 231.7 280.0 269.0

1974 August .. 265.4 266.5 225.3 282.7 288.3

1974 September 274.3 280.4 226.2 282.6 291.2

1974 October 278.3 287.6 224.1 282.5 291.4

1974 November 280.5 293.9 218." 296.9 287.2

1974 December 289.4 306.8 225.4 297.1 283.4

1975 January 291.6 311.1 230.2 297.7 283.5

1975 February 293.6 313.8 231. 7 34-u.] 277.9

1975 March 296.9 319.2 232.9 353.3 280.2

1975 April 313.9 333.8 244.5 353.4- 305.6

1975 May 310.7 329.1 24.<:.:-; 353.1 304.5

1975 June 308.5 325.5 241.7 353.1 304.9

Percentage change June, 1975over June, 1974 23.0 28.0 9.4 25.7 18.3

PercentageMonthly increase 1.92 2.33 0.78 2.14- 1.52

':'Provisional.

,
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Annexure n=
COMB1NED CONSUMER PRICE INDEX (ALL INCOME GROUPS)

(1969-70-100)

Food, Bever- Apparel, Housing and Miscellane-
General ages and Textile and household ous

Tobacco Foot wear operations ,-
I

1974 June 174.94 181.29 192.04 llS8.9JJ. 162.67 •
1974 July 179.46 186.17 195.99 162.23 167.48

1974 August .. 186.94 194.83 210.40 165.48 174.21

1974 September 190.92 199.54 211.71 167.07 179.59

1974 October 193.77 201.79 215.39 170.68 182.71

1974 November 193.54 199.27 217.34 173.07 186.00

1974 December 198.16 205.01 222.21 177.63 187.17

1975 January 200.76 208.18 224.94 180.06 188.20

1975 February 203.89 211.22 225.20 186.40 189.89

1975 March .. 207.08 215.92 226.03 187.60 191.35

1975 April 216.96 231.93 227.14 ,,189.18 194.92 (
213.74

(

1975 May 225.41 228.35 190.23 195.72 ~: \
1975 June 214.39 225.66 228.52 192.64 196.17 !Percentage change June, 1975over June, 1974 22.55 24.47 19.00 20.22 20.59

Monthly % change 1.88 2.04 1.58 1.77 1.72 t
'.

(
,
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1974 June 178.21 178.54 176.99 178.09
1974 July 180.24 180.67 179.22 180.22
1974 August 184.13 184.42 183.30 184.08
1974 September .. 185.91 186.98 186.07 186.47
1974 October 188.82 189.72 188.92 189.28
1974 November 191.42 192.08 191.51 191.76
1974 December .. 192.91 194.12 194.24 193.81
1975 January 194.33 194.60 195.17 194.86
1975 February ~ 197.16 198.84 199.52 198.52
1975 March 198.72 198.59 199.24 198.72
1975 April 217.45 218.78 219.66 218.61
1975 May 212.53 216.06 214.87 214.79
1975 June 214.52 217.31 215.93 216.20
PercentagechangeJune,1975overJune,1974 20.4 21.7 22.0 21.4

IndustrialCommercial Government AllCombined

SENSITIVE PRICE INDICATORS

(Base 1969-70=100)

Annexure In
1iI!I::. ... ,,'M"'M20 w
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AVERAGEPRICES AND PRICE INDICATORS OF 18 ESSENTIALCOMMODITIES

(In Rupee s)

End June End Sept. EndDec. End March End April End MayEnd June % increase
1974 1974 1974 1975 1975 1975 1975 over end

June, 1974

Wheat (AV. Qlty) 0.80 0.93 1.21 1.26 1.30 1.17 1.16 45.0

Wheat Flour (AV. Qlty) 0.89 1.07 1.29 1.36 1.42 1.25 1.22 37.1

Wheat Flour (Ration) 0.58 0.59 0.61 0.61 0.88 0.88 0.88 51.7

Rice Basmati (Broken) 1.64 1.66 1.69 1.77 1.75 1.77 1.77 7.9

Pulse gram (AV,'Qlty) 1.41 1.47 L65 2.23 2.32 2.08 2.03 44.0

Beef 5.06 5.44 5.45 5.64 5.29 5.40 5.63 11.3

Mutton Goat 9.76 10.22 10.74 11.29 10.43 10.72 10.80 10.7

Potato white 1.94 2.11 1.42 1.·26 0.99 0.80 1.00 -48.5

Onion dry 0.41 0.66 1.11 1.00 1.26 1.10 1.12 173,2

VegetableGhee .. 7.50 7.50 7.50 7.50 9.00 9.00 9.00 20.0

Salt rock 0.59 0.65 0.63 0.56 0.66 0.65 0.66 11.9

Sugar (Ration) 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 4.00 4.00 4.00 14.3

Gur .. 1.92 2.06 2.24 2.25 2.35 2.43 2.49 29.7

WashingSoap 1.01 1.03 1.06 1.09 1.10 1.09 1.08 6.9

Tea BrookBond 0N. Rose) 4.40 5.13 5.45 5.31 5.00 5.00 5.00 13.6

KeroseneOil (Blue) 0.59 0.58 0.64 0.76 0,75 0.76 0.75 27.1

Match box 40/50 .• 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 18.7

Long cloth 15000 .• 4.83 4.96 4.92 4.55 4.66 4.69 4.68 -3.1

Price Indicator

Industrial 178.21 185.91 192.91 198.72 217.45 212.53 214.52 20.4

Commercial 178.54 186.98 194.12 198.59 218.78 215.05 217.31 21.7

Government 176.99 186.07 194.24 199.24 219.66 214.87 215.93 22.0

All combined 178.09 186.47 193.81 198.72 218.61 214.79 216.20 21.4

Percentage increase (4.7) (8.8) (U.S) (22.7) (20.6) (21.4)
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6. A rough estimate has been made of the commodity inpu~ required during 1975-76 for the building
component of the annual plan and for water supply schemes. Similar estunates are being prepared for
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Materials :
5. As a result of liberalisation of import policy and improved arrangements for procurement of special

items such as fertilisers and nesticides, the shortages of imported commodities have not constituted a cons
traint on implementation. Difficulties have emerged, however, in respect of domestic construction materi
als such as bricks (due to coal) and cement.

4. The Government have so far avoided restriction on ftow of skilled manpower to friendly countries
in the Middle East. Except in the case of doctors, there are no restrictions on emigration abroad. Reliance
is being placed principally upon tho increased output of skilled manpower to replace those who are emigra
ting. The capacity of technical training institutes such as Engineering Colleges is being expanded An
increase in facilities for training of s~illed.work~r~ and artisans is under contemplation, The expansion in
capacity of Government institutes Willbe In addition to higher output from the informal system of appren
tlces,

Manpower

3. !n the absence of comprehensive data on requirements. of skilled manpower for the economy, it
is not possible to make any reliable assessment of the extent to which manpower shortages are acting as a
constraint ot;!-implementation .. Some observations of a general in nature can be made. Firstly, the sur
plus of technical manpower, which was m evidence 3 years ago has disappeared, The growth in the economy
the acceleration of the development programme and increased migration to the Middle East has absorbed
large numbers of engineers and technicians who were previously unemployed. Secondly, shortages of skil
led manpower are now being reported. These cover a wide range and include engineers, managers crafts
men and skilled workers. However, it is by no means certain that there is any absolute shortage: The
complaints. that are reported may be against the replacement of experienced persons with those of lesser
skill or against increased rates of remuneration, It IS also likely that In many cases such as the construction
industry, it may be the organisational inadequacies rather than shortage of manpower which may be the
principal constraint.

Organisation i
2. The growth in public s-ector responsibilities has led to an increase in the number of autonomous

bodies. By 1974-75, nearly 179 corporate bodies, of different types, were functioning under the Federal
and Provincial Governments. The autonomous body is a tested instrument for undertaking such develop
mental and commercial functions as cannot be efficiently performed by a Government department. How
ever, the rapid increase in the number of corporate organizations raises problems of co-ordination between
the organisation and the Government and between one organisation and another. In the case of Federally
controlled industries, arrangements for coordination have made through a three tier system. The industrial
units are grouped under 6 corporations. The work of the corporations is co-ordinated by the Board of
Industrial Management which reports to Government. Co-ordination is further facilitated by inter-lock
ing membership. In other spheres, similar arr3;ngements for co-ordination are being considered. .A
second problem is the system of control and evalu~tIon by Government, The present arrangements consist
of budgetary controls, selective expenditure controls and submission of balance sheets and. pe.fwdlC
reports on performance, The adequacy of these controls vanes significantly from one org~nIsatlOn.to
another. The question of introducing a modern reporting system to provide a rmrnmum of information
on a unified basis for all corporations is under examination.

In tho present chapter, some of the general problems affecting implementation of projects and the mea
sures adopted to overcome them, are considered. The SIzeand complexity of the public sector progra~me
has been increasing rapidly and therefore continuous attention has t~ be given to the problem of efficient
implementation. In 1974-75, size of tho ADP was 42% larger than III1973-74. Even discounting for rise
in prices, the physical acceleration was considerable.

PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

CHAPTER 12
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Construction capability
8. Shortage of construction capability has emerged as an importanf constraint on implementation.

The shortage has taken several forms. For certain large and specialised projects it bas been found neces
sary to import construction firms from abroad. In some cases, the construction rates have gone up in
excess of general rise in prices of inputs. For many projects, particularly in outlying areas, there are aften
[10 qualified bidders to take the work.

9. The inadequate construction capability could be attributed to a number of factors such as shor
tage of skilled workers. management skills. equipment, credit facilities. The shortage has been aggra
vated by the fact that some construction firms in Pakistan have secured work in the Middle East,

(--:. ~
10. A number of measures, short term and long term, are being taken to remedy the shortage. ' Firs

tly; the Government have set up several public sector corporations which will undertake construction of
projects as contractors. Apart from the general purpose National Construction Co., the Government
have established two new corporations exclusively for work relating to waterlogging and salinity. Secondly.
there has been a considerable improvement in availability of construction equipment. Substantial al
locations of foreign exchange have been made to the public sector agencies for rehabilitating the existing
stock of construction machinery and for acquiring new machinery. The output of local machinery, par
ticularly road rollers has also been stepped up. For the private sector, measures to liberalise import of
machinery are under active consideration. Thirdly, the Government have taken measures to deal with the
problem of revision of contracts to take into account the increase in prices. These ad-hoc measures
will be followed up by systematic revision of the forms of contract, payment procedures, etc. Fourthly;
a survey of construction capability is being carried out to facilitate a quantitative assessment of total cons
truction capability within the country, to identify weaknesses in the system and to suggest remedies. Fifthly,
research in technology is being encouraged with a view to devising low cost. methods which would
economise on use of expensive machinery and scarce commodities.

7. A broad review of availabilities and requirements indicate that shortages are likely to be experi
enced in the case of coal and cement. The demand for cement might increase further due to shortage
or high prices of brick s and wood. An increase in production and availability of coal requires long term
action. A number of projects for increase in coal production in the public sector are in hand. The
problem of transportation of coal is being looked into. The Government are also examining the relation
ship between coal and brick prices to ensure that improved coal supply and reduction in coal prices is re
flected in a better supply of bricks. In the case of cement, Government are contemplating some curtail
ment of exports. The existing cement factories will be run to full capacity. A number of projects for ex
pansion of cement factories and establishment of new factories are under implementation.

)

I
I
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71,28,000 CFT.

78,39,000 Sq. feet.

6,000 tons.

81,95,000 running feet.

6,00,000 man years.

9,61,000 tons.

9,25,000 tons,

79,000 tons,

., Cement

3. Steel

4. Wood

5. Glass

'0. Bitumen

7. Pipes

8. Manpower requirements.

Principal commodity requirements (includil1gnon-developmental for repairs and maintenance) :
1. Coal for brick making (For 3.2 billion bricks) •.

Construction targets:
(l) Public Sector buildings in the ADP (All sectors including Industry)

(II) Private Sector

Building component

ANNUAL PLAN FOR 1975-76

other construction programmes, principally roads and irrigation. The data on buildings is summarised
below:-

32,500,000 sq. ft.

24,540,000 sq. ft.

57,040,000 sq. ft.Total
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Project preparation and project control

11. Improved project preparation has an obvious link with speedier and more efficient implementation.
In 1974, the Planning Commission introduced revised PC I forms separately for each .sector to replace the
earlier single proforma applicable to all sectors. The introduction of the new proforma has been followed
up by training courses in project preparation. 14 courses have been held to date. More elaborate training
courses are planned for 1975-76 with the assistance of the IBRD and the Ford Foundation.

12. Training courses have also been organised in PERT and other modern systems of project control.
These systems are suitable for major projects. The reporting system is being overhauled with a view to-
getting information more promptly.

-
-'
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13.8. The break-down of the allocation/utilization for 1974-75 and allocation for 1975-76, by executing
agencies, is given in Table-I below. The sub-sector-wise details of the allocation are given in Appendices-I-VII ..
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Financial allocation
13.7. A sum of Rs. 1225.21 million has been provided for Agriculture Sector during 1975-76, against Rs,

997.90 million allocated during 1974-75 or an increase of 23 per cent. The ADP funds of Rs, 997.90
million in 1974-75 are estimated to have been utilized. in full.

13.6. The Government foodgrain storages are required for operation of price support policy programmes,
for price stabilization and for storing of commodities meant for export. The total foodgrain storages capacity
available with the Government at the end of June, 1975was about 1,645 thousand tons. To this will be added
a capacity of 335 thousand tons under completion and to be completed during 1975-76.

13.5. The procurement price of wheat was raised from Rs. 25. 50 per maund for the 1973-74 crop to
Rs. 37.00 per maund for the 1974-75 crop. The procurement. prices. of different varieties of rice and
sugarcane have been raised from time to time during 1974-75. '

13.4. The fertilizer off-take target during 1975-76 is 550 thousand nutrient tons, against the estimated off
take of 425 thousand nutrient tons during 1974-75. The area proposed to be covered by curative measures
during 1975-76 both by the aerial and the ground operations is expected to be 9.50 million spray acres (4.99
million spray acres by ground operations and 4.51 million spray acres by aerial operations) as against the
estimated coverage of 7.53 million spray acres during 1974-75 (3.61 million spray acres by ground operations
and 3.92 million spray acres by aerial operations), thereby indicating an increase of 26 per cent.

13.3. Funds in the ADP 1975-76 have been provided for the Agriculture Sector keeping in view the above
strategy and represent an acceleration of about 23 per cent over 1974-75. The input programmes i.e. ferti
lizer, pesticides, improved seeds and machinery for land development have been provided funds which are
33 per cent higher, than the outgoing year, while the funds for programmes of fisheries and animal husbandry
are 12 per cent higher. Similarly, additional funds have been provided to improve the infrastructure and in
stitutional arrangements.

13.2. Larger funds have been allocated for programmes of wiiter1oggh'lgand salinity control, completion
of the Tarbela Dam, (which is expected to release 5 MAP of additional water during the 1975rabi season), deve
lopment of underground water resources, power and transport ..Developments.in these sectors will have a
direct bearing on the progress of agriculture. The programme for evolving a technology suited to the barani
areas under implementation since 1973-74 has indicated a great potential for increasing the agricultural pro
duction in these areas. The seed based technology tried in these areas will be popularised among the barani
fanners by setting up demonstration plots on an' expanded scale. The cooperative farming programme has
been prepared and will be implemented during the year. This programme is expected to help increase the
agricultural output per unit, and, in turn, improve the socio-economic status of rural sector, especially of small
land holders. '

" -The Annual Plalt i975-76has been prepared with the objective of accelerating production of foodgrains,
especially' of wheat, with a view to attaining foodgrain self-sufficiency as early as possible. At the same time,
adequate provision has been made to encourage larger production of oilseeds, meat, beef, and poultry to improve
nutritional levels. Emphasis has also been placed on increasing the production of cotton, Basmati and IRRI
rice, etc., with a view to meeting the domestic requirements and toincreasing export earnings. Policy measures
have, therefore, been recommended to make available such key agricultural inputs as fertilizers, improved
seeds pesticides, etc. on an unprecedented scale, continuing at the same time, appropriate .support price
programmes for the agriculture produce.

AGRICULTURE

CHAPTER 13
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13.10. The 1974-75 targets set for the major crops are not expected to be realised mainly because of lowest
ever discharge of river flows and the drought conditions which prevailed during the Khar if season and at the
Rab! sowing time. The water shortage and high fertilizer prices resulted in lower off-take of frtilizer, especially
during Kharif season. Further-more, the target of plant protection coverage of area by ground operation
fell short by about 62 per cent. There was a shortfall of about 30 per cent in the improved
seed distribution programme and at last some of the seed distributed was of doubtful quality. The crop
production targets fixed for 1975-76 alongwhh the likely achievement during 1974-75 and actual
production realized during 1973-74are set out in Table II.

1(:)2-

CROP PRODUCTION

13.9. The estimated achievements for 1974-75 and targets for 1975-76 are discussed in the following para
graphas :

"'additional allocations were made durin, the year •

Provmeial Progi'aiDllle8
Punjab 232.40 211.84 349.34

Sind ,. .. ~. ,. li1.85 86.7S· ~S.30

N.W.F.P •.• .. 16.25 52.68 85.95

Baluchistan 40.89 96.83· 41.65
Sub-fatal •• 4.1.39 448.10 542.24

~ederal Programmes

Agriculture Wing 494.56 48i 96 629.70

Food Wing ,- ,. 1S1.00 :W,OO ~
Finance Division .. 2.50 2.50 2.50

Planning Division 4.50

Commerce Division 7.50

Scienceand Tech. Division 0.32 0.32 I
Kashmir AffairsDivision ., 20.86 14.36 21.15 IFederally Admn. Tribal Areas 7.27 12.08 17.56,. :O!

Sub-total '.' 586.51 547.22 ~82.97

Total .. 977.90 995.32 il225.21

J
-J
-AllocatiOIl

1975-76
------~-- AllocationUtilization

(Revised
Es~ates)

Apncy
1974-75

(Million Rs.)

TABU 1

Allocation/Utilization for 1974-75 and 1975-76, Executing Agencies
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1'3.13. It is expected that dwarf wheat varieties would be grown over 74 per cent and 8 per cent of the irri
gated and barani areas, respectively, which means that, on an overall basis, about 58 per cent of wheat acreage
during 1975-76would be sown to such varieties against 57·per cent-during 1973-74, It is further estimated that
of the total additional quantity of 45 thousand nutrient tons of fertilizer likely to be used on wheat, about
43 thousand nutrient tons w01.11dbeapplied in the irrigated areas. The break-down of targeted production
of wheat by irrigated and uri-irrigated areas and by varieties are given in Appendix IX.

13.12. The detailed data relating to expected acreage, production and acre-yield of major crops during
1975-76 have been compared with the actual data for 1973-74, as the final figures for 1974-75except for cotton
rice and maizeare not yet available. The data given in Appendix VIII show that the increased production of
these crops V101Ud be realised both through increase in acreage and acre-yield. The increase in acreage is
expected as a result of higher cropping intensity because of increased availability of irrigation water both from
higher rate of'tu bewell installation and commissioning of Tarbela Dam and increased availability of farm power
due to larger purchase of tractor in the private sector. The acre-yield during 1975-76 would increase as a
result of the implementation of the targeted input programmes of fertilizers, seed distribution and plant pro
tection described in paragraphs 18 to 33.

13.11. The data given in Table II indicate that the total foodgrain production is expected to increase from
11.157 million tens in 1974-75 to 12.810 million tons during 1975-76. The sugarcane production is likely
to increase to 25 million tons during 1975-76 against a crop of 22 minion tons in 1974-75. It is estimated
that the 1975-76cotton (lint) crop of 4 million bales would be obtained against "theproduction of 3.567 million
bales harvested during 1974-75, while oilseeds production would increase from 1.607 million tons to 1.798
million tons.

Wheat 7.508 8.500 7,460 (b) 8,400 (a)

:Rice 2.416 2,800 2,277 (c) 2,7oo(a)
Maize 755 840 735 (c) 810 (b)

Other foodgraina 8S5 820 685 (b) 900 (b)

Total foodgrains 11.534 12,960 11,157 12,810

Sugarcane 23,533 23,500 22,000 (a) 25,000 (a)

Edible oilseerli 1,650 1,952 1,607 (b) l1,798 (b)

CottonSeed 1,297 1,575 1,248 (c) ],400 (a)

Rape and Mustard 288 310 288 (d) 315 (b)

Groundnut 53 55 56 (c) 63 (b)

Sesamum 12 12 12 Cd) 12 (b)

Other ollseeds (SoYlAbean,Sunflower, etc.) 3 (b) 8 (b)

Tobacco 65 65 (d) 70 (b)

- 000 bales --

Cotton 3,704 4,500 3,567 (c) 4,000 (a)

(a) As approved by N.B.C. (c) Final estimate.
(b) Planning Commission·sestimate. (d) Previous year's figtU'erepeated.

I.

Target Likely
achievement

~973-74Crop
1975-76
Target

1974-75

(Thousand T0DS)

TABLE II

Production of Major Crops 1973-74, 1974-75 and Targets for 1975-76

.._
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1974-75 1975-75

Estimated Off-take Percentage
Off-take target of the total

off-take .,
OCD nutrient tons-per oent-

284 363 67.0

114 124 22.S

26 50 9.0. 8 1.5~
Total 425 550 100.0

r

Punjab

Sind

N.W.F.P.

Baluchistan

13.17. The date in Table III indicate that the acre-yield of wheat would increase at an annual growth rate
of 4. 7 per cent during the period 1973-74 to 1975-76as compared to 3.1 per cent realised during the period
1968-69 to 1973-74.. Similarly, a growth rate of 3.0 per cent and 2.8 per cent in the acre-yield of maize
and sugarcane, respectively, is envisaged during the period 1973-74 to 1975-76 against 3.6 per cent
and 0.5 per cent achieved during the period 1968-69 to 1973-74.

Fertilizer
1.3.18. A fertilizer off-take target of 550 thousand nutrient tons has been fixed for 1975-76, against an

estimated off-take of 425 thousand nutrient tons, The off-take target for 1974-75was 600 thousand nutrient
tons, thus the achievement comes to about 71 per cent of the target. The province-wise break-down of the
estimated off-take during 1974-75 and the targets for 1975-76is given below :-

Wheat

Rice

Maize

Sugarcane

Rape and Mustard

Sesamum
Groundnut

Couon

Acre-yield Growth Acre. .Growth
rate yield rate

1968-69 1973-74 1968-69 1975-76 1973-74
to 1973-74 (Targets) to 1975-76

- mds/acre- percent mds/acre per cent

11.6 13.5 3.1 14.8 4.7

14.2 17.6 4.3 17.9 0.8

11.0 13.1 3.6 13.9 3.0

400.0 409.5 0.5 433.0 2.8

5.6 5.9 1.0 6.3 3.3

3.2 3.9 4.0 3.9

16.5 15.4 16.3 2.9

3.3 3.9 3.4 3.8

Crop

13.16. The expected annual growth rate in the acre-yield of various crops during 1975-76 oV0r"1973-74
and the actual rate of growth achieved during the period 1968-69 through 1973-74are given in Table HI.

... TAJ3LB III

Annual Growth Rate in Acre-yield of Major Crops, 196&-69,1973-74and 1975-76.

13.14. In case of rice crop, it is expected that IRRI varieties would be grown on about 44 per cent of the
total rice acreage against 42 per cent sown to such varieties during 1973-74. It is further estimated that
basmati varieties would be grown over 29 per cent of the rice acreage. The break-down of rice production
by varieties is presented in Appendix X.

13.15. The targeted production of maize, cotton and sugarcane are based 011thedata presented inAppendices
Xl to XIII.
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(iii) Maintenance of optimal relationship between the fertilizer and commodity prices.

DistriRl'atioil. of Imp,roved Seeds
13.23. It has been estimated that about 828 thousand maunds of improved seeds f impor ant crops were

distributed during 1974-75 against the target of 1,189thousand maunds indicating 70 ~ c,d achievement,
The distribu ion target for 1975-76 is placed at 2,366 thousand maunds (86,921 tC'LS)' "'. ic, V ould mean an
increase cf about 186 per cent over the estimated achievement of 19,4-: 5. The provi. -" i" quantities
of seed distributed during 1973-74, the expect! d achievements during 1974-75 and the '~.\' f" 1975-76 are
shown in Table V.

..

13.21. A sum of Rs. 431.30 million has been provided forsubsidy on fertilizer dist. b s:Lionduring 1975-76.

]3.22. To achieve the off-take target of 550 thousand nutrient tons' during 1975-76, the following measures
need to be taken : ' .

(i) Further improvement/streamlining of the organization f~r distrib ution of f..rtilizer with a view
to ensuring, inter alia timely availability;

(ii) Measures for easier and larger availability of agricultural credit; and

)

Off-take iarget

Xmports

Total availability

Expected stocks on 1st July 1975

Estimated local Production

(OOO nutrient tons)

N p K Total
c,.'

25], 68 6 325

310 12 322

561 80 6 647

445 ],00 5 550

20

-I

Note:~The above crop-wise breakdown has been based on the setimates shown in the report entitled .. Fertilizer Consumption
and Market Development inWest Pakistan .. by ESSO Pakistan Fertilizer Company Limited (Un dated).

13.20. The estimated availability and import requirements for 1975-76 for the target indicated. in para 18 are
as follow : ., . , , , .

(Thousand nutrient tons)

1972-73 1973-74 li974-75 1975-76
Crop (Actuals) (Actuals) (Estimates) (Targets)

.j-

Wheat 209 1.94 204 264

Rice 44- 40 43 55

Maize 8 8 8 11

Cotton .. 70 65 68 88
0< "'

Sugarcane ".'"0 .sr 57 "' 6() 77

Others .. ''44 40 . ~ 42 55

Total 436 404 O' 425 550

Estimated Corp-wise Usage of Fertilizer during 1972-73 through 1975-76.

TABLE IV

13.19. Estimated crop-wise use offertilizer for the years 1972-73, 1973-74, 1974-75 and 1975-76 are shown
in the table IV below :
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TABL£ V

Province-wise Improved Seed Distribution Programme during 1973-74and 1974-75 and Pro-
posed Targets for 1975-76.

(Thousand maunds)

1973-74 1974-75 1975-76

Actual Target Expected Target ,
Achievement \--

Punjab
Wheat 271 300 303 927 (Local 600 and

Imported 327).
Paddy 56 SO 30 90
Maize 10 20 10 40
Gram .•. ~ 5 20
Cotton o. 248 450 184 413
Potato 16 40 54 63
Other crops 2 10

Sub-total •• 606 860 588 1,563

Sind
Wheat 6 90 100 292 (Local 183 and

Imported 109).
Paddy 11 20 20 22
Cotton 53 80 50 292
Gram 37

Others ',1 31 2

Sub-total •• 138 192 170 606

N.W.F.P.
Wheat 37 60 42 93.5 (Local': 80J and

Imported 13.5).
Maize 5 20 2 25
Cotton '1 1 1 2
Gram '0 1 5. " 10
Potato 6 10
Soyabean 3
Paddy 1
Groundnut 1
Sursoon 1
Jute 1

Sub-total •• 44 92 45 147.5

Baluchistoo
Wheat 37 45 25 49.5 (Local 36 and

Imported 13.5).

Sub-total •• 37 45 25 49.5

GRAND TOTAL 825 1,189 828 2,366

13.24. The area und~r.dw~rf(Mexi) wheat varieties ,:"as8:58 million acres (57 p~r cent of the total area)
during 1973-74. In addmon \0 the local procuremen! of 899 thousand maunds of.wneat se,~d!It IS proposed
to import 463 thousand maunds (17 thousand tons) Of dwarf wheat seed from MeXICO for sowing the 1975-76

1P6
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The Provincial Governments are preparing the seed industry projects.

13.3,)' Tl~ F)j~ral Government have recently established a National Seed Council. The Council will
advise 01 policy for development, operation and regulation of seed industry and will guide in administering
the seed quality control s .rvlces. Operation of seed legislation will also be monitored by the Council. For
regulating the inter-provincial seed movement, the Council will direct and initiate the pioneer seed projects.
Seed Corporations are being established by the Provincial Governments for multiplication. procurement and
distribution of quality seeds. . c.t.: ;

...; .7:\"",~·r·~:·-::

(Inmaunds)

Crops Punjab Sind N.W.F.P. Total

) Wheat 2,168 81 271 2,520

Maize 27 27 54

'Rice 27 27 54

Cotton ..I 108 54 162

L 1,356 (a) 678 (a) 2,034

Total 3,686 840 298 4,824.

(a :Procurement from modem ginnerles,

13.29. An FAOjIBRD Mission had proposed a five years seed industry project at an estimated cost of
Rs. 261.000 million (foreign exchange component Rs. 179.400 million) for production of about 1.909 thous
and maund certifieds seed of different crops annually. Out of Rs. 261.000 million, Rs. 32.600 million is
proposed to be spent during the first year. Construction of seed processing plants. purchase of farm
machinery and tubewell equipment, land improvement, development of potato and vegetable seed
:pr~jects will be ~tiated. The province-wise: production of foundation seeds of various crops, as envisaged,
1D_the report, during the first year IS as follows :- .

13.28. The Government of NWFP has proposed a scheme for establishment of Seed Industry in the province
at an estimated cost of Rs. 41.214 million and a sum of Rs. 0.850 million has been provided for this purpose
in the ADP 1975-76.

13.26. The Department of Agriculture (Research Wing). Punjab, will make available about 2,252
.maunds of nucleus seeds of all the major crops to the Punjab Agricultural Development and Supplies
Corporation during 1975-76 for production of foundation seeds on the seed farms which have been
recently transferred to the Corporation from the Agriculture Department. Thus produced foundation
seeds will be multiplied on the farms of private registered growers for production of certified seeds. The
Punjab Government will subsidize procurement and distribution of the certified seed with a subsidy of
Rs. 10.000 million during 1975-76. The rate of subsidy will be Rs. 6.50 per maund each for wheat, paddy,
maize, gram, sorghum and oilseeds; Rs. 10.00 per maund for cotton seed and Rs. 15.00 per maund for
indigenous potato seed'l

13.27. The Sind Government has provided a sum of Rs. 3.600 million for subsidizing procurement and
distribution of wheat seed in addition to Rs. 1.000 million for development of seed farms during 1975-76.

. 13.25. The Punjab Government has proposed a project, entitled the Production, Procurement and Distri
bution of Certified Seeds at an estimated cost of Rs. 102.534 million (foreign exchange component Rs. 37.500
million) for implementation over a period of 5 years (1975-76 to 1979-80). Over the 5 years period, about
8.569 million maunds of improved seeds of all the major crops will be distributed. The target for 1975-76
has been placed at 1.236 million maunds.

crop, of which Punjab Government will receive 327,000 maunds (12,000 tons), Sind 109,000 maunds (4,000
tons), N.W.F.P. 13,500maunds (500 tons) and Baluchistan 13,500maunds (500 tons). The Provincial Govern
ments have agreed to sen this imported seed at Rs. 70.00 per maund and the difference between the costof
the imported seed and the sale price would be subsidized in equal proportions bythe Federal and Provincial
Governments. It is estimated that sufficient quality seed would thus be available from the 1975-76 crop to
take care of the entire wheat area during 1976-77.

,}
I

I
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U.33. The Province-wise and crop-wise estimated area covered by ground and aerial operations during
1974-75 and the targets for 1975-76 are shown in Appendices XIV, XV, XVI and XVII.

108

Crop-wise coverage 0/Area by Aerial and Ground Operations during 1974-75and 1975-76
(Thousand spray acres)

Crop
1974-75 (Actual) 1975-76 (Targets)

r Aerial Ground T<:>!!l Aerial Ground Total.
operations operations operations operations

Rice (Nursery) 100 100 100 10lP

Rice 2,023 248 2,271 2,150 489 2,639'

Cotton 982 1,625 2,607 1,100 2,028 3,128

~t.I~~e 642 384 1,026 800 590 1,39()
i--

Maize .. \ 110 177 287 lQ<) 288 388, -.
Fruits and vegetables 80 720 800 120 768 888

OiIseeds 21 12 33 190 30 220,

Tobacco .. 56 63 119 50 60 110

Others .. 3 2~ 287 632 63~

Total 3,917 3,613 7,530 4,510 4,985 9,495

TABLE VII

13.32. The crop-wise break-down of the area covered during 1974-75 and the targets for 1975-76 are
shown in Table "III. .

Baluchistan

PuDjab ..

Sind

N.W.F.P.

Province-wise Area to be covered with Plant Protection Measures during 1975-76

(Million acres)

Aerial operations Ground operations Total

Actual Spray Actual Spray Actual Spray
acres acres acres acres acres acres

0.97 2.20 1.84 3.98 2.81 6.18

0.61 1.37 0.22 0.57 0.83 1.94

0.45 0.76 0.29 0.30 0.74 1.06

0.09 0.18 0.07 0.14 0.16 0.32, ?Total 2.12 4.51 2.42 4.99 4.54 9.50

Province

TABLE VI

. ,

13.31. The target of coverage of area by curative measures during 1975-76, both through aerial and ground
operations is proposed at 9~'5() miUion spray acres (4.99 million spray acres by ground operations and 4.51
million spray acres by aerial operations), as against the estimated coverage of 7.53 million spray acres during
1974-75 (3.61 million spray acres by ground operations and 3.92 million spray acres by aerial operations) or
an increase of26 per cent. The physical achievement in 1974-75comes to only about 56 per cent of the coverage
target of 13.55 million spray acres (96 per cent for the aerial operations and only 38 per cent for the ground
operations). The province-wise details of the area to be covered by the plant protection measures during
1975-76 are shown in table VI.

Plant l~rotectioiU
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13.39. In NWFP, the work on soil and water conservation in Haripur Tehsilof Hazara District was
completed and an area of 1,734 acres was covered by conservation .measur~s during.1974~75. In order to
check erosion, the progran;une would be extended to cover the .entire province during 1975-76.

13.49. ~p on-going programme on soil and water conservationin Azad KashIDir will be completed during
1975-76.

13.37. The programme for precision land levelling would be continued in NWFP, Punjab and Sind.

SoU Conservation
13.38. In Baluchistan, soil conservation measures were continued and check dams/velocity breakers in

4451 numbers trenches/ditches etc. in 2860 numbers were constructed.. Sand dunes were stabilized by planting
new trees on an area of 1,305 acres, while plantation over 210 acres were maintained in Pasni and Gawadur
during 1974-75. The programme would be further expanded during 1975-76 by constructing additional check
dams/velocity breakers (3900 number) and trenches/ditches etc. (20,000' number) and stabilization of sand
dunes through new plantation over an area of 3,080 acres; besides maintenance of old plantation over 1,515~~. - . .

GRAND TOTAL

Federally Administered Tribal Areas

Total (Provinces) ..

Baluchistan

"Punjab ..

Sinell

N.W.F.P.

Province/Agency

(Thousand acres)

Area developed Area proposed:
during 191+75 to be .developed

during 19'7~-76

50 ",15.6-:.
50 50--7 t8~_
13 59_
120 274

2 9

122 283

Land development operations
;'; ',' . ' ' \

(ii) Timely arrangements for procurement of required quantities of pesticides;
(iii) Greater use of locally produced pesticides;

,I, '.. .

(iv) Adequate supply of sprayingequipme~t to the farmers;
(v) Encouraging association of private sector in the plant protection operations; and
(vi) Enforcement of uniform rate of subsidy on the cost of pesticides for ground operations in all the

province~:' '. .'

Mechanization
13.35. The fleet of heavy earth moving machinery was further strengthened during 1974-75 by importing

150 bulldozers by the Baluchistan Government -. It is expected that 203 and 100 additional bulldozers would
be imported in Punjab and Sind during 1975-76, respectively. In addition, agricultural machinery would also
be imported for land development in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas during 1975-16.

13.36. New workshops would be constructed at Sibi, Turbat and Loralai in Baluchistan and at Kohat,
Mardan and Hazara in NWFP to provide repair facilities for agricultural machinery. The workshops/sub
shops in Sind would be strengthened while these facilities at Lahore, Campbellpur, Jhelum and Sheikhupura
in the Punjab would be completed during 1975-76. About 122 thousand acres were developed during 1974-7'
ag~inst the t~rget of 217 thousand acres. The performance during 1974-75 was lower as compared to the
t~rget for this year mainly because the machinery meant for agricultural operation was diverted to flood,
protection operations. The target for land development for 1975-76 is 283 thousand acres. The province
wise/agency wise break-down f?r the land devel<)Plll~?~operations is ~s,~gg~r :

TABLE VIII

(i) Better' training of ground staff and improved supervision;.. -" . , .. . " . ,. .

13.34. The following measures need to be taken to achieve the plant protection targets :
.' . ',' '. " ' '. _'" '.. ..... . - - ..

_..-{

J
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(Rupees per maund)

DatejYear N.W.F.P. PUxUab Sind

1971-72 .. , 2.25 2.50 2.65
1972-73:

(i) Sowing time .. 2.50 2.75 3.00
(ii) October, 1972 3.10 3.35 3..50
(iii) December, 1972 4.00 4.25 4.40

1973-74 4.00 4.25 4.40
1974-75:

(i) January, 1974 4.50 4.75 'L90
(if) September, 1974 . 5.00 5.25 5.40

1975-76 5.50 5.75 5.90

110

Minimum Guaranteed Prices of Sugarcane, 1971-72 to 1975-76

w- (a) Higher procurement prices for better quality of Irri-6 and Kangni rice With 20% brokens have
RI. 48.00 and Rs. 47,00 per JI!a\llld.

13.44. The production of rice increased from 2.29 million tons.in 1972-73 to 2.34 million tons in 1973-74.
"The support price programme proved successful particularly in the procurement of superior rice for export as
its procurement increased from 129 thousand tons in 1972-73 to 206.6 thousand tons in 1973-74. During
1974-75, about 628 thousand tons of rice (including 272 thousand tons of basmati rice) were procured, against
the target of 610 thousand tons (225 thousand tons for Basmati). It is proposed to examine the possibility of
fixing a minimum price of paddy rather than rice. Alternatively, the support price programme for rice will,
however, continue. t?~ij

'r,?
13.45. Sugarcane.-In order to ensure increased supply of sugarcane to the mills, the minimum guaranteed

prices of cane at mill gate have been raised periodically as indicated in table X. .

TABLE X

TABLE·IX

Procurement Prices of Rice since 1971-72

Year Basmati Permal] Kangni Joshi
Beganu .

1971-72 38.00 20.00 19.00 19.50
1972-73 46.00 21.00 20.00 20.53
1973-74 62.00 27.00 26.00 26.00
1974-75 90.00 40.00 39.00 (a) 39.00

13.42. Wheat.- The procurement prices of wheat was raised from Rs. 17.00 per maund to Rs. 22.50 per
maund for the 1972-73 crop. Partly due to higher support price, the total quantity of wheat procured by
the Government in 1973 stood at 1.32 million tons compared to about 0.204 million tons in 1972. With the
increase in the procurement price of 1973-74 crop to Rs. 25. 50 pcr maund, however, the total quantity of
wheat procured, by the Government during 1974 remain d at 1.23 million tons ... For the 1974-75 crop the
procurement price was fixed at Rs. 37.00 per maund. The procurement target for 197+75.is placed at 1.20
million tons (Punjab 0.90, Sind 0.26, NWFP 0.03 and Baluchistan 0.01 million tons). About 0.916 million
tons (Punjab 0.604 and Sind 0.312 million tons of wheat were procured by the end of July, 1975). To help
achieve self-sufficiency in wheat, the support price programme will continue.

·13.43. Rice-s-The procurement prices of various varieties of rice have been increased substantially during
the past few years with a view to encouraging rice production sufficient to meet the internal and export demand.
The following table shows the year-wise procurement prices of various varieties which were raised from
time to time.

Support Price Policy
13.41. The provision of support/guaranteed minimum prices' for major crops has proved successful in

Increasing acreages and in adoption of better cultural practices and new technology, which has consequently
resulted in increased farm production arid incomes. The programme has been kept under reviewfrom time
to time to provide necessary incentives for increased production.

(Rupees per maund)

nuu varieties

19.00 to 21.00 )

19.00 to 21.25 ~
25.00 to 27.00
38.00 to 40.00 (a)

been fixed, respectively at



(a) This represents gross amount of loan advanced i.e;mclusivo of those financed from previous 'recovClY. The net amount
adVanced upto April. 1975was RI. 141million.

(b) ~ provided m tho Report of tho Working Group on Credit Plail for the Year 1975-76.

111

1,700.000

. 920;03510.988 400.000 (a)

15.000 695.000

109.447

200.000

399.600

790.000
1974-75

. 1975-76 (b)

TotalAD.B.P. Agri. Coop. Taa:avi Commercial
Banks

Year

Credit advanced/to be advanced by

TABLE Xl :

Loans Disbursed/Proposed to b~ Disbursed to Farmers through.various Institutional Credit Agencies.r.
(Million Rs.)

Rural Creill~and Cooperatives
13.52. Credit plays a crucial. role in facilitating the modernization of agriculture and in encouraging the

participation of the small far-mel'S in the development proce6~, The Government bas paid special attention to
the provision of institutional credit for agriculture through Increased allocation in the credit plans, extension
in banking network in the rural areas, and by stepping up supply of key inputs i.e., ' seeds, fertilizer etc. In
addition, credit availability through" Pass B99k" system would b~ expanded during the year. Thedetails
regarding disbursement of loans to the farmers through varIOUSinstitutional credit agencies' during 1974-75
and to be disbursed during 1975-76 are given in table XI. - , . . .

13.51. Under the scheme, "Reshipment, Inspection of Fish and: preserved items of food involving micro
biological tests ", apparatus and equipment have been installed and tests are being carried out on canned and
.frozen shrimps and lobsters etc. Grades for frozen and canned shrimps are under finalization. The working
-of this scheme will be streamlined during 1975-76. Construction of buildings to house the fruit grading plant
-in N.W.F.P.~ started during 197<:·-75,will be completed and machinery will be installed during the year.·

~)

AgJ1'icmturaiMarketing
13.49. The Pakistan Agricultural Storage and Services Corporation (PASSCO). set up during 1973for pur

chase of agricultural produce from the growers to eliminate the middleman expanded its activities and handled
agricultural commodities viz. potatoes, wheat, paddy and pulses during 1974-75. The PASSCO has established
machinery pool with 39 tractors which were operated at 9 farm service centres established in the Punjab and

c Sind. The Corporation proposes to expand its operations and to handle larger quantities of these commodities
during 1975-76. It envisages to establish 24 additional farm service centres Where a comprehensive packages
of services starting with credit and ending with marketing will be provided. Facilities like ware-houses, cold
storages and dehyderation/processing units will be provided after undertaking necessary feasibility studies.

13.50. Quality certificates are being issued for export of fish meal, while the issue of fixation of grades for
bones has been taken up with the Ministry of Commerce for finalization, _.

13.46. The production of white sugar increased from 346 thousand tons in 1971-72to 589 thousand tons in
1973-74 and to about 490 thousand tons in 1974-75. The support price programme for sugarcane will also
be continued to maximize production and help increase supplies of cane to the sugar mills.

13.47, Cotton.-Tohelp increase production of cotton for meeting the demand of textile industry as well
as for export, Government have kept the price of seed cotton (phutti) under watch so that the grower receives
a. reasonable return, This policy will cotinue.

13.48. Price support programme needs to be extended to new crops especially oilseeds and pulses in order
to increase their acreage and production as these commodities are short in supply. Possibility of providing
price and credit incentives, marketing facilities and technical advice by the vegetable ghee industry for increasing
production of oilseeds needs to be explored. It is understood that the Punjab Industrial Development Board
bas launched a Sun Flower production programme on these lines. Similar programmes could be introduced
for other oilseed crops on the basis of experience gained from the Sun Flower experiment, As pulses are not
only the cheapest source of vegetable protein but are also an important part of diet of the common man, their
production needs to be increased through, inter-alia, economic incentives like the support price programme.

-
/
/

~



TABLEXU

Public Foodgrain Storage Capacity

('000' tons)

Government/Agency House-type Bins Silos Total
~

PrOYioclaIi

Punjab 378 184 42 604 ,
Sind 202 34 236 l

I
N.W.F.Po 64 20 84 ;Baludlistan o. 55 5S

Sub-total 699 238 42 979

Federal l
Rice Export Corporation ~ )

"

(I) Pipri 396 396
(
)

'41

I

(ii) Landhi ,. 200 200

(Iii) Keamari 10 10

(iY) TPX 50 50

Federal Food Directorate ~

Keamari 10 10 1
Sub-total 666 666

)

Total All Pakistan .. 1,365 238 42 l,64S
,
)

13.57. In the Punjab, a sum of Rs, 2.000 million has been provided in the ADP 1975-76 for the ,on-going scheme for construction of concrete bins of 4,OOPtons capacity and construction is expected
to b! completed by June 30, 1976. The Government of Punjab has proposed a new scheme for construction
of steel silos at Multan at an estimated cost of Rs, 25.600 million and a sum of Rs. 2.000 million has been
provided for this scheme in the ADP 1975-76. The scheme envisages augmentation of existing silo ca~ncity
of 42 thousand tons to 100 thousand tons. Furthermore, construction work In respect of storage bins of .--

112

Government Fooograin Storages
13.56. Government storage facilities are used to store stocks of wheat, rice, sugar etc, for operation of price

support policy programmes, for import stocks and for export stocks. The various types of storage capacity
available with the Provincial and Federal Governments at the end of June, 1975 was as under :-

13.55. In all, eleven pilot cooperative fl!-rms,5 in the Punjab, 2 each in Sind, N.W.F.P. and Baluchistan have
been proposed. These farms will help demonstrate advantages of cooperative and large scale farming.

,
13.54. Four cooperative farm service centres and 107 cooperative farm service societies were established

during 1974-75in the Punjab. The targets for 1975-76have been fixed at two cooperative farm service centres
and 50_.poopetative farm service societies.

~
,I

J
(

\

13.53. Of Rs. 399.60 million disbursed by the Agricultural Development Bank of Pakistan during 1974-75.
Rs, 91.91 million were for seasonal inputs, Rs, 129.75 million for tractors and attachments, Rs, 87.87
million for tubewells, Rs. 3.24 million for marine fisheries and Rs. 86.83 million for draught animals, dairy
farming etc. The total number of branches/pay offices as on 31st March, 1975 stood at 159 against 158 on
June, 1974. During 1974-75, the bank concentrated more on consolidation rather than branch expansion
programme. This policy would continueduring 1975-76. However, the Bank contemplates to supplement
its existing loaning programme by the Bank's "Village Bankers Scheme" under which about 500 one-man
Village Offices will be opened during the year.



12,500 ton capacity in the Lahore region, 1,000 ton capacity in the Multan region and house-type storage of
5,000 tons at Sialkot will be started in 1975-76. Thus, the target forconstructionoffoodgrain storages
is placed at 13,000ton capacity in 1975-76. At the end of 1975-76,the total Government owned storage capacity
available with the Punjab Government will be 617 thousand tons (house-type 387 thousand tons, bins 188
thousand tons and silos 42 thousand tons). A private storage capacity of 240 thousand tons (flour mills 35
thousand tons, Cooperative Banks and Market Committees 19thousand tons, and private parties 186thousand
tons) is also available to the Punjab Government. The Punjab Government estimates per ton rough cost of
construction for various types of storages at Rs, 532 to Rs. 550 for house-type, Rs. 700 to Rs. 732 for bins
and Rs. 440 for silos.

13.58. The on-going scheme for construction of 17,500 tons in Sind has been included in the ADP 1975-76
and a sum of Rs. 4.000 million has been provided. A storage capacity of 6,000 tons will be completed in
1975-76. Construction work in respect of addition and alteration of the existing godowns of2,Soo ton capacity
at Khairpur will be started in1975-76. On completion of these works, the total storage capacity available with
the Sind Government wiU be 245 thousand tons. .

13.59. The on-going programme for construction of 3,250 ton capacity in N.W.F.P. has been included in
the ADP 1975-76. This programme is expected to be completed during 1975-76. The total storage capacity
available with N.W.F.P. Government will then come to about 87,2S0 tons.

13.60. During 1974-75, the Federal Government started the work on construction of house-type storage
godowns of 100thousand tons-in Punjab; '30thollsand-tons--in -Sind,-15thousand tons in N. W~F.P;-,·lSthousand
tons for Defence Division and 100thousand tons at Pipri for Rice Export Corporation. However, no provision
has been made for this scheme in the ADP 1975-76. A sum of Rs. 7 .SOOmillion has been provided in the
Federal ADP 1975-76 for Commerce Division for construction of house-type storages of 50,000 ton capacity
at Pipri for the Rice Export Corporation and this work will be completed by the and of 1975-76. With the
completion of allthe above constructiouprogrammes, the total public foodgrainstoragecapacity available with
the Government at the end of 1975-76will be 1,980 thousand tons (provincial Governments 1,004 thousand
tons and Federal Government 976 thousand tons).

13.61. In 1969, a team of Canadian experts assessed the requirements of additional storages in the country.
They placed the total storage requirements in 1979-80 at 2.280 million tons. The recommendations of the
report need to be examined before their implementation because some of the assumptions made in the report
have since changed. The storage requirements need to be worked out systematically for the country, by types
and locations keeping in view the production projections, costs of construction of various types of storages,
seasonal needs and other relevant factors. The Pakistan Agricultural Storage and Services Corporation has
initiated a feasibility study on agricultural storages and ware-housing inPakistan.

Research on Crop Production
13.62. Steady and continuous research on major crops was continued during 1974-75. Crop research on

developing high yielding, disease resistant and better adopted varieties have resulted in releasing the new varie
ties of wheat (Tarnab 73, Potwar, Barani-70), maize (Changezi, Shahi), rice (Pak-78, IR-24), cotton (B-557.
BSI), sugarcane (OP 44/10), potato (Spunta, Cardinal), tobacco (yellow-gold) and groundnut (AI-2. erect type,
No. 334-spreading).

13.63. Mono-crop research institutes for cotton at Sakrand and for rice at Dokri (Sind) have been established
during 1974-75. Arid-Zone Research Institute at Quetta with sub-stations at D.!. Khan and Bahawalpur also
started its initial research work during 1974-75.

13.64. Co-ordinated research work on maize-millet, rice, potatoes and oilseed crops (soyabean) has been
started in the provinces through the Agricultural Research Council of Pakistan during 1974-75 and similar
programmes on wheat, fodder, and forages will be started in 1975-76.

13.65. New research sections and stations for oilseed and pulse crops will be established by the provinces
during 1975-76. Special attention will be paid to establish and develop range lands in the country during the
same year.

13.66. The Agricultural Research Council bas been reorganized to strengthen its capabiJities to coordinate
and assist the research work carried out by various Institutions/agencies in the country. Itwill extend facilities
to various institutions by providing them funds, training, and equipments during 1975-76.

Agricultural Education
13.67. To increase the capacity for output of various categories of agricultural technicians/graduates for

meeting the increasing requirements of the country, educational facilities were expanded by various institutions
during 1974-7S. The College of Agriculture at Tandojam is being up-graded to the level of Agricultural
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13.73. A new scheme for holding 62 shows/melas will be launched in N.W.F.P. during 1975-76. Special
extension staff will be appointed at each IRDP markaz to carry out the extension work more effectively.

13.71. In the Punjab, a special two-week training programme for farmers at district level will be arranged
during 1975-76. Also a Barani Agricultural Development Project will be launched in the province where special
emphasis will be placed on the improved agricultural practices and application of inputs.

13.72. In Sind, a new scheme for development offarm services by extending spot demonstration of improved
agricultura Itechniques at farms will be launched during the year. In order to collect uptodate agricultural
data, a Statistical Organization will also be-established during 1975-76. '

Students Students Targ~t for 1975-76
Institution and degree/diploma Enrolled passed in

lin 1974-75 1974-75 Enrolment Output

Agriculture University, LyaJlpu

(I) Short course 450 412 1,000 950 )5
(ii) Diploma course .. 300 110 250 100

(iii) Graduates 2,174 320 2,100 350

(iv) Post Graduates 1,000 220 1,100 250

Agriculture College Tandojam, Shld

(i) B.Sc. Agri. (Hons) 88 88 100

(ii) B.Sc. Agri. (Eng) -.. 12 12 2S

(iii) D.V.M. .. 24 24 30 N.A.

(tv) M.Sc. 164 164 175

(v) Ph.D. ',' 13 4 20

Agri«:!.!ltwl!!College, Peshawmr

(i) B.Sc. (Hom) Agri. 62 10 100 25 •
(ii) M.Sc. Agri. 20 8 50 25

Total 4,307 1,372 4,950

Agricultural Extension
"13.70. Programmes were implemented during 1974-75 to increase the number of extension workers and to

, improve the expertise of the extension staff through in-service training. Such facilities will be expanded during
1975-76. More emphasis will be given on the in-service training rather than increasing the number of extension.
workers.

Output of Agricultural Graduates/Post Graduates in 1974-75 and enrolment target for 1975-76

TABLE XIII

University this year (1975-76). It is estimated that 1,500 to 1,700 students will be on the roll of this university
by 1979-80. Agricultural courses were also started at the Gomal University at Dera Ismail Khan during
1974-75. An overall output of 3,500 graduates is anticipated by the end of 1979-80.

13.68. Scholarships were awarded to the tribal students admitted to Agricultural College, Peshawar. Ad
ditional scholarships will be awarded to agricultural students at the Agricultural College, Peshawar on merit
basis. Funds for scholarships have also been provided for the students from Malakand Division [ or studies
at the various agricultural colleges.

13.69. Larger number of students will be admitted to agricultural colleges/universities in 1975-76. The
output of agricultural graduates/post graduates in various colleges/universities in 1974-75 alongwith the enrol
ment target for 1975-76 is given in table XIII.



l3.76. A World Bank Mission has identified tb.~following problems/bottlenecks of the XRP Programme :
'._ 0'._ . I. _ • '.

(i) Delay in construction of markaz complexes.
(il) Inadequate staff and absence of some of the functionaries of the nation-building departments at the

markaz level; . , , ,

(iii) Absence of properly organized cooperatives (associations) at yWage level and federation at markazk~; , " " .". " ,.,' ,

(tv) Lack of coordination between IRD and People Works Programmes and absence of support from the
PWP for the physical infrastructure, construction of markaz, link roads, drainage, supply of drinking
water, lining of water courses, installation of tubewells, etc.; . . ...., .

(v) Inadequate supply of inputs, particularly seed, fertilizer and pesticides in the project areas;. , '.' . ,- ""

(vi) Lack of capital formation in the rural areas ; and
(vii) Absence of training facilities for the field functionaries in the project areas.

Agricww~JI.St2tls~~§
13.77. The report of the Second Census of Agriculture started in 1972 has been compiled and submitted to

the cabinet for approval. Itis expected that the report will be released during 1975-76. In addition, the Minis
try of Food, Agriculture and Rural Development will start work on the National Livestock Census from March
1976. The field work for this census will be undertaken with. the help of the staff of Provincial Department of
Animal Husbandry.

13.78. lInN.W.F.P., the programme relating to preparation of production estimates of wheat, sugarcane
and maize through crop cutting techniques continued during 1974-75.

Consolidation of Agricultural Holdings
13.79. A programme relating to land consolidation was initiated 'in Punjab and N.W.F.P. during 1960-61

and upto 1974-75 about 15;6 million acres were consolidated. Ali area 'orabout 0.6 million acres is expected
to be consolidated during the year in the two provinces.

11S

Province/region ll974-75 1915-76

Azad Kashmir 10 IS
&1uchistar! ~1 ~1
N.W.F.P. 15 28

Prutiab 38 16

$inc1 19 30

F:ederaJ Areas 1 1

Tribal Areas 3 3
Total 101 174

1 3.74. In Baluchistan, a seed farm of lOO-acresand a progeny orchard will be established at Lasbela and
Au di Khan, respectively. Construction of stores and office-cwn-residence buildings for agricultural staff ~t
Ut hal and Usta will be undertaken during the year. .

Integrated Rural Development Programme
13.75. Under this programme, the activities of different departments/organizations are being coordinated

through motivated village cooperatives and associations at markaz level.' Agricultural inputs are provided to
the farmers at the IRDP markaz, Agro-based and agro-allied industries are also being establishe~ at the mar kaz
level. So far 107 IRDP markazes have been established 1D the country and a target for establishment of ad
ditional markazes is fixed for 1975-76 to bring the total number ofmarkazes to 174. The number ofmarkazes
in each province/region is shown in Table XIV.

'fABLE Xxy
Number of.the lRDp, Markaz in the ~ountry, 1971-7$ and 1975-76..
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13.89. poultryProduction-s-To increase supply of more hatching eggs and breeding birds to private breeders,
the existing Government poultry farms and demonstration units in the Punjab were further developed during
1974-75 and three new farms were opened. The estimated production of eggs for 1974-75 in the Punjab is
about 561 million. The main constraint on the growth of poultry industry is high cost of hatching eggs,
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13.88. In order to increase the potential of production of milk, meat and wool in the N.W.F.P., the breeding
facilities will be continued during 1975-76. About 10 breeding bulls and 125 rams will be distributed during
1975-76 against 20 bulls and 32 rams distributed during 1974-75. In addition, artifical insemination coverage
will be spread over to 1,000 cows/she-buffaloes during 1975-76 against 22 cases inseminated during 1974-75.

13.87. In addition, 10 bulls will be maintained in Baluchistan at the veterinary hospitals and 150 bulls and
100 rams will be distributed in important breeding areas against 10bulls maintained and 72 bulls and 125 rams
distributed during 1974-75. The artificial insemination facilities will cover about 2,000 cows/she-buffaloes
during 1975-76against 1,200 cases inseminated during 1974-75.

13.86. The Bhagnari cattle-cum-sheep farm at Usta Mohammad (Baluchistan) win be improved. The
existing dairy farm at Quetta will be developed into a Dairy Complex where 104 freisien cattle (100 cows, 4
bulls) alongwith a dairy plant and equipment etc., will be imported from New Zealand during 1975-76. under
FAO/WFP aid. Range and sheep/goat development work will be continued,

13.85. The existing Red Sindhi cattle farm at Tando Mohammad Khan (Sind) will be developed as a dairy
base farm. The work for improvement of cattle/buffalo breeds through artificial insemination taken up during
1973-74will be expanded and improved, and about 1,040cows/she buffaloes will be inseminated during 1975-76,
against 868 numbers inseminated during 1974-75. In addition, direct breeding facilities, through 53 bulls
maintained at the veterinary hospitals. will be continued during the year,

13.84; The livestock farm at Rakh Dera Chahal in the Punjab will be used as a hoarding camp to ensure
regular supply of about 150 animals per day to the Sihala Abattoir near Rawalpindi. In addition, facilities
will be provided for collection, chilling and processing of mille from the untapped pockets and for its process
ing and sale from the existing as well as new milk plants.

13.83. Milk, meat. woolproduction.-A comprehensive programme for large scale production of milk, meat,
poultry, butter, by products and forage was taken up in 1973-74 in the Punjab. Improvement of breeds for
milk. meat and wool production was continued on the existing state farms and 2 new farms were opened during
1974-75in the public sector. The total production of milk and meat from cattle, buffaloes, sheep and goats for
1974-75 in the Punjab is estimated at 4.260 million metric tons and 0.109 million metric tons, respectively.
FAOjIBRD Mission estimated that the total production of mille and meat in 1972-73 in the country was 8.6
million tons and 0.40 million tons, respectively. The main problem hampering increased production of milk
and meat arises out of, inter alia, over stocking of low quality animals. The Annual Plan for 1975-76 pro
poses to develop milk breeds by cross breeding with exotic milk breeds and also by culling and fattening of
unwanted stock for increased meat production. The existing livestock farms will be improved and a new com
mercial farm will be opened in the public sector. A pilot project for veal production will also be initiated in
the Punjab. In addition, artificial insemination coverage will be provided to about 78 thousand cows/she-buff-
.aloes during the year against about 47 thousand cases inseminated in 1974-75.

13.81. The output of rural poultry will be improved by steadily replacing the stock with cross bred birds.
Hatching eggs. cockerels and day-old chicks will be distributed at subsidized rates.

13.82. The details of the programme of the Animal Husbandry sub-sector for the various provinces are
discussed below :

ADimallhlsbandl:y

13.80. The programme envisages emphasis on increased production of milk, meat and eggs. Both long and
short term measures already initiated for the purpose will be strengthened further. The long term measures
such as improvement of breeds for milk, meat and wool production will be continued on the existing state farms
and new farms will be set up in the public and private sectors. Inaddition, quality bulls and rams, and expanded
facilities for artificial insemination will be provided to the private sector. Due attention will also be given to
those measures which give quicker result and include improvement and expansion of facilities for prevention

- and control of diseases. opening of new veterinary hospitals, dispensaries and setting up of diagnostic laborato-
ries at strategic places. .



13.98. Education-s-lsi N. W. F. P. funds have been provided for award of 21 scholarships for
B.V.Sc/D.V.M. students during 1975-76, against 25 scholarships provided during 1974->75.
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13.97. Milk Schernes.-The Islamabad Milk Plant came into production in October, 1974.During the nine
months of 1974-75, the plant produced about 313,600 litres of standard quality pasteurised/sterilised milk.
The estimated daily production of mille during June, 1975 was about 2,000 litres, against which the plant pro
poses to produce about 10,000 litres of standardised milk daily during 1975-76. In addition, three new milk
plants will be established in different parts of the country during 1975-76.

..

13.96. In order to conserve the existing livestock population of the N.W.F.P., facilities for treatment of
animals and birds will be improved by providing 9 new buildings for the existing veterinary hospitals/dispensaries
and also by completing during 1975-76, the construction of 16 veterinary hospitals, dispensaries and centres.
Five dispensaries were opened and 20 hospitals, dispensaries and centres were constructed during 1974-75.
About 0.32 million cases of animals/birds will be treated and 1. 14 million cases will be inoculated/vaccinated
during 1975-76against 0.28 million cases treated and 1.69 million cases inoculated/vaccinated during 1974-75.
The production of sera and vaccine at the Veterinary Research Institute, Peshawar will be increased in 1975-76
over 7.6 million doses produced during 1974-75•

(
I

13.95. The veterinary aid facilities for prevention and control of livestock and poultry diseases in Baluchistan
will be improved by constructing buildings at 7 veterinary hospitals/dispensaries during 1975-76 against the
construction of buildings for 7 dispensaries in 1974-75. The increased facilities will enable the treatment and
inoculation of 2.00 million cases during 1975-76 against 1.37 million cases of livestock and poultry treated
and inoculated during 1974-75. The artifical insemination facilities will cover about 2,000 cases during 1975-76
against 1,200 cases inseminated in 1974-75.

13.94. The veterinary aid facilities in Sind will be improved by constructing four new veterinary dispensaries
at Rahimabad, Kazi Ahmad, Saeedpur and Moro, and by providing mobile veterinary dispensaries for develop.
lingleft bank of the Nara Canal. About 1.40 million cases of animal/poultry will be treated and inoculatedj
vaccinated during 1975-76 against 1.24 million cases treated and inoculated/vaccinated in 1974-75.

13.93. AnimalHealth (DiseaseControl).-The facilities for prevention and control of livestock and poultry
diseases in the Punjab will be improved by opening 22 veterinary hospitals and dispensaries during 1975-76,
against 16 such units opened during 1974-75. In 1975-76, about 92.50 million doses of sera and vaccines will
be produced against the estimated production of 44.20 million doses in 1974-75. About 8.50 million cases of
diseased livestock and poultry will be treated and 30.00 million will be given preventive inoculation/vaccination
during 1975-76 against about 7.10 million cases treated and 21.02 million vaccinated in 1974-750,!

f

13.92. InN.W.F.P., about 96,000 hatching eggs will be sold and 44,800 layers and 24,000 broilers will be
produced at the Government farms during 1975-76against the estimated sale of 29,eOOhatching egges and pro
duction of 9,000 layers and 4,500 broilers in 1974-75. A Poultry demonstration farm will be set up in the
D.L Khan Division during 1975-76.

13.91. InBaluchistan, the existing poultry farm at Kalat will be improved while work will be initiated on the
establishment of 4 poultry units at Kanak, Harnai, Kharan, and Turbat. About 2.00 million eggs, 16,000
layers and 7,000 broilers will be produced at the Government Poultry Farms during 1975-76against 0.11 million
eggs, 13,000 layers and 4,000 broilers produced during 1974-75.

13.90. The production of broilers and layers in Sind during 1975-76 is estimated at about 4.20 million
and 1.80 million. respectively, against the estimated production of 3 •50million broilers and 1.50 million layers
during 1974-75.

breeding birds and quality feed. These problems need to be solved satisfactorily to protect the interests of'
producers and consumers. The Punjab. Government has started programmes for arranging poultry feed
at cheaper price. The Annual Plan for 1975-76 proposes to establish 4 new poultry farms in different
districts of the:'Punjab. The production targets for layers and broilers for 1975-76 in the Punjab are 1.28
million and 2.73 million birds, respectively, against about 1.07 million layers and I.n million broilers
produced at the Government and commercial farms during 1974-75•
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Average per BDDUDl

!969-70

:!970-71

1971-72

1972-73

1973-74

Quantities extracted

Industrial Fuel-wood Total
wood

-Million cft-

9.3 21.4 30.7

10.4 20.0 30.4

12.8 24.0 36,8

15.S 18.0 33.5

12.3 18.7 31.0

12.0 20.5 32.5

Year
__,------..........-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

13.105. The production ofindustrial wood and fuel-wood from the Government forests during the last
five years 1969-70 to 1973-74 IS shown In Table XVI. ..

TABU! XVI

Industrial and Fuel-wood Production 1969-70 to 1973-74

ii"orestr1
13. 104. Only about 3.6 % of the total area of 195.6 million acres is under forests in Pakistan. The average

forest yield is only 4 to 5'eft per acre per annum, although the potential is much larger. The slow and poor
regeneration of coniferous forests has further aggravated the problem. In N.W.F.P., only 12percent of the
cut over area was regenerated during the last 5 years. Similarly, in the Punjab, the shortfall in regeneration
has been of the order of about 68 percent for compact plantations and about 39 percent in the case of linear
plantations. The situtatioriIn Sind, however, has been encouraging a~ the regeneration op.erations have
exceeded; the cut-over operations In recent years. As most of the species involved (Acacia species, Babul and
Phulahi) are regenerated through seed broadcast, it has been possible to cover large areas in the riverain belt
of Sind. More effective measures are required to accelerate regeneration of the cut-over areas in the Punjab
and N.W.F.P. The figures of the forest area regenerated from 197~71 to 1974-75 alongwith the targets for
1975-76 are given in Table XV.

13.103. Under the Neelum Valley Range Land scheme, demonstration of range management work was
undertaken over about 2,000 acres in Azad Kashmir. It is expected to cover additional 2~OOOacres under
this project during 1975-76.

13.101. Range management work was undertaken on 200 acres in N.W.F.P. in 197'1-75. It is proposed to
cover 2,000 acres with grass and fodder trees while w~ter spreading will be done over 1,500 acres during 1975-76.

13.102. In Baluchistan, a new range management project will be started with the assistance of UNDP during
1975-76 at three sites, namely Khanozai/Muslimba8h, Fortsandman/Murghakibazai and 'Nushki Regions.

13.100. InSind, no reseeding of grass could be done in 1974-75 due to severe drought conditions. Three
pucca wells and one wind mill were, however, constructed. It is proposed to undertake soil conservation
operations over 250 acres, reseed 2,000 acres of range land and to construct 6 new ponds and 6 pucca wells
during 1975-7~.

Range Management
13.9'}. Range management works continued in 1974-75 in the Cholistan and Thai area of the Punjab. The

works involved maintenance of22 ' tobas ' and excavation of9 tobas, digging of 4 ponds, and construction of one
3mall dam. It is proposed to desilt 65 tobas, install 4 hand pumps, construct one water point and carry out
130il and water conservation measures over 500 acres in 1975-7Q. Other works proposed for 1975-76 are :
construction of 3-mile jeep road and IS-mile range trails, raising of 15 acres of grass nursery and 5,000 browse
plants, and planting of 300 acres of root stock of grasses.



TABLE -:t;.V

Forest area cut-over andRegenerated during 1970-71to 1974-75and Targetsjo r 1975-76

Area cut-over Area Regenerated
Area regenerated as
percentage of the

Province
cut-over area

Years
Compact Linear Compact Linear Compact LinearJ Area Plantation Area Plantation Area Plantation000 acres Miles 000 acres Miles

I.

1970-71 .. 47.3 196 78.2 no5

Punjab 14.2 51 8.1 57

S:.nd 15.2 145 65.3 430

N.W.F.P. 44.9 4.8 11

1971-72 .• 73.2 348 75.3 150 ]06 43

P\mjab 9.8 266 6.8 150 69 64
Sind .. 17.8 82 65.9 370

N.W.F.P. 45.7 2.6 6

1972-73 .. 64.4 22S 68.4 146 106 65
Punjab 10.6 22S 6.8 146 64 ;;6

0 Sind .. 18.6 56.2 302""
N.W.F.P. •• 00 35.2 5.4 .15

1973.74 •• 29.2 206 78.9 270

Punjab 0"' 10.4 20ti 9.6 92

Sind ... 11.0 67.1 610

N.W.F.P. - 7.8 2.2 28

1974-75 •• 50.2 69.1 137

Punjab 8.2 5.4 65

Sind •• "'" 6.7 58.1 867

N.W.F.P. 35.3 5.6 15

Total for 5 years 291.3 975 369.9 296 126 30

Punjab 00 53.2 748 36.7 296 68 39

Sind 69.3 227 312.6 451

N.W.F.P. 168.8 20.6 12

Average per annum 58.3 195 74.0 59 126 30

Punjab 10.6 149 7.8 59 68 39

Sind 13.9 45 62.5 449

N.W.F.P. 33.7 4.1 12

Targets 1975-76 42.5 57.2 134

Punjab 6.5 6.6 ' 101

Sind 2.7 47.3 1751

N.W.F.P. 33.3 3.3 9
-\,.

Note :-No regular cutting and regeneration of Government forests is reported to have been done in Baluchistan.
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Wl:!~e!l'SfuJedManagement
13.110. Watershed management Project for Kaghan and Daur, covering an area of 30,000 square miles

in NWFP, was continued during 1974-75. It is proposed to afforest an area of 5,800 acres, terrace 209 acres,
raise and maintain and replace failures over 5,092 acres during 1975-76. An expanded watershed management
programme covering the whole of Hazara district is expected to be launched during 1975-76. It is proposed
to afforest 7,200 acres, plant fruit trees over 96,000 acres and to raise 10,400 trees for soil conservation and
watershed management purposes. Furthermore, 24 acres fruit nurseries will be raised to provide planting
stock.

13. 109. It is proposed to construct 12 model houses with C.G.I. sheet roofing, for which 7 tons of sheets
have been procured. Ten acres will be fenced, 200 pillars will be constructed for demarcation of the wild-life
areas. Five new projects will be launched for game reserve in Kala Jandars, Ghamati, Mehri, Kalari and
Balaih in Azad Kashmir in 1975-76.

13.108. In Azad Kashmir, reforestation of blanks, establishment and maintenance of forest nurseries and •
forest research were the major programmes which continued during 1974-75. Under the scheme for re
afforestation of blanks, about 7,840 acres of forest blanks were declared closed and planting of 523 acres was
done. In 1975-76, it is proposed to reforest 12,000 acres, construct 3,850 Kacha pillars and 1,000pucca pillars
for demarcation of forests and to grow forest nurseries over no acres. It is also proposed to construct
office and residential buildings for the forest staff. Forest research programme will continue.

13.107. It is proposed to grow forest nurseries in the Punjab and NWFP over an area of 1,000 acres
and 204 acres, respectively to help meet the planning stock requirements for grow more trees campaign.

13. 106. To improve the communication system for proper management and to fully exploit the forest re
sources, 31 miles of new roads were constructed in the Punjab In 1974-75. This work will be continued in
1975-76 and about 24 miles of new forest roads willbe constructed. Similarly, 8 miles of forest roads were
constructed in 1974-75 in NWFP and it is proposed to construct 17miles of new forest roads rduring 1975-76.

Baluchistan

Sind

N.W.P.P.

Punjab ..

Compact plantation Linear Plantation

Targets Estimated Targets Targets Estimated Targets
1974-75 Achievement 1975-76 1974-75 Achievement 1975-76

1974-75 1974-75

000 acres Avenue miles

0.5 0.3 0.2 62 17 10

4.0 3.4 1.2 11 Q
11.1 5.5 30.6 285 302 702,
1.8 3.6 6.4 3,000 2,330 3,041

Total .. 17.4 12.8 38.4 3,358 2,649 3,753

Province-wise Achievements and Targets of 4fforestation 1974-75 and 1975-76

TABLE XVII

J

Itmay be seen from Table XVI that the average annual production of industrial-wood and fuel-wood from the
Government forests has been around 12.0 million eft and 20.5 million eft, respectively, over the last 5 years.
The estimated demand for industrial and fuel wood in 1970-71was 20.00 million eft. and 425 million eft.
respectively. The deficit for fuelwood remain-s particularly large, despite unrecorded wood production from
private lands and use of various substitutes for fuel purposes. In view of the wide gap between the demand and
supply of forest products, the Government has laid special emphasis on measures to increase the area under
forests. Grow-more-trees campaigns were launched in all the four provinces. To make the campaigns
success efforts were made to seek support both from public and private sectors. Emphasis was laid 'on raising
compact planation on Government waste land and on linear planting along the canal-side, roadside, rail.
roadsides, water courses, streams etc. Inaddition, such measures were taken as introduction of various exotic
species of commercial importance, planting of fast growing species viz poplar, Robinia etc., provision of irriga
tion water with the help of tubewells and introduction of farm forestry during 1974-75. The measures will
continue during 1975-76. The expected achievements for 1974-75 and the proposed targets for 1975-76 are
given in Table XVII.



13.122. In Baluchistan, about 42 thousand metric tons fish were produced during 1974-75,which will increase
to 60 thousand metric tons during 1975-76. Under the scheme" Gawadar Fish Harbour" construction
of residential quarters, rest house, water supply etc., started during 1974-75 will be completed in 1975-76.
The work will continue on the construction of the harbour during 1975-76.
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13.121. In N.W.F.P., the programme for development of trout in Kaghan, Swat, Dir and Chitral continued
during 1974-75. The programme will be further intensified through construction of facilities like hatcheries,
tanks etc. The programme of fish production in lakes, dams and reservoirs will be further strengthened. The
propagation of commercial ornamental fisheries at Warsak taken up last year will continue.

13.120. Ambitious dev-elopment programmes for fisheries, covering establishment of modem fish seed,
hatchery nursery unit, village ponds, small dams and reservoirs will be undertaken during 1975-76. In
addition, inservice training programme for the employees of other nation building departments and stipen
dary training for public will also be continued. Special attention is also being paid to promote sport fishing
by organising angling competitions. .

)

13. 111. A soil conservation and watershed management programme in Kaghan Valley (earhquake affected
area) will also be launched with the help of the World Food Programme. It will cover about 5,000 acres
with soil conservation and watershed management measures during 1975-76.

13.112. Watershed management involving afforestation, soil conservation, and range management practices
will be vigorously launched in the Murree Hills, Lethrar Valley, Rawal Dam catchment area and the Suleman
Hili range.' It is proposed to cover 2,400 acres under these programmes in 1975-76 in Punjab.

13.113. InAzad Kashmir, it is proposed to construct check dams-25000 cft, retaining wa11s-54000eft, water
chaunels-15000 running feet, tree planting at an area of 400 acres and maintenance of 1560 acres under water
shed management programme.

Fisheries
13.114. In order to fill the animal protein deficiency in our diet and to check the unprecedented rise in

prices of meat and poultry, efforts need to be accelerated to increase fish production both from inland
and marine waters. .

13.115. The total fish production from marine and inland waters is estimated at about 167 thousand metric
tons during 1974-75 which is ex~ted to increase to 18~thousand metric tons. in 1975-76. ~is?- and ~sh
products worth about Rs, 225 million were-exported during 1974. which would nse to Rs. 257 million during
1975.

13.116. Due to economic recession and extension of fishing limits by the neighbouring countries, 1974
was a period of serious crisis. The shrimp production and export decreased by 35% in 1974.

13.111. Under the scheme" Sea Exploratory and OceanographicResearch ~~work on detection ofcommer
dally important concentrations of fish will be undertaken. The fishing concentrations already located will
be harvested and charting of trawlable and non-trawlable grounds will be undertaken. In addition, hydro
logical and hydrographical surveys of the water offshore region will be carried out to determine sea water
temperature, salinity; etc.

13.118. The Government of Sind took over the Karachi Fish Harbour from the Federal Government in
September, 1974 and established a separate Directorate of Fisheries for further d~welopment and ~anageme:Qt
of fishenes. In order to make the fresh water more productive, ,the Provincial Government Intends to
organize collection, distribution and stocking system of major carps fry in a larger number of waters and ac
celerate the programme. Measures to control the catching of brooders and under-sized carps will be further
intensified. Steps will also be taken to refill the dried up Manchar Lake and stock it afresh with fingerlings
of carps. In order to meet the shortage of trained manpower, an Inland Fisheries Training Institute has been
established where refresher course was offered to 40 officials and 70 field workers of the Directorate of Fishe
ries, In this Institute, long term training facilities will be provided to private fish frarmers and fishermen be
ginning from July, 1975.

13.119. A Fish Seed hatchery will start functioning in the Punjab during 1975-76, where facilities for pro
duction of 30 lakh fish seed through induced spawning will be provided, Under a comprehensive training
and mass motivation programme, 300 persons were expected to be. trained while orientation training was
imoarted to 240 persons during 1974-75. A publicity wing and pond engineering unit have been established
to provide advisory services to the public on some of the important fisheries problems i.e, utilization of saline
water for fish production, control of aquatic weeds, and biological studies, etc.

J



Appendix i
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I

ANNUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 1975-76, AGRICULT1ll.m ISUMMARY-PAKISTAN

(Million Rupees) I
:-:.'

1974-75 1975-76 (
Sub-sector/Category --A.D.P. Utilization On-going New Total -._allocation

1 2 3 4 5
f

6

I. Crop Production Sub-sectors :

1, Fc:1llizers 324.970 326.480 431.300 0.290 431.590

2. Improved Seeds 8.360 6.322 3,813 31U22 42.335

3. Plant ProieCtion 255.020 261.360 250.560 10.550 261.110

4. Soil Surveys 5.350 3.230 2.3Sfl1 2.350

S. MecbanizatiOn •• 35.482 (a) 114.588 94.151 3.600 97.751 (e)

6. Soil Conservation •• 00 GO 9.490 1,391 0.819 1.000 1.817

n. Infra Structure anelInstitutlOJl8l ArraDgementI ~ 1-..

7, Agricultural Marke;ing •• 2.000 1.980 0.876 0.050 0.926

8. Cooperatives .. 4.900 (b) ],805 3.715 9,888 !3.668

!9. Government Foodgrain Storages •• - 81.940 38.703 ".674 8.$00 16.174

~

10. Research on Crop Production Si.900 33.840 58.194 6.688 64.882

n. Agricultural Education ., 00 ~3.130 (c) 13.220 9.220 0.892 10.112 (f) I12. A!¢cultural Extension .. 5.630 2.440 2.056 16.113 l8.169 (8)

~

13. IRDP 48.830 (b) 66.247 56.123 .12.415 68.538 (h)

14. Agricultural &anomics and Statistics 0.710 1.110 3.000 3.000

15. Consolidation of Agricultural Holdings. 6.300 7.175 7.350 0.379 7.729 i.. \
I

m. Other Sub-see'oora~

16. AnimalHusbandry 51.760 (d) 46.699 39.047 26.262 65.309 (h)

17. Range Management 3.500 2.170 1.014 2.130 3.144
'"

18. Forestry 32.620 16.779 19.212 18.940 38.152 '-

19. Watershed Management 2.S70 1.533 0.958 0.976 1.934 (I)

20. Fisheries 25.340 17.981 10.249 10.948 21.197 ...

!Y. Block Provision •• 3.150

Miscellaneous •• 2.115 2.11S
Total •• 966.952 966.059 1,003.85,.,\ 168,143 ll,171.997
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I

(a) This excludes a provision of Rs. 15.000 million fer the programme for sinking of diesel tubewells in Punjab which is
reflected in the Water Resources Sector.

(b) These include allocations for schemes of the Cooperatives and I.R.D.P. Sub-sectors shown under the Urban and Rural
Development Sectors inN.W.F.P. Government's ADP 1974-75.

(c) This includes Rs. 2.400 million and Rs. 10.170 million allocated fer upgrading of Sind Agricultural College, Tandojam
to. University level and Agricultural Education Sub-sector schemes shewn under Education Sectors in the Sind and
Punjab Governments' ADPs, respectively. .

(d) This includes Rs. 0.230 million allocated for Animal Husbandy schemes of the Agricultural University, Lyallpur and
Collegeof Animal Husbandry, Lahore, shown under the Education Sector in Punjab ADP 1974-75.

(e) This excludesRs. 6.316 million, Rs. 29.694 million and Rs. 1.705 million allocated fer subsidy, etc. on tubewell
programmes shown under the Mechanization Sub-sector of Baluchistan, Punjab and N.W.F.P. Governments' ADPs,
respectively as these programmes are reflected in the Water Resources Sector,

(j) This includes Rs. 3.000 million and Rs. 6.600 million allocated fer upgrading ef Sind Agricultural College to University
level and for Agricultural University, Lyallpur shewn under the Education Sector in Sind and Punjab Governments'
ADPs, respectively.

(g) This includes Rs. 0.100 million allocated fer Dissemination of Improved Agricultural Technology in Extension Fie14
Project Areas shown under Education Sector in the Punjab Governments' ADP.

(h) Includes a sum of Rs, 0.619 millionfor theDirectorateof Rural Development, which administers Peoples Works
Programme also.

(0 This includes Rs. 1.300 million provided under Education Sector in Punjab Government's ADP.
(j) This excludesRs, 0.150 million allocated for Flood Restoration Works, which have been reflected under the Water

Resources Sector.

N.A.995.320 1,225.212N.A.GRAND TOTAL .• 997.899

14.354

12.084

20.855

7.267

4.500

21.149

17.566

4.500

9.240

N.A.

11.909

N.A.

2.5002.500

0.323

2.500

0.325

Finance Division

Scienceand Technology Divisio.n

: Planning and Development Division

Kashmir AffairsDivision

States and Frontier RegionsDivision (F.A.T.A.) ..

7.500 7.500

2.500

CommerceDivlsien ..

543 62

c
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(a) This excludes a provision of Rs. 15.00 million for the programme for sinking of diesel tubewells in Punjab which is
reflected in the Water Resources Sector.

(b) These include allocations for schemes of the Cooperatives and I.R.D.P. Sub-sectors shown under the Urban and Rural
Development Sectors in N.W.F.P. Government's ADP 1974-75.

(c) This includes Rs. 2.400 million and Rs. 10.17 million allocated for upgrading of Sind Agricultural College,Tandojam
to University level and Agricultural Education Sub-sector schemes shown under Education Sectors in the Sind and
Punjab Governments ADPs, respectively. .

(d) This includes Rs. 0.23 million allocated for Animal Husbandry schemes of the Agricultural University, Lyallpur and
College of Animal Husbandry, Lahore, shown under the Education Sector in Punjab ADP 1974-75.

(e) This excludesRs. 6.316 million, Rs. 29.694 million and Rs. 1.705 million allocated for subsidy, etc. on tubewell
programmes shown under the Mechanization Sub-sector of Baluchistan, Punjab and N.W.F.P. Governments' ADPs.
respectively, as these programmes are reflected in the Water~ResourcesSector.

(f) This includes Rs. 3.00 million and Rs. 6.600 million allocated for upgrading of Sind Agriculture College to University
level and for Agricultural University, Lyallpur shown under the Education Sector in Sind and Punjab Governments'
ADPs, respectively.

(g) This includes Rs. 0.100 million 'allocated for dissemination of Improved Agriculture Technology in Extension
Field Project Areas shown under Education Sector in the Punjab Government's A.D.P.

(h) Includes a sum of Rs. 0.619 million and Rs, 8.800 million for the Directorate of Rural Development, which administers
Peoples Works Programme in N.W.F.P. and for SpecialDevelopment Fund in Baluchistan Governments AD.Ps, res
pectively.

(0 This includes Rs. 1.300 million provided under Education Sector in Punjab Government's ADP.
(j) This excludesRs. 0.150 million allocated for Flood Restoration Works, which have been reflected under the Water

Resources Sector.

542.238167.943374.295

3.775 9.888 13.684
7.674 8.500 16.174
11.544 6.688 18.232
9.220 0.892 10.112 (f)
2.056 16.113 18.169 (g)
56.123 12.415 68.538

7.350 0.379 7.729

38.547 26.262 64.809 (i)
1.014 2.130 3.144

19.212 18.940 38.152
0.958 0.976 1.934 U}
7.481 10.948 13.429

0.290 0.290
3.813 38.522 42.335

109.410 10.400 119. 1 0
1.150 1.150
94.151 3.600 97.751 (e)
0.817 1.000 1.817

1975-76

I. Crop Production Sull-sectors

1. Fertilizers 0.040 0.040
2. Improved Seed .. 8.360 6.322
3. Plant Protection 125.640 132.160
4. Soil Surveys 4.350 2.230
5. Mechanization .. 35.420 (a) 114.526
6. Soil Conservation 3.490 1.391

II. Infra-structure and Institutional Arrangements :

7, Agricultural Marketing .. 1.200 1.200
8. Cooperatives .. 4.900 (b) 3.805
9. Government Foodgrain Storages .. 20.940 8.703
10. Research on Crop Production 20.600 10.679
11. Agricultural Education 13.130 (c) 13.220
12. Agricultural Extension .. 5.630 2.440
13. IRDP 48.830 (b) 66.247
14. Agricultural Economics and Statistics 0.110 0.110
15. Consolidation of Agricultural Holdings 6.300 7.175

m. Other Sub-sectors
16. Animal Husbandry 49.020 (d) 44.129
17. Range Manageme: t 3.500 2.170
18. Forestry 32.620 16.779
19. Watershed Management 2.570 1.533
20. Fisheries 21. 590 13.237

IV. Block Provision :

Miscellaneous .. 3.150

Total 411.390 448.096

On-going NewUtilizationADP
allocation

Sub-sector{Category Total
1974-75

(Million rupees)

ANNUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 1975-76,AGRICULTURE

SUMMARY-ALL PROVINCIAL PROGRAMMES

~ppendix U
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Appeocbm

ANNUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME, 1975-76 AGRICUI:nJRE

SUMMARY-BALUCHmTAN
(Million rupees)

1974-75 1975-76
Sub-sector/Category

ADP allocation Utilization On-going New Total
J

I. Crop ProouctionSub-sectors

• 1. Fertilizers

2. Improved Seed .. 2.600 1.909 2.088 0.850 2.938

3. Plant Protection 1.350 1.350

4. Soil Surveys

5. Mechanization 5.000 78.200 2.100 (a) 2.100 (a)

6. Soil Conservation 2.110 0.712 0.817 0.817

n. InfraStructure and IDstltutiooal Arrangements

7. Agril, Marketing

8. Cooperatives 11..000 1.000

9. Govt. Foodgrain storges ., 1.800 1.800

10. Research on crop production 2.130 !.049 1.000 0.500 1.500

11. Agril, Education

12. AgriI. Extension ;. 1.580 1.256 1.006 1.006

13. IRDP .. 1.500 3.600 5.000 8.800 (b) 13.800 (b),

14. Agricultural Economics and Statistics

15. Consolidation of Agri. Holdings

m. Other Sub-sectors
16. AnimalHusbandry 7.6101 1.750 4.600 3.503 8.103
],7. Range Management 0.500 0.130 0.130

18. Forestry 1.6101 0.206 2.517 0.524 3.041

19. Watershed Management .,

.} 20. Fisheries 13.100 5.000 7.100 0.111 7.211
Total .. 40.890 96.832 24.128 17.518 41.646

(a) This excludesRs. 6.316 million allocated for subsidy on tubewell installation programme whichhas been reflectedunder
the Water Resources Sector.

• (b) This includes Rs. 8.800 million allocated for Special Development Funds under PWPjIRDP Sector in the Provincial
Annual Development Programme.
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(Million rupees)
1974-75 Allocation for 1975.76

Sub-sector/Category
ADP allocation Utilization .Dn-going New schemes TOtalschemes .\.,-

l'I. CrDp·l'?rodnction Sub-sector

1. Fertilizers

2. Improved Seed .. 4.600 4.600
J

3. Plant Protection 10.55 9.496 5.000 5.000
4. Soil Surveys 0.77 0.691 0.500 0.500
5. Mechanization 10.00 19.636 14.500 14.500
6. Soil Conservation

n. Infra-Structure allidmst!tl!tiolMllAmmgements

7. Agricultural Marketing

8. Cooperatives 1.000 1.000
9. Govt. Foodgrain Storages 2.95 5.000 4.000 0.500 4.500
10. Research on crop production 4.64 4.243 6.800 6.800
H. Agril, Education 2.60 (a) 3.050 3.200 3.200 (b)

12. Agril, Extension 0.40 0.600 0.600
13. IRDP .. 15.00 35.989 13.000 13.000
14. Agril. Economics and Statistics

15. Consolidation of Agri. Holdings

m. Other Snb·sectOl'S

16. Animal Husbandry 5.34 .4.525 2.900 3.200 6.100
17. Range Management 1.31 0.686 0.564 0.564
18. Forestry 5.09 3.388 4.436 4.436
19. Watershed Management .. ...
20. Fisheries 0.05 0.045 0.050 0.450 0.500
Block PrO"risJOD 3.15

Total 61.85 86.'749 54;950 10.350 65.300

(a) This includes Rs. 2.40million allocated for up-grading of the Sind Agri. College. Tandojam to University level shown
under the Education Sector in the Provincial ADP 1974-75.

(b) This includes Rs. 3.00 million allocated for up-gradation of Sind Agri. College to 'tTniversitylevel shown under theEducation Sector in the Provincial ADP.

ANNUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME, 1975·76. AGRICULTURE

SUMMARY ~ SIND



This excludesRs, 15.000million for sinking of diesel tubewellsprogramme reflectedunder the Water Resource Sec~or.

This provision is for Agricultural Education schemesshown under the Education Sector in Provincial AD

This includes Rs, 0.23 million for the Animal Husbandry schemes of Agrl. University Lyallpur and College of Animal
Husbandry, Lahore. shown under the Education Sector in the Provincial ADP.

This excludes Rs. 29.694 million provided for subsidy on tubewells and other small irrigation schemes reflected under
Water Resources Sector.

This includes Rs, 6.600 million allocated for Agri. University, Lyallpur shown under Education Sector in the Provincial
ADP.

This includes Rs, 0.100 million provided.under Education sector in the Provincial ADP.

This includesRs. 1.300milliOnprovided under Education Sector inthe ProvincialADP.

This excludes Rs, 00150million allocated for Flood Restoration Works which has been reflected under the Water Re
sources sector.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

I

~

(e)

(f)

-; (g)

J (h)

~

~
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AppemhV._......
ANNUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME, 1974-75, AGRICULTURE

SUMMARY-PUNJAB

(Million rup~)

1974-75 1975-76

Sub-sector/Category ADP allocation Utilization On-going New Total

I. Crop Prodl!c«iooS~

1. Fertilizers

2. Improved Seed •• 4.71 4.413 1.725 30.500 32.225

3. Plant Protection 104.49 112.064 104.410 104.410

.... Soil Surveys 3.04 LOO2 0.650 0.650

5. Mechanization .. 16.26 (a) 12.530 18.704 (d) 78.704 (d)

6. Soil Conservation

n. Infra-Structure and Institutional ArnIgnemeDtB

7. Agril. Marketing 1.20 1.200

8. Cooperatives 3.30 2.205 3.775 6.225 10.000

9. Govt. Foodgrain Storages 15.00 0.800 2.000 8.000 10.000

10. Research on crop Production 7;78 2.745 2.640 1.520 4.160

11. Agrll. Education 10.17 (b) 10.170 6.020 0.100 6.720 (e)

12. Agrll. Extension 1.83 0.360 0.550 13.000 13.550 (0

13. IRDP .. 5.70 10.091 5.800 3.615 9.415

14. Agrll. Economic and Statistics

[5. Consolidation of Agri. Holdings 5.70 6.651 7.000 7.000

m. O~01l" S!ili-sectors

16. Animal Husbandry 30.23 (c) 34.029 26.769 15.889 42.658 (g)

[7. Range Management 1.12 1.124 2.000 2.000

18. Forestry 13.05 4.103 3.804- 13.070 16.874

[9. Watershed Management .. 0.82 0.355 0.976 O.976.':<h)

20. Fisheries 8.00 8.000 10.000 10.000

Total 232.40 211.842 243.847 105.495 349.342

I·~·'i;
i

l



Appen4b: VI

ANNUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 1975-76 AGRICQ1 ..'I'URE
SUMMARY-N.W.F.Po

(Million rupees)

1974-75 1975-76 -c.}.Sub-sector/Cate~ory
ADP Utilisation On-going New Total

allocation
,'1

ll. Crop Production Sub-Sectors

1. Fertilizers 0.04 0.040 0.290 0.290 )
2. Improved Seed LOS 2.572 2.572 t3. Plant Protection 9.25 9.250 W.400 1l0.400 ,

I
4. Soil Surveys 0.54 0.537 )

S. Mechanization •• 4.16 4.160 0.947 1.500 (b) 2.447 (b)
6. Soil Conservation 1.379 0.679 1.000 r.ooo

KLinfra-Structure and IlnstitutionalAmmgemems :

7. Agricultural Marketing ••

8. Cooperatives o. 1.60 (a) 1.600 1.663 1.663
~

9. Government Foodgrain Storages •• L19 1.103 ]..674 1.674
10. Research on crop production 6.05 2.642 1.104 4.668 5.772 I11. Agricultural Education 0.36 0.192 0.192

12. Agricultural Extension 1.82 0.824 0.500 2.513 3.013

13. llRDP 26.63 (a) 16.567 32.323 32.323 (c) .l
14. Agricultural Economics and Statistics O.H 0.110 )

15. Consolidation of Agriculture Holdings. 0.60 0.524 0.350 0.379 0.729
,
(,

m. Other SOO-seetom !
16. Animal Husbandry 5.84 3.825 4.278 3.670 7.948
17. Range Management 0.57 0.360 0;450 0.450 4
18. Forestry 12.868 9.082 8.455 5.346 13.801
19. Watershed Management 1.753 1.178 0.958 0.958
20. Fisheries 0.44 0.192 0.331 0.387 0.718

Total •• 76.250 52.673 51.370 34.580 85.950
'"

(a) These include allocations for schemesof the Cooperatives and IRDP Sub-sectors shown under the Urban and RuralDevelopment Sector of the Provincial A.D.P. 1974-75.

(b) This excludesRs. 1.705 million allocated for subsidy on tube-wells programmes reflected under the Water ResourcesSector,
:

(c) Includes a sum of Rs. 0.619 million for the Directorate of Rural Developm~t, which administers Peoples Works "
Programme also.
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1 Appendix VIIlI

ANNUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 1975-7~, AGRICULTURE

SUMMARY-FEDERAL PROGRAMME

(Million rupees)

,~
1974-75 1975-76

_, )-- SulJ-~or/CategQry
\ ADP Utilization On-going New Total

allocation,
I. Crop Production Sob-sectors

1. Fertilizers 324.930 326.440 431.300 431.300

2. Improved Seed

3. Plant Protection 129.380 129.200 141.150 0.150 141.300

4. Soil Surveys 1.000 1.000 1.200 1.200

5. Mechanization •. 0.062 0.062

6. Soil Conservation

n. Infra-Structure and Institutional Ammgemeuts :

7. Agriculture Marketing 0.800 0.780 0.876 0.050 0.826

8. Cooperatives ..
9. Government Foodgrain Storages .. 61.000 30.000

I . Research on crop.production10. 31.300 23.161 46.650 46.650

11. Agriculture Education ..
f 12. Agriculture Extension,I

13. IRDP

1
14. Agricultural Economics and Statistics 0.600 1.000 3.000 3.000

15. Consolidation of Agriculture Holdings.

m. Oilier SllIb-sectcrrs :

16. Animal Husbandry 2.740 2.510 0.500 0.500

17. Range Management

18. Forestry• 19. Watershed Management

20. Fisheries 3.750 3.750 2.768 2.768

rv, Block Provision
Miscellaneous 2.115 2.115

Total : (Agriculture and Food Division) 555.562 517.963 629.559 0.200 629.759

CommerceDivision .. 7.500 7.500

~

Finance Division 2.500 2.500 2.500 2.500

Scienceand Technology Division 0.325 0.323

Planning and Development Division 4.500 4.500

i
Kashmir Affairs Division 20.85S 14.354- 11.909 9.240 21.149

States and Frontier RegionsDivision (F.A.T.A.) •• 7.267 12.084 N.A. N,A. 17.566
..(

GRANDTOTAL., 586.509 547.224 N.A. N.A. 682.974

129
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Appendix 'VI ':\

ACREAGE,PRODUCDON ANDACRE-YJELD OPMAJOR CROPS DURING 1973·74AClUALAND 1!J75-76TARGETS

1973-74· 1975·76
Crop ~..

Production Acre-yield Area Production Acre-yield
' :;

Area ,~
-.-\

~000 acres 000 tons mds/Jacre 000 acres 000 tons mcis/acrc
j i

Wheat .. 15,105 7,508 13.5 15,440 8,400 R4.8

Rice 3,736 2,416 17.6 4,100 2.700 17.9

MaiD n,563 755 13.1 1,585 810 13.9
.~

other foodgrains .. 3.774 8SS 6.2 3,765 900 6.S

Sugarcane 1,564 23,533 409.5 1,569 25.000 433

EdIble 0IIseeds

SeedCotton 4.559 1.297 7.7 5,010 1,400 7.6 1-
Rape and Mustard 1,331 288 5.9 1.350 315 6.3

Sesamum 81 12 3.9 81 12 3.9

Groundnut 94 53 15.4 lOS 63 16.3

Others o. N.A. N.A. N.A. 20 8 10.9
\

Tobacco o. 11S 6S IS.3 120 70 liS.9

000 bales 000 bales
Cotton Lint 4.559 3.704 3.9 S.010 4,000 3.9

• AU final figures for 1974-75 are not yet available; figures for 1973-74 have been used instead.
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Appel1db IX

ESTIMATED ACREAGE, PRODUCTION AND ACRE-YIELD OF LOCAL AND DWARF WHEAT
VARIETIES DURING 1975-76

Un-irrigated Irrigated Total
JItem Unit

)-- Dwarf Local Total Dwarf Local Total Dwarf Local Total
vane- varie- varie- varie- varie- varie-
ties ties ties ties ties ties

"I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Acreage 000 acres 310 3,520 3,830 8,600 3,010 11,610 8,910 6,530 15,440

Acre-yield mdsjacre 14.0 5.4 6.1 18.0 10.5 16.1 17.9 7.8 13.6

Estimated production 000 tons 160 700 860 5,690 1,165 6,855 5,850 1,865 7,715

Net additional fertilizer use 000 N tons 2 2 40 3 43 42 3 45

Grain : nutrient ratio 7: 1 7:1 7:1 7: 1 7:1

Estimated production 000 tons 14 14 280 21 301 294 21 315

Improved acreage 000 acres 1,080 382 1,462 1,080 382. 1,462

Increase in acre-yield mds/acre 3.7 2.1

r Estimated production 000 tons 145 30 175 14' 30 175

Additional production from
improved cultural practices 000 tons 12 21 33 135 27 162 147 48 195

Total estimated production 000 tons 186 721 907 6,250 1,243 7,493 6,436 1,964 8,400

Acre-yield mds/acre 16.3 5.6 6.4 19.8 11.2 17.6 19.6 8.2 14.8
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Total

-~
4,100

17.2 iii

2,560

HI
J

70

142 ;!

i3.4

17

53
I
'I
,I
I

2,700 i17.9
"\
\

I
\
i
I,
I
J

1
,i
f,
(
!

Item Unit . Basmati Irri Others

Acreage 000 acres 1,200 1,810 1,090

Acre-yield (3 year average) rods/acre 13.1 21.0 14.5

Estimated production .. 000 tons 578 1,400 582

Net additional fertilizer use 000 N tons 3 5 2

Grain : nutrient ratio 7: 1 7: 1 7:1

Estimated production .. 000 tons 21 35 14

Additional plant protection coverage 000 acres 55 60 27

Increase inacre-yield .. rods/acre 2.6 4.2 2.9

Estimated production •. 000 tons 5 9 3

Additional production from improved cultural practices 000 tons 14 27 12

Total estimated production 000 tons 618 1,471 611

Acre-yield rods/acre 14.0 22.1 15.2

Appendix X

ESTIMATED ACREAGE, PRODUCTION AND ACRE-lUELD OF BASMATI, IRRI AND OTHER VARIETIES OF RICE
DURING 1975-76
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Estimated production

Additional plant protection coverage

Increase inacre-yield

Estimated production

Additional production from improved cultural practices

Total estimated production

Acre-yield

Cane : nutrient ratio

Acreage ,.

Acre-yield

Estimated production

Net additional fertilizer use

)-

Unit

000 acres 1;569

mdsjacre 396

000 tons f 22 845·
OOONtons 17-

100~1

000 tons 1,700

000 acres 143-

mds/acre 40.S:

000 tons 215

" 000 tons 240

000 tons 25,000'

mds/acre 433

Item

Appendix XI

ESTIMATED ACREAGE, PRODUCTION AND ACRE-YIELDOF SUGARCANEDURING 1975·76
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Item Unit Desi Upland Total

,
Acreage .. 000 cares 360 4,560 5,010

Acre-yield mds/acre 2.3 3.64 3.5

Estimated production 000 bales 17"- 3,550 3,72t!-

Net additional fertilizeruse 000 N tons 20 20

Lint: nutrient ratio 1.6: 1

.Estimated production 000 bales 180 180

Additional plant protection coverage 000 acres 146 146

Increase in acre-yield mds/acr!' 0.70

"Estimatedproduction 000 bales 21 21

Additional production from improved cultural practices 000 bales 75 75

Total estimated production 000 bales 174 3,826 4,000
Acre-yield rods/acre 2.3 3.9 3.8 ~

~

Appendix m
ESTIMATEDACREAGE,PRODUCIlON ANDACRE·YIELDOF DESI AND UPLAND COTTON VARIETIESDURING

1975-76
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1.1S5 1.585

lS.4 13.5
654 786

1

7:1

7 7

54 S4
3.0

6 6

8 11

67S 810
1S.9 13.98.5

135

132

430

8.4

000 tons

.. 000 acres
mds/acre
000 tons

000 tons

000 tons

mds/acre

mds/acre
.. Oootons

.. 000 N tons

)-

Acreage ..

Acre-yield

lBstimated production

Net additional fertilizer use

Grain : nutrient ratio

Estimated production

Additional plant Protection coverage

Increase in acre-yield

Estimated production

Additional production from improved cultural practices, etc.

Total estimated production

Acre-yield

000 acres

Un.irrigated Irrigatcci
(Baram")

TotalUnitItem

Appeaciix xm
ESTIMATED ACREAGE, PRODUcnON AND ACRE·Y1ELD OF MAIZE DURiNG 1975·16



Appendix XlV

ESTiMATED CROP·WISE COVERAGE BY GROUND QPImATlQNSIN VARIOUS PROV~;'~CES OF PAKISTAN
DURING 1974-75

(000 acres)

Punjab Sind N.W.F.P. Baluchistan Total
Crop

ActUl"l. Spray Ac:.ual Spray Actua1 Splay Acf.lii:J Spray Actl",l SPid.)
acres acres acr,lS acres acres acres acres acres acres a~CC3

-\

Rice (Nursuy). 50 100 50 100 r

Rice 99 198 9 27 21 21 2 2 131 24g

Cotton 500 1,500 25 123 2 2 527 1,625

Sugarcane ],50 300 11 22 62 62 223 384

Maiz~ 75 150 27 27 102 177-

Fruits and Vcge-
167 500 31 62 55 60 33 98 286 720tables

Oilseeds 2 7 5 5 - 7 12

Tobacco 55 63 55 63

Othern 200 200 10 13 45 45 26 26 281 t ': >:

Total 1,24i 2,948 88 254 272 28S 61 126 1,662 3,613
(

I
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Appendix XV

Eo,TIMATED CROP-WISE COVERAGE BY AERIAL OPERATIONS IN VARIOUS PROVINCESOF PAKISTAN
DURING 1974-75

(000 ae« ')

Punjab Sirid N.W.F.P. Bllachi~tan Total
Crop

Actual Splay Aetm] Sp:ay Actual Spl ..y Ac£ual Splay Actual :.;~)'·n:y._ acres acres acres acres acres acres acres acres acres acres

,
Cotton 195 614 165 368 3S0 982

Paddy 700 1.400 335 573 50 50 li,085 2,023

Sugarcane 2 2 90 210 215 430 307 642

Maize 55 110 S5 HO

Orchards 31 63 7 17 38 80

Tobacco 56 56 S6 S6

Ollseeds 21 21 21 21

Melons 3 3 3 :.>

Total 897 2,016 590 1,151 4~1 733 7 1l;925 ',;' ",'I

'~J'<,
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Appendix XVI

TARGETS OF CROP-WISE COVERAGE OF AREABY GROUND OPERATIONS IN VARIOUS PROVINCES
DURING 1975-76

(000acres)

Punjab Sind N.W.F.P. Baluchistan Total
<Crop

Actual Spray Aci..Jal Actual Actual SprayActual Spray Spray Spray
acres acres acres acres acres acres acres acres acres acres _.

Rice (Nursery). 50 100 50 100 ,
Rice 125 250 106 212 25 25 2 2 258 489

Cotton 600 1,800 45 225 3 3 648 2,028

Sugarcane 250 500 8 30 60 60 318 590
~

Maize 125 250 1 3 35 35 161 288

Fruits and vegetables 192 575 8 25 56 60 36 108 292 768

Oilseeds 6 25 5 5 11 30

Tobacco 58 60 58 60

Others 500 500 50 50 52 52 30 30 632 632

Total· .• 1.842 3,975 224 S70 294 300 68 140 2,428 4,985

~
,
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(MAP)

Rim Station Inflow

Rivei' Mean (1940-73) Worst (1940-73) Actual 1974-75

Kharif Rabi Total Kharif Rabi Total Kharif Rabi Total

Indus above Kala:bagh
?B.8n 13.01 91.82 59.52 9.29 70.88(Year) 52.33 8.96 61.29

(51-52) (71-72) (70-71)
Jbelum abow Mansla

17.4(l) 4.80 22.20 10.05 3.02 13.31 12.93n (Year) 3.57 16.50
(71-72) (70-71) (71-72)

Chenab above Marala
(year) 21.54 4.52 26.06 15.77 2.28 18.56 14.37 3.87 18.24

(71-72) (40-41) (40-41)

Total 117.7S 22.33 140.08 87.94 15.61 103.55 79.63 16.40 96.03

~
(71-72) (71-72) (71-72)

( Note.-Flgures in bracket, indicate years,
141
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2. Priorities
14.2, The priorities assigned to the programmes and projects in the Annual Development Programme for
1975-76 are given below:-

(1) Highest priority has been given to the Accelerated Programme of Waterlogging and Salinity Control
with an allocation of Rs. 52' million twhich is 28% of the total as against 21% in 1974-75.
Within the programme, the priority is for completion of on-going projects and for preparation of
Master Plan.

(ii) Efforts would be made to complete the ongoing projects such as Khanpur Dam and Karachi Ir
rigation Projects, which have been lingering on for a long time, owing to inadequate allocation
of funds in the previous years.

(iii) The development of Water Resources in Baluchistan has been given greater attention.
(iv) A modest start would be taken in initiating the water-management Programme.
(v) Tarbela investment would continue due to need for repairs and construction of the Fifth Tunnel.

3. Water availability
14.3. The overall water availability depends upon surface flow of rivers and groundwater pumpage. In

the Plan covering the period 1970-75 it was estimated that with the normal flow in the rivers, and the
expected acceleration in the groundwater development, the total supply available by 1974-75 would be
about 99 MAP. The actual Kharif supplies fell short of the projections and the actual achievement of water
availability from the groundwater was also lower than projections made earlier. Based on the actual Kharif
canal withdrawals for 1974-75 and the number of tubewells working in the private and public sectors, new
estimates indicated that 96 MAP would be available during the year 1974-75. However. due to record low
river flows during the Rabi season the overall water availability was only 91 MAP. The targets and
achievements of water availability from various sources are indicated in Appendix Ill. Ill-A and III-B.

14.4. A comparison between 1974-75 river rim station inflow with the mean and worst flows is given in
the following table :

TABLJ! 1

Comparative statemmlt of Indus, Jhelum. and Chenab Rim Station Inflow

'.-
f

CHAPTER 14

WATER RESOURCES

The ADP allocation for water sector at Rs. 1866 million during 1975-76 is about 24 ~o hjgher than
in 1974-75. The agency-wise allocations appear in Appendix XI and II. Priority has been given to
completion of on-giong projects. There is increased emphasis on General Investigation and Master Planning.
As in the previous year, the principal focus of the programme is on dealing with waterlogging and salinity.
The overall water availability for irrigation at farmgates during 1974-75 was 91.4 MAF, nearly 3.5 MAP
less than previous year. During 1974-75 nearly drought conditions were experienced, in the Rabi season
and canal withdrawals at canal heads touched a record low of25.26 MAP. Targets for year 1975-76,while
considering normal river flows and availability of about 5 MAF from Tarbela, would be in the vicinity of 108
MAE
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*5 MAP at farm Kates.

(a) Storage Projects
14.9. The development under this sub-sector can be classified under two major sub-heads, namely: Sur

face lrriga~on,. and Groundwat~r I~gation. The forme! can further be subdivided into two categories. viz
Storage Irrigation and Plow Irrigation, Storage reservoirs across the rivers are constructed with a view to

14.8. If full capacity of Tarbela (9.3 M~ at canal heads) is taken into account. the t?tal water availability.
at farmgates comes to about 110MAP. This level may be reached in the second year of Its operation. '

12.09 12.109 24,18 ,
3.96 3.95 7.91
16.05 16.04 32.109
65.71 44.26 109.97

(42.65) (1108.36)

Sub-Total

GRAND TOTAL

Grolliidwa~er

1. Private tubewells ..

2, Public tnbewells ..

3. Canal Remodelling

4. Small Irrigation Schemes ..

1, Canal Withdrawals (Benchmark)

2, T&bela ••

Sw:face Water ~.

70.50 31.00 101.50 49.35 21.70 71.50 \
9.30 9.30 6.51 6.50

(7.00) (7.00) (4.90) (4.90)
10.40 10.40 0,28 0.28
0.04 0.02 0.06 0.03 0.01 0.04
70.94 40.32 111.26 49.66 28.22 77.88Sub-Total

Tota}Kharif RabiTotalKharif Rabi
Source

At FarmgateAt Canal Head
(MAP)

TABLE II

Expected Water availability 1975-76

14.6. The ground-water programme had to be increased to 29.65 MAF in 1974-75 from a level of
27.65 MAP during 1973-74, to overcome the near drought conditions during the Rabi season. On account
of low supplied in Rivers, hydro-electric power stations could not meet the power demand and the country
had to face a general shortage of electricity. Every endeavour was made to meet the minimum demand of
power inagriculture and industry. Sufficient quantities of diesel were made available at district level to ensure
maximum operation of diesel operated tubewells.

14.7. During 1975-76,the water availability would be supplemented to the extent of7 MAF (at canal heads)"
on account of supplies to be made available from Tarbela Dam. The availability of water from surface sources
at farm gates during 1975-76 is thus expected at 77 .S8 MAF (Kharif 49.66 MAP and Rabi 28.22 MAP).
With an additional 32 MAP from tubewells, the total availability would be 108 MAP. The details of water
budget for 1975-76may be seen in Table II.

14.5. The total average irrllow 1940-73, into country from the Western Rivers, is about 140MAF, of which
lIS MAP is received inKharif and 22 MAF is received in Rabi. During an average flow year, the Rabi
supplies are entirely utilized by the irrigation system, while during Mid-Kharif roughly about 40 MAP wasted
to sea. During 1974-75, however, the rim station inflow at 96.03 MAF was only 68% of the average annual
flows of 140. S MAF. The Kharif and Rabi supplies were lower by 32% and 26% compared to their respec
tive averages in normal years. This adversely affected the canal withdrawals. The total canal withdrawals
dropped to 88.17 MAF as compared to 96.07 MAF in 1973-74. The major shortage was during Rabi
season when the canal withdrawals were 14 per cent lower than the canal water supplies in 1973-74. Actual
canal withdrawals from 1964-65 to 1974-75are given in Appendix III.

e
r· t

~
I
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J4.1S By June, 1974 earthfill in the Dam and saddle embankment was about 62% completed, the irrigation
sluice was 100% completed, the main canal structure was 22% completed, the earthwork for the canal was
33% completed and the main canal lining was 1.1 % completed. The physical targets and the achievements
for the year 1974-75ate given Table IV. .. .... .

li43

Federal Government 21.801 8.55 21.215;

Sind Government 53.041 21.47 26.470

Baluchistan Government ..".. 00 37.533 15.00 35.000

Total ·112.375 45.02 82.685

•Distributed in the ratio given inpara. 14

Estimate
Actual

Expenditure
for 1974-75

ADP
1974-75

Allocetion
Estimated
IJxpenditure
upto the
end of
]973~74

Agency

(Million Rs.)
Allocation and Expenditure; Hub Dam

14.12. MediumDams.-Two medium dams are under construction since the Third Plan; one across River
Hub 35 miles north of Karachi and the other across River Haro, 40 miles north-west of Islamabad. The dam
across the river Hub was originally conceived to provide irrigation facilities to about 59,000 acres of culturable
virgin land around Karachi but later on its scope was substantially changed and more emphasis was laid
on municipal and industrial supply. The revised project envisages construction of an earthern dam, 151 ft.
high with a gross storage capacity of 0.924 MAF and dependable safe yield of 0.222 MAF per annum
from the reservoir. The reservoir will supply 70 MGD to Karachi; 26 MGD to Karachi Steel Mill; 15MOD
to Baluchistan for meeting the municipal and industrial requirements; irrigation facilities to 1000 acres of
of existing farms at Karachi and for 21,000 acres of new land, in Baluchistan.

14.13 The original Khanpur Dam envisaged construction of an 137 ft. high dam across Haro river for
providing irrigation facilities to some 70,000 acres in the districts of Rawalpindi, Campbellpur and Hazara. The
project was subsequently revised and modified to provide Municipal and Industrial supply to Rawalpindi
Town (39. 64MGD) ; Islamabad (33 MOD); P.O.F. Wah (15MOD); Heavy Mechanical Complex at Taxlla
(13.5 MGD) and irrigation supply of 36,350 AF and 37,900 AF per annum to the Punjab and NWFP
respectively.

14.14. Hub Dam.-The project is being financed jointly by the Federal Government, the Government
of Sind and the Government of Baluchistan with their respective share of 19.4 percent, 47.2 percent and 33.4
percent in the total estimated CO&t. The total actual expenditure incurred 011 the project upto June 1974, the
allocation in the ADP 1974-75, and the revised estimate for 1974-75 is given in Table Ill.

TABLB III

14.n. Tarbela Dam, having reservoir capacity of 9.3 MAP, was expected to be completed in 197"r16
and irrigation supplies for Rnbi 1974-75from the reservoir started. Unfortunately, due to operational trouble
encountred in the closure gates of Tunnell & 2, the reservoir had to be depleted on account of which stored
supplies could not be made available to Rabi (1974-75). The damage caused by the uncontrolled flow through
the tunnels are being repaired and the work is going on as per schedule. It is expected that during the summer
of 1975-76 the reservoir would be filled. As a number of experiments and observations are to be made, it is
quite probable that the full reservoir capacity may not be available for the next Rabi crop; a modest
estimate of 7.0 MAP of storage was therefore made for the year 1975-76. A provision of Rs. 530.60 million
has been made for Tarbela Repairs and construction of the Fifth Tunnel during 1975-76.

".14.10. HighDams.-On account of uneven distribution of rainfall river supplies do not match the agricul
ural requirements of the two seasons. Construction of tv, 0 high dams were therefore undertaken. Mangla
'Dam which was completed in 1967, delivered some 5.3 MAF of extra water during Rabi 1974-75. Without
.this dam, the country might have faced semi-famine conditions .

.~
•

curtailing the wastage of water going to sea and to meet the irrigation needs during the two cropping seasons.
Dams, which are of three types, viz High Dams, Medium Dams and Small Dams, are consequently built for
this purpose. Ground Water irrigation is done by exploiting the useable ground water.
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*Distribllted in the ratio as stated above.

Federal Government

P.unjabGovernment

N.W.F.P. Government

Agency

14.19. The project is also jointly financed bythe three beneficiaries namely the Federal Government, and
the Government of the Punjab and the Government of NWFP. The tentative share in the tota cost
is 51.81 %,29.09% and 19.10% respectively. Up to June'1974, the work done on the dam was about 47
percent, the spillway was 21. 5 percent, on the upstream blanket 72 per cent left bank saddle 63 per cent,
and the irrigation sluice 96 per cent complete. The financial picture up to the end of 1974-75 is shown n the
following table;

14.18. Khanpur Dam.-The original Khanpur Dam envisaged construction of an 137 ft high dam across
Haro river for providing irrigation facilities to some 70,000 acres ill the districts of Rawalpindi, Campbellpur
and Hazara The; project was subsequently revised and modified to provide municial and industrial supp y
to Rawalpindi Town (39.64 MGD); Islamabad (33 MGD); P.O.F. Wah (15 MGD) and Heavy Mechanical
Complex at Taxila (13.5 MGD) and irrigation supply of 36,350 acre ft (AF) and 37,900 AF per annum to
he Punjab and NWFP respectively.

14.17. During 1975-76, 31 mof of earthwork and 4.14 mcf of concrete work is likely to be completed.

14.16. The three beneficiaries have provided the following amounts in their respective ADP's for 1975-76:
Federal Government Rs. 23.25 million; Sind Government Rs. 20.00 million; and Baluchistan Government
Rs. 8.60 million. Subsequently it was decided that an amount of Rs, 120.00 million will be provided in the
ADP for the project and the Provinces will be debited according to thier shares.

so
SO

8

78
$<!,

7~

6.2%

112

Concrete (Thousand eft)

Dam and saddle embankment (earthfill) .,

Spillway (percent)

Mabl Canal Structure (percent)

Main Canal E!W (Percent)

Main Canal Lining (percent)

12.0

50.Q

3%

~5.(J)

146.01

.00Earthwork (mof)

Targets Achievement»Hems

TABLE IV
Physical Tragets and Achievements 1974-75

TABLE 5

Estimated ADP Estimated
Expenditure Allocation Actual

1
upto the 1974-75 ExpenditurlJ ,..
end of 1974-75
1973774

I
66.184 Jl5.00 59.96

37.160 23.19 37.39_

24.399 6.59 6.59

Total ]'27.743~' 44.78 103.94



R4.23. SmallDams.-The Government of the Punjab and NWFP have undertaken a programme of
constructing small dams and pick-up weirs across small streams and nullahs, to improve tho level of
cultivation in the north western plains of the Indus Basin which are rainfed and dry-farmed.

14.24. The Government of Punjab included seven projects to benefit the rainfed areas in the districts of
D. G. Khan, Jhelum, Campbellpur and Rawalpindi and provided Rs. 4.5 million in the ADP 1974-75
The entire provision is expected to be utilized and nearly 20 mcf of earthwork, against the target of28 mer
would be done. The Projects have been provided in 1975-76Rs. 10.6 million for continuing the programme
and Rs, 1.1 million for initiating work on three new projects in the rainfed area of the districts of Rawalpindi
and Campbellpur. Itis envisaged that 140mcf of earthwork would be done by the close of the year

145

'~Bothexisting and new area.

38

1.5

56

150

150

Earthwork (mef)

Concrete (mcf)

Pervious and Impervious fill (mci)

Stone masonry (000 eft)

Concrete lining (ODDeft)

Physical
Targets

Hems

14.22. The physical targets likely to be achieved with the execution of this programme are as follows :-

It was later decided to provide Rs. 175.0 million for the project and debit the provinces according to
their respectives shares.

127.50

90.80

36.70l

Nil.

Federal Government

Punjab Government

N.W.F.P. Government

ADP
Allocation
1975-76

(Million Rupees)

14.21. KhanpurDam.-The project has been provided the following amounts by the three Governments
in their ADP's :-

lB'R~thwork(mcf)

Concrete (000 eft)

Pervious and impervious :fill (mct)

Stone Masonry (000 eft)

Tunnel excavation (mcf)

•

Target Achievement
jl974-75 1974-75

23.J. 2505

780 728

4.8 6.S

300 260

0.4 0.37

Items

R4.20. The physical targets and achievements for 1974-75 are as under :-

•
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14.36. WAPDA have been provided only token amounts of Rs. 0.1 million each for Tarbela Left Bank
canal and Chashma Right Bank Canal.

14.35. Programme/or 1915-76.-The Government of the Punjab has provided a sum ofRs. 138.58 million
for improvement, remodelling, extension and addition to the irrigation systems. The major schemes
included in this sub.-sector are remodelling .upper Gugera branch; token provision for greater ThaI canal,
Jalpur canal and Dajal branch; Bakht extenSIOn.scheme; l~Itirngation for former Grey canal; remodelling Jhang
branch; reconditioning and improvmg supply In Dhundi Qutub canal and Qadira canal; lift irrigation to
area on left bank of U.J.C. etc:

14.34. WAPDA were allocated Rs. 7.5 million for Hub Dam Project by the Government of Baluchistan
-in their ADP. A review of the project has already been given in the earlier paragraphs.

14.33. In Baluchistan, about 20 miles of canals have been enlarged and 30 tubewells, outside the areas
covered by the. scheme undertaken by WAPDA, have been installed.

4 .32. Against the allocation of Rs, 10.0 million for Chashma Right Bank Canal 0.8 million for Gomal
Zam and Rs. 5.00 million for Pehur High Level Link canal (Gandaf Tunnel) undertaken by WAPDA
.on behalf of NWFP, the estima ed expenditure is Rs .. 5.00 million, Rs, 0.8 million and Rs. 19.3 million
respectively. The work on the Pehur Canal Gate Shaft has been completed, the upper half of the stilling
basin in nearing completion while intake structure may have to be realigned.

14.31. In r";[wFP, almost 7 miles of existing channels have been extended; 8 miles of canals have been re
mcdo ed ; 2 miles of canals enlarged; 53 structures enlarged, 53 structures remodelled; 29 new structures
constructed, and 3 pumping stations have been installed. The area which received benefit from these work,
is about 2,000 cres.

14.30. Among the schemes undertaken by WAPDA only Hub Dam was provided for in the Sind Govern
.rnent ADP, the review and the targets of which have been given earlier.

- 14.29. In Sind about 25 miles of canals were extended against their target of 30 miles: Besides 30 miles
of canals were remodel ed, 24 existing structures remodelled; 12 new structures raised; 17 irrigation
tubewells and one pumping station completed. As a result of the execution of this programme about 60,000
cropped acres have been stated to be benefitted.

)4.28. The projects undertaken by WAPDA on behalf of the Punjab Government were Khanpur Dam,
_Tarbela Left Bank Canal and Chashma Right Bank Canal and were provided a total sum ofRs. 10.30 million
against which the revised estimate is Rs. 33.9 million. A review on Khanpur Dam has already been given
in the earlier paragraphs: Only token provision was made for the other two schemes and hence no expenditure
was incurred during the year.

14.27. Performance in 1974-75.-1n the Punjab, the target of extending the existing channels to about
41 miles was achieved; nearly 80 percent of the target of remodelling 163 miles of channels was achieved; 6
miles -of canals were enlarged; 40 'existing structures were remodelled; and 18 new structures were cons
-tructed, The cropped area likely to be benefitted with the execution of the above programme is estimated
at 1,600 acres.

_ > l4.26. Plow Irrigation.-In order to capture larger withdrawals from the rivers and_provide better safety
to the existing channels the Provincial Governments are pursuing a substantially large programme of improve
ment to the existing canal system. The schemes included in this programme envisage,strengthening, resectioning,
rehabilitation and remodelling of channles and improvement to the existing structures and raising new by-
pass- structures. - - , ' ,

14.25 The Government of NWFP included two schemes in the districts of Hazara and D.I. Khan, with
a provision of nearly Rs. 1.00 million in 1974-75 for carrying out 4 mcf of earthwork. Against this only 3
mcf has been completed. The Government ofNWFP have provided Rs. 0.83 million for completing the on
going projects in Hazara and D.I. Khan Districts. The earthwork to be done is about 1.00 mcf.



14.45. PrivateSector.-Accurate statistics on the number of tubewells installed during 1974-75and number
proposed to be installed during 1975-76are not available. However, it has been estimated that 8,300 tubewells
were installed during 1974-75.and 7550 tubewells will be installed during 1975-76 to supply 1.37 MAF of
water. Incentives like subsidies, availability of loans, concessional rates of power tariff, easy availability
of tubewell materials etc., are likely to encourage the fanners to meet the targets laid down in the Annual Plan.
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14.44" Public Sector.~The public sector programme comprises SCARP tubewells, and other tubewells
purely for irrigation purposes. It is expected that extra supply of 1.07 MAP would be available during
1975-76.

Ground Water
14.43. About 14 million acres, out of the total canal commanded area of 33.6 million acres, are underlain

with useable groundwater. This area lies mostly in the Peshawar valey, the canal districts in the northern zone
and along the River Indus in the Southern Zone. The useable-water aquifer has an ultimate potential for
development of about 44 MAF per annum, out of which about 29.648 MAF has already been developed
The Development Perspective (1975-80) provided for the development of 3S.28 MAP by 1979-80. Again t
this it is envisaged to develop upto 32.09 MAP during the Annual Plan 1975-76 through various public and
private sector programmes. '

14.42. In Baluchistan, Rs. 43.33 million (Rs. 30.4 million for the ongoing and Rs. 12.9 million for the new
schemes) has been provided for the various surface irrigation schemes like Pat Feeder Canal, Wah and Setian
flood irrigation scheme, Crash development programmes in Marri-Bugti area, Toba Achakzai and Toba Karl
area; delay action dam at Gawari and Mehterzai etc. In addition, Rs. 5.0 million have been provided for
the tubewell schemes in Pishin Lora and Bela Plain.

14.41. With the completion of the programme ali area of about 11,000 acres would receive regulated ir
rigation supplies for the first time while an area of about 13,000 acres would be improved. Also 80 miles of
water courses would be lined"

14.40. The ADP provision for 1975-76 for the projects undertaken byWAPDA is Rs. 40.06 million.
The scheme-wise allocations are: Gomal Zam Rs, 1.36 million, Chashma Canal Rs. 10.00 million and
Pehur Rs. 28.70 million. . Detailed investigations of the rock condition and preparation of detailed designs
and firm.cost estimates of the Pehur Canal Project (Gandaf Tunnel) would be undertaken during the years.

14.39. In NWFP, a sum of Rs. 67.06 million has been provided for continuing work on a number of minor
schemes in the 10 districts. Some of the notable schemes are lining of water courses ; extention of Siran canal
in Hazara distt; Badwan kharif irrigation scheme in Dir distt ; Nipikhel irrigation scheme in Swat etc.

14.38. The physical targets set for this programme are extention of canals by 17 miles (40 mcf), remodel
ling of canals 75 miles (25 mcf), remodelling of 40 structures, construction of 16 new struct-ures, installation
of 3S tubewells and 2 pumping stations, to benefit cropped area of about 100,000 acres.

14.37. The Government of Sind have provided Rs. 93.0 million for their irrigation development schemes.
Of this, only Rs. 4.6 million are for new schemes. The important schemes included in this sub-sector are
construction of new channels and improvement of existing channels in the command areas of Kotri and Gudu
Barrages ; constructing link canal for by-passing Kinjher lake ; rehabilitation and reconditioning banks of
Jamrao canal from RD 0-124 ; Rohri main canal in Nasir and Hala Divisions; Mithrao canal from RD-O
to 418 etc; constructiong by-pass and other structures at Yusuf Dehri, Kandiaro, Duro at RD-522, Orderolal
at RD-891 and Sakrand at RD 647 over Rohri main canal; reconditioning banks of Dadu canal from RD 23
to 657 etc; remodelling channels in Nara canal circle; construction Saifullah Magsi branch; Matli branch ex
Phuleli canal RD 187 ; and project planning for Melli farash link canal; remodelling Rohri main canal and
Nara Jumrao Kotri link canal -etc,

It is expected that 156 miles (200 mcf) of canals would be extended; 823 miles (130) mcf of canals would
be remodelled; 377 existing structures would be remodelled and 270 new structures would be constructed.
The cropped area likely to benefit from this development is estimated at 38,000 acres.
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sman Smface Draio~ge Projects
14.57. Performance 1974-75.-The Government of Punjab provided a sum of Rs. 24.51 million in this

ADP. The physical target of excavating 65 miles of open drains for the protection of an area of 28,000 acres
has fully been achieved.

14.56. InBaluchistan programme allocation is Rs. 1.00 million and Rs. 5.00 million, respectively, each
for Survey and Investigation and project implementation. It is expected that 22 miles of open drains will be
excavated in Pat Feeder Area.

14.55. In NWFP the amount allocated for Survey and Investigation and project implementation is
. Rs, 5.00 million and Rs. 37.00 million respectively. It is expected that 50tubewells will be installed under
Kafur Dehri, 40 tubewells will be installed under Pabbi Phase II and 28 tubewells will be installed under the
Jue Sheikh project.

14.54. In Sind. the ADP provides a sum of Rs, 9. 00 million for the General Investigation of this programme
and Rs. 150.00 million for installation of 110 tubewells under SCARP Rohri North and Sukkur Right Bank
Projects. Nearly 132 miles of surface drains will be completed under Larkana-Shikarpur, Kotri Surface
Drains. and Left Bank Outfall Drain.

14.53. Programme 1975-76.-In Punjab an amount of Rs. 293.94 million has been provided for the instal
lation of 156 Saline Groundwater (SG) Tubewells in SCARP II and SCARP III areas and 392 POW Tubewells
in the project areas in Shorkot Kamalia, Panjnab Abbasia, Shujaabad, Shahpur, Fordwah Sadiqia, Pilot Statiana,
ete., and 40 miles of open drains under the Paharang Drain Project. Besides Rs, 25 million is provided for
the Survey and Investigation of the projects envisaging control of waterlogging and salinity.,,-

14.52. The progress up to June 1975 of the various SCARP project in different provinces is shown in Ap
pendix V.

14.51. For Baluchistan a sum ofRs. 1.00 million was allocated for Survey and Investigation and Rs. 2.00
million for implementation of a project. No expenditure has been incurred on Survey and Investigation
but Rs. 5. 00 million is estimated to have been spent on the project. Against the target of 30 miles of open
drains, 12 miles are estimated to have been excavated.

.Acce~~r2~~dProgmmm~ of W2t~dogging and Salinity Control
14.46. This is highest priority and the largest programme to be undertaken. The total amount allocated

in 1975-76 is about Rs, 526 million. The scheme-wise and province-wise details of allocation are given in
Appendix VI, while the overall physical targets for 1974-75 and 1975-76 and achievements in 1974-75 appear
in Appendix VITo

14.47. According to latest estimates nearly 21 percent of total surveyed area is waterlogged with water
table depth varying from 0-10 ft. and nearly 10 percent of the total area is salinized. The previous estimates
put the water logged area at 45 percent of the C.C.A. and the area under salinity at 23 percent of the
C.C.A. The Province-wise area affected by waterlogging and salinity as compared with previous is given
in Appendix V-A.

14.48. Performance in1974-75.-A sum ofRs. 30.71 million for the Survey and Investigation and Rs. 143.92
million for the implementation of projects was provided for the Punjab against which a sum of Rs. 23.94 million
and Rs. 115.47 million respectively is estimated to have been spent. The projects included in the programme
were SCARP IT, SCARP III, SCARP IV, replacement of damaged tubewells in SCARP I and SCARP II
areas and Pharang Drain etc. About 60 miles of open drains were completed during 1974-75against the target
of 110 miles. No progress could be made on 100 FGW and 50 SGW tubewells planned during 1974-75.

14.49. In Sind, the allocation for the Survey and Investigation was Rs. 9. 00million and for the implementa
tion of projects Rs. 161.5 million. The estimated expenditure is Rs. 8.00 million and Rs. 138.4 million
respectively. About 520 FGW tubewells were energised and 327 miles of drains were constructed during
the year as against the targets of 735 tubewells and 365miles of open drains.

14.500 In NWFP, against an allocation of Rs, 3.3 million for Survey and Investigation Rs. 19.70 million
for project implementation the expenditure is estimated at Rs. 4.5 million and Rs. 19.a million respectively.
Against the target of 43 tubeweIls and 8miles of open drains only 14tubewells could be brought into operation.

DRAINAGE AND RECLAMATION
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14.67. Although the Government of Sind, have a target of carrying out 400 mcf of earthwork for streng
thening and restoration of flood embankments and 2 mcf of stone pitching, surprisingly no amount in the ADP
1975-76 has been allocated

The Government of NWFP have provided Rs. 7.986 million for extention of 2.2 miles of flood embank
ments and 1.0 mile for strengthening and restoration of the existing embankment .

14.68. The Government of Baluchistan, contemplate to complete 300 flood regulation works in 1975-76.

Survey and investigation
14.69. Performance1974-75.-The Government of the Punjab have nearly spent Rs. 1.796 million on tbis

sub-sector against an allocation of Rs, 2.553 million. The targets of the Reconnaissance survey of abou
250 sq. miles, Topographic Survey of about 200 sq. miles and detailed investigation of 28 dam sites is expected
to have been achieved in full.

..

. -
14.66. Programme1975-76.-In the Punjab an amount of Rs. 15.9 million have been provided for flood

regulation works while Rs. 108.42 million have been provided for flood restoration works. Of this, Rs. 6.4
million and Rs, 84.1 million are for the ongoing projects under flood regulation and flood restoration, respec
tively. The major projects included in this programme are: Protection of syphons at B.S. link; providing
syphon at M.R.link; repairing damaged bunds in Shujaabad district and Sharakpur Bund; Raising L.M.B.
and R.M.B. at Qadirabad Barrage and Panjnad Headworks; constructing training works at Panjnad, raising
.Minchine bund; remodelling R.M.B. at Trimmu headworks, raising and extension of Raya flood protection
bund; constructing spurs at Taunsa barrage; carrying out repair works at Abbasia and Bahawal canal system
etc.

~;--,.--.-

During 1975-76, about 57 miles (106 mcf) of flood embankment would be extended and 1.71 mcf
of stone pitching done, 208 miles (554 mcf) of embankment would be strengthened/restored, and 232 new
structures would be constructed.

14.61. About 122 miles of surface drains would be extended and remodelled. About 92,,000 acres would
be protected from floods.

14.62. The Governmentof Sind ADP has provided Rs. 1.5 million for continuing work 'on M.N.W.
drain in S. Dadu division, development of reclamation operation and a number of other works.

14.63. In NWFP, an amount of Rs. 0.820 million has been provided for remodelling and construction
of surface drains in Peshawar area, irrigated areas in Bannu; and Rod Kohl area in 0.1. Khan.

Flood Regulation ud resteratlon
14.64. Performance1974-75.-In the Punjab against inallocation of Rs, 5.698 million for Flood Regulation

and Rs. 88.794 million for Flood Restoration, an amount of Rs. 1.21 million and Rs. 55.04 respectively
is estimated to have been spent during the year. It is estimated that the target of 108miles of flood embank
ments (115 mcf of earthwork) has been achieved infull while stone pitching of 0.9 mcf (target of 1.64 mer)
has been done. Against the target of raising 16 No. structures and restoration/strengthening of 375 miles
of flood embankments, 16 structure have been constructed and 275 miles of flood embankments have been
strengthened

14.65. The Sind' ADP allocated a sum of Rs. 10.00 million for their flood regulation programme. In
addition, Rs. 44 million is estimated to have been spent on restoration/strengthening of flood embankment.
The physical progress up to June 1975 is about 280 mcf of earthwork and 6 mcf of stone pitching for streng
thening/restoration of flood embankments, against a target of 450 mef of earthwork and 6 mcf of
stone pitching.

14.58. The Sind Government provided Rs. 2.29 million for the development of reclamation operation and
M.N.W. Drain against which Rs, 2.22 million have been spent. About 60 percent of the M.N.W. Drain
in the Dadu district has been completed.

14.59. InNWFP, against the ADP allocation of Rs, 0.99 million the revised estimated expenditure is about
0.778 million for the excavation of open drains in Bannu and D.I. Khan areas.

14.60. Programme1975-76.-The Punjab Government has provided an amount of Rs. 29.38 million in
their ADP for earring out the drainage and reclamation programme. Of this Rs. 23.12 million are for the
ongoing projects, namely Remodelling Dhaya and Phalli a drains, Rechna outfall drainage system and Chill
drainage system; construction Statiana Sammundari, Raiwind, Lurke, Hunjrai and Charar drainage Systems
and a number of small works.

)



14.80. WAPDA have been allocated Rs. 2.00 million for surface hydrology project in the four provinces;
Rs. 15.00 million for master planning project; Rs. 1.00 million for planning and investigation of Kalabagh
project; and Rs. 10.40 million for the general consulting services for drainage and reclamation projects and
flood study in the federal government ADP for 1975-76. .

Research and water management
14.81. The estimated expenditure during 1974-75 on the three research projects namely alluvial channel

observation project, Mona reclamation project and the central monitoring organization is Its. 12.86 million.
whereas the allocation for 1975-76.is Rs. 1~.7 million. On the Mona reclamation project a few water
management studies have been carried out WIth the cooperation of USAID/CSU Group.

14.82. In .t~e Punjab the Irrigation Research Institute is conducting research studies on lining of water
courses and irngation channels. The scheme has been provided Rs. 0.193 million in the ADP.

14.83. In Sind. the Agriculture Department is ~arrying o!lt water management studies with the assistance
of USAID/CSU. The scheme which ISIncluded In the Agriculture sector ADP with the objective to achieve
water management by precision land levelling has been allocated Rs, 0.267 million.
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14.78. The NWFli?ADP have allocated Rs. 1.724 million for carrying out reconnaissance and topographic
survey of nearly 100 sq. miles, drilling 40 test holes and detailed survey of 35 small schemes. WAPDA have
also been allocated Rs. 1.2 million in the NWFP ADP for continuation of the general investigation work.

14.77. The Sind ADP has provided Rs. 3.6 million for continuing on reorganization of irrigation research,
hydrological research, hydrological survey, feasibility study of Malir basin development and contour survey
of riverain areas etc. It is expected that reconnaissance and topographic surveys of nearly 1000 sq. miles will
be carried out during the year.

·14.79. The ADP provides Rs. 19.3 million for detailed investigation and development of groundwater
being undertaken by WAPDA and UNDP jointly. About 250 test holes would be drilled; 175public tubewells
would be installed; geological survey of 5000 sq. miles would be completed and detailed survey drilling of
5000 miles would be done.

14.75. Programme1975-76.~the Government of the Punjab proposes to spend a sum of Rs. 2.52 million
for completing detailed survey of one surface water scheme; 29 small dams and Reconnaissance and topographic
survey of nearly 240 sq. miles.

14.76. Ail amount of Rs, 13.1 million has been allocated to WAPDA by the Provincial Government for
continuing work on the investigation of Potwar and Pasrur region and water development schemes.
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,14.70. WAPDA have been allocated Rs. 6.7 million in the Punjab for carrying out investigation in
Potwar and Pasrur area and detailed investigation on specific surface water projects.

14.71. The Sind ADn!:]Rro~ded~. 2.22 million for the Survey ~nd Investigation work againstwhich
an amount of RB. 2.71 . on ISestimated to have been spent. Against the target of 1340 sq. miles of
reconnaissance survey and 1216 sq. miles of topographical survey. the achievement is estimated at 540 and
520 sq. miles, respectively.

14.72. The NWFP ADP provided a sum of Rs. 0.72 million in. the ADP which had been revised to Rs.
1.626 million during the course of the year. Against this an amount of Rs. 1.626 million is estimated to have
been utilized in achieving the physical targets. of : (a) reconnaissance survey - 85 sq. miles (b) topographic
survey -36 sq. miles and (c) detailed survey/geological survey, (drilling etc.)-35 sq. miles.

14.73. WAPDA have been allocated Rs. 1.6 million in the NWFP budget for carrying out the general inves
tigation work. The total budget allocation is estimated to have been spent.

14.74. The principal schemes undertaken by WAPDA are Detailed Groundwater investigation and Hub
Dam Project for which Rs. 23.00 million and Rs. 7.5 million were provided in the ADP. against which the
estimated expenditure was Rs. 22. 1million and Rs, 7.5 million respectively. Against the target of installation
of 250 test holes, under the groundwater investigation scheme, about 200 test holes have been drilled; about
2400 sq. miles of area has been covered under the reconnaissance survey against the target of 6000 sq. miles;
3600 sq. miles of detailed survey drilling against the target of 3500 sq. miles and total footage drilled is about
80.000 feet.
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14.95. A sum of Rs. 37.93 million has been allocated in the ADP 1975-76for final completion of Bara canal
and Zeran irrigation schemes to benefit of over 55,000 acres of land, and for sinking of tubewells in North
Waziristan Agency for the irrigation 1200 acres, installation of 20 tubewells under the investigation scheme
and continuation of work on three ongoing and eight new schemes.

Fooernlly Administered Tribal Area Development COrp9mtion
14.94. Against an allocation of Rs. 30.075 million for the investigation and developme-nt of groundwater

resources in the tribal areas of Peshawar. Malakand and D.I. Khan, Zeran, Sateen and Qadam surface
irrigation schemes: Bara river canal project etc., a sum Rs, 37.05 million is estimated to have been spent
during 1974-75. It is estimated that about 11,000 acres have been provided with irrigation facilities while
imeroved supplies have been arranged for about 13,000acres. Also 80miles of water courses in different regions
of 'th~ tribal area have been lined.

Northern Areas
14.92. Against a provision of Rs. 2.50 million for the open channels and investigation of schemes for the

installation ?f lift pumps in Bunji plain, Rs. 3. ~ 7 million is estimated to have been spent in 1974-75.

14.93. A provision of Rs. 4.36 million for the ongoing as also a few new schemes has been made in the
ADP 1975~76.

14.91. An allocation of Rs. 0.500 million has been made in the ADP 1975-76 for continuation of work
on the ongoing schemes.

Azad Kasbmir
14.90. Azad Kashmir was allocated a sum of Rs. 1.90 million for various small irrigation schemes consisting

of excavation of open channels. Against this amount only a sum of Rs. 5100 is estimated to have been spent.

14.89. The ADP 1975-76 provides a sum of Rs. 0.60 million for bringing the two schemes close to
completion.

SW'veyof Paklstan
14.88. Against an allocation of Rs. 0.408 million for the two schemes namely; Development of Survey

Resources, and Geodetic Survey Marks, which have been lingering on since 1965-71)a sum of Rs. 0.548
million is estimated to have been spent during J974-75.

14.87. The ADP 1975-76provides a sum of Rs.6.85 million for carrying out some basic studies on
hydraulic problems, lysimeter studies on soil-water plant relationship, basic studies of hydraulic problems of
tubewells, Gaj« ~jilottile drainage projects etc. These schemes are continuing for a long time and efforts should
be made to complete them during 1975-76.

lITigation, Drainage and Flood Control Research Council
14.86 .. Against a provision of Rs, 4.5 million made during 1974-75 for various research projects,
Rs. 3.45 million could be spent. The Drainage ana Reclamation Institute, aided by the Netherland Government
is being set up at Hyderabad,

14.85. The programme for 1975-76 includes 18 ongoing and 4 new projects with an cllocation Rs, 15.00
million. Among the new schemes are weather surveillance radar station and meteorological read-out station
and development of river flow and forecasting techniques. These prospects are aided by WMOjUNDP who
would provide about Rs. 5.48 million for the equipment and expertise. The ground station for receiving
information from satellite at Karachi is financed by WMOjUNDP to the tune of Rs. 4.4lakh. This scheme
is likely to be completed in 1976-77.

..

Pakistan Meteorological Department
14.84. The allocation of Rs. 6.00 million for 1974-75 is expected to be fully utilized on meteorological

telecommunication services, wind finding radar at Peshawar, aeromet stations, first class observatories, upper
wind finding observatories, remote recording equipment at Lahore, ground station for receiving information
from weather satellite etc.

FEDERAL AGENCIES
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• Both existinll and new area.

Development Perspective (1975-80)
14.100. The allocation in the ADP 1975-76to the programmes of the various Provinces and Federal Agencies.

excluding Indus Basin Works, is Rs. 1335.95 million which is about 13.8 percent of the programme envisaged
in the Development Perspective (1975-80). The allocation to Indust Basin Work in 1975-76 is, however,
35.4 percent of the allocation in the Development Perspective, which is chiefly due to the expenditure to be
incurred on Tarbela repairs. It is expected that by 1979-80about 18.78 MAP would have been added to the
irrigation system and about 6.19 million acres of cropped area* added. 14.101 With the successful execution
of the ADP 195-76 it is expected that 9.27 MAF will be added to the irrigation system and 2.66* million
acres of crop ed area provided with irrigation facilities. The likely achievement in 1975-76 is about
49 percent and 43 percent of the targets for water availability and cropped area respectively laid down in the
Development Perspective. Details of the targets for 1975-76 compared with the targets in the Development
Perspective are shown in Appendices II-B and XII.

Allocations according to executing agencies
14.99. The ADP allocations according to the executing agencies are given in Appendix II. The agency
wise distribution of the programme included in the Federal Government ADP is given in Appendix II-A. The
sub-sector-wise allocation of the total programme, compared with the proposed allocations in the Development
Perspective (1975-80). is shown in Appendix II-B. Appendix II-C gives the agency-wise and sub-sector
wise allocation of the 1975-76Development Programme. It may be observed from the above appendix that
the programmes, of the Meteorological Department, Science and, Technology Division. Kashmir Affairs
Division and States and Frontier Regions Division, are classified under the sub-sector-Miscellaneous, as it
was done in the case of Development Perspective.

14.97. Waterlogging.-From various reports it has been observed that in certain areas water-table is
falling at a faster rate than expected. The depletion of water-table can be attributed to private tubewells and
drought of 1974-75. Some apprehension has been expressed that the unexpected drop in water-table may
cause diffusion of saline water. It is of paramount importance that monitoring of water-table for the whole
CCA should be taken in hand immediately.

14.98. Alkalizationof Soils.-Reports and research papers indicate that areas where reclamation is in
progress, there is a risk of soils becoming alkali owing to quality of tubewell water. The reclamation of
alkaline soils is much more difficult than the saline soils. Intensive studies should therefore, be made in the
field, as well as, in the laboratories, on safe use of tubewell waters and on the reclamation of Alkali Saline and
Alkali Soils.

Problems and Issues

14.96. The following are some of the problems faced by the Water Resources Sector:

Apportionment of River Waters.-It is expected that during 1975-76 Rabi, Tarbela would release
7.0 MAF which is nearly 22% of the normal Rabi supplies. Due to this substantial increase in supplies,
considerable area is expected to be irrigated. Within a few months Rabi sowing season would
commence, but the farmers of the various regions are not sure whether they would receive extra supply of water.
To increase the area sewn to Rabi crops, the farmers would have to make arrangements for implements and
bullocks. A decision on apportionment of water is expedited shortly.
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L------------------ ..........----.....--.....----.....--------------------------·---------~

(a) WAPDA
(b)Central Government Agencies/DmsIons
(c) Tarbela/I.B.P.

181.000 354.289
86.580 85.41&

48.725 47.580

51.918 41.350

400.000 468.812

45.383 49.60£

682.093 812.093

Total 1.501.699 1.8'9.141

(a) Punjab • 0

(b) Sind

(c) N.W.F.P.
(d)Baluchistan

B. Federal Govemment

A. Provindal GoTemmen1S

Allocation Rovised
estimates

Sponsoring Agency

(Million R.upees)

ANNUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 1974·75
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(D) Baluchistan I
(a) Irrigation and Power Department

(b) WAPDA

36.33

41.26

Total (N.W.F.P.) 77.59

"41.19

27.90

Total (Baluchistan) 69.09

GMND TOTAL 1,866.52

(C) N.W.F.P. !

(a) Irrigation and Power Department

(b) WAPDA

(B) Sind:

(8) Irrigation and Power Department

(b) WAPDA

279.84

50.00

Total (punjab) 329.84
"~

92.10

20.00

Total (Sind) 112.10

Provincial Governmenfll:

(A) Punjab;

(a) Irrigation and Power Department

(b) WAPDA

Total (Federal Government)

(c) Indus Basin/Tarbela

Sub-Total

F8der~!Govemment!
(a) WAPDA
(b) Other Divisions of the Federal Government ..

SpollSoring Agency

AppeDdix !!

(Million Rs).

Allocation

-l

682.09 >

65.24

747.33

530.57

1,277.90

ANNUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 1915.76 PAKISTAN
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Pakistan Meteorological Department 6.0() 6.00 15.00

2. Scienceand TechnologyDivision :

(a) I.D.F.e.R. Council 4.500 3.450 6.85

(b) Survey of Pakistan 0.408 0.00

3. Natural ResourcesDivision :

WAPDA 400.00 468.812 682.09

4. Kashmir AffairsDivision :

(a) Azad Kashmir 1.900 0.005 0.50

(b) Northern Areas 2.500 3.097 4.36

r 5. State and Frontier Regions Division :

FATA Development Corporation .. 30.075 37.053 37.93

Sub·Total 445.383 518.417 747.33

6. Indus Basin/Tarbela Works 00 682.093 812.093 530.57

GRAND TOTAL 1,127.476 1,330.510 1,277.90

1. Aviation Division :

Allocation
for

1975-76

Revised
Estimated
1974-75

ADP
Allocation

1974-75
Sponsoring Agency /Department

(Million Rs ••)

ANNUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 1975·76

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
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.a

1. Survey and Investigation 565.00 117.71

2. Irrigation 1,975.00 489.55

3. Drainage and Reclamation 4,850.00 517.74 ),

4. Flood Regulation/Restoration 1,560.00 132.79

5. Research and Water Management 350.00 20.74

6. Miscellaneous 200.00 57.42

Sub-Total 9,500.00 1,335.95

7. Indus Basin Works (Tarbe1a) " 1,500.00 530.57

11,000.00 1,866.52

Allocation Actual al-
for the location in

Development the ADP
Perspective (1975-76)
(1975-80)

Sub-sector

(Million Rs.;

Appendix II ~B)

ALLOCATION IN ADP 1975-76 COMPARED WITH mE ALLOCATION IN DEVELOPMENT PERSPECTIVE
(1975-80)
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DISTRIBUTION OF ALLOCATION FOR 1975-76

SUB-SECTOR AND AGENCY WISE

(Million Rs.)---
Sub-sector Federal Punjab Sind N.W.F.P. Baluchistan Total

1. Survey and Investigation 77.66 15.43 3.60 1.72 19.30 117.71

" lnigation 147.58 138.58 93.00 67.06 43.33 489.55...
3. Drainage and Reclamation 485.94 29.48 1.50 0.82 517.74

4. Flood RegulationjRestoration .. 124.34 7.99 0.46 132.79

5. Research and Water Management 20.55 0.19 20.74

6. Miscellaneous 15.60 21.82 14.00 6.00 57.42

Total 747.33 329.84 112.10 77.59 69.09 1,335.95

I

~~~ndix n(C)
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ApJlCJ.lch ,!!
OVERALL WATER AVAILABILITYAT FARMGATES

(Million Acre-Feet)

Surface Water Ground Water .Total water
Year Availability

At Canal at Public Private
Heads Farrngates Tubewells Tubewells At Farmga- -~

tes

•
1964-65 Kharif 60.36 42.26 1.396 3.230 "~6.636

Rabi 29.55 20.68 1.395 3.230 :2::,305

Total 89.91 62.94 2.791 6.460 7:2.191
--- )

1965-66 Kharif 65.08 45.56 1.457 4.140 51.157
Rabi 26.17 18.32 1.457 4.140 23.917 I

---
Total 91.25 63.88 2.914 8.280 75.074

---
1966-67 Kharif 66.37 46.46 1.013 5.135 52.508 I'Rabi 29.59 20.72 1.012 5.135 26.867

-----
Total 95.96 67.18 2.025 j(}.270 79.475

--- ---
1967-68 Kharif 61.72 43.20 1.157 6.nSO 50 "!·37

Rabi 32.98 23.08 1.157 6.080 3),':;17
--- ----

Total 94.70 66.28 2.314 12.160 st). ';54

1968-69 Kharif 66.73 46.71 1.664 6.850 55.224
Rabi 31.58 22.11 1.664 6.850 30.624

--- --- ---
Total 98.31 68.82 3.328 13.700 85.848 .

--- ---
1969-70 Kharif 1'i9.19 48.44 2.083 7.515 53.038

Rabi 30.66 21.46 2.082 .7.515 :::1.057
-----

Total 99.85 69.90 4.165 15.030 89.095

1970-71 Kharif 60.83 42.58 2.548 8.235 53.363
Rabi 26.53 18.57 2.548 8.235 29.353

Total 87.36 61.15 5.096 16.470 82.716---
1971-72 Kharif 60.60 42.42 2.633 9.135 54.188

Rabi; 26.05 18.23 2.633 9.135 29.998 '"
Total 86.65 60.65 5.266 18.270 84.186

1972-73 Kharif 68.67 48.07 2.828 9.880 60.778
Rabi~ 32.23 22.56 2.827 9.880 35.267

Total 100.90 70.63 5.655 19.760 96.045

1973-74 Kharif 63.42 44.40 3.177 10.650 58.227
'Rabi 32.65 22.85 3.176 10.650 36.676

Total 96.07 67.25 6.353 21.300 94.903

1974-75 Kharif 62.91 44.04 3.419 U.405 58.864
'Rabi~ 25.26 17.68 3.419 11.405 32.504

Total 88.17 61.72 6.838 22.810 91.368
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Appendix ill (8)

EXPECTED WATER AVAILABRlTY DURING 1975-76

(MAP)

At Canal Head At Fann Gate
Source

Kharif Rabi Total Kharif Rabi Total ~

Surfau Water

1. Canal Withdrawals (BenchMark) 70.50 31.00 101.50 49.35 21.70 71.OS

2. Tarbela •• 9.3 9.3 6.51 6.51
(7.0) (7.0) (4.90) (4.90)

3. Canal Remodelling 0.40 0.40 0.28 0.28

4. Small Irrigation Scheme ,. 0.04 0.02 0.06 0.03 0.01 0.04-

S. Hub and Khanpur Dam ..
6. Chashma ... ...

Sub-Total 70.94 40.32 111.26 49.66 28.22 77.88

Groundwater

1. Private TubeweDs 12.090 12.090 24.180

2. SCARP ThbeweUs 3.62 3.61 7.23 ~.

3. Other than SCARP 0.34 0.34 0.68

Sub-Total 16.050 16.040 32.090

GRANDTOTAL 65.71 44.26 109.97
(42.65) (108.36)
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• Appendix IV
,

RIM STATIONS INFLOWS OF WESTERN RIVERS

(Million Acre Feet)

Jrndusat Kalabagh Jhelum at Mangla Chanab at Marala Total
Year (Above) (Above) (Above)

I

• I Kharif Rabi Total Kharif Rabi Total Kharif Rabi Total Kharif Rabi Total

~ ~
1964-65 .• 74.97 13.56 88.53 19.28 4.31 23.59 21.59 4.45 26.04 115.84 22.32 138.16

1965-66 .• 76.36 12.86 89.22 22.23 4.22 26.45 18.57 3.98 22.55 117.16 21.06 138.22

1966,67 .. 77 40 13 91 91.31 17.59 5.52 23.11 21.48 4.35 25.83 116.47 23.78 140.25

1967-68 1.61 814.91 96.52 18.41 5.44 23.85 20.00 5.15 25.15 120.02 25.50 145.52

1968-69 .. 78.71 14.40 93.11 16.40 5.21 21.61 20.37 3.50 23.87 115.48 23.11 138.59

1969-70 •. 74.22 12.97 87.19 20.09 4.09 24.18 19.84 2.63 22.47 114.15 19.69 133.84-

1970-71 .• 60.75 10.13 70.88 12.32 3.02 15.34 16.52 2.73 19.25 89.59 15.88 105.47

1971-72 •. 62.12 9.29 71.41 10.05 3.32 13.37 15.77 3.00 18.77 87.94 15.61 103.55

1972-73 .• 66.96 12.61 79.57 17.80 7.20 25.00 16.76 4.77 21.53 101.52 24.58 126.10'

1973-74 •• 95.10 11.39 106.49 22.13 4.29 26.42 27.48 3.40 30.88 144.71 19.08 163.79

1974-75 •• 52.33 8.96 61.29 12.93 3.57 16.50 14.37 3.87 18.24 79.63 16.40 96.03-
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Appendi~ I
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UPTODATE PROGRESS OF SCARP PROJECTS

~

Scope Achievement upto June 1975
S. DrainsNo. Name of Project .Area No. of Tubewells Drains Area No. of Tubewells

( ) IOCA CCA FOW SOW LengthfE·W. OCA CCA. F.O.W. S.O.W. LengtbJE·W. \.(M.A.) (M.A.) mile/(Mcf) (M.A.) (M.A) Miles/(MCf) j
.'

Punjab - II1. SCARP-I (Central
Rechna) 1.22 1.14 2069 1.22 1.14 2069

2. SCARP-II (Chaj Doab.) 2.42 2.10 2205 717 375/450 2.42 2.10 2205 232/284 I
3. SCARP-ill (Lower

ThaI) 1.28 1.05 1635 100 150/125 1.28 1.05 1635 106/101

4. SCARP-IV (Upper
Rechna) 0.62 0.56 935 0.62 0.56 935

5. SCARP-Shorkot Kama-
lia (pilot) 0.17 0.15 92

6. SCARPPanjnad Abbasia
(pilot) 0.22 0.20 633

7. SCARP Shahpur 0.11 0.09 263
8. Paharang Drain 0.05 0.04 52/102 8/10
9. Disposal Works (Ex.

Tubewells) ..
10. Replacement of Tube-

wells 18
~,

Sub-Total (punjab) .. 6.09 5.33 7832 817 577/677 5.54 4.85 6862 346/395

Sind

1. SCARP Khairpur 0.350 0.320 163 377 352/218 0.350 0.320 163 377 352/218
2. Larkana Shikarpur

(Stage-I) 0.69 0.59 133/118 0.690 0.590 133/118
3. Pilot Sukkur 0.014 0.011 15 0.014 0.011 18
4. Ant i-W ate rIo g-

I
,I

ging Scheme Shikarpur ,II
Town 0.01 16 0.01 16 I'

5. Pilot Larkana 0.01 0.01 35 0.01 0.01 35
,I
i'

6. Pilot Shikarpur 0.017 0.014 34 0.017 0.014 34 U

7. Rohri North 0.79 0.69 1392 0.505 0.441 624 I'
8. L.B.O.D. (phase I) 1.950 1.700 970/1200 0.243 0.212 121/145

I:9. Kotri Surface Drains .• 3.00 2.7 1948/2434 2.1 1.90 1295/1339
10. Sukkur Right Bank -e: ,;

F.O.W. -NIL- Ii
Shikarpur

1

11. Larkana !
Stage-II 0.69 0.59 550/315 0.50 0.45 428/255

Sub-Total Sind 7.52I 6.625 165S 377 .3953/4285 4.439 3.948 890 377 2561/2140 •
N.W.FoP. I

.... i

1. Peshawar City Phase·I 0.01 30 1/- 30 lI- It2. Pabbi Unit·I 0.01 0.01 28 0.01 0.01 28
3. Kafur Dheri Unit·n 0.03 0.02 <54 13/- !

I
-i. Pabbi Unit·n 0.03 0.02 40 10.012 0.008

~

S. Jui Sheikh Unit 0.06 0.05 32 "
Sub-Total N.W.F.P. 0.13 0.10 194 14/- 0.022 0.018 58 1/-

BalacbiataD
1. Hairdin Drainage (pa~

I
I,

:Feeder) 0.09 0.07 0632/17 0.017 0.013 12/15 \.
ORANDTOTAL .. 13.831 12.125 9681 1194 5176/5039 10.018 8.829 7810 377 2920/2550

~llfCludingJSOmiles offield drllilZS.
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Appendix VA

EXTENT OF WATERLOGGING AND SALINITY

WAPDA ESTIMATES, 1974-75

Total Area Area Waterlogged According Area Salinized According
~.

CuIturable Surveyed To To
Province Commanded Recently

Area (CCA) M.A. Previous Recent Esti- Previous Recent Esti-
M.A. Estimates mates (%Age Estimates mates (%Agc

(% Age of of Area (% Age of of Area
CCA) Surveyed) CCA) Surveyed)

, -Percentage-

Pnniab 19.7 34.64 37 24 15 13

Sind 13.2 13.95 61 19 36 17

N.W.F.P. 0.7 0.96 1 1 14 9

Balw:bistan 1.60 0.1 7

Total. 33.6 51.15 45 21 23 10
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Sub-Total (B)

Total (punjab)

13. Sukh Bias Drain

14. Pilot Tile Drains Project (Haveli LBDC)

15. Remaining Lower Rechna

16. Disposal works for.existing~brakish Tubewells

6. Shahpur

7. Fordwah Sadiqia

8. Pilot Project Satiana

9. Bhawal Qaim .,

10. Dipalpur above BS

11. Remaining Upper Rechna

12. D. G. Khan

1.000

5.000

2.000

2.000

0.250

0.250

3.000

0.600

2.000

1.000

1.000

2.000

3.000

0.200

1.000

0.700

25.000

318.940

B. Genera! Investigations

1. Shorkot Kamalia

.2. Panjnad Abbasia

3. Shujaabad

4. Saline Zone SCARP-IT .,

5. Saline Zone SCARP-ill ..

Sub-Total (Drains)

Sub-Total (A)

12.000

2.000

14.000

293.940

Sur/ace and Tile Drains :
10. PaharangDrain

11. Disposal works for existing Brakish TubewellsinSCARPS

Sub-Total (TubeweUs)

9. Replacement of Damaged and deteriorated Tubewells of existing SCAR.PS

2. SCARP-ill (Lower ThaI)

3, SCARP-IV (Upper Rechna)

4. SCARP:Shorkot Kamalia

5. SCARP-Panjnad Abbasia

6. SCARP-Shujaabad

7. SCARP-Shahpur

8. SCARP-Fordwah Sadiqia

69.740

30.500

1.000

18.700

50.000

10.000

50.000

40.000

10.000

279.940

1. PUNJAB

A. Schemefor Implementation '
(a) On-go{ng-Tuhewells Schemes:

1. SCARP-IT (Cb.aj Doab) ..

AllocationProject

Appendix VI

ACCELERATED PROGRAMME OF WATERLOGGING AND SALINITY CONTROL ALLOCATION 1975-76

(Million RI.)



(Million Rs.)

Project Allocation

2. SIND

A. Schemefor Implementation

} (a) On-going Tubewells Schemes :

l. SCARP Robri North 50.000

2. Sukkur Right Bank Tubewel1s 25.000

Surface and Tile Drains :

3. Larkana Shikarpur (Stage-m 20.000

4. Left Bank outfall Drain .. 40.00

5. Kotri Surface Drain 10.00

6. Khairpur Tile Drain 5.00

{ Sub-Total (Drains) 75.000

I,
Sub-Total (A) 150.000

J
B. Ge!lew Investigations
1. Robri South 2.250

2. Kandkot Thul and Jacobabad 2.350I
3. Ghotld (pGW) 1.500

4. SCARPDadu .. 0.400

5. Right Bank Outfall Drain 0.500

~
6. SCARP Nawabshah 0.500

I 7. Guddu Right Bank 1.500
I

I 1 Sub-Total (B) 9.000

Total (Sind) 159.000I

3. N.W.FoP,
A. Schemefor ImplementatiolJ.

~ Tubewells Schemes ;

1. Anti-waterloggingPeshawar-II 1.500

2. KafurDebri 10.000

3. Pabbi Pilot Project Phase-ll 11.600

4. Jui Sheikh Unit 13.900
t,

Sub-Total (A) 37.000

1 B. General ][nvestigations
I f
, \ 1. D. I. Khan District 0.500
I

~

2.. Kohat District .. 1.000

3. Hazara District 0.500

4, Project Planning in N.W.F.P. 3.000
It Sub-Total (B) 5.000e' _{:'\ Total (N.W.F.P.) 42.000(

I'
I 165!
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I
I
; I

f I
)1
, I

M

1.000

6.000

525.940

Total (Baluchistan)

GRAND TOTAL (Accelerated Programme) ..

5.000

5.00Sub-Total (A)

B. General Investigations
1. Kather Command

4. Balucbistarm

A. Drainage Scheme
1. Hairdin Project (pat Feeder Drainage Scheme)

AllocationProject

(Million R..'I.)
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Works Unit T8rltsfor Achievements Targets
~ 4-75 upto June 75 for 1975-76

(1) Survey

(a) Reconnaissance Survey Sq. mile. 6,000 2,400

(b) Aerial Survey Sq.1D11e. 51,563 51,563

(c) Topographic Survey Lac. Acres. 10 10 10

(d) Soil Survey Lac. Acres. 25.28 25.28 30.21

(e) Geological Survey Sq.mile. 3,000 2,500 5,000

(f) Detailed SurveyjDrilling exploratory Sq. mile. 3,SOO 3,600 5,000

(2) Investig»tiOIm

(a) SurfaceWater Development Schemes No. 4 4 4

(b) Groundwater Schemes (No. of Test Holes) .. -' . No. 250 200 250

(3) Drainage ellReclamatioJJl

(a) Remodelling open drains " Mile.. 7 N.A. 40

(b) Ace. Programme:

(i) Installation and energization of P.G.W. Tubewells No. 928 534 624

(ii) Installation and energization of S.G.W. Tubewells .. No. 50 Nil. 156

(iii) Open Drains .. Mile. 494 274 316

(4) Surface Wate .. D0veIopMent Schemes

(a) Hub Dam :

(i) Earth Work Mef. 25.00 ll2.00 31.3

(ii) Concrete 1,000 eft. 146.00 50.00 41.40

(b) Kbanpur Dam :

(i) Earth Work Mcf. 23.1 25.5 ·38.2

(ii) Concrete 1,000ce.. 780 728 1,536

(iii) Impervious fill Mcf. 4.2 5.6 39.00

(iv) Pervious fill " Mcf. 0.6 0.9 17.00

(v) 1-I/2-in. Concrete lining 1,000 Sq. ft. 300 250 150.00

(vi) Stone Masonry 1,000 eft. 300 260 150.00

(vii) Tunnel excavation Mef. 004 0.37 N.A.

)

WAPDA TARGETS.AND A~ l!114-7S AND m~76

;Appendix vn
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Mef. 25.00 12.00 31.3

1,000Cft. 146.00 50.00 41.40

Mef. 23.1 25.5 38.2

1,000 Cft. 780 728 1,536

Mcf. 4.2 5.6 39.00

Mef. 0.6 0.9 17.00

1,000 Sq. ft. 300 250 150.00

1,000 Cft. 300 .260 150.00

Mef. 0.4 0.37 N.A.

Sq. mile. 6,000 2,400

Sq. mile. 51,563 51,563

Lac. Acres. 10 10 10

Lac. Acres. 25.28 25.28 30.21

Sq. mile. 3,000 2,500 5,000

Sq. mile. 3,500 3,600 5,000

No. 4 4 4

.. No. 250 200 250

.. Mile.. 7 N.A. 40

No. 928 534 624

No. 50 Nil. 156

Mile. 494 274 316(ill) Open Drains ..

(4) Surface Water DevdopmentScbemes

(a) Hub Dam :

(i) Earth Work

(ii) Concrete

(b) Khanpur Dam :

(i) Earth Work ..

(li) Concrete

(iii) Impervious fill

(iv) Pervious fill ..

(v) I-l/2-in. Concrete lining

(vi) Stone Masonry

(vii) Tunnel excavation

(1) Survey

(a) Reconnaissance Survey

(b) Aerial Survey

(c) Topographic Survey

(d) Soil Survey

(e) Geological Survey

(f) Detailed SurveyjDriJIingexploratory

(2) Investigation

(a) SurfaceWater Development Schemes

(b) Groundwater Schemes (No. of Test Holes)

(3) Drainage and Reclamation

(a) Remodelling open drains

(b) Ace. Programme:

(i) Installation and energization of P.G.W. Tubewells

(ii) Installation and energization of S.G.W. Tubewells ..

Targets for Achievements Targets
.974-75 upto June 75 for 1975-76

UnitWorks

~ppendix VU

WAPDA TARGETS AND A~ l?'!4-7S AND Wl5-76
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(1) Survey and Investigation:

(a) Reconnaissance Survey .. Sq. Mile. 2SO 250 140

(b) Topographic Survey .. Sq. Mile. 200 20n 100

(c) Detailed Investigation (Dam Sites) .. No. 28 26 29

(d) SurfaceWater Development Schemes .. No. 1 In progress 1

(2) Irrigation :

(a) Extension of Canals .. Length (Mile) 41 41 156
E.W. (Mcf.) 54 60 200

(b) Remodelling of Canals Length (Mile) 163 130 823
E. W. (Mcf.) 56 56 130

(c) Enlargement of Canals .. Length (Mile) 6 6
E. W.(Mcf.) 33 33

(d) Remodelling of structures .. '. No 45 40 377

(e) New Structures .. .. No. 66 18 270

(f) Residential accommodation .. No. 82 75 200

(8) Metalled Roads .. Sq.Ft, 18 51,000

(h) Small Dams .. E. W. "Mcf.) 28 20 140

(i) Area benefitted (cropped) " .. Acres. 14,200 1,600 38,000

(3)Drainage and Reclamation :

(a) Extension and Remodelling of Open Drains .. Length (Miles) 65 6S 122

(b) Area Protected Acres. 28,000 28,000 92,000

(4) Flood Protection :

(a) Extension of flood embankment Length (Miles) :ws 108 57
E.W.(Mcf.) 115 115 106

(b) Stone pitching .. Mef. 1.64 0.90 1. 71

(c) Strengthening/Restoration Mile. 37S Z7S 208
Mcf. N.A. 772 5S4

(d) Structures " No. 16 16 232

Targets for Achievements Targets for
1974-75 upto June. 75 1975-76

UnitWorks

TARGETS AND ACHIEVEMENTS 1974-75AND 1975-76

PUNJAB

Appendix VIII.
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Appendix IX

TARGETS AND ACH!EV.EMEN'El§llFOR 197....75AND 1975-76

S11NIO!

Targets Achievements Targets
Works Unit for upto for

1974-75 June, 1975 1975-76

(1) Survey and Investigation :

(A) Survey:

(a) Reconnaissance Survey •• Sq. Milo. 1.340 540 1
(b) Topographic Survey Sq. Mile. 1,216 520 }"

1,000

(B) investigation :
Surface Water Development Schemes DD No.

(2) Inigation:

(a) Extension of Canals a.. Mile. 30 25 17
Mcf. 100 80 40

(b) Remodelling of Canals Do. 45 30 75
2S 20 25

(c) Remode1IiD;gof Stuctures ... No. 28 24 40
(d) New Structures .. No. 12 12 16
(e) Residential Accommodation No. 7 7 15

(f) Public TubeweIls .. .. ... ." No. 17 17 3'
(g) Pumping Stations •• - .." No. 2 1 2

(h) Cropped Area Benefitted - •• Acres. 15,000 60,000 1,00,000
(3) Flood Regulation :

(a) Strengthening/Restoration of flood embankment - •• Mcf. 430 280 400

(b) Stone pitching ~ .. ... - .c Mer. 6 6 2
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~. ; Targets Achievements Targets
_Works· Unit " fot upto for

1974-75 June, 1975 1975-76

(1) Survey and Investigation: 'J,

(a) Reconnaissance Survey .. Sq. Mile. 85 85
100

(b) Topographic Survey . '." '( Sq. Mile. 36 36
,;7" , ~:

(c) Detailed Sui:'Vey/GeologicalDrilling do. .. Sq. Mile. 35 35 40

(d)~SmalF~urfaceWater Schemes (Test holes) No. 21 21 35

(e) Groundwater Schemes (Test holes) No. 4 2

(2) Irrigation :

,i(a) Extension of Canals .. .. Length (Mile) 10.70 7 10,._ .. E_W:Mcf •••

(brRemodelling of Canals Do. B 8 6

(c) Enlargement of Canals Do. 2 2 0_5

(d)' Remodelling of Structures ..
,. No." 53 53 30..
,.

No:'(e) New&Structures 29 29 30

(f) Pumping Stations •. No :' 3 3 2

(g) Small Dams EfWb(Mcf) 4.0 3.00 1.00

(hf_Cropped Area benefitted (New and Old area) Acres: ..
:2,000 2,000 24,000

(3) Flood:
(a) Extension of flood Embankments Mile. 4.4 2.2 2.2

(b) Strengthening/Restoration •. Mile. 2.4 1.4 1.00..

'I'ARGE'l'S AND ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 1974-75AND.19'15-76
·N.W.F.P.

Appendix X
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Targets Achievements; Targets
WOl:ks Unit for upto . for

1974-75 June, 1975 1975-76

(1) Survey and Investigation:

. If,il

(2) Irrigation :
(a) En1ar~~ent of Canal Mile. 24 20 94

(b) Public Tubewells No. 54 30 175
(c) Surface water availability from Small Dams A.F. 520 100 800

(~) Flood Regulation Works ", No. 200 100 300..

Appendix XI
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*lncllldes new area as well as existidg area benefited.
"''''Inclrdes new arec of 2.13 }VIA and o;tJlirg arc« of 4.C6MA.

(3) Cropped Area benefitted (Million Acres)

9.50 6.83
r,

3.60 1.37

5.68 .1.07

18".78 9.27

10.21* 6.1900

Tot¢1Water Availability (MAP)

11,000.00 1,866.52(1) Allocation (Million Rupees)

(2) Water Availability :

(a) Surface Water at farmgate (MAF)

(b) Ground water :
(i) Private,Tubewells (MAP)

(ii) PubIi~Tubewells (MAF)

Targets
for

1975-76,

Targets in the
Development
Perspective
(1975-8())

Items

WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT OP PAKISTAN
" , .TARGET FOR 1975-76

(As Compared with the Target inDevelopment Perspective 1975-80)



Due to the liberal import policy, the supply of raw materials to the industrial sector was fairly satisfactory,
In money terms their import increased by 66.6 per cent during the period July=December, 1974 as compared
with the corresponding period of 1973. If price increases are taken into account the increase in .import in
quantitative terms was much less. .

173

The table shows that a significant decline in production occurred in the taxtiles group which has a weight
of nearly 27 per cent in total industrial production. The decline in sugar production, which has a weight of
7.4 per cent, was over 18per cent The declines in these two industries swamped the good performance in other
industries. Notable increases in production were recorded in vegetable ghee, cement and fertilizers. .

, II. Review of 1974-75
.IndustrialProduction.-In the Annual Plan for 1974-75 a growth of 10 per cent was projected for large

scale manufacturing for the year. At the same time, it was pointed out that the extremely low levels of in- ..
dustriaI investment which had characterised the preceding yeats would mean that significant increases in ca
pacity could not be expected in 1974-75 except in cotton taxtiles and sugar. Major contribution to growth
was thus expected in 1974-75 from textiles and sugar. However, because of the international recession in
cotton textiles and the fall in sugarcane production, the output of these industries actually declined in 1974-75.
As a result, after recording an increase of 11. 9 per cent in 1972-73 and 7.5 per cent in 1973-74, the growth
of the large .scal~manufacturing secto_rca~e down to. approximately 3 per cent during 1974-75.. An estimate
of the contribution of vanous industries to this growth IS presented m Table 1. ,

.. The increase in output of specific major industries is given in Annexure I. The output in small scale
industry increased at a more rapid rate. than in large scale industry. Data for estimating this increase isnot
available. However, indirect evidence points to a growth in output of 8-10 per cent during 1974-75.
Details of this estimate are given in Annexure II.

The output of industries, based o~ agricultural raw matex:iaisgenerally increased by more than the average
forlarge scaleindustry as a whole during 1970-75. Production of cotton yarn went Up by 33 per cent, cigar
ettes by 23 percent and vegetable ghee by 122 per cent. In sugar, the base year 1969-70 was exceptionally
good for supply of cane to the mills and compared with this year, out put during the period 1970-75 would"
appear to have declined. However, the average annual production during the period 1970-75 was 450 thou
s~d tons, which was.38 per cent ~gher ~han the average annual production of 327 thousand tOl?-sduring the'
Third Peon. Another group of industries where output increased considerably dunng the penod 1970-'-75
was fertilizers and chemicals. In fertilizers, production increased from 133 thousand N tons in 1969-70 to
316 thousand N tons in 1974-75. The higher output was 'due to new capacity as well as an impressive increase
in capacity utilization. The output of other major industries increased during the period 1970-75 but at a
slower rate than the average. In the case of the steel and engineering industries, capacity utilisation either
declined or did not improve substantially.

16~8

9.9

3.2

(-) 3.0

(+) 7.4

Second Plan

Third Plan ..

1970-75

ei) 1970-72 ..

(if) '1972-75 ..

Annual Growth
Rates .

(percentageS)

I. Renew of 1970-75
Value added in large scale industry increased at an average of 3.2 per cent per annum during the pe.dod

1970-75. Value added in 1970-72 actually fe~. Thus, del!pite marked recovery in 1972-75 the average
annual growth was substantially lower than InpreVIOUSplan periods, The growth rates are summarised below:

CHAPTER 15

][NDUSTRY



Itis seen from the above tablethat public sectorADP investment exceeded its Annual Plan target in 1974-7
by about 17per.cent The i.nc!ease in to~aI public .in:vestmentdurin8. 1974-:75.W~~1~~.P,(lf~~t. !W~~~e;no
~'1nal increase In total publicinvestmeat IS a re:fl.~~lonof th:ec~an¥~l~ SO(?lO-ec,?nOnllcp'oli~~1~mt~atedafter
Plt~~per 1971. Th~ r~Q~gantsatlQnof the public s~to.r tndus!rte,s t:n~ofunctl~:ma!gro¥p~, 10 the f.orm 0
1llq:epe.~de.l1tcoworatio1}S, In 1973-74, made the organisational structure cap,able of 19'~ntlfYtDg,planrung and
implementing newprcjects at an accelerated pace. ,. " .. ' -"

Private inyestment.in manufacturi!1g al~o ~hoVf~;d~ $.i~c~~t iq9I'~~~~in 1974-7~. Although the target
for 1974-75was not achieved, the p!,"eqlctedincrease tn private ~e9to,r,.Jnv~qiellt, as compared to thei mmedia
tely preceding year, did materialize. . In constant prices 'the l~velof private investment was still lower than
it was in 1972.:.73. ' '.' ,. . .. . " ,, .
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Sl,l,b-Total
~ ~:' 1 t.:, :,.r

Total Inves~t

Sub-Total

Public Sector ADP Investment
Public Investment (Outside ADP)

~

(&s. in~~ion)

197+1.~ /0.19r3-74 m 1974-75
T~get Estimated

Achievement
544 1276 ~498 176

I'

80 80 160 100

624 1356 1~S8 166;1.

576 1040 900 56
325 500 400 23

901 154Q 1309 4
lS2S 2896 ~s~ 94

'... Investment.-TQtal Investment itt industry in 1974-75 was around Rs. 29~Qmilliori. This shows an 41,
crease of'94 P.~I:~nt, in inoftey terms, o'v~nhe iilvestfuentl~velin 1973-74.' ''Themajo:r contributioii to this
growth m iqY~~WlQlltwas ma4e .b~!lie'pli1?li~sector, ~e gfo~h 4I invt:s~eti! in. constant l'p~~of 1.9?~-74
was somewhat tQweJ;'.''The pnee mdex 'Of investment goods increased, according to the Statl~~ciUDivision,
by 3{\per c~~f?u.rwg 1~7+75. 1'h;erefo~e,tli~ t~l, gtoWt~~ in.vestmenf llt W7~75 w~ ~?llh4 4~ l'~~i?Cilt.
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TIleweighted average increase in valu~added ~ the above 14 industries is 6.88 per cent. These account for half of the total
production. Itis assumed that the growth mother Industries would be of the same order. There/orethe growth ill total industrial
production in 1975-76would be around 13.7 per cent.

f Industrial production is projected to increase by 13.7 per cent in 1975-76. The major increases are ex-
pected.in cotton textiles and sugar. In these sectors capacity already exists for achieving higher production
than in 1974-75 In addition, new capacity is expected to come on stream. Furthermore, considerable im-
provement is expected in the situation regarding raw material availability (cotton and sugarcane) and inter-
national demand for textiles which acted as major constraints on production during 1974-75. In the other
sectors no major additions to existing capacity are expected. Increase in production will, therefore have to
come from improved utilization of installed capacity. In table III production targets for 1975-76 have
been summarised. Detailed rationale for these targets follows the table.

TABLEIII
Industrial Production Targets 1975-76

% change Contribu-
II Industry Units 1974-75 1975-76 1975-76 Weights tion to

Estimated Targets Growth
1974-75

~ 1. White Sugar .. 000 tons. 490 625 27.6 7.4 2.04
Y 2. VegetableGhee .. 000 tons 275 290 5.5 2.7 0.15

3. Cigarettes .. billion No. 27 30 11.1 4.5 0.50
~ 4. Cotton Yam .. Mill.lbs. 800 930 16.3 13.9 2.27

5. Cotton Cloth .. Mill. yds. 680 750 10.3 13.0 1.34
6. Paper and Straw Boards .. 000 tons. 44 50} 12.0 0.7 0.08
7. Writing and Printing paper 000 tons. 39 43)
8. Soda Ash 000 tons. 76 80 5.3 0.4 0.02
9. Caustic Soda .. 000 tons. 35 40 14.3 N.A.
10. Sulphuric Acid .. 000 tons. 36 38 5.6 N.A.
11. Nitrogenous Fertilizer .. 000N tons. 310 310} 1.9 2.3 0.04
12. Phosphate Fertilizer .. ., OOONtons. 6 12
13. M.S. Products 000 tons. 202 235 16.3 2.7 0.44
14. Cement .. 000 tons. 3310 3310 2.6

Total 50.2 6.88

Investment in small scale industry continued to grow steadily. In current prices it increased by 23 per
cent during 1974-75.

Performance of State Entel'prises.-The financial year 1974-75 was a difficult one for the economyand
State Enterprises were no exception. Inspite of 1?ricefluctuations, uncertain delivery dates and shortage of
power in the North, production in State Enterprises increased by over 20% in 1974-75 as compared with
1973-74. Sales are estimated to have increased by 65 per cent from Rs. 2.935 billion during 1973-74 to Rs.
4.838 billion in 1974-75wfiile net profit before taxes is expected to be Rs. 254 million in 1974-75 as compared
with Rs. 175million in 1973-74 (an increase of 45 per cent.)

Pakistan Automobile Corporation with a rise of 51.7 per cent in production in 1974-75 was in the lead,
followed by Pakistan Industrial Development Corporation (20.1 per cent), Federal Light Engineering Corpor
ation (17.2 per cent), State Petroleum and Petrochemical Corporation (13.6 per cent), State Cement
Corporation of Pakistan (7. 3 per cent), and Nationl Fertilizer Corporation of Pakistan (1.3 per cent).
In the case of the State Heavy Engineering and Machine Tool Corporation, although production went up
by 70 per cent in 1974-75 over 1973-74, the units under this corporation are still operating below their
designed capacity. It is, however, envisaged that the capacity utilization of these units will improve in
1975-76 through better production planning and acquisition of new technology. In Federal Chemical and
Ceramics Corporation, production suffered a decline of 11.9 per cent in 1974-75 due to a large build up
of inventories on account of severe competition from imported products. The increase in production of
the State Cement Corporation was relatively low. This was because new capacity was added and capacity
utilization in the existing units was already high around 90 per cent in 1973-74. In 1974-75 the utilization
of installed capacity increased to 97 per cent resultmg in some growth in output. In the case of the
National Fertilizer Corporation most of the plants are old making it difficult to operate them efficiently.
The problem was compounded by the slackening of demand for fertilizers because of drought. The
production performance of this corporation can be expected to improve only when its new plants come
into production.
ID. Production Targets for 1975-76

1-
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Sulphu~ic.Acid:-Installed capacity. is around 3.~,00~tons which opera:ced at ~7% efficiency in 1973-74
and 97% efficiencyIII1974-75 No additional capacity will come Into operation dunng 1975-76but utilization
of capaCity is expected to increase to 100per cent giving a production target of 38,000 tons. .

rCausticSoda.-Installed manufacturing capacity is around 37,000 tons, most of it captive, canacitv uti
Iization in 1974-75was around 95 per cent and it is expected that capacity utilization in 1975-76wotlld be over
100 per cent to give a production of 40,000 tons.

Soda.Ash.~Ins~aIled capacity in two factories is about. 78,000 tons. The industry is operating at nearly
full capacity utilization. It 1S expected that production during 1975-76would be 80,000 tons as new capacity
is not expected to be added.

1.Boal'ds.-The installed capacity of paper and straw board is about 62,000 tons per annum. The produc
tion in 1973-74 was 44,000 tons. It is expected that production during 1974-75 would be at the same level.
The target for 1975-76 envisages some improvement in capacity utilization and is put at 50,000 tens.

Cigarettes.-There are 18 cigarette factories in the country with an approximate three shift capacity of
50 billion cigarettes per annum. In 1975-76 three new factories will come into production raising installed
capacity to 60 billion cigarettes per annum. Demand in 1975-76 is expected to be around 30 billion cigarettes
and this has been taken as the production target for the year, If export demand could be generated production
could be substantially higher.

CottonTextiles.-By the end of 1974-75 the installed capacity in-the mill sector was 3.5 million spindles
and 29,000 looms. This capacity is expected to increase to about 3.6 million spindles and 30,000 looms by
the end of 1975-76. Using an average annual output rate of 280 lbs per spindle and 26,000 yds per loom the
installed capacity will be capable of producing about 1000millionlbs of yarn and 780 million yds of cloth.
However. despite some recovery in world markets, demand will remain the basic constraint on output especially
in view of the substantial accumulation of inventories during 1974-75. The production targets for 1975-76
for yarn and cloth are, therefore, taken at 930 million Ibs and 750 million yards respectively. These targets
imply a significant growth in output compared to 1974-75, though production would still be below capacity.

There are a number of public sector schemes under implementation in the less developed areas for creating
additional capacity. The vegetable Ghee plant Quetta with a capacity of 6000 tons per annum is expected
to go into production in October, 1975.

VegetableGhee.-The installed capacity in the vegetable ghee industry is 3,30,000 tons per annum. It is
the intention of the government to keep this capacity fully supplied with imported and domestic edible oil.
The real constraint in this sector is not the refining capacity but the availability of edible oil. The future of
this industry depends on the progress that can be made in increasing production of oil seeds in the country.
The target for vegetable ghee production in 1975-76 is 290,000 tons.

High priority is being given to increasing production of sugar both because of the need to ensure ready
domestic availability of this essential commodity and because setting up of sugar factories is proving an
effective method of modernizing and raising technological and income levels in the agricultural sector and
in underdeveloped areas. The principal problem facing the industry is the fluctuation in the supply of
cane. On the demand side, the industry isfavourably placed. Apart from the large domestic requirements,
at current world prices of sugar, the industry has good potential for export.

Sugar>«There are currently 25 sugar factories with a daily crushing capacity of 50,000 tons; These are
capable of producing 637,500 tons of sugar in a normal crushing season of 150 days and at an average recovery
of 8.5 per cent of cane. In 1975~76, Khazana Sugar Mill is also expected to start production-it may be assumed
that the capacity utilization of this mill will be around 50% in 1975-76. Therefore, in 1975-76.the sugar
industry would have an effective crushing capacity of 52,000 tons per day or 663,000 tons of sugar (based
on 150 days in the season and an average recovery of 8.5 per cent of cane). Against this, the 1975-76 target
for. sugar production is being taken as 625,000 tons. The actual level of production would of course, be deter
mined by sugarcane availability. The sugar production target is consistent with the increase in sugarcane
production projected in the programme for the agriculture sector.



IV, Investment Programme'197S-76
Total investment in industry is projected to increase from Rs. 2,958 million in 1974-75 to about

Rs. 5,476 million in 1975-76. This implies a growth of 85 percent .during 1975-76. Detailed
break-up of this investment is given in Table IV. It is seen that total public sector. investment is esti..
mated to increase from Rs, 1658million in 1974-75 to Rs. 3867 million in 1975-76 an increase of 133 per.
cent.Private investment in large scale manufacturing is projected to increase from Rs. 900 million in 1974-75
to Rs, 1100million in 1975-76 implying a growth of about 22 per cent .. Small scale investment is projected
to increase from Rs, 400 million in 1974-75 to Rs. 500million in 1975-76 showing an increase of 25 per cent ..
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In view of the wide variety of goods produced by the engineering goods industry, it is difficult to specify
separately for these products the investment and production data. For M.S. Products, a major item In this
group, the estimated production during 1974-75was 202,000 tons and the target for 1975-76is fixed at 235,000
tons. the capacity utilization for M.S. Products is extremely low and this situation can only be expected to
improve significantly when the Karachi Steel Mill comes into production.

Engineering Goods.-Pakistan possesses significant nucleus of engineering goods industry both in the
public and private sector with substantial employment potential and good demand prospects in the domestic
as well as export market. The product range in this sector is considerable, mostly in light and heavy engineering
machine tools, telecommunication equipment, motors, transformers, switchgears, surgical instruments, parts
of textile, cement and sugar mill machinery, agricultural machinery, automotive parts etc. A significant com
ponent of this industry is the melting and re-rolling capacity. The billets produced through melting of steel
scrap in electric ai c furnaces are utilized for rerolling, The total rerolling capacity of existing 200 rerolling mills
is around 900,000 tons per annum. The total melting capacity of electric arc furnaces is of the order of 735,000
tons.

The production targets for nitrogenous and phosphatic fertilizers for 1975-76 are 310,000 N. tons and
12,000N. tons respectively. These targets are based on the assumption of full utilization of installed capacity.
The increase in the production of phosphatic fertilizer is a result of the completion of the expension programme
of the Jaranwala factory.

Fertilizers.-lop priority is being given to the expansion of the fertilizer industry with a view to
ensuring self efficiency in fertilizer by 1979-80. The country possesses adequate reserves of gas which provide
the ideal feed stock for the production of nitrogenous fertilizer. The demand for fertilizer in 1979-80 is
expected to be around 750,000 N. tons of nitrogen and 250,000 N. tons of phosphates and a small
quantity of Potash. Projects to create capacity to meet this demand for nitrogenous and phosphatic
fertilizers are either under implementation or in an advanced stage of planning. New capacity will
begin to come on stream in the second half of 1976-77.

The demand forpaper ~sgrowing at a rapid rate of about 10-11per cent per 'annum To ensure that too
Iarge a gap does not open up between domestic demand and domestic production; 'the Federal Government is
considering the creation of-an additional 60,000,tons per annum paper manufacturing capacity during
1975-76,

.. .l'aper,..w.Currently the installed paper manufacturing capacity is about 54,000 tons per annum of Which
30,000 tons, is in the paper mill at Charsadda. Due to technical problems and shortage of bagasse in this
mill, paper production has fallen short of capacity in the past. As a result, national production in 1972-73
was 24,000 tons and in 1973-74 it was 26,000 tons. In 1914-75 theCharsadda mill was reported to have over
come its technical problems and production improved. As a result total ,production of paper in the country,
in 1974-75is expected to be around 39,000 tons. Some fiscal anomalies facing the industry are being removed.
This should encourage the industry to further improve capacity utilization. The target of paper production
for 1975-76 therefore has been taken as 43,000 tons.

)

Cement.~The installed capacity 6f cement is 3.4 million tons which is not expected to increase during:
1975-76. In 1973-74the capacity utilization was around 90 per cent. In 1974-75it is expected that production
will be around 3.31 million tons showing a capacity utilization of 97 per cent. The target of cement J?roduc
tion for 1975-76is taken at the same level i.e. 3.31 million tous. Substantial investment in this sector IS being
undertaken. However, additions to capacity will only materialise after 1976-77when projects begin to be
completed. .. . ...
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Investment Programme Outside ADP.-In 1975-76 a substantial amount of investment is proposed to
be undertaken by public sector Corporations (Federal and Provincial). While a significant portion of the
investment planned by these corporations is to be financed from the ADP allocations, the corporations are
expected to meet a part of their investment from their own resources, market bon-owing and raising of equity.
lin 1974-75 such investments outside the ADP amounted to Rs, 160 million. In 1975-76 this is projected at
Rs, 1346.24 million. Details of sorurces of finance are given in table V. This very substantial increase in
investment from sources other than the ADP is very desirable development. It shows that public sector
Corporations are moving towards a situation in which their reliance on the Government budget would diminish
and they would, in fact, begin to make a positive contribution towards financing the ADP .

The priorities reflected in the public sector programme for 1975-76 are a') follows :-

0) The expansion of agro-based industries, which provide inputs and process the output of agriculture.
The investments proposed are mainly (a) Chemical Fertilizers which are a basic public sector res
ponsibility and (b) Textiles, Polyester, Insecticids, Pesticides and Rice milling, where public sector
investment is being enlarged.

(ii) Development of basic heavy industries. The principal investment is being made in the Karachi
Steel Mills Project.

(iii) Establishment of industry in the backward areas., The Government is making investments in
Baluchistan', Azad Kashmir, and Tribal areas of N.W.F.P.

(iv) Decentralization of industry away from the developed areas. The new units are being located in
the districts where industrial progress had been slow. An exception to this is the Steel Mill which
had to be located in Karachi for economic reasons.

Federal ADP 1975-76
The allocation for industries in the ADP 1975-76 has increased sharply from an estimated expenditure

of Rs. 13.56.888million in 1974-75 to Rs, 2375.560 million planned for 1975-76. The major portion of invest
ment is for steel, engineering goods, chemicals and fertilizer industries. This is concentrated on six projects
Rs. 780 million for Karachi Steel Mill, Rs. 400 million for Mirpur Mathelo Fertilizer project, Rs, 449.6
million for Pale Arab Fertilizer project, Rs. 190 million for Chinese Urea Plant, Rs. 136 million for Polyester
Project and Rs. 83.3 million for Heavy Foundry & Forge Taxila The acceleration in 1975-76 over 1974-75
is indeed, almost entirely due to the inescapable demand for the Karachi Steel Mill and Fertilizer Projects.
Details of the major projects included in the ADP are given subsequently. The financial allocations are detailed
in Annexure IV.

*The likelyinveStmentis estimated around Rs. 1127million.

(Rs. Million)

(a) Public Sector
(i) Federal ADP proaramme 2375.560
Cd) Investment outside ADP 1346.240·
(ill) Punjab ADP 37.829 \

e c ., ,
(IV) Sind ADP .. .. •• 23.000

(v) BaluchistanADP •• 17.123
(vi) N.W.F.P. ADP 67.43]

Sub-Total 3867.183

(b) Private Sector :
(i) Large scale o. a" •• 1100.00

(ii) SI!l2Uscale •. ... •• •• 500.00
Sub-Total 1600.000
Total Investment 5467.183

TABLE IV

Investment Programme 1975-76
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All the provinces have specialised agencies viz Sarhad Development Authority, Baluchistan Development
Authority, Punjab Industrial Development Board and Board of Management Sind, to directly implement
industrial projects. The provincial government plan to invest Rs. 145.38 million from ADP 1975-76. .In
addition Rs. 304.4 million investment will be financed from sources outside the ADP.

t· .'

·:Note.-Industrial investment outside the ADP indicated by various agenciesamounts to Rs. 1346.24million but financingappears
to be available for Rs. 1,127million only includingProvincial Industrial Boards investment;

Development Programme of the Provlnelal Goverl!llment1975-76
The ADP Programme of the four provincial governments, for the manufacturing sector, during 1975-76,

amounts to Rs, 145.383 million. Most of the Provincial schemes comparise infrastructure projects meant
to create social capital in the large and small scale industrial sector, The Provincial ADP's contain provisions
for a number of agro-based industrial units. This emphasis on agro-based industries reflecting the .coucern
of the Federal and Provincial Governments to ensure the easy availability of essential consumer items and to
keeptheir prices stable.

TABLE Y

Investment Outside ADP 1975-76

(Rs. Million)

Investment Financed Financed Fmanced from

! in 1975-76 (outside from loans from other sources
ADP) Internal

Name of Corporation Generation
Total Foreign Local Foreign

exchange exchange

]. SteelMill Corp. 220.00 220.00

2. National Fertilizer Corporation 230.00 180.00 50.00 180.00
(Foreign Equity)

3. Federal Light Enginerring Corporation 47.80 44.00 3.80
(Right Issues)

4. Federal Chemical and Ceramics Corporation 89.85 47.11 24.54 47.11 5.20 13.00
(Equity Issues)

5. State Heavy Engineering and Machine Tool
Corporation . . . . " 18.52 18.52

6. Automobile Corporation of Pakistan .. 125.70 48.00 30.00 48.00 20.70 27.00
(Right Issues)

7. State Petroleum Refiningand Petrochemical Corp. 10.00 10.00
t:

S. State Cement Corporation of Pakistan 90.00 35.00 20.00 35.00 35.00

9. Pakistan Industrial Development Corporation 131.47 131.47 131.47, (Foreign Equity)

10. FATAKC .. 16.20 16.20

11. AKMIDC .. 62.30 62.30

Sub-Total (Federal) 1041.84 441.58 495.56 130.11 60.90 355.27

12. S.D.A. (NWFP) 122.11 122.11

13. BDA (Baluchistan) 32.29 32.29

14. BOM (Sind)
01, 15. PIDB (Punjab) 150.00 N.A. 90.00 N.A. 60.00

(From previous
y' ADP Allocation)

~ Sub-Total (Provincial) 304.40 244.40 60.00

~ Total 1346.24 441.58 739.96 130;11 60.90 415.27
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Ba!uchis!an.-Tbe provi~i<?n'made in the ADP 1975-76 for the development of the industrial sector in
Baluchistan IS Rs. 17. 123 million (Annexure VIII). The maj~r jiornon of this allocation is proposed to be
invested on the development of promotional, research and training schemes. In the ADP for 1975-76 pro
'1.~ionhas been made for. (1) V~getable Ghee ~actory at ~emple Dera, (ii) Rice Mill at Usta Mohammad
(Ill) Ferro Chrome Manufacturing Plant and (IV) Industrial State at UthaI. ~The investment programme
outside the ADP is Rs, 32.29 million to be spent by BDA on the above projects.
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N.W.F.P.-The ADP Provision for industries made by the Government of N.W.F.P. for 1975-76 is
estiI!1.atedat Rs. 67:431 million (An~e~ure VII). Part of this allocation will be spent on the implementation
of different promotional services, training and other schemes sponsored by the Small Industries Development
Board .. The I?ain feature of the AD~ is a block provision of Rs. 53.031 for the Sharhad Development
A1!-th<?~ltyfor nnplementlD~. the on-going and. new projects. The SDA schemes Include (i) Khazana Sugar
~tll (11) Leather Tannery (I~l)Corn Co~plex (IV)Four <:o~dstorages (v) Two Vanaspati Ghee Factories. The
Investment programme outside the ADP ISRs. 122.11 million to be spent by SDA on the above projects. .

Sind.-The ADP allocation for industries made by the Government of Sind for 1975-76 amounts to Rs
230 million (Annexure VI). This allocation will be spent on the implementation of various projects of th~
Sind Small Industries and Handicrafts Development Corporation and for work on the two sugar mills at
Piyarogoth and Thatta. The implementation of these projects has been entrusted to PIDC/BOM Sind who
would be working as an agent of the Provincial Government. Rs, 10 million each is provided for Sugar
Mill, Piyarogoth Sugar Mill Thatta.

(iv) Te;xtiles.-Punjab ~ndustrial Development Board is proposing set up there Textile mills at Bahawalpur,
Dera Ghazi Khan and Sahiwal. These projects have been approved by CDWP and are under submission to
ECNEC. .Each mill .has a capacity of 25,0~ spin~es and 355 looms.. The foreign exchange component
for the spinning se~tJon of Bahawalpur Textile ~Ill has been arranged from Ea~t Germany, but financing
for the weaving section has not been arranged. SIte for the project has been acquired. Contract for the im
port of machinery for the Dera. Ghazi Khan. Textile ¥ill ~as been signed wit~ China and the site has been
tentatively selected. The financing of the Sahiwal Textile Mill has not been finalized as yet. ..However, the site
for the project has also been tentatively selected.

(iii) Rice Mills.-Punjab Industrial Development Board is setting up six Rice Mills at Hafizabad, Siran
wali, Sheikhupura, Mubarikpur, Fiazabad and Eminabad. Each plant has a capacity to process 5 tons of
paddy per hour and is estimated to cost Rs, 4.54 million with F.E.C. ofRs. 1.80 million. As regards physical
progress, letters of credit for all the six units have already been established and delivery of machinery started
in December, 74. It is expected that all the plants will be in operation during the paddy season 1975-76.

(ii) Pattoki. and Pasrur Sugar Mills.--;-Punjab Industrial Development Board is proposing to set up sugar
mills at Pattoki and Pasrur. These projects have been approved by E.C.N.E.C. The total cost of each
project is Rs. 147.8 million: Each project has a crushing capacity of 1.500tons of sugarc!lue a day. The
projects are based on machinery to be produced by the Heavy Me?ham~l. Complex, Taxila, Each project
will provide employment to about 510 workers throughout the year IIIaddition to 790 seasonal workers. The
sites for the projects have been selected and in the case of'Pattoki land has been acquired. Orders for machinery
for both mills have been placed with the Heavy Mechanical Complex, Taxila. The mills are expected to
production by 1977.

(i) Kot Addu and Kamalia Sugar Mills.-Punjab Industrial Development Board isproposing to set up
sugar mills at Kot-Addu and Kamalia, These projects have been approved by ECNEC. The capital cost
of each project is Rs, 188.1 million with a F.E.C. of Rs, 77.6 million. Each project has a crusing capacity
of 2000 tons of sugarcane a day which will be extended to 3000 tons in the second phase. -Each project will
provide employment to about 450 workers throughout the year in addition to 650 seasonaljworkers. The sites
for the projects have been tentatively selected.

Punjab.- The Government of Punjab ADP provision for the development of industries during 1975-76
is Rs, 37.829 million (Annexure V). Out of this allocation, about Rs. 25 million is proposed to be spent on
various promotional training, and research schemes, sponsored by the Directorate of Industries, the Punjab
Small Industrial Corporation and some schemes of the printing and stationery department., Rs. 5 million is
allocated for sugar mills at Summundri and Ahmadpur East. The investment programmeoutside the ADP
is Rs, 150million to be spent by PIDB on the following projects.
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As regards physical progress, the engineering contractors are at present making the process design and
detailed engineering drawings of the critical items. The specifications for procurement purposes and the plant
layout are being finalized. The grid station and sump-house for tubewells have been completed. The tubewell
are in operation and the development of land is making progress. The detailed construction drawings for
the housing colony have been completed and Mis. PEPAC, the Civil Consultants have taken inhand the re
maining layout drawings. The training scheme for graduate engineering, technicians and other operational
staff is progressing satisfactorily at Multan and Daudkhel,

FertilizerFactory, Mirpur Mathelo.-National Fertilizer Corporation of Pakistan proposes to set up a
fertilizer plant at Mirpur Mathelo designed to produce 1740metric tons of prilled urea a day. The project
has a capacity to produce 577,000 tons of urea per annum. The total cost of the project is about Rs. 1912
million with a foreign exchange component of Rs. 1376 million. An allocation of Rs. 5 million was made
for this project in ADP 1974-75. Against this it is reported that actual expenditure would be around
Rs. 159 million.

The project is expected to be completed by February 1977.

100%
100%
50%

(ii) Plant and Equipment
(iii) Training of Staff
(iv) Design and Engineering

An amount of Rs. 449.60 million with a FEe of Rs. 353.0 million is provided for this project in ADP
1975-76. In addition Rs, 180 million will be provided by Abu Dhabi as its share of equity in 1975-76. Phy
sical targets for 1975-76 are presented below :-

(i) Civil Engineering .. 100%

As regards the physical progress, orders for all the critical items of machinery have been placed. The
shipments started in April, 1975and are expected to be completed in June 1976. The civil works of the follow
ing categories are reported to have been completed.

1. Boundary wall.
2. Housing colony.
3. Highways.
4. Site Offices.

V. Details of Major :!FederalProjects
Pak-Arab FertilizerLtd.-The scheme envisages the expansion of the existing NCFF Multan, by the in

stallation of three new plants for the manufacture of 910 tons per day Ammonia, 1015 tons per day Nitro
Phosphate and 1500 tons per day Calcium Ammonium Nitrate. These new plants are to be built around
some of the existing facilities of the NCFF Multan and existing Urea and Ammonium Nitrate plants will
continue to be used. The capital cost of the project is Rs. 1260 million with a FEe of Rs, 924 million.

Although it is not possible to determine the industries in which private investment will take place, some
indication is provided by the outstanding L/Cs of IDBP and PICIC. It is seen that most of the letters of
credit are for the textile industry. Details are given in Annexures IX and X.

Private Large Scale Manufacturing
In 1974-75 the predicted revival in private investment manifested itself through an increase investment

in large scale manufacturing of 56 per cent during the year (20 per cent in constant prices of 1973-74). A
target of Rs. 1,100million has been proposed for 1975-76which would mean an increase of 22 per cent in invest
ment over the preceding year. This target is based upon two factors :-

(a) Outstanding letters of credit with IDBP and PICIC which are generally used as the basis for likely
disbursements in the following year leading to a certain level of investment in that year ; and

(b) Sanctions for new units for expansion of existing ones through the Departments of Investment
and Supplies. These include projects where foreign private investment or non-repatriable foreign
investment is involved in addition to projects under PAYE schemes.
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An al~ocation of R~..2.50 million had been made for. t~is project in 1974-75 and it is reported that this
amount will ~e fully utilized, A~ allocation of R~. .70 million has been proposed for this project in ADP,
1975-76. It IS expected that dunng 1975-76, all CIvilworks will be completed except for the main Factory
building, 20 per cent of which will be built. The project is expected to be completed by June 1978.
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Lasbella Textile Mills Uthal.- The total cost of the project is Rs. 286.180 million with a F.E.C. of
Rs. ~2~. 130 million. The capacity of the plant is 50,000 spindles and 1100 looms .. The pr,?ject is being set up
as a JOIntventure between Pakistan and Iran. A company namely Pak-Iran Textiles Limited has been incor
porated recently for the development and operation of.this project. The land for this project has been se
lected at Uthal. Orders for Import of plant and machinery have been placed and work on the site has been
started.

Rs. one million was allocated _for this project in ADP 1974-75 which ~as utilized. Site for the project
has ~een ~elected and ra,,: materials s~rveys and proved, Afte~ the foreign excha~g~ and rupee financing
is decided, It would be possible to start implementation of the project. A token prOVISIonof Rs. one million
is provided for this projects in ADP 1975-76.

Mustahkam Cement(Expansion). Project Hattar.-St;ate Cement. Corporation of Pakistan has proposed
to establish a new cement factory With an annual capacity of 0.3 million tons at the existing premises of the
Mustahkam cement plant, Hattar. -:r:_heproject would be using the dry pr_?cessof manufacturing and is pro
posed to be based on Imported machinery. The entire output of the project would be consumed in the do
mestic market. The total cost of the project is estimated at Rs. 310 million with a F.E.C. of Rs. 172million
Rs. 20 million has been allocated for this project in ADP 1975-76. '

Kohat Cement Factory.-The State Cement Corporation of Pakistan has proposed to set up a Portland
Cement Factory at Babri Banda, Kohat District with an annual ~apa~ity of 300,OO~~ons based on the dry
process of cement manufacture. The estimated cost of the project ISRs. 324 million WIth a F.E.C. of
Rs, 261 million.

Javedan (Expansion) Cement Project, Karachi.-State Cement Corporation of Pakistan has proposed
to establish a new cement factory with an annual capacity of 300,000 tons at the existing premises of the Javedan
Cement Plant Karachi.. The project would be based on the dry ~rocess of manufacturing and would be using
mainly imported machinery. The entire output of the project IS proposed to be exported. The total cost
of the project is estimated at Rs. 330.78 million with a foreign exchange components of Rs. 172 million.
Tenders for the machinery were received in February 1975 and are being evaluated. The tenders stipulate
supplies of certain sections to be made by MHC by either under their own arrangements or in collaboration
with the selected suppliers. An allocation of Rs. 2.5 million has been made for this project in ADP 1975-76.

Acquisition of land has been initiated and mineral rights and leases have been obtained. Tenders for the
plant were floated and received. An allocation of Rs. 49.8 million with a foreign exchange component of
Rs. 33.2 million has been proposed for this project in ADP 1975-76to commence work on this project.

The project is expected to be completed in 1978-79.

Spintangi Cement Project, Baluchistan.- The State Cement Corporation of Pakistan propose to construct,
a 300,000 tpa cement factory based on the dry process at Spintangi, in Baluchistan. The total cost of the
project is Rs. 361 million with a foreign exchange component of Rs. 282 million.

Regarding progress on the project, promoters agreement and incorporation instrument for the project
have been signed with ID RO. The construction work is proposed to commence in June 1975and be completed
by June 1978.

48%
78%
27%
59%

(ii) Plant and Machinery
(iii) Communication and Civil Work
(iv) Erection and supervision
(v) Erection Insurance.

An allocation of Rs. 400 million with a foreign exchange component of Rs. 300 million is proposed for
this project in ADP 1975-76. The following physical work is expected to be completed during 1975-76.

. (i) Land and Development .. 19%



Swct Ceramics Complex, Shoidu.-Sanitary.ware and wall-tiles project has an estimated cost of Rs. 54.5
million with a F.E.C. of Rs, 34.67 million. It is located at Shaidu. The project will produce J40,000 pieces
of sanitary ware and 120,000 dozens of wall tiles annually. An amount of Rs. 40.3 million was allocated for
this pnject in 1974-75 and it is reported that it has been fully utilized. Basic drawings and plant layout have
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The project is expected to be completed by June, 1977.

DirForest Industry COf!iflex.-The scheme has been on-going for a number of years and has not been
completed because of difficulties in matter of locating the factory. Itwas originally estimated to cost Rs, 62.8
million. Its estimated revised cost is Rs. 190million with a Foreign exchange component of Rs. 54.90 mil
lion. The project aims at extracting 3.5 million eft of timber, plywood and polish chipboard. Roughly
94 per cent of the machinery for the project has arrived. Work on Dir Forest Industries Complex has been
taken in hand recently after the final decision about its location. Construction of the machinery shed and tech
nicians hostel has been started. Site levelling and foundation work have been completed. Tenders have been
called for construction of forest huts and machinery shed at Junkey.

An allocation of Rs. 10 million was made in ADP 1974-75. Against this about Rs. 5 million was spent
during 1974-75. An allocation of'Rs. 5million has been proposed fortbis project in 1975-76. During 1975-76
50 per cent of civil work, 5 per cent of installation of plant and machinery and 10 per cent of forest logging
work will be completed. The scheme is expected to be completed by June, 1979.

Polyester Staple Fibre Plant.-The total cost of the projec-t is estimated at Rs. 266.81 million with a
foreign exchange component of Rs. 163.368 million. The project has been approved. However. the location
of the plant is still to be decided. The project has an annual manufacturing capacity of 10,000 tons of staple

~ fibre and 2,000 tons of filament yarn. An allocation of Rs. 136.30 million with a foreign exchange compo
nent of Rs, 126.3 million has been made for this project in 1975-76. This would enable the import of 60 per
cent of the machinery and completion of 70% of the civil work. The project is scheduled to be completed in
June, 1977.

100%
50%
WO~~
lOO~'~

..(i) Construction Road
(ii) Civil Works
(iii) Water Tower
(h,) Construction of Residential Buildings

An allocation of Rs, 32.80 million is made for this project in ADP 1975-76. The targets of physical work
for 1975-76 are presented below:- .

J.

100%
100%
100%
50%

(i) Tubewells, warehouses ..wAter tower tank
(ii) Civil Work for residential buildings _
(iii) Orders for local and imported machinery
(iv) Factory building 00 e e

The project is schedule to be completed by June 1978.

TarbelaCotton Textile Mills.- The project aims at creating employment opportunities for persons dis
placed by the construction of Tarbela Dam. The Chinese aided scheme estimated to cost Rs, 51.65 million
with a foreign exchange component of Rs, 22.67 million is for 25,000 spindles designed to produce 8.7 million
Ibs, of cotton yarn per annum of various counts. The sponsors have already spent Rs. 2.013 million on the
project upto 1973.;.74.An allocation of Rs. 27.300 million was made in ADP 1974-75 but most of this could
not be utilized as technical drawings could not be finalised. Land for the project has been acquired and
sub-soil investigations have been completed. Preliminary designs of the project received from China was
examined and accepted by PIDC. Civil work on technician's hostel is in an advanced stage of completion.
Construction drawings are awaited from China. The plant and machineryfor this project will also be supplied
by China.

Bolan Textile Mills Baleli.- The total cost of' the project is Rs, 296.92 million with a foreign exchange
component of Rs. 212.500 million. The equity of the plant is 50,000 spindles and 1,100 looms. The project
is being set up as a joint venture between Pakistan and Iran. A company namely Pak-Iran Textiles Limited
has been incorporated recently for the development and operation of the project. The land has been ear
marked at Baleli for this project and process of its acquisition has been started. Orders for import of plant
and machinery have been placed. An allocation of Rs, 2.5 million was made for this project in ADP 1974-75
and it is reported that this will be fully utilized. An allocation of Rs. 80million has been made for this project
in 1975-76. It is expected that during 1975-76 the following physical work will be completed.
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The project is expected to be completed in 1980-81. It will go into partial production by 1978·79and will
attain the full cycle of product-mix by 1983-84.

The output of KSM will be used for import substitution (worth Rs. 2,255 million) and also to satisfy the
increasing demand for steel products, pig iron and coke by the Ship Building Industry, the Container Industry
and the Fabrication and Engineering Industry.

The net profit at full production is estimated to be Rs. 554.08 million annually.

A total number of 15,000 :pers<?ll~elwill be requi~ed for the operation of KSM. Conse<;luent upon the
smooth functiomng of the proJ~ct It isexpected that job opportunities for about 200,000 artisans/craftsman
alone will be created indirectly m subsidiary industries.

An allocation of Rs: 410.00 million was made in ADP 1974-75and it is reported that the allocation would
be fully utilized. An amount of Rs. 780.00 million is provided for this project in the ADP 1975-76. In
addition, Rs, 220 million is proposed to be generated from the financial market.

The details of the physical implementation so far and the targets for 1975-76are given in Annexure XI.

VI. Problems and PoUcies
In1975-76 a very large increase in investment in Industry is being planned. However, only small increases

in capacity are expected during this period. ~ a result; additions to output are mostly expected from better
utilization of installed capacity, The economic pressures created by the time-lag between investment and out
put are inevitable. However, in the case of Pakistan investment was at a very low level during 1970-72.

Pig Iron
Coke

...
...Billets ..

Hot Rolled Sheets
Cold Rolled Sheets
Galvanised Sheets ..
Formed Sections ..

Tons
26,000

445,000
90,000
100,000
120,000

1,015,000

135,000
215,000

Total

been received from suppliers and the.detailed architectural work has been completed. Tanders for Civil Works
were invited and are now being evaluated. The plant, equipment and machinery has been shipped, of which
6Qper cent has been received at the site. Twelve trainees have been sent to the suppliers' installation in West
Germany for training. An amount of Rs. 9.220 million has been allocated for this project in 1975-76. The
project will be completed by June, 1976.

Mass Production of Roti.- The project aims at providing wholesome and nutritional bread to the people
at a reasonable price, through the use of modem technology and strict quality control. The project will also
help to reduce the drudgery of the housewife in making bread at home. It is proposed to establish eight Roti
Plants four in Lahore and four in Karachi, which will produce 6,000 pieces per hour of bread, each piece weight-
ing two chattacks. .

The capital cost of the project is Rs. 40 million with a F .E.C. of Rs. 20 million. An amount of Rs, 12.5
million was allocated for this project in 1974-75 and it is reported that actual expenditure would be around
Rs. 15 million. An amount of Rs. 25 million has been allocated for 1975-76. It is expected that two Roti
Plants, one each in Karachi and Lahore would start production in August, 1975 and the remaining six plants
will start production in December, 1975.

. Pakistan Steel Mills Corporation.-Pakistan Steel Mills Corporation is establishing the first integrated
Steel Mills Project (Karachi Steel Mills) at Pipri with the financial/technical assistance of the USSR. The
capital cost of the project is estimated at Rs. 13,422 million inclusive of Rs, 7,050 million in foreign exchange.
Total expenditure incurred on the project tiIl30th May, 1975 amounts to Rs, 433 million.

A credit of Rs. 4,510 million (340 million Roubles) has been provided by the Soviet Union for the main
plant, equipment and training of Pakistani Personnel in the USSR.

The project envisages the production of the following product-mix annually at full cycle of production in
1983-84 :-
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At the end of 1974-75 a revival of investment activity in the private sector was already quite noticeable.
In the budget for 1975-76 new incentives have been provided for private investment. In view of these factors
it is felt that the estimate for a substantial increase In private investment activity is in existance. However, if
momentum in this investment is to be generated, it would be necessary to continue to encourage and facilitate
private investment. The availability of credit, particularly for long term investments, would play an import
ant and role in this effort. In view of this, it would be necessary to ensure that a disproportionate amount of
long term credit is not pre-empted by public sector corporations.

Investment is small scale industry has continued to be buoyant. However, statistics on investment and
production in this sector are still hopelessly inadequate. To meaningfully plant for this important sector it is
necessary that concerted efforts are made at improving the data base for this sector.

I

In the next few years, a substantial amount ofinvestment is being programmed for agro-based industries.
To ensure utilization of capacity in these industries; it would be necessary to undertake programmes in the
agricultural sector which would ensure the supply of raw materials for these industries. Some examples of
industries inwhich the dovetailing of industrial and agricultural programmes is required are sugar, maize and
corn, paper, leather, jute, etc.

For the efficient implementation of the public sector industries programme it is necessary to introduce
procedures which would ensure that projects are completed on time without large cost overruns. One sugges
tion in this regard is that the release of funds by the Government, for invesment purposes, should be closely
linkedwith the attainment of physical targets. In making financial allocation inthe ADP, the emphasis should
be on project completion rather than project starts.· .

To implement an investment programme of this size it is necessary to improve the managerial skills in
state enterprises. It is true that these undertakings are being managed by professionals. However, itmust be
realised that when these corporations were set up, it was possible to induct in them professional managers
from the existing pool of these people in the country. In future, on the other hand, it may be difficult to meet
the requirements of professional managers unless programmes to train people in this discipline are undertaken.

In a country like Pakistan where resources for development are extremely difficult to mobilise it is impera
.tive that public sector industries generate funds for reinvestment and do not become an increasing burden on
the exchequer. In the Annual Plan for 1975-76 a significant portion of the investment programme of HIM
Corporations and provincial industrial development agencies are being financed from funos to be obtained from
outside the ADP. The reduced dependence of these corporations on the ADP is step in the right direction.
However, it is important that public sector companies generate internal funds through financial discipline and
operating efficiencies,rather than depending solely on borrowing from financial institutions as is being programs
med for 1975-76.

(
)

Arter 1972-73 investment was rapidly increased out it had to be largely directed towards basic industries which
have relatively long gestation periods. As a result, a large increase in investment without any appreciable
increase in operational capacity characterized the Annual Plan for 1974-75. The sameproblem exists in 1975~
76 and this situation is likely to continue during 1976-77. It is only after. that, SIgnificant increases in
capacity will become operative. Thus, in the context of the development perspective (1975-80), the large
investments currently being undertaken will give a return in the form of increased production, during 1978-80.
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Annexure I

INCREASE IN OUll'UT OF SPECIFIC MAJOR INDUSTRIES

i.No. Industry Unit 1969-70 1974-15

1. White Sugar .. Thousand tons 600 490

2- Vegetable Ghce ., Thousand tons 124 275

3. Cigarettes ., " MillionNos. 22 27
f

4. Cotton Yarn ,. Million Ibs, 602 SOO

5. Mill-madeCotton Cloth .. .. Millionyds 725 680

6. Boards .. Thousand tons 37 44

1. Writing and Printing Paper .. Thousand tons 39

8. SodaAsh .. .. Thousand tons 67 76

9. Caustic Soda .. Thousand tons 28 3S

10. Sulphuric Acid Thousand tons 31 36

11. Nitrogenous Fertilizer Thousand N. Tons 129 310

1%. Phosphatic Fertilizer ., ThouslU1dN. tOlll! 4 6

15. M.S. Products (Furnaces) .. Thousand tons 177 202

14. Cement Thousand tou 2.614 3,310
-~
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Cloth production in the non-mill sector increased froIIl.989 million y<b~in 1973-74 to about 1,117 million yds,
in 1974-75 showing a growth of about 13percent. This sector is an important part of the small scale industry,

Value added in construction industry increased by 15 per cent during 1974-75. This is indicative of the
growth in the demand for construction materials; like bricks, which are made in the small scale sector. However,
movement of coal, from Baluchistan did not record a significant increase in 1974-75. This suggests that their
may have been substitution of cement blocks for bricks in construction, Therefore the growth in the output of
construction materials like bricks was probably between 5 andIu percent, .

The Statistics for exports, construction activity doth pr~duction 'in the non-mill sector etc. do not, by
themselves, allow us to estimate the growth in value added in small scale industry. However, they do suggest
that this growth was probablyin the vicinity ~-:-10 p~x:cent during 1974...75.

Total, •

.,

(Rs. inmillion)

1973·74 1974-75

425 350

4J',p 5SO

95 120

193 220
254 348

77 110

86 130

1,587 1,828

,".

Leather

Carpets

Footwear
Sports Goods

Ready made Garments
Hosiery

Medical1nstruments

"

Statistics 011 value added ill small scale industry are very poor. In preparing the National Accounts, the
Statistical Division assumes the growth in value added ill small scale industry to be equivalent to the growth
in population. On this basis, Statistical Division would show the value added in small scale industry to have
increased by 3 percent during 1974-75.

However, it is known that small scale sector has been fairly dynamic and production increases have been
significant, In the following paragraphs an attempt has been made to estimate the likely increase in production,
in this sector during 1974-75 using indire~t evidence.

Exports of Major Small Scale Industries



Annexure m
FINANCIAL EXPENDITURE AND ADP ALLOCATION MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 1975-76

PAKISTAN

(Million Rupees)

Allocation Revised . %imple Allocation \Sector/Sub-Sector for 74--75 lEstimates mentation .for
during .1975-76

I

1974--75
1<

~ 1. Food Manufacture ~ 51.500 30.850 60 55.700

·2. Beverages. _,
3. Tobacco' Manufacture 3.809 7..300 192 0.049

4 Manufacture of Textile 39.681 1~.789 35 198.350'.

5. Foot wear and Apparels 2.566. 2..500 97 0.978

6.: Wood and Cork 10.00.0. $..175 52 6.700

'1. f'wniture and Fbrure ..

8e , Paper and Paper Products 0.2OQ ,~.500 250 2.000

9. Printing· and Publisbing 1 1.670 0.502

10; )J..e3.tberand. Leath~tPrQducts •• 2.017 3.720 184 4.168 '.\
11. Rubber Products ..
12. Chemical Industries .. 437.376 554.790 126 1,063.120

13. Production of Petroleum, Coal and Gas 2.500

14. Petro-chemical Industries 3.000 9.700 323 28.000

15. Non-metallic Mineral Pro ', 3.000 84.000 2,800 115.900

16. Basic Metal Industries 415.000 410.000 99 780.000

17. Metal Product Industries 105.760 109.363 103 88.300

18. Machinery except Electrical machinery .. 3.000 4.640 154 0.690

19. Bl.ectrical Machinery Apparatus Md Appliances 2.500 2.400 96 6.000

20. Transport Equipment •• 10.470 18.854 180 15.000

21. Miscellaueous Industries 12.969 '"6.978 54 23.186

22. Industrial Estate 3.530 1.560 44 9.281

23. Training and Research 4.488 7.294 162 10.764

24. Small Industries Promotional Programme 40;876 15.726 38 38.299

25. Scientific and Industries Research 3.905 2.610 66 4.820

26. Survey and Investigations 0.144 0.085 59 0.165

27. Pakistan Mint. Lahore 0.115 0.115 100 1.000

28. Projects of Industrial Development Board j 60.000 5.000 ....
29. SDA Projects 55.500 106.429 191 53.031

30. Security Printing Corp. 100.000 10.000

Total .• 1,275.567 1,498.540 117 2,520.943

~
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Almexurc IV

FINANCIAL EXPENDITURE AND ADP ALLOCATION MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 1975-76

FEDERAL
(Million Rupees)

Allocation Revised % Allocation .
Sector/Sub-Sector for Estimates implemen- for

} 1974-75 during tation 1975-76
1974-75

1. Food Manufacture 38.SOO 19.200 50 29.700.t .

2. Beverages

3. Tobacco Manufacture r ~ 3.800 7.300 192 0.049..
l 4. Manufacture of Textile .. 37.981 12.856 34 198.350

5. Foot wear and Apparels 2.566 2.500 97 0.853

6. Wood and Cork 10.000 5.000 50 5.000

7. Furniture and Fixture . ,..
8. Paper and Paper Products " 0.200 0.500 250 2.000..
9. Printing and Publishing " 0.670..
10. Leather and Leather Products 2.000 3.703 185 4:147

11. Rubber Products " " ... -
12. Chemical Industries - 437.376 554.970 127 1,063.120~'- ..
13. Production of Petroleum, Coal and GaS .. '2.500

14. Petro-chemical Industries " '3.000 9.700 323 28.000..
15. Non-metallic Mineral Products c 3.000 84.000 2,800 115.900..
16. Basic Metal Industries 411.500 410.000 99 780.000

17. Metal Product Industries .. 105.760 106.300 101 83.300"
18. Machinery except Electrical machinery '3.000 4.140 138 0.690

19. Electrical Machinery Apparatus and Appliances " . , '2.500 2.400 96 6.000.. ..
20. Transport Equipment 0 0 " 10.470 18.854 180 15.00000

21. Miscellaneous Industries ' , 2.769 2.121 76 13.6490'. o.

22. Industrial Estate 0>..
23. Training and Research " " 4.288 6.326 147 4.642

24. Small Industries Promotional Programme 10.087 4.293 42 9.340

25. Scientificand Industries Research 3.905 .,
2.610 67 4.820

26. Survey and Investigations >, ", , ...... - .. ..
21. Pakistan Mint. Lahore .. c e 0.115 0.115 100 1.000...., .. o.

28. Security Printin~ Corporation 0.0 "'" .. o • - 100.000 10.000
"Total .: 1,095.984 1.356.888 124 ' 2,375.560

__. ID. the ADi.>1975-76 documents the allocation f-or Industries is shown as Rs. 2,347.560 million. The'
following petrochemical projects which are shown in the Power Sector are actually industrial projects and ha ve
been included in the figures-given-in the above table.

(I) Pak.HY Oils Ltd.
(Rs. in million)
•• 2.00

(ii) Carbon Black 10.00
(iii) BTXUnit.. .. . . .. 26.00

LessAmount to be raised from the market 10.00

Total •• 28.00
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Annexure V

FINANCIAL EXPENQITURE AND ADP ALLOCATJON MANUFACTl.JR1N'Q:JNDUSTRY1975.76

PROVINCIAL PUNIAB

(Million Rupees)

Allocation R.evised . % Allocation
Sector/Sub·Sector for estimates lIDplementa- for ~1974-75 d . tion 1975-76

1=15
, t

i, Food Manufacture

2. Beverages

3. Tobacco Manufacture

4. Manufacture of Textile

5. Foot Wear and Apparels

6. Wood and Cork

7. Furniture and Fixture

8•. Paper and Paper Products

9. Printing and Publishing 0.020 0.502

10. Leather and Leather Products ..
- ~

11. Rubber Products ": _ 1:11

12. Chemical industries

13. Production of Petroleum, Coal and Gas

14. Petro-chemical Industries

15. Non-Metallic Mineral prod.

16. Basic Metal Industries

17. Metal Product Industries

18. Machinery except Electrical machinery ..
19. lElectricalMachinery Apparatus and Appliances ..

:-',

20. Transport Equipment •• ..,
--#21- Miscellaneous Industries 5.200 3.738 72 9.377

22. Industrial Estate .. 1.360 1.360 100 7.268

23, Training and Research 3.432

24. Small Industries Promotional Programme 13.145 0.088 0.6 12.250
~'"

25. Scientificand Industries Research ...:.~
26. Survey and Investigations

2"f, Projects of Industrial Devel. Boards .. 60.000 5.000

Total •• 79.905 5.186 7 37.829
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Aimexure VI

FINANClAL EXPESDITURE AND ADP ALLOCATION MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 1975-76

PROVINCIAL SIND

(Million Rupees)

Allocation Revised % Allocation

i Sector/Sub-Sector for estimates irnplementa- for
1974-75 7[~ during tion 1975-76

1974-75
,_ ,

1. Food Manufacture 10.000 9.90 99 20.000
2. Beverages

3. Tobacco Manufacture

4. Manufacture of Textile

5. Foot Wear and Apparels

6. Wood and Cork

7. Furniture and Fixture

8. Paper and Paper Products

9. Printing and Publishing

10. Leather and Leather Products

t n. Rubber Products

12. Chemical industries

13. Production of Petroleum. Coal and GaP

14. Petro-chemical Industries

15. Non-metallic Mineral prod.

16. Basic Metal Industries ~

17. Metal Product Industries

18. Machinery except Electrical machinery

19. Electrical Machinery Apparatus and AppJiances

20. Transport Equipment ••

"r 21. Miscellaneous Industries

22- Industrial Estate

23. Training and Research 0.460 0.201 44 0.932

24. Small Industries Promotional Programme 1.692 1.597 94 1l.943
25• Scientific and Industries Research..
26. Survey and Investigations

27. Projects of Industrial Devel. Boards

Total •• 12.152 11.698 96 23.000
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Annexure VII

FINANCIAL EXPENDITURE AND ADP ALLOCATJON MANUFACTUR1NG INDUSTRY 1975-76

PROVINCiAL N.W.F.P.

(Mi1!ionRupees)

Allocation Revised % Allocation
SectorISub -Sector for estimates implementa- for

1974-75 during tion 1975-76 \1974-75_- , ..
L Food Manufacture

2. Beverages

3. Tobacco Manufacture ....
4. Manufacture of Textile 1.700 0.933 55

5. Foot Wear and Apparels

6. Wood and Cork 4.500

7. Furniture and Fixture

8. Paper and Paper Products

9. Printing and Publishing 0.500 0.500 100

10. Leather and Leather Products 0.017 0.017 100 0.021

11. .Rubber Products -\
12. Chemical industries

13. Production of Petroleum, Coal and Gas

14. Petro-chemical Industries

15. Non-metallic Mineral prod.

16. Basic Metal Industries

17. Metal Product Industries

18. Machinery except Electrical Machinery

19. Electrical Machinery Apparatus and AppJjIlD~es

20. Transport Equipment •.

21. MiscellaneousIndustries
-:

22. Industrial Estate 1.013

23. Training and Research 0.200 0.200 100 1.258

24. Small Industries Promotional programme 9.465 9.260 98 10.443

25. Scientificand Industries Research

26. Survey and Investigations 0.144 0.(l~5 59 0.165

27. Financial Corporation (NOFC, PFC)

28. SDA Projects
"

55.500 106A29 191 53.031

Total 67.526 117.424 173 67.431
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Annexure vm
FINANCIAL EXPENDITURE AND ADP ALLOCATION MANUFACTURlNG INDUSTRY 1975-76

PROVINCIAL BALUCHISTAN

(Million Rupees)

Allocatio,n Revised % Allocation
Sector/Sub-Sector for Estimates implementa- for, 1974-75 during tion 1975-76l 1974-75

..,
1. Food Manufacture 2.00 1.750 87 6.000
2. Beverages

3. Tobacco Manufacture

4. Foot Wear and Apparels

5. Manufacture of Textile

6. Wood and Cork 0.175 0.200
7. Furniture and Fixture

8. Paper and Paper Products

9. Printing and Publishing 0.300

10. Leather and Leather Products

~,
11. Rubber Products

12. Chemical industries

13. Production of Petroleum, Coal and Gas

14. Petro-chemical Industries

15. Non-metallic Mineral prod.

16. BasicMetal Industries

17. Metal Product Industries 3.500 3.063 87 5.000
18. Machinery except Electrical machinery 0.500

19. Electrical Machinery Apparatus and Appliances

20. Transport Equipment ••

21. Miscellaneous Industries 5.000 0.219 4 0.160
'r 22. Industrial Estate 1.710 0.200 12 1.000

23. Training and Research 0.427 0.500

24. Scientificand Industries Research

25. Small Industries Promotional programme 6.490 1.500 23 4.263
,.. 26. Survey and Investigations

27. Projects of Industrial Development Board

Total •• 19.500 1.344 38 11.123

--,



i.

J.

Total .. 145.48

2.19

49.85

0.25

71.56

lS.5«lI

2.79

1.34

(Rs, in million)

!Lineof Manufactun'1a

1. Cotton TextUe

2. Woollen Textile

3. SpecializedTextile

4. Carpets and rugs ••

S. Sugar ..
6. Leather tanning ..
7. Others ..

I.D.B.P.

LEITERS OF CREDITS OUTSTANDING AS ON 31ST MARCH,. 1975
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I

,.

IV. Leather and Rubber Products

V. Chemica1s

VI. Cement, Clay, and Glass

VII. Miscellaneous •.

(Thousand US Dollars)

6.123

475

13.744
178
661 14.583

622

664

627

561

Total 23,655

I. Food Products and Processing ..

ll. Paper, Paper Products and Printing

III. Textiles :
(a) Cotton
(b) Jute
(c) Others

(As on March 31,1975)

PAKISTAN INDUSTRIAL CREDIT AND INVESTMENT CORPORATION L1MITED

LETTERS OF CREDIT OUTSTANDING

AnnexlIN X
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50% 35%

50% 30%
__.

25% 20%

15% 5%

20% 8%

15% 2%

~

6. Township:
(I) SingleExpatriate Hostel 51 rooms ..
(ii) 2 Room Apartments for Married Soviet Specialists 4 Block each with 15 Units (Total 60

Units).. •• .• ..
(iii) 3 Room Apartment for Soviet Specialistswith family (4Blocks each having 18units (Total 72

Units) ., •. .. .. .. •. .. •. .. ..
(iv) Trainee Hostel 60 Rooms ..
(v) Infra-Structt1refor Expatriate
(vi) Amenities for Expatriates ..
(vii) Residence for Officers,Technical and Non-Technical (phase I Stage I)
(viii) Infra-Structtlre (phase I Stage I)
(ix) Remaining 2 Room Units-22 Blocks
(x) Remaining 3 Room Units-SBlocks
(xi) Infra-Structure (phase I Stage I)

20% 19% -1
35% 17%
-87% 50%
71% 60%
60% 48%
56% 51%
50% 25%
25% 25%

40% 25%
30%
14% ~

18% 10%
60% 30%

"'L'Construction Base :
(i) Batching Plant Complex
(ii) EngineeringProduction Base
(iii) Shuttering Shop' ..
(M Central Stores and Supply Base
l(v) .Repair Shops and Maintenance Shop
(vi) Maintenance Shop for 550Vehicles..
(vii) General Facilities
(viii) Roads, Drains and Boundary Walls

2. Off-SiteFacilities :
(i) Railway Siding from Pipri Station to construction Base
(it) Railway Siding from Pipri Station to Plant Site
(iiI) Railway Siding from Pipri Station to Stock-Yard
(/v) Railway Siding from Marshalling Yard to Plant
(v) Road Net-Work ..
(vi) OfficeBlocks, Canteen, Barracks and ConferenceHall
(vii) Diversion of Flood Water Discharge
(viii) Industrial Water Supply (Distribution Line) "
(Ix) Potable Water (Distribution Line)
(x) SeaWater Supply
(xi) Sewerageand Treatment" ••

;i (xii) Unloading Facilities at Berths'
[(xiii) ConveyerSystem for Delivery of Raw Materials from Berth to Mills ]

3. conStruction Power 12.5 MW :
(i) Main Power Supply
(it) Distribution of Power Supply

4. Telephones:
10+100 Lines PMBX
10+100 Lines PABX

S. Metallurgical Training Centre

4321

Actualupto
end of

April,1975

Projected
upto

3()"6-1975

Percentage of Completion
Dv-cription of workS.Ne.

PAKISTAN STEEL MILLS CORPORATION LIMITED

PROJECI'ED PHYSICAL TARGETS FOR 1974-75

Annexure XI
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f-

16%
18%

40%
60%

7. MainPlant :
(0 Soil Testing
(ii) Pile Testing
(iii) Levellingand Grading ••
(tv) Coke Oven and By-Product Plant
(v) Repair Shops
(vi) Storage Facilities••
(vii) Thermal and Power Unit •.
(viii) TBS

4321
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*Subject to receipt of equipment from USSR.

-\.
100%
100%
50%

100%
100%
100%
40%
100%
80%
20%
20%
SS%
55%

100%
llOO%

100%S. Metallurgical Training Centre
6. Township:

(I) SingleExpatriate Hostel 51 Rooms
(ii) 2 Room Apartment for married Soviet Specialists4 Blocks each with 15 units Total (60 units) •.
(iii) 3 Room Apartments for Soviet Specialistswith family 4 Blocks each having 18unit (Totat42 units)
(Iv) Trainee Hostel 60 Rooms
(v) Infra-structure for Expatriate Colony •.
(vi) Amenities for Expatriate
(vii) Residence for Officers,Technical and non-Technical (phase I Stage I)
(Viii) Infra-Structure (phase I Stage 1)
(Ix) Remaining 2 Room Units-22 Blocks
(x) Remaining 3 Room Units-8 Blocks

7. Main Plant:
(I) Soil Testing ..
(ii) Pile Testing ..
(iii) Levelling and Grading
(vi) Coke Oven and By-Product Plant
(v) Repair Shops 1
(vi) Storage Facilities j
(vii) Thermal and Power Units
(viii) TBS

100%
100%
100%
20%
30%
50%
100%
100%
50%
55%
25%
50%
10%

100%

100%-

100%"-'1. Construction Base

2. Off-Site Facilities :
(I) Railway Siding from Pipri Station to construction Base
(il) Railway Siding from Pipri Station to Plant Site ..
(iii) Railway Siding from Pipri Station to Stock-Yard ••
(Iv) Railway Siding from Marshalling Yard to Plant "
(v) Railway Si~g from Pig Casting Yard to.S.lag Dump
(vi) Road Net W rk . . • . • . • .
(vii) OfficeBlock. Canteen Barracks and ConferenceHall
(viii) Diversion of J1100dWater Discharge . . . .
(Ix) Industrial Water Supply (Distribution Line)
(x) Potable Water (Distribution Line)
(xi) SeaWater Supply
(xli) Sewerageand Treatment
(xiii) Unloading Facilities at Berths ..
(xiv) Conveyor System for deliveryof raw materials from Berths to Mills

3. Construction Power 12.5 MW

4. Telephones:
10+100 Lines PMBX
10+100 Lines PABX

321

Percentage
Completion

Description of WorkS.No.

PAKISTAN STEEL M1LLS CORPORATION LIMITED

PROJECfED PHYSICAL TARGETS UPTO 1975-76
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In order to achieve the above targets, both for the 1975-80 period and the year 1975-76a number of
actions are being initiated to overcometheproblems previously faced in the ~evelopment of mineral sector.
The first thing, as a matte~ of policy, which ISbeing proposed to ,be emphasised IS the need for integrated deve
lopment plans for each 01 the I?-~Jo~minerals. Fo~ example, the development of coal mrnes in the country
will be co-ordinated WIththe utilization of this coal In the generation of electricity and preparation of coke in
order to raise the valu~ added by-this product. The other problems that ar~ proI?osed to be attended to in
the period 1975-80 Will.be the development of an Institutional framework t? Identify t~e presence and extent
of reserves of different minerals and accelerate the development and commercial explOItatIon of known reserves
In the last 2 ~ear~, a number of corporations have been s~t~rpwhich deal with minerals in one form or another:
Special att~ntl(:>l1IS being given to demarcation of responsibilities between these corpor~tIOns and arran~ements
for co-OrdInatIon between Geological Survey of Pakistan and the agencies, responsible for prospecting and

(000 tons)

Target 75/80Target 75/76

Coal 3,300 1,100
Rock Salt 900 450
1Chr0mite 70 40
Silica Sand 60 60
<Gypsum.. 450 160
Limestone 10,000 3,000

"; Marble ]00 60..
China clay 160 120
Fire clay 60 35
Fullers Earth 30 15

,-- Magnesite 45 3

llnfroduction
During the period 1970-75 it was hoped that the pace of mineral exploration and development would

be stepped up and fairly ambitious plans were chalked out, but due to unforeseen events like the 1971war
the programmes suffered a serious set-back. During 1970-72, as in earlier periods, neither the anticipated
funds could be made available nor was !t P?ssible to step up work in this field and achieve the targets of mineral
exploration and production that were initially planned, Itwas only In the latter part of the period 1970-75
that financial allocations to the mineral sector was increased, the pace of work of various organizations in thi~
field was intensified and new origanizations were set up to create the institutional frame-work for implementing
an accelerated programme of mineral development. As a result; there has been an Increase lTI the out-put of
important minerals like coal, rock salt, sulphur, China clay etc.

A sharp increase in the demand for minerals is expected during 1975-80. The increase in demand win
emanate primarily from the large expansion programmed for mineral based industries like cement, fertilizer
3;l1diron and steel. For example, proposed expansion 111 cement production capacity during 1975-80, is
likely to generate demand for limestone and hence the ta.rg~t for production of this mineral in 1979-80is 10
million tons compared to current years level of 2.91 million tons. Secondly, the programme for mineral
development in 1975-80 period ellvisag~s new mineral based industries such as a phosphatic fertilizer plant
based on rock ph<.'sph~tedepOSI!Sfound !1lHazara. Thirdly, the accelerated programme will seek to improve
quality and quan!Ity or export. oriented minerals ~uchas ~a~ble. .Fourthly, the Increase In demand for minerals
is likely to be achieved by finding new uses!o which the existing mineralscan be pro~tably put during 1975-80.
Fifthly, the development of copper deposits partlyfor Import substitution and primarily for export potential
will be taken ~n hand. Finally, th.e acc~leratI~n. inthe prC?grammefor the use of'.coal for meeting energy
requirements, including the g_elleratIOuo! electricityin the light of the r~cent dramatic changes 1Il the cost of
different sources of energy, will be taken 111 hand dunng the 1975-80 period.

Planned in this context the major targets for 1979-80period and for the year 1975-76are given below :_

CHAPTER 16

MINERAL DEVELOPMENT

I



MineralProduct~on.-Ac.tual figures for the output ofvaricus. minerals in ]974-75 are r ct available as yet.
However, on the basis of estimates, It is seen frem table-If that in the case of rmpcitant minerals like coal
~ock salt and sulphur t~ere h3;sbeen an increase in output. There has been a decline in the output of chromit~
In1974:75.. In fact this decline has. continued smce 1972~73because of the world market having shown a
slackening 1U the demand for chromite. Unfortunately weights for different minerals are net available so the
growth in total production cannot be calculated.

I
!
I

I
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TABL,Il I

1974-75 1974-75 Implementa- .
Annual Estimated tion
P1an Achievement 1974-75

(Million Rupees.) -.
1. Ministry of Fuel, Power and Natural Resourees :

(a) G.SoP. 9.00 12.00 +33.31

(b) P.M.D.C. 2.SO 6.681 +1.2
(c) Resource Development Corporation 10.00 18.30 +83.0-

2. ProductionDivision:

PIDC 1.20 7.00 +483.3

3. Azad Kashmir and Northern Areas :

(a) A.K. 1.062 1.338 +26.()i

(1)) Northern Areas 1.400 1.40

4. States and Frontier RegionDivIsion:

F.A.T.A.D.C. 1.06 1.764 +66.4

5. ProvincialProgramme :

(a) Baluchistan •. 0.05 0.05 ",
(b) Sind

(c) N.W.F.P. 0.27 0.228 -15.6
(d) Punjab 0.60 0.679, +13.2

Total 27.592 49.890 +80.80

Revi"w of 1974-75
investment.-lnvestment inminerals, in the public sector, exceeded the allocations made for it in the ADP

1974-75. Against an allocation of Rs. 27.592 million, estimated investment in 1974-75 is likely to be about
Rs. 49.890 million. In other words the financial implementation was 180 per cent of the original target as
shown in Table-I,

ANNUAL DEVELOPMENT

development. The need for meeting the requirements of technical manpower has also been realized and efforts
will be made to overcome this shortage by enlarging the scope of education and training facilities both within
the country and abroad. In recent years, exploration techniques have advanced greatly and vastly improved
exploratory scientific equipm nts have been introduced. Efforts are afoot to acquire as much of this equipment
as possible. Last but not least, it is recognized that the private sector can play an important role in the develop
ment of minerals in Pakistan. Therefore, the strategy for 1975-76 and for 1975-80 as a whole will be to en
courage the private sector to improve its operations and increase its efficiency.
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"-I
r, Ministry of Fuel, Power and Natural Resources :

(a) G.S.P. 12.00 24.560 +140.700
r(b) Pakistan Mineral Development Corporation 6.681 17.700 +164.900
((c) Resource Development Corporation 18.300 1.500 -92.000

2. lP'l!'oductionDivision :
" PIDC Mineral Survey Scheme 7.000 4.000 _3.000

3. Azad Kashmir Projects 1.338 0.906 -3' .000
4. States and Frontier Region (FATADC) 1.764- 3.532 +100.200

Total 47.083 52.198 +11.00---_
S. ll"IrovincialProgramme :

(a) Punjab 0.679 1.000 +47.30
(b) Sind
ric) N.W.F.P. 0.228 20.338
(d) Baluchistan .. 0.05 +19.60

i
Total 48.040 73.536 +53.00

6. Federal and Provincial Total Programme :
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(Million Rs.)

~e
1974-75 1975-76

Estimates ADP
JProvision

SOIJlFces-(i) Statistical Division. (ii) PMDC. (iii) Planning Division.

19'75-76Allocation
In 1975-76an ADP allocation ofRs. 71.911 million has been made for Survey, Investigations, Exploration

and Development of Mineral Projects in the Public Sector. The details are presented below:

Financial Allocation-1975-76

9. Clay other than China and Fire Clay

10. lFifeClay

U. §ilnlphur ..

12. lSlarytes ..

13. ·lBkmtonite

14. China Clay

15. Hdlers Earth

16."'":Magnesite

1. CQ,al ...
2. Jron Ore

3. JR(ockSalt

4. Ciroromite

5. SllJicaSand
"6. Gypsum

7. Limestone

8. RJ~arbJe ..

f

(' 000' Ton)

1974-75 Percent
1973-74 Provisional Growth
Actual Estimates over

1973-74

1,039 1,064 +2.4

3691 387 +4.9
11.6 9.3 -19.8

44.2 45.3 +2.5
214- 154 -28.0

2,94! 2,912 -1.0

22 25 +13.6

89 73 -18.0

39.3 22 --44.0

1.4 2 +43.0

1.11 7.24 +518.8

1.10 1.19 +8.2
1.()J 2.18 +118.0

14.6 11.05 -24.3

2.7 1.96 -27.4

Mineral

TABLE II
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The physical targets for 1975-76 are as follows :

(i) Regional geological mapping, gravity and magnetic survey and preliminary mineral exploration. in
an area of 2,500 sq. miles.

(ii) Geochemical reconnaissance in an area of about 6,000 sq. miles.

(iii) Detailed Geophysical mapping, geo-chemical surveys and geophysical investigatiolls in an area ofabout 500 sq. miles,

(iv) Exploration of the known mineral showings in Chagai with particular emphasis on iron and copper
occurrences.

(v) Shallow test drilling in parts of the main mineralized areas of Chagai District to supplement surface
studies for delineating areas of detailed exploration.

500 sq. miles.

2,500 sq. miles.

Nil.

Nil.

1,000 sq. miles.

2,500 sq. miles.

2,500 miles.

1,200 ft.

(i) Regional GeologicalMapping

Cn) Geological Survey

(iii) Geochemical Survey

(iv) Drilling

Targets Expected Achievements
Items

Geological Survey of Pakistan

The geological survey of Pakistan is.primarily responsible for collecting and providing geological informa
tion through systematic geological m~pplng. Italso ca.rne~out exploratlo? and appraisal of mineral resources
through surveys and drilling. In view of the mcreasmg Importance.whic~ the Government attaches to the
development ~f mineral res01!fces, the Federal Government has proVl~e~, In the ADP fOI:1975-76 a sum of
Rs: 24.560 million with foreign exchange .compo~ent of Rs. 9. 0.00million for three special projects i.e. the
Chagai Mineral District Exploration ProJe,ct, Mineral Exploration 111 Lasbela/Khuzder Region and Aero
magnetic Survey In varIOUSdistricts of Pakistan,

(i) Mineral Exploration in Chagai Mineral Distl:ict.-The. Geological Survey of Pakistan, has a scheme
under implementation which env~sa~es?etalled geological mappmg, geop~ysIcal survey, and geochemical study
in the whole region of the Chagai DIstn~t: The total cost of the scheme ISRs. 34.136 million with a Foreign
Exchange Component of Rs. 12.130 million. The scheme would be completed in 1978-79. The progress on.
the scheme is somewhat behind schedule as shown 111Table-III of targets and achievements for 1974-75.

TABLE III

FEDERAL PROGRAMME

Public sector investment in minerals is being sharply increased. In 197~-76 a 53 per cent increase is being
provided over the estimated investment in 1974-75.. H0':Vev~r,the allocations for 1975-76 to .the Resource
Development Corporation (RDC), PIDC and AzadKashmir are, however lower than their respective allocations
for 1974-75. The only scheme of RDC with specific pu:ryose of exp~oratlOnof copper deposits at Saindak is
in the final year of its completion. Therefore, the allocation to RDC IS fo~ c?mpletlOn of this phase of its task.
It will get acceleration when they ~tart working on exploitation stage. Similarly PIDC have also entered tile
final year of implementation of their scheme for exploration of iron-ore deposits at Nokkund], The AKMIDC
are still in their teething stage. S~ve~alsche~es for exploration .are under.preparatIon. The only schemes
under implementation are for exploitation ofMica !?eposlts and MIneral Testing Laboratory. The allocations
made for 1975-76 are, therefore, for completion o! these two schemes and l11c1udetoken allocations for the
schemes which are presently under preparation WIth AKMIDC.

The overall level of proposed investment in the Mineral .Sector, th?ugh showing an acceleration 53~~in
1975-76 over 1974-75, is still low. ThIS IS because t~e specialised agen~les set up for mineral development are
still in the process of identifying an~ prepanng projects, through detailed geological investigations, for com
mercial exploitation of the known minerals, As soon as the Imp.Iement~tlOnof commercial projects is under
taken investment will rise very substantially, Some of the major projects under investigation are Saindak
Copper, Nokkundi Iron Ore, Lakhara Coal, Baluchistan Ferrochrome and Hazara Phosphate.

A brief description of the major projects included in the ADP of different organizations is given in the
following paragraphs :
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I.

Physical T2i'gets for 1975-76
(i) Actual aeroJ?agnetic survey over an area of 2~,OOOsq. miles, lying partly in the districts of Chagai,

Kharan, Quetta-Pishin, Kalat, Khuzder and Lasbela lD Baluchistan.

(ii) Limited ground checking observations to support and supplement aerial survey over an area of 5,000
sq. miles in selected localities covered under the project.

(iii) Preliminary interpretation of broad magnetic anomalies and drawing magnetic observations, geochemi
cal survey geological mapping and test drilling.

II. PMJ])C (Pakns1l:a MfurlerruDevenopment Corporation)
(i) Exploration of Bauxite/High Alumi!W_Clay.-Bauxite is .00~eof the minerals used in steel making.

The capital cost of the Project is Rs, 5.50 million. Rupees 0.5 million has been earmarked for this scheme in
the ADi> 1975-76. The following physical targets are expected to be achieved by June, 1975 :

1. Topogeological mapping on 1 : 5.000 scale over 1.5 sq. miles.
2. Nine exploratory drifts ranging from 350 ft. to 450 ft. each with total drivage of 3,175 ft. have been

completed.

Th8 Physical Targets for 1975-76 are as follows :
(i) Regional geological mapping gravity and magnetic survey and preliminary mineral exploration in

an area of 2,000 sq. miles.
(ii) Geochemical ~reconnaissance in urea of 6,000 sq. miles.
(iii) Detailed geological mapping, geochemical survey and geophysical investigations in an area of250 sq.

miles.
(iv) Test drilling for the exploration of the known occurrences of copper, maganese etc.

(ill) Aero-magnetic survey andfollow up ground investigations in various mineral districts of Pakistan.-The
total cost of the scheme is Rs. 11.980 million, with Foreign Exchange Component of Rs. 9. 110million. The
scheme would be completed in June, 1976.

The Physical Targets expected to be achieved by June, 1975 are as follows:
(i) Establishment of office facility.
(if) Procurement of stones, vehicles, stores, etc.

(0 Regional Geological mapping

(ii) Detailed geologicalmapping

(ill) Geophysical Survey

(iv) Geochemical Survey

(v)",Test drilling

(vi)",Pitting and drilling

Targets 1974-75 Expected Achieve-
ments 1974-15

1,000 sq. miles. 500 sq. miles.

25 sq. miles. 15 sq. miles.

2,500 sq. miles. 2,500 sq. miles.

1,000 sq. miles. 1,000 sq. miles.

1,200 ft. 350 ft.
100 ft. 167 ft.

ItemsNo.

,
t
I

TABLE IV

The progress on this scheme is indicated in Table IV.

has
(ii) Mineral Exploration in Lasbela/Khuzdar Region in Baluchistan.-The Geological Survey of Pakistan
~ scheme under implementation which envisages detailed geological mapping of 7 thousand sq. miles, geo

physIcal survey and geochemical study in the whole region of the Lasbela/Khuzder mineral district covering
an area of about 8 thousand sq. miles, followed by trenching, pitting and test drilling at appropriate plaees,
The total cost of the scheme is estimated at Rs. 14.00 million including a Foreign Exchange Component of
Rs. 4.775 million.

I



3. Geological sections across coal bearing area.

4. Laboratory study en 10 representative coal samples.

(iii) GeldPnjt£[,-:-Th GSP and Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission have carried out reconnaissance
strdies ofthe gold bearing sard and gravels along the Indus RIVerValley. For the purpose ofa more detaIled
inv (stigaticn, the Fakis~a~.MjnelaJ :pneler ment Corporation h~s.pn.p~red. a suryey and investig~tion project
fer establishing tie ~eaSJblhtyof ~IDJI)g these gol~ deposits. T!llS mvesugaucn w!ll be conducted In col1~bon~.-
tien 'WithAusirc-minerals and WI]}be completed by June, IS 16. Tl.e total estimated cost of the project IS .')
Rs, 22.9 million with a foreign exchange component of Rs. 12.92. An amount of Rs. 19.2&0million was
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Physical Ttugets for 1975-76
1. Topo-geological mapping of 6 sq. mile~ are!! on 1: 5,000.scale whith con.tour interval ?f 3 met~rs.

The map would include minute topographic details, lithological units of upper Rani Kot section lines, location
of executed/proposed bore holes, existing mines and other details.

2. Detailed and precise measurement of 20 sections by using sureying compass/theodolite to determine
over burden on coal.

(li) LakhraCoalField.-A PC-II survey scheme costing Rs: .3.160 million is un.der implementation. The
survey work is expected to complete by June, 1977. ADP prOVISIOnfor this project ISRs, 0.5 million.

The physical targets to be achieved by June, 1975are as follows:
1. Triangulation of the 27 sq. miles area, which is about 13miles in length has been completed.
2. Topographic survey o~ 1 : 5,000 scale with contour interval of 3 meters has been carried over

an area of 4-1/2 sq. miles.
3. 13 sections have been measured in mines from mines mouth to Lailian Coal seam to decipher over

burden on coal of proposed drilling. With this the measurement of sub-surface sections have been
completed and a total of 25 sections have been measured.

4. Two sections 6,000 meters and 2,000 meters in length have been measured on surface to delineate
both structural details and over burden on coal for planning, drilling and mining.

5. Carb samples have been drawn from all the lithologic units measured in 8 miles.
6. Geological mapping on 1 : 50,000 scale in toposheet 40 C/I has been completed over an area of 16sq.

miles.
7. Lithologic units, structure and other geological details have been potted on topographic maps on

1 : 5,000 scale over an area of about 2 sq. miles.
8. Lithology and structural details are being studied minutely and interpreted from air photos, various

unknown faults have been located and their throws have been determined.

3. Chemical analysis and other tests on above mentioned samples.

2. Trenching anO places at the out-crop and collection of samples.

Physical Targets for 1975-76
1. Topographical-cum-geological mapping On 1 : 5,000 scales of about 5 sq. miles.

\

3. 122 channel.samples of bauxite have been collected from the drifts.
4. Complete chemical analysis of 122 channel samples has been done in PMDC Laboratory, Rawalpindi.
5. 13 samples of bauxite were subjected to X-ray and DTA by PCSIR.
6. Consequent to the above studies the reserves of bauxite have been estimated at 4.4 million tons

including O.13million tons of proved high grade bauxite.
7. An interim Geological report has been prepared and submitted to the Government.
8.' Topo-geological mapping of one sq. mile in Chamil area will be completed.
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In order to carry out these studies the following major work items would be undertaken :
1. Collection of data.
2. Raw-material resources analysis.
3. Review of Government Regulation and Policy.
4. Project viability.
5. Process component.
6. Supply and distribution components.

(iv) The development of $JJlphurdeposits in Kho-i-Sultan and other areas.-Total cost of the project is
Rs. 3.000 million with no foreign exchange component. A provision of Rs. 0.500 million exists III tho
ADP 1975-76 for this project.

Physical targets expected to be achieved by June. 1975 are as follows:
Mineral Cell will be set up at Quetta. Exploration equipment, jeeps and other infrastructure facilities

will be arranged. Programme for 1975-76 will be finalized. The technical staff needed for con
ducting the exploration operations will be engaged/appointed. Application for prospecting licences
for fluorite and other important minerals will be submitted to the Provincial Government.

(v) Gem Stone Cutting and Pplishing Project (Lapidary).-The capital cost of the project is Rs. 3.640
million. A french firm (M/S. SEEMA) is preparing the feasibility for this scheme. The centre would be
mainly using gemstones of Ruby Mines in Hunza and Emeralds Mines of Swat. The physical targets to be
achieved during 1975-76 subject to feasibility being established are as follows:

1. Procurement of land and construction of building of cutting and polishing workshop.
;' 2. Purchase of machinery and its installation.
I. _ "-

3. Employment of skilled workshop staff.

The ADP provision for this project is Rs. 1.500 :million. The schemtfsrexpeeted to be completed by
lune, 1978.

(vi) Feasibility study of desulphurization and up-gradationof coal.- The capital cost of the project is Rs. 1.5004
The scheme would be completed in one year. The ADP provision for this project is Rs, 1.500 million. The
physical targets to be achieved during 1975-76 are given below:

Feasibility study and tests for :]
1. Preparation of Beehive Coke/Metallurgical Coke.
2. Desulphurization and up-gradation of Lakhra Coal.
3. Hydrogenation of coal.
4. Distillation of Lakhra coal.

allocated for this project in 1974-75, and~it is expected that the amount will be fully utilized. The physical
work expected to be completed by June, 1975 is presented below:

(i) Reconnaissance field trips.
(ii) Geophysical Surveys.
(iii) Exploratory Pitting.
(iv) Mapping of suitable sites.
(v) Sampling from Streams and Cliffs'M
(vi) Submission of Interim Report.

An amount of Rs, 3.60 million is provided for this project in 1975-76. The physical target for 1975-76
includes pitting, drilling (6,000 meters), detailed topo-graphical mapping, testing/concentration of samples in
Austria will be completed and the sponsors will submit the final report to Government for approval by May,
1976.

},
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Surveying
The two designated areas in Pachinkoh and Chigendik have been surveyed. Part of the data processing

has also been done. Apart from surveying work required for layout of elaborate network: for Geophysical
Surveys, the following jobs have been completed:

(i) Triangulation Survey
(ii) Co-ordination Survey of all exploratory excavation i,e. trenchee, tunnels and drill holes.

Geological Work
(i) Geological mapping of the area has been done.

(ii) Basic geological maps for exploratory excavation have been prepared.

(iii) Geological Sections at appropriate location have been .measured.

(iv) Observation recording and sample collection for studies of origin ore has been done.

(v) Sampling in all trenches and tunnels has been completed.

Chemical Work
The collected samples are already in the process of detailed chemical analysis.
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m. Resource DeTelopment Corporation
This Corporation was set up in March, 1974. The Corporation operates under the supervision of tho

Ministry of Fuel, Power and Natural Resources. It has been registered as a joint stock company for ex
ploration and exploitation of the natural resources of the country. The specific purpose of this Corporation is
to implement a crash exploration and exploitation programme for the copper deposits found at Saindak in
Chagai.

Saindak Copper Ore, Baluchistan.-Copper was first discovered in 1963 in the extreme north west or
Baluchistan at Saindak. In 1973, the GSP was entrusted with the task of scientific exploration and to prove
that the deposits were economically and commercially explorable. Preliminary tests indicate potential presence
of 300 million tons of ore body with approximate average copper of 0.7 per cent. Therefore, the potential
copper metal amounts to I ~25 million tons.

Inview of the importance of copper and its likely impact on the economy of the country, a special organiza
tion called.the Resource Development Corporation has been set up with the sole purpose of proving and ex
ploiting he Saindak copper reserves. A scheme costing Rs. 60.00 million with a foreign exchange component
of Rs. 21.00 million is being implemented for detailed exploration. The scheme includes a provision for new
drilling macbines and setting up of Saindak mechanical and chemical laboratories. The aim is to reach" prov
ing stage" and for that purpose the Corporation will drill about 100 thousand ft. at the rate of 300 ft. per day.
The scheme is expected to be completed in 1975-76.

iV. JPalkistt\D Industrial Development Corporation-Nokkundi and Cbiighazi Iron Ore Deposits in Baluchistan
PIDC is undertaking detailed investigations of Nokkundi iron ore deposits. the total cost of the project

for 1975-76 is Rs. 7.67 million with a FEC of Rs. 1.47 million. The aim of the project is to prove, in the
first stage, a minimum reserves of 5 million tons in Nokkundi area which would justify a small steel plant.
The total proved reserves in Nokkundi are 1.7 million tons which have, through subsequent investigations,
increased to 2.5 million tons. Currently further investigations including drilling up to a depth of 500 ft. is
being undertaken in order to prove larger reserves of the ore over a wider area. The Government of the Peoples
Republic of C~ina is giving technical and financial assistan~e t= this project. The project is. exp~cted to be
completed during 1975-76. An allocation of Rs, 4.000 million has been made for this project In 1975-76
ADP. The following physical targets have been achieved by end of 1974-75.

7. Financial/Economic evaluation.
8. Over-view/Technical and Economic Feasibility.
9. Recommendations and feasibility report.

10. Particular emphasis will be given to laboratory studies and pilot plant tests on indegenous coal
samples. .
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V. Hydrogeological Work
1. Studies for water table in the area to avoid future mining problems.
2. Ground water studies for water resources.

4. Geological sections work, coordinate survey work for sections etc.

5. Ground survey ~ork in Pachin Koh and Chigendik over an area of 10 sq. km on a scale of 1: 5,000
forgcarrymg out geophysical work. _

nr, Geophysical Work
1. Ground geophysical work in Pachin Koh and Chigendik over a total area of 10 sq. km on a scale of

1:5,000. .

2. Geophysical sections in Pachin Koh and Chigendik for selecting drill hole sites.

3. Measurement of magnetic parameters in Pachin K6n and Chigendik.

4. Calculation for depth etc.

IV. Drilling
.. 7,700 meters of drilling in Pachin Koh and Chigendik for mine designing and confirmation of the probable

iron ore reserves in the area.

2..
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

...

The following jobs are expected to be completed during the months of May and June, 1975.
(i) Geophysical Surveying of new extension of areas as advised by the Chinese Exports.
(ii) Part of the level survey work for preparing topophysical map of the area.
(iii) Basic Geological map. of the drillholes planned for drilling during next two months.
(iv) Drilling of 3 to 5 holes of total footage equal to 1,500 to 2,000 ft.
(v) Chemical analysis of the collected sample. spliting of drill hole cores and their chemical analysis.

The physical targets for 1975-76 are given below;

J. General Work
1. Geological map of Pachin Koh for 1 sq. k.m, on a scale of 1:1,000.

Geological map of Chigendik for 0.1 sq. km. on a scale of 1:1,000.

Basic maps of' drill hole cores.

Sampling of drill hole cores.

Geological sections for selecting drill hole sites.

Comprehensive geological maps.

Coordinates for :
(a) Trenches, drill holes, tunnels. etc.
(b) Section maps •

(c) Sampling places.

Surveying Work
1. Topographical map of Pachin Koh for 3 sq. km. on a scale of 1:1,000.

2. Topographical map of Chigendik for 1 sq. km. on a scale of 1:1,000.

3. Triangulation survey of Chigendik.

f,
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Each~orthese schemes have'been given a token allocation in the ADP 1975-76.

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.320

0.410

~

Alum and Ahlminimn Extraction Plant (unapproved) • • •• •• • • • •
if) Fullers Earth Plant, Development of Graphite Deposits, Penclal Plant (unapproved) ••

Development of Pyrite Deposits and EstablisluDentof Sulphuric AcidlPlant (unapproved) ••

3
Development of Feldspar (unapproved) • • • • • . • • •• • . • e

(v Development of Fireclay Deposits and Establishment of Refractory (unapproved) •. • • ••
(VI Exploitation of Soap.stone Deposits of Kotli (unapproved) • . • . • . • • • •
(vii) Feasibility Study of Graphite Deposits of had Kasbmir (approved) • . • • • • ••

«Wi) Mineral Exploration and Mine Development (collaboration with MIS. Austromineral of Austria) (un
approved)

ADP Provision
l!975-76j

.- .
(Million Rupees)

The total capital cost of the project is Rs. 9.055 million with foreign exchange component of Rs. 3.951
million.

VI. Azad Kashmir Mineral and Industrial Development Corporation
The AKMIDC has planned development of minerals on the patterns outlined below :

(i) Geological and Geochemical survey to locate the deposits and estimate the reserves.
eli) Mineral evaluation and characterization.
(iii) Ore dressing and beneficiation.
(iv) Mineral processing, extraction of metals, if possible, with locally available know-how or importing:

the well-established technology adapted to the local conditions.

Accordingly, they have at present two schemes, namely the" Exploitation of Mica Deposits" and" mineral
Testing Laboratory". The two schemes are in the last year (1975-76) for their completion, while the schemes
for" Exploitation of Mica Deposits" will have established facilities for mining of 100 tons of Mica. per annum
the scheme for" Mineral Testing Laboratory" will make available the much needed equipment for carrying
out the research activities of the AKMIDC. The other projects which are either in the planning/preparation
stages or are under consideration with the approval-giving agencies are listed below :

6,000 tons.00

77,530 sq. ft.

22,400 sq. ft.''0

1. Marble Slabs

2. Terrazo Tiles

3. MarbleChips

VI. Miscellaneous
1. Physical and technical studies of the ore including:

(a) Specific gravity for 100 samples.
(b) Porosity for 100 samples.
,(c) Strength test of ores and rocks, 20 samples.
(d) Study on volume expansion after blasting.

2. Complete chemical analysis of ore.
3. Spectrum analysis.
4. Collection of meteorological data of the area for the last 10 years.
5. Submission of final geological and prospecting report for mining.

V. Federally Administered Tribal Areas ~ ~
(i) Prospecting andMining of Soap Stone in Khuram Agency.-Soap stone is mainly used in the manufacture

of cosmatics, paper, paints, and ceramics. The project is under production. The total capital cost of the
project is Rs. 1.993 million. The annual output of the project is 5,000 tons.

(ii) Marble Industry at Paind! Lalma (Khyber Agency ).- The projects is under consideration of the CDWP
and will have a direct relationship with the mining of marble in the area. The setting up of the proposed plant
would provide an incentive for the increase in the mining of marble in these areas. The project would give the
following output per annum working on single shift basis.



Lignitic to sub-bituminous .coal deposits occur in ~even major coal. fields in Pakistan. The reserves are
estimated to be about 442 million tons. The production of coal has Increased to around one million tons
per annum which is being mainly utilized in the brick-kiln industry and power generation at Quetta Bulk
of the production is de~ved from .Kohst-Sharigh. Sor-R8;ng~, Deagri and Mach coal. fields in Bal~chistan
and Makerwal coal field In the Punjab. Small scale exploitation of Lakhraand MetIng-Jhimpir coal fields
in Sind, Salt Range Coal Field in the Punjab, Dera Adam Khel and Charat in NWFP and Muxaifarabad
in AMd Kashmir, are also being undertaken mostly by private sector.

20P

TABLE V

('000' ton)

S. Mineral 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 PercentNo. Actual Estimated Targets Growth

1- Coal 1,039 1,064 1,100 +3.0
2. Iron Ore

3. Rock Salt 369 387 450 +15.2
4. Chromite 11.6 9.3 40 +32.5
5. Silica Sand 44.2 45.3 60 ..,..31.2
6. Gypsum 241 154 160 +3.0
7. LimeStone 2,941 2,912 3,000 +1.0
8. Marble 22 25 60 +137
9. China Oay other than China and Fire Oay 89 73 120 +62.7
10. Fireclay 39.3 22 35 +5.7
11. Sulphur 1.4 2 6 +197
12. Barytes 1.17 7.24 10 +36.7

...._, 13• Bcntonitej 1.10 1.19 3 +149
14. ClUnaOay 1.0 2.18 s +3.6
U. Fu1lcrs Barth 14.6 11.05 15 +34.3
16. Magnesite .. 2.7 1.96 3.0 +51.56

... &wee:r (i) Statistical Division.
(Ii) PMDC.
(lh') Planning DiviIion.

Coal!

Production Targets for 1975-76
The targets for production in 1975-76 are given in table V.

The rock phosphate reserves have been estimated at 17 million tons, whereas proven reserves arc 3.92
million tons. The exploration and development programme of rock phosphate is proposed to be executed
in four phases. Phase I has been started from October 1974. In subsequent phases, the reserves of rock
phosphate will be identified, estimated and developed.

VII. Sarhad Development Authori~
Hazara Phosphate Mining Project.-Phosphate rock is a primary source of phosphatic fertiuzer. The

Sarhad Development Authority has proposed a scheme for its exploration costing Rs, 8. 848 million, including
foreign exchange component of Rs. 2.673 million. The project is under implementation. The objective
of the project is to implement a limited programme of production of phoshpate rock for local requirements
to reduce dependence on imports.
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Rock Salt
Huge deposits of excellent rock salt occur in the Salt Range area in Jhelum and Mianwali Districts, Punjab

and near Bahadur Khel District, NWFP. Favourable conditions exist on the sea coast for the extraction
of salt by solar evaporation. Rock salt mining is done in the Public Sector.

Gold and Heavy Minerals ~
The Geological Survey of Pakistan had completed the first phase of investigation of the gold and other

heavy minerals in the sands of the Indus and its tributaries in the Northern Areas of Pakistan. A report
on this work has been prepared. Based on its results, a detailed programme of exploration-cum-exploitation
has been launched by the Pakistan Mineral Development Corporation in association with a foreign mining
firm (MIS.Austro-Minerals). At the moment no target is being set for future production.. . ~

The area has been termed by CENTO Phosphate Working Group experts as promising to become potential
commercial source of phosphate rock. The experts have strongly recommended that further exploration
should be carried out in the area of mineralization. Output in 1975-76 is not going to be significant. How
ever, the target of production for 1979-80 is 2.60,000 tons.

Phosphate rock is used in the manufacture of fertilizers. The present consumption of phosphate in the
country is about 35,00 tons annually which is estimated to rise to 2,60,000 tons by 1979-80.

Phcsphate
Potential phosphate deposits have been discovered near Abbottabad, Hazara and it is estimated that

more than 25 tons of rock phosphate containing upto 35 per cent P2 Os is available in the area so far investi
gated.

Cbromite
Chromite is the only commercial mineral for obtaining chromium metal. Chromium is the only metallic

mineral that Pakistan produces and exports. Nearly the entire production is sent abroad. As a result the
production of chromite is dependent upon the international market conditions. The world market has shown
a slackening in the demand for chromite since 1971-72 and as a result the production of chromite has gone
down from 33.3 thousand tons in 1971-72to 17.8 thousand tons in 1972-73.and to 11.6 thousand tons 1973-74.
In 1974-75, the production is likely to go further down to reach a level of about 9.3 thousand tons. Accor
dingly, the targets for 1975-76 and 1979-80 originally set at 40 and 70 thousand tons respectively are being
reworked to suit the present conditions and will be scaled down to a reasonable level as soon as a more clear
picture about the marketability of cbromite becomes available.

The main deposits of chromite are located near Muslimbagh in Baluchistan. These deposits contain
ore with chromium iron ratio of 3. 1 to 3.6. Small deposits of chromium have also been found in the
Ras Koh region of Chagai and Kharan districts of Baluchistan, Mohmand and N.W. Agencies in NWFP
Small and scattered occurrences of chromite have also been reported from Lasbela District in Baluchistan.

PMDC is preparing a feasibility for the development of Lakhra coal field. in Dadu District, to produce 900
thousand tons per annum for a 240 MW power plant at KhanotjJamshoro. PMDC has also tentatively
selected 3 areas in the salt range at Khajula, Manihala and Kattaha for developing new mines to produce about
330 thousand tons of coal per annum within a period of three years. The targets for 1975-76 and 1979-80
for coal production are 1,100 thousand tons and 3,300 thousand tons respectively.

1974-75 1975-76

Mlikerwal .. 180 300

SorRange .• 60 100

Degan .. 95 125

Sharigh 40 100 \,
00

Total .. 375 625

PMDC is planning to increase production from its existing mines from 375 thousand tons in 1974-75
to 625 thousand tons ill 1979/80 according to the following plane:
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(v) Encouragement to improve the operations of the Private Sector.-The working conditions in mines
belonging to public sector are generally satisfactory, whereas the same is not true of private mines, thi .. has
affected production and efficiencyin the private mines. It is necessary that labour Jaws and mining regulations
are strictly observed in private mines. At the same time, the private sector should be given adequate credit
facilities and foreign exchange funds to enable it to improve its efficiency and performance, In addition,
.assistance should be given to the private sector to mechanise and modernize their operations.

Problems and Policies
(i) Institutional Framework.-In the past the urgency and need for accelerating exploration and develop

ment of mineral resources was recognised but the physical production targets for a number of minerals remained
unfulfilled. Increase in production of mineral has been slow. Lack of satisfactory progress in the mineral
sector has resulted partly from a lack of financial allocation to this sector, and partly from a blurring of res
ponsibility between the various agencies, Federal and Provincial Governments involved in the geological survey
of the mineral resources, their proving, exploitation and development. The Government set up two specialised
organizations at the Federal level, namely the Pakistan Mineral Development Corporation, and Provincial
mineral or Multipurpose Development Corporations in each of the four provinces. To co-ordinate the activities
of these organizations the Federal Government constituted a Board of Mineral Co-ordination. These steps,
it was hoped would create the institutional framework, which was lacking before, for investigation and develop
ment of mineral resources, of the country. However, some overlapping between the activities of these agencies
concerns to exist and progress towards the commercial exploitation of known minerals is slow. Efforts are
being made to systematise the work of various corporations and attach priority to the implementation of deve
lopment rather than exploratory projects.

(ii) Requirement of technical manpower.-There has always been a shortage of trained and experienced
manpower in specialised geo-scientific fields such as geochemical prospecting, ore benefication and metallurgy
etc. Recent indications are that this problem may be acquiring serious proportions and may become a serious
handicap in the efforts to develop our minerals. It, therefore, requires urgent attention.

(iii) Needfor Modern Bquipment=-ls: recent years, exploration techniques have advanced greatly and vastly
improved exploratory scientific equipments have been introduced. There is an acute shortage of such equip
ment in Pakistan, partly to because of paucity offunds and partly because,of difficulty in obtaning equipment
like drilling rigs. This situation is expected to improve gradually as the specialised corporations manage to
acquire equipment from fun.s that are being provided for this purpose.

. (iv) Problems of inland communications.-Most of the potentially mineral rich areas do not have any
proper system of communications, even jeepable tracks may be non-existent. This is a problem which can
only be gradually overcome through the development of the backward areas. However, wherever a substantial
discovery is made, a separate allocation will be made for providing the infrastructure required for its develop
ment. For example, in the chrome area the narrow guage railway line is being upgraded to broad guage ,

There are six major salt mines and quarries in Pakistan. The Pakistan Mineral Development Corporation
is introducing some major improvements in the existing mines including electrification, mechanical haulage.
construction of roads workshops and housing for miners. The production targets of rock salt for 1975-76
and 1979-80 are 4,50,000 tons and 6,00,000 tons respectively.

Sulpbur
Geological Survey of Pakistan has completed exploration of sulphur occurrences of Koh-l-Sultan and

Sanni in Baluchistan. At Sanni, Kalat District, reserves of sulphur are estimated at 50,000tons in the abandoned
mines .anq iD;.adjoining areas. These reserv~ are quite small f?r profitable mining. At Koh-l-Sultan in
Chagal District, total reserves of low to medium grade raw sulphur are estimated at around 7,50,000 tons.
The maximum recoverable sulphur in the crude material is estimated at 50 per cent. The production target
for 1975-76 is 6,000 tons. This excludes sulphur recovery from the oil field at Punjab. .

I.'
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17.4. The overallincreasehas beenbrought about by increaseduse of indigenousnatural gas and through
higher imports of oil products. The most disappointing developmentwas in respect of coal supply. The
original estimatefor 1974-75 providedfor a quantumjump of 15% over the estimatedproduction in 1973-74
but in the absenceof a comprehensiveoperational plan dealingwith production and transportation, the avail
abiity of coal remainedstatic with lowervolumeof'preduction than the estimatesfor 1973-74and 1974-75.
The other ~at'pointing feature wa~in.t~pe¢t of hydro-electric.supplywhich was esti~ated to increaseby
33% on the baSISof averageyear availability ofwater. The persistenceof drought conditions, however.kept
the overall hydroelectric availabilityat slightly higher levelthan that of the previousyear.
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A TABLBI -Actual 1973-74 Original Estimate Revised Estimate Pet~entage
1974-75 1974-75 tner~

Energy Energy Bnergy-con- over
Source Quantity content Quantity content Quantity tent 1973.74

trillion trillion trillion
BTU BTU BTU

Natural Gas (Purified) (exc)udius
125.911use as Feed stock) .. 119.~97 116.41 123,835 117.5 129,124

MMCFT MMCFT MMCF'T 127.4 j H.O
Natural Gas (Raw) n.605.4 1.5

Coal .. 1.039,000 19.78 ' 1,600,000 30.5 1,064,000 W.26 2.4
(TOD$) (Tons) (TOD$)

Oil (Mt of export and ocean bunkers) 3.163.000 141.68 3.588,000 160.8 3.400,000 152.40 7.6
Tons TOIlS TlIM

Hydfo-~lectric.. 4.141 49.69 s.soo 66.0 4359 52,31 3.9
GWH GWa: OWH

Nuclear 454 5.45 660 7.9 709 8.SA 56,]'
.l. OV& GWH' GWH

LPG ,. S,906 0.29 8.700 0.9 13,200 0.65 124.1
TOI)S TOl)i TOD$

333.30 583.6, 361.83 8.47

17.3. The actual energy supply in 1973-74 is now estimated at 333.3 trillion BTU as against 341.4 trillion
~TU earlier estimated, which has been adjusted in the light of more authentic information now available,
particularly in respect of coal. The followingtable showsa comparativestatement (source wise) of actual
energy inputs for 1973-74,originaland revisedestimatedfor 1974-75.

~ Review of 1974-15
17.2. The energy supply in Pakistan continued to pose a constraint on production during 1974-15. In
order to protect the quantum of energy inputs into the economy,the levelof oil imports had to be increased
during 1974-75 inspite of its adverseeffectson the balance of payment. The overall increase in total com
mercialenergy supply in 1974-75 from that of 1973-74 is now estimated at 8.5% instead of 12% estimated
at the commencementof the year.

Energy
17.1. The major energy source inPakistan continues to be imported oil which contributes more than

40% of the total commercialenergy followedby natural gas,hydelenergyand coal. The contribution from
nuclear power is quantitativelyvery small. With the sharp increasein oil prices. this dependenceon impor
ted crude and petroleumproducts has seriouslystrained the balance of payment position of the country.
Pakistan's net import bill for oil whichwas roughly $ 60 million or 7% of the total exports until 1972-73,
has touched $ 350 millionin 1974-75 or 30% of total exports, and is expected to rise further. The Annual
Plan, for 1975-76 therefore,placesmuch greater emphasison searchof oil and increasing use- of indigenous
sources of energy to reduce dependenceon imported oil.

,I
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'EnergyTargets 1975-76

17.8. The commercial energy supply during 1975-76 is presently estimated at 397. 15 trillion BTU-an
increase ofl0% over the revised estimate of 361. 53 trillion BTU for 1974-75made up from various sources
as inTable ·lV~

I
I

(0) Agriculture.-The energy use is mainly for operating tubewells and tractors. The source of energy
is 40% Petroleum (direct) and 60% electricity.

(b) Transport.-This sector consumed mainly petroleum products. Use of ,electricity and coal by Rail
ways was insignificant.

_ (c) IndustrY.-1'learly 43% Ofthe requirement in the Industries Sector was met by electricity and 41 %
by gas. The balance was met by oil. A small quantity of coal was also used.

(d) Domestic and Commercial.-Nearly S5% of the energy use was in the form of kerosene and the
balance requirement was met by electricity (33%), gas (11%) and coal (1%).

52.0

13.0

100.0

24.0

11.0Agriculture ..

Transport ..

Industry

Domestic and Commercial

Percentage

Consumption Pattern 1974-75
17.7. - The Government of Pakistan has started since 1973 a comprehensive energy survey with U1'-TDP

assistance. The draft report of this survey is expected to be available by July/Allgust 1975. Pending the
results, a ready assessment of the final uses of energy is as follows :

TABLE III

Natural Gas (exclu~g use as Feed Stock) ..

Cos]

Oil (net of exports and ocean bunkers)

Hydro-Electric

Nuclear ..
L.P.G.

Percentage Percentage
1973-74 1974-75

34.92 35.31

5.93 5.61

42.50 42.24

14.91 14.30

1.64 2.36

0.10 0.18

100.00 100.0 ~

Source

TABLJ3 II

Supply Pattern 1974-75
17.6. The pattern of commercial energy consumption during 1974-75 also showed slight changes from that

of 1973-74which is brought out in the following table, which does not indicate any major shift from the tra
ditional energy mix except for a slight decline in the country's dependence on imported energy and increased
use of indigenous natural gas.

17.5. On the other hand, the supply of natural gas exceeded the Annual Plan target of 124,000 MMCPT
and the growth rate achieved was 11% as against 6% set out in the Annual Plan. This indicates a better uti
lisation of the transmission capacity, particularly in the SNGP system where the actual sales exceeded the proj
ections by 6894 MMCFT. The projected increase in oil supply at nearly 8%was realised to meet the short
ages arising, particularly in respect of hydro-electric supply.
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17.11. <.Moreover the relationship pertaining to energy vis-a-vis G.N.P. does not hold from year to year,
and is therefore not significant in short term perspective.f......

17.l0. In absolute terms, the total quantity of energy supply is expected to increase by 10% and in per ca
pita terms by 7%. This indicates that ifdemand for energy increases at the rate of 1. 5 times the GNP (projec
ted to increase by 9% during 1975-76), the supply of energy in aggregate terms will fall short of the require
ments. In otherwords, the total energy requirement, in order to achieve an increase of 9% in GNP, would
'be 409 trillion BTU as against energy availability of' ~97 trillion »TU (a short fall of 12 trillion BTU
which is less than 3% of the requirements). This order of short fall may not be significant and could easily
'be overcome by measures to conserve energy for essential uses and prevent wasteful uses. If necessary strin
gent measures could be adopted as in 1974-75like staggering <>findustrial holidays, restriction in power supply
to tubewells, etc.

.'

17.9. These estimates are based on certain broad indications of the availability of various sources of energy
and certain assumptions which are briefly . discussed below :-

(a) Gas.-A 10% increase in supply takes into account completion of the SUi-Karachi pipeline, ~li.as~.
I (12 MMCFD) by June, 1975. .' , . :...

(b) Coal.-A high increase of 13% in coal supply has again been assumed on the basis that a co~pI'e
hensive operational plan concerning production in public and private sectors and transportation
would be introduced during the course of the year. There is an increasing demand for coal as .is ..
evident from the spiral increase in its price which has registered an-increase of 270% over the past
two years.

(c) Oil.-The increase in oil has been restricted to 3% after taking into account the market demand for
various petroleum products and the adverse effects of further increase on the balance of payment,

(d) Hydro-Electric=-Toe increase of 29% assumes break of the drought conditions which persisted.
in 1974-75 and average water year for 1975-76. . . .

(e)LPG.-The source, although not important, yet quantitatively, the increase of 81% assumes the
marketing of entire availability ofLPG-16,Ooo tons ex-Dhulian Oil Field (AOC) and 8,000 ex
Pakistan Refinery Limited, Karachi .

.(f) Per capita Consumptions=-Per Capita consumption of energy is expected to increase from 188,4
kg coal equivalent during 1974-75 to 201 kg coal equivalent during 1975~76. .

i,

TABLB IV

Revised Estimates )Estimates for
1974-75 1975-76

Heat Rate Energy con- Energy con- Percentase
Source BTU Quantity tent trillion Quantity tent trillion Increase

BTU BTU

Natural Gas (Purified) 9751CFT 129,124 125.9 134,469 131.107 }MMCFT MMCFT 9.5S

Natural Gas (Raw) 933/CFT 1,605 1.5 9,073 8.465
MMCFT MMCFT

Coal 8,500 fLB 1,064,000 20.26 1,200,000 22.85 12.78
Tons Tons

Oil .. 20,000 fLB 3,400,000 152.4 3,513,100 157.39 3.2.7
Tons Tons

Hydro-Electric 12,000/Kwh 4359 GWH 52.31 5,627 OWH 67.52 29.07

Nuclear .. 12,000 /Kwh 709 GWH 8.51 720GWH 8.64 1.01
, L.P.G. .. 22,000 {CB 13,200 Tons 0.65 24,000 Tons 1.18 81.54

361.53 397.15 9.85

..
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140

30

30

SO

30

Hy~erabad Steam ••

Kotrl
Xmport from Guddu

Xmpcrt from KBSC .•

Capability(MW)Name of Statio!!.

Lower Sind

TABLE VI
·50 MW accounted towards Southern Zone.

Spinning l\eserve
Capabilitynetof spinning reserve

Maogla

Warsak

Small Hydel

Multan Steam
Lyallpur Steam

Shahdara Steam

Sukkur

Lyallpur G.T.

Guddu

Capability(MW)

September March 1916
1975

690 350 (R.L. 1075)

160 160

85 7S

230 230

120 120

85 85

50 SO

200 200

17001> 170$

1790 1440

110 110

1680 1330

Name of Station

Northern Grid and Upper Sind

POWER SUPPLY POSmON

Renew :H.974-7S
17.12. During 1974-75, in the WAPDA Northern Grid System the maximum demand registered was 1164

MW in September 1974 and 1197 MW in March 1975. The Maximum demand of 1237 MW for the year
occurred on 18th June 1975. The projection of maximum demand inclusive of suppressed demand for the
year was 1585 MW. Recorded figures, therefore, reflect the capability of the WAPDA system and not the
actual unrestricted maximum demand that could be met if all the constraints in supply were removed. In
the KESC system, the peak demand including supply to Hydrabad was 374.8 MW in April-May 1975. The )
KESC system plus KANUPP capability is able to take care of the peak demand without any reserve capacity.
On various occasions during the year load shedding to the extent of 80MW had to be resorted to when supply' . ,
from KANUPP was interrupted at a time when one of the machines ofKESC system was under maintenance.

Sapply Position li975-76
17.13.. The demand forecast for 1975-76 for the WAPDA Grid System is 1766 MW in September 1975
and 1690 MW in March 1976, an increase of 11.4% over that of 1974-75. These projections are again for
unrestricted maximum demand and the maximum demand that would be met will be restricted by the capabi
lity of the system which will depend on the amount of river flow and the state of maintenance of the thermal
units. The expected capability of various systems during 1975-76 is given in the following tables:

TABLE V



17.15. In the WAPDA Grid System the extent.of suppression of demand-will be-the same butload shedding
will be less because of the carry over of pending applications for new eonnectrons. The maximum demand
likely to be met would be in the range of 13~0 to·1400 MW..KESC will also face power shortage of a bout
30 MW in its peak demand months and the supply position 1U Quetta during summer will also ~emain tight.
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TABL:B IX

September 1975 March 1976

capability Demand Deficit Capability Demand Deficit
Supply System (MW) Forecast Surplus (MW) Forecast Surplus

(MW)* (MW) (MW). (MW)

Northern Zone and Upper Sind 1680 1767 (-)87 1330 1690 (-)360

Lower Sind 140 131 (+)9 140 131 (+)9

Quetta 33 45 (~)12 ., ,4;7 45 <+)2
KESC .. 376 406 (-)30 376 406 (-)30

." •• (in Jwie) rm June) " (nl 'June) (in June)

0Unsuppressed demand.

17.14. The overall position of supply and demand is shown in the following table :

360

485

125Spinning Reserve

Capability net of spinning reserve

360

125KANUPP ••

56

66

125

30

30

24

9

10

Cl

C2

te3

.B-1
B-2

1IJ

A

IO.F.

Capability (MW)Name of Station

TABL:B VIII

Karachi ,K.E.S.C.)
'. J'

4733•
27

20

15

18

Quetta Steam and G.T.

Quetta New G.T.
I

March 1976September 1975

capability (MW)
Name of Station

Quetta

TABLE VII



TABLE X

(Tons)

1974-75 1975-76 % Change

100/130 ON •• 7,100- 4;000 (~)14.08

73 ON 2,100 26.3 'f

JP-4 76,000 96,000

M.S. .. 3,46,000 2,70,000 0.2

B.O.B.C. ,. ., 77,000

SUB-Total Light Distillates 4,29,100 4,49,100 4.7 ).,
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Oil Supply Po§ition
17.21. The Directorate of Oil Operation estimates that the total internal consumption will increase from

3,588,100 tons in 1974-75 to 3,777,100 tons ill 1975-76. There will be a decline in the consumption ofkero
.sene and LDO because of price adjustments during 1974-75,while there will be an increase of 19.5 % in Fur
nace Oil Consumption and 6.2 % in RSl). Details are given in the following table:

17. 19. Although the facilities as indicated particularly generation and transmission take long gestation period
yet the power supply position during 1975-76 could be better than 1974-75 winter, provided the thermal
units are properly maintained during the summer months in order to be fully available during the low water
months. Moreover, the year 1975-76 is expected to be not a dry year as was 1974-75 which had ~
reduced hydel capability.

17.20. So far as the Karachi area. is concerned the power supply position may be difficult till early 1917
when Korangi fourth unit of 125 MW capacity is scheduled to be commissioned. This is due to the fact
that the present demand of Karachi area vis-a-vis system capability is almost evenly balanced, and there is
no reserve capacity to take care of demand in case,of emergency shutdown of one of the stations. The de
mand of Karachi including Hyderabad was 375 MW in April-May this year, whereas the capability of
KESC is 340MW and that ofKANUPP 90MW. Therefore, whenever there is a shutdown of either KANUPP
or one of the stations of KESC load shedding has to be resorted to. However, after the end of 1976 the
supply position in Karachi area will be in a better shape. Moreover, some relief during the interim period can
be expected because the KESC which used. to supply 48 MW to .Hyderabad has now beep relieved of th is
burden, since Hyderabad is now supplied from Guddu,

•17. 17. In view of the long gestation period of generating plants no additional capacity is scheduled to be
commissioned during 1975-7~ except the completion of200 MW Lyallpur Gas Turbine Station which was in
an advanced stage or commissioning during 1974-75. But taking a two year period of 1975-76and 1976-77,
925 MW capacity will be commissioned according to the latest schedule of commissioning of generating units.
This capacity includes 700 MW capacity of Tarbela units 1,2,3 and 4, Korangi fourth unit of 125 MW,
Karachi Gas Turbine of 100MW. The impact of this addition in generating facilities together with associa
ted primary and secondary transmission systems will be felt fully after 1976-77. In the meantime some improve
ment is bound to take place due to the completion of Lyallpur Gas Turbine of 200 MW. So far as the mar-

o keting facilities of distribution are concerned provision exists in the 1975-76 programme for the addition of
80,000 general consumers, 4,000 industrial consumers and 8,000 irrigation consumers for tubewell electri

,.fication ..

17. 18. The village electrification programme aims at electrifying 500 villages instead of anticipated program
me of 1,000 villages per year during the development perspective que to non-availability of funds.

17.16. Since power projects are oflong gestation period, the impact of investment on the construction
and commissioning of various facilities of generation, transmission and distribution does not take place within
a period of one year. Therefore, improvement in the power supply position would not take place in one year
period. During 1974-75 severe power shortage occurred during the winter months and load shedding had
to be resorted to during the period 9 December 1974 to 2,th February 1975. In the northern region estima
tes indicate load shedding to the extent of273 MW during peak hours. Although the abnormally low water
flows resulting in the reduction of Mangla capacity, was an important factor in this respect the other signifi
cant reasons were malfunctioning of the thermal unit at Guddu, Multan and Shahdara and, withdrawal of
-Warsak unit 4 for repair. .



I 2 3 4

JP-l 1,04,000 1,38,000 32.6

S.K. .. 5,14.000 5,00,000 (-)2.7

H.S.D••• .. .. 11,74,000 12,47.000 6.2

L.D.O••• 4,42,000 2,98,000 (-)32.5,
SUB-Totalmid. clistillates 22,34,000 21,83,000 (-}2.3

- Furnace oil 7,73,000 8,81,000 9.5

Total-Fuel Products 34,00,100 35,13,100

Asphalt " 80,000 1,00,000 25.0.,
Other .. 1,08,500 1,64.000 51.1

Total heavy clistillatcs 1,88,500 2,64,000 40.0---
GllANDTOTAL 35,88,100 37,77,100 5.2

17.22. According to the estimates for import the total import of products during 1975-76 will be 11,48,922
tons as against 11,41,000 tons estimated for 1974-75.

17.23. The total Oil import bill is expected at Rs, 3950 million as against Rs, 3500 million for 1974-75
Pakistan will export 1,08,000 tons of Naptha and 1,55,000 tons of furnace oil and is expected to earn Rs, 21.5
million from these sales. Details of Import, Export local production and consumption. of the various pro-

f' ducts during 1975-76 are given in the following table.
TABLEXI

(All figures in Tons)

Availability of P.O.L. Disposal
Products

Local Import Total Export Bunker Total Domestic Total Change
Production Availability EXternal Consump- Disposal inStock

tion

100/130 ON 4,160 4,160 160 160 2; 4,000 4,160

73 ON .. 2,100 2,100 2,100 2,100

JP-4 ., 104,000 104,000 96,000 96,()()() +8,00
M.S• .. 201,000 201,00;) 270,000 270,000 -69,OOu

H.O.B.C. 40,000 33,300 73,300 77,000 77,000 -3,700

'" Naphtha 89,800 89,800 108,000 108,000 r 108,000 -18,200

Total (Light distillates) ,.. 434,800 39,560 4,74,360 1,08,000 160 1,08,160 4,49,100 5,57,260

JP-l 3,20,000 3,20,000 1,60,000 1,60,000 [1,38,000 2,98,000 +2200

~ S.K. 2,14,900 3,52,500 5,67,400 ' 5,00,000 5,00,000 +67,400

H.S.n. 5,34,500 6,77,300 12,11,8010 18,000 18,000 12,47,000 12,65,0100 +53,200

L.D.O. 2,28,980 79,562 3,08,542 4,0010 4,000 2,98,0100 3,02,000 +6,542

Total (Middle distillates) 12,98,380 11,09,362 24,07,742 1,82,000 1,82,000 21,83,0100 23,65,000

Furnace Oil 10,51,3001 10,51,300 1,55,000 2,00,000 3,55,0100 8,81,000 12,36,0010-1,84,700

Total of Fuel Products .• 27,84,480 11,48,922 39,33,402 2,83,0100 3,82,160 6,45,160 35,13,100 41,58,260

Asphalt 1,20,0100 1,20,000 20,000 20,000 1,00,000 1,201,000

j_ Others 20,000 20,000 300 300 1,64,0001 1,64,300 -1,44,300
----

GRANDTOTAL 29,24,480 11,tl·8,922 40,73,402 2,83,0100 3,82,460 6,65,460 37,77,100 44,42,560
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Plan for 1975-76

17.31. In ,th~ private sector the annual plan 1975-76 provides about 68,500 ~eet of drilling as against
46,525 feet uunng last year, an mcrease of 47 .2%. The targets of various companies are presented in the fol- \
lowing table. A detailed drilling programme is given in Annexure] VU.
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17 .29 .. The total drilling done by the private exploration companies during 1974-75 was 46,525 feet out
of which31, 923 feet were drilled by AMOCO Pakistan Exploration Company at four test wells inthe Punjab
and Baluchistan, 8,230 feet by Marathon Petroleum Pakistan Limited upto 30th May 1975 at well No.1
on Mekran Coast and 6,372 feet of offshore was drilled by Wintershall (AG) Company. The detailed per-
formance of these companies is given in Annexure V. -I

17.30. In respect of exploration, AMOCO. Pakistan Exploration Company deployed one exploration par
ty for surface geological survey and two parties for seismic survey. The Pakistan Texas Gulf Corporation
deployed ~meparty for gravity magnetic survey whereas Trend Pakistan Corporation deployed one party
for seisrmc survey and one party for aeromagnetic survey. The Marathon Petroleum Company Pakistan
Ltd deployed 0!1eparty .each fo~ geological, seismic, geoditic and offshore survey. The details of the per
fonnance of vano us parties are given 111Annexure VI.

Review of 1974-75. . .

PETROLEUM CONCESSIONS

17.28. In financial terms, the total allocation in ADP 1975-76 for the scheme of Oil and Gas Development
isRs. 210 million as against Rs. 146.2 million for 1974-75, an increase of 43.6% over that of last year. The
total allocation to OGDC for 1975-76 stands at Rs. 278.13 million as against Rs. 168.0 million 10 1974-75,
showing an overall increase of 65.6 %.

17.27. ExplorationProgramme.-The exploration programme envisages deployment of one gravity survey
party, two geological survey parties and two seismic survey parties. The area to be surveyed under geological
survey programme is 550 linear kilometers, and under seismic survey 425 linear kilometers. The number
of gravity stations will be 3,834. Details of the targets for exploration are given in Annexure IV. These
targets may also be revised upwards if Rs. 70 million reserved for contract drilling is not used for contract
drilling. .

17.25. No substantial progress was made in the establishment of a Laboratory of Applied Stratigraphic
Palynology and Modernization of Drilling and Well Logging Equipment. The development of Sari and
Hundi gas fields had also fallen behind schedule and supply of gas from these fields is now scheduled to start I'
in July, 1975. The de-hydration plant will not be installed even by that date and unpurified gas is planned
to be injected in the SGTC's supply system only to the extent it can be used without de-hydration.

Planfor 1975-76
17.26. DrillingProgramme=-lsx physical terms it is planned to drill about27,OOOfeet during 1975-76. This

does not include drilling being arranged by OGDC through foreign contractors. The drilling by OGDC
on its own account will be 3,00.0feet less than the actual drilling for 1974-75. The reduction is because 0f
the that out of the allocation of Rs. 210 million for the scheme for Oil and Gas Development, OGnC has
ear-marked Rs. 70 million for contract drilling at Toot field by foreign contractors. The issue of contract
drilling is under examination and if the amount of Rs. 70 million is not to be allocated for contract drilling
then the targets will be accordingly increased to 40,000 feet. In any case, total drilling programme including
eontract drilling is longer in 1975-76. The number of wells to be drilled is estimated to be five. Details of
drilling programme are given inAnnexure III.

\

. Renew of 1974-75
. 17.24. For the Drilling Programme 1974-75, the revised target set for OGnc was to dril143,500 feet at
eight locations. The performance of OGnC has fallen far short of the target and the actual depth drilled
was 30,000 feet, showing a physical achievement of 69%. The detail of the work performed by OGDC}s
given in Annexure I. In respect of exploration, OGPC deployed three parties for geological survey and two
parties for gravity survey. For seismic survey, four parties were deployed instead of five envisaged in the
plan for 1974-75. About 835 linear kilometer area was covered by gravity survey, 735 linear kilometer by
seismic survey and ?,668 gravity stations established. Details of achievements are .given in Annexure II.

FUELS

OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION (OGDC)
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Review of 1974-75
17.35. The annual plan 1974-75 envisaged completion ofSNGPL's project 3-A for supply of26 MMCFD

of Gas for meeting the partial requirements of a 200 MW Gas Turbine station at Lyallpur, and the 40.miles
stretch of Sari-Karachi Section (Phase-I) of Indus Right Bank Pipeline Project by January 1975. Project
3-A of SNGPL was completed on 22nd March, 1975. But the commissioning of Sari-Karachi Section or
IRBP Phase-I has been delayed by six months because the development of the Sari Hundi gas fields by
OGDC is behind schedule. As a result 12 MMCFD of additional gas which was expected in 1974-75 did
not become available for Karachi. _.

17.36. On the other hand the SNGPL's sales in the Upcountry exceeded the target. Due to the delay
in the commissioning of the WAPDA gas turbine station Lyallpur, the additional 26 MMCFD gas which be-·
come available on completion of project 3-A was usedto cater for other gas requirements. There were howe
ver, some short falls ill the supply of Gas to WAPDA Power Stations of Shahdar a and Lyallpur during early
winter which were met by using oil. . - ,

17.37. Substantial progress has been reported on SNGPL project (4-A) for supply of additional 40 MMCF]!)
of gas to the Pak-Arab Fertiliser Factory at Multan. Orders have been placed for all materials and construct- .
ions equipment pertaining to the project. First shipment of 18 " pipe have already been received while the
second shipment is on high seas. Most of the valves and fitting, coat and warpmaterial will be received by the,
end of July 1975. However, the work for installation of purification plant is still in very initial stages.
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17.34. In financial terms, the Government of Pakistan will contribute Rs, 33.054 million towards its
share in the exploration eHort under various agreements between the Government of Pakistan and the explora
tion companies as against Rs. 17.991 million during 1974-75. The current year's contribution shows an
increase of 83.7 % in Government participation. .

GAS TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION

.~

1

1
H

li
1

1
1

N.A•..,.

Number of
Parties

<.,:,,'~

Name of the Company type of sUrvey

AMOCO Pakistan ~eismic
Geological

x
Pakistan Texas Gulf Gra~ty Magnetic

Seismic

Trend Pakistan Cor Aeromagnetic "
Seismic

Marathon Petroleum Geological
Seismic(vibroSies)

Wintersball Seismic

17.32. The Pakistan Oil fields Ltd plans to drill five development wells in three years at Meyal which win
increase the local production of oil to 9,000 barrels per day. Out of this, two development wells will be drilled
during 1975-76. Pakistan Petroleum Ltd has entered into a joint venture with AMOCO for explorat on
and plan to carry out seismic survey in two areas leased to the Company during 1975-76.

17.33. In the field of exploration and survey, various companies have chalked out their exploration program
mes which are given in detail at Annexure-VIII. Broad targets for 1975-76 are given in the following table:

TABLE XIII

41,5000
liS.ooO

12,000

AMOCO Pakiatan

Marathon Petroleum

Wmtershall
i

Deptli infeet to
be drilled

Name of th, Company
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17.42. Inrespect of construction of compressor stations envisaged under project 4-B following works are
planned.

31st July, 1976• . 15th April, 1976

o.(c) 23 miles of 8 I,extension from Rahwali to Gujrat

(d) 15miles of 61/extension to Sargodha

15th November, 1975 15th january 1976,

•• 1st November, 1975 31stMarch, 1976

•• 1st February, 1975 31st May, 1976

o.
(a) 13miles of 16'/ loop from A 8 to Ravi River near Abdul Hakim

(b) 16.5 miles of 16'lloopline from AV 40 to AC 8

Schedule ofwork for Pipeline construction underProject 4-B

Commenceinent of Completion ot
construction construction

Pipeline Section

TABLEXV

17.41. For annual plan 1975-76, SNGPL's tentative schedule of work based on the assumption that 30
miles of 16" pipeline will be delivered by 31st August is as follows;

17.40. The SNOPL's Project 4-B, is designed for expansion of system capacity mainly to cater for re
quirements of WAPDA, cement Plants, fertilizer plant and normal growth in demand upto 1978, by construc
tion of 80.36 miles 'of 16" looplines. For extension of Gas to towns of Sialkot, Wazirabad, Gujrat, Sheikhu
pira and Sargodha 6" and 8" pipelines will be constructed. The project also envisages installation of a
purification bank of 100 MMCFp.

7.8 miles of 16" loop line at B leg from MP 30.7 to BC-I

•• 15th June. 1975 15th August, 1975

•• 1st Septembe r, 31st October,
1975 1975

• • 15th June, 1975 15th Sept, 1975

16miles of 18D loop-line from AC 4 to Sutlej

12miles of 18Dloop-line from AC-2 to A-3

Commencement Completion of
of construction construction

Pipeline Section

JPlp$ for 11.975-76
11.39. SNGPL.-In the annual plan period of 1975-76. the entire work ,ofconstruction of pipeline loops

under Project (4-A) will be completed according to the following schedule.

TABU XIV

Schedule of work lor Project 4-A.

17.38. In respect of project 4-B for the supply ofadditiona178 MMCFD gas to the up-country, the design
work of new loop lines and new pipe lines is almost complete while the design work of compression is appro
ximately 80% complete. In respect of materials procurement, tender enquiries for all material and construc
tion, equipments were floated in December, 1974/January. 1975. The present position is that bids for major
items 0 material and equipment have been received, evaluated and recommendation for placing orders have
been finalised. Letter of intent will be issued as soon as IBRD loan for external finance become effective.



Up-country Refinery
17.47. The increasing demand of refined petroleum products in the country has already exceeded the exis

ting refining capacity. In the light of the demand forecast, the Government decided to set up a petroleum
refinery of 2 'million tons capacity near Multan with a crude oil pipeline from Karachi to Multan. The
project has been undertaken with the participation of Abu-Dhabi. Out of an estimated cost of Rs. 1800.0
million about Rs. 65.~S million have been spent on preliminary works. The current years A.D.P. provides
lor Rs. 143.0 million with a foreign exchange component of Rs, 77.0 million.
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OIL REFINING

17.44. The existing purification capacity at Sui comprises five banks of 55 MMCFD each and 2 banks
100 MMCFD capacity each. Under projects 4-A and 4-B and two additional banks of 100MMCFD each
are envisaged, while under Indus Right Bank Pipe line project a third purification plant has also been proposed.
As SGTe is managing the existing purification plants, therefore, it is proposed that the extension in the puri
fication plant proposed by the two companies, SGTC and SNGPL, should be done in a coordinated manner.
Uptodate progress is as follows :-

(i) Pre-qualification of the international firms for the purposes of inviting tenders has been completed,

(U) Preparation of tender documents and specifications is almost complete and these are expected to be
despatched to pre-qualified firms by the end of June, 1975.

17.45. The total number of consumers of Natural Gas in Pakistan, is estimated to increase from. 2,08,302
in 1974-75 to 273495 in 1975..76. The new consumers to be served during .1975-76 will be 33150 by SNGPL
to 22230 by KGC and 9813 by IGC .. A detail company wise break up of the consumers by categories is
given in annexure IX.

17.46. In financial terms according to the estimates, the expenditure of SNGPL for 1975-76 will be
Rs. 471.162 million as against its estimated expenditure of Rs, 149.24 million in 1974-75. SGTC's esti
mates its expenditure for .1975-76at Rs. 491.7 million as against Rs, 251.3 million in 1974-75. The Karachi
Gas Company plans capital investment of Rs, 34.5 million for 1975-76 as against estimated expenditure of
Rs. 16.5 million in 1974-75 while I.G.C. proposes to spend Rs, 29.01 million in 1975-76 as agaiD!lt
Rs. 21.34 million, in 1974-7$. The total equity contribution of the Government to SNGLP and sQrrc
in the fiscal year 1975-76 wiJIbe Rs. 240 million as against its contribution of Rs. 135.0 million in 1974-75.
A detailed break up of the companies financial plan is given in annexure X.

17.43. In the southern region the first phase of Indus Right Bank Pipeline project is expected to be comple
ted in July 1975 by which time Sari and Hundi Gas field are expected to be fully commissioned, A4-
ditional supply of 12 MMCFD gas to Karachi (without dehydration) will start in 1975-76Material procure
ment for pipeline and its cons truction for Sari-Sui section is expected to make substantial progress and the
project including purification bank of 100 MMCFD is scheduled to be completed by December, 1976.

Compressor Station AC 6

Compressor Station AC 4

r
All civil works-mvoivimJ piling, COIlStru¢(lll-~f inqusm~ l?uild4tg.anl,\colonYare -exp~
to be com~leted by 30Qllunel 1976. FounQation for compressor units and Shed. .

-Commencement of construction .0 1st May, 1976
-Completion of construction • • • • • • . . 30th September, 1976

Mechanical installation of compressor uaits wUl be carried oqt ~ 1976-77.

Civil works for housing colony, foundatjon of compressor station and Shed.
-eommellcement of construction •• •• lst July, 197$
-Completion (If construction , • 00 •• • , 31$tJIlDUaTY,1?76

Works on mechanical installation of units will be under-taken in the fiscalyear 1976-77.

Civilworks for housing colony, foundation for compressor station and Sheds.
-Commencement of construction •• 1st October, 1915
-Completion of coastraetion •• 30th June, 1976

Mechanical ~tallation of units to be caWed out m the fiscal year 1976-77.

New Statjoll AC l

Works EnvisagedCompressor Station

Scheduleofworkfor construction0/CompressorStation
TABLE XVI



Review of 1974-75
17.54. The most disturbing feature of power system operation during the year was the persistence of drought

which greatly reduced the capability of the hydel stations particularly Mangla. As a result hydel generation
fell, short of the estimates at the commencement of the plan and contributed 4,359 MKWH as against the
target of 5,500 MKWH.

17.55. A severe power shortage was faced in winter of 1974-75. The power shortage was met in a plan- r
ned manner to reduce its impact on production. Electric lighting for decoration. advertisements or displays
were banned and commercial loads were curtailed. Use of electric appliances as heaters etc. was also banned.
Besides this the day time load pattern was regulated by staggering Industrial holidays. The maximum load
shedding during this period was of the order of 273 MW.

17.56. The annual plan 1974-75 envisaged commissioning of 200 MW gas turbine station at Lyallpur ~
and installation of 25 MW Gas Turbine unitat Quetta. The original schedule of commissioning of Lyal-
lpur Gas Turbine was September, 1974 which was then revised to January 1975. However, due to delay in "
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Plaa for 1975-76
17.52. It is expected that with the current speed of progress in the energy resources survey the draft report

will be submitted to the Government by 15th July 1975. The final report will be submitted after its evalua-
tion by the United Nations and the Government of Pakistan, in the middle of November 1975. The work J
envisaged for 1975-76 will lay emphasis on analysis of statistical data in order to formulate policy option in
the light of terms of reference of the project. It is hoped that these policies options will be included in the
draft final report due for submission on 15th July 1975.

17.53. The Subcontractor Team has indicated that a number of follow up project proposals will be inclu
ded in the draft final report due on 1 July 1975. It is believed that the follow up work relating to this pro
ject will include proposals in the following areas :-

(a) Utilization oflow grade coal for power generation.
(b) Utilization of low grade coal for replacing fuel oil in power plants, cement and fertilizer plants.
(c) Geothermal energy development.
(d) Utilization of compressed natural gas in the transport sector, especially Pakistan Railways.
(e) Efforts to increase energy supply at the rural level.
(f) Improve energy conversion, transmission and utilization efficiencies. especially in the industrial
" sector through combined heat and power production.

"

.1\

17.48. It is expected that orders for pipeline will be placed in the Ist quarter of 1975-76 and the entire
material for pipeline will be procured during 1975-76. Material for the refinery will be procured next year
(1976-77). The provision for 1975-76 includes only consultants fees for the. refinery. .

State Petroleum Refining and Petrochemical Corporation
17.49. A total provision of Rs. 128 million has been made for the A.D.P. 1975-76. About Rs. 10.0

million will be spent out side A.D.P. The provision includes Rs. 100.0 million for the expansion of National
Refinery capacity from 0.55 million tons to 2.0 million tons. The expansion is expected to be on stream by
the end of the flnenclal year. .

Energy Resources Survey Review of 1974-75
17. SO. The energy resources survey project has progressed a bit ahead of schedule in that all historical

energy statistical data has been compiled and various chapters of'preliminary report have been drafted, Fore
Cast of energy requirements by source, form and sector are being made, usmg computer model, InCanada, by
the sub-contractor and the energy resources survey cell.

17.51. The other project of Rural Energy Survey has been in train since 15th April 1975. It is proposed
to survey, through a que,,&,tionnair,e,a total of 5,000 households to be completed in the next 3 quarters. The
sample .populations covering the provinces of Punjab and NWFP have been completed. Nearly three
forth of Sind Province has been covered and survey work in the Province of Baluchistan was initiated on
19th May, .1975. It ishoped that all the survey work will be completed by 15L~ June 1975. Presently the
:field survey results are being compiled and processed for preliminary conclusions,



17.61. According to upto date estimates KESC has electrified 36,763 new consumers while WAPDA has
extended connections to about 1,00,659 new consumers during 1974-75. Including connections given by
REPCO and MESCO the total increment in thenumber of connections during 1974-75is estimated at J ,43,650.
The grand total of number of consumers of electricity therefore, stands a! about 2. 1~million on 30th June.
1975. 'A detailed break up of consumers, agency-wise and category WIse IS grven 1D Annexure XI.
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The hardware for this Transmission Line is being received.
The contract for the construction of single circuit 220 KV
Guddu-Sibbi Line on locally manufactured concrete poles
has been awared and construction work is in progress.

Contract for 132 KV Sibbi-Quetta Section have also been
opened and the contractor -has started construction work.
Steel towers and conductors have been procured. The con
struction of sub-stations at Sibbi and Mach has been initiated.

Guddu-Sibbi-Quetta Transmission Line

Two 220KV double circuit Transmission Lines betyfeenT!!I.:bela-
WM .'-..,

~~ers ~or p~chase of towers, overhead groun~ wires, string
mg eqmpment, surge' arrestors, emergency diesel set, etc.
have been placed. About 10% construction work is completed.

CJ:rln.esed~ign received, discussed and finalised. The staking
of towers and the transmission line was completed and profiles
were prepared. Construction work on the Transmission
Line has been started.

220 KV Mangla Transmission Line Extension (Northern Zone 100% work is completed.
Transmission Line Extension).

500KV Tarbela-Lyallpur Transmission line

Physical progressName of the transmission lines

17. 60. In respect of transmission and distribution it is,estimated that the total length increased to 56,000
miles by June, 1975. Progress on major transmission projects is as follows :- _

TAllLE XVIII

TABLE XVII
WAPDAGrid 1,721 MW
K.E.S.C. 485 MW

Total .. 2,206 MW

][soIatedsystems 130 MW
Captive industrial capacity .. , •• 0 ~ • CI e 234 MW

/>-..
Total •• 2,560 MW

17.59. The total installed capacity by June, 1975 is estimated at 2,570 MW as against the annual plan target
of2,670 MW due to only partial completion of the Lyallpur Gas turbine station. The break up is as follows :-

I"

17.57. The first two units of 110MW each at Guddu were formally commissioned in March 1974and Sep
tember, 1974 respectively. Due to initial teething troubles there were large number of unscheduled shut
downs rendering the units unreliable for inost of the year, The operations have now stabilised and the sta
tion has contributed 581 MKWH during the year under review.

1i .58. In respect of other generation projects earth :fillingand piling work is completed for the 3rd unit of-
220 MWat Guddu. The commissioning date of Tarbela unit 1-4has been advanced due to mishap at Tarbela,
Units 1 and 2 are now scheduled for commissioning in December, 1976 and units 3 and 4 in May, 1977.' Es~
sential inescapable civil works for Tarbela units 5-8 have been almost completed (which include switchyard
extension and left stilling basing wall).

shipment of machinery the station could not be commissioned by January, 1975 and the revised date of com
pletion is August, 1975. The 25 MW gas turbines at Quetta was put on load in January 1975 and
its final commissioning is expected by 15th June, 1975 as per schedule.
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Objectives for 1975-76
17. 64. The objectives can be summarised ~ f0llows :

(a) Providing connections to 9Z,OOO new consumers including 4,000 industrial and 8,000 agricultural
consumers and electrification of 500 new villages in WAPDA system. .

(b) Providing connections to 351000new consumers including 3,200 industrial and 30 agricultural consu
. mers, and electrification 01 50.new villages in the KESC system.
(c) For the development of electricity in less developed regions, installation of diesel stations in 30

towns of Baluchistan, and installation of small hydel generators in northern areas and Azad Kash
mir and extension of distribution facilities in these areas.

(d) In the field of nuclear power, preliminary work on a 600 MW Nuclear project and expansion of
peaceful uses of atomic energy in the field of medicine and agriculture.

17.65. In order to achieve the above mentioned Qbjective$a total provision of R$. 2072.214 million has
'been made in the ADP, of which provision for WAPD is R$. 1935.446 million including grant of Rs. 21.8
million for installation. of diesel sets in Baluchistan, Rs. 50million for $m~Uhydel station in the northern areas,
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Ep~mrQeneratioQTotal

l:QyWAPPA
By KESC &KANUP

Qth~f
Maximum Demand
WAPDA Northern Grid

Upper Sind

Lower Sind

Quetta

K.E.$.C.

TABLE XX

1973-74 1974-75 %increase

9,438 MKWH ~Q.447 MK.WFl 10.7
),

7,056 " 8,040 ,. 13.9

1,930 " 1,957 ,. 1.8

452 " 450 "

1,105.2 MW 1,236.5 MW 11.9

41.1 " 41.9 " 1.7

71.1 " 87.6 " 23.2

17.9 " 23.4 " 30.7

348.6 " 375.0 " 7;7
(including
Hyderabad)

,--

17.63. The total energy generation in the country during 1914-75 was 10,441 M.KWH as against 9,438
MKWH during 1973-74. The maximum demand on various systems in different zones have also shown an
increase, despite power shortages. A comparative statement is given in Table XX below:-

604

554

SO

2885219

SO

1974-75 WAPDA

KESC

\N.W.F.P. Baluchistan TotalSind~ab

TABLE XIX

Village ElectriJication

17.62. During 1974-75, 604 villages were electrified including 50 villages electrified by xpSC. Province
wise break up is given in the table below :-
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GeDeratioB
17.66. The major on going generation projects are Tarbela Units 1 tq 4, Guddu Unit No. 3 and 200 MW

Lyallpur Gas Turbine. The first two units of Tarbela are scheduled to be commissioned by December.
1976 and the other two units by MarchjMay, 1977. Provision for this project is Rs. 101.246 million. Guddu
Unit No.3 is scheduled to be (~completedby December, 1977. Provision for this project is Rs. 276.00
Million. The 200 MW Lyallpur Gas Turbine is scheduled to be completed in August 1975. Provision fOJ
this project is Rs. 50 million. Besides, provision of Rs. 41.2 million has been made to start work on Manala
units 7 and 8 which is scheduled to be commissioned by March, 1978, and for Tarbela units 5 and 8 (Rs. 40
million) which is scheduled to be commissioned by June, 1979/January, 1980.

Primary TransmissioD
17.67. The major projects are 500 KV Tarbela-Lyallpur which needs to be commissioned by March/May
1977 in order to transmit the power to be made available from Tarbela units 3 and 4, 220 KV Tarbela Wah
transmission line which needs to be commissioned by December, 1976 in order to transmit the power to be
made available from Tarbela units 1 and 2 and 220 KV Mangla Transmission Extension associated With
Mangla unit 5 & 6 which is scheduled to be completed by December, 1975. Provisions for these schemes
stand at Rs, 500 million, Rs. 70 million and 50 million respectively. In order to supply power from the grid
system to Baluchistan the Guddu Sibbi Quetta transmission project is also under execution and is scheduled
to be commissioned by June. 1976. Provision of Rs. 110 million has been made for this project.

Secondary Transmission
17.68. The physical facilities expected to be constructed are 407 miles of 132KV, 152miles of 66 KV lines

and 42 new grid stations plus partial completion of 80 new grid stations. A provision of Rs. 300 million
has been made for this programme.

Distribution and Village Electrification
17.69. A total of 92.000 new consumers including 4000 Industrial and 8,000 agricultural consumers are to
be provided electricity and '500 new villages are to be electrified. Detailed consumer statistics are given in
Annex XI. A provision of Rs. 350 million has been made for this work.

Operational EfticieDC)'
17.70. The operational efficiency of WAPDA continues to cause, concern because of the spiral increase

in power losses, mounting arrears in consumer bills and poor quality of service with consequent deterioration
in financial performance.

WAPDA SYSTEM

PROGRAMME FOR 1975-76

(Rs. in million)

Allocation Allocation % Incresae ,
1974-75 1975-76

65.00 45.00 {-)44.4

3.7 8.046 117.5

1204.973 1913.646 SR.M
39.7 105.522 165.8

Total 1313.373 2072.214 57.78

Atomic Energy Commission

Energy Resources
WAPDA (excludinggrant to Baluchistan for Diesel sets)

Under developed areas (including grant tolBaluchistan for Diesel sets)

TABLE XXI

~~ Kashmir and N.~.F.P. and Rs. 45 million and for Atomic l~nergy Commission. Besides, Rs, 33.722
million have been provided for Power Programme for Azad Kashmir PATA and Northern areas. In addi
tion. the provision for K.E.S.C. outside the ADP is Rs, 618 million. Table XXI shows that there isan
increase of 57.78 in the Federal Programme of Power over the allocation for 1974-75. The expenditure in
transmission will be 170% higher and in generation 11.5 % higher than the allocation for 1974-75. Further
details are given in Annex XII.
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X.E.S.C. System

17.77. Generation.-Construction work will continue on Korangi Fourth Unit of 125MW capacity and this
project is scheduled to be commissioned by December/January, 1977. Tenders are under preparation for
the 100M'Y Karachi Gas Turbine Station and assumingdeliv:ry period of 18months, the 1?roject_isexpected .-"
to ~e commissioned 10 Sept~mber/:pecembe~, .1916. Sl;lbstantlal progress on these two projects WIll be made
dunng the year but they will not be commissioned during the year.

17.76. For 1975-76 the total energy generation is expected to increase by 17% mainly on account of higher
generation from hydel plants and energy sales by 22% by bringing the losses back to the 1973-74 level of 33%. ,
By virtue of the increases in tariff, 15% in February 1975 followed by 15% in June 1975along with increased
sales the total operating revenue isexpected to rise by 48%. On.the other hand the total operating expenses
are expected to rise by only 15% assuming no further increase in fuel costs and restricting the annual increase
in establishment charges to 10%. Thus the financial position ofWAPDA is likely to improve considerably
with an estimated provision of Rs. 190million for self-financing and a return of 5% on the value of assets in
operation. r

17.75. Inspite of the drought condition the total units generated in 1974-75 were 12% higher than in 1973-74
but the actual sales registered an increase of only 8% due to increase in losses.. The operating revenue incre
sed by 17.3 % .partly accounted for by the increase in tariff, On the other band the operating expenses jumped
from Rs. 420 million in 1973-74 to $ 706 million 1974-75an increase .of 68% which was mainly on account
of nearly 100% increase in fuel costs (Rs. 370 million as against Rs. 186 million) and 45% increase in establi- ~
shment charges (Rs. 218 million as against Rs. 151million) -. As a result self-financing was nil and estimated
return on net .assets-in-operation which are valued at more than Rs, 6,000 million sagged to 1% in 1974-75
from 4.2% In 1973-74.

Arrears
17.73 .. Arrears.-The receivables from consumers has jumped from Rs. 200 to Rs. 250 million during the

year 1974-75. Bulk of the arrears is on account of governmental departments and aconcerted effect is required
both at the Federal and Provincial levels for early recovery of arrears.

17.74. Financial Performance.-The financial performance of WAPDA has steadily deteriorated over the
year inspite of the tariff increase allowed from time to time to compensate for the increase in fuel costs and
general establishment expenses. The increase in operating income through increased generation and tariff
increases has been offset by increase in losses and larger increase in operating expenses.

(1) All II KV feeders should be metered accurately to register the units sent out. The meters should
be properly protected from tampering by WAPDA staff. .

(2) Sub-divisions should be demarcated on feeder-wise basis and the SDO's and Executive Engineers
should be given full authority for detection of stealing.

(3) Every SDO incharge of a feeder should maintain, a rise and fall register of energy bills to determine
the extent of stealing by calculating the technical losses on the basis of the average load the feeder
carried monthly.

(4) The SDO should submit every month his report on the rise and fall of revenue as against the energy
sent out to Divisional Engineer and the Divisional Engineers every quarter to Superintending Engi
neers every quarter to Superintending Engineers who should be made responsible for rooting out
this malpractice in their circles.

Power Losses
17.71. The power losses as percentage of units generated has steadily increased from 29.42 %. in 1970-71

to 1.35% in 1971-72, 32.71 % in 1972-73,33.78% in 1973-74 and has touched a record figure of 36% in
1974-75, which is probably the highest in the world for any public utility system. While consumption in auxi
liaries at3.5% and losses in transmission at 8.9% has remained static, distribution losses and pilferage has
increased substantially over the years from 15% in the late sixties to nearly 24% in the mid seventies.

17.72. The technical losses in power distribution should not exceed 10%. The first step in reducing the \
losses would be to carry out planning of the 11 KV distribution system de-novoin order to carry out augmen-
tation of and renovation of the system to meet the increase loads. Piecemeal methods are not likely to give ;.:
desired results, unless a comprehensive distribution plan (division wise) is drawn up and implemented expedi-
tiously. In respect of losses due to theft of electricity the following steps are suggested to root out this social evil :
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Transmission.-A total of 31 miles of transmission linesand 280MVA transformation capacitywill be
constructed.

Distribution.-Distribution faciIities.co:mprising140milesof distribution lineswill be constructed inorder
to provideconnectionsto an additiorlal35,OOOconsumers.

17.78, Programmefor the less developedareas.-WAPDA has already initiated the Guddu-Sibbi-Quetta
transmission project in order to provide electricityto Baluchistan from the grid. This project is expectedto
be commissioned by December, 1976. A provision of Rs. 110 million has beenmade for this project.
In addition to this, dieselstations in 30 towns of Baluchistanare being installed. Installation of small hydel
stations in northern areas and Mad Kashmir and extensionof distribution facilitiesin these areas are also to
be undertaken. Provision for the programme of these areas is Rs. 50 million in addition to the allocation
for in the WAPDA ADP.

-'
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Othera

Distribution

Transmission

(Rs, in Million)

Estimated Proposed
K.E.S.C. expenditure for 1975-76 % increase

for 1974-75

102.58 434.02 323.1

31.51 76.49 142.75

80.86 97.56 20.65

9.83 10.50 6.82
Total .. 224.78 618.57 175.2

Generation ••

Generation

Transmission
Secondary Transmission
Distribution and VillageElectrification ..

Power Development in Azad Kashmir ..

AnnexureXiI
(Ra. inmillion)

Allocation Allocation % increase
for 1974-75 for 1975-76

461.473 514.146 11.41
273.5 737.5 169.65
210.00 300.00 42.86
252.50 350.00 38.61
7.50 10.00 33.33

Total .. 1,204.973 1,911.646 58.65

W.A.P.D.A.

I

•
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.Source I Railwaf Staffstics (Budget 1975-76)

2768

66~

7625862

5140r_~II

m

2945
2885

RZ731

12731

12731

~~}5

~~17
2006

1.9(j~

1-591
6869

620, -
4768Iolt

Tra,fficCostTraftlcCostTraffic
Alternative

Total!RoadRail

Traffic in million ton miles Cost in million rupees. " .

TABLE I

18.4. A comparative statement of traffic and cost at 197~75 prices, for the three alternatives for 1975.76
is reflected in Table I, below :

Alternative III.-:-Keeping the freight movement by road stagnant at 1974-75 level and allocating the
balance to the railway.

Alternative IL-Allowing the railway traffic to increase at the growth _rate of 7.8 % proposed by the
the Planning Commission.

Alternative I.-Maintaining the present capacity of railway and allowing the entire increase to go to road.

18.3. In order to optimise the movement offreight and passenger traffic whilst keeping in view the constrained
resources and the systems capacity of the existing transportation network, three alternatives of inter-modal
distribution of traffic could be considered.

18.2. As against a total freight traffic Qf11637_wjHiQ!! ton-lIIile!i""c~_rrie~il! 19..7't7~,_it is estimated that
17574million ton-miles of'freight traffic would be carried by the transportationnetwork by the end of the Dev
el~p~ent Perspective in 1979-80. As regards passenger traffic, as against an estimated traffic of 23500 million
passenger-miles carried in 1974-75, it is estimated that the passenger traffic would increse toj59~f~IUon
passenger-miles by 1979-80. This would place a heavy demand on the transportation system of the country.

18. I. The increase in the development efforts and the consequent accelerated tempo of developmental activities
placed on unprecedented demand on the Transport and Communications Sector resulting in a great strain
on the available capacities. Conditions were specially aggravated in the transport sector where the accelerated
pace of development in the various sectors of the economy placed heavy demand on the need for mobility.
The low investment in railways and ports prior to 1971 had resulted in .aninadequate capacity. As a conse
quence -there was an adverse - affect -on production export and internal- availability of goods. The capacity
was augmented to a certain extent by the rapid expansion of road transport but this was achieved at a higher
economic cost. The increase in the prices of petroleum products brought about a completed change in the
economics of transportation.

t

CHAPTER 18

TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS



18,12. Port Traffic.-An estimate of port traffic for 1974-75 and forecast for 1975~76is given in Table m.
244

18.11 e . In case of passenger traffic, the annual growth rate has been taken as_5.9% for railway and 10.1 %
for roads, as worked out in the Working Paper for the Development Perspective (1975-80). - _-<

18.10. The annual growth rate of freight traffic carried by railway has been taken as JQ% keeping in view
the expected increase in capacity owing to an estimated 80% implementation of the Crash Programme and
increase in operational efficiency, The balance of the freight traffic would be carried by the road transport.
The rate of increase from 1976-77 to 1979-80 however has been taken as2:~ in case of railways and 7.._3% t-
in case of road and has been based upon the analysis carried out in the the Worklng Paper for the Development -
Perspective (1975--80).

18.9. The GOP for1975-76 is expected to increase at the rate oU() %_coverthat of 1974-75. The coefficient
of elasticity for freight traffic and GOP has been worked out as unity in the Working Paper for the Develop
ment Perspective (1975·8G) by carrying out regression analysis. The overall freight traffic is therefore ex-
pected to increase at the rate of 10%~ ... ~'.-----. _~

-~~~..:- :.

_---
. ~it;;'·!I!%~A~~,:;;;;;;'!";;;=Y:::;: 'le~

15679
17544

25780

7§~1
8071

10151

23500

25615

35931

;8, Passoger Trame (MUnG]! Passengeao MIles)

1974-75

1975-76

1979-80

100

6$69

755~

10016

4768

~45
745S
,..-,:.,

11637

12801

17574

.i.-
A. Freight Tramc (MJDIoB TOB MUes)

!974-75 0.0

1975-76

1979-80

PipelineRoadRailTotalYear]

TABL!! IT

Trame Forecast
18.8. Rail and Road Traffic.-Estimates· of the intercity freight and passenger traffic for the Development

Perspective 1975-80 are placed at Appendix m and summarised as under :-

18.7. In the federal semi-bublic sector (KPT, PIA and NSC etc,) the 1974-75 developmental programme
provided Rs. 538.00 million, out of which a sum of Rs. 416.05 million was utilized, giving a performance
of 77 .33%. Under the provincial programme of the semi-public sector which consists principally of the Road
tranSBQrt Corporations, as against an allocation of Rs, 466.50 million, an expenditure of Rs. 183.38 million
was incUrred Which gave a utilization of?9.31% only.

13.6, The expenditure in the public sector under the federal programme during 1974-75 was Rs. 1378.52
million as against an allocation of Rs.. 145? 29 million which gave an achievement of 94.73 % Under the
. the provincial public sector programmes, as against an allocation of Rs. Sn.08 million, an expenditure of
Rs. 654.02 million was incurred which gave a performance of 114.32 %.

Review of 1974-75
18.5. An allocation of Rs. 2027.34 million was made under the Public Sector Programme for the Transport

and Communications Sector during 1974-75 The utilization was Rs. 2032.54 million which gave an overall
utilization of 100.26%.



Financial Allocation for 1975-76

18 14. The overall financial allocation for 1975-76 in the Transport and Communications Sector is
Rs. ·2993-33-million. The 1975-76 allocation gives a decelerationof 1.29% Over the 1974-75 programme
provisitm 6f!ts: 3031. ~~million mainl~ due to reduction iii the ~emipublic sector investment. ~e. 1975-76
public sector-plan envisages an allocation of. Rs. ~413.33 million out of whic,h.Rs, I562..50 million have
been allocated for the federal programme which. comes to 6.4.74-%. The rernaining amount of Rs. 8§0. 83
million nas been allocated for the provinc:IRroi:amme. 0 The ~creas~ ill the publicsector programme over
the 1974-75 programme of Rs. 2027.34 on ~~_!~·{)1%· -.. , --- -."-..

24S

(ix) The telecommunications system will be improved by providing additional capacity, installation of
microwave and carrier systems and opening up of new post offices in the rural and urban areas.

(vii) Expansion of port capacity will proceed at the maxim~. physically feasible rate. The future
role ·of the Qasim arid Karachi Ports will be coordinated to avoid any duplication.

(viii) Efforts will be made to increase the capacity of railways by acquisition of more rolling stock,
utilising full capacity of Islamabad Carriage Factory and replacement of overage track and sleepers
to reduce speed restriction.

''''''_

(vi) The improvement of existing and construction of new roads in consonance with standard design
specifications will beencouraged, For better planning, comprehensive transport studies will conti
nue.

(ii) The development ,-(If diWerent modes of transport shall be undertaken on an integrated basis.

(iii) The number of schemes would be restricted and new schemes will only be incorporated if absolutely
essential.iso as to avoid the dilution of the constrained resources. Accordingly, only a limited
provision is being made for some major projects of roads and bridges.

(iv) Highest priority will be given,to the; on-going programme so as to complete as many on-going schemes
as pOssiBle;especially thOse which would contribute substantially to the efficiency of transportation
system.

(v) As during the lastfinancial year, means of communication to relatively backward areas will be im
proved. in order to open up these areas to facilitate development. To this end the programme
envisages besides several improvement schemes, construction of new roads, airfields and ports in
these areas. In addition telecommunication facilities will also be increased.

?

Strategy for 1975-76

18.13. The strategy for 1975-76for the Transport and Communications Sector is briely outlined below :-

(i) Railway have to be induced to handle greater share of traffic out of economic considerations.

4.100

6.200

10.300

3%

4.000

6.000 .

10.000Total

Annual Growth Rate

Oil Cargo ..

Dry Cargo ..

,
r 1975-761974-75

(Million Tons)

TABLEDL

Port Troffic



18.17. As against an allocation of Rs. 7_70.oomillion, an expenditure of Rs. 602.10 million was incurred
during 1974-75, which gives a utilization of 78 . 19_percent. The low performance was principally owing to
the fact that rolling stock ordered during the year was not received in time and therefore fun allocation could
not be utilized. ~

INTR.ODUCTION

A.TRANSPORT

I. RAILWAY

18.16 A brief description of the development programme in various sub-sectors is given below :-

-(8.20)100.00

14.69 -(50.00)

9.94 +(380.00)

0.27 -(95.00)

4.37

4.03 +(76.48)

0.14 +(127.27)

13.67 -(16.67)

0.54 +(45.99)---
85.04 -(7.37)

6.59 +(143.29)

15.88 +(IHUS)

0.67 +(203.70)

7.00 +(28.00)
0.82 -(40.00)

2.17 +(70.21)

33.89 -(19.48)
J

1829.50

267.00

182.00

5.00

80.00

73.70

2.50

250.00

10.00

1562.50

120.5()

290.50

12.30

128.00
15.00

40.00

62().0078.19

91.54

77.33

109.92

33.80

85.12

82.76

40.91

100.00

100.00

94.73

198.79

199.18

92.10

10.00
60.00

184.89

1794.57

416.05

41.77

33.80

340.48

1378.52

34.56

0.45

300.00

6.85

98.46

263.92

3.73

10.00
15.00

43.45

@l.10

1993.29

53!J.00

38.00

100.00

400.00

1455.29

41.76

1.10

300.00

6.85

49.53

132.50

1.00

4.05

100.00
25.00

23.50

770.00

Total Federal

Sub-Total (Send Public)

B. Semi PubUc
1. Karachi Port

2. National SQippingCorporation

3. P.I.A.C.

A. Public Sector
1. :r~~ Railway

2. Ports and Shipping •• 0 '"

(a) D.O. Ports and Shipping (Excluding
Bpdge) ..

(b) Bunder Qasim ••
(c) Napier Mole Bridge

3. CivilAviation

4.I.W.T.

5. Roads in Azad Kashmir, Northern areas
!U!.dFederally Administered Tribal Areas

6. Other Roads

7. Ministry of Communications (Including
Indus Highway)

8. N.T.R.C.

9. Telegraphs and Telephones

10._Post Office ..

Sub·Total (Public)

Allocation Utilization Performance%Allocation Percent of Decelera-
total Federal tionjAccele
Programme ration

1975·761974-75

Sub-Sector

(Million Rs.)

TABLE IV.-Allocation/Utilization for 1974-75 and allocationfor 1975-76

18.1S. Allocation for 1975·76 for federal agencies alongwith their respective allocation and utilisation for
1974-75 is given in Table IV :- .

TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS FEDERAL PROGRAMME
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(iv) Wagons _
18-.29. During 1974-75, 12 bogie tfl_nkw~ons were manufactured. "Manufacture 0{72 bogie tank wagons
are programmed for 1975~76. .. -- ..__~~.-~~~.~~=

241

(it) Tank Barrels
18.26. During 1974-75, 25 tank barrels were manufactured under the Crash Programme that envisages
a target of 30.0 tank barrels for transport of petroleum products and edible·oils. During 1975-76, manufac
ture of the tank barrels would continue.

(ill) Passenger Carriages and Other Coaching Vehicles.
18.27. During 1974-75, 52.Qflrriageswere manufactured in the Islamabad Carriage Factory. Jrn addition

}~ tw(),.,..b~giespecial coaching vehicles and two bogie horse boxes were placed on line during 1914-75.

18.28. It is expected that anoth~ 5..0carriages would be manufactured during 1975-760 and material would}
be imported fo~_~3_Scarriages for manufacture in 1976-77.

{i) D.E. Locomotives
18.25. Out of th~.(iS .diesel elec tric locomotives envisaged by the Crash Programme all,d;fQf_whichorder.,s

were placed with USA;"30 were shippedjreceived duti_o,g1974--'?5,.. In additiolh 3 eJiginesfor the re-engining of
D.E. locomotives were received from Canada. During 1275.,,16 the-3:t~m~lning)8 locomotives under the
Crash Programme and ope engine for re-engining are expected- to be received.

18.24. The allocation for the rolling stock programme during 197~-7(ji~Ks,-1~5.0Q_PlitIiQRWbichjs 30
percent of the overall railways programme. The principal facets of the programme are summarised below ~

~:::,-,-,- _- - _- - "--. .

(b) ROLLING STOCIe

18.23. As against an allocation of Rs, 553. I million in 1974-75, the expenditure on rolling stock was
Rs. 373. 1million. -, .. -

(i) Acceleration of line capacity works (ii) removal of .operational bottlenecks, (iii) placing orders for
track materials and plants/machinery, (iv) quadrupling Karachi Pipri section, (v) upgrading Spezand-Kohi
Tartan Section, (vi) expansion and modernization of workshops and (vii) replacement of depreciated rolling
stock.

18.22. The 1975~76programme aims at the following :-

18.21. The 1975~76 programme provides an allocation of Rs. _610,00 million which is ~~~89% of the total
federal allocation. . ... -~-.-~-- .........

18.19. The 197+7S estimate of 5,600 million-ton miles was taken as a benchmark considering the avail
able capacity of the system:and programme for increasing capacity provided for 10% increase under the Crash
Programme by implementation of schemes relating to doubling of track between Hyderabad and Kotri, improved
telecommunications and signalling, procurement of 68 PJ~,locomotives, and 5% increase dM~to better op.e.f{!,
tional effl,ciency. In addition the capacity of the system· would increase by ifurtIier 15% on the completion
oCtiie-·Pipd-Marshalling Yard. It is however, envisaged that by June 1976 the Crash -Plan would be com
pleted and the capacity would increase by J2_percent. The operational efficiencyhas not improved owing
to the non implementation of the Sofreraffrecommendations.

18.20. The programme for 1974-75 aimed at clearing to a large extent the back log of replacement of pre
vious years to provide a smooth take off base for the 1975---80 period and accelerate the implementation of
the Crash Programme to increase main line capacity by 30%. .

18.18. During 1~74-75. as against the targets of 72Q3-million passenger-miles, in passenger traffic, and
656 million ton-miles in freight traffic, a total of 7621 million passenger-miles and ~·768million ton-miles

respectively were handled by the Railways. Itmeaiisan increase of 5.7% in passanger-miles and 6.1%
in freight ton-miles over the respective figures for 1973-74. When compared to the goods traffic estimates
for 1974-75 at 5600 million ton-miles, as envisaged in-the Development Perspective (1975-80), actual perfor-,
manceindieates a feductionofJ5%. The lower growth rate in freight traffic as compared to Annual Com
pound Growth Rate of9.2% can be attributed to lower growthrate of G.D.P. in 1974-75which stands at
2.6% against 9.6% envisaged.
':""-"~-:':.'-.r
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l,18.38. During 1974-75 improvement of workshops was taken in hand and 254 quarters for low "aid staff'
were constructed. During 1975-76 work on Research Building at Lahore would be carried out. Field sur
vey will be carried out for about 21 rail links, for which there is an allocation of Rs. 3.5 million.

(g) RAILWAY FINANCING -

IS .39. Against the original estimated total revenue receipt ofRs. 1255.00 million for 1974-75 revised esti
\ mates stand at Rs. 1340.00 million, thereby indicating an increase of Rs. 85.00 million, Rs, 30.00 million in
\ coaching and Rs, 55.00 million in goods. Tllis call be attributed to the increase in freight rates mainly.

248

(d) MARsHALLING CAPACITY

18.33, The completion of the Pipri Marshalling Yard initiated under the Crash Programme, is of critical
importance for increasing ~pacity of th~ Railway's mainline. Beaefit of the yard will accrue from improve d
productiVIty of goods service and from Increase in transport capacity of the network.

18.34. Anticipated cost of the yard is Rs .. 203,40 million which will handle 2S00 wagons per day on com
pletion, against the present. capacity of 1500 wagons per day. Ho~ever, provision exists in the scheme for
expansion of yard to deal WIth 5000 wagons pet day whenever required.

18~35. Agreement for .design of ~heyard has been signed with MIs. SOFRERAIL, preliminaries completed
and civil work construction taken 1D hand.

IS.36. The 1975-76 provision for the project is Rs. 6Q.00 million. During the year, earth work and some
other structural work will be completed, work on fly overs and linking of track will be started and arrangements
for importing retarders and other electronic equipment will be finalized.

(e) SIGNALLING

18.37. During 1974-75 aprovision of Rs. 44.30 million was made for improving signalling facilities.
The all relay interlocking system was completed. on 14..' B ' Class crossing stations on Karachi Kotri
Section. Work of automatic. block signalling on Land-hi Jumagoth Pipri section was also taken in hand.
During 1975-76a provision of Rs. 14.06 million has been made for improvement of signalling which would be
utilised towards completion of the automatic block signalling works.

(f) OTHER WORKS

(ii) CODSttuCUOlil of New Line!
18.32. As regards new construction of tracks, work on doubling of track between Kotri-Guddu including

bridge over river Indus was taken in hand during 1974-75 and work on the sub-structure of the bridge was
completed. During 1975-76, work on doubling of track between Kotri and Guddu would be continued and
it is expected that the girders .on the bridge over river Indus will be erected for which there is a provision of
Rs. 13.14 million. Work on conversion of Kohat- Tal narrow gauge to broad-gauge would be started. In
addition, work on the introduction of electric traction between Khanewal and Sammasatta would be initiated
-for which there is a provision of Rs. 10.00 million. A provision of Rs. 10.00 million has also been made for
.construction of the Islamabad spur upto the industrial area which is a distance of 1.5 miles, in the first phase,

J1S.31. Out of'a total of 7767miles of track, 2827 miles ofraiIs and 6034 miles of sleepers are due for repla
cement. Of the 1700 miles of main track, 352 miles of rails and 527 miles of sleeper are due for replacement.
An>irtcreasillg number of speed restrictions are being reduced which are causing a negative effect on line
capacity, operational ef?ci~ncy and safety. standards. The track. rehabilitation programme h~s therefore
been given a high priority. An allocation of Rs, ~90.00 million has been made for 1975·76 for
rehabilitation and improvement of track, which is about 31% of the outlay for railways. It is programmed
to carry out 100 miles of rail renewals, 200 miles of sleeper renewals and 50 miles of welding of track.

(c) REHABILITATIONOF TRACK AND CONSTRUCTIONOF NEW LINES

(i) Rehmbiiitation and Improvement of Tract
18.30. During 1974-75 provision for track renewal was Rs, 41.00 -million. Work on rehabilitation and

improvement of track on Karachi Lalamusa railway line by replacing old 90 pounds rails with new 100pounds
rails and providing 12 ballast cushion was continued. About 57.81 miles of track renewals, 105.57 miles

-.of rail renewals, 98.27 miles of sleeper renewals and 30 miles of welding of rail were carrried out during
·,1974-75.
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II. Fe1kral R.oad~
18.44. An allocation of Rs.-Z23 ,79 million was made for the 1974-75Annual Development Programme for

improvement of 308-miles of''existing roads and construction of 635.5 miles of new roads in Azad Kashmir:
Northern Areas, Federally .Admi.nistered Tribal .Areas .and Baluchistan, The programme also envisaged
construction work on 11 bridges In Azad Kashmir, 9 bridges on Havelian-Thakot road and 2750 R. Ft. of
bridges in Northern Areas. In addition the programme included feasibility studies/survey of major projects
like the Third Highway Project, Indus Super Highway, Dadu Moro Bridge and D.I. Khan-Darya Khan
Bridge.

(i) The overall resource constraint does not allow sufficient allocation of resources to enable the imple
mentation of an optimal programme for development of the railways system.

(ii) The increase in cost of operation and the low tariff rates of raiIway~ have resulted in a lack of sur
pluses from railway operations aild-as-a consequence the railways are running in a deficit.

(iii) In order to cope up with the increase in the demand on railways system, the need for moore,.locomo-
tives.is badly felt. The principal problem however, remains the difficulty in obtaining credits
for locomotives.

(tv) One of the principal factors responsible for the lag in the desired operational efficiency of the rail
ways .is their organisatiQnall,!,nd management problems. A complete re-orientation of the organisa
tional infra-structure and application of modern management techniques for creative problem
soultion is warranted. .

._~
.-are

(h) PROBLEMS AND ISSUES

18.43. The principal problems which are being faced in the implementation of'the development programme

(+) 6.90

303.50

(+) 6.90

1570.00

1259.60

310.40

41 2 3

1. Total Revenue Receipts 1255.00 1340.00

2. Deduct Total Revenue Expenditure 960.80 1156.20

3. Surplus (1 Minus 2) 294.20 183.80

4. Appropriation of Surplus (toD.R.F., I.F. and
Interest on Loans) 244.10 183.70

S. Net Surplus (3 minus 4) •• (+) 50.10 (+) 0.1

6. Payment of Return on Government Capital
Investments 50.00 50.00

i'rofit/Loss (5minus 6) (+) (-) .. (+) 0.10 (-) 49.90

Revised
Estimates
1974-75

Budget
lEstimates
1974-75Particulars

(Rs. in Million)

Variation between

Budget Revised
Estimates Estimates
1974-75& 1974-75and
Revised Budget
Estimates Estimates
1974-75 1975-76
Col. 3- (CoI.4-
Col. 2) Col. 3)

5 6

(+) 85.00 (+) 230.00

(+) 195.40 (+) 103.40

(-) 110.40 (+) 126 60

(-) 60.40 (+) 119.80

(-) 50.00 (-) 6.80

(-) 50.00
(-) 50.00 56. ISO

Budget
JEstimates
1975-76

Financial Results

18.41. The ratio of the revised revenue receipts (Rs, 1340.00 million) to revised revenue expenditure
(Rs. 1156.20 million) works out to 86% as compared to 78.2% in 1973-74. The increase is mainly
due to higher fuel prices and additional allowances to the employees.

18.42. The summary of railway finances is reflected inTableV below:

TABLE V

18.40. Gross expenditure during 1974-75 including DRF. I.F. and returns,of capital stands at Rs. 1390.00
million indicating a net deficit of Rs. 49.90 million. - --- __

-_~.",",~---
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(iv) o@ner RilJI~oo

18.56. Against an allocation of Rs. 132.50 million for 1974-75, an expenditure of Rs, 263;92 million was
incurred, which gives an achievement of 199.18%. The physical progress accomplished consisted of cons
truction of 19? miles and ?4 miles of new roads in the Ma~-Bugti a~ea and Azad Kashmir respectively. In
addition 10 miles of widening work on the KKH roads project, 10 miles of widening work on the Chak-Dara
Chitral road and 9 out of 11under construction bridges on the Havelian-" hakot road were completed.

18.57. An allocation of Rs. 290.50 million has been made under the 1975-76 programme which gives an
Increase of 119.25% over the original 1974-75programme. '

,18.55. An allocation of Rs. 60.00 million has been made for 1975-76, an increase of 246.82 % over the
original 1974-75 pro.gramme. The 1975-76 pro~amme envisages the construction of 266 miles o/black top
and 268 miles of shingled roads.

(i) AZlnd Kmslbi.iliIili'
18.49. Against an allocation Rs. 24.00 million for 1974-75,an expenditure of'Rs, 29.73 million W8..8 incurred

giving an achievement of 123:8~%. In physical terms, improvement ofl l 7 miles of. roads black topping of
90 miles of roads and construction of 7 miles of new roads was completed. In addition construction work
on 11 bridges (including 6 suspension bridges) was un~ertaken, out of which 4 brid~es namely the suspension
bridges at Salkhala and Mirpura and bridges near I;lQ)3ah Mand and OVer Kohri Nullah were completed.
Road machinery consisting of 28 road rollers, 17 tar boilers, 2 water tankers and 3 bulldozers was also
purchased.

18.50. An allocation of RS..43. 50million has been made for 1975-76,which is a substantial increase of about
81% over the 1974.-75.r..Hoc2.tion. The 1975-7~ program.me envisages improvement .of_§] miles of roads,
black topping of.I 10miles of roads and const~ucti01lcqf.J miles o~new roads. In addition work relating to 7
bridges will be undertaken, out. of ~hICh 5 bridges namely Hudniyal, Shard a, Tata Pani, Mulawani Nullah
Bridge (592/Span) and Rajdhani Bridge (920/Span) are expected to be completed.

(ii) Northern Areas

18.51. Against an allocation of Rs, S,23'million.for 19.14:15,JI.!! expenditure of Rs. 12.50 million was in"
curred, giving utilization of +,51"~.8%. The physical progress consists orconstnrctibif6ft5riiiles of 3 tonner
roads, 100 miles of Jeepable. roads, 25 miles of Pony tracks, improvement of 28 miles of existing roads and
completion of 2200 Rft of bridge work .

.i8.52. The 1975-76 programme provides an allocation of Rs. 10-00 million which gives an acceleration of
~Jl6..5€% over the 197L!-75 pro gramme. ' ..

18.53. The 1975-76 programme envisages construction of l<> @.les Qf_3_tonner..!oad&,153 miles of jeepable
roads and 54 miles of pony tracks. In addition It IS proposed to Improve 59 miles of existing roads and carry
out 4632 Rft of bridge construction work.
(iii) F.edenlly AdmW§aeredTdlban Mess

18.54. Against an allocation of Rs. 17.30 million for 1974-75, an expenditure of Rs. 56.23 million was
incurred which gives an achievement of 3.25.03-% ,?ver the original. allocation. During the period, work
relating to VarIOUS schemes was stepped up. In physical terms,1~9.gilles of black top and 189miles of shing
led roads were constructed.

18.45. Bxpendituretncurred during 1974-75 was R~. 396.94 million whic~gives a utilization or over 177.37%.
In physical terms ~55 miles. of e~ting roads were improved and 66~ nw.e.s.of new. roads Were .constructed,
while all targets 'laid down In relation to bridge schemes and survey/feasibility studIes were achieved except
for 'northern areas where 'only 2200 Rft of bridges were completed as against the target of 2750 Rft
of bridges.

18.46. The 1975-76programme provides an allocation ofRs. 484;70 million for Federal roads, an increase,
of 116.59% Qyer the 1974-75 programme. ._ ._,~. .

18.47. The 1975-76 programme. envisages improvement ~f375.miles of existing roads, construction of 818
miles of new roads and construction ':'lark on 10. ?~Idges II?-Azad Kashmir, Northern Areas, Federally
Administered Tribal Areas and Baluchistan. FeaSIbility.studies and survey work on major projects like Third
Highway Project, Indus Super Highway, Dadu-Moro Bridge and D.I. Khan-Darya Khan Bridge will continue.

18.48. A brief resume of the federal roads programme is as follows :-
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18.69. Observations on the Trial dredging at the entrance channel have been in progress.

18.70. An allocation of Rs. 128.00 million has been made for 197$-76. The programme for 1975-76 is
mainly directed towards: (i) Construction of the marginal wharf with four berths of 1.20 million ton capacity
(ii) Procurement of craft equipment (iii) Provision of other facilities for commissioning of marginal wharf by
1975-76, (iv) Completion of various facilities like road, water supply, site office, power etc., and (v) Design of
the iron and coal wharf and channel.

18.68. Against an allocation of Rs, 100 million for 1974~7S, ail expenditure of Rs. 10 million was incurred
911the completion of investigations surveys a~,d studies for M~$ter.Plan 8;ndDetailed Designfor the iron ore
berths. Details for the procurement of floatIng craft and navigational aids were worked out, while work on
the construction of infra-structure facilities also progressed.

18.67. Phase-B envisages the construction of three berths for the Multi-purpose Terminal and one berth
for the Steel Mill Terminal.

18.65. The Master Plan would be implemented in two phases.

18.66. Phase-A envisages the construction of 4 berths for the Multi-purpose Terminal to handle bagged
and. general cargo, one berth for the Steel Mill Terminal to handle iron-ore and coal for the Karachi Steel
Mill, one berth for the Oil Terminal to handle crude oil, one berth for the Bulk Material Terminal to handle
Phosphate rock, Sulpur and fertilizers and one berth for the Grain Terminal to handle wheat.

18.64. After its inception the Port Qasirn Authority undertook the task of the preparation of the .Master
Development Plan, key factors for which included the proposed erection of a 1million ton per year SteelMill
in Pakistan and the establishment of a second major port at Phitti Creek. Based on the allocation of traffic
and economic studies of maritime and inland transportation of commodities a detailed plan has been prepared
for development of Port Qasim to handle 13.94 mil1ion tons of dry cargo and 8.70 million tons of crude
oil by 1984-85.

-;_---':-1OQ;,:,.

(a) PORT QASI;M

Po:1s
18.62. Against an allocation of Rs. l29.05 million for Ports and Shipping for 1974-75, an expenditure of

Rs. 28_.]3million was incurred whichgives a utilization of 22. 26%. During the year, work 011 the permanent
campus of the Pakistan Marine Academy was initiated and work on the navigational-aids on the coast ofPak
istan was completed: ?O% of the scheme for acquisition of two buoys was imp.lemented. Work on the marginal
wharf and Port Qasim could not progress as the contract could not be finalised.

18.63. An allocation ofRs. 155.30 million has been madeunder the 1975-76programme, This allocation
). shows an accelaratioI?-of 20.34~ ov~r the 1974-75 allocation and forms 8.49 % of the Federal programme
) for 1975-76. The principal projects included under the programme are :~

18.58. Major schemes envisaged in the 1975-76 programme include construction of 170 miles and 208
miles of new roads in the Mari-Bugti area of Baluchistan and Azad Kashmir respectively. In addition, 50
miles of widening, 40 miles of'.metalling, 34 miles of carpetting are proposed for the Chakdara-Chitral road
and completion of 2 bridges on the Havelian- Thakot road.

(v) Ministry of Communications
18.59. Against an allocation ofRs. 41.76 million for 1974-75, an expenditure of Rs. 34.56 million was

,{ incurred giving a utilization 0[.82.76%. The principal work carried out under the programme consists; of
\ survey and feasibility studies for major highways and bridges.

J8,60. The 1975-76 programme provides an allocation of Rs, 73.70 million which gives an ~cceleration of
76.~8X~ver the 1974-75 programmes.

18.61. Under the 1975-76programme, work on on-going schemes will be accelerated. Besides initial work
on Dd. Khan ..Darya Khan and Dadu-Moro bridges will be taken in hand and feasibility study for the Third
Highway Project to be financed by the World Bank, will be completed.
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(v). ~vil Aviation
18.80. During 197~75, against an allocation of Rs. 23.50 million, an expenditure of Rs. 43.45 million

was incurred. New taxiways and aprons were provided at Lyallpur and Quetta airports for Boeing operations,
work was carried out on improvement and expansion of taxiway and apron at Islamabad InternationalAirport
~O as to make it serviceable for DC-lO operations, and landscape development was carried out at Karachi,
Lahore, Islamabad and Moenjodaro airports. In addition schemes completed during 197~75 include the
construction ofNDB at Sheikhupura, extension of existing runway at Lahore and extension and improvement
of pavement at Moenjodaro airport. Work was also carried out on schemes for provision of additional space
for training facilities at Civil Aviation Training Institute and modernisation and expansion of flying and
gliding club activities in Pakistan.

18.S1. The 1975-76 programme provides an allocation of Rs. 40.00 million which gives an acceleration of
70;21% over 197~75 aI~ocatio~.. The major emphasis w~uld be ~oaccelerate work on on-going projects.
commencement of work on baSIC aerodrome facilitiesat Saidu. Sharif, Turbat and Ormara, commencement
of work on establishment of CivilAviation Training Institute at Hyderabad, import of lighting equipment
for Lahore Airport, acquisition of aerodrome and communications equipment and relocation of existing
radar at Karachi Airport.

18.78. The programme for 1975-76 envisages acquisition of another oil tanker to further boost up the oil
carrying capacity of the Pakistani fleet, 3 second hand cargo ships and a second hand bulk carrier. These are
however likely to be acquired under Supplier's Credit if arranged. A nominal provision of Rs. 5.00 million
has been made.

18.79. Pakistan merchant fleet will enter a new era by handling oil cargo. A regular coastal service for ).
Baluchistan coast will also be introduced.

(b) KARACHI PORT: (SEMI PUBLIC)

18.71. Against an allocation of Rs. 38.00 million for the Karachi Port in the semi public sector programme,
an expenditure of Rs. 41.77 million was incurred during 1974-75,which gives a utilisation of 109.92 per cent.
Ancillary works for 4 shipping berths Nos. 1 to 4 were completed adding 40,000 tons transit storage capacity
atBast Wharf and Transit Shed No. 23 West Wharf was completed adding about 25,000 tons covered transit
storage capacity at West Wharf.

18.72. An allocation of Rs, 182.00 million has been made for the Karachi Port in the semi public sector for 'f
1975-76. The 1975-76 programme envisages the Second, Third, Fourth and Fifth Karachi-Port Projects, which
include the following (i) Improvement of navigation channel and procurement of reclamation plant (ii) Re
construction of berths No.1 to 4 at East Wharf (iii) Construction of 3 additional berths at West Wharf (iv)
Construction of four multipurpose and dry cargo handling berths at Juna bunder (v) Remodelling of existing
Minsfield import railway yards, and (vi) Construction of 4th oil pier for 45,000 D.W.T. oil tankers.

18.73. The annual dry cargo handling capacity of Karachi Port will increase by 1•.2 million tons on complet
ion of the four Juna Bunder berths. Other important works include replacement and purchase of crafts and
equipment and mechanisation and modernisation of cargo handling system. Provision has also been made for
hydraulic investigation and procurement of 19 road mobile cranes.

(c) NAPIER MOLE BruDGE (PUBLIC SECTOR)

18.74 .. Against an allocation of Rs. 25.00 million in the ADP 1974-75, the expenditure stood at Rs. 15.00
million only due to delay in finalizing the contract. A provision of Rs. 15.00 million has been made for
construction of the bridge in 1"975-76.

(iv) National Shipping Corporation (Semi Public Sector)
18.75. The 1974-75Annual Plan was framed keeping in view the factthat only 14% of the cargo was.being -Z

handled by Pakistani ships. Furthermore, oil carrying capacity and communications with the Mekran
coast area were non-existent. Itwas planned to acquire one oil tanker, 2 coasters, and two cargo ships.
Emphasis was to be laid on consolidation rather than expansion.

18.76. Against an allocation of Rs. 100.00 million for 1974-75, an expenditure of Rs. 33.80 million was
incurred which gives a utilization of 33.80 %. An oil tanker of 26,880 DWT and a coaster were purchased.

18.77. The replacement and fleet augmentation programme could not be implemented due to lack of finance
mobilisation. -
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1. Telegrapbs and Telephones :-
18.88. An allocation of Rs. 300.00 million was made for 1974-75, which was entirely utilized. The pro-

gramme envisaged development and expansion of telecommunication facilities.

18.89. Against the target of 30,000 telephone lines, installation of 28,000 lines was completed. Besides
this, installation of 6 Auto and 67 Manual Exchanges was completed. .

18.90. On the long-distance netwo-rk Coaxial Cable system on Rawalpindi-Peshawar, Nowshera-Mardan and
Gujranwala-Sialkot routes and the Rawalpindi-Karachi Microwave link were commissioned. In Azad Kashmir
315 miles of open wire lines have been erected to provide PCO's and small exchanges. Subscriber trunkdial
ling has been opened 0!l Peshawar-Karachi, Pe.sh~war-Lahore, Sukkur-9u~tta, Karachi-Nawabshah, Rawal
pindi-Multan, Rawalpindi-Sargodha, Rawalpindi-Quetta and Rawalpindi-Lyallpur routes. S.T.D. channels
have been expanded from 24 to 60 on Rawalpindi-Peshawar and 144 to 171 on Karachi-Rawalpindi routes.
18.91. T.V. channel over microwave link has been provided connecting all television and re-broadcast cent

res except Quetta on National T.V. network.
-18 .92. During 1974-75 the Gross revenue receipts stood at Rs. 460.00 million while the total revenue expendi..
hire was Rs, 325.06 million giving a, surplus of Rs, 134.94 million. .... ..
18.93. A provision of Rs. 250.00 million has been made in the Annual Development Programme 1975~76°

for the development and expansion of telecommunication facilities. '. . "

18.94. The 1975-76programme envisages the installation of 23,000 telephone lines against a target ofl,25;000
lines, during development perspective (1975-80). The installation of telephone lines slowed dowadurlng
1975-76, dueto resource constraint. The total number of telephones at the end of 1975-76 would increase to
2 46 000. In addition, the 1975-76programme envisages the installation of 11Auto and 40 Manual exchanges.
1ie~isting exchanges will be converted into automatic exchanges and 4 existing exchanges will be expanded.
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B. TELECOMMUNICATIONS

. .
18.86. The 1975-76 programme envisages the completion QL7.5--r..,....ofworJpelatingto wide-bodied aircraft

hangar. In addition the airline is planning t9. start 9pnstruqtion o(:Q-ewterminal buildings at Karachi and
Islamabad airports and a cargo terminal building at Karachi to meet requirement of increasing passenger and
freight traffic. A provision of Rs. 80.00 million is being made for this purpose. _

(vii) National Transport Research Centre
18.87. The 1975-76 programme of the Centre established in 1973-74 provides an allocation of Rs, 2.50

million for Comprehensive Transportation Planning and Coordination studies on a continuous basis, as recom ..
mended by.TRACO, in order to achieve the following objectives :-

(I) Update work done by TRACO and other consultants.
(ii) Improvement in the operational efficiency of the various transportation modes.
(iii) Economic allocation of traffic etc. etc.

(vi) Pakistan Intem!lltional AIrline (Semi-Public Sector)

18.82. Against an allocation of Rs. 400.00 million for 1974-75, Rs, 340.48 million were utilised' giving an
achievement of 85.12 %. '
18.83. The 1974-75 programme envisaged the construction of a wide-bodied aircraft hangar, supporting

workshops and facilities, purchase of three medium Long Range Wide-Bodied Aircraft (DC-t0-30) and pur
chase of three Boeing 72O-B Aircraft (Second-hand). The schemes relating to the purchase of aircraft were
implemented, preliminary work on the wide-bodied aircraft hangar was started and- order for-major parts of
the equipment costing about Rs. 10.00 million was placed. ,

18.84. 1974-75 has been a year of expanded sphere of service activities, quite a few new routes were establish ..
ed e.g. Islamabad-Peking-Tokyo, Islamabad-Dubai and re-opening of London-New York service. The
freight traffic increased from 215 million ton kilometer in 1973-74 to 329 million ton kilometer in 1974-75.
The freight traffic is estimated to increase to 434 million ton kilometer in 1975-76, indicating an increase of
32%.

18.85. In case of passenger traffic, there has been an increase of 40% on 1594million passenger kilometer ilb
1973-74 and 2,236 million passenger kilometer-were handled in 1974-75. An-increase of24% has been esti-
mated in 1975-76, with a total passenger traffic of 2,nO million passenger kilometer. - -



TABL.E VII
(Million Rupees)

Province On-going New Total Percentage
Schemes Schemes

"~ab 1.200 0.500 1.700
,

17.0
Sind .. 1.300 - 1.275 2.575 25.8
Baluchistan 0.300 0.125 0.425 4.2
N..W,F.P. 9.800 0.300 1.100. 11.0
lslamabad 4.200 4.200 42.9

.."
Total 7.800 2.200 10.000 100.0
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n. PAKISTAN POST OFFICE

.18.98. The. 197.4-75programme allocated Rs.. 6.350 million for the Post Offices. Out of this amount
Rs. 5.000 millions were allocated for the. on-going schemes (126 postal buildings, one building of the
Directorate General and its staff quarters at Islamabad and 442 residential quarters for low-paid staff in various
urban areas) and Rs. 1.850 million for new sche.tnes(21 postal buildings; 101 residential quarters, purchase
of mail motors and for some minor works). The entire amount of Rs, 6.850 million has been utilized.

18.99. In addition to achieving substantial progress on some of the on-going building schemes, the const
ruction of 15 postal buildings and 56 residential quarters was completed during the year. The reconstruction!
rehabilitation of the remaining 16 postal buildings out of those damaged in 1973 floods was also completed.

18.100. The number of newly opened post offices has been 500 in rural areas and 100 in urban areas, raising
the total number of Post Offices in the country to 8,749.

18.101. A provision ofRs. 10.00 million has been made for 1975-76which gives an acceleration of about
46% over the 1974-75 allocation. Out of this allocation Rs, 7.800 million have to be allocated for the on-going
schemes (116 postal buildings, one building of the Directorate General and its staff quarters at Islamabad and
487 residential quarters for low-paid staff in various urban areas and Rs. 2.200 million for new schemes (14
postal buil~ings, 12 residential quarters a~d some minor. works). Among the new building schemes to be
started during 1975·761Sthe construction 01 a modern Mall and Sorting Office at Karachi,

18.102. The Post Office Department plans to open 300 new Post Offices, 250 in rural areas and 50 in urban
areas in line with target of 1,500 post offices envisaged in the development perspective (1975-80).

18.103. Province-wise distribution of the allocation for 1915-76is given ill the Table-VII below:

00

00

.. 87.10 35.2.0
97.30 38.30
14.40 5.80
38.70 15.60
12.50 S.10

250.00 100.00Total

S.No. Province-1. funjab
2. Sind
3. BalUChist'lD
4. N.W.F.P.
S. Common

Total Percentage

(lb. in Million)

18.95. Furthermore, on the long-distance network the 960 channel microwave link from Karachi to Rawal
pindi (already completed) will be expanded upto Peshawar. 300 channel Abbottabad-Muzaffarabad micro
wave link will be completed. Installation work will also commence .on Sukkur-Quetta, Hyderabad
JBadin and Karachi-Manora microwave system. About 500 miles of open wire Iine will. be erected
in than Northern Areas, Dir, Swat, Chitral and other parts of the country. 10 Carrier and 18 V.F.T.
systems will be installed.

18, 96. i>uri~g the year, expansion of wireless links will be in progress in Gilgit, Baltistan, Dir, Swat and
Chitral. Installation of Nation-wide Dialling (N.W.D.) Ssystem will commence at Karachi, Multan, and
Rawalpindi.

18.97, Province-wise distribution of the allocation for 1975..76 is reflected in Table-VI below :

TABLE VI



No. of Chassis during 1974-75 Total No. Balance of No. of
Name of the Road Transport Corporation J of buses chassis buses

Held in Acquired Total commission- proEoseQ
stock July during ed during or

1974 1974-75 1974-75 1975-76

r~ 1. Punjab Road Transport Board " 1624 599 2223 1017 1206 2000

2. Sind Road Transport Corporation 100 300 400 250 150 700+300
Re-condition-

ing

3. N.W.F.P. Road Transport Corporation 24 109 133 122 11 221
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TABLE IX.-Overall Positions of Road Transport Corporations

TABLE VllI.-AllocationjUtilization during 1974-75 and allocation/or 1975·76

(R,s. inmfllion)

1974-75 1975-76

Sub·sector Allocation Utilization Performance Allocation Percent of AcCeleration
total Pro- Decelera-
vincial tion ±(%)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

r A. PubUc Sector

Roads and Road Transport in Punjab 280.00 320.00 H,!,29 415.00 35.66 + (48.21)
----:;.

Roads in Sind 163.89 211.13 lZS.82 242.90 20.87 + (48.21)

Roads and Road Transport in N.W.F.P. 79.16 45.28 57.20 108.16 9.30 + (36.63)

Roads inBaluchistan 49.03 77.61 158.29 84.77 7.28 + (72.89)

Sub-Total (public Sector) .. 572.08 654.02 114.32 850.83 73.11 + (48.73)

B. Semi·Public
Punjab Road Transport Board 340.00 107.70 31.68 135.00 11.60 -(60.29)

Sind Road Transport Corporation .. 120.00 70.00 58.33 150.00 12.89 + (25;00)

N.W.F.P. Road Transport Corporation 6.50 5.68 87.38 28.00 2.40 + (330.77)

Sub-total (Semi-Public) .. 466.50 183.38 39.31 313.00 26.89 -(32.9)

Total (Provincial) 1038.58 837.40 80.63 1163.83 100.00 + (12.06)

18.107. The allocation/utilisation during 1974-75and the allocation for 1975·76 for the provincial programme
is given in Table VIII. ~

~
18.106. To remedy the situation, the number of new schemes in the 1975·76programme has been kept at a

minimum and priority has been given to on-going schemes nearing completion.

18.104. The total provincial allocations for 1974-75 stood at Rs, 572.08 million and Rs, 466.50 million
for the public and semi-public sectors respectively. Corresponding to these, expenditures of Rs, 654.02 million
and Rs. 183.38 million respectively were incurred. Whilst the utilisation of the public sector programme
exceeded the allocation, the utilisation in the semi-public sector programme was only 39.31 % of the allocation.

18.105. The road programme was adversely affected due to the inclusion of a very large number of
schemes by the provinces, which resulted in a dilution of the already limited resources.

(
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18.122. The 1975-76 programme allocates an amount of Rs. 108.16 million which gives an acceleration
of 36.63%over the 1974-75programme. The 1975-76 programme envisages improvement of 196 miles
of existing and new construction of 100 miles of shingled and 60 miles of black top roads.

N.W.F.P.
18.121. Highways.-Against an allocation of Rs. 79.16 million for 1974-75, an expenditure of Rs. 45.28

million was incurred, giving an achievement of ?7 .20 % .only. During this period; 30 miles of black top and
50 miles of shingled roads were constructed while 75 miles of existing roads were Improved. Work relating

- to 4- bridges was also carried out.

Sind

18.115. Highways.-Against an allocation of Rs. 163.89 million for 1974-75, an expenditure of Rs. 211.13
million was incurred on the improvement of 200 miles of existing and construction of 165miles of new roads.
In addition 240 miles of earthwork for subsequent construction of new roads was completed.

18.116. An allocation of Rs. 242.90 million has been made for 1975-76,which gives an acceleration of about
48.21 %. over the 1974-75 programme.

18.117. The 1975-76 programme envisages to improve 200 miles of existing roads and construct 240 miles
of new roads on the embankment completed during the 1974-75 financial year. In addition work relating to
10 bridges will be taken up.

Sfu.dRoad Truspod CO!rp3Jl'adon (Semi PlllIbiicSectorj
18. 118. Against an allocation of Rs, 120.00 million an expenditure of Rs. 70.00 million was incurred durinz
1974-75,which gives an achievement of only 58.33 %. c

18.119. In physical terms 300 chassis were procured out of which 150 were body fabricated. Bodies were
also fabricated on the 100 chassis that were received during 1973~74. All the 250 buses fabricated during
1974-75 were brought on the road. In addition, work relating to improvement of workshops, was also
undertaken.

18.120. An allocation of Rs. 150.00 million has been made for 1975·76 for the procurement of 700 chassis
and reconditioning of 300 old buses. In addition 5 new depots will be established.

Punjab

1.8..108. l{ighways.-Against an allocation of Rs. 280.00.m~lion for 1974-75~an expenditure of Rs. 320.00
million was Incurred on the improvement of 200 miles of existmg and construction of 200 miles of new roads.

18.109. In addition work relating to 9 major bridges was completed alongwith feasibility/design studies
for the remodelling of bridges on Punjab and Islam Headworks and bridges over River Indus at Ghazi Ghat
and over Sutlej near Bukhan.

18..110. An allocation ofRs. 415.00 million has been made for 1975-76, which gives an acceleration of
48.21 over the 1974-75 prograITmfe;-~-

18.111. The programme envisages improvement of 250 miles of existing and construction of 250 miles of
new roads alongwith work relating to 60 bridges, important among them being the bridges at Ghazi-Ghat
Talibwala, Mari and Bukhan, In addition, work on the bridge at Sanghar will be completed while remodelling
work of Islam and Punjnab Headworks will be carried out.

Punjab Road Transport Board (Semi Public Sector)
18.112. Against an allocation of Rs.)40.QO million for 1974-75, an expenditure of Rs. 107.70 million was

incurred, showing an utilisation of onlyjr68~%.

18.113. During 1974-75, 599 bus chassis, were procured ou~ of which 1.97were commissioned and brought
on road. Another 820 chassis out of the 1624 chaSSISheld In stock-before the commencement of 1974-75
were body fabricated and the buses brought on road. In addition, 9 sub-depots/depots were improved/estab
lished and land was acquired for establishment of new depots.

18.114. An allocation of 135.00 million has been made for 1975-76 for the purchase of 2000 buses with
spare parts and other schemes, relating to the expansion of existing body building workshops; reorganisation
and re-equipping of the existing 7 main workshops and setting up of 10 new workshops.

I
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NWFP Road Transport COl'poIi'ation(Semi Public Sector)
18.123. Against an allocation of Rs. 6.50 million, an expenditure of Rs. 5.68 million was incurred during
1974-75, giving an achievement of 87.38 %. Out of this amount Rs. 2.538 million were spent to meet
the balance cost of fabrication of bodies on 145 Bedford chassis purchased during 1972-73, Rs. 2.400 million
were spent on the import of 109 and fabrication of98 buses which have been brought 011 road, and Rs. 0.734
million were allocated for the import of tools and machinery.

18.124. An allocation of 28.00 million has been made for 1975-76. Out of which Rs. 2.80 million will be
spent on the ongoing schemes and Rs. 7.00 million on the new schemes. The National Development Finance
Corporation will provide an amount of Rs. 28.00 million. The programme envisages purchase of
22J Bedford, buses. .

Bwuclli§tan
18.125. Highways.-Against an allocation of Rs. 49.03 million for 1974-75, an expenditure of Rs, 77.61

million was incurred on the construction of 125 miles of black top and 250 miles of shingled roads.

18.126. An allocation of'Rs, 84.77 million has been made for 1975-76. which gives an acceleration of
72.89% over the 1974-75 original programme.

18.127. The 1975-76programme envisages construction of about 160miles of black top roads. In addition,
survey and design work of 410 miles of shingled roads will be carried out.

{
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Appendix I

TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS

Summary IAll Pakistan and by executing agencies
(Million Rs.)

1974-75 1975-76
Sector/Sub-Sector

Allocation Percent of Accelerat-Allocation Utilisation Performance
total Public tion De- ~,

Sector/Semi- celeration I
Public Sector +

-(%) ,..

PUBLIC SECTOR

Federal Programme"!

1. Pakistan Railways ill esc 770.00 602.10 78.19 620.00 25.69 -(19.48}

2. Ports and Shipping :
(a) DO. Ports and Shipping (excluding + (203.70)N. M. Bridge) .. .. .. 4.05 3.73 92.10 12.30 0.51
(b) Bunder Qasim ~ .. 0.0 100.00 10.00 10:00 128.00 5.30 + (28.00)
(c) Napier Mole Bridge ~ 25.00 15.00 60.00 15.00 0.63 (40.00)

3. Civil Aviation 23.50 43.45 184.89 40.00 1.66 + (70.21)
4. I.W.T. .,. - 1.00
5. Roads in Azad Kashmir, Northern areas

and Federally AdministeredTribal Areas •• 49.53 98.46 198.79 120.50 4.99 + (143.29)
6. Other Roads - 132.50 263.92 199.18 290.50 12.04 + (119.2S}
7. Ministry of Communications Roads (in. "

eluding Indus Highway) . . • • 41.76 34.56 82.76 73.70 3.05 + (76.48)
8. N.ToR.C. - 1.10 0.45 40.91 2.50 0.10 + (127.27)
9. T&T 300.00 300.00 100.00 250.00 10.36 - (16.67)'

10. Post Offices .. 6.85 6.85 100.00 10.00 0.41 + (45.99)

Sub-Total 1455.29 1378.52 94.73 1562.50 64.74 + (7.37)

Provincial Programme

1. Roads and Road Transport in Punjab 280.00 320.00 114.29 415.00 17.20 + (48.21)
2. Roads in Sind 163.89 211.13 128.82 242.90 10.07 + (48.21)
3. Roads and Road Transport in N.W.F.P.l 79.16 45.28 57.20 108.16 4.48 + (36.63)
4. Roads inBaluchistan .. 49.03 77.61 158.29 84.77 3.51 + (72.89)

Sub-Total 572.08 654.02 114.32 850.83 35.26 + (48.73)

Total Public-Sector 2027.34 2032.54 100.26 2413.33 100.00 + (19.04)
~.

SEMI-PUBLIC SECTOR
Federal

1. Karachi Port 38.00 41.77 109.92 182.00 31.39 + (380.00)
2. National Shipping Corporation 100.00 33.80 33.80 5.00 0.86 - (95.00)
3. P.I.A.C. 400.00 340.48 85.12 80.00* 13.80 (80.00)

Sub.Total 538.00 416.05 77.33 267.00 46.05 - (50.00)

Provincial j

1. Punjab Road Transport Board •• 340.00 107.70 31.68 135.00 23.27 - (60.29)
2. Sind Road Transport Corporation 120.00 70.00 58.33 150.00 25.86 + (25.00) \3. N.W.F.P. Road Transport Corporation .. 6.50 5.68 87.38 28.00 4.82 + (330.77)

SlAb-Total 466.50 183.38 39.31 313.00 53.95 (32.90)
Total Semi-Public 1004.50 629.43 62.66 580.00 100.00 (42.96)
ORANDTOTAL .. 3031.84 2661.97 87.80 2993.33 100.00 (1.29) ~~.

*Finances to be Arranged by PIA.
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Appendix Ii

TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS

Physical Targets

Achievement Targets for
Sub-SectorfItem Unit 1974-75 1975-76

1. Pakistan RaDways
f Locomotives .. Number 30+3 Engines 38-1 Engine

Passenger carriages and Other Coaching Vehicles " 56 150

Wagons .. 12 72

Rail Renewal ,. Miles 106 100

SleeperRenewal .. " 98 200

Passenger Miles .. .. Million 7621 8071

Freight Ton Miles 4768 5245

2. High Type Roads ..
Improvement ., Miles 730 1006

New Construction " 875 1359

3. Traffic handledat Port

Karachi Port .. Million Ton 10.10 10.30

4. Telephones Installed .. Thousands 28 23

)- 5. Post OiiieesOpenelll Number 600 300

6. Traffic handled by PIA

Pass-Kilometer .. .. Million 2236.00 2770.20 [Increase
24%]

Ton-Kilometer .. .. 329.00 434.60 [Inereease
32%1

Aircraft acquired by PIA •• .. Number 6 1 (720-B)
1 (DC-lO)

7. Shipsacquired by NSC " 2 5
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Appendix: III

lFJ!i11CFORECASTS FOR DEVELOPMENT lPERSPEC'Jl1IVE (1l97S~[g@)

(Million Ton Miles

--{
Freight Passenger

, Year Rail Road Pipe- %Rail %Road %Pipe- Total Rail Road %Rail %Road Total
line line

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1974-75 .. 4768 6869 41 59 11637 7621 1587.9 32 68 23500

1975-76 .. 5245 7556 41 59 12801 8071 17544 32 68 25615

1976-77 .. 5727 8108 41 59 13835 8547 10316 31 69 27863

1977-78 .. 6254 8699 42 58 14953 9051 21267 30 70 30318

1978-79 .. 6830 9334 42 58 16164 9585 23415 29 71 33000

1979-80 .. 7458 10016 100 42 57 17574 101151 25780 28 72 35931..'
I
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19.4. Besides making progressively higher allocations, it was also felt that a basic study of the mass media
set-up was required to enable the Government to formulate a well balanced and consistent development policy
for the various agencies. This study was not only to include an examination of their administrative and financial
structure, but also analysis of the fare offered by them. Of particular significance to the socio-economic
development of the country is the impact of the material offered by the media on the minds of the people. Re
search of a..preliminary natw.:e was, therefore, also proposed to be co~ducted on this aspect of the problem.
The study 18 under-way and IS expected to be completed shortly. It IS hoped that the findings of this study
would help in sound and integrated planning of the mass media over the next perspective or longer term plan.

"There were 1.90 million sets in use for which licences were obtained upto September, 1974. In addition, unconfirmed
Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation estimatesput the figure ofunlicenced radio sets at 1.3 million. However, according to unof
ficial sources, the unlicenced radio sets are about 3 times the licencedsets.

··The balance between the amounts of gross Development Programme and A.D.P. allocations was mobilized by the Television
Corporation through debentures. These were: Rs. 7.40 million for 1972-73; as. 55.80 million for 1973-74; Rs. 62 00 million
for 1973-74and Rs. 60.00 million for 1975-76. .
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50.000

95.000

35.000

67.041

99.014

30.000

41.489

94.000

32.200

15.656

12.400

5.000

Radio

T.V. (Gross Development Programme*)

A.D.P..... .0

1974-75 1975-76
(Allocations)

1972-73
( Million Rs. )

Utilization of ADP Funds for Radio and T. V.

Till 1974-75 the annual development programmes of Radio and T.V were included in the Transport and
Communication Sector. Itwas decided to group such programmes under a new sector-to be called the Mass
Media Sector from 1975-76 onwards. Besides Radio and T;V. the development programmes of the In
formation Division, as well as of the Film.Wing of the newly created Cultural Division were also placed under
this Sector. The Mass Media sector, therefore, includes all programmes pertaining to the operation and
development of the means of mass communication in the country.

19.2. Although the principal sub-sectors of Mass Medi~ continue ~o be Radio and T.V. which are entirely
under public sector control, the establishment of a State FIlm Authority and the development of the principal
press agency of the country extends the field of interest of the Government to the sub-sectors of films and
the newspapers. The newspapers as well as the film industry, however, remain substantially in the private
sector. The Government merely performs certain functions of a regulatory nature and endeavours to assist
in their general development.

19.3. InPakistan, approximately 1.5 copies of newspapers, 4.00* radio sets, 0.3 T.V. sets and 0.3 cinema
seats for every 100 persons are currently available; UNESCO has suggested that a developing country should
aim at providing, as a~ immediate target, 10 ~ewspapers, 5 radio s~ts, 2 ~.V. sets and 2 cinema seats for
100 persons, respectively. Except for RadIO, Mass Media In Pakistan has, therefore, a good deal
of ground to. cover b~fore it reaches ev:en the minimum targets of an Internaconal level. The growth
of mass media, especially those of radio and T.V. has been hampered In the past by economic con
straints. It was not till 1972 that special attention was paid to their development. Normally the
long-term development of mass media is expected to follow the general pattern of economic growth in the
country,. This means t~t the development o! radio and T.V. have to b~ at. ~ pace dictated by the availability
of technical and economtc resources and their place 1D the national pnonties, There have, however been
certain studies by UNESCO which bring out another angle in the development of Mass Media. These ~tudies
have shown that a proper use of mass media actually accelerates and enhances the process of economic develop
ment. The dissemination of information, education and entertainment do not remain ends in themselves but
are the planks on which at least a part of socio-economic development of the people rests. Another dimension
is, therefore, added to the basic functions of the mass media justifying a higher notch for the means of mass
communt-ation in the national priorities. This was immediately recognised by the present Government and
the utilization Gf development funds since 1972-73 reflects this realisation.

TABLE I

•

.,0--,.1,
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*The total size of A.D.P. amounted to Rs. 92.298 million ofwbich the public sector contribution was Rs. 30.000 million.
The Corporation raised the balance of Rs. 62.298 million from debentures against Govermnent guarantee.

),-

19.6. The financial utilization exceeded the allocations by Rs. 8.821 million due to the following reasons:
(i) In the case of T.V. two Pilot T.V. Centres (not included in the normal A.D.P.) were established at

Quetta and Peshawar on Government instructions. These centres were completed and commissioned
in November, 1974at a cost of Rs. 17.335 million. The Corporation's normal A.D.P. implementa
tion was kept at a level of Rs. 81.679 million to accommodate the expenditure on these two Pilot
T.V. Centres. The net addition to A.D.P. was, therefore, Rs. 6.714 million.

(ii) In the case of Broadcasting, the Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation implemented a Government
directive to extend the broadcasting facilities in BaIti language for the benefit of listeners in Gilgitf
Baltistan in the northern areas at a cost of Rs, 2.287 million.

(iii) The estimated expenditure on Plan Publicity was Rs. 0.420 million against a programme of Rs. O.600
million. The saving of Rs. 0.180 million was due to the fact that no expenditure was incurred against
the programme component of Rs. 0.200 million meant for the Provinces.

The agency-wise physical implementation of A.D.P. 1974-75 is outlined below:

Pakistan Broadcasting Cerperatlon
19.7. 1000KW MWTransmitter, Islamabad.-The construction of administrative and technical blocks has

been completed. Various other constructions have either been completed or they are in different stages of
completion. The erection of the Mast has been completed. The Super High Power Transmitter is in an
advanced stage of installation and it would be ready for regular operation by September, 1975. The site for the
residential colony has also been acquired.

19.8. 2-250 KW SWTransmitters and 2-100 KW SWl'ransmitters, Islamabad.-Transmitters have been
installed and are in regular operation. Certain left-over jobs like air-conditioning, installation of aerials etc.
have been completed.· .

19.9. 300 KW MW Transmitter,Peshawar.-Three-fourth of equipment of the High Power Transmitter has
been imported. More shipments are scheduled and the entire supply of equipment is expected to be completed
during the year. The construction work on the boundary wall and the Rest House is making
good progress and the construction of the main building has also started.

19.10. 100KW MWTransmitter, Karachi.-The construction of building for the High Power Transmitter
has started. Power supply arrangements at the site are being made. the main transmitter has been imported
and the auxiliary equipment ordered with the transmitter is under shipment.

Economic Publicity (Plan Publicity) ..

Television?

Broadcasting

Sub-Sector

Financial Allocation and utilization 1974-75
y

I'
(Million Rs.)

A.D.P. Estimated
1974-75 Expenditure

64.754 67.041

30.000 36.714

0.600 0.420

95.354 104.175Total

TABLE II

REVIEW OF 1974-75

19.5. A total of Rs, 95.354 million was allocated in the A.D.P. 1974-75 to the various agencies of Mass
Media. The estimated expenditure by end of June, 1975 amounted to Rs, 104.175 million. The agency-wise
allocation and utilization appear in Table II :
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*Includes Depreciation on equipment.

Pakistan Television Corporation
19.19. IslamabadT.V.-The land for Islamabad T.V. complex was acquired and possession taken. The

designing of the complex was under finalization and tenders were to be issued in June, 1975. ...

19.20. Karachi/LahoreT.V.-The work for the provision for additional accommodation and technical
facilities for Karachi and Lahore Television Centres progressed satisfactorily and was expected to be completed
by September. 1975.

1972-73

1973-74

1974-75

Recurring Total Pro- Unit Cost
Expenditure>l< gramme per Minute
(Rs. Million) Hours pro- (Rs.)

duced
(Thousand)

41.50 99.8 6.93

68.80 116.6 9.83

85.70 127.3 11.22

Year

Programme co.s~and Zl!.~itcost

Trmusmis§i;mn Olli§~'§
19.17. The duration of programme hours transmitted in 1974-75increased by 10,700hours when compared

to 1973-74. The Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation was transmitting 1,27,300 hours of programmes an
nually from its seyen broadcasting stations with a power of 546 KW on medium-wave and 960 ~W on .short
wave. Included In these are 9 transmitters WhIChbroadcast programmes in Ie languages for foreign audiences,

19.18. The unit cost of radio programmes was Rs. 11.22 per minute in 1974-75compared to Rs. 9.83 per
minute in 1973-74and Rs, 6.93 in 1972-73. The increase was due to higher costs of programme management
and programme transmission but the rise in unit cost was less than the level warranted by the world wide
inflation. Table III shows the trend :

)

19.16. ByJune, 1975 the broadcasting coverage in terms of geographical area was 47% and in terms of
population 81%.

19.11. BroadcastingHouse, Islamabad.-The construction work at Broadcasting House (Islamabad) under
supervision of the C.D.A. made slow progress. The air-conditioning plant ordered through the
C.D.A. is under clearance. The studio equipment which was ordered under the 9th Yen Credit has started
reaching the site. Certain works' relating to installation of equipment have been awarded and are in
progress-

19.12. 10 KW MW Transmitter,Bahawalpur(with twostudios).-A 10 KW MW -Transmitter procured
under the 9th Yen Credit has been installed in a rented building at Bahawalpur with two studios and a Receiv
ing Centre. The transmitter will be in regular operation from August 18, 1975.

19.13. VillageBroadcasters.-Against the approved scheme for installation of 10 Village Broadcasters,
provision for 3 was made in the A.D.P. First instalment of shipment was due by June 30, 1975. As proto
type station will be assembled later in the year. Three sites for installation of the Village Broadcasters have
been selected one each In Sind, Punjab and N.W.F.P.

19.14. Balti language programme.-The project has been completed on a priority basis with
the provision of additional amount of Rs. 2.287 million for extension of studio facilities for
Balti Service.

19.15. 150 J(W MW Transmitter,Quetta.-The project has been completed and the High Power Transmitter
is in regular operation. The construction of Rest House has also been completed, including some security
works at the site.

,t



19.27. In the case of Television. it is proposed to extend the population coverage to 87% by end of 1979-80
from the current level of 60% only. However, on the basis of projection of T.V. sets in 1979.80, the popula~
tion actually benefiting from T.V. programmes would be 6 million or 8.7% of the population covered by T.V.
signals as compared to about 2.7 million or 6.4% of the population covered in 1974-75. In terms of area,
T.V. programmes are expected to be beamed to 65% of the area by 1979-80, compared to 35% in 1974-75
Three television stations, 8 rebroadcast centres and 12Super High Frequency links are proposed to be completed
during the next 5 years. The targets may be seen at Annexure-I,
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ANNUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 1975-76
'19.26. The A.D.P. 1975-76 has been prepared within the broader framework of the financial and 'physical

targets of the Development Perspective 197~O. The Planning Commission envisages that by the end 'of
1979-80, 98% of the population and 87% of the geographical area of the country will be covered by a more
reliable medium-wave radio service compared to 81% and 47%, respectively, in 1974-75. Twenty broadcasting
stations (including 10 village broadcasters) and 25 new medium-wave transmitters are expected to be added to
the radio network. It has been estimated that about 65% of the population covered by the radio signal would
. be receiving radio programmes in 1980 as compared to 30% in 1974·75 on the basis of the number of radio
sets available.

. ·!ncluding depreciation on equipment. ··ProvisionaL

..~ 93.20

116.00

.1.34.00

5.56

7.17
9.5476.70·*

1972-73
1973-74
1974-75

31,10

49.90...~..o •..

Recurring Total yearly Unit Cost
Expenditure'" programme per minute
(RS. Million) hours trans- 0

mitted
(Thousand)

YearJ

Programme cost and unit cost

Programme Cost
. 19.25. The Pakistan Television Corporation operated 3 main T.V. stations at Rawalpindi-Islamabad,
Lahore and Karachi and two Pilot T.V. Centres at Quetta and Peshawar. Other boosters/rebroadcast centres
were at Murree, Cherat, Sakesar, Thana Bulla Khan and Multan. In 1974-75, 9,540 hours of programmes
were produced by its 5 T.V. stations/centres at a cost of Rs. 76.70 million. The programme duration increas
ed by 2,373 hours per annum when compared to 1973-74. The unit cost, however, went up from Rs. 116.00
per minute in 1973-74 to Rs, 134.00 per minute in 1974-75. The following table shows the trend :

TABLE IV

, 19.24. With the completion of these projects, T.V. coverage increased to 60% in terms of population and
35% in terms of area by the end of June, 1975. The comparative figures for 1973-74were 30% and 47% for
area and population coverage, respectively.

19.22. Peshawaralto.Quetta.- Temporary Centres at Peshawar and Quetta were commissioned as mentioned
earlier, but a provision of Rs. 35.283 million as per revised A.D.P. was made for these two regular centres
during 1974-75. Orders for almost the entire colour equipment for the two main Television Centres at Quetta
and Peshawar were placed and it was expected to be received by June, 1975. The designing of civil works for
Peshawar T.V. Centre was completed and tenders were expected to be called in July, 1975.

19.23. The transmitters for Sahiwal, Dadu and Shikarpur were imported and tenders for civil works for
transmitter stations would be called early in 1975-76.

19.21. Multan Rebroadcast Centre.-Multan Rebroadcast Centre at Shujabad was completed and started
test transmission from 23rd March, 1975.
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8.65431.534

0.425

1.373

19.858

11.035

15.785

3.500

11.210

8.100

19.637

3. 1000KW MW Transmitter.lsJamabad ••

(A) On-Going Schemes
1. 2-250KW SWTransmitters,lslamabad ••

2. 2-100KW SW Transmitters, Islamabad

J"

6s4:3

0 29.248

0 7.160

R 20.078

0 15.000

II 57.295

1 2

Provision
for

1975-76

&timated Cost Total estl-
-------- mated ex-

Total FAC. penditure
upto

1974-7S

S. Nameof scheme
No.

(Million Rs.)

TABLI!VI

Development Programme 01 Broadcasting 1975-76

Broadcasting
19.30. The Broadcasting Corporation plans to expand the radio signals to reach an additional 9% of popu

lation (6.21 million) and 23% of the area during 1975-76. To attain these objectives, the A.D.P. has provided
Rs. 50 million. The following table shows the break-up of the development expenditure proposed during
1975-76.

FEDERAL PROGRAMME
19.29. The sectoral programmes and physical targets of mass media agencies are discussed in the following

paragraphs :-

·Public Sector contribution against a total approved programme of Rs. 95.000 million. The balance of Rs. 60.000 million
ismeant for debenture financing•

• eIncludes Rs. 0.2 million as development expenditure for Provincial Governments.

2.000

1.000

88.600su~total

Provincial Programmes g

PwUab .•

N.W.F.P.

FedHaI Programmes :
Broadcasting

Television

Economic Publicity

(Million Rs.)

A.D.P. Expected uti- A.D.P.
1974-75 lization in 1975-76

1974-7S

64.754 67.041 50.000

30.000 36.714 35.000·

0.600*'- 0.420 0.600

Sub-Total 95.354 104.175 85.500

Sub-Sector

TABLE V

A.D.P. Allo~(ltions1975-7601

19.28. While allocating funds in the A.D.P., emphasis has been laid on the quick completion of on-going
projects. Funds for new projects for mass media agencies have been provided where the benefits would accrue
to the less developed regions of the country. The A.D.P. allocations for 1975-76 to these agencies are some
what less than their revised estimates for 1974-75. Therefore, the development programme of both Radio
and T.V. may have to be accelerated in the next few years if tbe'population and area coverage targets envisaged
for a five-year period are to be achieved. Table V indicates the allocations and expected utilization in respect
of both Federal and Provincial Programmes.
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J-
250 KW SJmcJ(m':l1!V~m!Jmd2dijO lKW Shortwave Tll'ammittem, IsRamabadl

19.33. The transmitters are operational. The only left over items pertain to the installation of the air
conditioning plant and provision of aerials for Europe, China and Iran. It is expected that this remaining
work will be completed during the year. .

10QDOKW MW 'lI'll'!ilII.Smitt1!:er, llsiamabad
19.34. The transmitter is likely to become.operational before the end of the calendar year, 1975. However,

the work of providing the residential colony for the transmitter is likely to be carried over to 1976-77. In
this connection, a site has already been selected and is in the process of being acquired.

BYoadcasmngHoose, hlamab$llli
19. 35. Progress 011 this project has been very slow in the past due to factors beyond the control of the Cor

_poration. A major portion of th building is, however, expected to be completed during 1975-76. The instal
lation work is expected to start i the studios:' 0 It is expected that some part of the Broadcasting House will
become operational by 30th June 1976. ", 0, ,. ._

IJlboratory mildWorkshop, Islam bad
19.36. .This involves provision of test instruments .and other equipment. No foreign ex~hange has been

made avaIlable for this purpose. However, efforts WIllbe made to procure this equipment 1U loca 1currency
. during the year.

19.32. Work would start at the 100 KW MW Transmitter at Muzaflarabad to extend first class radio
coverage to Azad Kashmir. Small radio transmitters are also expected to be installed on a limited scale in
some selected rural areas in the country. The following are the physical targets for 1975-76.

1 2 3 4 5 6

4. Broadcasting House, Islamabad 0 31.618 8.274 33.889 10.000

R 75.675 14.076

5. Broadcasting House, Peshawar 0 4.906 2.992 3.689 5.000

R 20.023 4.200
,

5.8~ t
6. 300 KW MW Transmitter, Peshawar " 0 19.504 10.885 23.857 ..

R 38.752 11.045

7. 150KW MW Transmitter, Quetta 16.753 6.000 10.332 1.270

8. 100 KW MW Transmitter,Karachi 14.642 4.731 8.289 2.500 ,
9. Village Broadcasters to 10.833 2.950 5.000

R 19.230 7.339

10. SecurityWorks 4.237 - 3.826

11. 110KW MW Transmitter, Babawalpur 4.661 2.319 2.249 2.200

12. Laboratory and Workshop, Islamabad 0.687 0231 0.356 0.131

13. Transcription Service.Lahore 0.965 0.355 1.054 0.703

Total (On-going) 46.304
(B) New Schemes : .~
i, 100KW MW Transmitter,Muzaffarabad .. 18.108 7.100 2.696 "2. Low Cost Houses for Employees of Pakistan Broadcasting Corpora-

tion 15.000 1.000

Total B (New Schemes) 3.696

GRANDTOTAL(A &B) 50.000

19.31. Apart from the important projects of radio already completed, two more important projects due for
completion during 1975-76are (a) lOOO-KW.MW. transmitter, Islamabad; and (b) 300-KW. MW. transmitter,
Peshawar.
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Second Channel

;~ \119.47. Initially most stations had only 5-10 KW MW transmitters. However, with the installation of
higher power transmitters at those, stations, the smaller transmitters would be used as second channel to carry
alternative programmes of local interest and some educational programmes. Dunng 1975-76, the second
channel transmitters available for this purpose are shown on the next pa:;e.

19.46. Low CostHousingScheme.-The budget provision is extremely meagre. Only the acquisition of
some sites will be possible during the year. However, preparation of plans and detailed tender documents
will also be completed during the year.

19.45, 100KW Medium-wave Transmitter, MuzaiJarabad.-No foreign exchange has been allowed for
ordering the equipment of this project. The amount available in the A.D.P., will be utilised for site and building,
The project will be carried over to 1976-77.

19.44. 10 KW Medium-wave Transmitter, Bahawalpur.-The transmitter has become operational during
August 1975. Part of the equipment inthis installation has been used from other projects. No foreign exchange
has been allowed for replenishment of this equipment. This replenishment will have to be carried out in
1976-77.

. ,~ __\., '·''''o;t::·~~-.:.z:::::::''''.....:::::.:w
", . ""...'.....:.;J

19.43. Security Works.-The proposed works will be carried out during the year.

19.42. VillageBroadcasters.-A pilot project of village broadcasters, with a low-powered medium-wave
transmitter covering an area of 10 miles radius will be implemented. Ten transmitters have been donated by
Australia and a senior P.B.C. engineer went to Sidney to test the transmitters. Three of these transmitters
would be installed in the first phase in I.R.D.P. Centres. This will add a new dimension to rural broadcas
ting. Village Broadcasters would also include educational programme of a primary level.

19.41. 100KWMedium-WaveTransmitter, Karachi.-The civil works areexpected to be completed during
1975-76. All the equipment of the project except the power supply generator, will be received. It is expec
ted that a portion of the installation work of this transmitter will also be completed by 30th June, 1976. The
remaining part of the installation will be done in 1976-77.

19,40. 150KW MW Transmitter, Quetta.- The project will.be completed in 1975-76.
•

19.39, TranscriptionService, Lahore.-The project will be completed in 1975-76.

i 19.38. 300KW MW Transmitter, Peshawar.-This project is expected to be completed in 1975-76. The
only item likely to be carried over to 1976-77will be the construction of the residential colony.

19.37. BroadcastingHouse, Peshawar.-The work on the construction of the building will be taken in hand
during 1975-76. The civilworks are expected to be completed by 30th June, 1976. Itmay be possible to start
the installation of the electronic equipment by January 1976, in case the studio portion is ready by that time.
However, the entire electronic equipment is not available. No foreign exchange was allowed for the purchase
of the remaining electronic equipment and replenishment of some of the equipment of this project already
used in the Bahawalpur project, A considerable portion of the installation works of this project is, therefore,
likely to be carried over into 1976-77.
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TotalA

5.3004.470

23.535 15.000

39.669 9.079'
44.817 1.604
3.511 1.146

13.774 2.551

69.601 26.470

82.375 58.876

77.989 48.888

76.930 38.817

3.721 2.192

4.657 2.178

7.734 3.795

16.344 3.786

7.563 3.645

12.388 2.600

o

6. Sahiwal Centre

R

.. 0

R

.. 0

R

5. Multan/Shujabad Centre

2. Karachi T.V. Centre

3. Lahore T.V. Centre

4. Thana Bulla Khan Rebroadcast Centre

.. 0

R

On-goingSchemes

A. Viable Projects :

1. Islamabad T. V. Centre

543 621

Estimated Cost Totalesti- Provision
-'--------mated expen- for

Total F.RC. ditureupto 1975-76
1974-75

Name of the SchemeS. No;

Development Programme of Television, 1975-76

TABLE VIII

19.49. A sum of Rs, 35.00 million has been provided in the A.D.P. for development of television facilitie
in the country. Another Rs, 60.00 m.illion would be raised by the Pakistan Television Corporation through
debenture financing under Government guarantee to implement a total programme of Rs. 95.000 million during
the year, as compared to Rs. 92.000 million in 1974-75. Details are given in Table VITI.

Television
19.48. During 1975-76, the Pakistan Television Corporation expects to increase the coverage of its

programmes for an additional 8.46 million people and extend the area coverage by about 10 per cent. This
will be achieved by commissioning the rebroadcast centres at Dadu, Shikarpur and Sahiwal, and the T.V.
Link Stations, known as Murree-Balakot (Thandiani) and Quetta-Mastung (Lak Pass).

•Bahawalpur Station can be used as a second channel to Multan.

Multan ..

Lahore ..

s ,Rawalpindi

Quetta ..

Hyderabad

Karachi

Power of Covered
Transmitter area in Radius
(KWMW) (miles)

y
10 50

10 50 ....

10 SO

10 50

SO 50

10· 50

StationsfPlace

TABLB II

Second Channel Facilities
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19.55. Sahiwal RebroadcastCentre.~Construction of rebroadcast centre at Sahiwal costing Rs. 12.388
million (for which some equipment was imported during 1974-75) will commence. The transmitter will be
installed and civil works and air-conditioning work will be completed to the extent of 75% and 100%, respec
tively. The Centre will cover 3.676 million of population mostly in Pak-Pattan, Okara, Arifwala, Chichawatni,
Toba Tek Singh, Kamalia, Mian Channu, Burewala and Renala Khurd.

19.56. ColourT.V. Equipmentfor two Stations.-Out of the total electronic colour equipment of Rs. 38.75
million for two stations, equipment worth Rs. 23.36 million have been imported. Orders for the remaining
equipment will be placed during 1975-76.

19.57. QuettaandPeshawar T.V. Centres.-Civil works at Quetta will be completed up to 30%. T.V.
building at Peshawar will be completed up to 66%.

19.58. DaduRebroadcastCentre.-The revised cost of the Centre is Rs. 12.368 million, against which
Rs. 4.45 million have been spent on the import of a transmitter. With an allocation of Rs. 5.00 million
during 1975-76, the transmitter will be installed, the T.V. tower will be manufactured, and civil works will be
completed upto 75%. On commissioning, the Centre will serve 1.496 million persons in Dadu, Sehwan Sharif,
Omerkot, Kot-lalu, Daulatpur, Shahpur, Nawabshah and Jan Sahib in Sind.
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19.54. Multan/ShujabadRebroadcastCentre.-Living accommodation for technical staff will b,=,constructed
during 1975-76 at a cost of Rs. 1.49 million. Antena equipment for microwave will also be procure,',

19.53. ThanaBullaKhanRebroadcastCentre.-The residential accommodation for the technical st ff at the
operational Rebroadcast Centre, Thana Bulla Khan (Sind) will be constructed at a cost of Rs.l.146 mi1Iion.

19.52. KarachiT.V. Centre.-Construction of additional accommodation for rehearsal facilites, started
in the previous year, will be completed. Orders for additional equipment costing Rs. 3.646 million will be
placed while some :film equipment for the station will be procured.

19.51. IslamabadT.V. Complex.-The revised cost of the Islamabad T.V. Complex is Rs. 82.375 m llion
against Rs. 69.601 million earlier estimated. The total expenditure up to 1974-75 was Rs. 23.535 million.
During 1975-76, Rs, 15.00 million have been provided in the A.D.P. Construction of the T.V. Complex bu lding
will be taken in hand and will be completed to the extent of 20 %.

19.50. The Physical targets and allocation for 1975-76 are briefly described below:

O-OriginalCost R-Revised Cost.
«Rs. 60.00 million from debentures and Rs. 3S.000million from ADP Resources.

Ne~ Schemes (Non-ViableProjects)

11. Murree-Balakot-Sherwan (Thandiam') ••

12. Quetta-Mastung-Kalat (Lak Pass)

0010. Shikarpur Rebroadcast Centre

••$.

B. Norr-V'mhle Projects:
7. Quetta main T.V. Centre

3 4 5

.. 0 49.913 23.320 33.293 17.138

R 51.620 24.488

'i; 45.171l 20.755 29.768 13.490.. 0 7.554 3.645 4.450 5.000

R 12.368 2.600

0 7.734 3.795 4.450 5.000

R 12.368 2.600

Tot!!.l.B 40.628

Total (On-going Schemes) 75.308

12.625 5.700 10.400

10.615 4.750 9.292

'fotal New Schemes 19.692

GRAND TOTAL .. 95.000·

..'8. Peshawar main T.V. Centre • .'

9. Dadu Rebroadcast Centre ••I

2.1
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J.

Economic Publicity
19.64. A sum of Rs. 0.6 million has been provided in the A.D.P. for economic publicity.

Provincial Pregrammes

19.65. The A.D.Ps. of the Government of the Punjab and N.W.F.P. have a provision of Rs. 2.00 million
and Rs, 1.00 million, respectively for development work of information institutions. The Government of
the Punjab would start a film screening scheme in the Multan and Lahore regions. Documentary and in
formative ~l.mswill be shown both in urban. and ~ral ar~8;swith a view to ~rojecting various economic develop
ment activities, For N.W.P.P., the allocation WIllbe utilised for construction of office blocks for the provincial
information set-up.

19.63. In addition, a teaching programme sponsored by the People's Open University. will be implemented
from July 1, 1975 from all stations of the Corporation. The Corporation would cooperate with this Univesity
and I.R.D.P. in the furtherence of their goals.

Special PrQgrammes
19.62. whil~ the Television Corporation has been able to establish a firm basis for its general purpose prog

rammes which could reach 42 million people, there is much to be done in the fields of adult literacy and social
education considering the fact that about 79% of the population does not have the ability to read and write.
Experience in other countries has shown that the institutions of formal education can be greatly strengthened
with the systematic and wide scale use of television. The Corporation has, therefore, launched a pilot project
in cooperation with IRDP in the selected districts of the Punjab, which is aimed at imparting adult literacy,
combined with social and vocational education, to 12,000 women and 12,000 men in about 6 months time
Tele-Iessons, each of 35 minutes duration are transmitted daily from the Lahore Station and are received
at 210 Community Viewing Centres located in Lahore, Sheikhupura, Sialkot, Gujranwala etc. These Com
munity Viewing Centres are equipped with television sets and other teaching aides for use of 120 men and
women in batches. The tele-Iessons provide adult education to improve the agriculture and industrial skills of
the trainees and also to promote improved response to the programmes in the fields of community develop
ment, health and population planning. The budgeted cost of the project (to be completed in 1975-76) is
Rs. 3.00 million. The UNICEF has provided Rs. 2. 2'million as grant for this project.

19.59. Shikarpur Rebroadcast Centre.-This Centre is expected to cost Rs, 12.368 million out of which the
ezpenditure already incurred is Rs. 4.45 million. During 1975-76, the transmitter will be installed, T.V.
.tower manufactured and erected and civil works will be completed to the extent of·75%. The Centre will
cover 2.763 million of population in Larkana, Shikarpur, Sukkur, Rohri, Jacobabad, Garhi Yaseen, Khairpur
and Zaar Khan.

"19.60. MUi'ree-Balakot-ThandianiT.V. Link-Rs.I0.44 million have been provided for the Thandiani T.V.
Link. The civil works costing Rs, 0.83 million will be completed during the year. Electronic and film equip
ment (cost Rs. 9.2 million) will also be procured. ,. The T.V. Link will cover 0.400' million of .population in
Mansehra, Balakot, Garhi Habibullah (Srinagar). .. '

19.61. Quetta-Mastung-Lak Pass T.V. Link.-The total cost of the project is Rs. 10.615 million and
Rs, 9.29 million has been provided in the A.D.P. Civil works costing Rs. 0.730 million will befully completed
during the year, while orders for electronic and electric equipment least Rs. 8.34 million) will be placed.' With
the completion of the project, 0.125 million people in Mastung, Kalat, Manguchar and Shiekh will be served
by T.V.
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Besides. technical facilities are proposed to be augmented for colour transmission from Karachi, and Lahore T.V. Stations.

30% - 65% (Cumulative).

27% - 87% (Cumulative).

3

8

5

12

~-----------------------~

35%

60%

1

5

4

1. No. of T.V. Stations including Pilot Centres at' Peshawar and Quetta

2. No. of rebroadcast Centres

3. No of Translator Centres (Kohat, Chunian, Narowal, Sibi, Bahawalpur).

4. No. of Super High Frequency Links

5. T & T Microwave Link

6. Area Coverage .•

7. Population Coverage

Addition; during
1975-30

Annexure I-B

-----------------------------------
As on

30-6·1975
Item

----~------------------
PHYSICAL TARGETS IN RESPECr OF TELEVISION

The Development Perspective also envisages construction of auditorium at Islamabad. balancing and modernization of
equipment and expansion of training facilities. .

.40%,_,,87%,}" Cumulative.
17%-98%

20 (Includes ,toVillage Broad
-, -casting Stations) •

25

2013 K.W.

Addition during
1975-80

Item As on'
30-6-1975

l'
1. No. of Broadcasting Stations 8..

~
No. of mediumwave Ttansmitters 122.

3. Tota1 Power of Mediumwave Transmitters 556 K.VV.

4. No. of Shortwave Transmitters 15

5. Total Power of Shortwave Transmitters 1061 K.W.

6. Area Coverage .. 47%
1. Population Coverage 81%

.__-----

AmIemre I-A

PHYSICAL TARGET3 PROPOSE IN RESPECT OF BROADCASTING-1975-S0
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Unit Television Broadcasting

1. DevelopmentExpenditure incurred •• ., RB.Million 212.400 238.358
2. Total area coverage .. Sq. Miles 93,000 (30%) 1,44,466 (47%)
3. Total Population coverage ., Million 42.000 (60%) 55.890 (SI%>
4. RegisteredT.V.fRadio Sets in use .. .. Nos. 2,67,503 , 1,900,000
5, Capital cost of per sq.mile of coverage .. JRs. 2,284.87 1,650.00
6. Developmentcost per 1V/Radio set inuse (1+4) .. RI. 794.00 125.45
7. Recurring cost per TV/Radio set, 1974-75 .. Rs. 299.00 45.110

DATA ON COST AND COVERAGE OF BROAJ)CAS'11NG AND TELEVISION AS ON JUlSE 30, D'75

Annexuren



TABLE I
(MjlIion Rs.~

Original Revised Estimated
Percentage Utilisationj

ADP aDo- ADP allo- @XpeDcltIure
Achievements against

cation cation 1974-75 Original Revised
1974-75 1974-75 allocation allocation

256.50 256.500 290.600 113.3 113.3
94.34 148.081 126.750 166.8 85.'
62.95 44.977 41.830 64.4 93.0
39.90 32.865 28.530 71.5 86.8
274.65 274.65 303.114 110.3 110.3

Total 728.340 757.079 190.824 108.0 104.0
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t Executius Agency

1. Punjab ••

'. 2. Sind

3. N.W.F.P.

4. Baluchistan
S. Federal Government

Firumcial Implementation
20.5. During 1974-75, the policies and programmes were primarily designed to meet the housing

needs of the common man in a safe and healthy environment.

20.6. In the ADP 1914-75, the sector was allocated Rs.728.340 million which indicated an increase of
45percent over the 1973..74 level. JLowincome housing, watet supply, sewerage and drainage claimed 11
percent of the total allocation. the remaining 29 percent included, provisions for government offices and bUn
(lings, tourism, Islamabad, urban and regional planning, and also the provisions for low income housing, water
supply, sanitation and government buildings for Azad Kashmir. Northern Areas and FATA.

20.7. Against the original ADP allQ~~ions. o~R~.728.340 million, the final allocation, as revised by
the provinces was larger at Rs. 757.079 million which mcllided extra budgetary allocation of Rs, 65 million
for Sind for Karachi Bulk Water Supply Scheme. The total expenditure incurred during 1974-75 is estimated
as Rs. 190.824 million showing an achievement of 108.0 percent and 104.0 percent against the original and
revised allocations respectively. The executing agency wise details of allocation and expenditure are given
in Table I below ~t •

REVIEW OF ADP 1974-75

A healthy living environment, besides being a human necessity, has'numerous social and economic benefitlo
It improves health, labour productivity and childem's capacity for leaming. Imporved environment
contributes to economic growth and is an important objective of the development programmes.

Problems
20.2. In the Physical Planning and Housing Sector, there ate serious en*,onmental problems which

have arisen partly due to inadequate resources and partly due to unbalanced development. These include
unhygienic water. absence of sanitation, inadequate housing and congestion in major cities.

20.3. It has been estimated that in Urban Areas 1~0,000 .housing units are needed annually for inere
mental population alone, whereas the current output has been only about 35.000 per annum. Inrural areas,
about a quarter of the population is living in dilapidated and improvised structures. The position of water is
even more alarming as not more than 39 percent of urban and 5 percent of the rural population has access to
piped. water supply. Sewerage and drainage facilities are available to about 15 percent of the urban
Population while in rural areas these facilities are virtually non-existant.

20.4. An imbalance in the provision of facilities between the urban and rural areas is resulting in a
high rate of urbanization. This trend is creating tremendous pressures on the already over-crowded cities.
It~is feared that if appropriate measures leading to effective policies of population distribution are not
taken, human misery and environmental degradation will increase in the cities.

,

CHAPTER 20

PHYSICAL pLANNING AND HOUSING

ANNUAL PLAN 1975-76
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(a) Low Income Housing
20.8. In view of the resource constraints, the approach adopted was that the government should take

upon itself the responsibility of meeting the cost of providing site and services whereas the construction of
b,(lUsingshould be tQ~responsibility of the private sector.. The major physi~ tar~e~ d.uring 1974-75were the
development of 22,300 plots, and construction of 3500 houses/flats. The provincial governments, how
ever gave higher priority to the development of plots as against the-target. of 22,300 plots, as many as 34,275
plots were developed for low income groups in 1974-75 Majority of the plots were developed in the Punjab
and Sind. In NWFP and Baluchistan, work on the low income housing schemes has begun but developed
plots were not yet available. The construction of nucleus houses was given lower priority and it is estimated .-- ill
that not more than 1,000 houses were constructed. 4

20:9. In order to help private sector to construct houses, credit facilities were expanded, Durin,
1974-75 HBFC had disbursed loans amounting to Rs, 200 million out of which Rs, 100mUlionwas allocated iil
Federal ADP 1974-75. In addition about ISOmillion were advanced by commercial banks as house building
loans and Rs, 22 million were disbursed as house building loans to government servants. Credit facilities
were also provided by semi-government and private companies to their employees for housing .construc
tion, It is estimated that about 35 thousand additional houses were constructed by the private sector during
1974-75. -

Water Supply, Sewerage and Drainage
20.10. In the field of Water Supply, Sewerage and Drainage,.the targets envisaged were the provi

sion of community services to 5.80 I~ _additional population in urban areas and 7.40 Iakh in rural areas.
To meet this target, the provincial government had prepared a number of schemes, It is estimated that the
achievement exceeded the targets.

20.11. In the urban areas, 11 schemes were completed; 8 in Punjab and 3 in Sind. and substantial
progress was made on 35 schemes invarious towns of the four provinces. In the Rural Sector, it is estimated
that 133 schemes of rural water supply were completed to serve a total population of 7. 5S lakh, The majo
rity of the schemes were in Punjab followed by the Provinces of NWFP and Sind. In Baluchistan, 7 out of
the 11 schemes were completed in 1974-75. Besides .the regular programme, work was initiated for installing
handpumps in the flood affected areas of the Punjab and Sind with the technical and financial assistance
of the USAID and UNDP.

:Regional and Urban PlanDing
20.12. .As regards regional and urban planning, work on the Outline Development Plan for Kball.ewal and

:Regional Development Plan for Lahore Metropolitan Region was completed. The Karachi Master Plan
Department finalised the proposals regarding institutional arrangement for the Master Plan for Karachi
Metropolitan Region. The Sind Government prepared tentative development plans for Thar, Nara and
Kohistan. Aerial Photography and mapping work also continued and an area of 277 sq. miles was covered
for 8 towns of Sind. The Regional Planning Organisation was set up with tJNDp assistance with an ultimate
objective of preparation of a comprehensive Regional Development plan for the Sind province.

20.13. In Punjab. five sites were selected for. development as Agrdvilles and it is estiniated that the
preparation of feasibility studies and detailed designing would be completed. In Sind work progressed in
case of Badin Agroville, Under the Federal Government the Town Planning and Agrovilles Division com
pleted preparation of 7 feasibility studies of proposed ag:rovilles sites in all the four provinces and Azad Kash
mit. Urban Development Board in NWFP and Lahore Development Authority in Punjab were also set up.

Oilier Pr~grllimmes
20. ~4. III Islamabad, wbrk on various schemes made encouraging progress except in case of two major

project~, n!1m~ly.PresNe~cy, ~<;l the Shi!ly Dam, w}#c4 ~h<?w¢.sl(;)\vprogress Ip.!\iQlydue to disputes with the
contractors becaiise of escalation ofoosts; changes Indetailed designs of Presidency and shifting of machinery
by W~DAfr<?m the Simly Project to the flood aff~ted areas in the Punjab an~ Sind. Work on development
of plots In 2 residential sectors continued and 25% progress was achieved on laying of water supply, sewerage
and drainage mains as well as construction of roads. Similarly out of the 3000' A 'to' D 'type houses,
construction of 144 • A ' category houses was completed.'

20 ..15: No targets w~r~fixed for,~o~strnction of houses for the public servants and goyernJ?lent offices
and, bU1~ding~.~D:da.p.()C8;U,?!,-s.~~~e p!:'?!!4edtoriieet the most essen_tia!-requirements. It IS estimated that
al:iotit .2000 houses were coiistriicted dunng 1974-75 and 40 office buildings were completed in an the four
provinces for various provincial goveriunent departments.
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Physical Targets
. 20.19. Themain'physical~.targetslii1the field of housing; watersupply and sanitation are givenm
Appendix n. The details of physical targets for 1975-76,under vanous sub-sectors are described inthe following
paragraphs.

Low mcome Housing
20.20. In the Annual Plan 1975-76,an addj.ti<malnumber o! ?~.700 plots ~ill be developed in the public

sector. The construction of houses, ho~eyer, ~ be the responsibility of the prwate sector for which finances
would be arranged from t}le House Building Finance Corporation and commercial banks, In addition the
provincial. governments will un4et13ke l'rogra]pID.esgf slum}:I;tlPIo'YJ!DlQlJtIUl,g regQ.l_ansationof as many un
authorised settlements as possible.

20.21. In the Punjab, 40 area. development schemes.for low income housing have been included in the
ADP 1975-76which will enable the development ,!Jf.46,OOOplots to. variousurban areas of the province. In.
addition lQOOquarters will be constructed. In SInd, the work on yanous housing schemes will be in initial
stages therefore only 700 plots are expected to be developed ~ various to:vru; during 1975-76. In Karachi
where a large number of plots have already. been ~eve1oped m the public sector by Karachi Development
Authority. and in the private sector by housing socleti~s, th~ emphasis during 1975-76will be on the actual
,construction of houses inthe private sector .. In Baluchistan It 18 es~ted that about 3QOOplots will be deve
loped inQuctta under two schemes of low income hOUSlIlS whereas 1DPeshawar about 1000 plots would be
,40vel0ped.

Total

..

398.644-

186.200

128.155

32.880

378.443

1,124.322

..

10 Punjab.o

2. Sind

3. N.W.F.P.
4. Baluchistan

5. Federal Government

AllocationsExecuting Agency

I

(Million Rs.)

TABLE II

Sectoral Allocations 1975-76

20. 17. The problems of the Physical Planning and Housing Sector are huge and complex and cannot be
solved in a short span of time. The Annual Plan 1975.76, has been prepared keeping in view the medium
term projections for 1975-:80.. Emphasis i~ placed on the provision of pl?ts for the low income population
aad water supply and sanitation facilities In the urban and rural areas, In a phased manner so as to
marrow down the gap between demand and supply. For 1975-80, the minimum annual physical targets
would be the development of about 63,000 plots for low income population . and provision of water
supply and sewer~ge facilities to 25.48 Iakh urban and 35.00 Iakh rural pepulation. However due to
the present financial emergency, lower targets have been set for 1975-76. It IS envisaged that water supply
and sanitation facilities will be provided to 10. 52 lakh and 15.00 lakh urban and rural population
respectively.

Financial Allocation
20.18. A total allocation of Rs. 1~~4.322lD;i1!ionhas been made to the Phys~c~l Planning ana Housing

'Sector inthe Annual Plan 1975-76 agatnst an original allocation ofRs. 728.34 million and revised allocation
of Rs. 757.079 million made in 1974-75. This represents an increase of 54.9 percent and 48,4 percent over
the original and .re~sed allocations of 1974-75, respectively, Breakdown of the sectoral allocation &by ex
ecuting agencies IS given at Appendix I.

STRATEGY AND OBJECTIVE FOR THE ANNUAL PLAN 1975-76

20.16. In the Northern Areas, Azad Kashmir, and~Federally Administered Tribal Areas, emphasis was
laid on the programmes relating to construction of offices and residential accommodation for government
servants and provision of drinking water supply in selected areas. During 1974-75about 150 residential units
and 30 water supply s\"uemeswere completed in the Special Areas. -
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20.31. In N.W.F.P. a verylarge number of schemes of water supply will be under execution and it i&
estimated that about 4.52 lakh additional population would be served by the end of 1975-76with the comple-
tion of some of the schemes. .

20.32. In Baluchistan, 20 schemes will be completed which would make potable water available to '
about 40,000 population.

20.22. The Annual Plan Target for Private investment for house building is Rs. 1100 millions, one
third of which would be financed through credit facilities. The total requirements fOI institutional credit for
house building during 1975-76works out to Rs. 370 millions. An allocation of Rs, 100million has been made
for House Building Finance Corporation in the ADP 1975-76. In addition Rs, 40 million have been allocated
for advancing house building loan to Government Servants. The balance of the credit requirement of 230
millions will be met by the commercial banks to the extent of Rs. 100 million and Rs, 130'million would be
covered by the State Bank loan to the House Building Finance Corporation; Against Rs. 230 million that
could be available, the House Building Finance Corporation have set a much larger disbursement target of"
Rs. 370 million.

20: 23. Problem of housing is acute for low paid government servants, who have to work at a place away
from their home town. Increased allocation has been provided for the construction of houses for lower salaried
Government Servants of the Federal and Provincial Governments and it is estimated that about 2000 houses
would be constructed during 1975-76 in various places of Pakistan.

Community Services and Utilities
20.24. The water supply, sewerage and drainage programmes for 1975-76 have been designed in a

maimer that the gap between the population growth and population served should start closing gradually to
ultimately cover the entire population in the forseeable future. The targets envisaged during 1975-76 are the
provision of water supply sewerage and drainage facilities to serve an additional 22 .25 lakh population in the
urban areas and 13.30 1akhpopulation in rural areas.

Urban Water Supply, Sewerage and Dram.age
20.250 In the Punjab, during 1975-76, 44 water supply and 18 sewerage and drainage schemes will be

under execution. The major schemes are at Multan, Gujranwala, Rawalpindi, Bahawalpur, Jhelum, Gujrat,
Campbellpur, Shaikhupura, Sialkot, Lyallpur, Sahiwal and Rahimyar Khan. In addition work on some
new schemes will also be started. Emphasis has been laid on the completion of on-going schemes and it is
expected that 15 schemes would be completed. Work on Phase IIof the Greater Lahore Water Supply and
Sewerage Project will be accelerat~d. With the completion of the abo",,:eschemes it is expected that additional
66 m.g.d. of water would be available to serve an additional population of about 6.03 lakh.

20.26 In Sind, work on 17 on-going sehemes'of water supply, sewerage and drainage will be continued.
The major schemes are at Hyderabad, Tbarparkar, Sanghar, Jacobabad, Khairpur, Nawabshah, Larkana,

_ Thatta, Sukkur and Dadu districts. It is estimated that additional population of 1.34 lakh would be served
with water supply and about 1.0 lakh would be provided with sewerage facilities. The 3rd phase of the
Greater Karachi Bulk Water Supply will be continued and it is expected that an overall progress of about
45% will be achieved by the ~~d of 1975-76". Under the Layar;i Water Supply and sewerage sch~~~, Karachi;
it is proposed to serve an additional population of 0.40 lakh WIthwater supply and sewerage facilities.

20.27. In the N.W.F.P. a number of major schemes started during 1974-75 would be completed to
serve a population of about 75,000. Work on the new schemes of Greater Peshawar Water Supply and
Sanitation will be taken in hand.

20.28. In Baluchistan, work on the augmentation of Quetta water supply scheme will continue,
During 1975-76~a storage reservoir of one million gallons capacity willbe completed. But the work on the
:instdlation of 8 tubewells will be carried. over to 1976-77.

Rural Water Supply and SanitatiOD
20.29. In the Punjab, 208 rural water supply schemes {168 on-going and 40 new) and 20 drainage

schemes (10 on-going and 10 new) 'Willbe under execution and it is expected that 100 water supply and 10
) sewerage schemes will be completed. With the completion of these schemes an additional population of
7.26 lakh would be served.

20.30. In Sind, during 1975-76, it is proposed to serve an additional population of 1.90 Iakh under 49
rural water supply schemes (35 on-going and 114new). Drainage facilities would be provided to a population
lOf about 42,000 under 9 on-going schemes,
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IsJamabad
20.35. In view of the Government policy to bring all the essential Federal Government Departments to

Islamabad as early as possible, the pace of providing office space, housing and other public facilities
like water supply, sewerage and drainage needed acceleration. However, because of the resource constraints
the entire need cannot be met and therefore, during 1975-76, it is proposed to continue with the work on the
major on-going schemes to enable their completion as early as possible.

20.36. Steady progress on the major projects such as Presidency, Simly Dam and National Assembly
Building is expected to be made in 1975-76. 500 houses would be constructed for the low category employees
of the Federal Gover~ent in addition. t? the 'A' cat~gory houses alr~ady completed. In addition adequate
funds have been provided for the remaming works relating to construction of roads, water supply distribution,
sewerage drainage etc.

Tourism
20.37. Tourism prospects in Pakistan have improved particularly with the opening up of the Northern

Regions to Tourism. The opportunity to benefit from the increasing demand being there, investments in the
necessasy infra-structure are required. In the Annual Plan 1975-76 adequate allocation have been provided
for infra-structure work such as establishment of Tourism and Hotel Training Institute, tourism facilities in
Kirthar, La! Sunehera and Margalla Hills, parks, accommodation at Gilgit, Hunza and Swat, Rest Houses
at Naltar and Naran, development of Tourist resort at Keenjar Lake, Gaddani Beach and promotional publi
city at home and abroad. The private sector will be responsible for the provision of tourist facilities such
as hotels and transport.

Special Arems
20.38. The special areas which include Azad Kashmir, Northern Areas (Gilgit, Baltistan, Diamer etc.)
and the Federally Administered Tribal Areas have a v~st ~ge of problems, including poor housing conditions.
shortage of drinking water and lack of office and residential accommodation for VarIOUS government depart
ments. In order to mitigate the difficulties of the people living in those areas, increased allocation have been

j' provided in the Annual Plan 1975-76, so that proper programme for provision of water supply, construction
of office and residential accommodation for government servants could be taken up .

/

ReKional and Urban Planning
20.33. In the Annual Plan 1975-76, it is proposed to set up the programme of regional and urban develop

ment to guide the development ia an appropriate manner and to complete the on-going regional studies for
Bahawalpur/Multan and Lasbella/Makran regions, and continue work on the Regional Development Plan
for NWFP and Regional Plan for Sargodha and Murree Regions. A regional Planning Project has also been
initiated at the national level to prepare strategies, policies and programmes. U.N. Assistance has been com
mitted for" Regional Planning for Sind Province". At the micro level, work will be contirlued on the out
line development plan for Bahawalpur, Rahimyar Khan, Bahawalnagar, Sargodha, Mianwali and Khushab.

Government 08ices and Buildings
20.34. As in case of Government Servants Housing, there is an acute shortage of accommodation for the
office of Federal and Provincial Governments. However, the allocation provided in the Annual Plan 1975-76
is meant to meet the most essential needs only. Work on substantial number of on-going and new schemes
relating to the construction of office accommodation for Police, Judicial, Communication and Works. Rangers,
Revenue, Jails, Income Tax, Civil Armed Forces and Frontier Constabulary will be continued. In addition
construction of office block at Karachi, new assembly building at Peshawar and Quetta will also be continued
alongwith the construction of peoples waiting halls and improvement/construction of district court building

i in selected district headquarters.
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Appead.ix I~
PHYSICAL PLANNING AND HOUSJNG SECTOR

FINANCIAL ALLOCATIONS BY EXECUTING AGENCIES
(Million Rs.)

Sub-sector Punjab Sind ·N.W.F.P. Baluchistan Federal Total
Government

'y
1. Basic Development and Regional Planning. 1.600 1.000 0.496 0.225 3.321 -II

2. Agrovil1es 2.500 1.275 3.775
3. Low Income Housing 160.000 3.100 43.537 3.000 209.637

Urban Development
Block Allocation . .'"4. Advance to Government Servants 30.000 30.000

5. aB.F.C. 100.000 100.000

6. Rural Water Supply ,. 50.000 23.100 29.716 9.005 111.921

7. Urban Water Supply Sewerage 120.644 36.900 9.000 3.559 170.559

8. Aid to local bodies 64.500 64.500
9. Special projects 27.000 27.000

10. Government Servants Housing .. .28.200 12.100 45.406 11.316 28.417 131.439

11. Government Officeand Buildings 38.200 14.000 4.645 56.~5 \
12. Model villages 2.000 2.000
13. Islamabad 86.100 86.100

14. Tourism 30.170 30.170
15. Azad Kashmir 11.551 11.551

16. Northern Region 13.000 13.000
17. Federally Administered Tribal Areas 21.050 21.050
18. F.A.T.A. D.C. 0.500 0.500
19. Baluchistan and Frontier ConstabularY 20.CiOO 20.000
20. Interior Division 29.100 29.010
21. Ministry of Foreign Affairs 1.500 1.500 )-
22. Works and Housing Research 1.000 11.000

Total 398.644 186.200 128.155 32.880 378.443 1,124.322
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2,000

50,700

l~OOO

10,~.?c
Takh.

12.00
Lakh.

1. Residential Plots .. Nos.;

2. Houses/Flats Nos.

3. Urban Water supply Sewerageand Drainage Additional popula·
tion to be served,'.

4. Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Do.

5. Government Servants Housing .. NosP

Targets for
1975·76UnitItems

Appendix n--=-
PHYSICAL PLANNING AND HOUSING SECTOR

MAJOR PHYSICAL TARGETS
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Baluchistan ••
N.W.F.P.

Settled Districts .•

Federal Areas

Federal Capital Area

F.A.T.A. •.

Azad Kashmir

PmUab~

Sind

(Rs. inMillion)

Original Revised Utilization
Allocation Allocation

1 2 3

60.00 144.00 92.54

12.22 119.69 10.42
(up to 31 Mar.)-

5.00 5.00 3.m

11.57 liO.SS 10.28

O.SO 0.65 0.42

6.0.0 6.S8 6.68

6.00 6.00 3.16
(up to Mar.)

7.50

Total .• 108.79 192.47 126.84

Souru : PlanninsDivision.
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Northern Areas •.

3. A statement showing the Province wise allocation and -utilization of funds by Peoples Works Program
me during 1974-75 is given in the following table :-

REVIEW OF 1974-75

FINANCIAL ALLOCATIONS AND UTILIZATION

!

'1- Objectives of PWP
I, The Peoples Works Programme is designed to supplement at the local level, the national effort for

improving the quality of life of the masses. The programme seeks to mobilize local initiative and leadership
in identifying projects and programmes of significant interest to the local community. Peoples participation
in the development effort and utilization ofidIe manpower are other elements of the programme. Its obj~ctivea
b~~' .

(a) To combat unemployment and under-employment by significantly enlarging opportunities for gainfu1
work.

(b) To undertake within the framework of the country's overall development plan, such productive
projects as will satisfy the felt needs of the people and build up the economy through the provision
of basic capacities and amenities. The projects undertaken are split into comparatively small units
so that they materialize quickly.

(c) To mobilize local resources and to motivate the people for a massive productive effort so that the
process of development gets institutionalized and is associated with a large segment of the population.

(d) To provide opportunities for constructive leadership and draw upon local initiative to the maximum
extent.

F(e) To generate confidence and self-reliance among the masses through proper training and skill forma
tion so that they become worth-while productive assets for the country.

2. The programme gives priority to such productive projects which can be completed quickly and can
add to rural infrastructure. The major programmes are for rural roads, school buildings, small irrigation
dams, drinking water facilities. industrial homes for women, dispensaries. tree planation, and adult education.

;.1'

CHAPTER 21

PEOPLES WORKS PROGRAMME



m. Irrigatlon :
~~. ~mall Dams
13. Water Culverts

rv, ~dll~tlon t
14. New Schools ••
15. Room addition
l6. No. of schools repaired

V. Social Welfare and Housing: •
n. Community Centres] ••
Hi. Play grounds ••
19. Housing plots developed:

"VI. Agriculture :
20. Veterinary Centres
21. Tree Plantation]

vn. Other Projects.:
22. Industrial Homes for Women
~~. Cottage Industries

n. Health and Sanitation:
6. Hand Pumps ••
7. Water TankjDiggiesZ
8. Civil Dispensariesj
9. Water Supply
10. Drains/Street Pavement
11. Open SurfaceWells

57 miles 246 miles... 53 miles 200 miles
228 miles ·363 miles \
225 Nos. 1,680 Nos... 38 Nos.]

10 Nos.
58 Nos. 184 Nos.
21 Nos. 47 Nos.

68 Nos.
87,474 yards

83 Nos. 74 Nos.

14 Nos. 32 Noso t
21 Nos.

302 Nos. 575 Nos.
300 Nos. 448 Nos. .t'

190 Nos.

61 Nos.
100 Nos. 7 Nos.

7 Nos.

34 Nosa 54 Nos.
13 lakh

.~

330 Nos.
4 Nos.
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1973-74 1974-75Sector

L Communicatlons:
1. Metalled Roads ..
2. Treated Roads
3. Katcha Roads
4. Culverts
5. Small Bridges

Funjmb

6. Significant progress has been reported from Punjab during the current year. The following table
shows the physical achievements under the programme during 1974-75 :

PHYSICAL ACHIEVEMENTS DURING 1974-75

4. The revised allocation for PWP is 78% higher than the original allocation for 1974-75. The principal
increase has occurred in the Punjab, where the PWP budget was more than doubled, from Rs. 60 million to
144 million. The increased allocation was meant firstly to accommodate an expenditure of Rs, 25 million on
staff of former basic democracies, which was previously being charged to a different account, and secondly
to provide for quick completion of unfinished work on flood-damaged roads. In N.W.F.P., "theamount avail
able for expenditure during 1974-75 consisted of the allocation of Rs. 11 million for 1974-75 plus an amount
of Rs. 7.8 million carried over from the previous year.

S. Complete data on utilization upto 30th June, 1975 is not available. It appears that the revised al
locations have been substantially utilized and that shortfalls, if any, are less significant than in previous years.



1973-74 1974-75 1974-75
Sector No. of No. of Percen- Expenditure

Schemes Schemes tage
Completed

1. Communications ".. 47 17 45 3,01,500

--
Rs. 46.35 lac

2. Irrigation 146 60 13,94,288
3. Village Improvement 3 89 49,000
4. Drinking Water SupplyjWellsfHandpumps •. 39 78 2,78,500
5. Agriculture 12 75 1,38,000
6. Animal Husbandry .. 6 44 1,95,000
7. Education 16 57 4,00,681
8. Health 7 50 1,87,000
9. Cottage Industries Z, 23,300'.

10. Community Buildings .. 19 23 6,41,65,5,
11. Misc ••. ' 4 46 46,000

). 12. Staff and Contingency .. . c • 9 .,0:-0 -., . 13,44,5701
Total 271 50,00,000

,287

Baluchistan
8. Baluchistan has utilized the whole of the allocation ofRs. 5.00 million made in theADPf~r 1974-75

The table below shows the sector-wise achievements and expenditure incurred during the year. .
_I

2 completed and
9 inprogress

ll,976 Nos.
204 Nos.
2 Nos.

11 Nos.
1

VI. Other Schemes :
13. Bus sheds
14. Mosque

'VII. Housing :
15. Model Villages

16. Plots
17. Quarters

VIII. Industrial Homes .•

28 Nos.Not availableI

6,000 Nos.91,000 Nos.

2 Nos.
60 Nos"

19 Nos.
11 Nos.
26 Nos.

466 Nos.
20 Nos.

310 Nos.

21 miles21milcs
70 miles
37 miles

-( I. Communications:
1. Metalled Roads

Jo; 2. Katcha Roads
3. Other Roads ••
4. Culverts

U. Health and Sanitation: ,
.I. . 5. Hand Pumps •.

6. Water Supply
7. DispensariesjMaternity Homes
8. Small Water Supply SchemesJWclls, Water Tanks ••

m. Social Welfare:
9. Play Grounds ••
10. CommUDity Centres

IV. Agriculture:
11. Tree Plantation

V. EUllication:
12. Primary and Middle Schools

1974-751973-74Sector

Sind

7. An allocation of Rs. 19.69 million was made for the Province of Sin d iri the revised ADP fod974-75
out of which Rs. 10.42 million have been utilized upto March 31, 1975. The trend of utilization exhibits
that the total revised allocation would be utilized by end of June 1975. The physical achievements made in
Sind during 1974-75 are given below :-



No. of Expenditure
Sector Schemes Incurred

(Rs. inLakh)

1. Communications 26 7.20 L

2. VillageImprovement and Flood protection 39 2.80

3. Education 33 8.26

4. Health and Sanitation •• 20 1.86

Irrigation 187
.(

5. 15.28

6. 'Low Cost Housing 7 7.69

7. brinking Water Supply 117 8.48

8. Community BUildings •• 25 5.94

9. :MiscellaneousMaintenance and Repair 12 2.99

10. Contingent Staff 4.53

XL Agriculture-Animal Husbandry 9 0.98

12. Social Welfare 2 O.SO

Total •• 477 66.81. ---.._,.~ -.... -, ~-
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10. An amount ofRs. 6.77 million was available during 1974-75for the PWP in the Federally Administe
red Tribal AreasofN.W.F.P. Of this, an amount of Rs. 6.68 million has been spent on various schemes
upto June 30, 1975. The following table shows the sector-wise physical progress made during the year.

Settled Distts. ofN.W.F.P.

(Rs. inMillion)

1973-74 1974-75 JExpendi-
Sector No. of No.6f tore '"Schemes Schemes Incurred

1. Communications .. 173 92 27.11 .,:'

2. Metalled Roads 85 miles

3. Village Improvement and Flood protection 53 8.52

4. Education 180 109 28.25 .L

S. Health and Sanitation •• .. 118 11 3.01

6. irrigation Wells 9 65 3.35

'1. Low Cost Housing 12 13 5.42

8. Drinking Water supply 105 16.63

9. Community Buildings •• 9 9 1.90

10. Flood Protection Bunds 69

U. Misc. Maintenance and Repair •• 26 8.61

12. Contingent staff 8.62 \,

13. Agriculture-Animal Husbandry 0.08

Total •• 570 484 111.50

FEDERAL AREAS

Federally Administered Tn'bal Areas

N.W.F.P.
9. An amount of Rs. 11. 57 million was allocated in the ADP 1974-75. The following table shows the

sector-wise physical progress made during the year.
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1. Road and Communication .. 153 1• Const. of village path. 66.75 miles
2. Const. of Roads 160.25 miles
3. Repairs to Roads 2.80 miles
4. Mule Track 10.50 miles
5. Suspension Bridges 5 Nos. 60%6. Foot Bridges 45 Nos.
7. Completion of Bridges. 11 Nos.
8. Repairs of Bridges 5 Nos.
9. Widening of villagepath. 2.5 miles
10. Culverts. 8 Nos.

2. Irrigation 240 1. Construction of Kools.
} 55%2. LiftPumps

/ 3. Education 448 1. Construction of VillageMadrassas 34 Nos.
2. Construction of Primary Schools 227 Nos
3. Extension of Primary School Buildings 28 Nos
4. Construction of Middle School Buildings 2 Nos
5. Extension of Middle School Buildings 20 Nos.
6. Completion of Primary School Buildings 106 Nos 57%
7. Completion of Middle School Buildings 21 Nos
8. Repair to Middle School Buildings 3 Nos
9. Repair to Primary School Buildings 5 Nos

1O.: ~Construction of Playground 1 Nos
U. Construction of Industrial School 1Nos i'

4. Rural Water Supply 1003 1. Pipe Lines 70,486 ft.
} 65%2. Tube Wells 4 Nos.

3. Lift Pumps 6 Nos

5. Soil Conservation .. 103 <35%

_I 6. Physical Planning and Housing •• 10 45%

7. Maintenance •• 75%

8. Health and Sanitation •• 36 40%

, 9. Horticulture •• ,1. --:.~ •. !} ,~, '?i "'.<,~ 100%

10. Pay of Staff and Equipment ) - 75%

11. Aid to Municipal Committee ,1 »»: 50%

12. Purchase of Jeeps i t:') l-",

75%

., I.,.,g

NORTHERN AREAS... ..
J.. 12. Upto date figures are not axailable:. ':'.;l c.

54321

Physical
Achievements

Brief DescriptionNo. of
Schemes

SectorS. No.

Azl!ci Kashmir
11. An amount of Rs, 8 million was allocated for the Peoples Works Programme in the ADP 1974-75.

As against this, an amount of Rs. 6.73 million was released upto the end of March, 1975. The physical
achievements made during 1974-75 are as follows :-



18. The following allocations have been made in the Development Budget for the Peoples Works Prog-
ramme during 1975-76 :- , )_

(Rs. inMillion)

Revised Allocation
Province allocation for % change

1974-75 1975-76

Puujab - .... ..., 00; - - •• 144.00 ' 130.00 -10 J'

NWFP .,. 00 .:. o • 10.55 9.00 -15

Baluchistan "'" ... • :c
_ . - "'" .. 5.00 20.00 +400

Sind QID ..., esc 0'. 00 00 19.69 2.00 -90
Federal Areas
Azad Kashmir

. '.'- -- -_.. .,-
6.00 6.00•.. •• .. .. •• ..

Northern Areas '-Q'. ... .... 3.42

Federally Administered Tribal Areas 00 .... ..., ",0 "'" .... 6.58 10.02 + 61 .-i~Federal Capital Area - «0 - r.. ... .,. 0.65 1.00 + 54
192.47 181.44
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PROGRAMME FOR 1975-76

\

15. Some of the above projects have been completed while work on the remaining is in progress.

EmpIoymelllfc
16. An important objective of PWP is to create employment through the projects undertaken in the

programme. A rough estimate indicates that total numbers employed were about 16lakhs during 1973-74
and 14lakhs during 1974-75. The jobs in terms of man years is roughly estimated at 22,000.

~ectorlll Allocation
17. On a national basis, the rural communication sector has attracted the highest investment of PWP

funds, In Punjab 71% of PWP budget was utilized for rural roads including metalling, 'construction of new
roads; provision of culverts etc. Most of the provinces have given similar emphasis to communications except
Baluchistan, where the expenditure on roads is proportionately less. The second most important sector ap
pears to be rural water supply. The N.W.F.P. programme earmarked 16.5 % of its resources for rural water
supply schemes. Other provinces, such as, Sind have also been giving high priority to rural water supply
schemes. The next important sector for PWP investment is irrigation. In Baluchistan, 28% of the funds were
earmarked for water development. However, in Punjab a bare 1.4 % was spent on irrigation. The expendi
ture on rural health amounts to 9% in Punjab and 3% in N.W.F.P. The allocation for education is relatively
small in all provinces. Lastly: there are a number of investments which cannot be readily classified (including
quasi educational projects) but which account for a substantial proportion of PWP investment. The invest
ment in miscellaneous projects is exceptionally large in the case of Baluchistan where it accounts for 49% of
total allocations.

1. Drinking Water Wells

2. Repair/Construction of School Buildings

3. Construction of Katcha Roads

No. of "r'Projects

19 Nos. ...

18 Nos... 18Miles
Ji

Name of the Projects. No.

14. The projects sanctioned by the Federal Area Peoples Works Council during the period are as follows

FEDERAL CAPITAL AREA

13. An allocation ofRs. 0.5 million was made for the Peoples Works Programme in the ADP 1974-75.
Against this, an amount ofRs. 00418 million was incrred/committed during the year.
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19.· The overall budget provision for ~WP during 1975-76 is slightly lower than the revised estimates for
1974-75 but represents an increase of nearly 80% over the original provision of last year. The revised alloca
tions for 1974-75included a special and non-recurring grant made by Punjab for reconsrruction of flood damag
ed roads. Taking this into account, it would appear that for the regular programme of the PWP., funds
available in 1975-76would be more than in 1974-75. The significant developments are three. In Baluchistan
the allocation has b~en increased from Rs. ~ ~ion in 1974-75.to Rs. 20 mil!ion in 197~-76which represent~
a fourfold acceleration. On the other hand 1D. Sind, the allocation for PWP In 1975-76 IS only Rs. 2 million
as ~gainst R? 19MiI~jon_in 1974-75. Sind has provide~ funds in 1975-7~ only for completion of on-going
p!oJects .. The reduction H1 the PWP has been compensated by larger provisron for rural wat~r supply 111 the
Sind Provincial budget. Thus, there IS no reduction In the outlays on rural development. In N.W.F.P., a
decision has been taken that where IRD P Markazes have been.opened, the PWP funds will be channeled through
them.

20. The Peoples Works Programme was introduced in 1972. Very substantial amounts have been spent
under this programme. The Government ~ave, therefore, decided to conduct a thorough and objective
appraisal of the performance of the PWP, Its strength and weaknesses. A Working Group consisting of
non-officials drawn from Universities and Journalism has been set up to give a report. The terms of
reference of the Group are as follows:

(a) To review the financing of the PWP and to give an objective evaluation of the results achieved to
date, in particular, to assess the contribution of the PWP towards:
(i) Meeting of local development needs ;

(ii) Reduction in the cost of development through adoption of cheaper local methods ;
(iii) Promotion. of Rural Employment ;

(iv) Encouragement of self-help and mobilization of local resources for development;
(v) Development of local capability for planning and execution of schemes.

(b) To identify the shortcomings of the programme and the difficulties and problems that have cone
. fronted it ;

(c) To assess the future potential of the programme and make recommendations with regard to the
continuance and reorganization of the programme.

21. The group is expected to submit its report very shortly.
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Emphasis on Science Education
22.5. To bring about a shift in enrolment in favour of science education at secondary and higher levels of
education, facilities for the teaching of science have been improved, strengthened and expanded. All new schools
and colleges which .are being set up are required to provide facilities for the teaching of science.
Laboratories have been improved and necessary SCIenceapparatus provided in many existing schools and
colleges at a cost of Rs. 0.98 million. At colleges which did not have facilities for the teaching of science or
had great pressure of demand, additional science units were provided by building laboratories and class rooms
(if necessary) and by supplying books and science equipment. Under this programme facilities for the
teaching of science are being developed at 74intermediate and 5 degree colleges in the Punjab. In N.W.F.P~
science is being introduced as a compulsory subject in high schools and physical facilities are being provided
for the upgradationofScienceandAgricultureCollege.D.I.Khan,and for the opening of M.Sc. classes at
Mardan College. Similar programmes have been undertaken in Sind and Baluchistan.
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22.4. A sizeable percentage of boys and girls either do not complete secondary education or do not continue
their education beyond class X. To facilitate their entry into the world of work they shall be equipped with
socialJy usefu1 and marketable skills through the introduction of agro-technical subjects in middle and high
schools. For this purpose the curricula of agro-teehnical and home economics subjects have been developed,
the list of required equipment prepared and the training of teachers started. Work has started on the
introduction of industrial courses at 149 schools, agricultural courses at 543 schools, and home economics
at 514 schools. The ground work in connection with the introduction of agro-technical and home econo
mics courses in middle and high schools having been completed, the actual teaching shall begin in the coming
year at selected institutions. In addition, the objective of diversification of courses is also being realized through
the development of comprehensive high schools which provide teaching in full range of diversified streams.
During the period under review, work on the development of 21 comprehensive schools was initiated and equip
ment was supplied to 11. At the intermediate level facilities for the teaching of courses in agriculture, business
education, home economics, education and industrial arts have been added at 22 colleges. In view of the im
portance of fishing industry in the economy of coastal areas of Baluchistan teaching of fisheries has been started
at 3 high schools ill the coastal area.

Revision of Curricula
22.3. The curricula for the primary stage have been thoroughly revised and microtested to make education

realize the changing needs of society. These revised curricula have already been introduced in classes I to III
while new curricula will be introduced in class IV during 1975·76. The work of revision of curricula
for secondary and higher secondary stages has also made considerable progress and draft curricula have
been circulated among teachers and experts for comments.

Equality of Educational Opportunities
22.2. A major policy decision implemented in two phases was to make education free up to Class X. In
the first phase free education up to class VIII was introduced in October 1972·and in the second phase education
was made free in classes IX and X beginning in October 1974. Another important step towards equalization
of educational opportunities was the nationalization of privately-managed educational institutions. Over
3,181 privately-managed institutions were taken over by the Government during the first two years. Of
these 1,569were primary, 424 middle and 882 high schools, 175 colleges and 5 technical institutions including
the National Institute of Arts, Lahore, and the National College of Engineering and Technology, Karachi.
During 1974-75, the Government also decided to take over schools run by autonomous bodies. Accordingly,
.50 primary, 19 middle and 70 high schools, 12colleges and 1 technical high school run by cantonment boards
were brought directly under the control of the Federal Government. The Federal government also took over
direct control of 122 primary schools, 19middle schools, 3 high schools and 1 college located in the Federal
area. Tl1Usthe task of nationalization has been virtually completed.

..

22. I. A number of important developments have taken place in the field of education during the last three
years. These developments have resulted from the implementation of the Education Policy (1972-80) an
nounced by the Government in March 1972. The Annual Development Programmes for 1972-73, 1973·74
and 1974-75were prepared with a view to giving shape to the proposals contained in the Policy. An assessment
of the conditions obtaining in this sector is necessary for proper planning for the future.

BVALUATION OF PROGRBSS DURING 1972-75

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

CHAPTER 22
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Expansion of Technical and Vocational Education
22.6. To meet the growing demands for engineers the facilities for the teaching of engineering were improved

and expanded. A new campus has been developed for the N.E.D. College, Karachi, which was housed in
an old building and had inadequate laboratory facilities. The Engineering College, Jamshoro, is being deve
loped into a full-fledged engineering university and arrangements are being made to shift it to its new campus at
Nawabshah, Land has been purchased for the establishment of an engineering college at TaxiJa and work of
construction shall begin during 1975-76. The work of consolidation and improvement of the University of
Engineering and Technology, Lahore, has made considerable progress and arrangements are being made to
establish a Centre of Excellence in Water Resources Engineering where research-oriented courses Ieadir-g to
M.Sc. and Ph.D. degrees shall be taught.

22.7. With ~1,view to improve the quality of education of the middle level technicians and to develop existing
polytechnics ir.to technical colleges offering I.Tech., and Bi'Tech. courses, the buildings of 4 polytechnics
in the Punjab, 3 in Sind and I in N.W.F.P. were improved and expanded, and necessary equipment was sup
plied. The polytechnics at Hyderabad, Khairpur and Karachi have started B.Tech. courses in selected techno
logies while at other polytechnics preparations have been made to start classes during 1975-76. Steps were
also taken to provide building facilities and equipment necessary for the introduction of diploma couses in
Instrument Technology and Aeronautic Technology respectively at Multan and Sargodha.

22.8. Expansion and improvement of facilities for vocational education at the secondary level was also
eontinued, Work was started on the setting up of 12vocational schools for girls and 2 for boys in Sind and on
2 trade training schools for girls in Baluchistan. Five new.vocational institutes for women, 5 for men
and 3 commercial training institutes were also opened in N.W.F.P. Equipment was also supplied to 23
vocational institutes for women and 4 for men in the Punjab. Programmes for the training of 150 teachers of
technical subjects were implemented in Sind.

Development of Universities
22.9. The expansion and improvement of facilities for higher education has also been given considerable
importance. Not only have the existing facilities been improved by increase in physical facilities and expansion
of libraries and laboratories but steps have also been taken to establish new universities so that students do not
have to go too far to seek higher education. The Gomal University at Dera Ismail Khan has already started
post-graduate teaching and development of buildings, laboratory and library facilities is going apace. Pre
liminary work in connection with the establishment of Shah Abdul Latif University, Khairpur, and Multan
University have been completed and construction work at the two campuses shall begin in the coming year.

22.10. The quality of university education and the quantum of doctoral and post-doctoral research are
functionally inter-related. Accordingly, considerable attention was given to the improvement of facilities for
research including those at the University of Islamabad and Institute of Education and Research, Lahore. In
addition, centres of excellence have been established at the universities of Baluchistan, Karachi, Peshawar,
Punjab and Sind where emphasis is on research-based M. Phil. and Ph. D. degrees. The University Grants
Commission, established during the period under review, shall keep constant watch on the needs of the
universities and shall award scholarships to deserving students doing Ph.D. work at Pakistani universities.
A National Commission on History has also been established to conduct research on aspects of national
history that are of vital and immediate importance for the country.

22. 11. The experience gained by a number of developed as well as developing countries in the use of in
novative techniques of teaching indicates that knowledge is not gained only by attending institutions of formal
education. There are numerous other media such as radio, T.V., films, cassette recorders, movies,
magazines and newspapers etc. which can be used for transmitting knowledge without necessarily confining the
learners to the physical boundaries of educational institutions. It is due to this revolution in the educational
thought and practice that a large number of such groups of population are being offered facilities of education
through various media which would never have been able to join institutions of formal education. Encouraged
by these experiences, efforts are now also in progress in Pakistan to established non-formal programmes of
education. The agencies concerned with the development of mass media such as the radio and T.V. are devot
ing gradually more time in their programmes for educational purposes.

22.12. An important development in this sub-sector is the opening of a People's Open University. This
university is being developed to provide a large number of general and functional educational programmes for
a large variety of groups unable to attend regular instructional classes. The courses of the People's Open
University will, on the one hand, offer facilities of education at intermediate and degree levels and, on the other
hand, provide programmes for in-service training of teachers and a number of functional education and train
ing programmes of different levels and varying duration for skilled and semi-skilled workers, both literate and
illiterate. Instruction under the programmes of the People's Open University would be given through innova
tive technology comprising of specially designed correspondence programmes, programmed instructional
material and lessons transmitted through mass media such as radio, T.V. and films, etc.
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22.17. The highest percentage increase occurred ii:l1972-73 which was about 118 and this trend continued
ill the years 1973-74 and 1974-75 when the increase was 76% and 43% respectively over the previous Year ...
Column 6 indicates the percentage jncreasein the A.P.P. allocation for 1974-75over the provisions made in
1971-72 for these educationally backward areas. The allocations for these areas have registered over four
fold increase, the highest increase being for Azad Kashmir where the allocation increased by 525 per cent.

Areas of Special Concern
22.18. While considerable progress has been made in the realization of objectives and physical targets set

in the Education Policy 1972-80 in a number of sub-sectors, the performance relating to the two important
programmes i.e. expansion of primary education and setting up of programmes of adult education
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Comparison of Allocations for Backward Areas during 1972-75 with that in 1971-72
(Million&s,)

Area 1971-72 1972·73 1973·74 1974-75 % Increase
(5over2)

, 1 2 3 4 5 (1,
Baluchistan 3.6 12.1 15.3 19.5 442
Northern Areas 1.2 1.2 4.1 7.0 483
F.A.T.A. 2.2 2.7 6.7 11.3 414
Azad Kashmir 0.8 1.0 3.9 5.0 525

Total 7.8 17.0 30.0 42.8 449

Percentage Increase 118 76 43

Special Attention to Backward Areas
22.16. The development of education in less developed areas such as Baluchistan, Northern Areas, Federally
Administered Tribal Areas and Azad Kashmir did not receive adequate attention for a long time. Accordingly,
during 1972-75 great efforts and resources have been invested to accelerate development in these areas and
bring these in line with developments in other parts of the country. The extent of emphasis placed 011 the
development of education in these areas can be gauged from increase in financial allocations made in the A.D.Ps.
during 1972-75 as compared with the allocation in 1971-72.

TABLE I

Scholarships for the Poor
22.14. Education can only help identify and develop talent if people from all socio-economic levels have
equality of educational opportunities. A number of steps taken during the last three years were designed to
serve the above purpose either directly or indirectly. Nationalization of privately-managed educational insti
tutions, introduction offree education up to class X, provision of cheap textbooks and acceleration of the develop
ment of educational facilities were all meant to reduce inequality of educational opportunities. For helping
talented students from low income families special programmes of financial assistance have been started. These
include President's Thousand Scholarships scheme under which one thousand talented students from low
income groups are awarded scholarship every year for study in general and professional colleges/universities
and the interest-free loans programme for similar purpose.

22.15. In addition, free-ships up to twenty percent of the enrolment have been provided for poor but talented
students in institutions for the privileged, such as cadet colleges, public schools, and model schools. A special
scholarship scheme has been drawn up to provide financial assistance to poor students from less developed areas
admitted into these expensive institutions so that high cost of maintenance does not compel them to discontinue
their studies.

Supply of Cheap Textbooks and other Reading Material

22.13. The establishment of provincial textbook boards has gone a long way towards making school text
books available at reasonable prices. However, the high cost of foreign textbooks prescribed by universities
and professional colleges had made higher education costly and inaccessible to all. To improve the supply of
foreign textbooks aNational Book Foundation has been set upwhich imports the required textbooks and makes
these available to students through book banks established at universities and professional colleges. The
Foundation also arranges local production of those foreign textbooks which are in great demand and whose
import would be costly and uneconomical. The paucity of good reading material for children has also been
felt for long. To meet the demand for reasonably cheap children's books the Foundation published 19 titles
in Urdu and their translation in Sindhi,



..J..

Punjab ..
Sind
N.W.F.P.
Baluchistan
Federal Government

..(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

13.0 84.2 15.5 31.9 164.8 19.3
7.1 40.6 17.5 ' , 48.9 6.3.
3.3 35.6 9.3 6.1 48.8 12.5
0.2 3.6 5.6 5.1 21.1 24.2
1.0 23.1 4.3 10.6 228.2 4.7

24.6 187.1 13.1 56.8 511.8 11.1
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Total

(1)

Expenditure Total (2 as % of Expenditure Total Expen- (5 as % of
on Primary Expenditure 3) on Primary diture on 6)
Education on Education Education Education

ExecutingAsency

1974-75971-72

(Million Rs.)
Development Expenditure on Primary Education

L

22.22. A study of the financial allocations made in the past three years indicates that the share of primary
education in the total financial resources earmarked for developments in the sector of education, instead. of
increasing, have been reduced from 13.1 % in 1971-72 to 11.1 % in 1974-75.

TABLB II

22.21. Necessary qualitative improvement of the existing schools, creation of additional school
seats to accommodate more children and the overall improvement of the environment of children
requires huge financial resources. There is awareness of the importance and urgency of educating
children and improving the quality of life of the people. But both are complex matters and require
extraordinary skill and extremely huge financial resources to handle them. The various components
of the IRDP and People's Works Programme are measures envisaged to bring about improvements
in the rural environment. In addition the agencies concerned with mass media such as T.V. and radio are also
making efforts to educate the people on various important aspects of their life. The programmes in the sector
of Education and Training are concerned with the improvement of the quality of the schools and providing
additional facilities. However, the financial resources which are generally made available are extremely in
adequate to meet the requirements of this sub-sector of education.

22.20. Attainment of high level of enrolment requires mobilization of total effort both within the school
system and outside. It requires simultaneous action on a number of fronts. Existing schools have to be
improved by providing trained teachers, appropriate accommodation, suitable books and adequate teaching
aids and sports material so that the schools can motivate the majority of students who take admission in
class I to continue till the end of the five year course. Without substantial reduction in the dropout rate, high
level of enrolment is not possible. Equally important are the non-school factors such as environment of the
home and the surroundings where children spend most of their time, attitudes and motivation of the parents
towards education of their children, and health and nutritional standards of the communities in general and
school children in particular. These factors are of critical importance in determining the performance of the
school system. To ensure that these factors help the school system in a desirable manner, a complete trans
formation of the community is essential. Efforts have to be made to spread literacy in the shortest possible
period. Programmes of education emphasizing the importance of hygienic living. care of children, proper
nutrition and education of the children have to be given. to the people through the maximum use of the mass
media. The arrangements for the production and distribution of food have to be properly co-ordinated, so
that infants and pre-school children are given priority under the nutrition plan so as to ensure the healthy
growth and safeguard against the dangers of mental retardation which generally results from malnutrition.

has fallen short of targets. Education Policy envisaged " Eradication of illiteracy within shortest
possible time through universalization of elementary education and a massive adult education programme .••
Specifictarget dates were fixed for the achievement of universal enrolment of boys and girls inclasses Vand VIn
and a target of 11 million adults was also fixed to be covered under functional adult education programmes.
The progress with both these programmes has been slower than what was envisaged originally.

Primary Education
22.19. At the time of formulation of the Education Policy, about 60% of the boys and 25% of the girls of
the school going age were receiving primary education. To attain universal enrolment by the dates envisaged
in the Education Policy over 1.5 million additional enrolment was ,;anticipated during 1972-75 which was
expected to increase the participation rates to about 82% for boys and 41% for girls.
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22.26. In view of the magnitude of the problem of illiteracy and the failure of traditional methods to cope:
with the problem, a multi-pronged approach is being adopted for establishing adult education programmes.
In addition to the programme being established and operated by the various provinces, the People's Open
University is also busy in preparing functional education programmes for illiterates and semi-illiterates who
cannot attend regular formal classes. These courses shall be taught over the radio and television, and through
films and tapes. The written material of the courses will cover subjects of interest and utility to farm and
factory workers, out-of-school youth and illiterate women particularly of the rural areas. The University shall
also improve the skills of primary school teachers through its teacher training courses. In addition, it shall
offer courses leading to F.A. and B.A. degrees. In this respect, the Television Corporation have taken a lead
and have already completed a small experimental adult education programme, the results of which are reported
to be extremely encouraging. The Television Corporation, with the assistance of the World Bank, is starting
from 2nd August 200 adult education centres spread all over the country. The courses under this programme
will consist of 156 lessons, will be of 6 months duration and will cover 60 male and 60 female participants in
each centre. The programme of education will be offered in the morning for female participants and in the
evening for males. This programme shall, therefore, cover about 24,000 adults in its first phase which is ex
pected to be followed by subsequent phases.

.l

J

22.25. In Sind, the programme of adult education was originally the financial responsibility of the People's
Works Programme but it was to be handled by the Department of Education on professional grounds. The
programme was started in November 1973and continued up to January 1974. During this short period, this
programme was shifted to the Department of Education and back to the People's Works Programme more than
once. At present it is with the Department of Education but no programme is in progress and there is no
allocation for it in the AD.P. 1975-76. During the year the programme remained in progress, it is reported
that about 300 male and 60 female leader trainers and 10,000 adult education teachers were trained and the
programme covered about 0.2 million illiterate adults. However, it is doubtful if the programme could have
any impact on reducing illiteracy because the short duration of the programme was wholly insufficient for the
adult illiterates to acquire literacy of a durable nature. A programme of small size is in progress in
Baluchistan but in N.W.F.P. no programme of adult education has so far been taken up.

I

22.24. The Education Policy envisaged establishment of programme of functional adult education
to cover a population of 11 million people composed of different groups such as out-of-school youth, farm
and factory worker, women and other illiterates of various age groups. Preparations for launching
the programme were taken in hand from the year 1972-73 but the progress has been rather cheq uered
and uneven in more than one respect. Punjab started the adult education programme alongwi th the
overall developments envisaged under People's Works Programme. A corp of 6,000 volunteers under the
Scheme of Sipah-e-Khidtnat was recruited and provided sixweeks training to handle the programme of adult
education. To these were added another 2,254 village workers tDehi Karkun) who were required to help in
the establishment of adult education programmes alongwith other duties assigned to them. A population of
about 0.2 million has so far benefitted from the 8,000 adult education centres manned by the members of
Sipah-e-Khidmat and Dehi Karkun. During the period 1972-75, a sum of Rs, 23.5 million has been spent
on these programmes. However, the programme seems to have slowed down as the scheme of Sipah-e
Khidmat has been abandoned from June 1975.

22.23. The above table shows that the percentage of allocation in Baluchistan improved substantially and it
also registered nominal increase in the Punjab, N.W.F.P. and Federal Government but, due to the extremely big
decrease in Sind, the overall position deteriorated. The participation rate in 1974-75 indicates only a nominal
improvement over the position in 1971-72 where the percentage for boys increased from 60 to 65 and that of
girls from 25 to 27. The major proportion of the increase in enrolment in absolute terms is off-set by the
rapid increase in population causing more or less an stagnant position of enrolment in terms of proportion to
the total population of school going age. Thus the level of enrolment attained in 1974-75 is so low that uni
versal enrolment of boys by 1979 and of girls by 1984 in classes I-Vas envisaged in the Education Policy no
longer remains a technically feasible proposition.
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22.31. Non-developmental expenditure on education and training increased from Rs, 520 .00 million in
1971-72 to Rs. 1,335.00 million in 1974-75. The increase of 157% over a three year period apparently seems :--
quite impressive. The major proportion of this increase, however, is due to factors such as nationalization
of privately-man aged educational institutions (the recurring expenditure of which is now reflected in the Govern-
ment budgets), provision of dearness allowances sanctioned three times, grant of national pay scales to teachers
and the normal annual increase in salaries during the period under review. Information on the exact amounts
involved in these programmes is not available at this stage. However, a tentative estimate indicates that
these factors account for about three fourth of the increase in recurring expenditure. The additional -t
a~o~ts available for ?;l~etiJ?gthe recurring cost of new programmes have really been limited. The expan-
sion 01 educational facilities Ingeneral and at the elementary stage In particular has, therefore, been very slow.

22.28. The expenditure on Education and Traning amounted to 1.3% of the total GDP (at current factor
cost) in 1971which increased to 1.9 % of the GDP in 1974-75. This increase is partly because of the nationali
zation of privately-managed educational institutions during the period under review. The increase in Deve
lopmental Expenditure has been greater than the increase in non-development expenditure in as much as
developmental expenditure in 1974-75 increased by 321% over that in 1971-72 whereas the non-develop
ment expenditure increased by only 158%.
Deve!opmelilUlI Expendimre
22.29. The developmental expenditure on Education and Training touched an extremely low level
of Rs. 121.00 million in the year 1971-72 but due to the implementation of the Education Policy (1972-80)
it jumped to Rs. 220.00 million in the year 1972-73 and has further increased to Rs, 512.00 million in the year
1974-75. Although the expenditure incurred in 1974-75 is over 4 times the expenditure of 1971-72, in real
terms the increase is comparatively much smaller due to the rapid increase in prices during the last three years.
According to the estimates of expenditure indicated in the Education Policy the developmental expenditure
in 1972-73 was to get doubled over the A.D.P~ allocation of Rs. 200.00 million in 1971-72 and then it was
to increase by 15% in each of subsequent years up to 1979-80, but the amounts earmarked it the Annual
Development Programmes for Education and Training invariably remained far less than the level envisaged in
the Education Policy.

22.30. Shortage of financial resources coupled with the rapid increase in prices has not allowed the educa
tional system to expand at the rate necessary for attaining the policy targets. The rate of growth in the
enrolments at various levels has been nominal, uneven and negative in certain cases as indicated in Annexure 1.

')Excludingexpenditure on (i) Agriculture University and colleges, (ii) Medical education at all levels and
Training Centres operating under the provincial departments of Labour.

sio
321

1,340

158

1,850

189

99,120

1.9

(iii) Labour "\

Development Expenditure .. 121 220 310

% InCreaSeover Expenditure in 1971·72 82 165

Non.Development Expenditure (Recurring) 520 670 870

% increase over Expenditure in 1971-72 29 67

Total Expenditure on Education and Training 641 890 1,180

% increase over Expenditure in 1971-72 39 84

Gnp at Current Factor Cost 48,880 60,350 78,980

Expenditure on Education as % of GDP 1.3 1.3 1.5

.,
1972·73 1974-751973.741971-72

(Million Rs.)

ExpenditureonEducationandTrainingfrom 1971-12 to 1974-75

Financial Evaluation
22.27. Totalexpenditure" on Education and Training increased by 189% over the period under review. from
Rs. 641.00 million in 1971~72to Rs, 1,850. 00million during 1974-75as per details given in thefollowing table.

TABLE TIl
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Financial impiementati6D
22.38. Initially an allocation of Rs. 485.653 million was made to meet the developmental cost of implement

ing educational projects during 1974-75. Later some minor changes were made in the A.D.P. allocations rais
ing the total available resources to Rs. 536.644 million. Annexure II gives the comparative position of sub
sectoral original and revised allocations and utilization by various Executing Agencies.
22.39. The utilization percentage of original A.D.P. allocation was 105.4 whereas that of revised A.D.P

allocation was 95.4. The utilization by executing agencies except the province of N.W.F.P. (both in terms
of the original and revised allocation) WaS complete. The analysis of the sub-sectoral utilization percentages
given in Annexure III indicates that N.W;F.P. and Federal Governments did not fully utilize the revised alloca
tions for primary and secondary sub-sectors. Iii the reacher education sub-sector only the Federal Govern
ment did not implement the development programme in its totality. In the field of higher education also the
1.1tilizationby N.W.F.P. and Federal Government fell short of the budgeted amounts.

REVIEW OF 1974-75

22.37. The coming sections of this chapter describe in detail, the performance during the year 1974-75 both
in financial and physical terms followed by a description of the programmes proposed for implementation
during 1975-76.

J

22.32. A sum of Its; 639.391 inillion has been allocated ill the A.b.p; of 1975-76for meeting developmental
cost of programmes in the sector of Education and Training. This amount; in absolute terms; is 24.9 %
higher than the revised estimate of developmental expenditure of Rs. 511.915 million during 1974-75.

22.33. The strategy for the development (If Education and Training iii _the coming year has, of neces
sity, to be determined within tile broad framework of the objectives set In tile Education Policy ~972-80 and
the extent of progress achieved in various sub-sectors of education dllrlng1972-75. New development pro
grammes reflecting the reforms envisaged in the Education Policy, on which action has been started and satis
factory progress has been registered, have to be continued with greater vigour and effectiveness so that the gains
of these developments are fully consolidated to bring about the desired impact. Programmes in other sub
sectors recommended in the Education Policy, on which progress has lagged behind the anticipated level, need
to be implemented at an accelerated rate so that tlie backlog which has been created can be removed to the
maximum possible extent. This implies that work 011 major ongoing programmes is carried out in full swing
.and implementation in sub-sectors Which have not made satisfactory progress such as primary education,
t-eacher education, agro-technical education and adult educatioii, etc. are given high priority in the allocation
()f .resources and implementation. _ To. ensure that the slow progress ill the implementation
of the programme of elementary education is fully made up and further delay in the implementation is avoided,
it was essential that the amount ear-marked for the development of elementary education should be adequate
to meet the requirements of this sub-sector, and that budget allocation for primary education, both develop
mental and recurring, be considered non-transferable to any other sub-sector of Education.

22.34. The full implementation of the recommendations of the Education Policy would have necessitated an
outlay of Rs. 1,200 million in 1975-76, However, because of shortage of resources and the need to control
inflation, the. Annual Development Programme for 1975;.76had to be kept below the optimum size. A
curtailment of many essential programmes bec-ameunavoidable, It was not found possible to provide the
optimum amount for education and the allocation for the education sector in 1975-76 had to be restricted to
Rs .. 639 million. This has greatly limited the scope of the physical programmes which are largely confined
to ongoing projects. In overall terms Rs. 433.180 million or 69% of the A.D.P. allocation has been ear
marked for ongoingschemes, leaving less than Rs, 200million for new programmes to be initiated by 11different
-executing agencies which include 4 provinces and 7 Federal Divisions.

22.35. Due to shortage of funds, a very high proportion of available financial resources is invariably al
located to the ongoing programmes. The schemes of the primary schools which are generally prepared on
district-wise basis and are simpler to implement, do not figure in any sizeable degree in the ongoing programmes.
Thus, due to very limited resources being available for new programmes, the share of primary education cons
titutes just a small proportion of the over all resources earmarked for the sector of Education and Training.
In fact the proportionate share of primary education iu the AD.P. allocation has continued to decrease from
13.1% in 1971-72to 11.1% in 1974-75and to 9.4 % in 1975-76. It is obvious that with the priority presently
assigned to primary education, the objective of universal elementary education may be difficult to attain in the
foreseeable future.
22.36. Within the resources available, emphasis shall be placed 011 the completion of on-going schemes
relating to the establishment of comprehensive schools, introduction of agro-technical and home economics
courses, conversion of polytechnics into technical colleges, introduction of science courses in existing colleges
and development of vocational education. Attention shall continue to be given to under-developed areas
so as to bring these at par with other areas of the country.

_I

THE A.D.P FOR 1975;.76
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"'Including42 completed by the People's Rural Development Department.

Opening Construction of School Buildings Consolida-
Executing Agency of new tion and

Schools completed continued started improvement

Punjab 1,050 1,050 1,650
Sind 71* 56
N.W.F.P. 131 116 7
Baluchistan 200 50 100
Federal Government :W Federal area .• 2 24

) Northern area .. 16 18 16
(c) F.A.T.A. • . 100 37
(d) Azad Kashmir

Total 1,397 1,407
-l ·t93 24 1,773

Primary EdGeation
22.42. Against the original allocation of Rs. 47.593 million and revised allocation of Rs. 60.603 million

for the development programmes in this sub-sector an expenditure of Rs. 56.720 million was made giving
an utilization percentage of 93.6 % (Annexure II). This expenditure was 11. 1% of the total outlay in Educa
tion and Training Sector. Development expenditure by the Punjab accounted for a little over half of the total
outlay in this sub-sector, while that by N.W.F.P. and Baluchistan accounted for about one-tenth each. Ex
penditure by Sind accounted for only one-twentieth of the total expenditure on the development of Primary
Education. Details of the programmes implemented by various Executing Authorities in this sub-sector are
described in Appendix ' A ' and a summary is given in the Table below :-

TABLE V

Development of Primary Education during 1974-75

22.41. Of the total developmental expenditure incurred on this sector, Secondary Education accounted for
]4.7% and College Education for 13.0%. Expenditure on Primary Education was about 11.1 % while
expenditure on Technical and University Education each took up 10.3% oftbe total developmental expenditure.

PHYSICAL IMPLEMENTATION

TABLE IV
Percentageof RevisedBudget Estimates 1974-75Allocated to Major Sub-Sectors ~

Sub-sectors
Executing Authorities

Total
Punjab Sind N.W.F.P. Baluchistan Federal

Government

Primary Education 19.3 6.2 12.5 24.0 4.6 11.1
Secondary Education 20.1 9.1 21.4 24.3 9.7 14.7
Madrassah Education 1.4 0.1
Teacher Education 6.7 1.1 2.5 6.5 0.6 3.0
Technical Education 17.4 33.2 11.5 2.0 0.8 10.3
CollegeEducation 12.4 7.5 18.6 33.9 11.5 13.0
University Education 6.6 20.6 15.5 6.3 9.9 10.3
Scholarships 12.2 7.4 8.2 6.5 8.2
Miscellaneous 5.3 14.9 9.8 1.6 56.4 29.3 .\

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.00 100.0 100.0

22.40. The percentages of Revised Budget Estimates for major sub-sectors of education by various executing
agencies given in the following Table indicate that in the Punjab the highest outlays were in the fields of Second
ary (20.1%) and Primary Education (19.3 %) followed by Technical Education (17.4.%), College Education
(12.4%) and Scholarships (12.2%). Sind allocated 33.2% of her total developmental outlay in Education
and Training Sector for Technical and 20.6% for University Education. Expenditure on the development
of Primary and Secondary Education amounted to only 6.2 % and 9.1 % respectively. N.W.F.P. spent 21.4 %
on Secondary Education followed by 18.6% and 15.5% respectively on College and University Education.
In Baluchistan, College Education accounted for over one third of her total developmental expenditure on
Education and Training whereas Primary and Secondary Education each accounted for about 25%. Out of
the total allocation by the Federal Government an allocation of 11.5%was earmarked for the sub-sector of
College Education, followed by 9.9% for University Education and 9.7 % for Secondary Education. The
resources allocated to the development of Primary Education accounted for only 4.6 %.



lit is estimated that during the year about 66,000 additional students have been provided accommodation in
classes VI-X of the existing schools which have been improved and expanded and the new one which have been
opened.

Teacher Education . ~._......

22.47. Agains tan original allocation o~ _Rs. 14.051 milli,!~for this sub-~~to! and a revised allocation of
Rs. 14. ~96million a sum of'Rs, 15.411 million was actually utilize.~. The utilization percentages were 109.7
and 106.3 respectively for original and revised allocations. The utilization percentages for various Executing
Agency given in Annexure ill indicate that the financial performance was generally satisfactory.
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TABLE vn
J. Development of Secondary Education during 1974-75

Upgradation of Construction of Buildings Consolida-
Executing Agency

Primary Middle Completed Continued
tion and

Started Improvementschools schools of schook

1 2 3 4 .} 6 7

Punjab .. 64 11 1,523

Sind .. 79 21

N.W.F.P. 80 87

Baluchistan· 30 12 67
j Federal Government :

(a) Federal area 3

(b) Northern area
I (c) F.A.T.A. ., 6 33 6 142

(d) Azad Kashmir 40
~ Total 94 23 165 144 6 1,772

22.43. Some of the major development programmes in this sub-sector were opening of 1,397 primary schools,
construction of school buildings for 1,407 primary schools. Consolidation and improvement of 1,773 primary
schools was accomplished either by improvement of building or supply or teaching aids, furniture, equipment.
etc. or by both.

22.44. As a result of the implementation of these development programmes the enrolment at the primary
level is estimated to have increased by about 0.24 million. This estimated increase in enrolment is even less
than half the increase envisaged during 1974-75in order to have universal primaryeducation by the dates fixed
in the Education Policy.

Secm.lldaryEducation
• 22.45. An allocation of Rs, 68.099 million was made in the original A.D.P. for the implementation of

programmes. The revised A.D.P. raised the allocation to Rs, 84. 728 million, The revised budget estimate
of Rs. 75.284 million was the highest among all sub-sectors of Bducation and Training. The utilization
percentages of different executing agencies given in Annexure III indicate that the lowest percentage was for
N.W.F.P. (55.4). The Federal Government almost doubled the original allocation for secondary education
and utilized 95.4% of the revised allocation. Thus, apart from N.W.F.P. the financial performance in
this sub-sector has been satisfactory. About 44% of the total development expenditure on this sub-sector
was made by the Punjab, 29%by the Federal Government and 14% by N.W.F.P. The provinces ofBaluchis
tan and Sind allocation 7 and 6 per cent respectively of the total outlay in this sub-sector.

22.46. Development Programmes implemented during 1974-7S iII the Secondary Education Sub-sector
included upgradation of primary s,?h,?olsinto mi~dIe. schools, upgradation of midd}e schools into high
schools, construction of school buildings, consolidation and Improvement of schools either by addition of
building or by supply of teaching aids, equipment, furniture, etc. or both (Appendix' A '). The summary
given below indicates details for each executing agency.

,..



Tedmicai!l Education
22.50. Against the revised A.D.P. allocation of Rs. 51.962million, a sum of Rs, 52.825 million was actually
spent en the development programmes in this sub-sector giving an utilization percentage of 101.7%. The
utilization percentages given in Annexure HI indicate that all Executing Agencies realised their financial
targets. Total expenditure in Technical Education sub-sector was 10.3% of the outlay in this sector. Al
location by the Punjab. Sind, N.W.F.P. and the Federal Government amounted to 54%. 31%, 11% and 3%
respectively of the total expenditure on Technical Education. Developmental expentiture on Technical
Education in Baluchistan was 0.8% of total expenditure in this sub-sector.

22.51. The on-going programme of consolidation and improvement of the existing facilities of the Uni
versity of Engineering and Technology, Lahore, was continued. The programme of conversion of existing
polytechnics into technical colleges continued to make slow but steady progress. The work of building a
new campus for the N.B.D. Engineering College, Karachi, made remarkable progress. The existing
educational facilities of the National College of Engineering and Technology, Karachi, and National College
of Arts, Lahore, were further improved. Facilities for vocational and commercial education also continued to
expand, Details of the development programmes implemented is given inAppendix' A '.

College ~dMcatio~

22.52. The original A.D.P. allocation of Rs, 64.782 million for the development of College Educati on
was revised upwards by 44.3 % bring it to Rs. 67.513 million. The utilization of Rs. 66.582 million represents
142.3 % of the original and 98.1)% of'the revised allocation. The allocations were fully utilized by all executing
agencies with the exception of N.W.F.P. which utilized only 88.6% of the allocation (Annexure III).
Expenditure on the implementation of development programmes of College Education amounted to 13.0 %
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Development of Teacher Education during 1974-75

TABLE VII

22.48. The expenditure on the development of Teacher Education was 10TVestamong all sub-sectors and
accounted for only 3.0 % of the total outlay in Education and Training. The expenditure by the Punjab ac
counted for a little less than three fourth of the total expenditure on Teacher Education whereas the exj cr clime
by Baluchistan and N.W.F.P. a little less than one tenth each. Expenditure by Sind was about one third cf the
expenditure by N.W.F.P. and Baluchistan on Teacher Education.

22.49. The development programmes in this sub-sector mainly ;'consisted of in-service training of teachers
and improvement of the facilities at existing teacher training institutions (Appendix' A '). The table given
below shows that in all 26,319 primary and 1,725 secondary school teachers were given in-service training.
The major training programmes were implemented by the Punjab followed by Sind. Under the Federal Pro
gramme also in-service courses were organized.



22.56. Thedetalls of the developmentprogrammesimplementedduring 1974-75are givenin Appendix 'A '.
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Scholarships and Loans
22.55. Against an original allocation of Rs. 40.944 million and a revisedallocation of Rs, 43.229 million
an expenditureof Rs, 42.295millionwas incurred on scholarshipsgivingan utilizationpercentageof 103.6 in
respect of original and 98.1 in respect of revisedallocation. Of the total out-lay on Scholarshipsand Loan
the expenditureby the ~jab accountsfor a little lessthan half whilethat by the FederalGovernmentacc~ums
for about one third. Sind and N.W.F.P. spent about one tenth each of the total expenditure. Baluchistan
incurred an expenditureof Rs. 5.0 million out of the non-developmentbudget to award scholarships to
seventhousand students.

o·

22.54. The developmentprogrammes implementedin this sub-sector includedconsolidation and impro
vement of existingfacilitiesthrough construction of additional buildingsana/or supply of equipment, books, .
etc, construction of buildings-for existinginstitutes/departmentsand acquisitionof land for the development
of campusesof universitiesto,jJeestablished(Appendix' A'). e c , .

University Education
22.53. An allocation of Rs, 45.110 million was made for the developmentprogrammes in this sub-sector.
This allocation was later increased by 35% to raise it to Rs, 60.898 million. Actual utilization, however,
amounted to Rs. 52.550 million whichwas 116.2% and 86.3% respectivelyof the original and revisedallo
cations. The utilization percentagesgiven in Annexure III indicate that N.W.F.P. utilized only 87.4% and
the Federal Government utilized only 75.8% of the available funds. University education received10.3%
of the total developmentalexpenditureill this sector. By far the largest amount was spent by the
Federal Government on the developmentof universities. Sind and N.W.F.P. each spent about one fifth of
the total expenditureon this sub-sector. The expenditureby Baluchistanwas lowest.
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TABLE VIII

of the total outlay in Education and Training (Annexure IV). Allocation by the Federal Government for the
development of College Education was higher than that by all provincial governments. Among the provinces
Sind allocated the lowest amount which was even less than half of that spent byBaluchistan. The table below:
gives a summary of the programmes which have been implemented during 1974-75.



22.61. Due to inadbequacyfin0ffundds ear.marked fokrEducation sector, the programme proposed for 1975-76 J,
bas to a great extent een con e to continuing wor on on-going programmes and an amount of Rs. 443. 180
million or69% of the total A.D.P. allocation has been budgeted for them. This has Iefta small balance of
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. The above figures indicate tha~ the alternative projections are lower in all cases. Even to achieve these targets
the estimate of financial requirements for 1975-76, based on very moderate rates of expenditure, works out
to about Rs. 1100.00 million for 1975-76. The A.D.P. allocation of Rs. 639.391 million, which is just about
58% of the estimated financial requirements, is obviously not adequate to bring about fulfilment of the Educa
tion Policy targets even to a reasonable degree by 1980.

Primary stage (I-V)
Middle stage (VI-VIII)
High stage (IX-X) ,••

Intermediate level (XI-XII)
Degree level (XIll-XlV)
Universities (general) ••

(Figures in Thousands)

EnroIment Alternative
target set in Projections of
the Education enrolment

Policy t,
9600 8363
3300 1881.. 8S6 704
344 220 'If

132 91
22.S 20

Level of Education

A.lternatiYe Projections 0/ Enrolment
TABLE IX

22.60. The implementation during 1972-75 of the programmes recommended in the Education Policy
has been so much below the level that achievement of a number of targets set for 1980 has not remained techni
cally feasible. The achievement of other targets has also become extremely difficult if not altogether im
possible. Alternative projections of educational requirments, based on comparatively lower enrolment for
1980..than those envisaged in the Education Policy have been made for the next five years. These alternative
projections of enrolment in 'major educational fields are compared with the Education Policy targets in the
table below : _

Financial Allocation
22.59. The Annual Development Programme 1975-76 provides Rs. 639.391 million for the Edu
cation and Training sector. This amount represents an increase of about 24.9 % over the revised estimates
of expenditure of Rs. 511.915 million but, due to steep rise in prices, in real terms it is less than the amount
estimated to be utilized on the implementation of development projects of Education and Training during
1974-75. The A.D.P. allocation shall, in fact, meet only a small proportion of the financial requirements of
the large programmes necessary to be implemented for the attainment of the major physical targets set in the
Education Policy 1972-80.

PROGRAMMES FOR 1975-76

22.58. The major developmental programmes included under this head were the reconstruction of
educational. institutions -damaged by the flood, construction of Federal students hostels, import and reproduc-.
tion of foreign text-books, preservation of prehistoric remains at Moenjodaro, revision of school curricula, :;..
development of sports training and coaching facilities etc. The details of the programmes are given in
Appendix •A'. .

Miscellaneous
22.57. Against an original allocation of Rs.179.892 million and revised allocation of Rs. 152.915 million,
a sum of Rs. 149.949 million was spent on miscellaneous programmes. This gives an utilization percentage
of 85% and 98% respectively for original and revised A.D.P. allocations. Of the total estimated expenditure
on miscellaneous programmes, that by the Federal Government accounted for over four fifth and the rest by
the Punjab and Sind.



Executing Agencies
Sub-8cctor Total

Puqjab Sind N.W.F.P. Baluchistan Federal
Government

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Primary Education 12.6 16.2 14.6 19.8 2.6 9:4
Secondary Education 22.6 16.5 27.7 18.9 7.8 16.5
Teacher Education 7.2 0.5 1.7 6.6 10.6 3.3
Technical Education 20.4 28.6 7.2 2.5 1l.4 U.4
CollegeEducation 13.3 7.9 23.6 35.9 7.2 rz.r
University Education •• 5.4 13.9 10.8 14.8 10.6 9.1
Scholars,s •• •• •• 11.3 6.0 6.4 9.3 9.1
Books an Libraries " . • • 7.2 2.9
Research. Sw.tisticsand Planning •• 1.0 5.7 7.2 1.2 5.6 4.0

).. Archeology. Museum and Archives •• 0.2 0.7 8.7 3.6
Miscellaneous 6.0 4.0 0.8 1.1 39.0 18.6

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0··

3)5

22.63. The figures given in Annexure N indicate that allocations for 1975-76 have increased over the revised
budget estimates for 1974-75 by 45%. in N.W.F.P., by 41%in the Punjab, by 25% in Sind and by 12% for
Federal programmes. However, there has been a nominal decrease of 4% in the allocation for Baluchistan.
Thelargest increases in allocation have been in the fields of secondary education (40%) and technical educa..
tion (38%) whereas the lowest increases have been in university education (10%) and primary education (6%).
The allocations for teacher education and scholarships also registered substantial increase of 37% each.

22;64. In terms of sub-sectoral allocations for 1975-76 given in Annexure V the largest amount has been.
ear-marked for secondary education which comes to 16.5 % of the total outlay for Education and Training.
College education and technical education have been allocated 12.1 and .11.4 per cent respectively. Primary
education, scholarships and university education come next with 9.4 %, 9.1 % and 9.1 % allocation respec
tively.

22.65. The percentage distribution of A.D.P. allocation among different sub-sectors by various Executing
Agencies is given in the Table below:, " . .

. TABLB XI ,.
Percentage of A..D.P. 19.75-76allocated in Major Sub-Sectors

J

22.62. The above table indicates that the size of the Development Programmes to be implemented by the
Government of the Punjab is the largest involving 36.3 % of the total outlay. Tne Development Programmes
to be implemented by the Federal Ministry of Education constitute 31.8 % of the A.D.P. while those of the
governments of N.W.F.P., Sind and Baluchistan constitute 11.1%, 9: 5% and 3.2 % respectively of the
total A.D.P.

Rs.196.211 million for new schemes under all the executing gencies. The distribution of the total
allocation for on-going and new schemes of different executing agencies is given in the following Table.

TABLEX
ANocation by Executing Agencies

(Million Rs.)

On-going Schemes NewSchemes Total
-.( ExecutingAgencies

Allocation % Allocation %% Allocation .

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Government of the Punjab .• 123.166 53 108.834 47 232.000 36.3
Government of Sind .• 58.213 95 2.787 05 61.000 9.5
Government of N.W.F.P. .. 52.919 75 17.781 25 70.700 11.1
Government of Baluchistan 13.049 64 7.250 36 20.299 3.2

J Federal Ministries/Divisions :
Ministry of Education •• . . 157.173 77 46.108 23 203.281 31.8
States and Frontier Regions Division 22.761 100 22.761 l.5
Kashmir Affairs Division 11.449 74 3.951 26 15.400 2.4
Planning and Development Division 3.500 41 5.000 59 8.500 1.3
Establishment Division •• 0.950 39 1.500 61 2.450 0.4
Ministry of ReligiousAffairs 2.000 100 2.000 0.3
Manpower Division •. 1.000 100 1.000 0.2

Total 443.180 69 .196.211 31 639.391 100.0

l



.. -

22.68. Ofthe 1,166 primary schools to be opened by provincial governments, 1,000 (87%) shall be in the
Punjab, 75 ( 6% ) shall in N.W.F.P., 50 (4%) shall be in Baluchistan and 30(3%) in Sind. Under the
.Federal programme 8 primary schools shall be opened in the Northern area and 3 in. the Federal area. The
Government of the Punjab shall take up the construction of 1,550 primary school buildings whereas the Federal
Government and the government of N.W.F.P. shall construct 63 and 50 school buildings respectively. In
addition, the on-going work of construction of 124 school buildings in N.W.F.P" 100 in F.A.T.A. and 82 in
Sind shall be complet~. Figures i~ column 5 indicate that of 16,759primary schools shall be benefitted by the
programmes of consolidation and Improvement, 96.7 % of these schools are located in the Punjab 2.1% in
F.A.T.A .• 1.0% in N.W.F.P. and 0.2% in Sind. ' 0

22.69. As a result of the development programmes to be implemented during 1975-76 the enrolment in
primary schools is estimated to increase by about 0.15million against the estimated increas~ of 0 30 million
in the population of school going age. The anticipated increase therefore shall not bring' about any
. appreciable increase in ~heparticipationrate(47%)andthisshallleaveus as far away from ·the target of
universal enrolment as In1975. ,.
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Opening of Construction of Buildings Consolida-
lRxecutingAgency Primary . tion anel

school On-going New Improvement

1 2 3 4 5

Pwljab .. 1,000 1,550 16,200
Sin~ 30 82 38

N.W.F.P. 75 124 50 111

Baluchistan 50

Federal Government:

(a) Federal area ,', 3
(b) Northern area. 8 12 1(c) F.A.T.A. •• .. 100 51 350
(d) Azad Kasbmir

Total 1,166 306 1,713 16.759

DevelopmentProgrammesfor Primary Education

Primary EdocatioD
22.66. In the AnnualDevelopment Programme for 1975-76 an allocation of Rs. 59.891 million has been

made for the implementation of development programmes in this sub-sector. The allocation which is 9.4%
of the total outlay in Education and Training shows an increase of 26.0% over the A.D.P.· allocation of
Rs, 47.593 million for the year 1974-75 and an increase of 5.7% over the estimate expenditure
for 1974-75. The comparative statement of the increase in allocation by different executing agencies
(Annexure VI) indicates that the A.D.P. for 1975-76 provides for an increase in allocation over the Revised
Budget Estimates for 1974-75to the extent of 226% in Sind and 69% in N.W.F.P. The allocation for Federal
programmes in the field of primary education has decreased by 38% and those for the provinces of Baluchistan
and the Punjab have decreased by 22 and 8 per cent respectively.

_ 22.67. Details of the development programmes to be implemented have been outlined in Appendix' B' ;
and a summary of major programmes is given in the table below : -

TABLE xn

PHYSICAL PROGRAMMES

Punjab has allocated the largest share in her outlay to secondary education (22.6%) followed by technical
education (20.4%), by college education (13.3%) and primary education (12.6%). In Sind, technical
education has received 28.6% of her total A.D.P. allocation followed by secondary cducation(16.5%).
primary education (16.2%) and university education (13.9%). N.W.F.P. has allocated largest share to
secondary education (27 7%) followed by that to college t ducation (23.6 %). Primary and university edu
cation have received 14.6% and lQ.8 % respectively of the total A.D.P. allocation for N.W.F.P -. Baluchistan
has given the largest share to college education (35.9%) followed by primary education (19.0%) and
secondary education (18.9%).



"'Improvement of buildings or supply of equipment/furniture/teaching aids/library books.

Teacher Education
22.72. The allocation of Rs. 21.099 millionmade for the developmentprogrammesin the fieldof Teacher
Education constitutes 3.3% of the total outlay in this sectionwhich is the lowest for any sub-sector. This
allocation representsan increaseof 50.2% over the originalA.D.P. allocation for 1974-75and an increase of
37% over the estimated expenditure for the last year (Annexure VI). The allocation and utilization of
funds by various executing agencies in the field of teacher education (AnnexureVI) indicate that the
development programmes in Sind and Baluchistan shall register decrease by 39 and 2 per cent respectively
whereasthe developmentin N.W.F.P. shallbe maintainedat last year's pace. Only the allocations for the
Punjab and FederalGovernmenthavebeen increasedto givea fillipto developmentprogrammesin the field of
teacher education, The allocation by the Punjab accounts for 79.6% of the total outlay in teacher
education sub-sectorwhereasallocationby Sind representsonly 1.5% of the total outlay.
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TABLE XIII
DevelopmentProgrammeforSecondaryEducation 1975-76

22.71. Details of the developmentprogrammesto be implementedare given-in Appendix' B ' and a summary
is given in the table below :

;

Secondary Education
22.70. In the Annual developmentProgramme for 1975-76an allocation of Rs. 105.682million has been

made for the development programmes in this sub-sector. This constitutes 16.5% of the total
A.D.P. allocation and accounts for the largest allocation for any sub-sector. This allocation represents
an increaseof 55.2%overoriginalA.D.P. allocationof Rs. 68.099millionfor the year 1974-75and an increase
of 40.4% over the actual developmentalexpenditure of Rs, 75.284 million during 1974-75 (AnnexureVI).
The comparativestatement of the A.D.P. allocationsfor 1975-76by differentexecutingagencies(AnnexureVI)
indicates that the developmentprogrammefor Sind has increasedby 125%over the r stimated expenditure
during 1974-75 whereas the allocationsby N.W.F.P. and the Punjab have increasedby 88 and 37 per cent
respectivey. The allocations for Baluchistanand the Federal Government have registereddecrease by 25%
and 10% respectively. The comparativefiguresof allocationsby various executingagencies given in An
nexureV indicatethat the allocationof the provinceof the Punjab constitutes49.5% of the total outlay in the
field of SecondaryEducation. The allocations by N.W.F.P., Sind., Baluchistan and Federal Government
represent 18.6%. 3.6% and 18.8% respectivelyof the total allocation.



J
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22.77. The development programmes to be implemented include opening of new intermediate colleges,
upgradation cf intermediate colleges to degree level, addition of facilities at existing colleges for the 'teaching

College EductaluOJ1ll
22.76. An allc cation of Rs, 77.477 million has been made for the development programmes ill this sub
sector '\\hich represents 12. 1% of the total outlay in Education and Training. The allocation represents an
increase cf 65.6% over the original A.D.P. allocation of Rs. 46.782 million for 1974-75 and an increase of
16% ever the Revised Budget Estimates of Rs, 66.582 million for 1974-75 (Annexure VU). The relative in
crease in tho allocation of various executing agencies given in Annexure Vll indicates that the allocations by
N.W,F.P., the Punjab and Sind have increase by 84%, 51% and 32% respectively over the Revised Budget
Estimates fer 1974-75. Only allocation for the Federal programmes has shown a decrease by 32%. Alloca
ticn by the Punjab accounts for 40% of the allocation for College Education, allocation by N.W.P.P for 22%
and allocation by Federal Government for 23%. Allocation by Baluchistan constitutes 9% of the total al
k caticn for this sub-sector while that by Sind for 6%.

22.75. The development programmes in this sub-sector include the continuation of on-going schemes of
consolidation of existing facilities of Universit-y of Engineering and Technology, Lahore, establishment of
Engineering Education Research and Survey Centre at the above university, upgradation of Sind University
Engineering College into a university and its shifting to Nawabshah and the construction of the building of the
Engineering College to be established at Taxila. The conversion of polytechnics into technical colleges shall
be continued. Similarly, facilities for vocational and commercial training shall be expanded. Details of the
development programmes to he impl€mented by different executing agencies are given in Appendix' B '.

Technical IEdncauClill
22.74. This sub-sector has received 11.4-% of the total outlay in this sector. The allocation

'4 fer 1975-76has been increased by 37.8 per cent over the Revised Budget Estimates for 1974-75 and by 68.6
pel' cent over the original A.D.P. alloca~cns. The figures given in Annexure vn indic~te that th~ allocations
for development programmes of the Punjab, the Federal Government, SInd and Baluchistan have Increased by
66%, 32%, 7% and 19% respectively over the Revised Budget Estimates for the last year whereas the allocation
ofN.W.F.P. has decreased by 10%. '

1632686,500Total

Federal Government
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TABLE XIV

Development Pr(Jgramme for Teacher Education during 1975-76

22.73. Development of Teacher Education shall be effected through the openingjup-gradation of training
institutions, construction of buildings, consolidation of the existing facilities of teacher training institutions and
ofg~zation of in-service training courses (Appendix •B '). The summary of the development activities in
~his sub-sector is given in the table below :



22.81. The various on-going schemes for the award of scholarships to meritorious and poor students shall be
continued. Interest-free loans shall be awarded to deserving students. Details of the programmes are given
in Appendix' B '.

§clllolru'§hlp§
22.80. A sum of Rs. 58.046 million has been allocated for the award of scholarships and interest-free
loans to students. This allocation represents 9. 1% of the total allocation for Education and Training s ector
for the year 1975-76. This allocation represents an increase of 42% over the A.D.P. provision of Rs. 40.944
million for 1974-75and an increase of 37% over the Revised Budget Estimates of Rs. 43.229 million. The
allocations by the Punjab and Fed~ral Government together account for over four fifth of the total allocation
for this sub-sector while the allocations by Sind and N.W.F.P. represent less than one fifth of the total alloca
tion. Baluchistan shall spend Rs. 5 million out of her non-developmental budget for the award of scholarships.
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22.79. The development programmes in this sub-sector shall consist of continuation of on-going construction
work at the Punjab, Karachi, Sind,Peshawar, Baluchistan, Gomal, Islamabad and People's Open universities.
Preliminary work for the establishment of new1:l~versiti~s.8;tBahawalpur, Khairpur, I\;I~tan and Azad Kashmir
shall be continued. Consolidation of the existing facilities by Improvement of buildings and/or supply of
equipment, etc. shall be undertaken at Jamia Islamia, Bahawalpur, Peshawar, Gomal, Baluchistan and People's
Open universities. Details of'the programmes to be implemented for the development of University Education
are given in Appendix • B '.

Uruveuity Ed~cation
22.78. The allocation of Rs, 57.978 million made in the A.D.P. for 1975-76represents 9% of the total outlay

in Education and Training Sector. This represents an increase of29 % over the A.D.P. allocation for 1974-75
and an increase of 10% over the Revised Budget Estimates. The comparative figures for increase given in
Annexure vn indicate that the allocations by Baluchistan, the Punjab and Federal Government have been
increased by 127%, 14% and 17% respectively. The pace of development of University Education in Sind
shall be slowed down to the tune of 15%. The allocation by the Federal Government alone accounts for a
little less than one-half whereas that by the Punjab accounts for over one fifth.
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of science.construction of college buildings and consolidation of existing collegesby improvement of physical
or educational facilities (Appendix •B '). Summary of development programmesisjgiven in the table below:

TABLE XV
IJeve(opmert.t Programmes/or College Education 1 975-76



---------~--------------
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22.82. A sum of Rs. 186.331 million has been ear-marked for miscellaneous programmes. This allocation
represents an increase. of 42% over the A.D.P: ~ocation of Rs. 1_?9.892 million and an increase of 37% over
the revised budget estimate of Rs. 149.949 million. The allocation by the Federal Government accounts for
over four fifth of the total allocation for miscellaneous programmes. The allocation by the Punjab accounts
for less than one tenth while the allocations by Sind and N.W.F.P. each were one-third ofthe allocation by the
Punjab.

22.83. The programmes to be implemented include reconstruction of flood damaged educational institu
tions, construction of Federal students hostels, pre~ervatIo~ of'historical r~m:uns at Moenjodaro, development of
curricula, research, statistics and planning. Details are grven In Appendix B '.



(c) N.W.F.P.
10. The construction of buildings for the 44 upgraded primary schools and 9 upgraded middle schools

were completed, while work was continued on 48 other upgraded middle schoo.s. In the on-going work of
construction of 14 middle schools buildings, the buildings for 13 were completed. In addition, progress was
registered on the construction of 20 newly upgraded middle schools. Under other on-going programmes
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(b) Sind
9. The People's Rural Development Department constructed buildings for 5 upgraded primary

schools. Under the on-going programme of conversion of primary schools into elementary schools, work
has been completed on 54 schools buildings while the work of construction of 20 other buildings made
satisfactory progress. Under the schemes for the upgradation of middle schools into high schools the
buildings of 10 schools were completed and progress was registered on 11 others.

(a) punjab
8. Under the development programmes implemented during the year 1974-75, 64 primary schools were

upgraded to middle standard and 11middle schools were upgraded to high standard. The on-going schemes
for the establishment of double section high schools, establishment of comprehensive high schools and cons
truction of building for Government high school, Khanqah Dogran progressed further. Library books were
provided to 40 existing high schools. With a view to improving the quality of education 1,123 existing middle
and high schools were provided teaching aids and scientific equipment.

(e) Federal Programmes
5. Two primary school buildings were completed at Islamabad while the construction of buildings for

the 24 recently taken over primary schools located in the Federal area was started.

6. Under the Federal programme in Northern areas,16 primary schools were opened and buildings of
these 16 newly established primary schools and 2 existing primary schools were completed. These schools
were also supplied with necessary equipment. .

7. In the Federally Administered Tribal Areas, the on-going work of construction of 100 primary school
buildings was completed and considerable progress was registered on the buildings of other 37 primary
schools. Equipment and furniture was supplied to 63 schools.

SECONDARY EDUCATION

(d) Baluchistan
4. Two hundred primary schools were established and buildings were constructed for another fifty

including those constructed in Marri Bugti area on the directive of the Prime Minister. In addition, buildings
of 10 existing primary SChoolswere further consolidated and improved.I-

(c) N.W.F.P.
3. One hundred and thirty one primary schools were opened and on-going construction work was com

pleted in res:[!ect.of 109 existing and 7 new primary scbools. Inaddition, the facilities of7 primary schools
in Hazara District were Improved.

(b) Sin~
~ 2. Work was completed on the on-going programme of construction of 29 primary school buildings

and progress was registered with the construction of 56 other primary school buildings. Besides buildings
for 42 new primary schools have been completed by the People's Rural Development Department.

(a) Punjab
1. The development programme implemented included the opening of 1050 new primary schools and

supply of furniture, equipment and teaching aids to these institutions. Of the new schools established
during 1974-75, fifty were in economically deprived areas. The buildings of these primary schools were also
constructed. The consolidation of 600 existing primary schools was undertaken by improvement of their
buildings and supply of new equipment, furniture and teaching aids.

'APPENDIX A

SUB-SECTORAL PHYSICAL PROGRESS DURING 1914-75

PRIMARY EDUCATION



(d) Baluchistrun
19. The provincial Education Extension Centre and the Teacher Training School for Men at Qnetta

were improved,

(c) N.W.F.P.
18. The programme for the in-service training of teachers was implemented.

(b) Sind
I!:!...

. 17. To facilitate introduction of new primary school curricula 2,800 primary school teachers were pro-
vided in-service training.

,
}

(a) Pll!Djab'

16. Under the inservice teacher training programmes 23,178 elementary school teachers and 1,612 se
condary school tea~hers were provided training in the techniques <;>fteaching the new curricula, and manage
ment and production of resource matenal. The on-going programmes for the upgradation
of 3 primary etacher training institutes into elementary teachers training colleges and improvement of
teaching and research facilities of the teacher training colleges were completed. The on-going programme
for the opening of a science teachers training c<?I~e.gemade furtherprogress. Progress continued to be made
on the on-going .progr~mme. of expansion of facilities for. the trll!mng of polytechnic teachers at Rawalpindi
Polytechnic and inservice training of teachers at Pak-Swedish Institute of Technology.

TEACHER EDUCATION

15.. InAzad Kashmir, scientific equipment, ~~ture, lib~ary books and instructional :'lidswere supplied
to 20 middle and 20 high schools. The hostel building of a high school was completed while land was acqui
Iredfor the construction of additional rooms for 26 high schools.

(d) Baluc:hlsUmt
11. Thirty existing primary schools were upgraded to middle level and another 30 were improved in

respect of buildings and related facilities. Twelve middle schools were raised to high schools and ~dditional
building accommodations was constructed for 8 of them. Building of 4 existing high schools were improved and
additional equipment was provided. In addition, funds were provided for purchase of equipment for technical
education t029 middle and 4 high schools. Residential accommodation was provided for headmaster/teachers
at 8 different places. To remove the transport difficulties experienced by the girls of Quetta, a bus has been.
provided to the girls high school.

(e) lFedell"aB.Programmes
12. Progress was registered on the construction of buildings for 3 secondary schools of Islamabad. The

construction of library rooms at secondary. schools was started during the year. The general secondary
schools as well model schools of Islamabad were supplied the needed equipment.

13. In the Northern Areas the on-going programme for the introduction of Industrial Arts and other
diversified courses in 5 high schools was completed.

14. In Federally Administered Tribal Area the on-going. construction work at 19 upgraded primary
and 10 upgraded middle schools registered considerable progress. The buildings of 4 existing middle schools
and 2 existing high schools were completed while those of 3 middle and 1high school reached near completion
stage. Work has been started on the building of 6 newly upgraded primary schools. With a view to provi
ding residential accommodation at high schools located in far flung areas, residences for teachers at 2 high
schools and student hostels at 3 high schools were under construction while student hostels at one school
lhas been completed. During the year 1974-75, 16 middle schools and 25 high schools were provided with
equipment. In addition, equipment has been provided to 38 high schools for the introduction of agricult-ural
courses.

the buildings of one existing secondary school was completed and work continued on the buildings
of 16 other secondary schools and 3 comprehensive high schools. Construction of additional class rooms
in 13 high schools was completed and equipment was supplied to 46. With a view to reducing the imbalance
inthe enrolment in arts and science subjects, science has been introduced as a compulsory subject in 6 high
schools. In the on-going programme of constructing workshops for the introduction of agro-technical sub
jects, work has been completed at 4 places. The under construction hostel of Government High Schools,
Chitral, made satisfactory progress while the hostels at Ghazni Khail and Paroa made some progress.
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(c) N.W.JF.lP'.
28. Building works of Government Polytechnic at Peshawar and p~lytechnic institutes at D. I. Khan

and Haripur have almost been completed. The work has also been completed on the building of Government
vocational institutes at Kohat and Peshawar. The construction work at the Government vocational
institutes for womenat Abbottabad and DJ. Khan registered considerable. progres~. The on-going work

t mercial institutes at Abbottabad D. I. Khan Kohat and Cnitral continued to make progress.
at G?vlernm~n comts of equipment in respect of 'Polytechnic and Vocational Institute, Peshawar, havePartla requiremen
been supplied.

27. Under the on-going scheme for the conversion of polytechnics into technical colleges, the additional
buildings of the polytechnic at Hyderabad were c_OD?-plete~while of the buildings of polytechnics at Karachi
and Khairpur registered good prowess. The buildings 01 9 of tp.~17 vocational schools under cons truction
were completed and progress continued to be made on the remammg 8.

(b) SRnd
26. .Civil work at the new campus of the NED Engineering College, Karachi, made remarkable pro

gress. A total amount of Rs. 11 .00 million has been utilized and 80% of the construction work has been com
pleted. Under the scheme of up-gradation of Sind University Engineering College, one block of student
hostel has been completed at the new campus at Nawabshah and work on the second block is nearing
completion.

(a) Punjab
23. At the University of Engineering and Technology, Lahore, the on-going work of consolidation

and improvement of the existing facilities was continued. Work on the establishment of Computer Section
and Public Health Institute made further progress. Progress was also registered on the construction of Pond
Oxidation. Research on Motor Forward Scattering Propagation and Burst Communication and Problems
in Low Cost Housing in Pakistan was continued. Work was initiated on the development of post-graduate
teaching and research facilities in the field of water resource engineering.

24. The on-going programme of conversion of polytechnics into technical colleges continued to make
progress at Lahore, Rawalpindi, Lyallpur and Bahawalpur. The construction of the buildings of the poly
technics at Sahiwal and Rasul and the expansion of the buildings of the polytechnics at Lahore, Sialkot,
Rawalpindi and Bahawalpur continued to make progress. Under the on-going programme of introducing
Instrument Technology and Aeronautic Technology at the existing polytechnics of Multan and Sargodha
respectively, additional building blocks were completed and equipment relevant to these technologies was
provided. Equipment was also supplied to six existing polytechnics one for women at Lahore and 5 for men
at Lahore (Institute of Graphic Arts), Lyallpur, Multan, Gujrat and Leiah,

25. In the field of vocational education progress was made on the construction of buildings of vocational
institutes for men and women at Lahore and for men at Sargcdha, Gujrat, Jhelum and Sahiwal. Equipment
was supplied to the existing 23 vocational institutes for women and the vocational institutes for men at Khane
wal, Bahawalpur, Sheikhupura and Jauharabad.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION

(e) Federal Programmes
20. An in-service teacher training course in the production of resource material was organized at the

In-service Teacher Education and Resource Material Centre, Islamabad, inwhich teachers from all provinces
and federally administered areas participated. The National Institute of Education organized 5 training
programmes for the training of 250 Master Trainers in Administration, Curriculum development and Edu
cational Planning. The Federal College of Education organized 3-4 weekly courses for the training of 76 se
condary school english teachers and 37 secondary school science teachers. The college also organized
short courses in social studies and general science for the benefit of 91 primary school teachers.

21. InNorthern Area, a new teacher training institute was established at Skardu while the serving teachers
were provided facilities for training at Teacher Training Institutes of Punjab and N.W.F.P. In Federally
Administered Tribal Areas progress was registered on the construction of additional class-room at Government
Training School, Jamrud and the construction of Principal's residence and staff quarters was started.

22. In Azad Kashmir, an in-service training programme was organized for untrained primary school
teachers at existing PTIs' Progress was registered in the on-going programme. of up-gradation of the
Teacher Training Institute, Afzalpur, into a full-fledged training college. ~

_.
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(a) punjab
38. The on-going work of consolidation and improvement of the facilities of the University of the Punjab

registered furth~r progress. At the Institute of Chemical Engineering and Technology the work of develop
ment of the Unit Process Laboratory, development of Plastic and Polymer Technology, development of Pet
roleum and Gas Technology, development of the Fertilizer Technology and the development of Pilot Plant

UNIVERSITY EDUCATION

.'.
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(d) BalucbistaBll
33. On the Prime Minister's directive, 6 new intermediate colleges were established at Kohlu, Harnai,

Duki, Pishin, Dera Bugti and Kharan and the intermediate college at Mustung was up-graded to degree level.
Also, an intermediate college was established at Paujgur and the intermediate college at Turbat was up-graded
to degree level.

(e) JFeiiller2lllP'rogrammes
34. Land has been acquired for Central Government College for Men at Islamabad and a new block

was constructed at the .Federal Government College for Women. The colleges for men and women at
Islamabad were supplied books, equipment and furniture.

35. Inthe Northern Areas, the on-going programme for the up-gradation of Intermediate College.
Gilgit, to degree level continued to make progress.

36. In the Federal Administered Tribal Areas, the construction work of the buildings for colleges at
Parachanar, Darra Adam Kheil and Meran Shah continued to make progress .. Work has been initiated on
the buildings of the newly established intermediate college at Kahar, Landi Kotal and Ladda .

. 37. In Azad Kashmir, the on-going works of construction of buildings for opening of 3 intermediate
colleges, staff hostels at 2 existing colleges and expansion of students hostels at degree colleges at Muzaffar
abad and Rawala Kot were completed. The civil work in connection with the opening of intermediate classes
at existing high schools at Bhimber and Garhi Dopatta continued to make progress. Diversified courses
were introduced at 2 existing colleges. Building programme for the.. proposed girls c.ollegeat M.uzaffarabad
made some progress. Land has been acquired for the proposed cadet college at Palandri, Sports equip
ment was provided to the existing colleges and boys scouts and girl guides movements also made some
progress.

(c) NoWoFoPo
32. The on-going work of construction of buildings of 8 degree and 6 intermediate colleges was continued.

The building of one intermediate college was completed while the building of Superior Science College, Pesha
war, Science and Agriculture Ccllge, D.I. Khan, Lakki College and Karak College made considerable progress.
Construction work also continued at 9 other science college. Under the new programme, work continued
and registered good progress at government colleges for men at Ghazi, Daggar and Matta and
Government College for Women at Haripur. Work has been started to meet additional building requirements
for the opening of postgraduate classes at Jahanzeb College, Swat.

(b) Sind
31. One new intermediate college was opened and the on-going work of construction of two college buil

dings was completed. Work of construction of 5 other buildings continued to make progress. Under the
scheme for the up-gradation of 7 intermediate colleges to degree level the building requirements have been met
at one college while at 6 other colleges the work registered good progress.

(a) Punjab
30. The facilities for higher education were increased by the opening of 6 new intermediate colleges and

the up-gradation of 6 existing intermediate colleges to degree level. Science laboratories have been added
to 50 existing intermediate and degree colleges and science equipment was provided to introduce teaching of
science at these institutions. .

COLLEGE EDUCATION

(d) Federal Programmes
29. The academic facilities at the National College of Engineering and Technology, Karachi, and the

National College of Arts, Lahore, were further improved by providing necessary equipment and construction
of additional building.
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45. The Federal Ministry of Education started a big programme of construction of Federal students
hostels. Of these, 111 hostels are to be constructed in the Punjab, 70 in Sind, 33 in N.W.F.P., 11 in
Baluchistan and 49 in' Federally Administered Tribal Areas. Work was started at 167 sites and quite
.a number of hotels are nearing completion.

,t_

MISCELLANEOUS PROGRAMMES

43. Against an originalallocation of Rs. 40.944 million and a r~,-?-sedallocation of Rs. 43.229 million, an
expenditure of~. 42.295 million was 1l1~ed on scholarships, giving an utilizatl,?n percentage of 103.3 %
in respect of original allocation and 98.1 % III respect of revised allocation, Allocation by the Punjab, Sind,
NWFP and the Federal Goyernn:ent accounted for ~7%, 9% , 9% and.3? % respectively of the total expenditure
in this sub-sector. Baluchistan Incurred an expenditure of Rs. 5.0 million out of the non-development budget
toward scholarships to seven thousand students.

44. Under the Federal scholarship programme, twelve scholars proceeded abroad under the Merit Scho
larships sch.eme, 54 under the Central Overseas T~ainin~ sc~eme and 10 under the Qauid-i-Azam Scholarship
scheme. Fifteen students have been awarded Nishan-i-Haider scholarships to continue higher education in
Pakistan. To enable 70 scholars to receive education abroad their foreign grants were supplemented by govern
ment subsidy. Two students were granted special air-travel facilities from Pakistan to U.K. The awards
made last year under President's Thousand Scheme were continued and fresh awards made to another group
<of 1000 scholars. Scholarships were also awarded to 190foreign students studying at Pakistani institutions.

SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOANS

(e) Federal Progrannaes
42. At the University of Islamabad, construction of 72 staff quarters, central workshop and allied services

have been completed. Construction of mosque in the campus has started and the programmes for the COn
struction of library building, cafetaria, student hostel and health centre are at the prepartory stage. At the
People's Open University, work has started on the construction of hostels and allied services, site development
and peripheral roads etc. h.ave bee? provided. ~ee institutes of the Peo~le's Open University, namely
Institute of Modem Languages, Institute of Education and Institute of Educational Technology have started
work and so has the department of Social Studies. The work of drafting foundation level courses in science,
and measurement and evaluation has reached final stage while the drafting of foundation level courses in wood
work, metal work, electricity, poultry, fertilizers, kitchen gardening, social services and psychology, and inter
mediate level courses in automechanics has been started.

(d) Baluchistan
41. At the University of Baluchistan campus, construction work on various academic blocks made good

progress. Scientific equipment was purchased for the Physics, Chemistry and Botany departments of the
University of Baluchistan.

(c) N.W.F.P.
40. At Peshawar University campus, the residential quarters for junior level employees of various cate

gories were completed upto the plinth level while the on-going work on the Student Union House was com
pleted. Books and equipment were also supplies to the Peshawar University to improve the quality of under
graduate and post-graduate education. At Gomal University in D. I.Khan, development work in respect of
internal roads, E.I. and S.I., external sewerage and tube-well were completed and work of construction of
Science and Arts blocks, hostel for 200 students and C type residences have been taken in hand.

•

(b) Smd
37. The first phase of the construction of the Faculty of Farmacy at Karachi University has been com

pleted. Besides, work on the Physiology and Statistics Departments continued to make progress.
Facilities for students accommodation were augmented by the completion of additional hostels at the Univer
sity of Karachi campus. The construction work of the Institute of Chemistry, Institute of Education and
Department of Nuclear Chemistry at Sind University were completed. Necessary formalities for the acqui
sition of land for the development of Shah Abdul Latif University Campus at Khairpur have been com-
pleted and construction work shall start soon. .

Divisioncontinued satisfactorily. Other on-going projects for the development of Sugar Technology, Paper
Technology, Instrumental Methods of Analysis and development of Materials Science and Corrosion wer:¬ 
continued. Part payment of the cost of acquisition of land for the Multan University was made.
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46. The ongoing work of construction of flood damaged educational institutions of the Punjab and Sind
continued to make satisfactory progress.

47. The National Book Foundation reprinted 130 titles of foreign text books which were urgently re
quired by university/college students. Orders were placed for the import of text books from foreign pub-.
lishers to the tune of Rs. 6.64 million. Someof thesebooks werereceivedand made availableto the students
through book banks while others were expected to arrive in the near future. The UniversityGrants Com
missionhas started a surveyof the enrolmentof universitiesand professional collegesso as to makeallocations
to the book banks on a rational basis.

48. The work on the preservationsof pre-historic remains at Moenjodaro was continued. The work
of improvement and repair of the Shalimar Garden and of Lahore Fort was also continued. Equipment
and replicas werepurchased for the museum located at important archaeological sites. Micro-filming
equipment, and photographic and repairs materials werepurchasedfor the National Archivesof Pakistan.
Officeequipment and machineryfor the developmentof transparencies and displaypanels for the exhibition
murals were suppliedto the Museums of Scienceand Technology,Lahore.

49. The construction of training and coaching centres at Lahore and Karachi was continued. Work
on the construction of a stadium at Sukkur was .started. The construction of the stadia under Pakistan
National SportsTrust was alsoundertaken.

50. Renovation and improvementof Liaqat Memorial Hall was undertaken with a view to improving
facilities for cultural activities. Grants-in-aid were given to various executing agenciesfor .the construc
tion and for consolidationof educational institutions under their control. The institutions being improved
include Intermediate College,Dir, Degree College,Muzaffarabad, Collegeof Fine Arts, Karachi, Hyderabad
Public School and Industrial College, Kotri. .

51. The National Bureau of CurriculumDevelopmenthas establishedcentreswherestudiesand research
on curriculum shall be undertaken. Drafts of curricula for secondaryand higher secondary stage (IX-XII)
are beingcirculatedamong educationalexperts and teachersfor their comments. Separate syllabi for Denniat
(religiousteaching)for Shia and Sunni sects have been finalized.

52. A documentaryfilm on the Implementationof Education Policyis under preparation and articleson
the educational development programmes carried out by the Federal Government are being written for
publicity purposes. The Educational Planning and ManagementAcademyorganizedseminarson population
dynamics and educational planning.



(c) N.W.F.P.
10. The on-going work of construction of buildings of 39 up-graded primary and 19middle schools shall

be completed. The buildings of 7 existing middle and high schools shall be.completed and work at 13 others
will continue. The on-going scheme of providing SCIencelaboratones at 18 high schools shall be completed and
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(b) Sind
9. The development programme for 1975-76includes up-gradation of 23 primary and 11middle schools

and the work of consolidation and improvement of the buildings of these schools. Provision has also been
made for equipping 20~ existing middle and high schools with partial facilities for the introduction of agro
technical courses. The on-going WOrk of constructing buildings for 29 up-graded primary schools and 19
middle schools shall be continued.

(a) Punjab
8. The major development programmes under the sub-sector of secondary education include up-grada

tion of 120 primary and 40 middle schools. Buildings of 4 high schools and 45 middle schools shall be cons
tructed. Besides, work on improvement and consolidation of buildings of 20 high schools shall be completed
and library books shall be supplied to 300 existing high schools. Under the programme of introduction of
agro-technical courses, workshops shall be constructed in 180 existing high schools and equipment shall be
supplied to 1,123middle and high schools. Considering the transport difficulties experienced by girls students.
the Government of the Punjab shall, as a first step, supply transport vehicles to 3 girls high schools.

SECONDARY EDUCATION

7. In the Federally Administered Tribal Areas, the on-going work on the construction of 100 primary
schools will be completed while the building work on 51 other primary schools will be taken in hand. Equip
ment will be provided to 350 primary schools during the year.

6. In the Northern Areas, 8 primary schools shall be opened. The buildings of 8 newly established and 4
existing schools shall be connstructed. The existing privately-managed IsmaiIi primary schools shall be
nationalised. .

(d) Baluci:Utlliu

4. Fifty primary schools shall be opened.

(e) Federa] Programmes
5. Under the Federal development programmes, 2 new primary schools shall be opened in the Federal

Area.

(c) N.W.F.P.
3. The Government ofN.W.F.P. would open 75 primary schools and would construct buildings for 50

primary schools. In addition, the on-going construction work of 124 primary school buildings and the work
of consolidation and improvement of 40 primary schools shall continue. To improve the quality of education.
131 primary schools shall be supplied with equipment.

(b) Sind
2. The development programme envisages the opening of 30 primary schools and completion of the

construction work on 82 primary school buildings. Equipment would be provided to an other 30 primary
schools and work on the consolidation and improvement of 8 primary schools would be taken up.

(a) Punjab
. 1. The programmes that are proposed to be implemented during 1975-76 include the opening of 1,000
primary schools and construction of 500primary school buildings. In addition the Government of the Punjab
would take up the work of construction of 800 existing government and 250 nationalized primary schools.
With a view to improving the quality of education, library books, charts and educational toys shall be sup
plied to 6,200 primary schools. In addition, 10,000 primary schools shall be provided with radio sets.

APPENDIX B

SUB-SECTORAL PHYSICAL PROGRAMMES 1975..76

PRIMARY EDUCATION



(d) BalllChistrul
20. Two teacher training schools shall be opened at Uthal and Panjgur, and the on-going programme for J-

the addition of rooms and hostel in the existing Teacher Training School, Quetta, shall be continued. The
facilities at the Provincial Education Extension Centre shall be further developed.
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(c) N.W.F.Po
19. Ninety college lecturers, 268 agro-technical teachers of secondary schools and 5,000 primary

school teachers shall be trained during the year. As part of the programme for the introduction of agro
technical subjects in secondary SChools, -an agro-technical teacher training institute shall be established.

(b) Sind
18. In-service training will be given to 1,500 primary school teacher for enabling them to teach new

curricula. The on-going work at the Teacher Training College. Sukkar, will be completed.

"\

(a) Funjab
16. The on-going programme for the construction of buildings of five elementary teacher training colleges

and consolidation and expansion of Normal School, Jauharabad, shall be completed. The facilities at other
thirteen existing elementary teachers colleges shall be improved by the supply of equipment/audio-visual aids.
Fifty per cent of the requirements of the Lady Macalagan Teachers College for Women in respect of additional
building and equipment shall be met.

17. Courses for the agro-technical teachers shall be introduced at five elementary teacher training colleges.
In-service training courses designed to acquaint primary, secondary and college teachers with the techniques
of teaching revised syllabi and agro-technical subjects shall be organized. Refresher courses shall also be
organized for 70 polytechnic and 200 vocational teachers at Polytechnic, Rawalpindi, and Swedish-Pakistan
Institute of Technology, Gujrat, respectively.

TEACHER EDUCATION

..~

14. In the Federally Administered Tribal Areas, the on-going civil work at 24 up-graded middle and 12
up-graded high schools will be completed. The construction of building of 3 existing high schools will con
tinue. During the year, principal's residence and staff quarters at 15 high schools and hostel facilities at 4 high
schools shall be completed. The on-going work of construction of 3 workshops at secondary schools will be
completed. Equipment will be provided to 19 middle schools and equipment for the teaching of agriculture
shall be provided to 13 high schools.

15. In Azad Kashmir, 40 middle and 60 high schools will be provided with science equipment, furniture,
library books and instructional aids. The buildings of 23 existing high schools shall be improved and these
schools shall be supplied with equipment. Land shall be acquired for the expansion of existing buildings of
another 35 high schools. To provide accommodation for students from educationally under-developed areas,
hostels shall be constructed at 2 secondary schools.

(e) Federal Programmes
12. Provision has been made for the supply of science equipment to 19middle and 3 high schools in the

JFederalArea.

13. In Northern Areas, 4 primary schools shall be up-graded to middle standard and 2 middle schools
raised to high school level. The on-going programmes for the construction of middle school buildings at
Gumbat Skardu shall be completed and equipment and furniture will be provided to the existing secondary
schools. The privately-managed Ismaili primary and middle schools shall be taken over by the Federal
Government,

(d) Baluchistu
11. The development programme includes the up-gradation of IS primary schools to middle level and 4

middle schools to high level. The on-going work of buildings at 24 up-graded primary schools will be com
pleted. To encourage the education of girls and to remove hardships of female teachers, construction of more
residences of headmistress and lady teachers shall be taken up. Three student hostels at existing high schools
shall be constructed to enable students from educationally under-developed areas to continue their education.

workshops shall be provided to middle schools for teaching agro-technical subjects. Steps shall- also be
taken to introduce agro-technical subjects at 117middle and high schools. Three boarding houses shall be
constructed for high school students coming from educationally less developed areas.
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(c) N.W.F.P.
30. The construction of additioned building needed for the conversion of Polytechnic, Peshawar into a

technical college shall be continued and the buildings for the polytechnic institutes at D.l.Khan and Haripur
shall be completed.

31. The new vocational schools shall be opened and the commercial institutes at Abbottabad, Kohat
and DJ. Khan shall be further consolidated in respect of their building. The on-going work of construction
of buildings for the vocational institutes for Women at Abbottabad and D.I. Khan, and for Men at Bannu
shall continue.

(b) Sind
28. The on-going civil works and supply of equipment to N.E.D. Engineering College, Karachi shall

be completed and it shall move to its new campus. The Sind University Engineering College shall be un-
graded into a full-fledged engineering university and shall be established at Nawabshah. s:

29. Three nationalized polytechnics institutes shall be improved in respect of building facilities and equip
ment.

25. Under the on-going programme of conversion of polytechnics into technical colleges, work of con
struction of the buildings at Sialkot and Sargodha shall be taken up. Construction work shall be continued at
Multan for the introduction of radio-electronic and textile technologies and also at Sahiwal polytechnic. Eq
uipment shall be supplied to the polytechnics at Bahawalpur, Lahore, Leiah, Lyallpur, Multan, Rasul, Rawal
pindi, Sahiwal, Sargodha and Sialkot.

26. Expansion of facilities for vocational education shall be effected by the establishment of five new
vocational institutes for women at Bahawalnagar, Jhang, Mianwali, Muzaffargarh and Rahim Yar Khan, and
six for men at Bahawalnagar, Campbellpur, Jhelum, Muzaffargarh, Mianwali and Sialkot. The on-going
programme of construction of buildings of the existing vocational institutes for women at Campbellpur,
Lahore, Multan and Sargodha, and for men at Sargodha shall be continued. In addition, the construction
of the buildings six existing institutes for women one each in Gujrat, Jhelum, Lyallpur, Sialkot and two ill
Lahore shall be taken up.

27. The work of development of commercial institutes at Bahawalpur, Gujrat, Multan, Rawalpindi and
Sargodha into full-fledged colleges of business education shall be initiated. The construction of the buildings
for commercial institutes at Bahawalpur, Multan, Muzaffargarh and Sargodha shall be completed and building
work at 9 other existing commercial institutes shall be taken in hand. Professional literature shall be supplied
to three polytechnics, 11 commercial and 26 vocational institutes with a view to strengthening their educational
resources. A new curriculum development and research unit shall be established in the Punjab Board of
Technical Education.

(a) Punjab
24. The major physical programmes includes continuation of work on the consolidation of facilities at

the University of Engineering and Technology, Lahore. Work shall be started on the construction of Electri
cal Engineering department, a hostel, a student-teacher centre, a multi-purpose hall, a sports complex consisting
of a stadium and a gumnasium. In addition, work on the buildings for Public Health Engineering and
Research Institute will be completed. Research projects on Low Cost Housing, Experimental Oxidation
Ponds and Meteor Forwards Sattering Propogation etc. shall continue. Moreover, work will be initiatedon the construction of buildings for Mining Engineering department. An Engineering Education
Research and Survey Centre will be established while courses at Bachelor's and Master's degree .level in
applied science will be started. Work will be initiated on the construction of a building complex at TaxiIa for
the establishment of a new engineering college.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION•

(e) Federal Programmes
21. Courses shall be organized at Islamabad for the in-service training of primary and secondary school

teachers in the production of resource material.

22. Principal's residence and six staff quarters shall be constructed at the Teachers Training School
at Jamrud in Federally Administered Tribal Area.

23. The Teacher Training Institute, Afzalpur, in Azad Kashmir shall be up-graded into a full-fleged
teachers training college and facilities for in-service and pre-service training of primary school teachers shall be
further expanded .



40. In Federally Administered Tribal Area, the on-going work on the establishment of intermediate
colleges at Landi Ketal, Dara Adam Khel, Ladda and Wana shall be accelerated. The civil work connected
with the upgradation of Intermediate College, Tank, and staff quarters of Degree college, Parachinar, sha l
be completed.

41. In Azad Kashmir, diversified courses shall be introduced in one of the existing college. Building
provision in connection with the introduction of intermediate classes at existing high schools at Bhimber and
Garhi Dupatta shall be completed. Work shall be continued on the buildings of the proposed Girls
College, Muzaffrabad, Govetp.n?ent.College; Palandri, and Cadet College, Palandri. Hostel facilities' shall
be provided at one of the existing intermediate college. -
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(d) Balucbi§t::m
37. The development programme includes the upgradation of one intermediate college at Mastung to

degree level. Five intermediate colleges (4 for boys at Kalat, Bagh, Barkhan and Panjgur and one for girls at
Kalat) shall be opened. The on-going work of construction at the buildings of 6 new colleges (Kohlu, Kharan,
Pishin and Dera Bugti) and work on the establishment of intermediate college at Usta Mohammad, Bela and
Nushki shall be completed.

(e) Federal Programme
38. The construction of the building for the Government College for Men, Islamabad, shall be continued

while construction of an additional academic block shall be undertaken at the Central Government College for
Women at Islamabad.

39. In Northern Area, preliminary work for the establishment of intermediate colleges at Chilas, Skardu
and Gilgit shan be undertaken and the work connected with the upgradation of Intermediate College, Gilgit,
to the degree level shall be accelerated.

(c) N.W.F.P,
36. The on-going work of construction of the buildings of22 upgraded colleges shall be continued and the

construction of 2 buildings shall be completed. The work of consolidation and improvement of 7 intermediate
and degree colleges will be completed and the work at 13 other colleges shall continue. The college building at
Mansehra will be constructed and equipment will be supplied.

(b) Sind
35. Three new intermediate colleges shall be opened at Gambat, Sakrand and P.I.B. Colony, Karachi.

One existing intermediate college shall be upgraded into degree college. The on-going programme of consoli
dation and improvement of the buildings of 9 intermediate and 6 upgraded intermediate colleges shall be con
tinued.

(a) Punjab
34. The proposed development programme includes the opening of 15 new intermediate colleges and up

gradation of 6 intermediate colleges into degree colleges. To reduce the imbalance in the enrolment of arts
and science subjects, the on-going scheme of providing facilities for the teaching of science at existing inter
mediate colleges and 13existing degree colleges shall be continued. In addition, work shall start on providing
facilities for the teaching of science at 40 existing intermediate colleges and 10 existing degree colleges. The
work of consolidation and improvement of 20 nationalised intermediate college shall also be undertaken. The;
educational facilities at 15 intermediate colleges shall be improved by supplying necessary equipment. To
alleviate transport difficulties of college-going girls transport vehicles shall be provided to 5 girls colleges.
Hostel buildings shall be constructed for the degree colleges at Bahawalpur, Campbellpur, Rawalpindi and
Sargodha.

C,OLLEGE EDUCATION

(e) Federal Programmes
33. Under the Federal programmes the development work shall be continued at the Nat.onal College of

Engineering and Technology at Karachi and the National College of Arts at Lahore.

(d) ]Ja]uchisiaw

32. The work of consolidation of the building facilities of the Khuzder Engineering College shall be
undertaken during the year.



51. Under the Federal scholarship prog~ar.nmf',2,000 studen~s froD?-10v:' income group shall be benefitted
under the President's thousand Scholarship s~heme. The Nishan-i-Haider Award shall be made to 70
meritorious students to help them to continue their education at the graduate level withinc ountry Another
batch of students thousand shall be sent abroad to pursue. studies at post-graduate level under the
Quad-i-Azam Scholarship progra~me .. In addition, scholarships shall be awarded to 214 students under the
Merit Scholarship Scheme and ,,60ul}lvefSltyand college teachers under the Central Overseas Training scheme.
To supplement foreign offers 01 partial scholarships, provision has also been made to provide travel expenses
to schC:larsproceeding abroad. Scholarships shall also.be aw~rd~d by the University Grants Commission.
to enable scholars III vanous disciplines to pursue higher studies and conduct research at doctoral level
in country's own universities. About ~52.schol!l:rships shall be awarded to foreign students from different
friendly countries to facilitiate their studies InPakistan.
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SCHOLARSmPS AND LOANS

(e) Federal Programmes

47. At the University of Islamabad. construction work in respec~ of Eart~ Sciences and Social Sciences
buildings, Library, Guest house, mosque, cafetaria and ~eal~hcentre will ~ continued. Staff residences will
also be constructed for the faclftty ,.and other st~ff. Scientific and technical equipment, books and furniture
will be procured and scholarshipsjfellowships WIllbe awarded to the students to carry out their studies and
research at the graduate and postgraduate levels.

48. Construction of academic buildings, fos~els an~ residential. buildings will.be continued at the Peoples"
Open University campus and equipment and furniture WIll be supplied to the Institutes of Education Modern
Languages and Educational Technology and the Department of Social Sciences. '

49. Construction work in resp.ect ?f building for the .Centres o~ Excellence es~ablished in the general
universities will be completed and scientific equipment, furniture and library books will be supplied to these
institutes.

50. Preliminary work on the establishment of a university in Azad Kashmir shall be undertaken.

(d) EmRilcbRsttUll

46. Two more blocks and laboratories shall be constructed at Baluchistan University.

(c) N.W.F.P.

45. The on-going work of construction of residential .quarters for junior level employees of Peshawar
University shall continue. SCIenceeql;11pm~ntshall be supplied to the PhYSICS. Department of Islamla College
Peshawar University, At Gomal University the construction of the academic b!ock for Arts, Physics La!
boratory, hostels and cafeteria shall continue and SCIenceapparatus shall be supplied.

(b) Sind

44. The development programmes inclu...de the .development of Shah Abdul Latif University campus at
Khairpur. The construction of second phase 01 establishment of Faculty of Pharmacy and work on the construc
tion of buildings for Statistics and Physiology departments at the University of Karachi shall continue. The
on-going work on the consolidation and improvement o~Institu~es of Chemistry and Education, and the estab
lishment of the Department of Nuclear Chemistry at Sind University shall continue,

43. A .toke? provision of 0.2 million has been made .to cover initial expenses. <?n the development of
Multan University campus and the prehl1J1naryconstruction work .. J:.. token provisron of Rs, 0.1 million
has also been made for Janna Islamia, Bahawalpur, for developing It into a general umversity,

(a) Punjab

42. At the University of the Punjab work shall be continued .on the. building of th~ law college. The
Institute of Chemical EngIJ?-eertn~shall be developed so as to provide facilities for teaching and research in
Petroleum and Gas, Ma~e?als SCIenceand Corrosion, Instrumen~l Methods Analysis Plastic, Polymer,
Sugar, P~per, and. FertIlizer. ~e~hnoiogles. Work shall be continued on. the de~elopmeD:t of unit process
laboratories and pilot plant division. The research programme of the Institute or Bducation and Research
shall be continued. One student hostel shall be completed.

UNIVERSITY EDUCATION
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61. Courses and seminars in education and manpower planning shall be organised at the Academy for
National Planning and Management in order to assist those engaged in planning and implementation of edu
eational policies. The publicity of the Education policy through press and publication shall be continued.

60. Construction of the building for National Archives of Pakistan shall be taken up and preservation and
presentation of Shalimar Garden, Lahore Fort and pre-historic remains at Moenjodaro shall be continued.

59. Liaquat Memorial Hall at Rawalpindi shall be renovated and improved further. Research, documen
tation, preservation and projection of oraltradition and traditional heritage shall be continued at the National
Institute of Folklore. The development programmes of the Museum of Science and Technology, Lahore, and
the museums and other archaeological sites at Karachi, Hyderabad, Umar-Kot, Bhambore, Thatta, Swat,
Harappa and TaxiIa shall make further headway. Equipment shall be pruchased for the Museum of Science
and Technology and equipment and antiques shall also be supplied to the above mentioned archaeological
centres/museums.

58. Training and Coaching centres at Karachi and Lahore shall continue their training programmes in
various sports and specially the training of under-ninteen for the coming Asian Games. Four units of
training rooms, tennis courts and a swimming pool shall be constructed, and play grounds and running
tracks shall be further developed at the Sports Training and Coaching Centre, Karachi. At the Lahore
centre, wrestling enclosures shall be completed, gymnasium hall and squach courts shall be constructed and
football, hockey fields 'and running tracks shall be developed for providing additional training facilities. Na
tional Sports Trust shall be provided with funds to continue its programme of construction of stadia, play
grounds, etc.

57. Construction of building for the Pakistan Institute of Development Economics shall be started. At
the Urdu Development Board, textbooks of Physics, Chemistry, Biology and Mathematics for the degree level
students and books of History, Culture and of Pakistan Studies for school students and general public shall
be produced in urdu. Work on the publication of the Greater Urdu Disctionary shall be continued. Con
struction of the building for the National Library shall be continuec at Islamabad. Furniture, equipment, books,
and journals shall also be provided to the Pakistan History Commission.

56. In the field of examination reforms, works shall be continued in respect of construction and try-out of
achievement tests for students of primary, secondary and intermediate levels, and aptitude tests for these seek
ing admission into engineering and medical colleges. Equipment and other necessary material shall be pro
cured and in-service training courses, seminars and workshops shall be organised for teachers working at school
and college levels in the administeration of tests and techinques of guidance, counselling and maintenance of
cumulative records.

MiscellaJmeousProgrammes
53. The reconstruction of educational institutions destroyed by flood shall be completed. Work on the

Federal students hostel units started during the 1974-75 shall be completed and work shall be initiated at the
remaining sites throughout Pakistan. Transport facilities shall be provided to the university students.

54. New curricula of all subjects shall be introduced in class IV and draft curricula for the secondary
and higher secondary stages shall be micro-tested and finalised during the year. Text Books shall be written
in the light of newly formulated curricula. Basic vocabulary booklets shall be produced in local dialects.

55. Multiple copies of text books shall be supplied to the Book Banks of universities, colleges and techni
cal institutions to overcome shortage of books. The National Book Foundation shall import 150 titles of
textbooks published in foreign countries and shall locally reproduce 399 titles of textbooks being used at
institutions of higher learning. In addition. 52 boob of interest to children shall also be produced. In collabora
tion with the Government of the Libyan Arab Republic, the Pak-Libya Publishing House shall be established
which shall undertake the production, translation and printing of Islamic literature and other programmes of
mutual benefit.

52. Interest free loans totalling Rs. 3.00 million shall be distributed among meritorious students to help
them to continue their education at institutions of higher education in general and professional education in
particular. Interest free loans shall also be provided to students migrating from Bangladesh to enable them to
continue their education in Pakistan.
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Aanexure m
ANNUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 1974-75

Percentage of Original and Revised A.D.Ps. Utilized by Various Executing

Agencies in Major Sub-Sectors

Executing Agencies
-..( Sub-Sector ~ab Sind N.W.F.P. Baluchistan Federal Govt. Total

Original Revised Original Revised Original Revised Original Revised Original Revised Original Revised
A.D.P. A.D.P. A.D.P. A.D.P. A.D.P. A.D.P. A.D.P. A.D.P. A.D.P. A.D.P. A.D.P. A.D.~.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Primary Education 106.4 100.0* 337.8 100.0 69.6 69.6 110.4 100.0 320.4 89.7 . 119.27 93.6

Secondary:Education .:,110.6 100.0';'119.5 100.0 55.4 55.4 146.5 100.0 183.3 - 95.4 110.6 88.8

Teacher Education 109.9 100.0" 92.5 100.0 123.6 123.6 60.0 100.0 114.3 85.4 109.7 106.3

Technical Education 138.9 100.0* 98.9 100.0 118.1 118.1 838.0 100.0 141.9 99.9 122.3 101.7

CollegeBducation 103.4 100.0* 130.3 100.0 88.6 88.6 135.1 100.0 303.3 100.9 142.3 98.6

University Education 167.4 100.0(' 219.5 100.0 107.9 87.4 44.3 100.0 94.6 75.8 116.2 86.3,
Scholarships 100.0 100.0* 78.5 100.0 100.0 100.0 119.1 94.0 103.6 98.1

Miscellaneous 69.1 100.0* 84.6 92.4 68.2 68.2 79.2+ 100.0 85.4 99.8 [84.6 9S.0

TO,tal 110.2 100.0* 115.S 9S.9 SO.4 7S.3 10S.1 100.0 106.9 95.6 105.4 94.5 ,

+ Including Expenditure on Madrassah Education.
* The revised A.D.P. allocation and the Revised Budget Estimatewere taken to be the same. ,
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Annexure IV

Percentage of Reivseli Buciget Estimates (1974-75)and A.D.P. Allocations (1975-76)of Variou
lExecutingAgencies·ti)r Major Sub-Seeto~

Executing Agencies

Punjab Sind N.W.F.P. Baluchistan Federal Govt. Total]

Revised A.D.P. Revised A.D.P. Revi$ed A.D.P. Revised A.D.P. Revised A.D.P. Revised A.D.P. )...
Sub-Sectors Budget Alloca- Budget Alloca- ~udget Alloca- :Qudget AJ]oca- B1idge~ AJ]oca- Budget Alloca·

lBstima- tion Estima- tion Estima- non Estima- tion Estima- tion Estima- don
tes 1975-76 tes 1975-76 tes 1975-76 tes 1975·76 tes 1975-76 tes ll975·76

1974-75 1974-75 ll974-75 1974-75 ~974-7S 1974-75

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 13

PrimaIy Education n9.3 12.6 6.2 16.2 12.5 14.6 24.0 19.0 4.6 2.6 11.1 9.4 l.

Secondary Education 20.1 22.6 9.1 16.5 21.4 27.7 24.3 18.9 9.7 7.8 14.7 16.5

Madrassah Education 1.4 0.1

Teacher Education 6.7 7.2 1.1 0.5 2.5 1.7 6.5 6.6 0.6 0.6 3.0 3.3

Technical Education 17.4 20.4 33.2 28.6 U.S 7.2 2.0 2.5 0.8 1l.4 10.3 11.4
CollegeEducation 12.4 13.3 7.5 7.9 18.6 23.6 33.9 35.9 U.S 9.2 13.0 12.1

University Education 6.6 5.4 20.6 13.9 15.S 10.8 6.3 14.8 9.9 10.6 10.3 9.1

&cholarships 12.2 U.3 7.4 6.0 8.2 6.4 6.S 9.3 8.2 9.1

Books and Librari~ 7.2 2.9

R.esearch, Statistics
1.0 5.7 1.2and Planning .. 1.2 S.6 4.0

Reconstruction of
Flood Damaged
Institutions 19.7 7.8

Archaeology,Museum
0.2 0.7and Archives •• 8.1 3.6

Federal Students
Hostels 11.8 4.7

Miscellaneous S.3 6.0 14.9 4.0 9.8 0.8 1.6 1.1 56.4 7.5 29.3 6.1
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Annexure V

ANNUAL DEVELOP:MENT PROGRAMl\1E l!i75-76

SIl!IHlootOrn.] utmmtion 1974-75 and allocation 1975-76 by various ExecutingAgendes

(Million Rupees)

~
ExecutingAgencies

Punjab Sind N.W.F.P. Baluchistan Federal Govt. Total

Sub-Sectors Revised Alloca- Revised Alloca- Revised AlIoea- Revised AlIoea- Revised Alloca- Revised Alloca- %
Budget tion Budget tion Budget tion Budget tion Budget tion Budget tion In-
Estima- 1975-76 Estima- 1975-76Estima- 1975-76 Estima- 1975-76 Estima- 1975-76 Estima- 1975-76 crease
tes tes tes tes tes tes

1974-75 1974-75 1974-75 1974-75 1974-75 1974-75

.I. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Primary
Education 31.913 29.400 3.040 9.900 6.119 10.312 5.077 3.850 10.571 6.519 56.720 59.981 06

..Secondary
40Education 33.168 52.327 4.471 10.060 10.419 19.633 5.126 3.846 22.100 19.816 75.284 105.682

Madrassah
Education 0.300 0.300

Teacher
Education 10.999 16.810 0.520 0.320 1.236 1.236 1.363 1.333 1.293 1.400 15.411 21.099 37

Technical
A. Education 28.625 47.300 16.247 17.430 5.643 5.065 0.419 0.500 1.890 2.502 52.824 72.797 38

College
Education 20.468 30.963 3.647 4.800 9.060 16.680 7.162 7.284 26.245 17.750 66.582 77.477 16

University
26.475Education 10.884 12.400 10.052 8.500 7.584 7.603 1.330 3.000 22.700 52.550 57.978 10

Scholarships 20.000 26.000 3.635 3.653 4.000 4.500 14.660 23.893 42.295 58.046 37

Miscellaneous8.777 16.800 7.274 6.337 4.779 5.671 0.350 0.486128.769157.037149.949186.331 24

Total .• 164.834 232.000 48.886 61.000 48.840 70.700 21.127 20.299228.228 255.392 511.915639.391

% increase (+) 41 2S 45 12 25

% decrease (-) (-) 04

~
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Annexure VI

ANNUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 1975-76

Allocations by sub-!!eetOrs
(Million Rupees) e

Sub-Sectors Punjab Sind N.W.F.P. Baluchistan Federal Total Percentage
.,.._

Government

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Primacy Education 29.400 9.900 10.312 3.850 6.519 59.981 9.4

Secondary Education 52.327 10.060 19.633 3.846 19.816 105.682 16.5 .1

Madrassah Education ••

Teacher Education 16.810 0.320 1.236 1.333 1.400 21.099 '::.3

TechnicalEducation .. 47.300 17.430 5.065 0.500 2.502 72.797 11.4

CollegeEducation 30.963 4.800 16.680 7.284 17.750 77.477 12.1

University Education 12.400 8.500 7.603 3.000 26.475 57.978 9.1

Scholarships and Loans 26.000 3.653 4.500 23.893 58.046 9.1

Books and Libraries .. 0.300 0.300 18.200 18.800 2.9

Research, Statistics and Planning 2.325 3.500 5.071 0.250 14.185 25.331 4.0 ),

Reconstruction of Flood Damaged
Institutions . . : . 50.000 50.000 7.8

Archaeology, Museum and Archives 0.500 0.400 22.000 22.900 3.6

Federal Students Hostel 30.000 30.000 4.7

SpecialEducation 2.505 2.505 0.4

Curriculum Development 1.500 0.100 1.800 3.400 0.5

Instructional Technology 0.250 0.100 0.100 0.450 0.1
Examination Reforms .. 1.S00 1.50J 0.2

Sports and CulturalActivities 0.600 4.435 5.035 0.8

MisceUaneous~ 9.720 1.337 0.300 0.236 14.817 26.410 4.1 c

Total 232.000 61.000 70.700 20.299 255.392 639.391

Percentage 36.3 9.5 11.1 3.2 39.9 100

"
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Teacher Education

Technical Education

College Education

University Education

Scholarships

Total

Primary Educanon{ (-) 02 (-)08 1000 226

Secondary Education 74 37 169 125

1211109

In-In-In-

3 13421

crease crease crease crease crease crease crease crease crease crease crease crease
over over over over over over over over over over over over

Original Revised Orlginal1Revised Original Revised Revised Original Revised Original Original ~evised
A.D.P, I Budget]"A.D.P. ! Budget A.D.P. Budget i A.D.P. Budget A.D.P. Budget AD.P. Budget

Bstima- .Bstima« Estima- Estima- Bstima- ..Jstima-- ~ ~ - ~ ~

In-In-

Total

In-

Federal Govt.BaluchistanN.W.F.P.

Sub-Sectors
In- In-, In-In- In

SindPunjab

ExecutingAgencies

i?erceutage iacrease in wb-sectoral allocations over the A. D. P. allocations and revised budget estimates (1974-75)
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Incidence of Diseases
23.6. According to information given by the health institutions, most prevalent group of diseases in the
country relate to gastro-intestinal system which constitute nearly 20 percent of all ailments. Out of these,
50~75 percent are due to dysenteries and diarrhoeas which are mainly water-borne diseases. The incidence
of tuberculosis of the lungs varies from province to province and constitutes somewhere between 1.4 to 3
percent of all diseases, Communicable and deficiency diseases are about 1-2 percent respectively. Out of
the communicable diseases, typhoid accounts for nearly half of such diseases. Next ill descending order
of the communicable diseases are venereal diseases, measles, diphtheria, mumps, poliomylitis and chickenpox,
Eye, nose, ear, and throat diseases range between 11 to 15 percent. Dental and parasitic diseases are between
3-5 percent each. Malaria constitutes about 5-6 percent of the diseases in 110':)provinces of Punjab and
Sind. The overall parasite rate of malaria in 1960, before tin start of Malaria Eradication Programme was
about 15 percent and it was esitmated that as many as 20 million suffered from malaria each year. By

23.5. The average expenditure on health facilities in the public health sector is about Rs. 5.4 per person
per year. On an average, a person requires medical avdice between 2.5 to 3 times a year. On the basis of
the available morbidity data, the existing health instituitons are providing care to about 15 percent of the
population. The rest of the population cannot get medical care from public health institutions because of
shortage of staff and medicines and distances involved to reach such institutions. They get care from private
practitioners, hakims and homeopaths and minor ailments are treated by themselves.

23.4. One of the fundamental problems in the provision of med ical care is the lack of basic infra-structure
like roads, communication system etc. Out of the 45,000 villages, only about 6,000 villages are situated
near metalled roads. Another important factor is that 26 percent of the population is living in sparsely
populated areas which poses problems for the reach of the static health units.

Health Facilities
23.3. The available data indicate that there are about 38,835 hospital beds in the country out of which about
7,379 beds are in rural areas. The number of available doctors is about 10,000. The number of nurses available
is about 3,000 and that of lady health visitors is about 1,000. Thus there is one hospital bed for 1800 persons,
one doctor for 7,000 and one nurse for 23,300. There are 160 health rural centres and about 500 sub-centres
in the country which means one rural health centre fur about 290,000 rural people. Since the majority of
doctors and hospitals arc located in cities and towns, the rural population has much lower standard of health
facilities. Details are given in Annuxre 1. Even ill urban areas, the available health facilities are not orga
nized in a manner to reach all sections of the society. When the available health facilities are so short in supply,
even those who got treatment cannot get enough sustained attention or the quality of treatment required.

23.2. A brief description of existing health facilities, the incidence of diseases and the training of health
personnel is given in the subsequent paragraphs.

Provision of adeq uate health services is an essential element of the social policy of the Government. The
objective is to move rapidly to a stage where it would be possible to bring medical treatment within easy reach
of all, both in terms of distance and cost. Population planning which is an over-riding concern and is crucial
to the success of any viable long-term strategy for an integrated socio-economic development is intimately
linked with the health programme and is being increasingly integrated with the health facilities. The deve
Jopment programme for health sector for ]975-76 has been formulated specifically, as a step towards deve
.loping a comprehensive integrated health system whose major objectives are :-

(i) Construction of new health units and rural health centres etc. and improvement in utilization 'of
existing hospital facilities;

(ii) Increasing educational and proper training facilities for health personnel at all levels with special
reference to the less developed provinces;

(iii) Prevention of communicable diseases and improving the health conditions in rural areas and the
less developed areas ; and

(iv) Bringing about reduction in crude birth rate .

CHAPTER 23

HEALTH AND POPULATION PLANNING



23 .10. To improve the reach of the static health units, a programme to provide rudimentary health covee,
immunization and community education for prevention and promotion of healthy living habits has been
drawn up to train volunteers, comprising young men and women, so that they could be effective health and
medical agents for their own communities. A programme has already been launched. successfully in the North-
em Areas of Pakistan. Such programme willbe specially suited in areas where population is sparsely scattered.
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23.9. In the existing 28 nurses training schools, the annual intake is estimated at 650. Besides the 25 nurses
training schools .for women and three for men, there are 46 midwidery training centres and 6 public health

. training schools, but their intake is very small. The training facilities for paramedical staHhave not expanded
as rapidly as it should have been with the development of health facilities, The do.ctors, paramedics and
auxiliaries ratio is 1:1, whereas it should have been 1 to 5. The paramedical training programmes need to
be geared up to conform to the size of health development programmes and should be in a definite relationship
to the output of doctors. Only one category of paramedicals i.e, dispensers is being produced in reasonable
number whose yearly output is about 1,000 persons; the training is being imparted at nearly all the district
headquarters hospitals. These persons are mainly running the rural dispensaries, especially in Baluchistan
Northern Areas, Azad Kashmir and Federally Administered Tribal Areas, where there are practically no,
doctors in rural areas.

23.8. Since 1972, seven new medical colleges have been commissioned and their admission capacity has been
raised from 976 to 3,885. At present, out of the 4,000 posts for doctors in the public health institutions, 33
percent are lying vacant and these posts are mainly in the rural areas. A ban was imposed on the emigration
of doctors in 1973. They are not allowed to go abroad for service except on Government to Government
basis. This was considered necessary to keep the doctors in the country in the hope that they will go to the
rural areas. However, the ban has not been fully effective, because some of them have been allowed to go
abroad for service on country to country basis. Lady health visitors do not go into the rural areas because
about 50 percent emigrate and the majority of the remainder function in the urban centres, some are lost to
the profession due to marriage and a few remain unemployed. Only a few work in the rural areas.
Besides this, the available manpower is mainly employed in family planning and malaria eradication pro
grammes. About 1100 family welfare visitors are working for family planning and 5,00 paramedical and auxi
liary persons are working in Malaria Eradication Programme.

Medical ]Education and Training
23.7. At present, the emphasis is mainly on the training of doctors. On the average it takes about 7 years'
after high school and an investment of Rs. 80,000 per doctor. A nurse on the other hand needs three years'
training after high school and an investment of Rs, 20,000. The present estimated output of doctors is 1200
per annum, of physiotherapists 50, of dentists 60, of nurses 500, and of health visitors 200. The output is
low in relation to overall requirements of the country. The problem is, however, intensified by the migration
of a good part of the trained personnel to foreign countries and loss of female personnel due to marriage.
Added problems are the disproportion between the ouptput of doctors and paramedical and auxiliary personne I
as well as the geographical maldistribution of those staying in the profession in the country.

Malaria is reported to be less prevalent in NWFP, Baluchistan, Northern Areas, Federally Administred Tribal
Areas and Azad Kashmir.

Year No. of Cases
~

1967 9,500 "1968 15,648
1969 55;862
1970 108,650
1971 202,472

)-
1972 642,579
1973 2,000,000
1974 2,400,000
1975 (Estimated) 12,000,000

1967 this figures came down to only 9,500 cases, implying a drop from 15 percent to 0.1 percent. In 1967
the disease experienced widespread resurgence, mainly in The Punjab and Sind provinces. The number of
cases detected in the country from 1967 onward are given below :-
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(b) Equipment appliances:
(0 Vehicles
(ii) Sprayers

,iii) Malathion]

(b) insecticides;
(i) D.D.T.

...,

(M. tons)
__.....

Target Procured Under-proou:reJlleS

1911 191 283 (NoWII®ra)

.. 3876 1324 ]200 (fttehad Pesti-
cides Ltd.)

" 4203 Nil 1380 (D. G., IPS).
Target Procured

87 Nil.
6300 Nil.

vii) B.H.C.~

.23.18. Provision was made to procure insecticides, equipment and appliances. Spray was carried out in
all the zones of the Punjab. In Sind, proper spray could not be carried out due to non-availability of seasonal
labour. About 1.5 million houses were sprayed during 1974-75 in NWFP In Baluchistan, the programme
remained under surveillance. The insecticides, targets and present position of procurement for insecticides
equipment and appliances is given below :-

23.16. IslamabadHospital.-A 500 bedded modern hospital for Islamabad is in the planning phase. The
hospital will have the facilities for treating all types of diseases and will be a referral hospital for the area.
About 72. 8 acres of land has been acquired in Sector G-8, Islamabad. Part payment has already been made
and the remaining cost of land amounting to Rs. 7.988 million has been paid during the year.

23.17. Malaria EradicationProgramme.~Malariogenic potential in Pakistan is one of the highest in the
world. It is predicted that in case the population is not protected in 1975, the country will have to face a
malaria epidemic. It is feared that the number of cases may increase to 12.0 million compared to 2.4 million
in ]974.

;l3.1S. Medical Complex Hazara=-Tos. Medical Complex. Hazara, when established will provide under
graduate teaching for producing general purpose community oriented doctors for the country, especially for
NWFP and Northern Areas, with annual admission of 200 students. Besides, the complex will provide facilities
for postgraudate medical education in 8-9 specialities, and in nearly all the disciplines of para-medical and
nursing education. The complex will have a 1000 bedded teaching hospital. A project director is being
appointed for the Hazara medical complex scheme. The scheme has not yet been worked out in detail.

AJPIPAllocation

~3. ~l. The Feder~ ?ealth Progra~e. made a provision of Rs. 96.549 million for the year 1974-75.. Out
OJ( this Rs, 76.814 million was the provision for the programme of Federal Health Ministry, Rs, 1.5 million
for th€ development of Rural Health System in Northern Areas, Rs. 1.5 million for the nutrition planning
and research and Rs. 2.182 million for medical research, Rs. 6.24 million for Azad Kashmir, Rs. 2 million
for Northern Areas and Rs, 6.308 million for Federally Administered Tribal Areas. The Federal Health
Ministry was allocated an additional amount of Rs. 30 million as supplementary grant for the Malaria Eradi
cation Programme to meet the expenditure on purchase of pesticides. Allocations in ADP 1974-75, addi
tional authorizations and revised estimates are given Annexure 2.

Pregramme of Health Diyision

23.12. The revised estimates in respect of Federal Health Ministry are Rs. 105.567 million, showing an
increase of 37.43 percent over the original ADP for 1974-75. The progress on important programmes is
given below :

4'.13. JinnahPost-GraduateMedicalCentre (J.P.M..c.), Karachi.-lhe Department and School of Paedi
atrics of JPMC, (Karachi) with provision of 300 beds, research and training facilities in diseases of children
'Wascompleted and has started functioning. Equipment for thoracic surgery was procured at a cost of Rs.
50,000. The allocation of Rs, 2.836 million for J.P.M.C. has been utilized infull.

23.14. Bolan Medical College.-The selection of site was completed some time ago. Development of
land is in progress and an amount of Rs. 10 million (out of a total cost of Rs. 16.2 million) has been paid
to the Government of Baluchistan for this purpose. The consultants completed the detailed. designs which
have been reviewed and finalized, Tenders were issued and the construction .work of college, boys hostels
ano phase 1 of hospital consisting of 152 beds has been allotted.

FEDERAL PROGRAMME



Punjab
23.26. The revised estimates for the year are Rs. 125.00 million as against an allocation of Rs. 112.000

million yielding an increase of 11.88 per cent over the allocation. The position of various preventive and
curative programmes and medical education, training and research is given in the following paragraphs;

23.27. MalariaEradication.-During the period under review, spray was carried in all the 22 zones in the
province and the entire allocation for the programme has been utilized.
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23.25. The physical achievements of the Federal and Provincial Government are in Annexure 3.
....

PROVINCIAL PROGRAMMES

75732972Total

100

56

432

300

432

540

Male

Females

Target No. trained Percentage
achievement

Health Gurads

Spray work could not be undertaken for the first round. However, the original allocation of Rs. 50.5 million.
and supplementary grant of Rs. 30.00 million have been utilized to procure spray material. The spray "i:,"rik:
can be undertaken during 1975-76. .

Federally Administered Tribal Area (FATA)
23.20. The allocation for FATA in the health sector for 1974-75was Rs. 6.308 million. The revised esti

mates expenditure for 1974-75 were Rs, 13.380, million.

23.21. Work on the upgradation of 4 hospitals, construction of 10 hospitals, 18 dispensaries and basic/rural
health centres was in progress. Out of these, work on the upgradation of the hospital, construction 'l~f 7
hospitals and 5 dispensaries has been completed during the year. Work on the upgradation of the remaining
3 hospitals and construction of 3 hospitals and 10 rural health centres has been completed to the extent of
75 percent during the year under review. Fifty-three hospital beds have been added in various hospitals .md
60 dispensers have been trained.

23.22. The new hospitals completed during the financial year 1974-75include 10 bedded hospitals at Kalaya,
Nawagai, Jandola, Razmak, Dattakhel, Sararogha and T.B. Hospital Wana, Upgradation of Civil Hospitals
Khar and Parachinar has also been accomplished during the year.

Rural Health Programme Northern Areas
23.23. The allocation for 1974-75 was Rs. 2.949 million, while Rs. 2.900 million has been spent, giving

a 98 percent utilization rate.

23.24. The physical achievement can be measured in terms of numbers of health guards produced/ given
below:

7~jll})

428

50

D.D.T.

n.H.C.

703986

3676

2102Malathion

Insecticides Insecticides Insecticides
required available expectedtm

June, li~1S

(In Metric T<ll'l!!s)
spray:
23.19. The table given below shows the stock position and requirement of insecticides for one round of



23.40. Medical Education and Training.-People's Medical College for Girls, Nawabshah, was opened
with the intial admission of 190 students. Construction work of the hostel of Sind Medical College was under
progress. The projects entitled People's Girls Medical College, Nawabshah, Chandka Medical College,
Larkana and Sind Medical College, Karachi are yet to be approved. Construction work of hostels of Chandka
Medical College was progressing satisfactorily. The expansion of Civil Hospital, Larkana, was being carried
out to provide clinical facilities to the Chandka Medical College. Seikh Abu Zaid Women Hospital at
Larkana was nearing completion. The paediatric hospital at Larkana will be made functional soon.
Programmes for training of nurses have been started at Sukkur, Larkana, Sanghar and Mirpur Khas along with
training programmes for laboratory, X-ray, bloodbank and dental technicians. A four-storeyed basic sciences
building at Dow Medical College, Karachi, was under construction, the ground floor of which has been com
pleted and another storey would be added to the girls hostel at Dow Medical College, Karachi.
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23.39. Taluka HeadquartersHospitals.-Construction work of taluka headquarters hospitals was under
progress at Kotri, Ratodero, Mithi, Khipro, Matli and Hala.

23.38 Restoration of health facilities in flood affected ll1'eas.-Construction of four 30-bedded hospitals
and 3 rural health centres has been approved at a cost of Rs. 4.26 million. Out of this, 30 percent Will
be borne by the Sind Government while the remaining 70 percent by US-AID.

Sind
23.36. The allocation for 1974-75 in the health sector was Rs. 40 million while the revised estimates for

the year are put the expenditure at Rs. 47.2 million, out of a total of 61 schemes, 5 were dropped and 4 new
included. The physical progress on various sub-sector appear in the following paragraphs:

23.37. Rural health Centres.-Out of 38 rural health centres under construction, 8 have been completed
while the remaing 30 were under construction and their progress was satisfactory.

23.34. In the case of Punjab Medical College, Lyallpur, a comprehensive scheme costs about Rs. 260million
is under approval while an amount of Rs. 0.755 million has been paid for land compensation. As regards
the establishment of Medical College at Rawalpindi, improvement and renovation of the buildings acquired
of Gordon College, Rawalpindi, have been carried out.

23.35. Admission of 300 students at the Lahore Medical College was finalized and the college started
functioning at the Institute of Hygiene and Preventive Medicine, Lahore.

23.28. Smallpox Eradication.-More than 4 million persons have been vaccinated against smallpox
during the period under review. The province has now been free from smallpox since the middle of October,
1974. An amount of Rs. 0.300 million was utilized during the year.

23.29. T. B. Control.-BCG vaccinations were carried out to one million persons. Construction work
()D 36 bedded T.B. wards at district headquarters hospitals, D.G. Khan and Muzaffaragarh progressed satis
factorilyas also on wards at Gujranwala and Bahawalnagar.

23.30. RuralHealth Centres.-In the case of on going schemes construction of 30 rural health centres in the
Punjab, 7 rural health centres have been completed. Work continued on the new scheme of 38 rural health
centres where construction work was taken in hand during 1973-74.

23.31. Generalhospitals.-In physical terms, up-gradation of 2, and improvement 0':7 district headquarters
hospitals has been carried out during 1974-75. Similarly, in the case of tehsil headquarters hospitals, upgrada
tion of 4, improvement of 1 and construction of 16 tehsil headquarters hospitals, including new hospitals at
Kot Adu,Jampur and Kahnpur, was carried out during the year. Inthe case of district headquarters hospitals
at Sheikhupura, Gujranwala, Jhelum, Gujrat, Sargodha and Lyallpur, progress has been -satisfactory; 8 medi
cal staff quarters were completed during the year.

23.32. In the case of tehsil headquarters hospitals, the progress of work at Chunian, Daska, Murree and
Bhalwal was in advanced stage while in the case of other tehsil headquarters hospitals the preliminaries has
been completed.

23.33, MedicalEducation,Traning andResearch.Majorprogress in this sub-sector has beenmade on the
.. Quaid-e-Azam Medical 'College, Bahawalpur ? • Pathology and pharmacology blocks have been fullyeom
pleted while construction work on the anatomy and administration blocks and the laboratory was under
progress during the year. In addition, hostel block No. 1 has been completed while work on hostel No.2
was in progress. Moreover, 22 numbers of demonstrators' residences have been completed.



N.W.F.P.
23,LlA. The total allocation for health sector during 1974-75 was ..Rs, 49.784 million. Totalrevised esti

mated expenditure for the year has been Rs, 45.~06 million or 92 per cent of the total allocation. the sub-
sector-wise physical achievements are given below :- . .

23.45. General Heolth»- Under the en goir g prcgammcwcrk on 1:2 hospitals of varoius levels"has been
completed. The rural health centres have been completed during the year. work on six rural health
centres started during the year 1973-74 remained in progress. Work on 7 basic health unitsjdispensaries
was completed. . . .. - ..

23.46. Lady Reading Hospital.-Various schemesunderIniplementationin Lady Readlng Hospital, includ
ed programmes for construction of nursing school building, provision of another tubeweil with over-head
reservoir and payment of stipends to under training nurses and midwives. Work remained in progress on all
these programmes and Rs. 1.04 million have been utilized in full.

23.47. Smallpox Eradication Programme.-No bottleneck has been reported. Smallpox cases have been
reduced to zero level in the province. An allocation for this programme was Rs. O.172 million which was
meant for payment of salaries and contingent expenditure has been utilized.

23.48. Institute of Radiotherapy and Nuclear Medicine=-Tsv: progress was satisfactory and Institute would
be commissioned shortly.

23.49. MalaJ·iaEradicationPragramme.-Ithas been reported that about 1.5 million houses have been
sprayed with insecticides thereby protecting about 7.3 million people against malaria.

23.50. Hayat Sherpao Teaching Hospital.-Phase.,.I of HayatSherpao teaching hospital has been completed
Work on phase-Il was progressing satisfactorily. Order~ have. been placed for the purchase of equipment. •
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Item

.1

Annual Estimated Percentage
targets actdeveDlentsaclUeveDlent
1974-75

986 1000 102

86 90 104

34 34 100
153 150 98

188 160 85 ~
394 2'72 69

8 8 100

2 started

3 3 100

s ,

Doctqrs

Nurses

Lady Health Visitors
Teclmicians

Midwives

Hospital beds

llural Health Centres

Medical COlleges

Nurses Training School

23.41. Scholarships and stpends.~Stipend oflady health visitors has been raisedfrom Rs, 75/- to Rs. 125/-.
per month.

23.42. Quality Control oIDrugs.-To ensure quality control, the number of drug inspectors has been in
creased from 3 to 7, 130 pharmaceutical firms have been.inspected during the period ..

23.43. Communicable Disease Control.-Malarj~ eradication programme has been named as Malaria control
programme. .Urban areas have been included in the revised programme .. The programme. has been. integ
rated with the general health services. The spray of insecticides could not be carried out for want of funds
for seasonal labour though insecticides were available. Smallpox incidence has been brought to, zero since
October, 1974 and the award for a single case detection has been raised in December, 1974 to Rs. 200.
The programme remained under surveillance.. BeG programme has already been .merged with the general
health services. Physical targets and .achievements are. given belcw.t-i- _ .

.Physicaltargetsandachievem.ents



HEALTH PROGRAMMES IN 1975-76

23.54. Comprehensive planning of the health sector for 1975-76 has been undertaken with a five year
perspective. An attempt has beenmade to assess the problems, clarify objectives, work out alternative stra
tegies and their cost effectiveness. The plan, though not yet formally adopted, has begun to make an impact
on programmes" and policies,

23.55. The basic objective of the Iong-term plan is to a~hie~e balance between rural and ruban areas in
respect of basic health cover and to also extend such cover from the existing 15 percent to 100 percent of the
population. In the design ofa .basic health system, an initial and. crucial strategy problem is,to, decide upon
a realistic pace for development. of the whole system. There are various approaches for achieving total
basic health coverage, First one is the traditional approach through professionals and highly train.ed per
sonnel, the second approach is through health auxiliaries of intermediate level, working under supervision of
doctors, while the third approach is thr0l!gh the village health workers working onpart-time basis and not
really becoming the. functionaries of the Government. To. achieve rapid and extensive coverage within the
foreseeable future, a combination of second and thitd. approaches is considered more appropriate than the
first. Even by these approaches the coverage can be extended form the present 15 percent to 50 percent of
the populationin the next five years. Thereafter, it will take about 10 to 15years to provide complete coverage
to the population. The intermediate level euxiliaries approach is realistic considering the magnitude of the
task of achieving rapid extension for basic health services through the public sector. This concept is now
universally accepted and is being implemented even in development countries. The auxiliaries will be working
under the supervision of doctors.

23.56. To improve the outreach, the static health units can be supplemented by involving the farmers. They
have period of intense labour (sowing, harvesting, ploughing) alternating with months of inaction. This rythm
of work should be made use of in training of personnel as well as implementation of preventive health work ..
. e.g. health engineering projects, vaccination campaigns, case-finding etc. which ~ou.ldbe undertaken in colla
boration WIth students on vacation. The objective would be to create leadership rn this field from amongst
the local people and they will act as village health workers.

Finanical allocations
23.57. In financial terms, the Annual Plan envisages an allocation of Rs, 642.632 million for health and

Rs. 189 .490 million for population planning. This means an increase of 80 percent over the revised estimates
of 1974-75; for population planning the increase is of the order of 31 percent over the revised estimates. De
tailed breakup of financial allocations for health sector, 'by executing agenhcy as well as by sub-sector is given
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, 23.52; The new district headquarters hospital at Nushki, Fortsandeman andUstaMohamrnad have been
brought to the final stage of completion. Building of 2 rural health Centres, 30 dispensaries. 6MeR centres
4 T.B. centres and 1dental clinic have been completed: 24 new r.s. beds were also added. ' '

23.53. The progress on training of various categories of manpower is given below :-

23.51. ,:"The size of the Anniial Development Programme 1974-75was Rs, 10. 52 million. Revised estimates
are Its. '7.030 million givlng a utilization rate of 58.4 pel" cent The physical progress of major schemes is
as, under e ,

l
I
I

Baluchistan

"""-_

)
_.,--



23.63. The Government of NWFP are establishing health institutions at IRDP Marakaz for which an
allocation of Rs. 0.454 million have been provided.

23.64. A beginning has also been made with the integration of health services. The first step taken
was with anti-malaria programme which was approved in the Inter-provincial conference. During its meeting
held on 15th of November, 1974, the Inter-provincial conference decided that the Provincial Governments
accept the financial responsibility for the malaria eradication programme and agree to the inclusion of the
should programme in the Provincial ADP. The programme will be run by the provinces. Pesticides inclu- J..
ding foreign aid etc. will be the responsibility of the Federal Government. Provinces will bear the expenses
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23.62. Allocation of Rs, 112 million has been made for strengthening and improving district and tehsil
headquarters hospitals and teaching hospitals. Rs. 87.286 million have been provided for medical
education including stipends for paramedics. Earmarking of larger allocations for medical colleges may im
pede government efforts at extending health benefits to the rural population and shifting the emphasis of the
health programme to preventive measures. The provision of a substantial amount of Rs. 276.750 for the
malaria control programme is a step towards a shift in the prevention of communicable diseases. This shift
is evident from the increasing proportion of ADP devoted to preventive programmes as given below :-

(Allocation in Million Rs.)

Physical Targets
23.59. The Annual Plan 1975-76 provides allocations for specific programmes and projects. During the

year 63 rural health centres, 114 basic health units and 235 dispensaries and MeR centres will be completed.
Thus, 412 units will be established in the rural areas. In the strategy for extension of health services to rural
areas, there is now a marked shift in favour of use of paramedicals/auxiliaries and non-professionals and more
economical scale for building and equipment for health centres. Training of local village talent as health
workers i.e. Health Guards in Northern Areas, Pesb Imams in NWF province and utilization of population
planning workers to provide basic health services will enable health cover to be extended to larger areas both
in terms of cost and money. It is envisaged that during the next five years (1975-80), 700 basic health units
and rural health centres should be completed every year. In 1975-76, a beginning is being made with 412
.units. This plus the involvement of village health workers as extension worker is expected to increase the
present 15 percent coverage to 20 percent of the population.

23.60. Training of auxiliaries is gaining momentum. In the current plan two auxiliary training schools
win be set up in NWFP, one in Baluchistan and one in Azad Kashmir. Work on the auxiliary training pro
gramme started at Thatta by the Government. of Sind' will continue whereas admission capacity will be
increased in some of the existing paramedical schools. Government of the Punjab has started training
of medical assistants with admission of 500 students. The problems of qualification at entry, duration of
training, methodology and course of training, job description, career structure etc. have still to be resolved.
Further a uniformity between provinces in the skill of paramedics though not absolutely essential is considered
desirable and has yet to be worked out.

23.61. There has been a rapid expansion in training facilities for doctors. Seven new medical colleges
have been set up and they have started functioning in improvised buildings. The staffing position
of the medical colleges is also un-satisfactory. It has been worked out that at present 22.6 percent of
posts of professors, 21.2 percent of the posts of Assistant Professors and 26.5 percent of the posts of demon
strators are vacant.

In Annexure 4. The revenue expenditure for the year 1975-76 is Rs. 378.50 million. This means an increase
of 28 percent over the revised estimates for the year 1974-75, and an increase in the per capita expenditure 011
health from Rs. 4 to 5.4. A 28 percent increase in the revenue expenditure and 80 percent increase in the
development expenditure should enable the health coverage to be extended to 20 percent of the population.

23.58. A breakup of revenue expenditure from 1971 by executing agencies is given in Annexure 5. The
revenue expenditure has steadily increased keeping pace with the development expenditure. On the non
development side, the major expenditure is on hospitals and dispensaries -curative services; next in order
are medical colleges and training schools followed by rural health centres and expenses in connection 'with
epidemic diseases.



23.68. An amount of Rs, 310million was allocated to health sector in the ADP for 1974-75. The allocations
made for 1975-76 for Federal ADP are given in Annexure 6. Rs. 545.466 million have been allocated for
the Federal programme. The principal components of the federal programme are Malaria Eradication
Rs. 239.100 million; National Institute of Cardiovascular Diseases Rs. 45.000 million; Bolan Medical
Collegej,:Rs. 17.000 million; and Islamabad Hospital Rs. 10.000 million

23.69. Malaria EradicationProgramme.-The allocation for the Malaria Eradication Programme is based
IOnthe decision of the Inter-provincial Conference, which stipulated, that the cost of pesticides would be met
from the Federal budget. The allocations are in line with the phased programme of the approved malaria
eradication project and inclusive of the increase in cost of pesticides which has occurred since the programme
was approved. For technical reason the phasing has to be adhered to or the programme abandoned completely.
The provision made for malaria control in the Federal budget is adequate for meeting the prescribed
which are as follows :-

(i) Equipment to be procured: Vehicles 87; Sprayers 6300.
(ii) Insecticides required: DDT 1971metric tons: BHC 3676metric tons ; and Malathion 4203metric tons.
(iii) Houses to be sprayed; 17.3 million numbers.

Provinces have made the complementary provision for the effective implementation of the malaria eradication
programme.

23.70. CardiovascularInstitute.-The amount provided for the cardiovascular institute reflects the special
grant in aid made for the Institute by a foreign government.

23.71. BolanMedical College,Quetta.-The provision for the Bolan medical co1J~geisRs, 17.00mi11ion
including a foreign exchan~e comp~nent of Rs. 7 million for ~qU1pmeDt. The detailed designs are ready.
Work on Phase I of Teaching HOSPItalconsisting of 150beds WIll be started alongwith hostels.

23.72. IslamabadHospital.-An allocation of Rs. 10million is being.ma~e for Islamabad hospital for which
72.8 acres of land has a1re~d:ybeen procured in Sector G-8. The PCltS being prepared alongwith detail design
by the Federal Health Ministry.
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23.65. The integration of other services has to be completed in stages so that the dangers of indiscriminate
integration, resulting in loss of expertise and efficiency are avoided. The existing and new sUtA'need to be
trained adequatelly to multipurpose workers and integration must take place step by step to avoid bottlenecks.
For example the malaria eradication may be absorbed as multipurpose worker in the following four stages:

(i) To control specific diseases v~z.malaria, tuberculosis, leprosy, smallpox, trachoma.
(ii) To control all insect-borne diseases.
(iii) To take up immunizations as well.
(iv) To control communicable diseases.

Likewise, Family Welfare Workers and Lady Health Visitors after further training will be absorbed as mid
wifery, family planning and paediatrics auxiliaries.

23.66. Training of volunteers in the Northern Areas is under progress and 1362 have been trained so far.
'Ihey are taking up the role of extension workers of static health establishments and act as village
health workers. This is a step to improve the reach of the health establishment. This scheme
has reached nearly each and every village in one of the most difficult terrains of the country.
During the year, 240 female volunteers will be trained and emphasis will be placed. on retraining, establishment
of proper link with the general health system and replenishment of drugs and medicines.

23.67. Detailed programme for 1975-76by executing agencies is discussed in the subsequent paragraphs.

FEDERAL PROGRAMMES, 1975-76

on establishment. The Government of Baluchistan and Government of Sind have made the reflections of
their contributions in the non-develop- ment Budget which means .that the staff will be taken .on regular
strength from 1-6-1975. The remaining two provinces, however, have provided their share in provincial
ADPs. Thus malariaferadication programme has been provincialized and intergration with the general
health system has started which is expected to be completed -during the year,



•
Punjab
23.80. The allocation of Rs. 150 million during 1975-76 is 20 percent higher over last year's allocation.

This provision includes 13-8. 25. 0 million for Mala~a. Eradication, Rs. 54. 1 million for general hospitals,
Rs. 25.3 million for medical education, Rs. 30.8 million for rural health centres and Rs. 7.7 million for
scholarships. The physical target will be t?-e addition of961 hospital beds to the existing strength, while work
will continue on additional I ,565beds. FIfty rural health centres will be completedto provide health coverage
to 2. 5 millio~ people in the !Ural areas. The amount for me1ical education will be spent mainly on the develop
ment of Quatd-e-Azam Medical College Bahawalpur, 'Medical College Rawalpindi and Punjab Medical
CoIlege,Lyallpur. '
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23.79, Nutrition (PlanningDivision.)-The allocation under Planning and Development Division of
Rs.2.1 million is for Nutrition Planning and Research Cell against the revised estimates for 1974-75of
Rs. 0.67 million. The Nutrition Planning and Research Cell has been established to look after the work of
coordi nating and undertaking research yvork. including launching of pilot project and for framing nutrition
plan for the country. As a result of the implementation of this project the Government would be able to frame
effective policies on nutrition. The increase in the budget is due to development of activities which were M.

initiated in 1974-75.' .

PROVINCIAL PROGRAMMES
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(ii) Nurse midwives 20
(iii) Nurse aids ,.. 30
(iv) Sister tutors .. 13

(v) Nurse ward administrators .. 25
, ,

(vi) Physiotherapists .. 10, ,

23.73. Training.-,-The targets to be achieved by the Federal Health Division during 1975-76:-
(I) Nurses 100 (vii) Occupational therapists

(viii) Medical technologists ..
(ix) Medical technicians
(x) Dispensers
(xi) Basic Medical sciences specialists
(xii) Clinical sciences specialists
(xiii) Hospital beds •.

23.74. ADP allocations for on-going and new programmes are given in the Annexure 7.

75. AzadKashmir.-An allocation of Rs. 10.5 million has been made for the current financial year against
the revised estimates of Rs. 4.532 million. Out of this Rs. 9.8 million will be spent on on-going schemes
and Rs. 0.7 million will be spent for new schemes. The details of the programme are given in Annexure 8.
Major programmes include setting up of a school for training of para-medicals for which a provision of Rs.
4.425 million has been made. During the year Rs. 3.077 million will be spent on hospitals and dispensaries,
Rs.l million for Rural Health Centres, Rs. 4.822 millions for medical education and Rs. 1.298 million for
malaria, leprosy and tuberculosis control programme.

23.76. NorthernAreas.-The provision for Northern Areas for health is Rs, 6 million. Out of this,
Rs. 4 million will be spent on the general health system while Rs. 2 million have been allocated for rural health
programme. In the general health system, the allocations are made for the ongoing programmes only.
An effort will be made to complete the ongoing schemes. During the year, the remaining target of female
health guards will be achieved, and the existing male and female health guards retrained. The programme
represents a new initiative. Its progress is, therefore, being carefully watched. Problems naturally arise which
are being handled keeping in view the overall objecctive and the nature of this porgramme. For instance.
some of the Health Guards have begun asking for monetary compensation, which is being firmly discouraged
to avoid a mercenary approach creeping into the programme. Supply of drugs to individual health guards
on a regular basis remains a difficult problem. This is being attended to by established sub-stores at some
existing hospitals. A proper referral system of patients seen by health and a continuous system of re
training of health guards will be established. An indepth evaluation of the programme is being carried'
out to suggest ways and means ofimproving the programme. The details of the programme are in Annexure 9~

23:77. Federally AdministeredTribalAreas.-The allocation for the Federally Administered Tribal Areas
for 1975-76 is Rs. 16.8 million against the revised allocation of Rs. 16.368 million. The programme includes
the appointment of 60 dispensers and setting up of 58 hospital beds, 50 T.B. beds, 2 rural health centres and
basic health centres and 57 dispensaries.

23.78. Science and TechnologyDivision.-Rs. 1.3 million have been provided for medical research out of
which Rs. 1 million is for National Science Foundation and Rs, 0.3 million for Medical Research Co-unci!
The decrease in the budget of Medical Research Council is due to completion of one of the schemes.
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23.86. The details of allocations of various ongoing and new schemes are given in Annexure II. The physi-
cal targets to be achieved are given below : 0

23.85. The allocation for rural health centres is Rs. 25.9 million which includes Rs. 13.3 million for restora
t ion of health facilities in the flood affected areas of the province.

23.84. The allocation for Chandka Medical College, Larkana and Girls Medical College, Nawabshah is
Rs. 24.5 million, of this, Rs. 18.5 million, would be utilized for construction of buildings whiile Rs, o. (in
million has been earmarked for purchase of equipment for these colleges.

23.83. About 12 rural health centres would be completed during 1975.,.76. Besides, 10 new dispensaries
would be opened covering a total population of 70,000. Ten bedded hospitals, one each in, the universities of
Karachi and Sind would be.opened. Work on setting up a radio therapy centre at Chandka Medical College
Hospital, Larkana, would be started during 1975-76.

Sinocl
23.82. The allocation for health is Rs, 67.5 million against the revised allocation of Rs. 45.,2million during
1974-75. The increase in the sector over the revised allocation of 1974-75 is about 50 percent.

...' "

Hospital beds
Rural Health Centres .,
T.B.Beds

Sanitarians ..

Doctors
Nurses
~(Lady Health Visitors •.
Auxiliaries (Medical Asstts.)

Annual
Targets
1975-76

400
300
130

1000
.. 100

.. 961
5

., 108

Item

23.81. The details of allocations of various on-going and new programmes are given in Annexure 10. Physi
cal targets to be achieved are given below:
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Item
Annual
Targets
1975-76

86
34
17
16
80 •
2
10
6
3
1

.~0";,:.."'....... :"1..." ,Doctors
Nurses
Lady health visitors
Technicians • 0

DispenSers
Rural health centres
Basic health units
Dispensaries/MCH centres
T. B. centres ••
Training school for auxiliaries

23.92. The details of the allocations for the year are given in Annexure 13. The physical targets to be
achieved during the year are given below:

23.91. During 1975-76, modest efforts will be made to follow the national health policy. Therefore, instead
of establishing dispensaries, it is proposed to establish 10 basic health units, 2 rural health centres, one 44
bedded infectious diseases hospital and purchase of 81androver ambulances for district headpquarter hospitals.
Besides this, repair will be carried on the existing dispensaries. Residential accommodation would be construc
ted for doctors, compounders, lady health visitors, X-ray assistants and laboratory assistants.

Annual
Item Targets

1975·76

Doctors 144
Nurses 35
Midwives 159
Lady Health Visitors 36 i-
Dispensers 190
Dais o , 51
Rural Health Centres 24
Basic Health Units 96
Dispensaries •• 70
MCHCentres 2

Baluchistan

..'

N.W.F.P.
23.87. The total proposed allocation for the sector is Rs. 62.866 million compared with Rs, 49.8 million

dunng 1974-75. General health sub-sector has been provided Rs. 23.7 million for 55 on-going schemes and
Rs, 9.2 million for 32 new schemes, Lady Reading Hospital Rs. 0.9 million for 5 ongoing schemes, Malaria
eradication programme, smallpox eradication programme and Hayat Sherpao shaheed teaching hospital have
been allocated Rs, 8.4 million, Rs. 0.2 million and Rs. 20.00 million. respectively. Health institutions will
be established at I.R.D. Markaz for which an allocation of Rs, 0.454 million has been made.

23.88. It is expected that work on the establishment of 18 dispensaries, one MeH Centre, 20 basic health
units, 10 rural health centres and 2 hospitals would be completed. Moreover, existing hospitals would be
upgrad.ed by increasing the number of bed and provision of additional facilities.

23.89. Apart from these schemes which would be physically completed, work would continue on establish-"
ment of health auxiliaries training institutions and leprosy hospitals, endemic goitre control programme, im
provement of Lady Reading Hospital, Hayat Sherpao shaheed teaching hospital, malaria and smallpox eradi
cation programmes, establishment of a clinic for drug addicts, establishment of renal analysis unit at the referral
hospital, Mardan and a number of comparatively minor schemes.

23.90. Besides this, an allocation of Rs. 0.6 million has been made for a block for dentistry department,
Khyber Medical College, Peshawar. Details of allocations of various ongoing and new programmes are given
in Annexure 12. The Physical targets to be achieved during the year are given below :-
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23.98. The socio-economic implications of a high growth rate of 3.0 percent are alarming : a continued high
-dependency ratio, problems in raising per capita income significantly, lower savings and capital formation,
difficulty in providing educational facilities for all children, higher unemployment, pressure on public services
including health, food, housing and transport and potential social and political instability. Hence the necessity
for an expanded and effective population planning programme. . .

23.99. The Population Planning Programme is now based on Continuous Motivation System (eMS) which
'was initially started in 1969on experimental basis in Sialkot district. In 1973the eMS was expanded to cover
the whole country where the population density was more than 300 persons per sq. mile. This new system is

23.96. The direct cause of the rapid population increase is .the high fertility level. Most women being
their reproductive history early in life, get children with short intervals and continue to do so until late infthe
life, with a resulting total fertility rate of about 7 (i.e. seven live children born at the end of the reproductive
. life span of the average women). Thishigh level of fertility is due to a' combination fo traditional cultural and
socio-economic patterns (early marriage, desire for sons, old-age security, etc.) ; lack of motivation for change
(security and higher status of fertile women, low level of educational achievement and awareness of population
problem, economic value of children in low income rural areas, etc.) ; lack of effective knowledge of fertility
-control methods and of'services to make these methods available to all.

23.97. The mean age at marriage seems to be about 2.1.-25years for males and 18-19years for females. Some
-estimates for females are lower, however, indicating that about 50 percent mall), before age 16. In any case,
almost two-thirds are married before age 20 and very few remain signle at age 30. There does not seem to
.havebeen any perceptible change in the mean age during the period 1961-71.

44.4
14.4

3.0

6.56

45.5

15.5

3.0

6.97

Crude Birth Rate •.

Crude Death Rate
GrowthRatc

Total Fertility Rate_

1970-75 1975-,.80

23.95. In these projections the following data on crude birth rate; 'crude death rate and fertility rate hal)
been adopted :-

(000)

1975 1980
Age Group

Females BotbSexes Females BotbSexes

lLess is .. 15061 31547 17301 36135

15-44 14279 29215 16676 34400
4S + ~o. ".<. '\ ~o .- ~~ 'n ,,4467 9498 S215 10916

Total " "338m 70260 39192 81451

Population projections for Pakistan by age, females and both sexes, from 1975 to 1980.

23.94. The mid-1975 population of Pakistan is estimated to be 70.3 million. With a birth rate of about
·45.5 per thousand and a slow decline in the crude death rate of about 15.5 per thousand, annual population
growth in Pakistan is 3 percent. Based on the present growth rate and taking into account the present population
planning measure, it has been projected that the population in mid -1980 will be 81.4 million. The distribution
of population by age and sex will be as follows:..

POPULATION PLANNING PROGRAMME

23.93. The physical targets to be achieved during the year for Federal and Provincial Governments are given
in Annexure 14. Data on physical achievements/targets in the health sector during 1973-74 is given in An
nexure 15. The allocation for 1975-76by Sub-sectors and executive agencies appear in Annexure 2 e .



Thus the births averted would have been 1,055,692.

23.106. The results have, however, not been achieved in actual practice. While evaluating the family plan':'
ning programme, it has been observed by some experts that such results employed certain assumption concern
ing use of contraceptives and a frequency of intercourse and effectiveness of contraceptives. It also assumes
that services provided by the programme and presented in terms of contraceptives sold ate entirely correctly
reported and effectively used. These assumptions, however, need be qualified by a proper check. The real
effect of motivation may be only about half of the quoted figures.
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21,100,000

9,072,000

5,000,000

25,000,000 .

60,172,000 .Total

Sterilization

:ruo insertions

Oral contraceptives ••

Conventional contraceptives

23.105. Using the above guidelines, the notional acceptors between 1973-75 have been worked out as
under :-

One Sterilization .. •• 100 notional acceptors.

One IUD insertion .,. .,. ",. .... ... 00 12 notional acceptors.

One cycle of oral pills 1 notional acceptor.

Four units of ~nventionaJ. contraception .. 1 notional acceptor.

13 notional acceptors 0·0 " one couple year protec-·.... 00

tion.

3 couple years protection .. one birth averted.

23.104. No targets have been given on the couples accepting and practising contraception and births averted ..
These can be worked out on the basis of the yard-sticks used by the Population Planning Division, which are~:

(iv) Conventional contraceptives ~~..~:...o 100.000,000 (Units)
(v) Crude birthrate to show a decline of 11percent in 5 years (1970-75) from 45per thousand in

in 1970to 40 per thousand in 1975.

(it) :rt.iD insertions ••
(iii) Oral contraceptives

21,000 (Nos.)
756,000 (Nos.)

5,000,000 (Cycles)

(I) Sterilizations

Review of 1974-75
23.103. A provision ofRs. 145.00 million was made in the ADP 1974-75 for implementation of population

planning programme and entire allocation would be fully utilized. The physical targets for 1974-75were no
given separately. However, targets for 1973--75 were given which are as under :

~.
23.102. The eMS rests on the basic hypothesis that motivation by house-to-house visits is more effective

than other possible methods of motivation in introducing changes in fertility behaviour. There is no evidence.
either to support this hypothesis or to contradict it. In any case, the eMS programme is yet too new in this
country to supply convincing evidence for, or against the hypothesis.

32.101. The programme now reaches 93 percent of population in terms of total coverage by service and
inter-personal communication. '

23.100. On the basis of these records it is determined at the end of each month as to how many couples did
not have births during the past twelve months.

a family planning delivery system which consists of 4 times a year visiting the contact population (eligible coup
les) for motivational and supply purposes. The performance of motivators is measured by examining the
reeords of the workers' registers. These records contain (i) basic demographic data; (ii) reasons for expense
or non-expense of family limitation measures; (iii) data on contraceptives used, types and supplies; (iv) reason
for change or discontinuation of use ; and (v) vital recotd on all births.



23.110. An allocation of Rs. 189.490 million for the Population Planning Programme in 197.5-76as against
Rs. 145.0milIion in 1974-75 has been made. This gives 31 percent increase in allocation over 1974-75. The
bulk of the expenditure would be met from foreign aid;
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102.54011

81,800,000 130,989,000 130.98

2,470,000 3,745,000 74.9

136,770 228,710 30.26

8,510 12,510 59.57

2 20 125.00

77 158 55.83

2 10 10(,00

1. Conventional contraceptives 30,000,000 100,000,000 49,189,000

2. Oral Pills 1,180,000 5,000,000 1,265,000

~ 3. I.U.Ds, 106,385 756,000 92,000

4. Sterilization .. 3,095 21,000 4,000

5. Post Partum .. 16 18
..

6. Family Planning Clinics 283 81

7. Regional Training Centres 10 8

8. Jeeps 157 3

9. Audio~visualunits 39 20'.
~ Information incomplete.

Programme for 1975-76

Achievement Target July i913-
1972·73 1973-74 June 1974 July 1974-, Jule 1973~ Percentage

June 1975 June 1975 achievement
Item

S1.
No.

Achievement

23.109. Inspite of serious shortage of condoms in the world market which severely affected the implementa
tion of contraceptive inundation plans, a brief statement of the performance in terms of visible indices is given
in table below :

Sanctioned! In position Percentage
achievement

(a) Field workers 8,466 7,299 85

(b) Lady Motivators 439 404 74.7

(c) Family Welfare Visitors 1,109 710 54.0

(d) Population Planning Officers 840 840 100.0

(e) Senior Population Planning Officers .. 263 227 85.0

(f) District Tech. Officers 40 21 45.0

(g) District Population Planning Officers 40 40 100.0

(h) Dais ad hoc 2,748
",

.23.108. Personnelposition.-About 6;000 new field workers (both male and female) have been deployed in
the field along-with a new cadre of contraceptive distributors attached to the Population Planning Officers and
non-medical lady motivators placed in the hospitals for motivational purposes. The overall personnel position
of the field programme was as follows :-

23.107. In the recently introduced data collection and analysis system hy computet, it has been brought out
that couples practising family planning have already four plus children and women are at an age of 35 plus.
These are based on the data analysed from Hazara and Sialkot.
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23.114. To achieve these objectives, the programme for 1975-76 envisages a shift in the delivery of services
on the following lines :-

(I) The programme would be made more community oriented;
(ii) allowance to be made for adjustments in view of regional variations (topography, culture, language

etc.) ;
(iii) any changes in policies to be pretested in various areas of the provinces ;
(iv) coordination and collaboration with related programmes like Peoples Health Scheme, Peoples Works

Programme, IRDP, Agrovilles, Education, Labour and Manpower etc. to be meaningfully improved ;
(v) comprehensive procurement and supply policies for contraceptives, medicines, equipment, transport

and spare parts will be laid down to ensure regular flow ; ..
(vi) emphasis would be laid on individual continuous users, rather than notional acceptors ;

. (vii) the programme would concentrate on younger age and low -parity groups especially in rural areas.

23.115. The programme requires a long gestation period to show demographic results. Itis likely to produce
satisfactory results subsequently. To improve the population planning programme, cooperation is required
from various organizations particularly health and education. Population planning programme being multi
disciplinary, active support is required from the people's representatives and the disciplines like health, educa
tion, agriculture, social welfare and representatives from the popular programme like People's Works Program
me, IRDP and Agrovilles.

23 .116. The Prime Minister set up a committee in May, 1975to review the population control programme and
suggest ways and means to strengthen the programme. This four-member committee is headed by the Minister
for Labour, Health, Social Welfare and Population Planning. A series of meetings of the Committee have been
held and the report is expected to be submitted to the Prime Minister during the month of August. 1975.
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(OOO)

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

I
1. No. of women of age 15-44 14,279 14,726 15,672 16,166 16,421 16,676 ,)-
2. No. of eligible couples 4,393 4,531 4,642 4,800 4,937 5,094

3. No. of births 3,169 3,2421 3,324 3,409 3,479 3,551

4. Expected No. of births averted 148 197 I 259 347 454 608

5. Corresponding CBR estimtes .. SS.l 44.1 43.1 41.8 40.1 37.9

23 .112. The increase in the next year's budget is due to expected increase in the contraceptive use, establish
ment of family welfare clinics, continuous motivation system through mass communication media, introduction
of oral pills programme on a mass scale, accrual of annual increment and general rise in prices of POL and
clinical equipment.

23. 113. The table below outlines the medium-terms goals of the Population Planning Council :

18,00'1.1

276,000

4,800,000 cycles

9,500,000 gross.

(v) Targets for contraceptive devices of different kinds are :
Sterilizations

IUD insertion

Oral contraceptives

Conventional contraceptives

3.4 million

8.5 million

40 percent

17 percert

.,(I) Number of accepting compes
(Ii) Total eligible couples

(iii) Proportion of 11:0 2

(Iv) Reduction in fertility

23.11t The Population Planning Division have proposed the following physical targets f01" 1975-76 :-



Source:- Federal Health Ministry and Provincial Health Depa:.:tmentsData,

Pakistan Urban Rural
Facility

.10( No• No. % No. %

" Hospital beds 38,835 31,456 81.00 7,379 ~9.00

Dispensaries " 2,400* 1,640 68.33 760 31.67

Maternity and Child Health Centres 715 399 55.GO 31<i 44.20
I. Rural Health Centres •• 160 1 0.62 159 9S>.':;li

Sub-centres of Rural Health Centres 500 Nil. 500 10J.OO

Tuberculosis Clinics .. 92 :37 94.:'7 5 5.43

*Excluding Jail and Railway D~es.

HEALm INSTALLATIONS B"!:unBAN AND RURALAREAS

Annexure I
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1.52

30.00

0.300

1. Federal Government I 76.814-

Rural Health Project 1.500

FATA .. 6.308

Population Planning 145.00

2. Punjab 112.00

3. Sind 36.000

4. N.W.F.P. 49.784

5. Baluchistan 10.52

) "105.567

2.949

13.380 ;l

145.000

125.000

47.200

45.906

7.030

8.870

ADP Alloea- Additional Revised
tion Authoriza- Estimates

Original tion
(if any)

SectorlSub-sectOl'
SI.
No.

(Million Rs.)

ALLOCATION IN ADP 1974-75ADDmONAL AUTHORIZATION AND REVISED ESTIMATES

Annexure 2
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Annexure 3

ACHIEVEMENTS lNHEALm SECTOR 1974-75

SI.No. Item Pwijab Sind N.W.F.P. Baluchistan FATA Total.~ 1. Rural Health Centres •. 7 8 12 2 29

2. Maternity and Child Health Centres 6 6 12,.
3. Hospital Beds 396 272 53 721

4. Medical Colleges 1 1
5. BasicHealth Units -16 16

6. Dispensaries •. 5 50 5 60
7. Doctors 400 1000 142 18 1560

8. Nurses 600 90 35 7 732

9. Lady Health Visitors 129 34 36 15 214

10. Dispensers 190 120 60 370

11. Midwives 11')0 69 1.9 248

12. Technicians 150 4 154 '

13. Nurse Training Schools 3 3

14. Post-graduate Institutes 1 1

15. T. B. Centres 4 4

16. T.B.Beds .. 24 24
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ALLOCATION 1975-76BY SUB-SECTORS AND EXECU'llVE AGENCIES

(Million R&-.)

Health Northern Azad Science Planning FATA Punjab Sind N.W.F.P Dalu- Total
Sub-sector and Areas Kash- and and chistan (Exelu- ;)Social mir T~h- Develop- ding

Welfare nology ment FATA)
Division Division Division ,.,

PreventiveProgrammes •• 239.100 0.060 1.298 27.461 6.800 9.350 1.954 286.023

Hospitals'q .. J6.438 2.938 3.077 6.681 54.084 4.200 28.151 3.086 118.655

Medical Bducation and Train-
ing 17.000 0.044 4.822 33.004 29.676 2.540 0.200 87.28~

Rural Health ~ervices 2.958 1.000 4.226 30.805 25.910 20.871 6.389 92.159

Nutrition and Meilical l:'e-
search •. 1.300 2.100 3.400

Integrated Rural Develop-
0.454meet Programme 1 0.454

Others ., 46.738 0.303 4.646 0.914 1.500 0.554 54.655

Total •• 319.276 6.000 10.500 1.300 2.100 10.g07 150.000 67.500 62.866 12.183 642.632
?-

Annexure 4
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29.7 34.4 S3.4 65.4 71.8
Sg.O 74.6 86.5 120.6 167.4

26.9 32.0 39.2 55.4 68.4

14.3 14.4 19.9 33.() 38.S

6.3 10.1 14.' 21.1 32.4
Total 136.20 16S.SC) 213.50 ~'.60 378.50

_Federal
t

Punjab

Sind

N.W.F.P.
Baluchistan .•

1975-761974-15
(k.B.)

1972-73

(Million R.I.)
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Anncxm'O 7

(Million :as.)

New Total

2.000 16.438

17.001iJ

239.100

45.993 46.738

47.9!:3 319.276

Progcamme On-going

"' 1- Hospitals 14A38

'" 1. 2. MediCIUEducation 17.000

3. Malaria Eradication Programme 239,IOij

4. Other Programmes 0.745, Total 271.283
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H~ andDispcwaeriea

Rural Health CeDtrti •.

Medical EducatiOll
CoDununfcab~Pisela Control
Others

Auuemre a

(Million Rs.)

On-lSOinsj New Total

?J-
2.777 0.300 3.071

f
,.

1.000 1.000l
4.425 0.397 4.822

1.293 1.298

0.300 0.003 0;303

9.800 0.700 10.500ToW
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Communicable Disease Control

Rural Health Progrmnme

2.938 20938

0.958 0.958

0.044- O.O~

0.060 O.O6{)

2.000 2.000

TotaJ 6.000 6.0GO

Hospitals

., '\ Dispensaries "

Medical :Jducation

HewOn-goingJ

(Million r..a)

)
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)

Wr, H03!)jtajs 3

(a) 7eaci'l.ing) HO!.o,:iWk IS.805 4.257 20.062 ,..
l}

(b) D~rn; HeaQquru.1cts Hoo1)itnls .. ll.SOO 11.900

(e) Teh. Hea.dquacteriilHospitals .. 2:.G22 0.500 22.122

2. Rural Healtl; Centres/Bas:cHealth Units o. 20.805 10.000 31).805

3, MedicalEducatiOlll 28.S80 4.12' 33.004.,
d Communicable Dficaa Collt.ol A"

(i) Mala...tim 00 25.00(J) 25.000

(ii) Tuber.wlosis 2.097 2.097

(iii) SmaDpox .. O.~64· O.3cM·

5. Others ao 2.546 2.100 4.641.6

Totd 129.019 20.981 150.000
f'

TotalNewProgramme

'Million Ra.)

M.LOCA'mONOF PUNIAF REALm PROGRAMME
AmleXilll'C 18
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·Includes Rs, 10.000 miUionto L1e reimbul'lcd under US AID Pro:;rommeo

62.500Tota.1.

4.200

22.110

29.676

5:600

0.914·

Hospital beds

«: j( Rura! Health Centres/Baaic Health Units/Dispensarice

Medical Education

Communicable Diseases Control

Special Alx,-u

On-goingProgrimm

Annexure n~~

(Million Rs.;

New Total

4.200

.5.800 25.910·

29.67()

1.:0) 6.800

0.914

5.000 67.500

ALLOCATION FOR HEALTH PROGRAMME FOR SIND
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>

.;.

,-'
1. Hospitals 25.046 3.105 28.151

2. Rural Health Centres/BasicHealth 'PnitsjDispensarie 18.416 2.455 20.871 jt '.3. Medical Education 0.670 1.87D 2.540

4. Communicable Disease Control 9.150 0.200 9.350

S. Health Institutions in IR.DPMarkaz 0.454 0.454

6. Others .. 0.200 1.300 1.500

Total 53.482 9.384 62.866

TotalNewOn-goingProgramme

(Million Rs.)

ALLOCATIONS OF HEALTH PROGRAMMES OF N.W.F.P.

Annexure 12
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(Million as.)

New t'otal]

1.600 S.086
I.
5.915 6.389

0.200 0.200

0.500 1.954

0.300 0.554

•• 515 12.183

359

,

..TotaR

1.4S4

0.254

1,486

0.474

1. HospitalBcc1s

2. auraiiie8ith Centres
.-.. 3. Medical Education

4. Communicable DiaeasoControl
S. Others

Programme

ALLOCATIONS QP HEALTH PROGRAMMES 01' BALUCIUSTAN

,
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PHYSICAL TARGETS FOR U'75-76

Annual targets for 197$.76
S.No. lItem

Punjab.; Sind N.W.F.P. Baluchistan FATA Total
iii •

1. Doctors 400 550 144 86 1180

2- Nurses 300 116 35 34 485
)

3. Lady Health Visitors .. 130 45 36 17 228

4. Teclmicians •• 160 16 176

5. Midwives 200 69 269

6. Auxiliaries (Medical Aalistantl) 1000 1000

7. Dispensers .. N.A. N.A. 190 80 60 330

8. Sanitarians .. 100 100

9. Dais N.A. N.A. 57 57

10. Hospital beds 961 1500 58 2519

~

11. Rural Health Centres •. 5 30 24 2 2 63

12. Basic Health UJJi1S 96 10 8 114

13. Dispensaries/MCH Centres 100 72 s 57 235

14. T. B. Centres 4 3 7

15. T.B.Beds ".. 108 SO 158

16. Training Schools for auxiliaries 1 2 1[ 4
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I' S.No. Category 1973-74 1974-75 1975·76.~

~ 1. Doctors 745 1560· USO

2- Nurses .. 414 732- 485

3. LadyHealth VISitors .',. 214 228

4. Technicians 154 176

5. Midwives US 248 269

6. Auxiliaries (Medical Asstta.) 1000

7. Dispensers ~26 370 3S0

8. Sanitarians 96 100 100

9. Hospital beds SIS '121 2519

10. Rural Health Centres 12 29 63

11. Basic Health Units 16 114

'"' 12. Dispensaries/MCH Centres 72 235

13. T. B. Centres 5 4 7

14. T. B. beds 24 158

15. Training Schools for auxiliaries 4

*The increase in the production in 1974-75 compared to targetted figures for 1975·76 is due to graduation of two different
doses•

PHYSICAL ACHlEVEMENTS{fARGETS IN THE REALm SECTOR

Almaate 15
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Impact of Annual Plan 1975-76
24.4. The increase in labour force during 1975-76 is estimated at 600,000, In addition, there is a backlog
of under-employment to be catered for. A rough and ready estimate has been made of the contribution of
the Annual Plan 1975-76 to increase in employment opportunities in the economy. In large-scale manufactur
ing, the output elasticity of employment is roughly 0.4 which implies that the expected increase in output of
14% should create about 30,000 jobs. In agriculture the same elasticity is 0.5. Output is expected to go up
by about 10%, but the figure is misleading since 1974-75was not a normal year. The change is therefore being
taken from 1973-74. The figure obtained for increased agricultural employment in 1975-76 is of the order of
400,000 Construction is a labour intensive sector and currently employs about 700,000 persons. In view of the
sharp acceleration in investment planned for 1975-76, this sector could absorb additional 70,000 to 100,000
workers in different categories. The main problem is that such jobs are of an irregular nature. The demand
for labour for construction is at times in places which do not have a surplus force in the immediate neighbour
hood Industries mobility of labour may create a situation where shortage of labour in certain areas may be
observed while employment situation may be unsatisfactory in other areas. The education sector provides au
increase of about 8,000 teachers, at all levels and in training, and of 8,000 students, as increased enrolment above
class X. The gross figure for emigration in 1974·75 is below 20,000 but returning emigrants reduce the net
figure considerably. For other sectors there are no usable guides. For the small scale manufacturing and
informal sectors information is very scanty and it is difficult to predict how they respond in the aggregate to
economic changes. Other sectors can be expected to provide more jobs too. A broad judgement is that while
.increase in employment may keep pace with or surpass the increase in labour force, the possibility of a marked
decrease in the backlog of unemployment this year is remote.

•

The distribution of the labour force among different economic sectors is given in the annexure.

24.3. Itwould be noticed that the participation rate is one of the lowest in the world. This is partly due to the
age structure of population and partly because of social factors which inhibit employment of women. There
is little open unemployment but the extent of under-employment is very considerable. Present data is not
sufficient to establish whether, in recent years, increase in employment has kept pace with growth in labour
force or not. The general view is that while the employment situation with regard to skilled and semi-skilled
workers has not deteriorated and may in fact have improved, open unemployment among educated persons has
become worse.

TABLB I

'-
1974-75

Total strength of labour fon:e 20.5 mi1lion
Oro' thrate .. •• .. 3 % per annum.

\ Participation rate-national 0,0 o. 00 30.41%
Participation rate-mban ... 00 27.02%,
-Participation rate-rural 31.45%

~
.. ... ..

t lLabourForce in Agriculture .. .. ~ .0 S7.32%
\
,( lLabourForce in Industry 12.47%~ .. •• so .. ..
~ lBstimated No. unemployed or under employed (man-yean) 00 2.S million

(a) Agriculture .. "" •• •• o. (1.5)
(b) Non-Agriculture .. GO .. (1.0)

The reduction in un-employment and under-employment is one of the critical objective of the Govern
-ment':;;economic policies. Before considering the contribution of the Annual Plan to an increase in job op
portunities, the present employment situation in Pakistan may be briefly reviewed. The statistics on employ
ment are neither up-to-date nor comprehensive nor entirely reliable. The last comprehensive survey of em
polyment was conducted in 1970-71which forms basis for the estimates for 1974-75,given below;

Employment Situation
24.2. The salient features of the labour force are summarised below :-

CHAPTER 24

MANPOWER AND EMPLOYMENT
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-=~.vages
:4.10. The real wage rate for urban and rural workers has increased-since 1971-72, though exact measure

ments are lacking. The increase is attributable to Government's labour policy, intrcduction of wage-price
packages which included compulsory wage increase combined with scme subsidies on essential consumer items
that kept the worker's cost of living down .. The other factor has been the extensive emigration of workers,
mostly to the Middle East, which bas greatly tightened the market for skilled labour and increased its hourly
earning rates.

TAllI.B II ~
No. of No. of Average No. Man-Days Average du-

Teal' strike!! workem of workers lost in sf:ri. ration of St-
on strike per strike (3) kes likes (Days)

+(2) (5)+(3) •1 2 3 4 5 6

1972 ..~ 779; :'~1:~()1;149 -z: 464 12,O18,!l08 5.58

19'73 536 1233,568 436 1803.583 3.44

1974 ··0 370~ [301,753 816 j 1,433,553 4.75
)

Ii
,I
!
~-
I

)

Educated Un-employment
24.5. The problem of educated unemployed has been causing grave concern. The problem arises from the

fact that the output of educated manpower particularly those trained in arts subjects is clearly in excess of"
increase in white collar jobs. There is a certain reluctance on the part of educated persons to acquire manual
skins or to take jobs requiring manual effort, even though these jobs carry higher remuneration.

24.6. The problem of educated unemployed is widespread among developing countries and cannot be resol-
ved in the short run. Government's strategy aims at controlling the supply of educated manpower and chang-
ing the quality of the output through suitable reforms in the education system. Government has also taken
certain special measures to faciliate the absorption of educated manpower in the labour force. Firstly, the
Government have been endeavouring to control enrolment in arts subjects in higher institutions so as to prevent ..--.
further undue expansion in output of graduates who:find it difficult to get suitable jobs. Secondly, vocational
and agricultural subjects are being introduced at school level so as to give a bias towards acquisition of practical
skills. Thirdly, the Government have undertaken a special programme, the NDVP which has a special res
ponsibility for securing placements for technically qualified persons and also providing interim relief, before
permanent absorption can be arranged.

Changes m. Technology
24.7. The contribution oflarge scale industry to employment llas been disappointing. This was partly
due to certain price distortions, (favouring capital intensive investments) which were substantially re..tified,
by the devaluation of 1972. The principal reason for low employment is however that the technology employed
ill large scale industry is imported and tends to be capital intensive and labour saving. Government have
decided to take measures to encourage and promote appropriate technology which is better suited to the re
source endowment of the country, which economises on use of capital and maximises the use of labour and of
indigenous raw materials. An Appropriate Technology Organization has been set up under the Planning
Commission. The Organisation has been kept small and compact and will function mainly as an initiator and
co-ordinator for research, experimentation and pilot projects (for appropriate technology) to be undertaken
by research institutes, universities, industry, etc. The emphasis would be on devising a technology which j"
appropriate as well as commercially viable at existing factor prices.

ProgrammeS COli" Employment Creation
24.8. The principal programme aiming specifically at creation of employment is the Peoples Works Prog

ramme. The programme is meant for the rural areas. A rough estimate indicates that employment generated
by the Peoples Works Programme during 1974-75 was~22,OOOman years.

ITndustrfialLabour Situation[
24.9. The year 1974-75 has witnessed the steady consolidation of the labour reforms introduced earlier.
Legislation designed to strengthen labour discipline was enacted. On the whole, 1974was a year of industrial
peace with a decline in the number of strikes, although the number of workers involved and the man days J 0 st
increased over 1973. The figures are given below in table II. They indicate that the trend has been towards
strikes in larger establishments and that strikes, though shorter than in 1972, were longer than in 1973.
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Total Cost Rs. 4.147 million
FEe Rs. 5.729 million

FAOjILO Pak Joint Rural Employment Survey

24.19. The total expenditure amounting to Rs. 1.180 million has so far been incurred for the acqusition
of land at Islamabad and initial construction of the building. An amount of Rs. 1.273 million IS provided in
the ADP 1975-76. It is expected that the building component of the scheme will be completed during 1975-76.

Cost Rs. 2.453 millionInstitute of Manpower Studies, Islamabad

.~

Resesreh

24.18. Reliable statistics on manpower and employment have not been available owing to the problem) of
readjustment since 1971. However the Statistical Division has resumed its labour surveys and the data are
being processed. Furthermore a more refined approach to the question of underemployment and availability
of labour-time through the use of multipurpose household surveys is being developed in the Statistical Division
with expert foreign advice. This willlead to deeper information and a more flexible system using supplementary
and follow-up surveys. In addition there are the FAOjILO Pak Joint Rural Employment Survey, the Pilot
Survey on Labour Productivity and the UNDPjILO Exploratory Employment Policy Mission described in
paras 20 to 22.

On-going and New Projects

( jpedeFol:

24.17. On the other hand, shortages of certain types of skilled workers permit rises b earning rates,
aggravating inflation and existing inequalities. The loss of the best workers is detrimental to the efficiency of
eruer; risesand, over time, tends to reduce accepted standards of work, which are already too low to be tolerated,
There is also the risk that the demoralised attitude develop that personal gain is better sought by leaving the
country than by assisting in its progress.

24.16. Several secondary effects will have to be considered as well : experience is also gained while working
abroad, sometimes under better conditions for developing abilities ; money that is net repatriated is spent
more on Pakistani exports than would be the case with people of other nationalisties and, supplementing this
effect, is the reduction of demand for certain scarce commodities within Pakistan, suet, as wheat and sugar.

Emigration of Labour
24 .13. The emigration of workers from Pakistan has become an important issue to the economy, especially

now that countries of the Middle East are developing very rapidly and require labour of all sorts. Roughly
20,000 Pakistanies emigrated in 1974·75.

24 .14. The main benefit to the economy from emigration of this sort is the foreign exchange remitted,
which amounted to over S 200 million in 1974-75, but it is obtained at the cost of the loss of the services
of skilled and experienced people, who have to be replaced by less competent personnel.

24.15. When circumstances prevent the economy from expanding rapidly so as to absorb the supply of
labour, as they did inPakistan recently, there may be no better alternative than to allow emigration. There is
no immediate prospect of removing unemployment altogether, but, now that the economy is picking up momen
tum, shortages of some types of skilled workers will be felt in many sectors and a closer examination of the
costs and benefits might become necessary if they grow too acute.

24 .12. Projections of the needs for various categories of skills are being made arid manpower plans are
being formulated accordingly. The results will be integrated with the plans and projects of the Education
Division. Although studies from about 1970 are available, the existence of a large number of new projects
projects provides valuable new material for the assessment of needs according to sectors.

Manpower pJanDiDg
24.11. Pakistan has reached the level at which furtherdevelopment will be difficult without an increasingly
skilled labour force. In a country not especially well endowed with natural resources it is the physical and
mental exertions of the people that must generate the nation's income. In Pakistan initially the emphasis was
placed on technologically simple industries, such as textiles and sports goods, but the stage has been reached
now at which projects such as the Karachi Steel Mill require special programmes for training the manpower'
they need. In any enterprise the technical skills, ranging from those of the welder or turner to those of the
most highly qualified engineer, must be regarded as inputs complementary to machines, unskilJed labour and
raw materials. They are capital goods inmost respects and their production must be considered in economic
terms as a capital goods industry ....
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PHYSICAL PBRFORMANCB OF THE ONGOING SCHBMaS

IndllStriaR Rela.tions llimstitote,Lab.ore~
24.27. The scheme, costing Rs, 10.29 lakhs, is designed to educate and reorientate the workers and
employers in the interest of industrial peace. Short-term and long-term courses will be arranged on Industrial
Relations and Labour Administration for people at different levels of responsibility. The Institute also pro
poses to provide counselling or advice on personal matters, employment procedures, industrial relations, safety,
health and welfare measures. It will be completed by the end of the current financial year 1974-75 and start
functioning with effect from 1st July, 1975.

Mines Rescue and Safety Station KHil!Shab
24.28; The scheme aims at provision of rescue facilities to the persons involved in accidents or disasters in

mines. The scheme costing Rs, 51.36 lakhs was admitted in the Fourth Five Year Plan. An amount of
Rs. O. 89lakhs has since been spent upto the end of June, 1974 for the purchase of land and partial construct
ion of buildings. Provisions of Rs. 6.00 lakhs and Rs. 11.25 lakhs were made for the ADPs 1974-75 and
1975-76 respectively to continue the construction of building and Rs. 0.60 for the purchase offumiture.
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24.26. During the year 1974-75, a budget grant of Rs. 15 million was given to NDVP, which fell short of
requirements and additional funds amounting to Rs. 30million have been provided through supplementary
grants. An amount of Rs. 15 million has been provided in the ADP 1975-76.

24.25. During 197J-76 only educated volunteers particularly engineers, both B.Sc and Diploma, wiil be
registered, subject to 'the availability of funds.

24.24. NDVP was established uncler the NDVP Act, 1973, for promoting, developing and regulating syste
matic apprenticeship programmes for technically qualified persons. It established more than 20 centres and
sub-centres all over the country. and registered 60,000 educated unemployed persons from 1st May, 1973, to
JOth September, 1974. Thereafter the registrations were closed. Of these, 20,700 were placed for on-the-job
training/apprenticeship and out of these 1992 volunteers have been provided permanent employment so far.
The volunteers are being paid stipends ranging from Rs, 235 to Rs, 485 per month, depending on their educat
.ional and technical cualifications. This payment is shared equally by the Industry and the NDVP. In the
Public Sector, however, the entire stipend is paid by the NDVP.

Natioual DeTelopIM~t Volunteer Programme (NDVP)

24.23. The project is designed to determine the nature and maginitude of the employment/unemployment
problem, by examining current studies, work already done and existing programme ; and project employment/
unemployment trends oyer the medium and long-term periods in the light of observed and anticipated growth
in different sectors of the economy. The project is for a duration of six months beginning from October, 1975.
The Pakistan Government will bear only Rs. 0.10 million and Rs. 0.52 million will be met by UNDPjILO.

Total Cost Rs. 0.62 million
FEC. Rs. 0.52 million

Exploratory Employment Policy Mission in Pakistan

24.22. The scheme is included with a provision of'Rs. 0.266 million and F.E.C. Rs, 0.060 million as foreign
aid in the ADP 1975-76. )

24.21. The project is designed to conduct a survey in order to measure the labour productivity and to
determine the quantum of'labour input and the return that the labour receive for itswork. After a Pilot Survey ..
a feasibility report will be prepared and then it is planned to open 14 Productivity Sub-Centres in major in
dustrial towns of Pakistan.

Total Cost Rs. 0.266 millionPilot Survey on ' Measurement of Labour Productivity'

24.20. The project has been sponsored by Agriculture Division. The purpose of this survey is to measure
and evaluate the present and projected demand for labour and resultant income distribution in agriculture for
the promotion of rual employment. The foreign exchange component of Rs. 5.729 will be met by the UNDP/
ILO. Itwill be completed in 30 months and no annual recurring expenditure is involved after completion.
The survey will commence from January, 1976 and is expected to be completed by June, 1978. An amount of
Rs. 1.279 million with foreign aid of Rs. 1.055 million is included in the ADP 1975-76.



New Seb~mes
24.43. There is no new scheme included in the ADP 1975-76.
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24.41. The schemefor setting up ~ Institute of'Industrial SafetyHealth and F~ctory Inspection at Karachi
originally included in the Fourth Flve..Year Plan WItha total cost of Rs, 20.lakhs and was subsequently re
vised to·cost of Rs, 22lakhs. ,A sum of Rs, Q.50 lakhs has been allocated for expenditure during the current.
financial year 197~75. However, this schemehas not yet been approved by PDWP. This amount ofRs. 0.50·
Iakhs if released before the end of the current financial year will be utilized for the payment of Rs. 4.65 lakhs.
has been provided for this scheme in the ADP 1975~76.

·24.42. Cost of the land will be paid out of the provision of Rs. 4..65 ld-h.s.

24~40. The estab~s~ent of a New Technical Training Centre and Basic Training Centre fof1iidiist'riat
Appr.enticeswere origlnally jwo separate schemesfor Rs, ~3 lakhs and R.!!. 20 lakhs, respectively. The two
schemeswere considered in the meeting of the PDWP and it was desired that they should be amalgamated and
only one scheme ., Technical Training Centre and BasicTraining Centre" -should be submitted which has been
done. A sum of Rs, 10.00 lakhs for purchase ofland for this schemehas been provided in the ADP 1974.-75.
The amalgamated scheme is now estimated to cost Rs. 95.00 lakhs of which a sum of Rs. 10Iakhs has been
provided inthe ADP 1975~76for partly construction of the building. Rs. 10.00 would be spent in a manner
that a part of the Centre should become functional at the end of the financial year 1975-76,Rs, 7.50 lakhs
~PU1dJ:?espe~t on buil~~ 8fldRse .2, 50 ~ ,on thepurchase of stationery, in order to start one or two
ti:ades'in the co:tllJ>letedportion of the buildirig. . .

. ,,-" .?, , " ' ',' -I

....",u.. J(:.';, '0' ~," ,. ;V', 1, ~ ~.- ',h ~': j'.,\, (' .. ';.:: t ~ ',', .;:.l-~ ': ,

Setting up of an Institute for Industrial Safety,Health and Factory Inspection . . ;. I· ,; .

at Karachi Total Cost Rs. 22.00 lakhs

.' . !

Total Cost Rs. 95.00 lakhsEstablishment of a Technical Training Centre at Sukkur

24.39. The project for providing additional facilities to the existing.Technical Training Centry, Karachi
costing Rs, 5.00 lakhs was .approved in January,. 1975 and an amount. of Rs. 1:80 lakhs (after a cut of
lO:Yo)has bee~ provided dur~ t~e current financial year (197~7,5). It IS hoped the amount provided would
~ .utiU&ed.At:M! ~ndt~e Je~n~:pg aqlQ1,ll,1t9f Rs, 3. ~fO lakhs 'Ypul~~y8fltlltW over .to the.Fifth Fh:,e~yeat
Plan and spend 10the next financial year (1975-76)on the purchase of equipments and installation of Sui-Gas;

"

Providing additional facilities at the existing Technical Training Centre at
Karachi e • Total Cost Rs. 6.25 lakhs

24.38. The schemeof Manpower Research and Planning Cell at the Headquarters of theManpower. Wmg
of the Directorate of Labour, was approved m 1972but actually.came into operation in 1973-74. The Cell
started functioning in September, 1973.and conducted ~he20th Round of Establishment Enquiry and the 14th
Round of Survey of Technical Professional and Vocational Institutions. By the end of June, 1974an interim
rev-crt based on the data collected during these sll,rye.yswasmade out and supplied to the Planning Commission
and other concerned agencies. Proesently the Cell IS engaged m conducting the 21st Round of Establishment
Enquiry andIoth Round of Survey of Technical, Prfessional and Vocational Institutions. Final report of
this enqurry IS expected to be completed by the close of the current financial year (197~75). This schemehas
now been carried over to ]975-76with a: provision of Rs. 2.35 Iakhs and after that it will be transferred to
Revenue Budget.

Olll-gOing schemes

Setting up of a Manpower Research and Planning CeIlat tb.eHeadquarters of
the Manpower Wing of the Directorate of Labour, Karachi .. Total Cost Rs, 6.40 lakhs

"," .':L'. ,." I . '.

SIND

24.37. For Safe~y and Security there are two new schemes 'Viz: StreJ?gthenil?-8oZthe Medical Inspectorate
ofFactones costing Rs, 10.OOlakhs. As amount ofRs. 1.641akhs 18 proVIdedin the ADP 1975~76. The
scheme entitled Mopile Training Vans inthe Inspectorate of Mines costing Rs, 7. 221akhs is included in the
ADP 197>76 with a provision of Rs. 492 Iakhs. .',. .
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24.36. The schemes for Workers Educational Recreational and Free Counselling Centres, Lahore, Lyallpur,
Multan and Rawalpindi costing Rs, 18.97 lakhs, Rs, 12.19 lakhs, Rs, 12.19 lakhs, Rs, 12.19 lakhs
respectively have been approved by the Government of Punjab. An amount of Rs, 1.98 lakhs will be incur
red on each Centre at Lahore, Lyallpur and Multan and Rs. 1.64 lakh at Rawalpindi being the payment
ef service charges during 1975-76.

NEW SCHEMES

24.34. InADP 1974-75 an amount of Rs, 15.50 lakhs was provided out of which Rs, 10.00 lakhs is for
construction, Rs. 4.00 lakh for equipment and Rs. 1.00 lakh for furniture and Rs. 0.50 lakhs for
misce11aneous expenditure. The targets set forth for 1974-75 would be achieved. 42% physical implementa
tion has since been achieved. The ADP provision for 1975-76 is Rs. 15.00 lakhs.

Vocational Guidance and Emplo~ent Counselling Cell 1
24.35. The Centres are proposed to be set up at Lahore, Rawalpindi, Multan and Lyallpur. These will cover
all the schools at Tehsil level and district in the Vocational Guidance Programme through the teachers. The
cost will be Rs, 10.00 lakh. Tne necessary staff has been appointed. The basic material on vocational
guidance has been produced. Sample surveys have been conducted.

19.78

(Rs,m1akTu)

0.50

4.49

5.79

9.00

0.50Dird flve.rear Plan
1971-72

1972-73

1973-74

87~{ of the work has since been completed. An amount of Rs. 0.70 lakh has been provided in the ADP
1975-76. The hostel block has almost been completeo.

'Technical Training Centre, Gujar Khan
24.33. The scheme for the setting up a Centre exclusively for pre-release training of defence personnel at
an estimated cost of Rs. 98.20 lakhs (Revised). The land was acquired at a cost of Rs. 7 .13lakhs in Novem
ber, 1972. The construction work was started in December, 1972. The year-wise expenditure on land and
building are as under :

(Rs. in Iakh)

1.00

3.~iJ)

2.55

1972-73

1973-74

1974-75

24 .30. An amount of Rs, 4.221akhs has been provided inthe ADP 1975-76 for the construction of tube
well at Technical Training Centre, Gulberg Lahore, as a separate scheme.

'Technical Training Centre, Rahim Yar Khan, Phase n
24.31. The phase IIof the scheme provides for the construction of a hostel block for 100 boarder trainees,

with furniture. The scheme was approved at a revised cost of Rs, 7.60 lakh, Itwas taken up in 1972-73
.and is nearing completion .

.24.32. The expenditure on the scheme year-wise is as under:

TECHNICAL TRAINING CEN~

'Technical Training Centre Golberg, Lahore-Phase m
24.29. The scheme was approved at a revised cost of Rs. 26.78Iakhs. Itwas taken up in 1973-74 and an

amount ofRs. 4.00 lakh was utilised. In ADP 1974-75 an amount ofRs. IS.00lakh was provided for com
pletion of construction of workshops, main store, transformer room, cycle shed, , C ' type bungalow, lecture
room and Library. The physical targets mentioned above will be achieved within the sanctioned amount of
Rs. 15.00 Iakhs.

I,
j

n
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24.49. The schemewas taken up during the Fourth Plan period and an amount ofRs. 9.00 has so far been
incurred. An amount of Rs, 5.00 lakhs has been provided in the ADP 1975-76with a foreign exchangecom
ponent of Rs. 1.251akhs to be met out of own resources. The total expenditure during 1975-76will be
Rs. 5.00 lakhs.

Total Cost Rs. 20.25 lakh
FEC. Rs. 0.70 lakh

Artisan Training School, Quetta

An amount of Rs, 5.30 lakhs has so far been incurred on the implementation of the scheme Rs. 15.00
lakhs have been earmarked in the revenue budget during 1975-76. The foreign exchange component of
Rs. 10.00 lakhs will be met out of own resources, and the total expenditure during 1975-76will be Rs. 15.00
lakhs,

An amoimt of Rs. 13lakhs was provided in the ADP 1974-75, out of which Rs. 10 lakh was ear
marked in foreign exchange so as to purchase machinery and equipment and Rs. 85.200 for incidental charges.
Only an amount of Rs, 4.20 lakhs was utilized and the balance was surrendered. As regards expenditure on
incidental charges, only Rs. 22.400 were incurred, and balance of 63,120was surrendered.

24.48. The scheme is to provide rescue, training and precautionary services for minimising accidents in
mines according the statutory requirements of the Mines Act, 1923.

Total Cost Rs. 50.40 Iakhs
FEC. Rs. 30.00 Iakhs

Oo-going schemes

Central Mines Rescue and Safety.Station of Sinjidi

BALUCHISTAN

Strengtheningof Factory Inspection Services
24.47. The scheme aims to prevent the occurrence of accidents in the industrial establishments and also
improve the safety of workers at work places. The scheme has since been revised and will be in force for a
period of two years only, previously it was a fiveyears scheme. Ithas been transferred to the non-development
budget from 1976-77.

Vocational Guidance Unit; EmpI~ymentExchange, Peshawar
~4.4.~." All !l,mouut"of RS. O.41akhs, was utilized during 1974-75 and Rs. 0.35 Iakhs for ADP 1975-76.
'I, . '. . !• .'• "•• - ..... '.~"'. • "'.""'" (9

The schemeproposes to advisenew entrants tQ the labour;force about job opportunities and abouttraining. or
further education. 1 !..

... 'J) ..'1 i~"." .. !
Setting up of Research Planning and Statistical Cell at the Headqoarters of Labour Directorate, Peshawar
24.45. The schemewas approved at a total cost of Rs, 2.50 to be implemented during 1971-75 with the
objective to collect, compile and Pllblish Manpower and Labour Welfare statistics and to prepare and imple
meritdevelopment schemes relating to Manpower Sector. The scheme has since been completed and has
been transferred to non-development budget from Ist July, 1975. ,

""-',

:PQysicall"lrfolDlauce

24..M· ..There are three ongoing projects out ofwmch one has since beeri oompIetedand transferred to non
development budget. The objectives, physical performance etc are given as under :-

:.,' ••. , - 'r

N.W.F.P.
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The expenditure on NDVP exceeded byRs. 30 miJlfOD the allocated prOvisiOll of Rs. 13million.

1974-75 Provision
tor

Allocation Estimated !975-76
.Expenditure

lPt:njab 6.000 5.400 10.000

Sind 0.600 0.540 5.000

N.W.F.P. .. 1.149 0.400 0.109

Baluchistan •• 3.200 1.000 2.000

Centre 17.000 46.000 18.454

Total 27.949 53.3«> 35.563

Allocation and Utilization of Funds during 1974-75 and A.D.P. Provision for 1975-76
(Million Rupees)

TABU III
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. In Punjab about 350 voluntary social welfare agencieswere provided with financial, technical and pro
fessional assistance ; social welfare activitieswere expanded and improved under 5medical socialwork projects,
1:3 rural community development and 50 urban community development projects. However. progress of
expansion work was slow OJ?- the fo!~owjng.ptojects because of'Iack offunds : 6 mother's and children homes,
one day-care centre for children or working mothers; one model orphanage, 5 socro-econonuc centres for
women, 22 industrial centres of excellence, one abandoned babies home, 5 rescue homes for under-privileged
women (Darul Aman), one destitute home for poor and needy women (female beggars), one child welfare and
training institute.

25.5 Province-wise achievement of the physical targets during 1974-75 was as follows :-

Punjab

Sind

N.W.F.P.

Federal Government

m~75 1974.75

5.45(J 3.450

6.000 5.746

2.175 2.5<46

1.032 0.902

14.657 12.644Total

Allocation UtilizationAgency

(Rupees in Million)

TABLE I

Allocation/utilization for 1974-75 by executing agencies

CHAPTER 25

SOCIAL WELFARE
Social policies and projects cannot easlly be isolated ftom the programmes undertaken in a number of

other sectors. Rapid industrial expanSion,as a.gaihSt the slow growth of the social sectors, for example,
creates problems which cailiioteasilybe solved through the efforts of the " SocialWelfare" sector alone, The
l1ia~ in the Social Welfare progranihiBs iii the previous pians was that these were mainly concerned with off
setting some of the adverse affects of industrial development. This gave" SocialWelfare" a somewhat ne
gative role of trying to contain the. damage being done through the policies of other sectors. It is obvious
that this approach was not orily jneffective in the long ruf but also lop-sided in application. For a balanced
approach, policies of SocialWelfare and reforii; had to be re~ected in legislation meant for labourers and the
;<trmerswhich also serve as guiding light for education, health and housing programmes.

25.2 The revised approach of the present Government is to follow a cosnlstant social policy as an integral
part of overall development policy. It announced a number of policies, reforms and statutory programmes
covering all economic, production and social sectors.. Social Welfare was thus made an intergral part of the
development programme of every sectors and not 1eftmerely to the narrow confines of one small sector. The
1975-76allocations made udder Social Welfare l:l.s such are, therefore, only a friction of the total welfare activi
ties being carried out by a humber of public agencies,

!Review of 1974-75
25.3 A sum of Rs, 14.65 million had been provided for the sector during 1974-75,envisaging the following
objectives and targets:

1. Professional and financial assistance to 515 voluntary welfare agencies, 4 universities arid 22 col
leges; and

2. Expansion of 80 projects relating to urban and rural community development, child and family
welfare services,socio-economiccentres for women, homes for destitute and under-privilegedwomen
(Darul Aman), medical social work and staff welfare services.

25.4 The break-down of the allocation/utilization for 1974-75.by executing agencies, is as indicated by the
Tablet .



The Annual Plan Strategy

25.11 The main emphasis of social welfare during 1975-76 will be on the on-going projects. A few new
programmes will be started and d~~n~~d Insuch a way as to ensure: .tbat the AnnualPlan for 1975-76 is fully
responsive to the needs of~hose ~dlV1duaIs, gr~ups a~d communities who.are handicapped, under~prjvileged,
weak and vulnerable. A fewsocial welfare projects will also be undertake rn cooperation WIth People's Works
Programme and Integrated Rural Development Programme at provincial level in Punjab.

Federal Programmes/Targets

25.12 The Federal Government (Health and Social Welfare Division) will distribute Rs. 2.400 millon as
grants in-aid to about 60li private social welfare agencies, 5 universities and 30 colleges for development of
voluntary social work and encouragement of pirvateinvestment in social welfare activities. The Federal Minis
try of Social Welfare will start 6 ass~ssment, yocatIOnal tra~rung and rehabilitation service units fer the phy
sically handicapped, one comprehensive !ind integrated SOCIals~rVJce programme in Federally Administered
Tribal or Northern Areas. and one ~r~umng'programme for SOCIalwelfar~ pers~)llnel: .The staff welfare pro
gramme, un~er the Establi~h~ent Divison w~l1be expanded. The ~asb~IT Affairs I?IYIsI?n will strengthen its
on-going SOCialwelfare .actIvlties. The main federalprogramme ISvoct.lO.naI rehabilitation of the physically
handicapped. The projects under this programme aim at assessing, training and preparing the disabled for
entry into active social and economic life as self-supporting and self-respecting citizens.
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Federal Government

Punjab

Sind

N.W.F.P.

(Rupees in Millions) ~,.
I'

Revised AllocatioDS
Estimates 1975-76
1974-75

3.450 6.200

5.746 10.000

2.546 1.500
0.902 0.526

Total 12.644- 18.226

Executing Agencies

25.8 Under the Fe~eraI P~ogramme, 500 social welfare agencies,5 uni.versities and ~~ .co l1eges!hrCl:l:l~out.
Pakistan were provided ~~th federal grants-in-aid by H~aIt~ and SOCIal Welfare DIVlslon. This financial
assistance was in addition to the provincial grants-In-ald. In the sub-scctos of Social Services for
Ex-servicemen, Rs. 2 millions remained unutiJized in the absence of suitable project.

25.9 The Social Welfase Projects in Azad Kashmir did not record any progress because of lack of funds.

Programme for 1975-76

25 10 The total Annual Plan outlay in 1975-76 for Social Welfare Sector is Rs. 18.226 million. The break
dow'a of this expenditure, by executing agencies, is indicated in Table n.

TABLE IT

Revised Estimates for 1974-75 and Allocation for 1975-76 by executing agencies

t

25 6 In Sind, almost all the on-going projects were completed and transferred to the Revenue Budget. These
pr~jects comprised of 26 urban community development projects; one Socio-economic Centre for women at
Karachi; one home for destitute and under-pz:iv.ileg~d ~omen, Karachi ; development of one child and family
welfare services cell and ~me child welfare training institute ; ? pilot rural. cOIDm1l;mtydevelopment projects;
6 school social work projects, Karachi; one abandoned babies and destitute children home, Karachi' one
model orphan.age, K~rachi ; ~:meprojec~ of supervisory services for voluntary comn:lUn!ty ~eve!opme:r~.tpro~am
mes and 9 SOCIalservices projects (Medical). About 300 voluntary SOCialwelfare Institutions were grven grants-
in-aid to standardise their services. Co

25.7 In N.W.F.P., the programmes under rual and urban community d.evelop~ent projects were expanded
and strengthened. About 40 voluntary welf~e agencies were also provided With financial and technical as
sistance to initiate social welfare programmes In the neglected fields.

The Government of Baluchistan did not make any separate provision for social welfare sector during
1974-75.
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Provincial Programmes/Targets
2S.13 (1)·Ptmjab.-The provincial programme consists of continuation and expansion of grants-in-aid to
volunt- ary social welfare agencies, mother's and) children's homes, model orphanages, abandoned babies
and destitute children's homes, day-care centres, homes for destitute and under-privileged women, rescue
homes for women without support, industrial and economic rehabilitation centres for poor women, and a
child we1fare training institute. The new schemes included in the Annual Plan for 1975-76aim at initiation of
5 assessment, training and rehabilitation centres for the mentally retarded children; 4 additional day-care
centres; construction of building for 5 rescue homes, 5 mother's and children's homes and 50 community
development centres and establishmen of 15 medical social we1fareprojects in hospitals.

25.14 (2) Sind.-The programme for 1975-76 does not include any new projects and targets as
recommended and envisagedunder the Development Perspective (1975-80). Itconsists of continuation of only
one on-going project i.e.grants-in-aid to Social We1fareAgencies. Under this programme about 300 voluntary
social welfare agencies, orphanages and community development projects are expected to receive financial
professional and technical assistance from the Government. •

25.15 (3) N.~.F.P.-The programme for 1975-76 ~on':Cntratesonly on co~tinuing the community develop-
ment projects lD urban and rural areas, and grants-in-aid to voluntary SOCIalwelfare agencies (40),.

25.16 (4) BaJuchistan.-The Provincial Government has not included any social welfare programme as such
for 1975-76. However, some of the federal programmes of social welfare cover Baluchistan.




